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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
This report is compiled primarily from information obtained from 
two internal NASA sources: 
1. "CASE Report on Support of Colleges and Universities" 
(NASA Form 1356). 
2. "Individual Procurement Action Report" (NASA Form 507). 
Therefore, other sources should be used for completing Forms 507 o r  
1356. 
This publication is available from the National Technical Information Ser- 
vice (NTI S), Springfield, Virginia 22 15 1 for 4- 
..... 
FOREWORD 
The Office of University Affairs (OUA) is a focal point for NASA 
relationships with colleges and universities. This annual report is one 
means of documenting these relationships. Information contained in 
this document is designed to serve several purposes and a wide range 
of audiences from private individuals to NASA employees, but the 
emphasis is on NASA's sponsored efforts rather than on fiscal data. 
It is noted, however, that $115 million was obligated during FY 73 
for work in 280 institutions on some 2600 projects. A "User'sGuide" 
is included to facilitate fullest use of the material related to the 
interests of any particular reader. 
Information on obtaining reports resulting from these projects may be 
obtained from: NASA, Scientific and Technical Information Office, 
Code KS, Washington, D. C. 20546. 
Any comments or inquiries regarding this document should be 
directed to: 
Chief, Coordination Branch 
Office of University Affairs, Code PY 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
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USER'S GUIDE 
The University Program Report provides current information and 
related, statistics for each grant o r  research contract active during the 
report period. The following guidance is provided as an aid to the 
reader in readily locating material of interest and in optimizing the 
use of this document. 
I .  Typical Citation 
1 
NCR 05-071-002 California State University - Fullerton 1241 
4 --r Spectroscopic studies of inlcrrtellar dust 
P < n d  0bl;ml;ons 6 
5 --t 04/29/71-03/31/74 FY73: $lf,000 TOTAL: $57.000 -7 
PTI .  Invesr. NASA Tech Ofltcer CASE Cnregor). 
8 - Johnson, F. M.  HQ-SGJDubin, M. . 1 I-Astronomy -10 
HQ-SLJYoung, R. 
(ID-850 188-45-53) (10-850 385-45-00) 9 
t t 
Ila I lb  I 
1. Grant or Contract ~ u m i e r .  
2. Institution Name. 
3. Accession Number for use with appendices. 
4. Brief work description. 
5. Approximate period of performance. 
6 .  Amount (if any) actually provided during the indicated fiscal 
year. 
7. Total amount actually provided during the indicated period 
of performance. 
8. Principal Investigator(s) at the educational institution. 
9. NASA Technical 'Officer and organizational location. 
10. CASE Field of Science and Engineering code and name. 
I I .  Source code (a) and RTOP (b). See Part V. 
iii 
11. NASA Installations 
NASA installations are included in  the citation both as abbreviations 
(item 9) and as codes (items 1 la). The following listing of installations 
will be useful to those desiring further information on specific 
projects. 
Installation Name 
Abbrev. Code and Address 
Telephone Number 
for Information 
A R C  21 Ames Research Center 4 151965-5000 
NASA 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
F RC 24 Flight Rcsearch Center 
NASA 
P.O. Box 273 
Edwards, CA 93523 
GSFC 51 Goddard Space Flight Center 30 11982.5042 
NASA 
Greenbelt, M D  20771 
JPL 55 Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2 131354-432 1 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 9 1103 
J SC 72 Johnson Space Center 7 131483-3 1 1 1  
NASA 
Houston, TX 77058 
K SC 76 Kennedy Space Center 
NASA 
Kennedy Space Center, FL  32899 
LARC 23 Langley Research Center 
NASA 
Langley Station 
Hampton, VA 23665 
LERC 22 Lewis Research Center 
NASA 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
MSFC 62 Marshall Space Flight Center 2051453-2121 
NASA 
Marshall Space Flight Center, A 1  
35812 
M T F  -- Mississippi Test Facility 6011688-221 1 
NASA 
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520 
W S 53 Wallops Station 8041824.34 1 1 
NASA 
Wallops Island, VA 23337 
WTR -- Westcrn Test Range 
P.O. Box 425 
Lompoc, CA 93436 
HQ 10 NASA Headquarters 
Washington, D C  20546 
! 
The abbreviation for NASA Headquarters, HQ, usually carries a 
suffix, for example HQ-PY, which denotes a particular office and 
general area of responsibility. (PY is the Office of University Affairs.) 
A full listing of the suffix letters and information on NASA's 
organizational structure may be found in the NASA Headquarters 
Telephone Directory. (The Directory is for sale by the Superintendent 
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 
20402. Single copy price: $1.25; $1.25 additional for foreign mailing.) 
I l l .  CASE Fields of Science and Engineering 
The National Science Foundation (NSF) on behalf of the Committee 
on Academic Science and Engineering (CASE) of the Federal Council 
for Science and Technology (FCST) operates a government-wide 
system for collecting and analyzing data on support to colleges and 
universities. Participating agencies report annually to NSF which i n  
turn issues Support to U~riversities, Col1ege.r a~ld Selected No~rprofit 
I~rstitutio~rs. The CASE Fields, used in  the extensive tabulations 
contained in that document, form the only consistent classification 
system for government sponsored research. The fields are listed in  full 
in Appendix B. 
IV. Cross-Indexes 
The cross-indexed Appendices are related to the citations by the 
accession number (item 3). The accession number has meaning only 
in this report; it is in  no way premanently associated with,nor doesit 
uniquely identify a grant o r  contract anywhere except in,the present 
report. 
Appendix A - Given only the grant o r  contract number this index 
enables the reader to locate the citation. The first 
page tells how to distinguish grants from contracts. 
Appendix B -  This index provides rapid access to all projects in a 
particular area of endeavor, as  defined by the CASE 
Fields. The listing is also easily used to determine the 
institutions and principal investigators conduct ing  
NASA projects in a field. 
Appendix C - T h e  types of effort  sponsored by each NASA 
installation may be determined from this index. 
~ ~ ~ e n d i x  D- This index is included primarily for the convenience of 
internal NASA readers. However, the RTOP, per se, 
may be of considerable interest to external users. See 
V, below. 
V.  Source Code and RTOP 
The last line of the citation (item 1 I) contains 1-3 sets of numbers in 
parenthesis. By interpreting the coding a great deal of additional 
information on a project may be obtained. The first set is current and 
is the most useful; the second and third sets, i f  present, generally 
represent historical data. 
Each set of numbers is further divided into two groups separated by 
a blank space. The first group contains source coding, while the 
second is the "Research and Technology Operating Plan" (RTOP). 
Source Coding (Item 1 la) 
The first two-digit number identifies the NASA installation 
(by the code given in 11, above) which has most recently 
added funds to the project. Disagreement between this 
installation and the technical officer location usually indicates 
that responsibility for a project is being transferred. 
The second number identifies the major NASA Program 
Office responsible for the research, as follows: 200-299, 
Office of Technology Uti l izat ion;  300-399, Office of 
University Affairs; 500-599, Office of Tracking and Data 
Acquisition; 600-699, Office of Applications; 700-799, Office 
of Aeronautics and Space Technology; 800-899, Office of 
Space Science; and 900-999, Office of Manned Space Flight. 
RTOP (Item 1 lb) 
The RTOP, "Research and Technology Operating Plan" 
number indicates a broad technical area in which NASA 
desires to achieve certain objectives. Numerous projects, 
conducted both in-house and out-of-house and with all 
classes of performers may contribute to the objective of a 
single RTOP. Detailed descriptions of the RTOPs, including 
names of responsible individuals and extensive cross-indexing 
are published annually. The current edition entitled Research 
and Techtro1og.v Operatitig Plat1 Summary may be purchased 
from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), 
Springfield, Virginia 22151, for $3.00. ($2.50 additional for 
Foreign mailing.) 
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NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA 
NGR OI-001-OW Alabama A&M Unirerrity 1WO 
Computer code for predicting neutron reaction cross actions and 
gamma ray spectrum in certain radiation shielding materials as 
well as in nitrogen & oxygen 
P I l n d  Ob1ign,non, 
05/05/69-06/01/72 F t  73: TOTAL: $M),799 
Prin lnwrr. NASd T ? d .  O / l k r  CASE Car%or? 
George, M. C. MSFC/Morgan, S. H.. Jr. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kenl, M. I. 
(10-370 183-00-00) (10-371 340-00-W) (62-910 933-50-00) 
NGR 01-001-013 Alabama A&M University 1001 
MHz shuttle, station and satellite communications analysis 
h"d OMIP(;MI 
03/30/71-C4/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $37,698 
Pn'n lnwv. NASA Ted .  0flr.r CASE Calebory 
Lawrinc. L. HQ-PY/Pahly, J .  G. 41-Aeru Enpr 
MSFC/Reed, B. R. 
(62-920 982-52-00) (62-920 97630-00) (IC-371 340-MW) 
NGR 01-001-014 Alabama A&M University 1002 
Ground truth documentation to facilitate use of remote sensing 
in resource planning 
fi'mal obl!g.rnons 
06/25/71-C4/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $40,221 
Pnn. h w s l  NASA Ted. Ofl<c<r CASE Cnlwory 
Sharma, G. C. MSFC/McDonough. G. 
MSFC/Paludan, T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR OCMl4l7 Alabama A&M Univerrity 1003 
Development of an adhesion criterion in gas solid interface 
~ e n d  o u j p a o n r  
03/13/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15,969 
Pn.rfi. l n ~ l t .  NASA Tech. OIfl-r CdSE Cnferon 
George, M. C. HQ.PY/Pahly, J .  G. 13-Physics 
MSFCIPcters. P. N. 
NGR 01-001-018 Alabama A&M University 1004 
Investigation of water quality parameters and selected points on 
the Tcnnessce River 
P W i d  ou~~o,<mfi.r  
08/03/72-05/01/73 FY73: $19,690 TOTAL: $19,690 
Pnn. b w l l .  , NASA T e d .  Ofliiii CASE Cmqerv 
Manager. M. C. HQ-PY/Pahly, J .  H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Kenl, M. I. 
(10-37 1 340-M00) 
NGR 01-001-020 Alabama A&M University 1005 
Degradation effect on space communication and energy tranrmir- 
sion by laser beams due to the variation of atmospheric refractive 
index 
P I " d  obl!~n,ionr 
WI07172-08/31/74 FY73: $31.139 TOTAL: $31.139 
~ , ,  ~ , .  
I Pen. Inwsr. NASA Twh. Olffer CASE Cafego" 
Lee, C. T. HQ-PYjPohly. 1. G. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kurlz, R. L. 
NGR OI-WI-021 Alabama A&M University 1006 
Performance analysis & preliminary system configuration 
Pcnd obl ia~ , !""~  
03/05/73-M/30/74 FY73: $21,491 TOTAL: $21,491 
. . 
Plr,,. lnwrr. NASA Tech. OJJirrr CASE Caregory 
Weathers, G.  D. HQ-PYjPohly, J .  G. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Lawrey, D. 0. 
(10-371 340-00-W) 
NGR 01-001423 Alabama A&M University 1007 
Development of rcrnotc sensing applications for natural resource 
study and management 
Perfd 0W;zonionr 
06/13/73-06/14/74 FY73: $23,278 TOTAL: $23,278 
. . 
Prin Inw.?!. NASA T i h .  Olfi-r CASE Celqory 
Golden. M. S. HQ-PYjPohly, J. G.  39-Env k i ,  NEC 
MSFC/Derington, J.  C. 
(IC-371 340-WW) (62-680 160-75-98) 
NAS 8-28058 Athens College 1008 
Chemical analysis of outgassing contaminant on spacecraft 
surfaces 
h , t d  obli#a,,on, 
10/27/7 1-01 126174 FY73: $17,250 TOTAL: $27,600 
. . 
P r j n  Inw.78. NASA Tech Oflt<er CASE Carrgor). 
McNutt, R. C. MSFC/Frary. S. G .  13-Physics 
MSFC/W'ikams, J .  R. 
(62-960 96450-00) (62-9 10 933-50-00) (62-740 114-03-07) 
NAS 8-20163 Auburn University I009 
Study in digitired servo-electronics far u x  in  gyro stabilized loops 
of a stabilized platform system 
h n d  Ouiga,&.s 
06/17/65-10/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $269,314 
P h .  Inxsl.  NASA TI&. O/li<<r CASE Carrgov 
Nagle, H. T., Jr. MSFC/Daran, B. 1. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Joner. C. S. 
(62-910 933-35-00) (62-750 125-00-00) (62-750 125-17-14) 
NAS 8-20765 Auburn University 1010 
Frequency modulated (FM) telemetry systems 
h r t d  obl<sa,,on, 
05/22/67-03/15/74 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $216,988 
Prin. lnwrr. NASA Tech. Ofirer CASh Cornor). 
Irwin, J. D. MSFCjEmens, F. H. 45-Elec Engr 
James, S. MSFCIMaynard. E. 
(62-500 15C-22-03) 
NAS 8-24818 Auburn Unirersity 1011 
Television broadcast relay system analytical studies 
,'end ouiao,;""~ 
06/16/69-09/18/72 FY73: TOTAL: $50.800 
Pnn. Inwl l .  NASA Tmh. O D - r  C1.SC Caretoyr 
Graf, E. R. MSFC/Saunders, G.  H. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Mixon, W. R. 
(62-680 160-W-00) (62-620 164-21-56) 
NAS 8-26190 Auburn University I012 
Study of meteor trail radiation 
f i n d  Obllg~nonl 
06/30/70-09/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $21,000 
Prtn h w r r .  NASA Tzrh OJJj?er CASE Cdrcro?> 
Harwell, K.  E. MSPC/Naumann, R. J .  I l-Astronomy 
MSFC/Clifton. S. 
(62-742 124-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NAS 8-26193 Auburn University 1013 
Research work pertaining lo telemetry measuring and radio 
frequency syslems 
f i n d  Otf*~,i0nr 
061 18/7@06/17/74 FY73: TOTAL: $120,OW 
P"n. l n w s l  NASA 7 4 .  Officer C I Z E  CacarrsorY 
Honnell. M. A. MSFC/Lowery, D. 0. 45-Elce Engr 
MSFC/Thomas. L. J. 
(62.910 933-5@00) (62-500 150-22-17) (62-500 150-00-00) 
NAS 8-26579 Auburn University 1014 
Study of thermal conductivity of hctcrogcneour mixtures 
P I n d  obl;wr;uo3 
10/23/7@10/23/73 FY73: TOTAL: $40.40.000 
Pt in  h ~ x l .  NASA Tech Offtce, CASE Calqory 
Vachon. R. I. MSFC/Joner, B. P. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Miller. E. R. 
(62-740 114-03-25) (62-740 129-03-25) 
NAS 626580 Auburn University 1015 
Reaction control system sludiea 
P e t i d  Obltgmrbnl 
1 l/l7/7@09/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $85,OW 
Pnn. ,nu<,. NASA Tech Offl~rr CASE Colclory 
Baland, J. S. MSFC/Politrs, M. E. 45-Elcc Engr 
MSFC/Brown, H. E. 
(62-980 908-52-08) (62-980 908-51-00) 
NAS 826752 Auburn University 1016 
A study of power conditioning and powerfitcibution 
h , i d  oarrg#,lon, 
12/29/70-12/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: S2U.W 
Ptin bus,. NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Carrgocv 
Hannell. M. A. MSFC/Graves, J. R. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Lanier, J. R. 
(62-980 908-51-00) 
NAS 8-26930 Auburn University 1017 
Advanced computer syslem studies and dcvelapmenl 
p e r i d  Obr;ga,;uos 
0312917 1-05/28/74 FY73: TOTAL: $55.40.000 
Pnn. Inus,. NASA Tech Oflimr CASE Cnrqogory 
Irwin, J. D. MSFC/White, J .  8. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Yearwood, H. E. 
(62-830 18C-08W) (62-910 933-5@00) 
NAS 8-27664 Auburn Unirenity 1018 
Study of effects of uncertainties on comets and asteroid encoun- 
ter 
?enad OMipiions 
06/08/71-09/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $70.40.000 
Ptin l n w ~ r .  NASA T c h .  O//mr CASE Co(?mry 
Bennett, A. C. MSFC/Hethcoat, J. P. 42-Aslra Engr 
(62-840 186-68-64) (62-830 180-00-00) (62-830 180-17-50) 
NAS b27827 Auburn Univedty 1019 
Mullivariable control theory applied to hierarchical altitude 
control for planetary spacecraft 
h d d  Llbll~aliunl 
07/23/7 1- 12/22/72 FY73: TOTAL: $20.40.000 
PHn. I n ~ s l .  NASA Tech Offtcer CASE Cnrnory 
Russell, D. W. MSFC/Borelli. M. T. 45-Elec Engr 
Boland, J. S., 111 MSFC/Carroll, S. N. 
(62-840 186-68-64) 
NAS 8-28110 Auburn University I020 
Dynamic analysis and synthesis conlrol system lor a spacecraft 
to rendezvous with comets and asteroids 
P d  ON@orh.v 
ll/18/71-11/17/72 FY73: TOTAL: $30.0~) 
P*. lnvrll. NASA T-h. Olfirrr CASE CeteXq 
Cochran, J. E. MSFC/Waites, H. B. 42-Astro Engr 
MSFC/Justice, D. W. 
(62-840 186-68-64) 
NAS 628262 Auburn University 1021 
Investigation of choice of programing forms far  digital eontralleil 
operating in open and closed loop control systems 
P ~ n o d  Obl,~~,i""., 
01/10/72-06/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $8,103 
Pnn Inus,. NASA T e d .  Offfrer CASE Caretory 
Phillips. C. L. MSFC/Vallely, D. P. 45-Elce Engr 
MSFCIJudice. D. W~ 
NAS 8-28366 Auburn University 1022 
Study of orbital perturbing forces 
P f " d  o t f , w , r m  
01/24/72-01/24/73 FY73: TOTAL: 516.526 
P"n. h u r l .  NASA T ~ r h  Officer CASE Carmoo. 
Filzpatrick. P. M. MSFC/Holland, R. H. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Naumann, R. J. 
(62-840 186-68-64) 
NAS 629852 Auburn University IOU 
lnvesligation of problems involving calculation of space tog's 
poriliun in an inertial coordinate system 
P f " d  otf,aa,rm, 
06/20/73-06/20/74 FY73: $74.394 TOTAL: $74,394 
P??n Inrs l .  NASA T i r h  Off;<r.r CASe Calrgory 
Boland, 1. S., 111 MSFC/Ellrwanh, T. D. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Wise, R. L. 
(62-980 909-55-05) 
NCR Ola03-008 Auburn University 1024 
Computcr techniques for multivarianl function modcl generation 
emphasizing programs applicable to space vehicle guidanac 
P ~ l n d  ObI@~nanr 
03/01/66-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $92.906 
Pnn. In.rrt. NASA Ted. 0Ifir.r ?...qd Ccm"? 
Shaw. W. A. JSC/Lewallcn. J. M. 42-Astro Engr 
(25-750 125-00-00) (72-750 1 3 - W W )  
NCR 01-003-036 Auburn University 1025 
A study of Hamilton-Jacobi theory for application to guidanm 
Pet id  oU!8#,ro"r 
03/18/69-W/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $18.884 
Pnn. I n u l l .  NASA Ted. ofl;<er CASE Cn~wrY 
Fitzpatrick, P. M. JSC/ 21-Mathematics 
(72-750 125-00-00) (25-750 125-W-00) 
NCT 01-OlIWOl Auburn University 1016 
Training of graduate studenls in space-related science and 
technology 
h n d  Oblg~livns 
031 15/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $827,703 
P"". b w r t  NASA Rch. OflTmr CASE CotereW 
Parker, W. V. HQ-PYjCarter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181.00-00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NGT 01-003-044 Auburn University 1027 
Summer fellowship programs in engineering syacms design 
P l d d  Old!~a,ion.r 
12/16/69-03/31/14 FY73: $126,825 TOTAL: $449,211 
Prh. Inwxl. NASA rerh. Ofl(czr CASE Carrgow 
Vachon, R .  I. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 340-WOO) 
NGT 01403-045 Auburn University 1028 
Summer laculty fellowship program in aeronautics and space 
research 
Penal Otf@z<omr 
12/16/69-03/31/14 FY73: TOTAL: $240,420 
Pnn. hw5L NASA Tcd. Ofltcr CASE Camow 
O'Brien. J .  F. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-370 181-WW) ( la371 340-W-W) 
NGR 01-W7MI Talladega College 1029 
Effect of surlace conditions on work function of insulators and 
semiconductors 
Pcnd Obl!zlrrlonr 
07/31/69-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $62,621 
Pnn. Inuell. NASA Teeh Oflrmr CASE Culcgory 
George, M. C. HQ-PY/Pohly, 1. G. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Dalins, I. 
(10-370 183-00-00) (10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR Ol-007-004 Tdladegs College 1030 
Strains produced in clean metallic thin films by a gilawus 
environment 
P f d d  Obl!~~,fonr 
03/25/7 1-12/31/73 FY73: $21.465 TOTAL: $47,465 
Pnn. I nw~r .  NASA Trrh Ofljer CASE Cnt#rory 
Morrison. R. A. HQ-PYjCarter, C. H. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Harton. J .  
(10-371 340-W-W) 
NGR OlM5-003 Tuskegee lnstitule 1031 
Growth of insulating magnetic crystals involving second and third 
transition metal ions 
PI"& Ob,<~..,i"", 
06/13/69-12/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $62,343 
pH#. lnwrl. NI.T.4 Ted. O/Jler CASE Cntetory 
Reams, F. M. MSFC/Bannister, T. C. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kent, M. 
(10-370 183-WW) (62-910 933-5&W) 
NGR 01-005410 Tuskegee Institute 1032 
A study of coaxial-submerged free jet 
Pe"d Oblfg~grnons 
04/07/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $45,757 
Pn'n hwr. Nl.T.4 Teh. OIJler CASE Caregory 
Lenm, C. S. MSFC/Guest, S. H. 41-Aero Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. I. 
(10-371 340-MW) 
NGR 01-005412 Tuskegee Institute 1033 
High temperature deformation of Bi2Te3 
P e w  0blig.rionr 
04/07/71-11/30/73 FY73: $20,984 TOTAL: 1641,532 
Pm. lnwrt. NASA Tech. OflCer CASE CnIewry 
Terrill, G.  R. HQ-PYjPohly, J. G. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Krupnick, A. C. 
I (IS371 34&WW) 
NGR 01-005-017 Tuskepr Institute 1034 
Advanccd thermal control systems analysis 
Penal O M l g ~ ! ~ ~ . ~  
06/30/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $24,800 
Pnn. lnnrr. NASA Teh. O/ficer CASE Cczogory 
Sellers, J. P. JSC/Fedderron, W. E. 46-Meeh Engr 
(72-910 914-50-W) 
NGR 01-010-001 University of Alabama - Birmingham 1035 
Made1 for origin and coevolution of genetic code and the process 
of protein synthesis 
h d d  Obtzm~iiir 
05/09/73-05/31/74 FY73: $2I,WO TOTAL: 921,000 
Pn'n Inwsl. NASA Tech. OIJlcer CASE Colfzory 
Lacey, J. C.. Jr. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NAS 8-24612 University ol Alabama - Huntsville 1036 
Investigation of cryslal growth in zero gravity environment 
R"d Obl i~~ lo" ,  
06/18/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $94,969 
Pnn. h w l l .  NASA Tmb. OlJlcer CASE CaIqwy 
Davis, J. H. MSFCjKroes, R. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Bannister, T. C. 
(62-980 975-90-95) (62-742 124-WW) (62-740 129-00-W) 
NAS 8-24908 University of Alabnms - Huntsville 1037 
Study of radiation environment in orbit of the Apullo applications 
satellite5 
Period ob,,aozionr 
06/24/69-11/25/73 FY73: $26,000 TOTAL: $180,278 
Pnn. lnwsl. NASA Tech. Ofli-r CASE Celegury 
Guenther. G. A. MSFCjParnell. T. A. Il-Astronomy 
MSFCjOmn. W. A. 
(62-960 964-50-W) (62-910 933-50-W) 
NAS 8-24953 University ol Alabama - Huntrvillr 1038 
Study of specific light output of CSi crystals 
,-<,id ohl!~lnionr 
06/26/69.! 2/31/73 FY73: $26,995 TOTAL: $222,859 
Prln lnwsr. NASA T h .  Ofler  CASE Ca!ego,y 
Gregory. J. C. MSFC/Parnell, T. A. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Oran. W. 
(62-950 951-ICW) (62-910 933-50-00) (62-742 124-09-21) 
NAS 8-25055 Ulniversity of Alabama - Huntsville 1039 
Behavior of dense plasma 
penal oblip,fon, 
06/30/6965/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 1691,360 
Pnn. Innsl. NASA Trh .  Oflter CASE CaIe~o'). 
Todd, F. C. MSFC/Naumann. R. 13-Physics 
MSFCJEspy, P. 
(62-910 933-50-W) (62-742 124-MW) 
NAS 8-25101 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1040 
Electro-magnetofluid dynamic description of the in  fall-impace 
model of the solar flare 
penal oa,,p,aarion, 
06124169-09/30/73 FY73: $14,994 TOTAL: $103,789 
Pdn, tow>,. NAX4 Ted. Oflicer CASE Cnlegory 
Wu, S. T. MSFCIHagyard. M. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Janes, B. P. 
(62-960 996W-W) 
NASA'§ UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NAS 11-25102 Unirersity of Alabama - Huntsrille 1041 
Mathematical characterization of mechanical bchavior of porous 
frictional granular mcdiia 
P s r i d  Obli~~8rm1.s 
06/24/69-l1/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1 19.685 
Pnn. Inw.rr. NASA Tech Ofj-r CASE Carefor). 
Chung, T. J. MSFC/Cosres. N. C. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Peasley. Q. 0 .  
(62-910 933-50-00) (62-910 914-40-00) 
NAS 8-25120 llniverrity of Alabama - Hunwille I041 
Investigation of thallium whiskers study 
P e r i d  Ohllg.,;"", 
06/26/69-I 2/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $59,982 
Pnn. rnr .rr .  N l s r  Tech Off[-r CASE Calrgury 
Davis, J. H.  MSFC/Kme$, R. 47-Materials Engr 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-2579 Unirersily of Alabama - Hunmille 1043 
In-flight atmospheric model criteria monograph 
Perk, ou<ga,,on, 
03/24/70-09/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $90,152 
Pn',,. lnr~. NASA Tech. Offi-r CA S t  Carrgory 
Wu,  S. T. MSFC/Devries, L. L. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Smith, R. E. 
(62-742 124-12-11) (62-740 114-03-55) (62-850 188-3656) 
NAS 8-26055 Unirersily of Alebnma - Huntsville 1044 
Program history of project Saturn 
P e n d  O~~~PZ<",Z., 
C4/22/70-01/02/74 FY73: TOTAL: $146,996 
Pnn. l n r r r .  NASA Tech. Ofjcfr CASE Ccolrgory 
Bsltz, J .  S. MSFC/Soreosen. V. C. 73-History 
MSFC/Akens, D. S. 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-26773 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1045 
Oevclopmenl of a computer simulation for damage behind a 
thermal protsctiun system or meteoriod bumper 
PC"& Ob,~~,<rn, 
02/02/7 1-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $19,997 
P n n  I ~ w , , .  NASA Tech. 011"' CASE ca,*o,y 
Todd, F. C~ MSFC/RufL 4. C. 21-Methe-.tics 
(62-980 908-52-38) 
NAS 8-26793 Unirersity of Alabama - Huntsville 1046 
lnvesti~ation of metallic whiskers 
P I " d  Obllg.li"", 
03/15/71-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: 6 109.98 1 
Prin lnwrl. NASA Tech. 0fli-r CASE Cu(?zory 
Davis, J. H. MSFC/Krocr, R.  L. 13-Physics 
Castle, J. G.. Jr. MSFCfLacy, L. L. 
(62-9 10 933-50-00) (62-980 975-9C-95) (62-740 114-03-07) 
NAS 8-26795 University o l  Alabama - Huntsville 1047 
Investigation of seismic signals originated by large rocket firings 
 end ob,!zanunl 
03/24/71-11/24/72 FY73: TOTAL: $50,000 
Po". lnvcrr NASA T1*1*d. Oflfwr CASE Calqoy 
McCarry, V. MSFCjDalins, I. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
MSFCjStern, H. E. 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-26991 University of Alabama - Huntsrille 1048 
Metallurgical evaluation a1 wire reinforced refractory Composites 
for space shuttle ~ u s c  
P e t i d  OMib.llrn5 
03/29/71-08/27/72 FY73: TOTAL: $25.557 
Pen. Bwsr. NASA rrrh o,jjccr C.ISE r4tolrgon. 
Roy. U .  MSFC/Reese, 0. Y. 47-Materials Engr 
(62.920 982-52-00) (62-920 976-30-00) 
NAS 8-271XI Universily of Alabama - Huntsville 1049 
Mathematical research on spline functions (spline ap- 
proximations) 
P<"d Obllb.ll~5 
03/25/71-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $51.163 
Pr!n lnw."!. NASA Trrh Oflimr CASE Colcrory 
Horner. J. M. MSFCjJones, B. P. 13-Physics 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 6273% Universily of Alabama - Huntwillc 1050 
Diffraction camera research 
P c n d  OMuarrom 
04/29/71-0313 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $57,W6 
Prie. lnvcrt. NASA Ted. Ofl<rcr CASE C#resory 
Gregory, J .  C. MSFC/Parnell. T. A.  13-Physics 
MSFC/Oran. W. A. 
(62-810 195-W-00) (62-740 114-03-05) (62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 8-27792 Univerrily of Alabama - Huntsrille 1051 
Thermal elartoplastic stuctural analysis of nonmetallic thermili 
protection systems 
Pcnod 0M;aat;onr 
06/25/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $15.004 
P"'" ,"war. N A A  Terh O f i r  C l  SE Canwry 
Chung. T. 1. MSFC/Zimmerman. C. R. 
21-Mathematics 
MSFC/Young, R. L.  
(62-920 982-52-00) (62-920 976-30-00) 
NAS 827809 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1052 
Superconducting compounds & allays 
h"d "bl~~..r;""l 
06/29/71-10/31/73 FY73: $29,981 TOTAL: $72,281 
Pnn. l n w ~ l .  NASA Ted Officer CASE CoZrgoV 
Ott3, G. H. MSFC/Lacy, L. L.  13.p .... :-- ")"1L" 
MSFC/Urhan, E. W. 
(62-980 975-90-95) (62-950 951-IbW) (62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-28071 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1053 
Led-Auger studies of contamination on solid surfam 
P e r f d  Obl@oll~s 
10/29/71-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $17,820 
Per  In*nl. NASA Teh.  Offlrrr C.4SE Colr8sv 
Gregory, J. G ,  MSFC/Peters, P. N. 13-Physics 
(62-740 114-0347) 
NAS 8-28097 University a1 Alabams - Huntsville 1054 
Triggering mechanisms for solar nares 
P e n d  Obl<pnOnrs 
12/06/71-07/05/73 FY73: TOTAL: 620,000 
Pnn. Inrll. NASA Tech Ofl,ce, c . 4 ~ ~  Cerrzow 
Wu, S. T. MSFC/Hagyard, M. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Joner. B. P. 
(62-910 933-5C-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continwd) 
NAS 528112 University ol Alabama - Huntsville 1055 
Design, construct test and evaluate a zero gravity experiment 
Pen& Obf@,ionl 
11/Oi/71-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15.000 
Prjn InwsI. NASA Tech. OJfkcr CASE Cu(eucr 
Walter. H. MSFC/Baese, A. 47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/Aldrich, B. R. 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-28248 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1056 
Environmental dynamics at orbital altitudes 
*nod obl<lylnlons 
01/24/72-09/30/74 FY73: $ 5 5 , N  TOTAL: $104,332 
Pnn. hvcrl NASA Trrh Olfl-r CASE Ca,egory 
Herman*, R. MSFC/Smith. R. E. 42-Astro Engr 
MSFC/Devries, L. L. 
(62-980 909-55-47) (62-980 908-54-22) 
NAS 8-28249 University of Alabama - Huntsrille 1057 
Scaling characteristics for defining design environment due to 
transient ground winds & nearfield nonlinear acoustic fields 
h n d  0Mpanu"l 
01/12/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,526 
Pnn Inup~r.  NASA Tech OJf!er CASE Cntreury 
Shih, C. C. MSFC/Wilhold, G. A. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Reed. T. C. 
(62-920 982-52-W) (62-920 976-3&W) 
NAS 8-28304 University ol Alabama - Hunbville 1058 
Skylab experiment on growth of spherical crystals 
P ~ r v d  oM8aa,ion, 
W/19/72-04/30/74 FY73: $37.547 TOTAL: $37.547 
Yr jn  ( n w r  NASA Tee+ Ofl;<rrr CASE Calexory 
Walter, H. U. MSFCIAdams, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Bannister, T. C. 
(62-960 948-90-95) 
NAS 8-28512 University ol Alrhsmn - Huntsville 1059 
Study of man/system testing program integration 
Yertod Ohttgnonr 
03/20/72-01/31/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Pnn. I,zresr NASA Tech. Oflj-r CIS,? Cozcgory 
Rogers, J .  C. MSFC/Waners. H. H. 69-Psych, NEC 
MSFC/Strong, J. S. 
(62-970 970-63-10) 
NAS 8-28545 University of Alabama - Hunlsrillr 10M) 
Imaging processing techniques and application l o  the E R T S  
program 
P<"'d ob!lgonu"r 
03/22/72-03/21/73 FY73: TOTAL: $35,000 
Pnn. lnwcl. NASA T&. 0,fl-r (1SE (bregory 
Polgr. R. J. MSFC/Hodger, B. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Wessan, R. L. 
(62-980 908-54-33) 
NAS 8-28588 University ol Alabama - Huntsville 1061 
Investigation of the jet noise prediction theory and application 
utilizing the PA0 formulator 
Pend OMjgannnx 
03/17/72-W/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,946 
Pnn. I n w ~ r  NASA rerh Ofl;<er CASE Cafeow 
Pa", S. P. MSFC/Jones. 1. H. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Wilhoid, ti. A. 
(62.920 982-52-00) (62-920 97&3&W) 
NAS 628736 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1062 
Experimental investigations of relationships between the pressure 
drop and peninen1 flow system parameters of capillary sreen 
channels 
Penod Obll~ario?~s 
05/17/72-05/16/73 FY73: TOTAL: $35,194 
Pfi. Inupst. NASA T e h .  Ofliiir CASE Carcor) 
Shih, C. C. MSFC/Allums, S. L. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Hartings. L. J. 
(62-910 9334BW) 
NAS 628954 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1063 
Design, development, & delivery of relativity experiment gyro 
mount 
P<"d oblig~rw,, 
05/18/72-08/18/72 FY73: TOTAL: $%OW 
Pnn. hurt. NASA Ted. Olfl-r CASL Calegory 
Eelitis. A. MSFCIWills. F. D. 13-Phvsics 
NAS 529316 Unhersily of Alabama - Hunts~ille 1064 
Working model of the London moment readout system 
P r n d  OMwarianr 
10/06/72-10/01/73 FY73: $50,241 TOTAL: $50,241 
Prin rnlrrz. NASA T d .  OIIi'rr CASE Carr8on 
Karr, C. R. MSFC/Dccher, R. 13-Physics 
MSFCIllrhan. E. 
NAS 529317 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1065 
Study of apace vehicle environment criteria 
h n d  Obf8rallonr 
1011 1172-08/01/73 FY73: $29,984 TOTAL: $29,984 
P,?" Inn,,  NASA Tech. Oflkrr CASE Coregory 
Rao, G .  L. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFCIWest. C. S.. J r ~  
NAS IC29501 University ol Alabama - Huntsville 1066 
Study analysis of experimental concspts relative to plasma physics 
and environment perturbations laboratory 
Pennd OMiga,#ms 
12/22/72-06/22/73 FY73: $8.997 TOTAL: $8.997 
Pen. B r u ~ l .  NASA Tech Oficcr CASE Cu(~~olory 
Wu. S. T. MSFClSmith, R. E. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Tcllries. H. 8. 
(62-980 975-84-10) 
NAS 529542 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1067 
Electrical characterization of single crystals 
Pr,;d Obllgonunr 
Ol/02/72-l l/30/73 FY73: $83,482 TOTAL: $83,482 
Pn'n Inups,. NASA Ted. Ofljnr CASE ( b l q a c ~ l  
Castle, J .  ti. MSFC/Dauidson, M. C. 
47-Materials Engr 
MSFC/Zwiener, J.  
(62-960 948-90-95) (62-980 975-90-95) 
NAS 629543 University of Alabama - Huntsville I068 
Airglow resfarch 
Penal Obllgollonr 
02/01/73-02/01/74 FY73: $29.990 TOTAL: $29.990 
. . . . 
Prht ,!#rrr. NASA Trrh Ofleer C1SC (hlrrur). 
Wu. S. T. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 13-Physics 
(62-850 188-36-56) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NAS 8-29650 Unirersity of Alabama - Huntsville 1069 
Evaluation & comparison of semiconductor specimens by X-ray 
techniques 
pen4 o u i p ~ r n r  
03/20/73-01/04/74 FY73: $16,999 TOTAL: $16,999 
P"'" ,,,urn. NASA re*. oflice, CASE C.,*#O,, 
Walter, H. U. MSFC/Davidson, M. C. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Zwiener, 2. M. 
NAS 8-30159 Unirerrity of Alabama - Huntsville 1070 
Scaling procedures needed to define Salurn ground winds and 
intense near-field acoustic design 
."<ad owur,;uns 
02/07/69-04/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $79,978 
PHn. 6rur!. NASA Tech Offiicr CASE Cc.lqogor) 
Shih, C. C. MSFC/Reed, T. G. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Wilhold, G. A. 
(62-920 982-52-00) (62-920 97630-00) (62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS &30216 University of Alabama - Huntrville 1071 
Study of define points of entry for potential contaminants in 
limestone aquifers 
P d d  O b ! ~ ~ ~ c ! a n r  
06/22/73-11/22/73 FY73: $5,408 TOTAL: $5,408 
Pn'n lnnsl.  NASA Tech Oflicer CASE Cal-oq 
MSFC/Hamby, H. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Bensko, J. 
(62-680 160-75-98) 
NAS 8-30244 University of Alabama - Huntsville 1071 
Study of effect of shock wave compaction an  A-15 superconduc- 






FY73: 523.720 TOTAL: $23,720 
NASA Tech O//,II, CASE C.,.~O,~ 
MSFCfUrban. E.  W. 13-Physics 
MSFCjLacy, L. L. 
NGL OlaO&W1 University o l  Alabama - Huntsrille 1073 
Research in aerospace physical sciences and engineering 
Perkd Ot4<~n,i.""r 
09/17/69-02/28/76 FY73: $50,MX TOTAL: $SOO.MW 
P r h  lnvrl. NASA Tech. Oflicrr CASE Cnrrgory 
Rush, J. E. HQ-PYIRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
MSFC/Kenl, M. I .  
(10.371 340-00-00) (10-370 183-MOO) 
NAS 5-21816 Univer5ity of Alabama - T U ~ P I W S P  IW4 
EKTSA data user investigation using d a b  from Alabama 
Penal owlgono,,, 
10/06/72-09/01/74 FY73: $200,000 TOTAL: 6200,WO 
Prin ln=.rr NASA Tech Of lhr  CASE CnIegow 
Henry, H. R. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(51.680 641-14-W) 
NAS 8-1517 University ol Alabama - Tura loou 1075 
Method for correlating elevated temperature fatigue data 
P I N  Ohl~~atlonr 
02/01/66-02/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $9.340 
. . 
Pnn. Inurr,. NASA Tech. Oflrm, CASE Calrbory 
MSFC/ 42-Astro Engr 
(62-742 124-W00) 
NAS 8-2571 University of Alabama - Tusaloos. 1076 
Physics chemical and thermodynamic considerations on launch 
vehicle materials 
Pend OMrpzlms 
01/01/66-01/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $1.91 1 
Pnn. Inursr. NASA Tech. Ofl!er CASE Caleiury 
MSFC/ 42-Amra Engr 
(62-910 931-31-00) 
NAS 8-11249 University of Alabama - Turalooss I077 
Interaction of slow electrons with light gas atoms 
P c M  ObI~rollun, 
05/01/66-05/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $8,399 
Pnn. lnvrt. NASA Tech Offlccr CASE Calezery 
MSFCI 13-Physics 
(62-740 129-00-00) 
NAS a20172 University of Alabama - Tuscaloau 1078 
Study and analysis of the FM/FM and SSjFM telemetry systems 
for the Saturn vehicle 
?<,id 0Mir.llunr 
06/10/65-08/31/73 FY73: $24,921 TOTAL: $529,545 
Prin lnverl. NASA T d .  Off j l~~ l  CASE C#f<zmy 
Houts, R. C. MSFC/Emens, F. H. 45-Elee Engr 
MSFC/Eichelberger, E. P. 
(62-5M 150.22-03) 
NAS 8-25562 University of Alabama - Turaloona 1079 
Study of thcclfccts of atmospheric turbulcncc on laser eommunica- 
lion system 
h r i d  Ob,?aoz;oms 
03/03/70.01/06/73 FY73: $21,000 TOTAL: $89,824 
PM Inups,. WAS" Trrh Uflicer ( i l S E  C#nbory 
Webb, W. E. MSFC/Randall, J. L. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFCfMarrera, P. J. 
(62.704 502-23-16) 
NAS BWOl9 University of Alabama - Tura laou  IOU0 
Active cantrol 01 primary mirror of an orbiting telescope with 
thermal excitation 
Penal Obl~r0,lo"r 
10/18/71-12/31/73 FY73: $15,MO TOTAL: $35,W 
Pn'n Invsr. NASA Tech Officer CASE ColtgOT 
Hill, J. L. MSFC/Clarke, W. D. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Randall, J.  L. 
(62-704 502-23-21) 
NAS 8-28098 University of Alabama - T u r ~ l o o s ~  1081 
Crystal growth 
Perid OM;x.ar;uns 
12/02/71-01/21/74 FY73: $24.994 TOTAL: $59.826 
Pn'n Inwsr. NASA T h .  Ofljer CASE Co,<P,OrY 
Miyagawa, I. MSFC/Bsnnisler. T. C. 13-PhyslCs 
MSFC/Amett, G. M. 
(62-980 975-90-95) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ALABAMA (Continued) 
NAS 8-28180 Unircrdty of Alabama - T u r d o o u  1082 
Study of fluctuating pressure field associated with plume induced 
flow separation (PIFS) phenomenon occuring on launch vehicles 
at high altitude 
period 0 ~ k a ~ ; o " x  
01/21/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $33.940 
~ n n  I,Z=.,~. NASA r r rh  ofilsr CASE cszrgory 
Doughty, J. 0. MSFC/Guest, S. H. 46-Mcch Engr 
MSFC/Janes, J. H. 
(62-920 982-52-00) (62-920 976-30-00) 
NAS 8-29494 University of Alabama - Turs lwra  1083 
Study-experiment analysis and ground bur: test programs for a 
single crystal growth project 
P M d  ObI*#l<0", 
01/29/73-12/31/73 FY73: $19,497 TOTAL: $19.497 
Pnn. lnvcrl. NASA Tcrh Officer CASE Cal<gory 
De'Smet. D. J. MSFC/Schafer, C. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Davidson, M.  C. 
(62-960 948-90-95) 
NAS 8-29900 Unirerrity of Alabama - Turalmra 1084 
Analysis of the relativistic orbiting gyroscope experiment 
P P " ~  "Mlgllrro,,.~ 
05/31/73-09/30/73 FY73: $6,931 TOTAL: $6,931 
Pnn. Invr~l. NASA Tech. OfPc#r CASE C n r # ~ o y  
Coulter, C. A.  MSFC/Eby, P. B. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Hak. D. P. 
(62-850 188-41-54) 
NAS 8-29936 University of Alabama - Tusealoou I085 
Assessment of practicality of remote sensing techniques for study 
of effects of strip mining in Alabama 
P e n d  OMiprbnr 
06/08/73-06/08/74 FY73: $14,989 TOTAL: 1614,989 
P h .  hwr. NASA Ted. Oflicrr CASE Cor<gnry 
Hughes, T. H .  MSFC/Bensko. J., Jr. 32-Gelogical Sci 
MSFC/Green, W. M .  
(62-680 IMI-75-10) 
NAS 8-29937 Unirersity of Alabnma - Turalwsa 1086 
Use of remote sensing techniques for geological hazard surveys 
in vegetated urban regions 
R r r d  OMlp.ll0~ 
06/08/73-06/08/74 FY73: $14.996 TOTAL: $14.996 
Pnn. Inw5,. NASA T~rh. OIRRRR CASE Calqury 
Stow. S. H. MSFC/Bensko. J., Jr. 32-Gelogicai Sci 
MSFC/Green, W. M .  
(62-680 160.75-10) 
NAS 8-29953 Unirersity of Alabama - Turalwsa 1087 
Radar beyond the horizon 
Pcnd OM;%nni"ns 
06/08/73-09/30/73 FY73: $5.852 TOTAL: $5.852 
Pm. lnr,,,. NASA Tech Officvr CASE Colqory 
Dudgeon, J. E. MSFC/Durrctt, R. H. 45-Elee Engr 
MSFCIStanc. D. 
NGL 01-002-064 University of Alsbsma - T u r d m u  1088 
Research in the aerospace physical scicnccs and engineering 
Penal OYlgn#;m,~r 
03/01/69d8/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $150.000 
. . . . 
P l h .  r n n r l .  NA.T.4 Tech. Olficer CASE Calqory 
Whitehurrt. K. HQ-PYlRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Disfip 
MSFC/Kent, M. 
(10.370 183-00-MI) 
NGT 01-002-002 Unirersity of Alabama - Turaloosa 10x9 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
Perrod OMlpnrrms 
03/20/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $883,812 
Pnn. lnrsz. NASA Terh Ofl!ccrr CASE Coregory 
Rodgers, E. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NCT 01-002-080 University of Alabama - Turilloosa 1090 
Summer faculty fellowship program 
P e n d  ob!;go,iun, 
Ol/14/71-12/31/74 FY73: 16104,542 TOTAL: $211,885 
Pn'n lnrrrl NASA rrrh O f i r  CASE Corqo" 
Raney, D. C. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 34000-00) (62-960 972-50-00) 
NAS 8-27301 University o l  Montevallo 1091 
Mathematical analysis of imaging characteristics of an ATM-X-ray 
telescope 
PIMd OM,a~,rm, 
05/07/7 1-081 15/73 FY73: $2,016 TOTAL: $16,736 
Pnn. Inr5,. NASA Tech. Offimr CASE Cnlqory 
Foreman. J. W., Jr. MSFC/Hoover, R. 0. Il-Astranomy 
MSFC/Randall, J. L. 
(62-850 188-48-51) (62-850 188-0000) 
NAS 8-25722 Unimmily o l  South Alabama 1W2 
Studies of atmospheric effects on rrmote sensing of non linear 
temperature sources 
Pcd.4 0bI;gal;unr 
04/13/72-10/13/73 FY73: TOTAL: $2O,OM 
P"n. Inrr,. NASA TICh Ofljce1 CASE Caregory 
Elliott. J. M. MSFC/Larson, P. A,  46-Mech Engr 
McNeill, W. A. MSFC/B?own, S. C. 
(62-680 16044-58) 
ALASKA 
NAS 521833 University of Alaska - Fairbanks I093 
Twelve ERTS data user investigations 
h n d  O ~ ~ , P P , ~ O " ,  
09/13/72-01/01/74 FY73: M50,MX) TOTAL: S45O.WO 
P h .  Invrrr~ NASA T h  O Z k w  C l  SE Calqur). 
Belon. A. E. GSFC/Crump. E. W. 32-Gelagical Sci 
Branton. C. I. GSFC/Rsgland, T. M.  
Anderson, J. H .  
(51-680 641-14-01) (51-680 641-14-02) (51-680 641-14-03) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
ALASKA (Continued)
NAS 5-22167 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1094 NGL 02-001-092 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1101
Communications support for US/USSR Bering Sea experiment Application of remote sensing data to surveys of the Alaskan
Period Obligations environment
02/01/73-03/31/73 FY73: $2,897 TOTAL: $2,897 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 07/26/72-06/01/75 FY73: $150,000 TOTAL: $150,000
Staley, G. GSFC/Smith, W. S. 33-Oceanography Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Merritt, R. Belan, A. C. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC
(51-680 160-44-53) Miller, J. M.
(10-371 340-00-00)
NAS 5-23085 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1095
Camera and communication coverage of rocket launches NGR 02-001-001 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1102
Period Obligations Theoretical study of the ring current and geomagnetic field
02/14/72-12/14/72 FY73: TOTAL: $17,857 phenomena
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Wescott, E. M. GSFC/Stolarik, J. D. 31-Atmos Sci 10/15/61-12/31/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $518,516
GSFC/Heppner, J. P. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(51-850 879-11-00) Akasofu, S. 1. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D. R.
NAS 6-1932 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1096 (10-850 385-36-00) (10-850 188-36-55) (10-850 188-00-00)
Support services and site use of the Geophysical Institute facilities
to launch rockets for auroral studies NGR 02-001-087 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1103
Period Obligations Measurement of electric fields in a rayed auroral arc02/11/71-04/30/73 FY73: $456,152 TOTAL: $853,402 Period ObligationsPeriod Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 03/02/72-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $73,638Davis, T. N. WS/Gray, J. W. 31-Atmos Sci
Brown, N. B. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryDavis, T. N. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics(53-500 311-04-03) (53-850 874-22-00) (53-850 879-24-00) (10-850 879-11-00)
NAS 9-11329 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1097
Electron backscatter observation NGR 02-001-088 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1104
Period Obligations Field line tracing by shaped charge injection of barium plasma
10/28/70-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24,988 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 05/04/72-01/31/74 FY73: $80,774 TOTAL: $160,774
Davis, T. N. JSC/Trichel, M. C. 45-Elec Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(72-850 879-00-00) Wescott, E. M. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos Sci
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr.(10-850 879-11-00)
NAS 9-11815 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1098
Television observations of artificial auroras
Period Obligations NGR 02-001-093 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1105
06/29/71-12/31/72 FY73: $45,129 TOTAL: $160,129 Study aurora oval
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Davis, T. N. JSC/Trichel, M. C. 39-Env Sci, NEC 09/01/72-06/30/73 FY73: $10,331 TOTAL: $10,331
(72-850 879-11-00) Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Akasofu, S. I. ARC/Haughney, L. C. 31-Atmos Sci
(21-850 352-02-02)
NAS 9-12649 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1099
Definition of scientific objectives for design of an auroral
observatory NGR 02-001-094 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1106
Period Obligations Coordinated observations of chemical release from ground and06/09/72-01/08/73 FY73: TOTAL: $70,000 from aircraft at high altitude
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period ObligationsJSC/Konradi, A. lI-Astronomy 03/07/73-03/31/73 FY73: $6,000 TOTAL: $6,000(72-980 975-84-45) (72-980 975-84-10) Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Romick, G. J. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmos Sci
NGL 02-001-063 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1100 (10-850 879-11-00)
Geophysical and geochemical investigations of volcanic pheno-
mena in the Katmai National Monument and contiguous areas
of Alaska NGR 02-001-099 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1107
Period Obligations Research effort by airborne sciences
04/25/69-03/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $309,200 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 11/28/72-12/31/73 FY73: $32,249 TOTAL: $32,249
Forbes, R. B. JSC/Laidley, R. 32-Gelogical Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
JSC/Morrison, D. Sivjee, G. G. ARC/Haughney, L. C. 31-Atmos Sci
(72-910 914-50-00) (21-850 352-02-01) (21-850 352-02-02)
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NGT 02-001-0n7 University of Alaska - Fairbanks 1108 
Training of predaetoral graduate students in space related sciences 
& technoloav 
-. 
P W M  061jrIrioU 
03/20/M-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $186.110 
Pri,r. lnvn. NASA T e h .  O l k r  CASE Ca!egor) 
Rae, K. M .  HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Oircip 
(10-370 181-WOO) 
ARIZONA 
NAS l-2640 Ailmna Slate University 1109 
Investigation of heat transfer characteristics 
Pcnd 0611*ariwu 
01/01/66-07/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $2.622 
NGL 0X001-W1 Arizona State University 1110 
Development of improved procedures for sampling, characterizing 
& classifying meteorite specimens 
P e n d  Obit~#golwnr 
04/16/63-02/29/76 FY73: $24,872 TOTAL: $230,412 
Pnn. bws,. NASA Tech Ofltcc, CASZ Careror) 
Moore, C. 6.  HQ-SM/Bryson, R.  P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMIPomeruy, I .  H. 
(10-810 195-42-67) (10-84U 185-WOO) (10~810 195-00-W) 
NGR 03.001-057 Arizona Slate Uni~orsity 1111 
Lunar sample analysis 
Y e r i d  Oulaalrws 
Ol/L2/71-01/31/74 FY73: 1614.W TOTAL: (642.100 
Pnn. lnwrr. NASA Tech Ofltczr CASE (irlwor) 
Moore, C. B. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 914-40-00) 
NGT 03-001-002 Arizona Slnle Uniuersily I l l 2  
Training of graduate students i n  spacc-rclated science and 
technology 
"<nod Oh,<~.,lonr 
03/30/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $517,134 
rnn 1 ~ ~ ~ 3 .  NASA rel* officer CASE cmqoly 
Burke. W .  J. HQ-PY/Carler. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 18 1-W-MI 
NAS 1-5604 University of Arizona 1113 
Support for imaging photopolarimeter 
P ~ d d  ob,,g~nnnr 
07/01/69-04/30/73 FY73: $60,164 TOTAL: $242,7M 
Prin l n w r .  NASA lprh Oflkcr CASE Cnrqnry 
Gehrels, T. ARC/Hall, C. F.  13-Physics 
(21-840 8 11-22-00) 
NAS 2-6265 University of Arizona 1114 
IPP software & display system 
~ ~ r r d  ou!eano,rr 
l1/01/70-01/31/14 FY73: 6198,MO TOTAL: S433.800 
?,in. inucri. N,<SA T e d .  OI / i i r  CI.S.5 Caregory 
Gehrels, T. ARCJHall, C. F. ll-Astronomy 
(21-840 811-22-00) 
NAS 2-6447 University of Arizona 1115 
Disassembly, packing, shipping & set-up of a polariscope system 
P l d d  Obl<~rnon, 
05/1l/71-11/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: SI0,MO 
Pm'n Invest WAS" Ted. OI/:er CASE Carrgov 
ARC/ 49-Engr, NEC 
(21-850 188-41-55) 
NAS 2-7476 University of Arizona I l l 6  
Real timc image display system 
P ~ i n d  ON*o,i"n' 
03/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: $64.328 TOTAL: $64,328 
P"m.'hwrr NA.S.4 Tttd OflkGr CASE Caregar9 
Baker. L. R. ARCIHaIl, C. F. l l-Astronomy 
(21-840 811-22-00) 
NAS 5-11425 University of Arizona 1117 
Charge identification module for phase B definition study of 
HEAO-A spacecraft 
PI& Obl<~0'innr 
04/27/71-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $107,060 
~r!n hu~z. NASA ~ i r h  o ~ f i ~ ~ r  ~ S E  Carqo* 
Bowen. T. GSFC/Browning. R. K. I l-Astronomy 
GSFC/Jannichc. P. A. 
(51-850 832-12-00) (51-850 188-78-53) (51-850 188-46-52) 
NAS 5-11444 Universily of Arizona 1118 
Analysis and evalurlian of sicntific results from thc E-09 & 
OGO-5 experiment 
Petid oDih,lri"nr 
06/02/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $20,036 
Pdn. lnrrrr. NASA Trrh Ofjeer CASE Category 
L'Heureux, 1. J. GSFC/Mecse, K. J. 13-Physics 
(51-850 841-12-0O) (51.850 385-50-W) 
NAS 5-11456 llnivsrsity of Arizona 1119 
Funding action 
P."d Obl!gvt;o", 
06/16/71-06/16/73 FY73: $29,995 TOTAL: $59,845 
Pn'n Inurrr. NASA Tech OJffcer CASE Currgory 
Marathy, A.  S. GSFC/Chin. E. S. I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 188-41-51) 
NAS 5-23484 Universily of Arizona 1120 
Maintenance 81 oper~tion of a 60 inch telescope 
P r A d  Obl lpNor 
lO/28/7l-l0/01/72 FY73: $28,578 TOTAL: $52.578 
NAS 5-21661 Unirorsily of Arizona 1121 
Infrared oolarimetcr Drotolvoe 
. >. 
Pen& ob,ig.riun, 
oU/10/7 1-09/10/72 FY73: TOTAL: $31,584 
rnn. I , , u ~ , .  NASA r e h .  "f ir  CASE c.i.gory 




NAS 5-21777 University of Arizona 1122 NAS 5-23176 University of Arizona 1128
Marine environment study of the north gulf of California Phase c/d for HECRE-HEAO-A
Period Obligations Period Obligations
06/21/72-07/31/73 FY73: $90,421 TOTAL: $96,421 12/01/72-07/01/76 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Hendrickson, J. R. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R. Bowen, T. GSFC/Browning, R. K. ll-Astronomy
33-Oceanography Delise, D. A.
(51-680 641-14-05) (51-680 641-14-00) (51-850 832-12-00)
NAS 8-21572 University of Arizona 1129
NAS 5-21812 University of Arizona 1123 Access to and use of Catalina Mountain Observatory
Study to explore the use of orbital remote sensing Period Obligations
Period Obligations 04/17/69-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $3,000
08/17/72-08/01/74 FY73: $27,488 TOTAL: $27,488 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Simmons, M. J. MSFC/Atkins, H. L. 1l-Astronomy
McGinnies, W. G. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R. (62-850 188-00-00)
Haase, E. F. 59-Life Sci, NEC
(51-680 641-14-07)
NAS 8-27804 University of Arizona 1130
Stray light supression study
Period Obligations
NAS 5-21819 University of Arizona 1124 11/20/71-11/29/73 FY73: TOTAL: $159,950
ERTS-A data user invcstigation to determine desert plant species Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
by spectral signatures Tifft, W. G. MSFC/Griner, D. B. 13-Physics
Period Obligations MSFC/Zurasky, J. L.
10/04/72-12/01/73 FY73: $14,156 TOTAL: $14,156 (62-980 975-84-20) (62-980 975-84-78)
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Lowe, C. H. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R.
Lepley, L. K. 59-Life Sci, NEC NAS 8-27863 University of Arizona 1131
Van Trice, B. J. Study on an instrument for sensing errors in a telescope's
(51-680 641-14-07) wavefront
Period Obligations
01/21/72-04/23/73 FY73: TOTAL: $72,845
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Shack, R. V. MSFC/Wyman, C. L. 13-Physics
NAS 5-21820 University of Arizona 1125 MSFC/Jones, C. O.
Investigation of use of earth resources technological satellite (62-980 975-84-78)
Period Obligations
08/17/72-08/01/74 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 1132
Smith, E. L., Jr. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R. NAS 8-28661 University of Arizona 1132
Fish, E. B. 39-Env Sci, NEC Measurement of dimensional stability
(51-680 641-14-01) Period Obligations06/06/72-06/05/73 FY73: $17,012 TOTAL: $41,573
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Jacobs, S. F. MSFC/Kurtz, R. L. 13-Physics
MSFC/Williams, J. R.
NAS 5-21849 University of Arizona 1126 (62-850 188-78-57)
Evaluation of ERTS-A and EREP image sensor spatial resolution
in photographic form
Period Obligations NAS 8-29566 University of Arizona 1133
09/18/72-03/01/74 FY73: $55,000 TOTAL: $55,000 Role of gravity in preparative electrophoresis
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Slater, P. N. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R. 99-Multi-Discip 02/01/73-02/01/74 FY73: $99,959 TOTAL: $99,959
Baker, L. R. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Schoengerdt, R. A. Bier, M. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 13-Physics
(51-680 641-14-09) (62-980 975-90-95)
NAS 5-22121 University of Arizona 1127 NAS 9-11884 University of Arizona 1134
Maintenance & operation of a 60 inch telescope Investigation of high-energy cosmic ray detectors
Period Obligations Period Obligations
10/01/72-09/01/73 FY73: $50,396 TOTAL: $50,396 06/22/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $27,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Kuiper, G. P. GSFC/Stecher, T. P. 1l-Astronomy Krider, E. P. JSC/Craddock, W. 13-Physics
(51-910 933-50-00) (51-950 951-16-00) (72-910 914-50-00)
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NAS 9-12613 University of Arizona 1135 
Field support of iunar infrared observation 
Pc,~", OMip,;"", 
03/14/72-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $14,878 
Pnn. Bw~!. NASA Terh. Off<rer CASE Cmepry  
Kuiper, G. P. JSC/Mendell. W. W. 42-A~lro Engr 
(72-9 10 914-50-00) 
N C L  03-002419 Unhersity of Arizona 1141 
High resolution electron microscopic techniques to study biological 
material 
P e n d  Obt,ra,imr 
06/07/63-08/01/74 FY73: S30.000 TOTAL: S351.055 
Pnn. lnxrr. NASA 'Tech. 0J';mr CASE Calcgon 
Hoenig, S. A. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-80) 
NASR 138 University of Arizona NGI. 03-W2-081 University of Arizona 1142 
Development and testing 01 basic phatopolilrimeter instrument Photomelry and palarimetry of minor planets Package at the working breadboard model stage adaptable to 
future missions hdod 0bllx~t;unr 031 14/66-0313 1/76 FY73: $39,959 TOTAL: $289,272 
Pen", 0M;xononl 
01/03/63-10/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $296,897 Pm'n Inus,. NASA Tech. Oflt<sr CASE Cetszorp Cehrcls, A. M .  HQ-SG/Dubin, M.  I l-Astronomy 
Pnn. b r r r .  NASA Tech Ofllnr CASE Cnlerury 
Cehrcls, A. M .  HQ-SLjBrunk, W. E. HQ.SL/Brunk, W. E. 31-Atrnor Sei 
(10-840 185-0000) (10-850 188-45-51) (10-850 188-0000) 
NASW 2281 University of Arizona 1137 
Optical studies on large space telescope 
P e t i d  OMworrarr 
08/16/71-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $57,050 
Pnn rnrr l r .  NASA Tech. Officer CASE Cnlexory 
Meinel. A. B. HO-SGlAucremanne. M .  J. . , 
42-Astro Engr 
HQ-SG/Chase, R. H. 
(10-850 188-78-57) 
NGI. 03-002-002 University of Adzona 1138 
Planetary, spectroscopic, sclenodetie & physical studies d l  lunar 
surfaa 
Rnod OMl8ariorc 
08/12/61-05/31/76 FY73: $108,608 TOTAL: $2,419,460 
P"r Inwsr NASA Tech. OJfit~r CASE Colcza'y 
Kuiper. G. P. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Feilows, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 185-0000) 
NCL 03-002-W6 University o l  Arizona 1139 
Application of modern automatic control theory to nuclear rocket 
dynamics & control 
P d d  0Mwonm.r 
06/28/63-06/01/74 FY73: $45.081 TOTAL: $424.5 18 
Pnn. I n w ~ f  NASA Ted. Ofl<crr CASE Cnrnory 
Schultz. D. G. HQ-NS/Schwenk, F. C. 45-Elcc Engr 
HQ-NS/Hintze, A. S. 
(10-704 503-04-01) (45-720 112-0000) 
NCL  03-002-017 University of Ariwna 1140 
Operation of M V  van dr Grtaff accelerator for basic experiments 
in atomic optical spectroscopy 
Period 0 ~ ~ a n ~ o . s  
05/21/64-10/01/74 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: 5910.061 
pH". b ~ s , .  NASA Ted. Of l i i i  CASE C u e p r y  
Bickel, W. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Denel, G .  K .  
(10-850 188-41-51) (10-850 188-0000) 
NGL 03-002-122 Unirerrily of Ar iz~na 1143 
Astrornetric and astrophysical investigation of cornets, minor 
planets, and salsilites 
PI Ivr l  O M i ~ a l l ~ ,  
02/22/67-M/01/75 FY73: $15,590 TOTAL: $188,015 
Pnn. l , ~ u r r  NASA T-h OJlcer CASE Cnrefor) 
Roemer, E. HQ-SL/Bruok. W. E. \I-Astronomy 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 185-0000) 
NGL 03-002-191 Uoiversity of Arirona 1144 
Lunar surface and planetalogy 
Perrod OMZprrms 
05/ 16169-0513 1/76 FY73: $44,148 TOTAL: $389,455 
Prin. Inw5l. H I S 4  l r r h  O/f.rrr CASE Careror) 
Kuiper, G. P. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMIAilenby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-09-50) (10-810 195-0000) (10-810 383-0000) 
NCL  02-002313 University of Arizona 1145 
Remote sensing applications for state & local govcrnrnent 
P?"d oM!aar,onr 
03/07/72-02/28/76 FY73: SIW.000 T O T A L  $200,000 
Prin Inurn. NASA Trh. 0J;ccr CASE C#,18ow 
Johnson, J .  D. HQPY/Vitale. J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Fostier, K. E. 
(10-371 340-0000) 
NGR 03-W2M1 Univedty of Arizona 1146 
Cosmic ray investigations of elementary panicle phenomena at 
very high energies 
P<"d oaita#r,m, 
01/12/6601/31/74 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $895,000 
P N n  Inwn NASA Tech. OJj7<er CASE Cnlwn'y 
Bovcn, T. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavansgh. L. D .  
(10-850 188-46-52) (10-850 188-00.00) 
NCR OS002-107 Unirecslty of Arizona 1147 
Basic research in astrophysics and space science 
P e w  oM~a~,io", 
09/01/67-08/31/73 FY73: $54.81 1 TOTAL: $308.063 
Prin. Inwn NASA 1Zh. OJ/tce, CASE C ~ l ~ ~ o ' y  
Fan. C. Y .  HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmeriing. E. R. 
(i0-850 188.36-55) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCR 03-002-153 University of Arizona 114U 
Fedsibility and preliminary design definition lor a lunar t.orfaCc 
optical environment ilnd expcrimenval package 
Penal obl8raz,onr 
06/20/68-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $90.WO 
, , 
P P ~ .  ,nrrsr. NASA Tech. o,fl<sr CASE C ~ m o c v  
Tiftt, W. G. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. B. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10.980 945-43-00) (10910 914-41-00) 
NGR 03.002-155 Univerrily a l  Arizona 1149 
Optimization of solutions oi the equation oi radiative transfer 
for atmospheric processes including emission; absorption. 
polarization, and multiple mie scattering 
P."d ONll.,lmr 
04/05/68-08/31/73 FY73: 132,OW TOTAL: $222,Wo 
P.0. lnvr l .  NASA Ted .  Ofirlr CASE Coteron. 
Herman. B. M. GSFC/Curran, R. J. 31-Almos Sci 
(51.680 160-44-54) 
NCR 03.001-111 University of Arizona 1150 
Analysis of carbonaceous meteorites 
P ~ n d  Ob!;k~,iorrr 
10/26/68-09/30/73 FY73: S5O.W TOTAL: S292.W 
?,in. ~ , , ~ , r .  NASA l i en .  olfior CASE carrgary 
Nagy, B. HQ.SL/Yuung. R. S. 32-Gelogicnl Sci 
Urey, H. C. 
(10840 192-55-62) 
NCR 03402-180 Unirersity of Arizona 1151 
Multicolor photoelectric pholomelry and interleromctric /Fourier 
trunslorml inlrarcd spectroscopy 
**nod Obllg.,,~", 
02/17/69-07/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $62.75 1 
Pnn. lnvrll. NASA Trch Olpr<r CASE CaI?w"). 
Lee. T. A. GSFC/Hoffman, W. F. 11-Astronomy 
GSFC/Stathers, R. 
(51-850 405-02-02) (51-850 188-00-M)) 
NGR 03-002-184 University of Arizona 1152 
Mult i -color basic photometry for stars brighter than 5.0 
magnitude 
 PI^ OMcrollvnr 
03/06/69-W/O1/71 FY73: TOTAL: $57,842 
Pn'm Inw,,. NASA Torh Offimr CASE Cnlc8ory 
Johnston. H. L. GSFC/Draper, L. T. 11-Astronomy 
GSFC/Abrrcrombie. R. 
(51-750 125-00-M)) 
NCR 03402-193 University of Arizona 1153 
OAO-A2 Wisconsin observation experiment 
h"d oM!ra,lmr 
04/24/69-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: l l l .872 
Pen. Inus>. NASA Tfch Ol f in l  CASE (blegory 
Gshrrls, A. M .  HQ-SG/Asbworth, C. D. 11-Astronomy 
HO-SGIRornan. N G 
NGR 03-W2-213 University of Arizona 1154 
Flow visualization studies of the fluidistics in  a nuzzle with large 
blowing rates 
hnd Obl i~~, jon,  
02/05/70-W/30/73 FY73: $29,992 TOTAL: $129,992 
Pri,l. I n w ~ l .  NASA Ted. Offko CASE C#zqoT 
Perkins. H. C. LERCIKascak. A. F. 49-Enxr. NEC ~~~~~~, 
Kinney. R. 8. 
(22-704 503-04-01) (22-720 122-00-00) 
NGR 03.002-219 University 01 Arizona 1155 
Phatopolilrimetry of  Mercury. Mars, ilnd satelliles 
Penal 0M;talionr 
02/13/70-l0/31/73 FY73: $34,968 TOTAL: 1139,388 
Prj?~.  blursl. NASA ,'c~h. Ol/<ccr CASE C e r r s o ~  
Gehrelr, A. M .  HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I I-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellaws, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 196-00-00) 
NCR 03.002236 University of Arizona 11% 
Program to determine ultimate optical images that can be produced 
by aluminum mirror photometric telrscopcs 
h"d obllgo,i",,, 
06/29/70-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $12,4W 
Pen. Inwrl NASA Tech Ofplir U S E  Cmaon. 
Jahnson, H. L. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. I I-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Tellows, R. F. 
(IC-840 196-00-00) (10-840 196-41-81) 
NGR 03-002-237 University of Aniron. 1157 
Lunar aarnplc analysir 
P l T t d  Ohl,g#non, 
02/04/71-01/31/74 FY73: S5I,WO TOTAL: $173,400 
~ n n .  ln*rr NASA r e r h  officer CASE cn8lmry 
Nagy. 8 .  JSC/Harris, J. W. I bchcmistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-4000) 
NCR 03402-258 Uni~orrity of Arizona 1158 
Infrared spectroscopy of sun, planets & stars 
P e a  Oh,*~llo", 
021 18172-02/14/13 FY73: TOTAL: $I5,W7 
Pdn. Inre38 #AS1 Ted. Ofl<cer CASE C#lrbOv 
Kuiper, G. P. AKC/Cameron, R. M. 11-Artronamy 
HOSGIBoeeess. N.  W. 
NCR 03-002-269 Uni~orsity of Arizona 1159 
Operation of a 30 cm flying infrared telescope 
Per id  oh,,ga,,on, 
05/04/7C05/31/74 FY73: $41.626 TOTAL: $161.526 
pnn. rnvrrr NASA T M ~ .  CASE cnxnor~ 
Low, F. J. HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 11-Astronomy 
HO-SGiBaezcss. N. W. 
NGR 0-2-270 University of Arizona 1 It4 
Infrared site testing an M t  Lemmon and Catalina Observatory 
P e r 6 d  Oblignrion, 
05/04/71-03/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $21.418 
Pn'm lnvssr. NASA Tech Offirer CASE Co!ttOW 
Kuiper. G. P. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HO-SLIFellow$. R. F. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARIZONA (Continued) 
NGR 03-002-274 Unirersity of Arizona 1161 
Survey of infrared sky noise and precipitable water at the 
Observatorio dr San Pedro Martin, Baja. California 
f i n d  O ~ @ ~ , ! o n r  
05/04/7 1-0713 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $17.775 
Pnn. I n w ~ z .  NASA Tcrh Offmr CASE Camory  
Johnson. H. L. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. Il-Astronomy 
(10-840 196-41-80) 
NGR 03-002-275 University of Arizona 1162 
Definition phase of the Grand Tour missions phato-polarimetry 
investigations for outer planet missions 
Pen& ON@..rn 
M/06/71-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $56,448 
Pn'n I n r r ~ f .  NASA Tech. Of/!c#r CASE Catmly 
Gchrcls, A.  M. HQSL/Mitz, M.  A. Ii-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Kellrr. J. W. 
(10-840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52) 
NCR 03-002-277 Univerrity of Arizona 1163 
Augmentation of a 30 cm flying infrared telescope 
P e n d  ONlgariun, 
05/24/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $39,249 
P d .  l a w  N 4 . D  Tnh. OIBBBB CASE Ccle#obo" 
Low, F. J. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. I l-Astronomy 
ARC/Cameron. R. M.  
(10850 352-02-01) 
NGR 03-002-309 Unircrsity of Arizona 1164 
Development of a photon-counting silicon intensifier target 
deviue 
Pen& O ~ i g ~ r ~ ~ r  
041 14/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $74,884 
Pen. I n r s r .  NASA 7rih Ullr-r CASE Cotewr? 
Weymann. R. J. HQ-SG/Sobieski, S. Il-Astronomy 
HO-SGIAucremanne, M. 1. 
NGR 03-W-331 Unircrnily of Arizona 1165 
Infrared stellar spcctrorcapy from the NASA 36 inch telescope 
onboard the C-I41 aircraft 
Pen& ON@o!io,?s 
03/05/73-02/28/74 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
PI ln  Inx>l.  NASA T ~ c h  Of/!-r CASE C s l e w r ~ ~  
Johnson, H. L. ARC/Cameron. R. M.  Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie, C. M.. Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR OWZ-332 Unirersily of Arizona 1166 
Infrared spectroscopy of the planets from I-5.h micron with the 
medium-resolution LPL Fourier interferometer 
P e e d  ohl~garronv 
03/05/73-02/28/74 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
PI ln  Din.rr. NASA Tech Oflier CASE Cal?sur). 
Laraon, H. P. ARC/Camcran, K. M. II-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillcspie. C. M., Jr. 
(21-8So 352-02-03) 
NCR 03-002-333 University of Arizona 1167 
Design. construction & installation of an infrared Fourier- 
transform spectrometer for spcctroxopic observations of stars. 
planets, satellites and other infrared emitting devices 
Plnhl m@a,,m. 
03/05/73-02/28/74 FY73: 615,OW TOTAL: $15,000 
Prjn lnn.7,. NASA Tech. OJimr CASE Cmtqory 
Johnson, H. L. ARC/Camcron, R. M.  Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie, C. M.. Jr. 
(21.850 352-02-03) 
NGR 03-002-334 University of Arizona 1168 
Development of a high resolution infrared Fourier spectrometer 
far planets and stars using the NASA 91.5 cm airborne tele- 
scope 
P # d d  Ohliptlon, 
03/05/73-02/28/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
P"#. hwr. NASA Tech Oflice, CASE C#zqory 
Larson, H. P. ARC/Cilmeron, R. M. Il-Aslronomy 
ARC/Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
(21.850 352-02-03) 
NGR 03-002-354 Unirersily of Arizona 1169 
Oscillating secondary lightweight mirror design study 
Pend ONicalionr 
01/09/73-06/30/73 FY73: 61,850 TOTAL: $1.850 
Prh.  bxsr. MS.4 T d .  O&r CASE C#lesory 
Johnson, H.  L. ARC/Camcron, R. M.  I l-Astronomy 
(21-850 352-03-IN) 
NGR 03-002-356 University of Arizona 1170 
infrared observations of the planets 
P # n d  Oblipllonl 
03/09/73-02/28/74 FY73: $lY,OW TOTAL: $19,000 
Pn". I n n l l .  NASA Tech. Oflter CASE Camory 
Law. F. J. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellaws. R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) 
NGT 03-W2-WX Uoirersity ol Arizona 1171 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
P r m d  OMjgnlrunr 
03/29/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $865,144 
PYi" Inre,,. NASA T r h .  Of/!;rrr CASE C. , r~oN 
Rhodcs, H. D.  HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 9Y-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-W-W) 
ARKANSAS 
NAS 9-9433 Harding College 1172 
An evaluation of the erergenie exerciser and the Collins pedal 
mode ergcmeter far developing physical fitness 
P e r i d  Ohl!pllonx 
04/25/69-08/31/73 FY73: $44,927 TOTAL: $204,170 
Prin B v r s l .  NASA Tcrh Oflicer CASE Calezov 
JSC/Olree, H .  D .  52-Clinical Med 
(72.970 970-51-14) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ARKANSAS (Continued) 
NCL 04601-007 University ol Arkansas - Iayoltcville 1113 
Application of lasers to instrumentation & measurement 
techniques 
P e n d  0Ylp.llMI 
06/15/70i0/31/74 FY73: $11,150 TOTAL: $310.192 
?rim. l l , ra l .  NASA r ~ k .  ojnnr CASE car~gery 
Tcsterman. M. K.  ARC/Ragent, B. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(21.704 502-37-01) (10750 125-WW) 
NGR 04601-039 University of Arkansas - Fayrllrrille 1174 
To further basic reaarch in chronobiology by providing suppon 
to the 11th international meting of the Society for Study of 
Biological Rhythms 
*,,d obI<p,1.n, 
OY/i0/71-06/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $4.200 
Pdn. Inu58. NASA Tech. Olflnr CASE Caregoo 
Pauly. J. E. HQ-MM/ 51-Biology 
(10-970 97014-01) 
NAS 9-13196 University al  Arkansas - Mantieello 1175 
Geologic structure of shallow maria - data analysis AA 
P I n d  Ob!<~@,lu"l 
11/10/72-07/01/75 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $35,W0 
Pn'n lnvrrr. NASA Tech Oflie? CASE Cmegory 
Dcitan. R. A. JSC/Hardee, N. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-49-00) 
CALIFORNIA 
NAS 1-9703 Calilornia ln~titutc ol Technology 1176 
Participation in seismology planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
P < " d  0bllg.llonr 
04/08/7003/31/77 FY73: $108.500 TOTAL: $335.300 
Pen. lmws,. NASA T r h .  Ofljnr CASE Caregory 
Andeisuii, E. L. LARC/Soffcn, G ,  A. ?2-Gclogical Sci 
(23-840 815-2@00) (23-840 815-WOO) 
NAS I-12311 Calilornia Institute of Technology 1177 
Participation in science planning for Viking 1975 mission in  the 
area of biology 
h n d  Oblig@no.s 
07/02/73-03/31/77 FY73: $34,000 TOTAL: $34.000 
Pen. l ,#nrr NASA Tech Of lk r  CASE Camory 
LARCI 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(23-840 815-20-W) 
NAS 2-56W Calilornin Institute ol Techmlagy 1178 
Support of IR instrument 
P l , t d  Obl;~l;~n, 
08/15/69-M/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $17,500 
Pnn. Irz.rsr. NASA Teh.  Olfler CASE Carrgo~y 
Munch, G.  ARC/Hall. C. F. 13-Physics 
(21-840 81 1-22-00) (21-840 81 I-M00) 
NAS 2-6556 Cdilornir Institute ol Technology 1179 
Pioneer F/G data analysis 
P l " d  Obhgotlonr 
091 17/71-06/30/73 17Y73: $20 ,W TOTAL: $27,326 
P h .  Inrell. NASI T e d .  OJfjccr CASE C.(gury 
Munch. G .  ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physics 
ARC/Spahr, J.  R. 
(21.840 81 1-22-00) 
NAS 2-6740 California Institute 01 Technology 1180 
Definition study of ion elcctran optics - outer planets Grand 
Tours plasma experiment 
Penad Ob,<~etgnllons 
0~/06/72-05/OL/72 FY73: TOTAL: $15,306 
r n n .  i n r ~ , .  NASA ~ m h .  ofice, CASE cmrrbw 
Infriligalor, D. S. ARC/Walfe. J. H. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Davis, L., Jr. ARC/Mihalov, J. D. 
(21-840 186-68-68) 
NAS 59312 California Institute 01 Technology 1181 
Cosmic ray experiment for [he orbiting geophysical observatories 
program. OGO-F mission 
Rnd Obl<gct<oms 
M/O8/66-1213 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $820,792 
r n n .  I"W,l. NASA Tech. Ofi-r CASE Cm<gov 
Stone, E.  C. GSFC/Meese. K. J. I3-Physics 
(51-850 841-CU00) (51-850 841-12-00) (51.850 385-5000) 
NAS 511066 Calilornia Institute of Technology 1182 
IMP-H&J electron i so to~e  spectrometer cxpcrimcnt 
PC"& Ou~~arwn' 
01/12/68-09/30/75 FY73: $124,000 TOTAL: S1,243,OW 
r n n .  In r , , .  NASA Ted. 0flj-r CASE C # r r ~ ~ r y  
Stone, D. C. GSFC/Davir, M. A. 13-Physics 
(51-850 861-42-00) 
NAS a26844 California Institute a1 Technology 11x3 
Heal definition study experiment 
Period 0bI;anr;on~ 
02/@1/71-05/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $248,882 
Pnn. lnvcl,. NASA Teh.  D f i r  CASE Carcmry 
Stone. E. C. MSFC/Dabbs. J. R. I l-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jones, J. B. 
jt2-850 832-12.00) (62.850 188-78-53) (62-830 180- i7-50: 
NAS a21403 Califoroin Institute oi Technology 1184 
HEAO-MISSION B experiment feasibility study & diffuse X-ray 
measurement 
P e r i d  Obl;s-n,lonl 
06/29/71-04/30/73 FY73: $203,WO TOTAL: $257,M5 
Pnn. lnvclr NASA Teh.  0fli-r CASE Cal,zOrY 
Garmire. G .  P. MSFC/Talley, D. I l-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jancs, I. B. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 627978 Calilornir Institute ol Technology 1185 
Dcsign, development & operation of the ACR-7 heavy nuclei 
experiment under the HEAO program 
PC"& o b l ~ n o n r  
06/23/72-0113 1/78 FY73: $64,OW TOTAL: $108,560 
Prin b w s t .  NASA Tech. OJftm~ CASE CalrgM' 
Stone, E .  C. MSFC/Krome, H. 0. i l-Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran. J. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NAS 8-t8028 California Institute of Technology I186 
Dewlopment of instrumentation for observation of solar actinc 
regions 
P e t i d  obl~~alluns 
01/21/72-05/20/74 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: SZO5,OW 
Pnn In"esr. NASA Ted. Ofl;~,<r CASE Colwury 
Zirin, H. MSFCfRcichman, E. J. i l-Astronomy 
MSFCJSchwindt, P. J. 
(62-980 915-8478) 
NAS 8-28046 California Instirule of Technology 1187 
Dynamics of unsteady cavitating cascades 
P t n d  OMYaI1ms 
l l / l6/7l-Ol/l5J73 FY73: TOTAL: $24.588 
Prin I,>W.7<. NASA Tech. Oflicil Cl .YE Carc%or) 
Acosta, A. J. MSFC/Grass, L. A. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Slrong, I. A. 
(62-710 113-31.12) 
NAS 8-18573 California Inrlitule of Technology 1188 
Large area focusing X-ray collector 
P e e d  obl@n,<o"' 
03/23/72-04/01/72 FY73: $575 TOTAL: $14,970 
Prr l  lnvrrr. NASA Trr6 Ofljrrr CASE Cuaor )  
Garmire, C. MSFC/Potter. R. A. Ii-Astronomy 
MSFC/Janes, J. 8 .  
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS a29313 California Instilute of Technology 1189 
Dynamics of unsteady cavitating cascades 
P<"d oblsa,mr 
09/28/72-10/01/73 FY73: $108,199 TOTAL: $108,199 
Pm. ln l rr l  NASA Tech O m r  CASE Cnlerur, 
Acosta. A. T. MSFCIGross. L. A. 46-Mech Ener 
NAS 9-11454 California Inslilule 01 Technology 1190 
Soil mechanics investigation experiment on Apoilo 
P d d  OMlrarionr 
12/29/70-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $53,520 
. . 
Pnn. Inu5,. NASA Trrh Ofltccrr CASE Cal'%'%'%y 
ko l t ,  R. F. JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 19-Phys ki. NEC 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NAS 9-12270 C~li lornia InstiNtr of Technology 1191 
Lunar neutron flux experiment 
PI<& Obl,~~t,un, 
10/08/71-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $6.9 16 
Pm'n I n d .  NASA Trrh Ofleer CASE Calcpry 
Burnel. D. JSC/Eiehclman, W. F. 13-Physics 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NAS 9-12585 California lnslilute of Technology 1192 
Design, development & testing of lunar neutron flux gradient 
probe prototype unit 
Penal obl!gn,<m' 
04/10/72-12/01/72 FY73: $123.328 TOTAL: $226,328 
Prin I n d .  NASA Tech. Ofljrrr CASE Calepo. 
Burnen, D. S. JSC/Eicheiman. W. F. 31-Atmos ki 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NAS 9-12840 California lnrlitute 01 Technology 1193 
Solar data collection 
Penal Obl!pz<onr 
06/12/72-08/31/73 k'Y73: TOTAL: $23.279 
Pnm. 1n"e~t. NASA Ted. OII<<CT CISE Ca(esury 
Zirin. H. JSC/Da Silva. A. J. I l-Astronomy 
(72-960 995-40-00) 
YGL 05-002-WZ California lnslilulo of Technology 1194 
Investigation of fluid mechanics of rarefied gases utilizing large 
diameter shock tubes 
P<"'d oblponunr 
08/01/59-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 5805.950 
Pm'n lnrerl. NASA Trh. Ofllcrrr CASE Cmlrror). 
Liepmann, H. W. HQ-RAJRoudebush, W. H. 
HQ-RAfGesson, A. 41-Aera Engr 
(10-740 129-00-00) (23-740 129-00-00) 
NCL  05-002-003 California lnrtilute of Technology 1195 
Basic scientific research an lunar & planetary exploration 
Pend OMisar!ms 
12/01/59-11/30/75 FY73: $127.823 TOTAL: $2,172,378 
Pdn. Inwst. NASA Tech. Ofliiir CASE Caregory 
Muhleman, D. 0. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SLJFellows. R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NGL  05402605 California lnrtitvte of Technology 1196 
Experimental & theoretical research on fvilure criteria f o r  
viscwiastic materials typicdl of solid racket propellants 
Pefmi Obn~~,ronr 
08/10/61-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $529,102 
Pn'n I n r s l .  NASA Ted. Ofl<rc, CASE Celqon. 
Knauss, W. G. HQ-RP/Wasel, R. A. 13-Physics 
(10-710 128-00-00) (10-710 128-32-86) 
NGI. 05-002407 California Instirule of Technology 1197 
Space related research in cosmic rays, interplanetary magnetic 
fields, solar physics, theoretical astrophysics, planetary spectror 
copy 4 infrared astronomy 
PC"& Obl~allllm 
05/20/63-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $4,645,302 
Pm. l n ~ s , .  NASA T r h .  Ofljrrr CASE CaIqory 
Ncugebauer. G. HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. I l-Astronomy 
HO-SGIOtl. E. J. 
NGL  05-002-034 California Institute of Technology 1198 
Research in solar flares and the solar atmosphere 
P u l d  OM@ar!om 
05/18/65-08/01/74 FY73: $175,000 TOTAL: $1,673,353 
NCL  OMOM69 California Institute ol Technology 1199 
Theoretical investigation of planetary interiors 
P e r i d  0tfig~rMn.s 
061 12/67-08/01/75 FY73: $60.000 TOTAL: $509.367 
Pen lnn.?,. NASA Tech Officer CASE Cc!##ory 
Andenon. D. L. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allcnby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-09-56) (1%860 849-00-00) (10-810 383-09-50) 
I5  
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL 05-002-I00 Califarni~ Institute ol Technology IMO 
Space chargc effects in current transport 
n r n d  omi~arimx 
M/IR/hfi-11101/72 FY73: TOTAL: $97,200 
- ., , , 
Pn" !n*,# % t l l  T ~ r h  O l ) t . n  C A <> < .te#, ,, 
Nt~dlctt. hl 4 LhRC Kso~mcr I -\.lr.>nom) 
,?5.7iO I:>-.XI-IU) 1 I (:!.710 I?'?.tXl.tW) 
NGL 05-002-105 Cal i lorni~ Institute of Technology I201 
Shack cffects in minerals 
P c n d  ou,sa,rm, 
08/16/68-03/01/75 FY73: $54.140 TOTAL: $496,546 
Pn,z. lnrrr.  NASA Tech. Of lkr  CASE Carrgonl 
Ahrens, T. J. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMjAllenhy, R. I.  
( la810 383-09.57) ( la810 195-oam) 
NGL 05-002134 California Institute of Technology 1202 
Modern astronomical instrument development 
 PI"^ oM;10'1"' 
10/27/69-09/30/75 FY73: S60.W TOTAL: $354,000 
Prjn, l n r r r .  NdSA Tech Ofl;c<r CASE Cole~ory 
Oke, J. B. HQ-SGjRoman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Aucremanne. M. I .  
(IC-850 188-41-51) 
NGL 05002-136 California Institute of Technology 1203 
Research on turbomachinrr 
P d d  Oar~rn" . ,  
06/02/69-M/30/75 FY73: $40,OW TOTAL: $206.325 
P"n, hwrr. NASA Tech Of lk r  CASE Carepnry 
Rannie, W. D. LERC/Evvard, J .  C. 46-Mech Engr 
Marble. F. E. 
(22-704 501-M-03) (22-762 132-15-05) 
NGL 05dO2-140 Calilornia Institute of Teehmlogy 1204 
Research in planetary astronomy 
Pernod 0Ni~a"ons 
0411 1169-03/31/76 FY73: $37,513 TOTAL: $287.505 
NGL 05-002-187 California ln5tiNtr of Technology 1205 
Lunar sample analysis 
h"d obl~ro,!un, 
02/09/71-01/31/76 FY73: $171,330 TOTAL: $638,265 
??in. hwx,. NASA Tcrh Ollirer CASE C o l ~ o r y  
Silver, L. T.  JSCfHarris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGL 05002-188 Calilornia Instilute of Technology 1206 
Lunar sample analysis 
P<,lvd Oblr~digrMm 
02/03/71-01/31/76 FY73: $472,560 TOTAL: $1,669,370 
P t i n  brcr l .  NASA T?rh Olfler CASE Calqory 
Warserhurg, G. J. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-W) 
NGL 05002.190 California Institute o l  Technology l2W 
Lunar narnple analysis 
P l d d  0blig.nanr 
01/19/71-01/31/76 FY73: $109,200 TOTAL: $390,800 
Pdn. Inrsc. NASA Tech Oflicer CASE Cu(qnry 
Epstein, S. JSC/Harrir, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGL 05-002-107 Calilornin Institute o l  Technology 1208 
Research in infrared and X-ray astronomy 
h"d Obli#~,i0", 
02/18/71-09/30/75 FY73: S95.W TOTAL: $285,000 
P"n Inrrsr. NASA Tech. Olflrer CASE CoIerow 
Neugebauer. G. HQ-SG/Boggsss. N. W. Il-Astronomy 
Garmire, G. HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(ICb850 188-41-55) (LC-850 18841-59) 
NCL 05-002-229 California Institute of Technology l2W 
Experimental study of flow about a stalled two-dimensional 
airflow 
P d d  obl~~a,~a"s 
05/11/71-05/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $108.020 
Pnn lnirar. NASA Twh. OfJinr CASE Calerory 
Cole, D. HQ-PY/Carler, C. H. 41-Aero Engr 
ARCfMurphy, J .  
( la371 340-0000) 
NGR 05-002-031 California Institute of Technology 1210 
Study tcmparal order of behavior 
Penal OblIg0,lrnl 
09/14/64-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $449,775 
P"n. hwl NASA Tech Oflie, CASE Calrxory 
Strumwasser. F. ARC/Winter. D. 51-Biology 
(la870 189-0000) (21-970 970-21-52) (10-870 189-52.61) 
NGR 05-002-114 Calilornia Institute of Technology 1211 
Radio intcrferomelry of Mars and Venus 
P*Md oblix..,ionr 
10/11/68-06/30/74 FY73: $38.385 TOTAL: $186,816 
PH,# I n r ~ r .  NASA Tech. Oflicrrr CASE Cazcpr) 
Muhleman. D. 0. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 
(IC-840 196-41-82) (10-840 196-41-86) 
NGR 05-002-117 Calilornia Institute of Technology I212 
Analysis and evaluation of alternative approaches to photography 
from Mcrcury/Venus flyby 
P e r i d  Obll~n~lonx 
10/01/68-09/30/73 FY73: $82,455 TOTAL: $291,465 
NGR 05002-121 California InsliNte of Technology 1213 
A study o l  water metabolism in neurospora crassaa 
h"d oh;&o,lon, 
01/01/69-12/31/73 FY73: $48,610 TOTAL: $163,229 
. . 
Pnn. hun. NASA T h .  Ofli<rrr CASE Ca,<boO 
Horowitz, N. H. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 5 1-Biology 
(10.840 192-55-64) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 05-002-142 califernis Institute of Teehnolwy 1214 
Research in solar physics 
P l d d  obl*i?,c""r 
06/12/69-09/30/73 FY73: $60,933 TOTAL: $280.933 
Pdn. I nw~r .  NASA Tech. Oflmr CASE Calqory 
Leighton, R. B. HQ-SG/Wrldon. I .  M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K .  
(lo-850 188-38-51) 
NGR 05602-156 California Institute ol Technology 1215 
Mars spectral reflections and palarimetric investigation 
P."d ObI~za,ionr 
03/13/72-02/28/73 FY73: TOTAL: $77.608 
Pnn. h r r r .  NASA Tech Oflkcr CASE Colrgory 
Murray, B. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. 1. W. 
(10-840 185-50-81) (10-840 384-00-00) 
NGR 05-002-358 Calilornia InUitutc 01 Technology 1216 
Determination of optical properties of lunar regolith from Surveyor 
television pictures 
P * d  oblig0,rmr 
04/30/70-11/30/73 FY73: $21,513 TOTAL: 193,466 
. . 
Pnn. Inw~l. NASA Tech Oflicer CASE Corqory 
Ingerwll. A.  P. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQSM/Allenhy, R. 1. 
(10-810 383-09-50) (10-810 383-00-00) 
NGR 05-002-159 California lnrt i tub of Technology I217 
Calibration and photometric analysis of Hasselhald & lunar 
geological erplurillion cameras 
Period Ohl<arion~ 
l2/03/69-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $67,312 
Prjn Inurr,. NASA 7rth Ofljcrrr CASE Calrzorj 
Silver, 1. T. JSC/Bates, J. R. 32-Gelogicai Sci 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 05002-164 Cslilornia institute of Technology 1218 
Rescilrch in particles and fields 
Perc'd oblcpcp,im, 
10/27/69-W/30/74 FY73: 16300,003 TOTAL: 61,050,003 
Pnn. b w n  NASA T c d .  OIPPPP CASE Carrgorj 
Vogt, R. E. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HO-SGIKavanarh. L. D. 
NGR 6002- I81 California Institute of Technology l2lY 
Mariner 6&7 piclurs analysis 
Perid OblipsnO,,.~ 
(191 1R17O.C9130/73 FY73: TOTAL: 1665,735 
-.,--,.- - ,~ , 
Pnn. lnvrrl. NASA Trih. OIPtz? CASE Loredorl 
Leighton. R. B. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SLlAlfingham, J .  W. 
NGR 05.002-185 California lnstilute of Technology 1220 
~~~i~~ and supervision of an infrared sky noise survey 
petid o u ~ a ~ t i o n ~  
06/25/70-12/31/72 FY73: $25.734 TOTAL: $292.608 
Pnn. rmusl. NASA Ted. Ofl,mr CASE Calepury 
Westphsl. J .  A. HQSL/Brunk, W. E. I l-Aslronomy 
HO-SLlFellows. R. F. 
NGR 0542-119 California lnrtitute of Technology I221 
Surlace hrighmesa measurements of supernovae remnants in the 
energy band 0.15-4 keV and an XUV 
?end OMiavllrnl 
M/22/71-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $106,615 
Pn". Wnn . NASA TKk OVKCr <.'"Sf Catqory 
Garmire, G. P. HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. If-Astronomy 
McDonald. J. HQ-SG/Burchcr, E. 
(10-850 879-1 1-00) 
NCR 05-002-220 Cdifomia Institute of Technology 1222 
lnverliealion of finite am~litude sound waves 
Penmi Obliptrona 
07103171-01/31/13 FY73: TOTAL: $30,003 , , , , 
Pnn. bu52 NASA Ted. Oflic~r CASE Caeegory 
Liepmann, H. W. LARC/ 13-Physics 
LARC/Hubbard. H. 
(23-740 129-01-20) (10-740 129-01-22) 
NGR 05-002-225 California Institute of Technology 1273 
Definition phaw of thc Grand Tour mission energelic particle 
investigation for outer planet missions 
P c n d  Oblcpar!m' 
M/13/71-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $47.392 
P l l n  h w r t  NASA Ted? Oflier CASE Cot%nry 
Vagt, R. E. HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 13-Physics 
HQ-SL/Kcller, J. W. 
(10-840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52) 
YGR 05-002-230 California Institute of Technology I224 
Definition phase of Grand Tour missions imaging inveatig~tion 
for outer planet missions 
r e n d  OYl~ollonr 
M/14/71-06/30/12 FY73: TOTAL: $7,050 
Pll" I " ~ J > .  NASA Ted. Ofl<crr CASE Carrgnr) 
Murray, B. C. HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-SL/Keller, J. W. 
(10-840 186-68-58) (10-840 186-68-52) 
NGR 05-002-739 California Institute of Technology 1225 
Rcxarch on the ejector augmented jet flap 
P c n d  0Nig.nonr 
09/13/7i-03/31/73 FY73: $1,076 TOTAL: $34,564 
Pr;n ,nus, NASA Twh O f l b r  CA SE Cor rba~  
Harris, G. L. ARCjAiken, T. N. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-702 760-61-01) 
. . 
NGR 05002-249 California lnrlitute ol Technology I226 
Development of performance criteria for advanad Viking seismic 
experiments 
Y . , d  O b l ~ ~ r r o " ,  
06/21/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $29,999 
Pn'r,. I n n l .  NASA Ted. OIffwr CASE Cu(ex~ry 
Anderson, D. L. HqSL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SLjMurrir. E. C. 
(10-840 185-50-81) 
NGR 6002-256 California Institute of Technology 1227 
Study and research on experimental teats ol gravitation thcury 
P<Od Obi<8a,,"nh 
02/23/72-12/11/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $40,003 
P,!". Inur,l. NASA Trh. OfPcer CASE COI~IY'I. 
Thome. K .  S. HQ-SG/Kelsall, T. Il-Astronomy 
HQSG/Roman, N. G. 
(lo-850 188-41-54) 
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NGR OM02-259 California Institute of Technology 1228 
Analysis of Pioneer solar wind observations of the interplanetary 
medium 
 end OM<gar;onr 
01/27/72-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: IE40.W 
P l i n  l n v r r  NASA Tcrh 011"' CASE Camory 
Davis, L. HQSG/Kavanagh. L. D. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Schrnerling. E. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NGR 05-002-281 California institute ol  Technology 1229 
~ i ~ h  mgular resalution of H I1 regions and associated galactic 
sources 
P ~ n d  OM<galhnr 
03/01/73-02/28/74 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
. . 
Pn'n lnwrr. NASA Tech Ofher CASE Co(r~or). 
Werner, M. W. ARC/Cameron. R. M .  Il-Astronomy 
ARCIGiilespie, C. M .  
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 05-002-284 Californil Institute of Technology 1230 
High angular resolution cosmic X-ray astronomy observations 
in the energy band 0.15-keV and XUV observations of eady 
stars from an attitude controlled rocket 
P l " d  0M;tallons 
03/05/73-08/31/73 FY73: %130.000 TOTAL: $130,000 
Ptin In*rn NASA Twh OVmr CASE Calrgurv 
Garmire, G. P. HQ-SGiRornan, N .  G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. J. 
(10-850 879-1 1-00) 
NCR 05-002-294 California lnrtitute of Technology 1231 
Analysis of 0 6 0 - 5  and OGO-7 X-ray data 
~ a n d  oui~nnonr 
06/27/73-06/30/74 FY73: $30.000 TOTAL: $30,000 
~ n n  ~ w ~ r .  NASA ~ e h .  o m ,  CASF caregory 
Zirin, H. HQ-SG/Calahan, H. D.  11-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ocrtel, G .  K. 
(10-850 385-38-00) 
NGR 05002-302 Califurnia lnstihlte of Technology 1232 
Geology and geomorphalogy of Mania" shield volcanos 
P l d d  oblig',,onr 
02jI9/73-04/3Gj74 FY7;: $i2,iiP TOTAL: $ i i , i iP  
Ptin b r x t .  NASA Ted.  Oflfcer Cl SE Calqory 
Shoemaker. E. M.  HQ-SL/Dwarnik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, I .  W. 
(10-840 185-50-01) 
NCR 05402-307 California Institute of Technology I233 
Shock compression mearurements an lunar samples 
Plti'd obligo,<nr 
04/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: $42.000 TOTAL: $42,000 
Prim. b r c l l .  NASA Teh.  Ofl<cer CA.YE C#rqor.v 
Ahrena, T. J. JSC/Harris, I. W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-9 10 914-40-00) 
NCR 05a02-308 California lnstihlte of 'Technology 1234 
Mars related biological studies 
Pl"a* Obli.,l~, 
03/06/73-06/30/73 FY73: $40.855 TOTAL: $40,855 
Pli,,. I r> r .~ r  NASA Ted.  Oflhpl U S E  Cmlrrory 
Horowitz, N. H. ARCjJohnson, R. D. 51-Biology 
(21-840 192-55-64) 
NGR 05002-310 California Institute of Technology 1235 
Geochemistry of biomolccules 
hnai obl;~~,;onr 
03/06/73-06/30/73 FY73: $17,670 TOTAL: $17,670 
Plin,  bwsr WAS8 Ted OJfi-r CASE Corqory 
Banner, J. ARC/Kvcnvoiden, K. A. 
59-Life Sci, NEC 
(21-840 192-55-62) 
NCR 05602-316 California Institute of Techmlosy 17.36 
Planetary reirmological studies 
PI,& ohliaorlonr 
05/25/73-04/30/74 FY73: $21,041 TOTAL: $21.041 
Pnn. Inwrt. NASA Tech Oflice, CASE Calegory 
Anderson, D. L. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-SLiAllingham. J. W. 
(10-840 185-50-81) 
NCT 05WZa09 California Institute ol  Technology I237 
Training of graduate students i n  space-related science and 
technology 
PC"& ohI~ga,iom 
03/27/63-08/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $1,225,247 
P"n. hwr t .  NASA T h .  Oflicer CASE CaI~ory 
Pings, C. J. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NSR 05W2-071 California Institute al Technology IU8 
Feasibility study for large aperture solar telescope to fly an Apollo 
Telescope Mount (ATM) sysum 
Penal obngotlonr 
01/24/67-08/31/13 FY73: $200,000 TOTAL: $943,808 
Pr!n. lmws!. NASA Tmh. Oflfrer CASE Corqory 
Zirin. H. HQ-SG/Chase, R. H. Il-Asbonamy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. 
(10.980 975-84-25) 
NAS 3-12426 California State Univerrity - Chlco 1239 
Bearing research program to eliminate friction from a nonconform- 
ing groove 
Pen'al O b l k ~ , ! ~ ,  
04/07/69-07/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $24,033 
Pdn. !!lw.rr NASA l r c h  "fllmr CASE Cnl~8agury 
Allen. C. W. LERC/Townsend, D. P. 49-Engr, NEC 
(22-760 126WW) (22-762 132-15-01) 
NGL OM76001 California State University - Chiea 1240 
Life formation in  planetary atmospheres 
Pedal OMigaNonc 
02/07/71-02/01/75 FY73: $13,590 TOTAL: $42,118 
Pnn. Invest. NASA Ted. Oflicr, CASE CoItPV 
Regas, J. L. ARC/Boese. R. W. I I-Astronomy 
(21-840 196-41-67) 
NGR 05-071-002 California State University - Fullerton 1241 
Spectroscopic studies of interstellar dust 
P I M  0bl;k~rroru 
04/29/7 1.0313 1/74 FY73: $15,WO TOTAL: $57,m 
PTtn. Inwsr. NASA Tech OIfkcr CASE COl#80rY 
Johnson, F. M. HQ-SG/Dubin, M.  I I-AstronomY 
HQ-SL/Young, R. 
(10-850 188-45-53) (18850 385-45-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR 05-071-OM California State llniversity - Fullerton 1242 
Computation of  cyclic predictar-corrector mcthads and application 
to satellite orbit problcms 
P m d  Obllglrrlonr 
07/01/72-06/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $20,285 
Pnn. Inrcll. NASA Trrh 0J.cr.r CASE Coleton. 
Pierce, S. GSFC/Velcz, C. E. 21-Mathematics 
(5 1-500 150-22-22) 
NCR 05-MIW California State University - Fullenon 1243 
Electrocyclic reactions in the interstellar media 
P~nnl oulpanonr 
M/25/73-05/31/74 FY73: $23.71 1 TOTAL: $23.71 i 
. . 
Pnn. I # ~ r . r r .  NASA Terh O//?e<r CASE Cale~orj 
Wegner, P. A. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
Bailey, D. T. 
(10-040 192-55-61) 
NASR 188 Cslifornia Stale Univernily - Long Beach 1244 
Development of aerospace materials for enrichment of curriculum 
in aerospace education for public schools 
Period obly.r,on, 
08/01/66-09/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $7,436 
Pnn bw~r. NASA Tech Officer CASE Cr(<xan 
Dean. C. T. HQ-FE/ 99-Multi-Diseip 
(10-030 0 1 ~ 0 - 0 0 )  
NGR 05-013-010 Cnlifornia State Ilniverritu - Lnns Reach 1245 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ - ~ ~ ~~~ 0 - ~~ ~ ~ 
Application of electron diffraction retarding potential techniques 
to investigation of electron reflection properties of clean and 
cas-covered metal rurfaas 
" 
?,ti& ONlgmOnr 
01/12/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $36,102 
Prin lnur r .  N 1 1  red OJJiesr Cl.TE Colqory 
Luke, K. P. LERC/Breitwierer, R. 13-Physics 
(22-710 120-00-00) (22-710 120-27-14) 
NGR 05-0134LU California Slate University - Long Lkarh 1246 
Petrology of lunar highlands & orthosite problem 
P& ONlb.,,'",., 
07/17/72-W/30/73 FY73: $3.900 TOTAL: $3,900 
Pnn Inwsl NASA Tech. Ofliiii CASE Cererory 
Green, J. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical ki 
HQ-MAIPomeroy, J. H. 
(10-810 383-09-53) 
NSR 05-01.FW8 California Slate University - Long Beach 1247 
Materials for enrichment of curriculum in aerospace education 
for public schools 
P e n d  O N ~ ~ ~ t ~ o n s  
M/01/66-M/O1/77 FY73: TOTAL: $2,925 
P n n  husz. NASA Tech. Ofl!<er CASE Co(eyur). 
Dean. C. T. HQ-FE/ 99-Multi-Diseip 
(10-030 010-W00) 
NCR 05-062-002 California Stale University - Northridge 1248 
A" experimental evaluation of the stresses in hallow rolling 
elements 
+'*,id Oulgo,;"", 
01125172-0713 1/73 FY73: TOTAL['$l6,353 
, , . . 
P i n .  i n u s ,  NASA Trih O//?cer CALK Careton. 
Nypan, L. J. LERC/Scibbe, H. W. 46Mech Engr 
LERC/Anderran, W. J. 
NCR 05-05&W3 California State University - Sacramento 1249 
Development of combustion stability rpecificationa and vrrilication 
proccdurcr far liquid propellant rocket engines 
P#,inl OM@OIIMI 
02/23/72-lO/O1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $3.234 
Yn'n h v < n .  NASA Tech Oflrrr CASE (ol<zur) 
Reardan, F. H. LERC/Priem. R. J. 45-Elec Engr 
(22-710 113-3148) 
NAS 523249 Cdifornis Slate University - Ssn Diego 12% 
Atmospheric transmission measurements 
P m u l  Ob,!rsl!enr 
05/25/73-11/25/73 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
P r l n  lnvrrr. NASA l i r h  Ofl!cer CASE Csrrgor). 
GSFC/ I CAtmos Sci 
(51.704 501-24-20) 
NAS 2-2216 California State University - San Fran 1251 
Identification of organisms 
hnd Obl<8ollon, 
07/01/66-07/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $?,OW 
Pdn. kvell. NASA Tech Officer CASE Corqury 
ARC/ 51-Biology 
(21-870 189-00-00) 
NAS 2-7616 C~ l i l o rn i l  State University - San Jose 1252 
Meteorological observations and analysis 
Penal 0b;;a~riunx 
06/18/73-12/31/74 FY73: $31,866 TOTAL: $31,866 
Pn'n lnvrsr T&. 0 l f i ~  CASE Calr~on.  
Miller, A. ARC/Gloria. H. R. 31-Atmas Sci 
(21-702 770-18-03) 
NCI. 05-046-002 California Slnte University - San Jose 1253 
Angular acceleration in man 
 PI"^ oN,8n,,.nr 
09/01 167-W/30/75 FY73: $69,706 TOTAL: $389,372 
Prln rmrw NASA Ted. Ofl<cer CASE CO~CT'P'PY 
Clarke, 6. ARC/Stcwarl. I. D. 59-Life Sei. NEC 
(21-7M 501-29-03) (21-702 501-29-02) (21-970 970-21-11) 
NCR M 0 4 6 0 l I  Calilorni* State Unirorrily - San Jaw 1254 
Investigation of transport parameters relating to hyperfiltration 
far waste water purification 
P I " ~  0b;fgaionl 
M/01/70-W/20/73 FY73: $52,281 TOTAL: $125,104 
Prim. lnnr l .  NASA Ted. Ofl<ca CASE Celqory 
Spitze, L. A. ARC/Wydeven, T. J. 12-Chemistry 
(21-970 970-22-23) 
N(:R 05-W015 California Slate University - San Jose 1255 
Distribution of chlorophyll in San Francisco bodies of water 
P ~ n d  ob,;rago,;ml 
M/08/71-12/31/73 FY71: $20,OW TOTAL: $52,000 
P n n  ,"W.?, NASA r k h  ofi-r CASE cotqur, 
Weaver. E. C. ARC/Arveren. J. C. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
ARC/Millard, I .  P. 
(21-680 160-75-22) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 05-046-020 California State University - San Jose 1256 
Topics in the chemistry of the stratosphere and mesosphere 
 PI"^ ODl~n,,o,i. 
05/08/72-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $4,707 
Plln lnvrrr. NASA Tcd. OIflmI CASE Cdresory 
Miilcr, A. ARC/Whitten, K. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
(21-680 160-44-79) 
NAS 1-11854 Polnona College 1257 
Participation in inorgilnic chemistry planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
Penal ONirsrlonr 
08/09/72-03/01/77 FY73: $10,935 TOTAL: $10,935 
Pen. lnrrrl. WAS# 7eth Offl-r CASE C#<cr"cv 
Baird, A. K.  LARC/Saffen. G. A. 12-Chemistry 
(23-840 815-2U00) 
NAS 1-9682 Slanford University 1258 
Participation in imaging planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
 PI"^ Obll~l?li""3 
03/24/70-03/31/77 FY73: $46,500 TOTAL: $128.385 
Prin lnvcll. NASA Trrh Ofliccr CASE Cmqory 
Levinthal, E. C. LARC/Soffen, G .  A. 13-Physics 
(23.840 815-2000) 
NAS 1-9692 Stanford Unirenily 1259 
Partisipation in thc biology planning for  the Viking 1915 
missions 
Pet id  OMtza,im, 
04/13/70-03/31/77 FY73: $3,023 TOTAL: $i7,957 
Pm'n Inwsc. NASA Tech Oj/?<<r CASE Cmrgoly 
Lcderberg. J. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 5 1-Biology 
(23-840 815-20-00) (23-840 815-00-00) 
NAS 1-9701 Stanford Unirorrity 1264 
Participation in the mdio science planning for the Viking 1975 
missions 
Penal Obliptro", 
04/21/7U03/31/77 FV73: $30,234 TOTAL: $52,481 
Pnrl Inw~l .  NASA Tech. Ojfrrrr CASE Cvlmry 
Tyler. C. L. I.ARC/Soffcn, G .  A. 45-Elcc Engr 
(23-840 8 15-2000) (23-840 8 1500-00) 
NAS 2-1677 Stanlord University 1261 
Dishwashing and other services in support of life sciences 
P e r i d  O N i g m j ~ . ~  
07/01/66-08/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $8.471 
. . . . 
Pmt. 6 8 ~ ~ .  NASA Tech, 0n;cer CASE Cnlrgor). 
ARC/ 51-Biology 
(21-870 189-00-00) 
NAS 2-1750 Stsaford University 1262 
Usage o f  hypersonic wind tunnel 
h n d  Obll~~liunr 
10/01/66- 10/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $9,900 
Pnn. Io"?~,. NASA Tech On;-r CASE Cale~ogory 
ARC/ 42-Astro Engr 
(21-70021 10- - ) (21-750 125-00-00) 
NAS 2-2320 Stanlard University 1263 
Installation of temporary laboratory and greenhouse 
P e d a l  Obl?rnliunr 
07/01 166-0910 1 I77 FY73: TOTAL: $8.715 
, , . . 
P,i,,. I"WS,. NASA Tech Ofper CASE Co,qobor) 
ARC/ 51-Biology 
(21-870 189-00-00) 
NAS 2-3303 Stnnlord Unirrrsity 17.64 
Hypersonic tunnel testing 
Penal  Obl;k.xnunr 
11/01/66-11/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $8,W3 
Pn',,. lnwrl. NASA Tpch On;*, CASE C a l r g ~ r )  
ARC/ 41-Aero Engr 
(21-740 129-00-00) 
NAS 2-4671 Stanford University 1265 
Pioneer C post launch operations 
PC"'", ON~f0llon5 
12/13/67-03/31/74 FY73: $99,988 TOTAL: 61,346,988 
Pen. h r s ,  NASA Tcd Ofljcm CASE Col~xur) 
Von Eshleman, V. R. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physics 
ARC/Nunamaker, R. R. 
(21.840 384-47-66) (21-840 811-00-00) (21-840 811-12-00) 
NAS 2-5143 Stanford University 1266 
Study dynamics and control of rotary wing VTOL aircrall 
Penal Ob,,Zlnlo".S 
11/01/68-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $129.694 
Pli" I""?,,. NASA r e d .  CASE Comory 
Bryron, A. E., Jr. ARC/Yaggy, P. F. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-760 12&00-00) (21-760 136-9X-00) (21-760 126-9X-00) 
NAS 2-5587 Stanford Unirer,ily 1267 
Biology experiment hardware dcfinition 
Perrad ONYYYYYY 
10/31/69-06/30/72 FY73: $84,796 T O T A L  $309,123 
P r i n  lnvpll. NASA Twh. Ojflcsr CASE Csl<ZOlo'Y 
Pittendngh, C .  S. ARC/Tremar, J .  W. 51-Biology 
(21.960 948-80-80) 121-960 964-50-00) 
NAS 2-6158 Stanford Unirersily I268 
Study aerodynamic noise 
Penal 0N;rvli""r 
09/09/70-09/09/73 FY73: $39.9 14 TOTAL: $1 19.539 
Pen I n r s l .  NASA Tech. O P I  CASE CO!?EO~Y 
Kilramcheti, K. K .  ARC/Vause, C. R. 41-Aera Engr 
ARClSchmilz. F. H.  
NAS 2-6217 Stanlord University 1269 
Determination of rat plasma hormone levels 
P?"d Obl;go,!o"onr 
l l / l7 /7O~l l /Ol /7 l  FY73: $280 TOTAL: 54,020 
Prln. In"?,,. NASA Tech. O/jc(tr CASE CaI(P(P(PY 
Davidson, J. ARC/Danellis. J. V. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
ARC/Wingel. C. M. 
(21.770 127-49-37) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 2.6214 Slsnlard Univerrity 1270 
Pathologic changes in rats dogs & rabbits due to prolonged 
h i~h -~ rav i t y  
. .  . 
Pe"d 0bllza"onr 
11/24/7012/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $24.259 
Pnn. l n r n r .  NASA Trrh O n n r  CASE Co1rtor.v 
Bensch. K .  G. ARC/Oyama, J. 42-Aslro Engr 
ARC/Plati, W. T. 
(21-770 708-4001) 
NAS 2-6332 Stanford Universily 1271 
Drorophila biology in space 
Penal Obh~ac~an~ 
02/05/71-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $25,790 
Prtn In"es8. NASA T i h .  Olfl-r CASE Cnlcgory 
Herman. M. M .  ARC/Hewitt. J. E. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
ARC/Miquel. J. 
(21-870 883-IM.00) 
NAS L a 9 1  Stanford University 1272 
Research on integrated circuitr far gas chromatography 
P ~ r r u l  ~ W , M " ,  
06/10/71-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: 13,707 
~ n n .  lnr lr .  NASA Teh. O/fier CASE C o l e p ~  
Wise. K .  D. ARC/Donaldson. R. W. 45-Elec Ener 
NAS 2-6706 Stanford University 1273 
Electron microscope scrviccs 
penal obloonunr 
12/06/71-02/06/74 FY73: $39.999 TOTAL: $59,999 
Pnn. I f lu~ l .  NASA Tech Olfl-r CASE CnIczury 
Bensch. K .  G. ARC/Miquel, J. 5 I-Biology 
(21-970 970.21-62) (21-970 970-21-63) 
NAS 2-7126 Stanford University 1274 
Venus atmosphere propagation sludy 
P ~ n a l  obljganons 
06/30/72-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $13,194 
PI(,#. ~ I K I I .  NASA -mh. OIPnr CASE C#lqogory 
Von Eshlcman, V. R. ARC/Grant, T. 3 I-Aimor Sci 
(21-840 186-68-60) 
NAS 2-7199 Stanford University 1275 
Study short haul aircraft syslems 
P W t d  oMTE#nonr 
09/27/72-07/01/73 FY73: $21,500 TOTAL: $21,5W 
Pr;n l n ~ r l  NASA Twh. OJflnr CASE Coic,rogor) 
Shevill, R. S. ARC/Kenyan, G. C. 494%gr, NEC 
ARC/Galioway, T. L. 
(15-701 791-93-03) 
NAS 2-7205 Stanford University 1276 
Veterinary services 
Prnd Obl~kananl 
09/19/72-08/01/73 FY73: $1,911 TOTAL: $1,911 
Pdn. In-sl. #".%A Tech Olfimr CASC Carnory 
Snyder, S. 8 .  ARC/Dunlap, W. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Soave. 0. A. 
(21.970 970-21-16) (21-970 970-21-25) (21-910 970.21-45) 
NAS 2-7637 Stanford University 1277 
Adrenergic activity during hedrert . , 
PInal 0b;lpdi"lll 
0611 1/73-08/01/73 FY73: $12,WO TOTAL: $12,WO 
Pen. hwzt NASA Tfd .  OIIiiir CASE Cal~rory 
Barfhas. J. 0. ARC/Dancllis, J. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 97021-45) 
NAS 3-14336 Stanford Univonity 1278 
Resilrch for the fundamental study of full-coverage film cooling 
Penal Obl!ga,iunr 
07/13/71-07/11/13 FY73: TOTAL: $94,940 
Pn'n rnrrsl. NASA Te?h. Olflmr C I  SE COIC~ON 
Kaym. W. M .  LERC/Colladay, R. S. 46-Mcch Engr 
(22-762 764-74-05) 
NAS 3-14362 Stanford University 1279 
The design and development of law curl ground receiving systems 
suitable for television reception from satellites 
P e w  Ob,it.ll!on.S 
M/01/71-04/01/12 FY73: $22,114 TOTAL: $124.579 
PN,l rnwxl. NASA Tech O1li.r CASE Carrgury 
Lusignan. B. B. LERC/Alcxuvich, R. 45-Elec Engr 
(22-620 164-21-52) 
NAS 5-9309 Stnnlord Unirorsity 1280 
Y L F  pularization experiment for the Orbiting Geophysical 
Obscruatory, mission F/OGO-F/ 
h d a l  Ob,!go,,"nr 
03/31166-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,193,400 . . , , 
Pm.  hx7, NASA T?<h Oflit,?? CASE Ca(cguri 
Helliwell. R. A. GSFC/Meese, K. J. 13-Physics 
(51-850 841.W-00) (51-850 841-12-00) (51-850 385-50-W) 
NAS 5-10102 Stanlord Unirerrity 1281 
Radio propagation studies of the ionosphere 
~ n l ~  (IbZllrmnr 
06/27/66-02/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $395,897 
P"n I n r r ~ r .  NASA Twh. Oflicrr CASE Culrrur). 
Villard. 0. G. GSFCIBakcr, J. 45-Elcc Engr 
(51-620 630-W-W) 
NAS 511387 Stanlord University 1282 
Research in support of RAE satellite observations of  solar and 
magnetosphere radio noise 
PIliod "bllgononl 
M/19/71-01/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $22,609 
Prill. ,,lrrll. NASA r ich OJ/fc.r CASE Cdregon. 
Pelerron, A. M. GSFC/Stone, R. G. Il-Astronomy 
NAS 5-21684 Stanford University 1283 
Sludy the design of a drag-free satellite 
Pend Obl!#mlons 
12/09/71-12/08/72 FY73: TOTAL: $80.000 
pnn. h w s z  "1s" Tech OJ~~CP, CASE Carezoo 
Breakwcll. J .  V. GSFC/Lidrton, J. M. 42-Astro Engr 
Dcbra, D. B. GSFC/Kar]t. S. 
Powell, J. D. 
(51-620 682-10-60) (51-680 683.71-09) 
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NAS 5-21714 Stanford University 1284 
Development of minimum thrustor control laws and selection of 
orbits for a geodesy drag-free satellite 
Penad Obllg.,ionb 
M/26/72-04/26/13 FY73: TOTAL: $25,000 
~ n n .  lnvwr. NASA rcch. offier CASE carqory 
Breakwell, J. V .  GSFCIFarquhilr, R. W. 42-Aslro Engr 
Debra. D. B. GSFC/Lefferts. E. I. 
(51-680 683-00-00) (51-680 683-71-09) 
NAS 5-21733 Stanford University IW5 
Field studies in rupporl of Nimbus E space surface composition 
mapping radiometer 
P e n 4  Oblllulr~", 
M/26/12-04/26/73 FY73: TOTAL: $14.973 
Pnli Iliue$S. NASA Tech DfJtipr CASE Caregur) 
Lyon, R. J. GSFC/Houia, W. A. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(5 1-680 604-42-00) 
NAS 5-21775 Stanford University 1286 
Structrual and lilhologic study of northern coast range using 
ERTS-A data 
PC,!& OA',~,,,<",Z., 
06/20/72-12/31/73 FY73: $17,000 TOTAL: 526,MJO 
Pnn. I"resr NASA 74. Og<crr CASE Carqori 
Rich, E. I .  GSFC/Crump, E. W. 32-Geiogical Sci 
(51-680 64-14-03) (51-680 64-14-00) 
NAS 5-21884 Stanford University 
ERTS data user 
P."d obJ;a,;anr 
l1/03/72-11/01/74 FY73: $42.000 TOTAL: $42,ON 
PNI. hrrr' .  NASA 7.d. Olj<re, CASE cnr%or, 
Lyun, R. P. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(51-680 641-14-03) 
NAS 5.23117 Stanford Uttirersity 1288 
Systems definition /phase B/ studies for the EGRET experiment 
on the HEAO-B spacecraft 
P.#d O N ~ ~ ~ r a s  
06/22/72-06/30/74 FY73: $336,000 TOTAL: W8,MQ 
Ptin. I n l r ~ l .  NASA Teh.  Onl-r CASE CnI?#oq 
Hofstadar. R. GSFC/Wrublik, K. P. I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 5-23205 Stanford University 1289 
Research in satellite observations of solar & magnetospheric radio 
noise 
P e n d  ou~zo,lo,o 
03/16/73-03/16/74 FY73: $24,923 TOTAL: $24.923 
Pnn. i,lw.,l. NASA Tech Officer CASE C#!#IW) 
Peterson, A. M. GSFC/Stone, R. G. 13-Physics 
Vcsecky. J. F. 
(51-850 861-52-00) (51-850 817-12-00) 
NAS 625705 Stanford University 1290 
Fabrica~iun of a high precision star t ~ h ~ k i n g  telescope for relativity 
exPCrimen1 
Perkd Obl~Eallun, 
04/09/7C-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $42,982 
Phn Inar. NASA Txh. Officer CASE Cnlvori. 
Everitt, C. MSFC/Decher, R .  1 l-Astronomy 
(62-850 188-00-00) 
NAS a27333 Stanford University 1291 
Fabrication of an Electronic Suspension Subsystem (ESS) for a 
cryogenic electrostatically suapendcd gyroscope for the relativity 
experiment 
Pen& Ohl<garonr 
05/W/71-08/31/72 FY73: $12,000 TOTAL: $51,333 
~ n n .  hwl r .  N ~ S A  7-h. on;ccr CASE c.rrgury 
Debra. D. 6. MSFC/Dechcr, R. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Joncs, R. E. 
(62-850 188-41-54) 
NAS 627406 Stanlord Uniuersily 1292 
High energy gamma ray spark chamber telescope 
Penal ohl;8n,lonr 
05/20/71-02/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $30,000 
Prin In.rr l .  NASA l i r h  Oflkc~r CASE Colepry 
Hofstadter. R. MSFC/Power, J. A. Il-Astronomy 
(62-850 188-78-53) 
NAS 9-5632 Stanford University 1293 
Active seismic experiment for ALSEP 
Per!& Oh,trarlon, 
02/03/66-12/31\73 FY73: 5118,468 TOTAL: 5692,688 
Pen. I~I~~JI. NASA Tech. Olficer CASE Cslexory 
Kuvach, K. L. ISC/Wecks, E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-910 9 14-40-W) 
NAS 9-7313 Stanford Llnirersily 1294 
Infrared spectrometry studies 
Period 0hljptron.s 
06/29/67-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: 5340,565 
Pnn. h w ~ l .  NASA Teh. OJl;-r CASE COZ<UN 
Lyon, R. I. JSC/Hensley, W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-680 160-0000) (72-880 169-00-00) (72-680 160-75-56) 
NAS 9.10579 Stanford University 1295 
Scintific suppon for bistatic radar equipment (PEIMENT) 
PC"& Oh,h.llMI 
04/28/70-06/30/73 FY73: $84,851 TOTAL: $422.113 
Pnn hwst  NASA 7rh. Oflter CASE Colqory 
Howard. H .  T. JSCjLalferty, P. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-9!0 914-49-00) 
NAS 9-13357 Stanford University IZY6 
Feasibility of using S-191 infrared spectra for geological studies 
from cpam Skylab EREP investigalion no. 9641 
P I n d  Ohfig~lrunr 
05/23/73-06/30/74 FY73: 663,000 TOTAL: $63,030 
Pnn. lnrrrr. NASA Tech. Ofl<<sr CASZ CalrboW 
Lyon, R. J. JSC/White. T. T. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(72-960 948-63-86) 
NASW 2216 Stanford University 1297 
Biomedical technology transfer. 
Per14 ohllgllzionl 
05/19/71-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: SIM.594 
Pnn. ,nw.,,. NASA 7 4 .  Oj'jer CASE CatcrTW 
HQ-KT/ 99-Multi-Disap 
(l&250 141-93-00) (10-750 125-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCL 0 5 - O M 7  Stanford Unirersity 1298 
Guidance and control of flight vehicles 
P l n d  Obh~ananl 
081 17/72-08/ 14/75 FY73: $57,019 TOTAL: $1,IO7,W 
Prtn. !nw.sr. NASA Tech Olflmr CASE Colesow 
Bryron, A. E. ARC/Doolin, 8. F. 41-Aero Engr 
F~anklin, G. F. 
(21-704 501-03-1 1) 
NGL 05-020-008 Stanford University 1299 
Investigation of experimental techniques for measurement of low 
frequency electromagnetic phenomena in the atmosphere 
P#Hd Obllgdr'onc 
09/01/61-02/29/76 FY73: $145,000 TOTAL: $884,443 
PM. I~w,,. NASA rich. o~pcrr CASE c~wgory 
Helliweil, R. A. HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Hallcnbcck, D. R. 
(10-850 385-36-W) (10-850 188-36-57) (10-850 188-3'1.54) 
NCL 0502P014 Slanlord University 13W 
Theoretical & experimental radio & radar studies of lunar, 
planelary ionospheres, atmospheres, & surfaces of sun & 
interplanetary medium 
P*"d 0bilg"'iolu 
04/30/63-09/01/74 FY73: $180,327 TOTAL: $2,2W,371 
~ n n .  I ~ W S ~ .  NASA ~ e e h .  ofl?<er CASE C S I P ~ D I Y  
Von Eshleman, Y. R. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmar Sci 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10-840 185.47-80) (10.850 188-36-57) 
NCL 05-020-134 Slanford Univerrily 1304 
Mass traclsfcr to a turbulent boundary layer with step changes 
in  boundary conditions and variable free-stream velocity 
P * n d  Ohl~ganom 
02/24/66-l2/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $251.220 
Prin Inw.7r. NASA Ted. O&r CASE Camon. 
Kayr, W. M .  LERC/Graham. R. W. 46-Mech Engr 
NCL 05420-165 Stanford University 1305 
Theoreticill & experimental investigations of collective mi- 
crowave 
P e n d  ObAzsrionr 
05/05/66-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $375,000 
Pnn. b u r l  NASA l e d .  Ofl;<~r CASE Comury 
King. G. GSFC/Hughes, W. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(25-750 125-00-00) (51-750 125-00W) 
NCL 05-020-176 Stsnford Univerrily 1306 
Investigation of space-related whistler propagation phenomena 
in laboratory plasmas 
P<"'d 0Ug. l l0N 
03102167-06/01/14 FY73: $ I I O , ~  TOTAL: $599,800 
. . 
P,i" ,nrrrr. NASA Tcrh O//!ccr CASE (blegor)  
Crawford, F. W. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck. D. R. 
NI:L 05-020-223 Stanford University I307 
Biomechanics within the field of cardiovascular physiology 
F ~ n l v l  ob,<8s,/a,r 
09/18/67-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $482,486 
. . 
Pdm. h ~ ~ r .  NA.74 Tech Olfl-r CASE Care%ow 
Anliker. M.  ~ ~ ~ / ~ a n d l e ; ,  H. 13-Physics 
NCL 05420-015 Stanford Univerrity 1301 (21.770 127-0000) (21-770 127-49-40) (21-870 189-W-00) 
Gravitational & resonance experiments an low energy free 
electrons & posilrons 
?end  o~izaxio ,n  NCL 05-020-UZ Stanlord University 1308 
03112163-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $457.898 Evaluation. and develoomcntal studies of ~ossible active seismic 
~, ~, , , 
~ r i r , .  lnw~, .  NASA red .  Oflcer CASE cocqogury experiments during thc past-Apollo period 
Fairbanks, W. M .  HQ-NS/Harrisan, H. 13-Physics h n d  O M I ~ ~ , I M I  
(i&740 129-00-00) 06/16/67-06/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $177,468 
Pnn. b u ~ r .  NASA Tech Oflimr CASE Ca1e%or). 
Kovach. R. L. HOSMIBryson, R. P. 39-Env Xi, NEC 
NGL 05-02073 Stanford University 
Studv atabilitv & stochaaic uotimal control 
P e n d  Ob1;xarlonr 
01101/65-l013l/73 FY73: TOTAL: $257.393 , ,  , ,  
Prim. l n ~ r r .  NASA Tech O f i r  CASE Corepry 
Kalman. R. E. HO-REIJanow, C. 49-Engr. NEC 
NCL 05-020-103 Stanford Univcrrily 1303 
investigation of laser dynamics, modulation and control by means 
of intra-cavity lime varying perturbation 
 end Obliwionr 
05/16/66-03/01/15 FY73: $90.000 TOTAL: $697,000 
Pm. lnvrrr NASA Tech O f l k r  C I  SE Corrgory 
Gierarch. P. J. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 13-Physics 
Siegmen, A. E. HQ-SLlHipsher. H. F. 
(10-750 125-WW) (10-750 115-22-01) (10-750 125-22-14) 
NCL 05-020-242 Stanford Universily 1" 
Research on the effects of structure upon the electronic behavior 
of malerials 
Perk4 o u ~ ~ ~ l ; w ,  
03/26/68-01/31/16 FY73: $20.038 TOTAL: $160,129 
Pnn. lnrrrr .  NASA l h .  Ofl<ccr CASE Cnrr#oo. 
Little, W. A. HQRW/Weinberg, I. 13-Physics 
JPL/Rembaum. A. 
(10-704 502-01-02) (10-740 129-03-43) (10-140 129-0000) 
NCL 05-020-243 Stanford University 1310 
Refined methods of aeroelastie analysis and optimization 
P d d  ObA~cfron~ 
08/29/67-08/01/14 FY73: $10.000 TOTAL: $70,630 
Pnn r n w  N1.7.4 rmh. ofl!mr CAE camor). 
Ashley, H. LARC/Raincy, A. G. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Reed, W. H., I11 
(23-704 501-22-04) (23-760 126-14-14) (23-760 13614-02) 
23 
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NGL 05-020-250 Stanford University 1311 
Study 01 abiogcnic reaction mechanisms by cyclotron resonance 
spectroscopy 
p ~ n d  oujg.nrm, 
10/03/67-07/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $120,023 
Pn'n bvm N A J I  I ? h  Olfier CASE Coregory 
Kuhlmsnn, K. F. ARC/Ponnamperuma. C. A. 
12-Chemistry 
(21-870 189-00-00) (21-870 189-55-61) 
NGL 05420-272 Stanford University 1312 
Theoretical study of the solar atmosphcrc and the structure of 
active regions 
Pcnd oueo,,.",,, 
06/07/68-10/01/74 FY73: $76,500 TOTAL: $522,500 
Prin lrlwrr. NASA Tech Oflter CASE Carqory 
Lurrock, P. A. HQ-SG/Wddon, J. M.  I l-Anronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel. G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGL OSU20I-275 Stanford University 1313 
A study 01 the fluid mechanics of edgetones 
find 0b;ualronr 
02/08/68-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $128,443 
Pnn. Inrrt NASA Trrh 0,fic.r CASE C a m o n  
Karamcheti, K .  HQ-RLJ 13-Physics 
(10-740 i29-WOO) (23-740 129-01-20) (23-740 129-00-00) 
NGL  05420-305 Slanford University 1314 
Evaluation of the cardiovracular system during various circulatory 
stresses 
Pcnd Ob!lgano,,s 
D?/17/68-09/01/74 FY73: $132,935 TOTAL: $676,305 
Prjn Inwrl.  NASA Tech O/,mr CASE Cozr~ury 
Harrison. D. C. ARCISandler. H. 52-Clinical Med 
NCL  05-020-326 Stanford University 1315 
Influence of chronic and repeaird stress on the pituitary adrenal 
system and behavior 
Pen'& Obiicanonr 
02/26/69-08/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $105,781 
Pnn. lnur r .  NASA Tech. Ofirer CASE Calrgory 
Levinc, S. ARC/Emikas-Dancllr. J. V. 
52-Clinical Med 
(21-770 127-MOO) (21.770 127-49-37) 
NGL 05-020-397 Slsnfard University 1316 
Dynamics ol mechanical systems coupled to encrgy sources 
hnd OUh-donr 
02/17/70-03/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $40.000 
Pnn. inves,. NASA Id. 0fl;rcr CASE Cdrrgnr), 
Herrrnann, G. LARCIReed, W. H .  41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Runyan, H. L. 
(23-760 126-00-00) 
NGL  05-02@d01 Stanford University 1317 
Reszarch on pressure sensors lor biomedical instrumentation 
Pe"d O u ~ v l i o n r  
11/26/69-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $SO.OW 
Pen. l r t n r r .  NASA 7rcb Ofltwr Cl SE Cor%ory 
Angell, J. B. ARCJFryer, T. B. 46-Mech Engr 
(21-750 125-W.00) 
NGL MO2W2O Stanford University 1318 
Stanford-NASA cooperative program in  computational aspects 
of fluid mechanics 
P P N ~  O M ~ Z ~ , , ~ " ,  
02/20/70-l2/l5/73 FY73: S1.500 TOTAL: $298,700 
Pnn. ,,suerr. NASA T d .  0lf;mr CASE Categor,, 
Ferziger. J .  ARC/Chapman. D. R. 46-Mech Engr 
(21-704 501-MOI) (21-760 126-13-10) 
NGL MOZ0b49X Stanford University 1319 
Modal suppression to flutter control 
Penal obI<ganon, 
04/01/71-04/01/77 FY73: $50.000 TOTAL: $170.000 
P~in Inw!. NASA Tech. OlJlmr CASE Co,c~ory 
Mclntash, S. C.. J r .  FRCjKordes, E. E. 41-Aero Engr 
(24-760 136-14-02) (24-760 126-63-10) 
NGL  05-020-582 Stanlord Unirrrsily 1320 
Abiotic origins of optical activity 
Pend Obi?gctionr 
04/18/72-M/30/76 FY73: $56,411 TOTAL: $135,281 
Pn'n Inucst NASA Tch. Olflcer CASE Colrgury 
Bonner, W. A. ARC/Kvenuoldcn. K. A. 
HQ-SLJYoung, R. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(10-970 97C-14-01) 
NGR 05-020-Wl Stanford University 1321 
Ionospheric researsh utilizing satellite radio transmirsianr 
Pend OO,!ga,lon., 
07/20/59-08/15/73 FY73: $60,000 TOTAL: $I,W5,622 
P h .  InwNI. NASA Tmh. Oflrccr CASE Cal<ron. 
Darosa. A. V. HO-SGISchmerlinc. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
NGR 05-020-004 Stanford Univerdty 1321 
Cytochcmicrl studies of planetary rnieroarganisms 
PI& o u i b ~ , . w ,  
04/01/5C-08/31/73 FY73: $180,WO TOTAL: $4,015,587 
Pdn. l , lrrr NASA Ttrh 0fl;~rrr CASE C#regon( 
Lederberg, J. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 5 1-Biology 
Levinthal, E. C. 
Djerassi, C. 
(10-S40 192-55-63) 
NGR 05-02lL019 Stanford University 1323 
Performance of 3 gyro test of general relativity in a ratellite & 
development of associated control technology 
Perid O b I ~ ~ a c ~ o ~  
05/13/64-lO/Ol/73 FY73: S395,WO TOTAL: $2,464,075 
PNI. inwr,. NASA Ted .  Oflfrer CASE CnfqOrY 
Fairbanks, W. M.  MSFC/Potter. R. A. 13-Physics 
Everitt, C. W. 
Debra, D. B. 
(62-850 188-41-54) 
NGR 05-020-Of4 Stanford University 1324 
Photoemission stud~es of solids 
penal ob;t~llrlonr 
05/12/65-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $259,110 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 05-020-267 Stanford University 1325 
Investigation of lunar analogues of  fluvial landscapes and possible 
implications 
P e n d  OMlaal#Onl 
02/19/68-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $36.000 
Pnn. blr~ l .  NASA red .  Ofliiii CASE Calrgur) 
Howard. A. D. HQ-SL/ 32-Gelogical Sci 
(10-840 185-00-00) 
NGR 05-020-288 Stanford Unircrsity 1326 
Magnetosphere studies on ratellite VLF/LF data acquired on 
OGO-I and OGO.11 
P c n d  OMIZ~I IMI  
05/28/68-W/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $398.568 
P"n hwzt NASA Tech. 0lf;cw CASE C01erun 
Helliwell. R. A. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SGfKavanagh, L. O., Jr. 
(10-850 385-00-00) (10-850 385-39-00) 
NGR 05-02W30 Stanford Unirenily 1327 
Dynamics of solar wind and its interaction with bodies in solar 
system 
Pen'd oMjra,lm* 
06/09/69-W/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 l O , W  
Pnn n x u r ~ r .  NASA Tech. ofl#er Cl SL Caretory 
Sprsilrr, J. R. HQ-SGfKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/SLhmsrling, E. R. 
(10-850 188-00-00) (10-850 188-36-53) (10-850 188-3655) 
NGR 05-OZC-335 Stanford University 1328 
Photochemical and photobiological effects of extreme ultraviolet 
radiation 
Pen& oM!*m,r",t., 
06/M/69-0813 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $42,857 
Prin Inwar NASA Tech. Oflteer CASE Corrgory 
Giese, A. C. ARC/Ponnamferuma. C. A. 
12-Chemistrv 
NGR 05-020-345 Stanford University 1329 
Research in remote control 
pen& 0~lgarton.x 
06/09/69-06/30/73 FY73: $28.500 TOTAL: $72.055 
Pen. hwr. NASA Tech Oflricr CASE Carcsury 
Adams, I. L. ARC/Janes. J. L. 49-Engr. NEC 
Verplank. W. L. 
(21-970 970-23-20) 
NGR 05-020-405 - Stanford University 1330 
Electronic properties of hydrogen cyilnids its polymers of pyrroles 
and ferric porphyrins 
 PI"^ oM~~n,#om 
02/11/70-10131173 FY73: $14.000 TOTAL: $56.478 
- , *  ~ , ,  
Prtn ,,am8 NASA re<*. Oflimr CASE CaIqory 
Locw, G. H. ARCIChang, S. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
Lederberg, J. ARC/Kvenvalden, K. A. 
(21.704 501.29-02) (21-840 192-55-62) 
NGR 05-020-407 Stanford Univerrity 1331 
Analysis of solar wind structural data acquired from Pioneer 
and Mariner spacecraft 
h n d  OMlga~onr 
12/14/70-I 1/30/73 FY73: $59.225 TOTAL: $185,606 
Pm'n Inur~!. NASA Tech Oflkcr CASE Caretory 
Craft, T. A. HQ.SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
HQ-SG/Hallcnbeck, D. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NGR 05-020-135 Stanford University I332 
Neuronal analysis of visual peraeplion 
P # d  OMfgcnona 
01/01/70-01/11/74 FY73: $3,500 TOTAL: 616.845 
Pnn. Inwxl N.IS.4 l i d .  Oflker CASE Calrgur? 
Chow, K .  L. ARClMehler, W. R. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
Sultan, R. 
(21-970 970-21-53) (21-970 970-21-63) 
NGR 05020-152 Stanford University 1333 
Instrument development for high energy physics experiment in 
space 
P*,md o.Wtnno,,r 
06/09/70-06/30/73 FY73: $162,499 TOTAL: $387.499 
Pnn. lnur lr .  N I M  Tech Ofpeer CASE Corrgory 
Hofatadter, R. HQ-SG/Opp. A. G. Il-Aslronorny 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L.  D. 
(10-850 188-4652) 
NGR 05-020-156 Stanford Univel~ity 1334 
Effects of altered gravitational stress on fluid balance and 
circulation of blood 
Pen'& 0bl;zar;on~ 
05/13/70-W/30/73 FY73: $45,447 TOTAL: $115.880 
Pml. !,#urn N.4S.4 7"rk Officer CASE Celerory 
Luctschcr. I. A. ARC/Grcenleaf. J. E. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970-21-14) 
NGR 05-026507 Stanford University 1335 
Analysis of halo satellite orbits as a mean of communication for 
backside lunar travers missions 
P < n d  ohnaario,,, 
05/25/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $28,678 
P"'" ,"ler,. NASA Tech Of lhr  CASE Corrgan. 
Breakwell, J. V. GSFC/Farquhar. R. W. 42.Astro Engr 
(10-810 195-42-66) 
NGR 05-026510 Stanford Unirerslly 1336 
Galactic and extra galactic infrared line emission 
Perad OMjaailMr 
03/31/71-03/31/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $45.000 
P N n  b u r ~ l .  # I 1  l i r h  OIficw U S E  Cnlcrury 
Petrosian. V. HQ-SG/Boggcss. N. W. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-55) 
NGR 05-020-512 Stanford University 1337 
Plasma phenomena at magnetic neutral points 
Perf& Oblirul<unr 
05/11/71-W/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $20,000 
Pnn. Inuclz. NASA Tprh. Offirer CASE Cot?robo~ 
Sturrach. P. HQ-SG/Wcldon, J. M .  I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
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NGR 05-020-514 Stamford University 1338 
Complex fixation by nitrogen in  aqueous solution 
?.nod oM,g#,,onr 
02/25/7 1-02/28/74 FY73: $28,500 TOTAL: $78.950 
~ " n .  I ~ w , .  NASA T P ~ .  oflf~er CASE corsery 
Taubc, H .  ARC/Billineham. J. 12-Chemistrv 
NGR 05-02&526 Stanford Universily 1339 
Research program in air transport 
P e r i d  " b l l ~ ~ , r o n ~  
03/25/71-08/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $130,OW 
Pm. Inwit NASA T h .  Olf i rr  CASE Cace~ory 
Bryson. A. K. ARC/Kelley. M .  41-Aeru Engr 
(21-760 721-05-10) (21-760 126-13-10) 
NGR 05-U2&529 Stanlurd University 1340 
Definition phase of Grand Tour missions radio scicnee invcstiga- 
lion far outer planet missions 
*nod oMka,;"nr 
04/13/71-lO/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $5,565 
Pnn. Irivrrr. NASA Trrh Ollrrrr CASE Ca,nov 
Tyler, G .  L. HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 31-Atmas Sci 
HQ-SL/Keller. J. W. 
(IC-840 186-68-52) 
NGR OSO20-530 Stanford University 1341 
Definition phase of the Grand Tour missiom radio science 
inverligation for outer planet missions 
Period 0bl;razi.un~ 
04/13/71-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $15,117 
Pnn. lnvclr. NASA Tech. 0fl;cr.r CASE Cnmor). 
Von Eshleman. V .  R. HQ-SL/Mitz, M .  A. 12-Chemistry 
HQ-SL/Kcllcr. I. W. 
(10-840 186-68-52) (10-840 186-68-68) 
NGR 05-020-543 Stanford University 1342 
Research miniature gas analysis systems 
P d d  ot4i.ga,;on, 
05/26/71-02/28/73 FY73: TOTAL: $35,000 
Pen. I n r s l .  NASA Tech. Oflj-r CASE Calrgor) 
Angell, 1. B. ARC/Donaldson, R. 19-Phyr Sci, NEC 
(21-870 189-55-65) (21-770 127-53-40) 
NGR 05-020-547 Stanford Unircrsity 1343 
Instructional strategies for optimizing the learning process 
P e e d  Obl?pzow 
W/ 10/71-09/30/73 FY73: $44,980 TOTAL: $92,343 
Pm'n IrzvrsI NASA Trrh Ofl!ccr CASE Cul4:ory 
Atkinson. R. C. ARCjTanner, T. A.. Jr. 69-Psych, NEC 
ARCjPatlon. R. M.  
(21-970 970-21-5 1) 
NGR 05-020-549 Stanford University 1344 
Liquid metal embriltlement 
mnnd OM~""~,,0", 
08/12/7 1-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $31.299 
Pdn. lnw~r.  NASA Twh O1fimr CASE Curegory 
Tiller, W. A. ARC/Nelson. H. G. 47-Materials Engr 
ARC/Williams. D. P. 
(21-740 134-03-21) 
NGR 05-020-559 Stanford Unirenity 1345 
Structure of solar magnetic and velocity fields 
Pe t id  obng~nonr 
03/22/72-08/31/13 FY73: %80,OW TOTAL: $140,WO 
Pnn invrrr. NASA Ted. Oflrcer CASE CdrernT 
Wilcor, J.  HQSG/Weldon, J. M.  11-Astronomy 
HQSG/Oertel, G. K .  
(10-850 188-38-52) 
NGR 05-020-569 St~nlord University 1346 
Interaction of atomic k i lms  and gaxous environments with the 
surface of solid materials 
P e H d  Obl!8a,<uns 
W/28/71-09/30/73 FY73: $45.435 TOTAL: $89,372 
Pnn. lnwrr NASA Tech. ODmr CASE Co!egurp 
Pound, G. M .  ARC/Poppa, H.  R. 13-Physics 
(21-704 502-01-01) 
NGR 05-020-575 Stanford University 1347 
Bioeleclric signal analysis & measurement 
P r n d  Obl~zedlons 
11/09/71-10/01/73 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $80,CQ.l 
Pr;n b v s r .  NASA l i r h  Ofltcsr CASE Cal4:orp 
Lai. D. C. ARC/Anliker, J. E. 45-Elec Engr 
(21-970 970-21-53) 
NGR 05-020-576 Stanford University 134s 
Study sleep mechanisms 
Peri.d obllgari",,.s 
ll/23/71-09/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $49,583 
Pnn lnrrrl. NASA Tech Oflicer CASE Cmwors 
Barckas, J. D. JSC/Schumate, W. H. 69-Psych, NEC 
Dement, W. C. 
(72-910 914-51-W) 
NGR 05-020-578 St~nford Unirersily 1349 
Kildiurespirametry studies 
P # n d  Oblj~arronl 
01/10/72-12/31/73 FY73: $40,131 TOTAL: $60,431 
Pnn. lnvrlr. NASA Ted. Oflkc~ CASE CeZrgOV 
Degrazia, J. A. ARC/Fcller. D. D. 52-Clinical Med 
ARC/Neville. E. D. 
(21-970 970-21-16) 
NGR 05-020-579 Slanford University 1350 
Erper imcnl  definit ion for the orbi ta l  plasma physics and 
environmental perturbation laboratory 
P e n d  obli~alionr 
03/07/72-01/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $10,823 
Plrn I"vcl#. NASA Terb Oflicjr CASE Cal4:OrY 
Helliwell, R. A. MSFC/Kuherlr, W. T. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(62-980 975-84-39) 
NGR 05-020-583 Slnnlord University 1351 
Nonequillibrium shock wave structure kinetics of nitric oxide 
formation & decomposition 
P l , , d  obly.,iuns 
11/09/71-12/31/73 FY73: $30,490 TOTAL: $70.584 
Pfi Inucrf. NASA Tech Oflier CASE CalrgOrY 
Krugcr, C. H .  ARC/Presley. L. L. 41-Aero Engr 
Hanson. R. K. ARCJRubesin. M. W. 
(21-704 502-37-02) (21-704 502-07-01) (21-742 117-07-04) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 05-OW592 Stanford Universily 1352 
Navigation and guidance for solar electric missions 
Pen& OMjdddfnnr 
06/01/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $35.190 
P m .  kurst. NASA Trih OflScer CASE (-lrgory 
Breakwell, J.  V. GSFC/Barbieri. R. W. 42-Astro Engr 
(51-830 180-06-50) 
NGR 05-020-615 Stanford University 1353 
Ultrasonic Doppler measurement 01 renal artery hlood flaw 
P e d d  Obilznlions 
05/26/72-06/30/74 FY73: $56.700 TOTAL: $116,700 
Pnn. I n v l r .  NASA Tech Ol/lrer CASE Calcgun 
Meindl. J.  D. ARC/Sandlcr, H. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970-23-30) 
NGR 05-020-622 Stanford University 1354 
Computation of turbulent flows 
P e d d  OMka,ron~ 
07/20/72-07/14/73 FY73: $50,217 TOTAL: $50.217 
Pnn. Blvrr!. NASA T e d .  OJfie#r CA SE Carefory 
Reynolds, W. C. ARC/Chapman, D. R, 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Rubesin, M. W. 
(21.704 501-06-02) 
NGR 05-OZ(C632 Stanford University I355 
Analytical methodology for biochemical monitoring 
P d d  OMib l ' .~ ,  
05/29/73-M/30/74 FY73: $60,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
Pdn. I?~rol. NASA Tech Ofliier CASE Categon 
Lederberg, J. JSCjRummel, J. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-45) 
NGR OMZi&633 Stanford University I356 
Lunar sample analysis 
Rlid ONwrtml., 
02/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: 621.460 TOTAL: $21.460 , ,  ~ , ,  
Pdn. Inur .rt. NASA Tdt* Oflker CA St Cm<gury 
Nur. A. JSClHarris. J. W. I3-Phv~ics 
NGR 05-02W634 Stanford Unirersily 1357 
Biomedical trchnolaev transfer 
-. 
P e n d  ONffario,rr 
12/07/72-09/01/73 FY73: $79,976 TOTAL: $79,976 
Pdn. k r r r .  NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Cal%ory 
Harrison, D. C .  ARC/Sandler. H. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-250 141-93-03 
NGR 0 5 - O W  Stlalo<d University 1358 
High resolution observations of Jovian magnetospheric microwave 
svnchratron emission 
P e r i d  oM~~..no"s 
01/01/73-12/31/73 FY73: $23,453 TOTAL: $23,453 
PNn Inwsr. NASA Tech OlPer CASE Carqov 
Bracewell. R. N. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 
(10440 19641-82) 
NGR 05-020-649 Stanford University 1359 
Study of lunar and planetary surfaces 
P P o d  OM@~,,O".T 
03/06/73-12/31/73 FY73: 616,520 TOTAL: $16.520 
Pnn. lnren. NASA Tech. OJJ!c#r U S &  Cererogon 
Howard, H. T. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geiagicill Sci 
HQ.SL/Allinghsm. J. W. 
(10-840 185-50-81) 
NGR 05020-659 Stanford University 1364 
Satrllilc telecommunications research 
 PI,,^ OM..,iom 
12/19/72-12/01/73 FY73: $65,000 TOTAL: 665,WO 
~ n n .  ~nvcr, .  NASA  TIC^ OJ~~C., CASE cnrrgory 
Lusignan. B. B. ARC/Lumb, D. R. 45-Elec Engr 
Dunn, D. A. MSFC/Wdtalik, F. S. 
Parker, E. B. 
(62-620 164-06-9X) 
NCR 05-020-662 Slanford University 1361 
Fracture mechanics of fiber-reinforced composite materials 
Y@,Md ONlgorrons 
03/13/73-0313 1/74 FY73: $34,991 TOTAL: $34,991 
P n n  ,nvr,r. NASA Tech OfJ!c#r CASK C#,*&.",Y 
Barneu. D. M. ARC/Williams. D. P. 47-Materials Engr 
(21-704 501-21-21) 
NGR 05-020-663 Stsoford University 1x92 
Investigation of effects of asymmetry on dynamic stability of 
aircraft 
Pcnod OMlaorronr 
01/18/73-M/30/74 FY73: $23,803 TOTAL: $23,803 
P,i" ,nws,. NA.T.4 Tech. oficc, CASZ carrgnn. 
Powell, 1. D. ARC/Thomas, C. L. 41-Aera Engr 
Debra, D. B. ARC/Jones, R. T. 
Sheuell, R. S. 
(21-702 76061-01) 
NGR 6020-671 Slenlard llniversity I363 
Mechanical behavior of disperrion-strengthened mater ials  a t  
elevated temperatures 
Penal Obl;~r!,"nr 
06/05/73-06/M/74 FY73: $29,259 TOTAL: $29,259 
Pnn. I n r s I .  NASA Tech Oflice, CASE Cn1eOv 
Sherby, 0. D. LERC/Whittcnberger, J. D. 
47-Materids Fner 
~~ ~~~~~~~. - ~ 
Shyne, 1. C. LERC/Blankcnship. C. P. 
(22-704 502-01-06) 
NGR 05-020-676 Stanford University 1364 
Research program in acoustics 
P r n d  obl~zarlonr 
07/01/73-M/30/76 FY73: $150,000 TOTAL: $150,000 
Prim Inur~l l .  NASA T i h .  0flI11r CASE C#~eu". 
Kararncheti. K. ARC/Hickey. D. H. 13-Physics 
(21-702 501-15-81) 
NCT 05-020-016 Stanford University 1365 
Training of graduate s tudents  in space-related science and 
technology 
PC"& obl!~a,ion5 
04/03/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,242,525 
Prjn l n w .  NASA Ted. 0fl;cer CASE Calfbow 
Moses, L. HQ-PYICarter, C. H. 99-Muiti-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
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NCT 05-020-228 Stanford University 1366 
Training o f  predoctaral graduate students in  the field of 
engineering design 
Pen& 0hlip.llMI 
04/21/67-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: S330,OW 
P r l n  InW5,. NASA Tech 0llrr.r CASE C#lcgoN 
Pcttit, I. M .  HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Uiacip 
(I0370 181-0000) 
N(;T 6020-295 Stanford University 1367 
Training u l  predoctoral students in  fields of lasers and optics 
Pend 0b;tratinns 
061 13168-08/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: S222,WO 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech OlIkrr CASE Cbrrgory 
Petttil, J. M. HQ-PYICarter, C. H. 99-Multi-Dincip 
(10-370 181-0000) 
N C l '  05-020-361 Stanford University 1368 
Training of prcdoctaral students in field of aeronautics 
Pend obllga,!o"r 
04/11/69-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $216,OW 
P r i n  Bur(. NASA Ted. Ofliclrr CASE Cnlerury 
Prltit, J .  M. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NGT 05620-409 Slanlord University 1369 
Summer faculty fellowship program in  crtginrcring syrrcms 
design 
f i n d  Ob1,rmll"nl 
121 18169-03/31/74 FY73: $121.607 TOTAL: $465,811 
Pnn. lnvrrr .  NASA Tech Ofictr CASE Coregory 
Adams, J. L. HQ-PYICarter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 34&0UOO) 
NCT 6020-412 Stanford Univerdty 1370 
A summer program of NASA summer faculty fellowships 
PInd Ohl;~arlonr 
12/16/69-03/31/74 FY73: 6127,906 TOTAL: $546.304 
P ~ S I .  lrlvrt. NASA Tci* OIficpr Cl SE C~IIPOIV 
Berahadcr, D. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(1U371 340-00-00) 
NSR 05-020-500 Stanlord Unirenity 1371 
Mathematical theory of computation 
P ? z ~  ohligddiiir 
12/18/70-02/01/73 FY73: $33,418 TOTAL: $66,918 
Ptin ,nu*. NASA Ted. OJpljlrer CASE Cnzegolory 
McCarthy, I .  ARC/Rosenfeld, S. A. 21-Mathematics 
(1U750 115-04-60) (21-750 115-04-60) 
NAS 2M85  UniverGty of California - Berkeley 1372 
Analysis of three-componmt ilrromagnetic data 
P*"d 0bilg.rionr 
06/01/71-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $12,997 
Pnn. I,iw>r. NASA Tech OJDrer CASE CaIe.qrry 
Morrison. H. F. ARC/lufer. E. J. 42-Astro Engr 
Bhatlilcharvva. B K~ 
NAS M717  Unirersity of California - Berkeley I373 
Study demand potential for STOL air transport 
Pert& Obllpru-nl 
12/21/11-11/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24.090 
Pnn. i t jvm. NASA 7 4  Oflferrr CASE C#<ezoq 
Horonjeff, R. ARC/Kenyon, G .  C. 41-Aero Engr 
Kahafuni, A. ARC/Galloway, T. L. 
(15-705 139-06-01) 
NAS 27159 University of California - Berkeley 1374 
Analysis of three component magnetic data 
Pertd Ob,8gnrio,#, 
10/25/72-06/01/73 FY73: $9,W TOTAL: $9,000 
. . 
Pll" ,nu.<,. M S A  Tmh. O / m r  CASE Comory 
Bhaltacharyys, 8. K. ARC/lufcr, E. J. 32-Gelogieal Sci 
ARC/Wilhur, A.  C. 
(21.680 160-79-90) 
NAS 2-7562 University of California - Berkeley 1375 
Integrated Skylah study of earth resources in California 
P ~ n d  ONmafUnr 
05126173-06/30/74 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
PHn. b w ~ r .  NASA Tech. OlJfrer CA SL Carrbor) 
Colwel!, R. N. ARC/Poppoff, I .  G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Thorley, G .  ARC/Tremor, J. W. 
NAS 2-7547 Onirersily 01 California - Lkrkeley 1376 
Agricultural interpreter technique development 
Pend Obl,r#rlonr 
05124173-M/30/74 k'Y73: $75.000 TOTAL: $75,000 
~ n n .  bu~t. ~ a s r  nrh .  0flic.r USE cellgory 
Colwell. R. N. ARC/Pappoff. I. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
ARC/Trcmor. I. W. 
(21-960 948-6343] 
NAS 5-10362 University of California - Berkdey 1377 
Radiation measurement experiment for ATS-E 
P c n d  0b l ;~ r~o"s  
05/19/67-11/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $915.786 
pnn. rnrrrz. NASA ~ e r h  officcr CASE cnterorv 
Morer, F. S. GSFCIWales, R. 45-Elcc Engr 
(51-620 630-00-00) (51-620 630-12-00) 
NAS 5-11038 Uni~ersity of Csliiornia - Berkeley 1378 
IMP4  solar particles experiment 
Perid obiz.Z,iunr 
06/30/67-01/31/14 FY73: 649,000 TOTAL: $659,000 
Pn'n Inusr NASA Tech. Ofll-r CASE CulrPrY 
Anderson, R. A. GSFC/Madden, J. I. 13-Physics 
(5 1-850 861-52-00) 
NAS 5-21827 University of California - lkrkeiey 1379 
ERTS-A data user investigations of California resources 
P e t i d  Ob,;~~s"nr 
08/29/72-11/01/73 FY73: $350.000 TOTAL: $350,000 
P"" 1"- NASA T d  Oflrrrr CASE c o r c r ~ ~  
Calwell, R. N. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 32-Geiogical Sm 
(51-680 641-14-01) (51.680 641-14-07) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 5-23030 Univerrity of California - Berkeley 1380 
OSO-J expcnment definition study 
P*"& Oblq.rronl 
l0/22/71-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 628,757 
Pnn. ewrr. NASA Tech OITkcr ('1.5.5 Caterol~r) 
Heckman. H. H. GSFC/Thale, J. M. 13-Physics 
GSFClDnulcv. J. L. 
NAS 5-23031 Unirerrily of California - Berkeley 1381 
OSO-J experiment definilion study 
Per id  0bl;enllunr 
10/20/71-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $38,22Y 
Pnn. hvrr.  NASA Twh. Oflinr CASE Cazrbor) 
Boyer, C. S. GSFC/Thalc, I. M. I l-Aalranumy 
GSFC/Douley, I. L. 
(51-850 821-32-00) 
NAS 8-27408 Ilniversity of Califomis - Berkeley 1382 
HEAO-MISSION B experiment feasibility study 
PI"d OU@,,t!"?," 
W/01/71-02/28/73 FY73: $ZMI,000 TOTAL: $810,954 
P r x  lnrr.8. NASA I i r h  Ofitel CA Sf  Category 
Alvarez, L. MSFC/Dabbs, J .  R. Il-Astronomy 
(62-850 832-12-00) (62-980 975-84-10) 
NAS &29603 University of Cillifarnir - Berkeley 1383 
Cosmic ray flight cnpcriment 
Penal "blC"'0" 
03/13/73-03/01/75 FY73: $99,738 TOTAL: $99,738 
~ n n .  lnrrs,. NASA re+. ojji~err CASE cazqorory 
Price, P. B. MSFC/Ondrak, B. T. 13-Physics 
(62-960 948-80-82) 
NAS a29704 University of California - Berkeley 1384 
HEAO study (BCR-5) 
P<,d Oblfgarronr 
03/16/73-06/30/73 FY73: S25.W TOTAL: $25,000 
P l i n  I"unl. x n . s ~  TCCA. 0jfi-r CASE Cnz#gon 
Alvarez, L. MSFC/Neuschafer, R. W. 31-Atmos k i  
Smith, L. MSFC/Jones, J. B. 
Buffington. A. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 9-7801 University of California - Berkeley 1385 
High Altitude Particle Physics cnpcriment (HAPPE) program 
PVid  oa,iao8w", 
031 18168-N/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $4,737,446 
NAS 9-7889 Unirersity of Califurnin - Berkeley 1386 
Lunar sample analysis 
P<"od OMi#alrons 
07/16/68-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 61,560,600 
~ n n .  rtirrrr. NASA rmh. o f ~ r  CASE cnzq~ry 
Calvin, M. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NAS 9-8806 University of Calilornia - Berkeley 1387 
Search far  magnetic monopoles in moun surface materials 
Peed Obl~r~lrun, 
01/28/69-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $521.528 
Ydz. lnwsz. N.4SA T r h .  0 Y " r  CASE Ccteaory 
Aivarer, L. W. JSCJHarris, J. W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NAS 9-10509 University of California - Berkeley 1388 
Principal invrsligator rupport for particle shadow and houndary 
layer experimenl 
P e m d  obl i~ano?~~  
04/14/70-03/31/74 FY73: $116,249 TOTAL: $450.264 
Pnn. Inus, .  #r.YA rech. OJJkr CASE Cnrnory 
Anderson. K. A. JSC/Lafferty, P. 39-Env k i ,  NEC 
(72-910 9 1449-00) 
NAS 9-1W30 Univerrily of California - Berkeley 1389 
Effects of dietary protein on mrvabuli.im 
Perrod Oblf~#nonr 
06/16/70-l0/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $49.158 
Ynn. lnwcr. NASA Tech. Ofl<crr CASE Caletery 
Callowily, D. JSC/Rambaul, P. 59-Liie Sci, NEC 
Margen, S. JSC/Smilh. M. 
(72-960 948-60-00) 
NAS 9-11024 Unirersity of California - Berkeley 1390 
Development uf technology for soft X-ray dctcction 
Pen'& Obll~l,onl 
06/26/70-07/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $50.943 
~ " n  bwrr. NASA Tech 0lJ;-r CASE Coregory 
Bowver. C. S. JSClRobbins. D. E. I l-Astronomv 
NAS 9-11266 University of California - Berkeley 1391 
Principal investigator support for soil mechanics experiment 
P?"d ob,i~',,;"nr 
08/05/70-12/31/72 FY73: $90,000 TOTAL: $275,000 
Pr;n lnwrr. NASA Trrh Ofiimr U S E  C#lrrury 
Milchdl, J .  K.  JSC/Miller, M. 19-Phyr Sci, NEC 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NAS 9-IZY5 llniverrity of Cslifnrnis - Berkeley 1392 
Lunar surface cosmic ray experiment 
? e r a  O b l i ~ ~ , , ~ , "  
06/28/71-04/01/72 FY73: $35,634 TOTAL: $85,634 
~ l i n  I ~ I W . T ~ .  NASA rech ojjrmr CASE caregory 
J SC/ 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-910 9 14-4C-00) 
NGL 05403-003 University of California - Berkeley 1393 
Study of extraterrestrial life using reflection spectra as a basis 
Penal oal,~#r,n,,s 
08/01/60-10/31/75 TY73: $180,000 TOTAL: $3,038,081 
Pnn. hrr l l  NASA Tech Oflice, CASE Cale8or) 
Calvin. M. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(10-840 192-55-62) (10-870 189-55-62) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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NGL 05-003-012 University of California - Berkeley 1394 NGL 05-003-272 University of California - Berkeley 1401
Interdisciplinary space oriented research in physical, biological Research on radiation physics
& engineering sciences Period Obligations
Period Obligations 03/01/68-02/28/76 FY73: TOTAL: $491,651
02/01/62-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $8,189,403 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Tounes, C. H. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G.19-Phys Sci, NEC
Anderson, K. A. HQ-PY/Quinn, H. B. 99-Multi-Discip GSFC/Plotkin, H. H.
HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. (10-740 129-00-00) (10-850 188-00-00)
(10-370 183-00-00) (10-850 188-00-00) (10-860 849-00-00)
NGL 05-003-016 University of California - Berkeley 1395 NGL 05-003-286 University of California - Berkeley 1402
Research program in control & information systems Orbiting spacecraft infrared spectrometer development for
Period Obligations terrestrial and laboratory study of planetary atmospheresPeriod Obligations
02/26/63-12/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $514,670 Period Obligations
08/08/68-08/01/74 FY73: $107,647 TOTAL: $692,908Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Desoer, C. A. ARC/ 41-Aero Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Polak, E. A. ARC/Stewart, E. C. Pimental, G. C. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
Zadeh, L. A. HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F.
(10-750 125-00-00) (21-750 125-19-01) (21-750 125-00-00) (10-840 185-47-83)
NGL 05-003-017 University of California - Berkeley 1396 NGL 05-003-404 University of California - Berkeley 1403Investigation of high energy solar flare radiation & trapped Integrated study of earth resources in the state of California
radiation, including balloon-borne & sounding rocket tests of using remote sensing techniques
prototype detectors Period Obligations
Period Obligations 07/13/70-04/30/76 FY73: $750,000 TOTAL: $2,500,00004/08/63-01/31/76 FY73: $125,000 TOTAL: $1,417,942 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Colewell, R. N. ARC/Poppoff, I. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC
Anderson, K. A. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics HQ-ER/Jacobs, G. J.
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. (10-371 340-00-00) (10-680 160-75-80)(10-850 188-36-55) (10-850 385-36-00) (10-850 188-00-00)
NGL 05-003-024 University of California - Berkeley 1397 NGL 05-003-409 University of California - Berkeley 1404
Primate hemodynamics and metabolism under conditions of Lunar sample analysis
weightlessness Period Obligations
Period Obligations 01/26/71-01/31/76 FY73: $82,750 TOTAL: $265,750
08/01/63-08/31/74 FY73: $136,700 TOTAL: $2,587,018 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Reynolds, J. H. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics
Pace, N. ARC/Newsom, B. D. 51-Biology (72-910 914-40-00)
(21-970 970-21-61) (21-970 970-24-03) (21-980 975-82-41)
NGL 05-003-079 University of California - Berkeley 1398 NGL 05-003-410 University of California - Berkeley 1405
An investigation of enzyme assay techniques for life detection in Lunar sample analysis
extraterrestrial soil Period Obligations
Period Obligation 02/22/71-01/31/76 FY73: $107,450 TOTAL: $386,800
06/23/64-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $331,895 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Price, P. B. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics
McLaron, A. D. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology (72-910 914-40-00)
(10-870 189-00-00) (10-870 189-55-63)
NGL 05-003-497 University of California - Berkeley 1406NGL 05-003-220 University of California - Berkeley 1399 Research in space sciencesPlasma kinetic theory Period Obligations
Period Obligations 04/05/72-03/01/75 FY73: $200,000 TOTAL: $400,00001/11/67-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $95,633 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Anderson, K. A. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-DiscipKaufman, A. N. GSFC/Northrop, T. G. 13-Physics (10-371 340-00-00)(51-850 188-00-00) (51-850 188-36-53)
NGL 05-003-230 University of California - Berkeley 1400 NGR 05-003-020 University of California - Berkeley 1407
Structure of solar magnetic and velocity fields Study on the chemistry of living systems
Period Obligations Period Obligations10/10/67-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $128,732 07/29/63-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $2,760,487
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Silver, S. HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. 13-Physics Jukes, T. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology
HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. (10-870 189-00-00) (10-870 189-57-61)(10-850 188-00-00)
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NGR 05-003-143 University of California - Berkeley 1408 
Optimization of design of space experiments from the standpoint 
of data processing 
Peed Ohilglions 
01/27/70-06/16/72 FY73: TOTAL: $I29,MKl 
Pnn. I,,wrl. N A S l  T t r h  Oflkvr CASE Coiegory 
Aigazi, Y. R .  GSFC/Lynch, T. I. 45-Elec Engr 
Sakriron, D. J .  GSFC/Miiicr, J. E. 
(25-750 125-00.00) (51-620 164-0653) (51-750 125-00-00) 
NCR 05-003-239 University of California - krkeley 1409 
Auroral zone rocket studies of electric fields and precipitating 
particles 
P c n d  obI,aanon, 
08/26/68-08/01/74 FY73: $120,000 TOTAL: $SI5,811 
Pnn. b u r s ,  NASA Tcrh Ollirrr CASE Cmlewry 
Anderson, K. A. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., J r .  13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Ott, E ,  I. 
(10-850 879-1 1-00) 
NGR 05-003-302 llniverity of Calilornia - Berkeley 1410 
Martian surface wcathcring studies 
Pedal ohi;gu,*mr 
11/25/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $151.928 
~ n n  ltiwra. ~ r a  TCCA o,fce, CAS+: (biqory 
Calvtn, M HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E .  32-Cielogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W. 
(10-840 185-5881) (18840 185-00-00) 
NGR 05-003-309 Univcrrily of California - Berkelcy 1411 
Non-gravitationnl 1ori.e~ uf periodic cumcts 
P e n d  obl!~a,lon, 
10/20/70-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $ZO.WO 
P"n hull. NASA Trch Offirer CASE Col?xory 
Cunningham, L. E. HQ-SG/Dubin, M .  31-Atmos Sci 
(lo-850 188-45-01) 
NGR 05-003-376 Univeraily of California - Berkeley 1412 
High resolution studies of cosmic rays and solar particles 
P e r i d  obl;x~l;"nl 
04/i6/71-01/31/74 FY73: $75,000 TOTAL: $168,000 
Pnn. lnw~? .  NASA TI&. Oflier CASE Calrgor). 
Price. P. B. HQ-SG/Opp. A. G. il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr.  
(lo-850 879-1 1-00) (10-850 188-46-5 1) 
NGR 05-003-402 University of California - Berkeley 1413 
High angular rcsalutian and determinations by infrared 
interferometry 
P l d d  Ohl<gminnr 
04/27/70-10/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $69,000 
Pen. I,#na NASA Terh Oflter CASE C a m w v  
Townrr, c.'H. HQ-SG/Buggess, N. W. il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N.  G .  
(10.850 188-41-55) (10-680 160-00-00) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGR 05-003-406 University of California - Berkeley 1414 
Lunar soil properties and soil mechanics 
Penal oblipll,,on, 
06/09/70-06/19/13 FY73: TOTAL: $125,510 
PtiH lnvrrr. NASA Tech. Olflrer CASE CnI?xory 
Mitchell, J. K. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HO-SMISenich. D. 
NGR 05-1103418 University of California - Berkeley 1415 
Lunar rampie ahaiysis 
Y<nnd "hllgoriorrr 
06/16/71-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $559.900 
PHi, l r i r r i .  NASA ?‘?h 0/0mr CASE Calegor! 
Calvin, M .  JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 05-003431 University of California - Berkeley 1416 
Data processing of Martian topographic information ohtaincd 
from ground-based radar and spectroscopy and from Mariners 6 
and 7 
Ysrmd 0b;igalionr 
02/19/71-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30,109 
Pnn. inw.~r N1.7.4 l i ~ h  OJftrrpr C A S I  Col%or) 
Anderson. K. A. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Geiogical Sci 
HQ-SLJMorris, E. C. 
(LO-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 05-003-432 Univeroily of California - Berkeley 1417 
Airborrte far irllrilrcd aalrur~umy 
P * n d  Obl,*.~,,".l 
051 i0/7 i-06/30/72 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $74,121 
P"'" ,nur,,. NASA T r h  Olhrrr CASE (birctirc 
Townes, C. H .  ARC/Camcron, R .  M. I l-Astronomy 
ARC/Mason, R. H. 
(21-850 352-02-01) (10-8511 352-02-01) 
NCR 05-003-435 University of California - Berkeley 1418 
Lunar sample analysis 
Penod Ohllgonnnr 
04/Oi/71-01/31/14 FY73: $215,000 TOTAL: $9 17,800 
Pn'fl. lovr5l. NASA Tech. Ofljrer CASE Cmrgory 
Burlingame. A. L. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 05403d45 University of <hlilornia - Berkeley 1419 
Experiment for the Swedish auroral payload 
P ~ n n d  0Mig.ni"nr 
04/06/71-0313 1/73 FY73: $14,220 TOTAL: $43,521 
~ r j n .  rnw~r. Na.7.4 T ~ C ~ .  olflcer CASE carrgon, 
Morer. F. S. HQ-SG/Dubin, M.  31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10-S50 879-Ii-W) (10-850 879-00-00) 
NGR 05403d47 University of California - Berkeley 1420 
Electrical properties of dry rocks 
P c n d  0blrwf;~nr 
04/12/7 I-07/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 1651.860 
Prln l n v l l .  NASA Tech. O n - r  CASE Cntrgo,? 
Morrison, H. F. JSC/Strangway, D. W. i9-Phys Sei, NEC 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NCR 05-003450 University of California - Berkeley 1421 
Study of  X-ray emission from galactic and extragalactic sources 
with emphasis on soft and ullra-soft wavelengths 
P m d  ohi;ga1r~, 
05/28/71-05/31/74 FY73: $143,737 TOTAL: $410,549 
PrUI 6lursr .  NASA nrh.  Oflt<er CASE CaIrwry 
Bowyer, C. S. HQ-SG/Boggrcrr, N. W. I l-Astronomy 




NGR 05-003-451 University of California - Berkeley 1422 NGR 05-003-470 University of California - Berkeley 1429
Research in aeronautics & air transportation In vivo measurement of human body measurements
Period Obligations Period Obligations
03/30/71-03/14/74 FY73: TOTAL: $191,565 05/11/72-12/31/73 FY73: $66,508 TOTAL: $106,508
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Talbot, L. ARC/Peterson, V. L. 41-Aero Engr Pace, N. ARC/Newsom, B. D. 59-Life Sci, NEC
(21-760 126-13-10) (21-970 970-21-14)
NGR 05-003-471 University of California - Berkeley 1430
NGR 05-003-452 University of California - Berkeley 1423 Sociopolitical assessment of advanced technology
Infrared spectra of planetary atmospheres Period Obligations
Period Obligations 05/21/71-10/31/73 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $126,332
02/18/72-06/30/74 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $75,744 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Laporte, T. R. ARC/Tanner, T. A., Jr. 75-Political Sci
Townes, C. H. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. ll-Astronomy ARC/Nagel, D. C.
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. (21-704 501-29-01)
(10-840 196-41-80)
NGR 05-003-478 University of California - Berkeley 1431
NGR 05-003-453 University of California - Berkeley 1424 Competitive reactivity and poisoning of noble metal catalysts
Theoretical X- and gamma ray astronomy Period Obligations
Period Obligations 10/08/71-01/14/74 FY73: $24,982 TOTAL: $51,237
08/30/71-07/31/73 FY73: $29,972 TOTAL: $55,401 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Merrill, R. P. ARC/Wydeven, T. J. 12-Chemistry
Silk, J. I. HQ-SG/Kelsall, T. I -Astronomy (21-970 970-22-21) (21-970 970-22-20)
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G.
(10-850 188-41-59)
NGR 05-003-480 University of California - Berkeley 1432
Continued reduction and analysis of data obtained by the 3dme
NGR 05-003-458 University of California - Berkeley 1425 experiment on ATS-5
Definition phase of the Grand Tour missions planetary X-ray Period Obligations
investigation for outer plane  missions 04/01/72-12/31/73 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $80,000investigation for outer planet issions CASE Category
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
04/09/71-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $42,198 Mozer, F. S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category HQ-S Halenbe, D. R.
Anderson, K. A. HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 13-Physics (10-850 385-36-00)
HQ-SL/Keller, J. W.
(10-840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52) NGR 05-003-486 University of California - Berkeley 1433
Lunar sample analysis
Period Obligations
NGR 05-003-459 University of Calfornia - Berkeley 1426 12/20/71-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $41,400
Study of the atmospheric conditions affecting infrared astronomi- Prin. nvest. NASA Tech. OTOfficer CASE Category
cal measurements at White mountain California JSC/Ghose, S. 13-Physics
Period Obligations (72-910 914-40-00)
04/23/71-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $27,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Field, G. B. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. i-Astronomy NGR 05-003-499 University of California - Berkeley 1434
(10-840 196-41-80) Analysis and photometry of spectra of TiO and ZrO for application
to study sunspots
Period Obligations
NGR 05-003-460 University of California - Berkeley 1427 03/12/73-05/31/73 FY73: $17,624 TOTAL: $17,624
The chemistry of living systems Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Phillips, J. G. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. 11-Astronomy
07/21/71-07/31/73 FY73: $75,000 TOTAL: $175,000 HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K.
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (10-850 188-38-53)
Jukes, T. H. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry
(10-840 192-55-61)
NGR 05-003-510 University of California - Berkeley 1435
OGO-5 solar X-ray measurements and related solar flare
NGR 05-003-462 University of California - Berkeley 1428 emissions
Formation of alkaline oxides in electric discharge Period Obligations
Period Obligations 11/17/72-10/01/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000
05/06/71-05/06/74 FY73: $16,553 TOTAL: $50,473 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Anderson, K. A. HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. I l-Astronomy
Bell, A. T. ARC/Wydeven, T. J. 43-Chem Engr HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M.
(21-970 970-22-30) (21-970 970-22-20) (21-770 127-53-40) (10-850 385-38-00)
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NGR 05-003-511 l~miversity of California - Berkeley 1436 
Spectrographic obdryation of infrared lines 
P ~ n d  OM#ssl!ons 
03/01/73-02/28/74 \ FY73: $70,000 TOTAL: $70,000 
~ n a .  I~w, , .  \NASA rech OD*, CASE carr~ory 
Townes, C. H. AKC/Cameron, R. M .  11-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie. C. M., Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) \ \ 
NCR 05-003-512 University of Cdil?mia - Berkeley 1437 
Lunar sample analysis 
 PI"'^ OMl~aMnr 
02/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: $18,750 TOTAL: $18.750 
Pnn. Invcn. NASA Tech Olfimr CASE Ca(%ory 
Morrison, H. F. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 9 14-4000) 
NCR 05-003-538 University of California - Berkeley 1438 
Source encodinn of imaees for efficient transmission 
- 
P e n d  0M;~l;onr 
12/18172-W/l7/73 FY73: $7.000 TOTAL: $7.W 
, , . , 
P,i?c. t?z.rn. NASA 7-8. Olllnr CASL Calrzor) 
Algazi. V. R. GSFC/Lyneh. T. J. 45-Elec Engr 
Sakrison, D. J. 
(51-620 164-06-58) 
NGR 05-003-553 University of California - Berkeley 1439 
High energy primary cosmic radiation mcasured by superconduc- 
ling magnetic spectrometer 
Pen& 0Mbl11l;vnr 
05/10/73-12/31/73 FY73: $3W,W TOTAL: $3W,W0 
Pnn. m u ~ r .  NASA Tech Olhrer CA i E  Carego9 
Aluarer. L. W. HQ-SGjOpp, A. G. Ii-Astronomy 
HQ-SGjKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10850 180-4652) 
NCR 05603.559 University of Calilornia - Berkeley 1440 
Metill barrier - metal optical diodes 
h d &  OM,g#nona 
031 19173-03/31/74 FY73: $34,524 TOTAL: $34,524 
Pnn. I n r ~ t .  NASA r e r h  Officer CASE Ccmur) 
Gustafson. T.  K. ARC/Billmiln. K. W. 13-Physics 
ARC/Hansen, C. F. 
(21-7W 502-II-11) 
NCR 05-007-305 University of California - Berkeley 1441 
Correlative studies of solar wind, interplanetary magnetic field. 
and their elfeeti an the geomagnetic cavity using Explorer 33 
and 35 data 
P r n d  Obi#aor<n,,.r 
01/08/71-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $22,925 
Pnn brill NASA Tech. 0I/iiir CASE Cnrerory 
Colcman, P. I., Jr. HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D.  13-Physics 
HO-SClSchmrcrline. E. R. 
NCT 05-003-023 UnirorGty of C~l i lornis - Berkeley 1442 
Pcedoctoral training of graduate students in space related sciences 
& technology 
~ ~ 
P c " ~  OM4~al:"ns 
03/31/M-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,024,864 
P f i .  Inlnl. NASA Tech 0Jfir.r CASE Coteror). 
Elhcrg. S. S. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Dixip 
(16370 181-0000) 
NAS 2-5668 University of California - Davis 1443 
Analysis of flow over helicopter airfoils 
f ind obl<p,,onr 
iO/15/69-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $36,WO 
Pnn. hw(. NASA Tech. Oflicrrr CASE Cartzory 
Draper, H. A. ARC/Yaggy. P. F. 41-Aera Engr 
(21-7M1 126-W-00) (21-760 126-9X-W) (21-76€ 136-9X-W) 
NAS 2-5826 University of California - Davis I444 
Determinations of plasma glucosc from horse urine 
hrnd oN,8a,,m' 
03/13/70-09/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $16,160 
P"'" l"rcr, NASA Ted. oI/jer CASE c.,qory 
Evans. J. S. ARC/Wingel. C. M. 51-Biology 
(21-870 189-52-61) (21-870 189-00-00) 
NAS 2-6633 University of California - Daris 1445 
Study influence of gravity on the metabolism of various amino 
acids in higher plants 
h d d  OM@!mnr 
10/01/72-09/30/73 FY73: $18,483 TOTAL: $34.300 
Pnn. lnrrrl. NASA ' I k h  Ollmr CASE CoIexo~ 
Mazlis. M.  ARC/Taketa, S. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(21-970 97021-61) 
NAS 24657 Univcrnily of California - Davis 1446 
Life sciences literature analysis evaluation & data summation 
P e d d  0bl;rn~rons 
10/0S/71-09130172 FY73: TOTAL: $61,750 
Pnn. lnwxl. NASA Trih OlJicrrr. CASE Carefor) 
Beljan. J .  R. ARC/Winget, C. M. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(21-770 137-09-01) 
NAS 2-6763 University of California - Davis 1447 
Bone density reports 
PWud OMlrolrvnr 
01/20/72-07/20/72 FY73: TOTAL: $9.364 
P h .  lou<sl. NASA T.in Olfinr CASE Coreor). 
Goldman. M. ARCIOvama. J. 53-Other Medical 
NAS 2-7152 University of California - Davis 1448 
Social interaction study 
pcn'd 0bl;alrr:""l 
08/24/72-1213 1/73 FY73: $107,479 TOTAL: $107,479 
Pm'n ln.rrl. NASA Trd Olf irr  CASE C o l ~ g o ~  
BeUan, J. R. ARCjWinget. C. M.  53-Other Medical 
ARC/Vcrnikos-D*m-ll 1 
(21-840 384-47-01) (21-970 970-21-52) 
NAS 2-7342 University of Cslifornia - Davis 1449 
Determination of insulin & growth hormone 
P ~ l v d  024*4l,~, 
02/01/73-06/30/73 FY73: $IO.OW TOTAL: $10,000 
Pnn. !nw,sr. NASA Twh. Ofllcer CASS Co!gory 
Sheikholislam, B. ARC/Dalkils, C. 52-Clinical Med 
Sheikholislam, B. ARC/Danellis. J. V. 
(21-970 970-21-14) 
NASA'§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 27503 University of California - Davis 1450 
Piasma-heart-temperature determinations 
P e n d  Oblk',,lrn* 
04/03/73-04/03/74 FY73: $9,900 TOTAL: $9,900 
Pnn. I n r s l .  NASA Tch. Oflie, CASE Cnlqory 
Evans, J. W. ARCjWinget. C. W. 59-Life ki, NEC 
ARCjDanellis. J. V. 
(21-970 970-21-52) 
NAS 2-7516 University of Califomin - Davis 1451 
Water sampling & analysis 
Pc"d Obllglgnon~ 
05/01/73-04/30/74 FY73: $4,000 TOTAL: M,WO 
Prim. hw~r. NASA Tech. Olfler CASE (hlrbory 
Goldman. C. R. ARC/Wnglrcy, K. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
(21-680 160-75-22) 
NAS 27519 University of California - Davis 1452 
Biotclernetry from instrumented simians 
PI"& Oblr~~~ions 
04/10/73-Dl/ 10174 FY73: $13.000 TOTAL: $13,000 
Pnn. Inwlr. NASA 74. Ofl<<rrr CASE Cawpry 
Chapman, L. F. ARC/Wingct, C. M.  53-Other Medical 
ARC/Danellis. J. V. 
(21-970 970-21-52) 
NAS 9-13504 University of Californi~ - Davis 1453 
Endacrinological and nutritional consequences of group in- 
teraclion~ 
P e n d  obJy.,ww 
06/28/73-08/31/74 FY73: $15,977 TOTAL: $15,977 
Prim. l n r $ l .  NASA Tech OIfl-r CASE Carrbory 
&ijam, J. R. JSC/Leach, C. S. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-970 970-51-16) 
NGL  OM04002 University of California - Davis 1454 
Investigation of genetic eharactcristies of microbial growth at 
low temperatures 
Petid ohltan,lonr 
07/15/64-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $82,695 
P"". In*,! N * . U  re*. ogje*, CASE corqnrr 
Ingraham. J. L. HQ-MM/ 51-Biology 
(10-870 189-00-00) 
NGL 6-004-OiW University, of California - Davis 1455 
Physiological effects o l  chronic acceleration 
Penal obl~nnon, 
03/01/65-02/01/75 FY73: $47.50 TOTAL: $693.689 
Pnn. lnra. NASA Tech. OJjimr CA SE Corerory 
Smith, A.  H. ARCIOyama. J. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) (10-870 189-00-00) (21-870 189-54-61) 
NGL 05.004431 Univonity of California - Davis 1456 
A systems analysis study of the properties of veins 
P c n d  Obl!$<!M., 
04/01/67-0713 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $183,539 
NGR 05-iM4-006 University of California f Daris / .  1457 Self-consistent study of trapped r a d i a t p  in the geomagnetic 
field 
P ~ l n d  i / . .  O b l ~ ~ n o w  
02/01/66-02/01/77 FY73: /' TOTAL: $19,177 
Prim. I"""'. NASA TIC? bflfwr CASE Cmqory 
Hurley, J .  P. HQ-SG/,' 32-Gelogieal Sci 
(51-850 188-0000) ,,' 
NGR 05-004026 University of Calilornia - Davis 1458 
Peripheral volume measurements 
Pctid OMfganOn~ 
11/04/6603/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $152,930 
Ptio rnwr~. NISA Tech O/J(crrr CASE Cdlcxury 
Carlson, L. D. JSC/Jackson. M. M. 53-Other Mrdical 
JSC/Haffier. G. W. 
(72-770 127-00-UO) (72-980 945-60-00) (10-860 949-WOO) 
NGR 05-004035 University of California - Davis 1459 
The role of brown fat in the thermogenesis of animals and man 
P e r i d  obl!$arb", 
i0/27/67- 1013 1/72 FY73: $15,OW TOTAL: $219,458 
Prin lnwr NASA Tech. 0Jflc.r CdSE Cajqory 
Smith, R. E. WS/Haltan, E. M .  51-Biology 
WSIJackson. E. 8 .  
NGR 6 W 5 1  University of California - Davis 1460 
Control power requirement? of VTOL aircraft 
Plnd OM,~e,,o"r 
0313 1169-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $55.540 
Prin. hrrJr.  NASA Ted. Ofl,crr CASE cotqor). 
Hoffman, M.  S. ARC/Corliss, L. 46-Mech Engr 
(21-750 125-19-32) (25-750 125-00-00) (21-750 12560.00) 
NGR 05.004474 University of California - Davis 1461 
High pressure Hugoniat measurements on lunar rocks collected 
on Apolla missions 
Perid Obliglrnonr 
061 12170-03/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $21,272 
Pn'n lnnrr. W S A  Tmh. O l f i ~ r  CASE Colaow 
Bore. R. J. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Celugical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-810 195-42-65) (10-810 195-WOO) 
NGR 05004476 University of California - Davis 1462 
Lunar sample analysis 
P h d  0bIlir.llm1 
01/28/7 1-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: S28,OW 
P r i n  I n ~ r r .  NASA T ~ r h  0Uir.r CASE C.lwor~ 
MacGregor, I. 0. JSCIHarris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 05-004080 University of Californis - Davis 1463 
Medical applications of space related research 
P I M  Obl~~ctiin$ 
02/12/7i-04/30/73 FY73: $17,750 TOTAL: $55.615 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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NGR 05-041-012 University of California - Irvine 1464 NAS 5-9098 University of California - Los Angeles 1471
Diagnosis of preclinical viral illness and prophylaxis against viral Tri-axial fluxgate magnetometer experiment for the Orbitingdisease Geophysical Observatories program, OGO-E mission
Period Obligations Period Obligations07/13/71-02/28/74 FY73: $34,996 TOTAL: $60,696 01/27/65-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $886,780
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryTilles, J. G. ARC/Mandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med Coleman, P. J. GSFC/Meese, K. J. 13-Physics(21-970 970-21-25) (51-850 841-00-00) (51-850 841-12-00) (51-850 385-50-00)
NAS 1-10107 University of California - Los Angeles 1465 NAS 5-10167 University of California - Los Angeles 1472
Development of an experiment for visible radiation polarization Critical problem study in space communications system
measurements from a satellite Period Obligations
Period Obligations 04/25/66-04/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $67,000
06/29/70-03/31/73 FY73: $750 TOTAL: $253,057 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Balakrishnan, A. V. GSFC/Kutz, R. 45-Elec EngrSekera, Z. LARC/Kopia, L. P. 31-Atmos Sci (51-620 164-00-00) (51-680 160-00-00)
Rao, C. R. LARC/Beatty, M. E.(23-620 630-52-00) (23-620 630-00-00)
NAS 5-11674 University of California - Los Angeles 1473
Magnetometer experiment for the ATS-F
NAS 2-6649 University of California - Los Angeles 1466 Period ObligationsStudy interactivity of hypogravity 04/29/69-04/30/76 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $407,500
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category10/05/71-10/04/72 FY73: TOTAL: $34,000 Coleman, P. J. GSFC/Wales, R. O. 32-Gelogical Sci
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (51-620 630-22-00)
Ebersold, W. T. ARC/Tremor, J. W. 51-Biology
(21-980 975-82-41)
NAS 8-26402 University of California - Los Angeles 1474
Directional solidification of eutectic composites in spaceNAS 2-6791 University of California - Los Angeles 1467 environment
Lunar magnetometer network support Period Obligations
Period Obligations 10/08/70-04/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24,27301/14/72-12/31/73 FY73: $5,000 TOTAL: $15,000 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Yue, A. S. MSFC/McPherson, W. 43-Chem EngrSchubert, G. ARC/Dyal, P. 13-Physics (62-980 975-79-00)(21-910 914-40-00)
NAS 8-28310 University of California - Los Angeles 1475NAS 2-7251 University of California - Los Angeles 1468
Pioneer F/G data analysis Metal and halide eutectics, Skylab experiment
Period Obligations
Per10/13/7 od/01/73 Obligations 11/02/72-04/30/74 FY73: $34,967 TOTAL: $34,96710/13/72-06/01/73 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Yue, A. S. MSFC/Adams, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NECColeman, P. J. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physics MSFC/Aldrich, B. R.
(2 1-840 811-22-00) (62-960 948-90-95)
NAS 2-7440 University of California - Los Angeles 1469
Stable isotope ratio measurements NAS 8-28358 University of California - Los Angeles 1476
Period Obligations Study of control systems for advanced space vehicles
02/28/73-09/30/73 FY73: $11,400 TOTAL: $11,400 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 02/15/72-02/14/74 FY73: $17,000 TOTAL: $38,871
Kaplan, I. R. ARC/Chang, S. 12-Chemistry Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
ARC/Kvenvolden, K. A. Likins, P. W. MSFC/Seltzer, S. M. 49-Engr, NEC
(21-840 192-55-62) MSFC/Glaese, J. R.
(62-980 908-54-08)
NAS 5-9097 University of California - Los Angeles 1470
Trapped particles experiment for the OGO program, OGO-E NAS 9-10835 University of California - Los Angeles 1477
mission Effects of selected drugs on sleep and performance
Period Obligations Period Obligations
01/27/65-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $826,920 06/09/70-07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $43,818
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryColeman, P. J. GSFC/Meese, K. J. 13-Physics Kales, A. JSC/Delucchi, M. R. 52-Clinical Med
Farley, T. A. JSC/Beckman, E. L.(51-850 841-00-00) (51-850 385-50-00) (51-850 841-12-00) (72-910 914-50-00)
35
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NAS 9-11907 University o l  California - Lor Angeles 1478 
Rerearch on utricular influences on visual-motor control 
R n d  oYlga,~m, 
0612817 1-09130/73 FY73: TOTAL: S50,W 
. . . . 
Pnn. 1n"ell. NASA re<+. Ofl(<rrr CASE Colqol) 
Markham, C. H. JSCIHomick, J. L. 59-Lilc Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-970 970-51-11) 
NAS 9-12236 University o l  California - Los Angeles I479 
Apollo lunar orbit subsatellite msgnelorneter expcrimenl 
r e n d  0bl;Zml"nr 
10/19/7 1-03/30/74 FY73: $170,000 TOTAL: $345,W 
Pdn. hwsr NA.T.4 Tech, Ofl<ccr CASE Colezoq 
Coleman. P. J., Jr. JSCILafferty, P. E. i l-Astronomy 
(72-9 10 9 14-49-00) 
NAS 9-12757 Universily al California - Lor Angeles 1480 
Lunar photo and altimclry analysis 
P*,id oa;,sa,,an, 
05/08/72-01/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $60,WO 
Prin J,tw8,. NASA Td. Ofliiii CASE Colrgory 
Kaula, W. M. JSClHardee, S. N. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 91449-00) 
NGL 05401-002 Unirorsity of Cslifornia - Lor Angcler 1481 
Theoretical evaluation of the internal structures and atmospheres 
of planets and the moon 
P,"d outr.,,lo"r 
01101162-12/01/74 FY73: $27,000 TOTAL: $473,415 
Pn'n. I,zurr. NASA T-h. Ofirsr CASE Ca14ery 
Kaula, W .  M. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical ki 
HO-SMiAllenhv. R. J. 
NGL  05-007-003 University of Cslilornia - Lor Angeles 1482 
Interdisciplinary apace uriented research in physical, biological 
and engineering xirnces 
P # M  Obl l%.l j~.~ 
03/01/62-03/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $4.840.654 
NGL 05-007-OM University of California - Los Angeles 1483 
Theoretical & experimental investigations of particles & fields in  
space, including construction of prototype instrumentation 
R n u l  oY,~n,ronr 
03/01/62-09/29/75 FY73: $180,WO TOTAL: $1,815,554 
PM. law,,. NA.U Tech. Ofl!.", CASr C m ~ p r y  
Coleman, P. J. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
(10850 188-36-55) (10-850 385-3600) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGL O m - 0 0 5  Unirerrity of California - L o s  Angeles 1484 
Isotopic chemistry of meteorites, including studies of variation 
in isotopic abundances among discrete specimens 
P < * d  otd,r@,<"n., 
G9/20/62-08/31/16 FY73: $62,000 TOTAL: $312,620 
Plln lnwrr NASA T&. 0lA.v~. CASE Cawhavy 
Wetherill, G. W. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pomeroy, I. H. 
(10-810 383-09-57) (10-810 383-09-50) 
NGL  05-007-W6 Unirersily of Csl i forni~ - Lor Angeler 1485 
Studies on the high pressure solid phases of inert gases, panieularly 
as they might relate to planetary interiors 
Perad ob;~ta,,on, 
09/24/62-09/30/75 FY73: $44.000 TOTAL: $432,538 
~ n n ,  bwr. NASA rerh olfi-r ClSE C ~ , C Z Y , ~  
Kennedy, G. C. HQSM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Ailenby. R. J. 
(10-810 195-42-65) (10-840 185-00-W) 
NGL 05-007-046 University of Csl i forni~ - Los Angeler I486 
Solar elcmmts, their physical parameters and abundances 
R n d  Otf~,,,, 
10/06/65-04/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $373,081 
Pnn. lnrll. NASA TeA. O f i r  CASE Corecory 
Alley. L. H. HQ-SG/Oerlel, G. K .  Il-Astronomy 
(IO-850 188-W-W) 
NCL  05-007666 University of Calilornia - Los Angoles 1481 
Investigation of interaction bctween ion beams and plasmas 
P 6 " d  0Ylg.rrom 
11/09/64-04/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $172,488 
Pnn. Invr5,. N I X 4  Ted. Ofliiir CASE C # I q u v  
Wong, A. Y. GSFC/Nonhrop, T. G. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Menlzer, R. H. 
(51-850 188-00-00) 
NGL 05-007-190 University of California - Lor Angelrs 1488 
Thoorctical spa% plasma physics 
P e t i d  Obll~olinnr 
06/27/68-W/30/75 FY73: S35,WO TOTAL: $213,380 
Pnn. lnn.,r NASA Trch 0Ulr.r CASE C#tegoV 
Kennel, C. F. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10-850 188-36-55) (10-850 188-00-00) ( Is850 188-36-51) 
NGI. 05-001-195 University o l  California - Lor AngeIes 1489 
Phenomena underlying behavior of complex living systems i n  
space 
h , ! d  OblkllO", 
04/01/68-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1,132,000 
Pnn. Invest. M S A  T f d  Oflfrrr CASE Cc:czoT 
French, I. D. ARC/Wintcr, D. 51-Biology 
(21-870 189-52-62) (10-870 189.CQ00) (10-870 189-52-621 
NGL 05-W-2117 University of Cal i lorni~ - Los Angeler 1490 
Lunar sample analysis 
P m d  OW~ariom 
01/12/71-02/01/74 FY73: $52,670 TOTAL: $259.670 
Pnn. I n r ~ t .  N A ~ A  T C Z ~ .  Ollie, CASE C#?WN 
Wetherill. G. W. JSClHarris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-W) 
N C L  05-W7-330 University of Calilornia - Los Angeler 1491 
Lunar sample analysis 
h n d  Ob;<~nllnnr 
05/J8/71-01/21,175 FY73: TOTAL: $171,250 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA T e d .  Ofl,c#r CASE Cntego'Y 
Anderson. 0. L. JSC/Harria, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40.00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCL 05-001-338 University of California - Los Angeles 1492 
Study of new plastics and new metal alloys for possible use in  
total joint replacement 
Red Ob,!z.,i"nr 
11/30/71-11/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: S20,WO 
Pnn nlrrl. NAS8 Tcd.  OJl?er CASE Lhlnory 
Amslutz, H. C. LERC/lohnson, R. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LERCjSwikert. M.  A. 
(22-740 114-03-24) 
NCL W W - 3 6 7  University ol California - Lor Angoles 1493 
Lunar sample analysis 
P c n d  Otf jan~im~ 
06/30/72-01/31/76 FY73: $64.400 TOTAL: $140,WO 
NGL W - 3 7 9  University of Cdifornia - Lor Angelcs 1494 
Flight dynamics analysis and system identification 
h"d Ou~*olionr 
11/18/72-11/01/75 FY73: $84,548 TOTAL: $84.548 
Pnn. lnrrr. NASA TIin Ofli-r CASE Cangory 
Balakrishnan. A. V. FRC/Rediers, H. A. 41-Aera Engr 
(24-704 501-26-01) 
NGR 05007-091 University of California - Los Angeler 1495 
Investigation of optimum meteorological satellite techniques by 
numerical simultation experiments 
Pen& ou@~li"nr 
11/09/64-09/30/73 FY73: $59,765 TOTAL: $590,iW 
Pnn. bvll. NASA 7rrh Ufl!mpr CASE Cal#gnr.v 
Minlr, Y. GSFC/Bandecn, W. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Arakawa, A. 
Webder, P. I. 
(51-620 610-11-00) 
NCR 05-007-122 University of Cslilarnia - las Angelor 14% 
Time domain analysis of system identificalian problems 
h t i d  Obli8mYnr 
OllW167-11130/72 FY7): $48,044 TOTAL: $247.858 
NGR 05-W7-215 Universily of California - Lor Angelas 1497 
Support of group lor the analysis of carbon compounds 
P I n d  obly.2,2on, 
04/01/68-12/31/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $145,000 
P f i .  bra! NASA rkh. OJflcrrr CASE C ~ r ~ g r y  
Libby, W. F. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32-Gelogtcai Xi 
(10-840 192-55-62) (10870 189-00-00) 
NGR 05-007-221 Universily of California - Los Angeler 1498 
Nature and changes of organic matter in deep ocean cores 
P e n 4  obf~ranunr 
08/08/69-12/31/73 FY73: $54,009 TOTAL: $168.009 
Pn'n Inwsl. NASA Tech Oflj-r CASE Cnlczury 
Kapian, I .  R. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 3bGelogical Sei 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NCR 05-007-276 Universily of California - Lor Angeler 1499 
Data analysis an the O G 0 3  and OGO-4 rearsh coil magnetomet- 
ers 
P e r f 4  rJb1,~nlrms 
04/03/70-09/30/73 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: S120,WO 
. . 
Pnn. Inrrr. NASA Teh. Olflrrr CASE Caregory 
Holzer, R. E. HQ-SGfKavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D. R. 31-Atmas Sci 
(IC-850 385-36-00) 
NGR 05-007-?.E3 University of California - Los Angeler IMO 
Analysis of laser ranging to the moon 14.66 
PI"& 0bligdriM.T 
M/16/70-09/30/73 FY73: $9.888 TOTAL: $39,291 
Pnrl lnlvl l .  NASA Tech Ofli-r CASE Calqnry 
Kaula, W. M. HQ-SM/Strickland. A. T.  13-Physics 
(10-810 383-09-56) 
NGR 05-007-289 University of California - Lor Angeles 1501 
Lunar sample analysis 
h"d obf,tarion5 
i2/29/70-01/31/74 FY73: $58,980 TOTAL: $170,880 
Pnn. I n u r l .  NASA Tcrh Oflirer CASE C#lqory 
Kaplan, I. R. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NCR 05.007-291 University uf California - Lor Angrler I502 
Lunar sample analysis 
h"d Obflb.,~~, 
12/29/70-0113 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $131,700 
Prln I,rrsl. NASA Ted. Olflrer CASE Catwry 
Wasson. I. JSC/Harria, I. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 6007.292 University of California - Lor Angoles 1503 
Lunar sample analysis 
P n d  Obf,~a,onl 
12/29/70-01/3 1/74 FY73: $16,150 TOTAL: $42,850 
Pn'm. lnirrr. , NASA ~ e c h  Oflice; CASE Caregory 
Schopl. I. W. JSC/Harria, I. W. 32-Gelogical Sei 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NCR 05-007-304 University of California - L o s  Angeler 1504 
Program 01 solar wind data analysis utilizing data from Pi-rcr 
6 and 7, Mariner 5 and Explorer satellites 
P d d  0bfll~l;"nl 
01/18/71-07/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $45.700 
~ n n .  lnrrr NASA Tch. Officer CASE C~lcpury 
Siscol, G. L.  HQ-SGjHallenbeck. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmeriing. E. R. 
(10-850 385-50-00) 
NGR 05-007-317 University of California - la5 Angeles 1505 
Photogeologic interpretation of Mariner Mars 1969 imagery 
Prrwd 0Y;grlonr 
03/09/71-01/15/74 FY73: $17,165 TOTAL: $43.921 
. . 
Prtn b w ~ r .  NASA Tnh. Of i~er  CASE Carrgur). 
Lingenlelter, R. E .  HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
Schubert, G .  HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W. 
(IC-840 384-50-80) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCR 05-007-323 University of California - Los Angoles I 5 Y  
Research in aeronautics & air transport 
penad OM~mrionr 
03/25/71-09/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $129.984 
Pnn. Inw5r. NASA Yerh Officer CASE C#z@IY 
Cole, J. D. ARC/Peterson, V. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-760 126-13-10) 
NGR 05-W-326 Unirersily of California - las Angeler 15G7 
@elinition phase of the Grand Tour missions phota-polarimetry 
invcnigation for outci planets missions 
P e n d  oa/~a~t<n". 
04/06/7 1-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,441 
Pnn. lnwrl. NASA T.rh Ofljrcr CASE Calryul  
Wetherill, G. W. HQ-SL/Mitz. M. A. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-SL/Keller, J. W. 
(10-840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52) 
NGR 6007-327 University of California - Los Angeles 1508 
Def in i t ion phase of Grand Tour mission magnetic fields 
investigation for outer planets 
~.,tal OMi~ollunr 
M/05/71-10/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $46,362 
Pn,t I"n.vr. NASA Tech. Ofl<eer CAST Cale#ory 
Coleman, P. J., J r .  HQ-SL/Mitz, M .  A. 13-Physics 
HQ-SL/Kcller, 1. W. 
(10-840 186-68-68) (ICb840 186-68-52) 
NGR 05-W7-328 Unirodty of California - Los Angeler I5G9 
Numerical modeling of the globsi atmosphere and the world 
oceans 
Penal O M ~ ~ O , ~ U " ,  
08/15/71-11/14/73 FY73: $100.309 TOTAL: $200.309 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Tech. Ofli-pr CASE Caregary 
Mink, Y. GSFC/Halem, M.  31-Atmos Sci 
Arakawa, A. Yanai, M.  
(51-680 160-44-52) (51-680 408-02-02) (51-680 160-20-51) 
NGR 05-7-329 University of California - Los Angelen 1510 
Elemental variations in genetically related meteorites 
pcnud ob1,~a'10n. 
04/27/7I-M/30/75 FY73: $66.925 TOTAL: $1 18,222 
Pn'n Inurr,. NASA Trih O g h r  CASE Cmlcrur). 
Stein, W. A. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Gclagical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pameroy, I.  H. 
(10-810 383-09-57) (10-810 383-09-50) (10-810 195-42-67) 
NCR 05007-337 Unirersily of California - Lor Angeles 1511 
Approximation concepts in  structural synthesis 
Penal OMig~t iml  
M/05/72-04/30/74 FY73: $55.380 TOTAL: $105,229 
NGR 05-007-345 University of Cnlifornia - Los Angeler 1512 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e n d  O ~ , g ~ n o , , r  
02/15/72-01/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $24,600 
Pn'n lnwll NASA Tech. O m r r  CASE Calpgary 
Libby, W. F. JSC/ 32-Gclogical Sci 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 05407-351 University of California - Las Angeles 1513 
Correlative studies of Apollo 15 and 16 subsatellite magnetometer 
data with the Explorer and lunar surface magnetometer data 
Pl,M obl~gaz~am 
05/25/72-11/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $IO,OM) 
Pno. lnnrr. NASA r e 4  ~ f l ; * ~  CASE Cezegon. 
Coleman, P. J .  HQ-SM/BTY~O~,  R. P. 32-Gelogical ~ c i  
HO-SMIAllcnbv. R. 1. 
NCR 05-007-352 University of Cnlifornia - las Angelos 1514 
Oxidatian-resistant alloys for high temperature structural ua 
P~tivd OM@r!on~ 
01/12/72-04/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $25.53 1 
pnr ,",,', \r  cr r.,a r,,/..,. c .%! <o,,#, ,. 
D u ~ g a r r .  U. I .  AKC (illhrc3tn. U P.47.Mi lcr1~l~ Llgr 
(21.740 Ill-03.3tl) 121.14U 114-113.371 
NGR 05-007-359 University of California - Las Angeler 1515 
Design of a fluxgate magnetom-ter 
P~,lod O b l ~ r i o n ,  
02/28/72-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $3,780 
Pnn. lnwar. NASA Trch OJI-r CASE Carrgon 
Russell, C. T. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atrnor Sci 
(10-840 186-68-63) 
NGR 05007-395 University of Cslilornis - Los Angeles 1516 
Computational techniques far unsteady transflaw 
f e n d  OMismOnr 
02/07/73-06/30/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
PTM h w r z .  NASA lid. oflie, CASE carqol 
Cole. J .  D.  LARCIBland. S. R. 41-Aero Ener 
NGT O M - 0 1 9  University of California - Los Angoles 1517 
Training of graduate students in spaee-related science and 
technology 
P.,Xxl oMiga'<~", 
04/01/6248/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,242.609 
Pnn. lnwc!. NASA Ted. Offirer CASE C@l<bon. 
Libby, W. F. HQ-PYiCarter, C. H. 99-Multi-Diwip 
(10370 181-00-00) 
NAS 1-10373 University of California - Riverside 1518 
Detection of minor atmospheric constituents by means of the 
solar infrared spectrum 
penad OM<~~,i"", 
10/23/70-D9/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $34,980 
Pm'n h w x l .  NASA Tpd. O//inr CASE Cnlqory 
Bchar, J. V. LARC/Rsichle, H. G. 31-Atrnos Sci 
(23-680 160-OC-00) 
NAS 521771 University of California - Riverside 1519 
Evaluation of remote sensing in  control of pink bollworm in 
EDLtOn 
f i n d  oM,torwn' 
06/29/72-1013 1/73 FY73: 633,139 TOTAL: $34,639 
??in. l n a f .  NASA Tech. Ofljrrr CASE CoIeEOBV 
Lewis, L. N. GSFCjCrump, E. W. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
Reynolds, H. T. 
Pease, R. W. 
(51-680 641-14-01) (51-680 641-14-05) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 05W8-005 University of California - Riverside 1520 
Atomic scattering theory 
PeHd Obllrtronr 
11/29/6601/31/76 FY73: $10.000 TOTAL: $100.953 
Pnn. Brrsz. NASA ?rrh Wfi~r~rr C.4.W Calrgury 
Pw. R. T. GSFC/Temkin. A. 13-Physics 
(51-850 188-48-52) (51-850 188-00-00) 
NGR 05-006022 Umirenity of California - Rirorside 1521 
Measurement of neutrons from sun 
Per!'", Obltprlonr 
05/16/69-06/30/73 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $190,000 
pH,>. Inursd. NASA Ted O/fi<,er CASE Cnlcgory 
White, R. S. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G .  Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 
(10-050 188-46-51) 
NGR OSWJ6029 University of California - Riverside I522 
Airhorne studies of photochemical s i r  pollulion in urban 
atmosphere 
P P t i d  o~~g~gnlrnnr 
03/23/71-09/30/75 FY73: $53,914 TOTAL: $107,764 
Pf ic  bur,! NASA Trrh Offi<crr CASE Cnr#bory 
Pills, J. N. ARC/Gloria, H. R. 39-Enu Sci. NEC 
ARCIReinisch, R. H. 
(21-680 16075.79) (21-702 770- 18-03) (21-740 134-03-22) 
NAS 2-5602 University of California - San Dieeo 1523 
Trapped radiation instrument 
P d d  0bIlg~tion.s 
07/15/69-0713 1/73 FY73: $69,292 TOTAL: $1,049,292 
PM. Inurrl. NASA 714. Offi<w CASE Colrrury 
Filiius, R. W. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physics 
(21-840 811-22-00) 
NAS 2-4552 University of California - San Diego 1524 
Data analysis of Jovian trapped radiation by Pioneer FIG 
Pend ObIlaa~lD". 
01/25/72-06/30/72 FY73: $38,370 TOTAL: $124,870 
Y r h .  Inwst. NASA Ted. Ofljmr CASE C O ~ ~ ~ O ~ . V  
Fillius. R. W. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physics 
(21-840 811-22-00) 
NAS 2-6916 University of California - Sari Dirgo 1525 
Computer time 
Period OM!~a~wns 
03/29/71-0313 1/73 FY73: $22,453 TOTAL: $23,096 
Ptin I ~ W I I .  NASA Ted. Ofpcer CASE Cotr8or). 
ARC/Smith, M. C. 21-Mathematics 
(21-760 366-W-00) (21-790 797-00-00) 
NAS 5-10363 University of California - Ssn Diego 1526 
Experiment to study electric and magnetic fields with energetic 
clectran detectors on ATS-E 
Petid OMlgalons 
05/19/67-12/31/72 FY73: $10.702 TOTAL: $654,415 
P"n Inurrr. NASA T ~ r h  Onfccr CASE Cotrgury 
McIlwain, C. E. GSFC/Wainseott, F. W.. 1131-Atmos Sci 
Fillius. R. W. 
(51.620 630-82-00) 
NAS 510364 University of Californin - San Diego 1527 
Experiment to study auroral electrons and protons with law energy 
detectors on ATS-E 
Penad ONig.N0,,~ 
051 10/67-0813 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $851,713 
Pdn. lnwcr. WAS1 Tech. Offir~r CASE Cmzeggory 
Mcllwain, C. E. GSFC/Wales, R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Fillius. R. W. 
NAS 5l1080 Uoiverrity of California - San Diego 1528 
Cosmic X-ray erpertment OSO-H 
Pend 0tf,11nanr 
09/13/67-09/28/73 FY73 $100,000 TOTAL: $1,846,768 
NAS S11081 University of Cslilornia - San Diego 1529 
Soft & hard solar X-ray experiment for OSO 
Pend ON,garmnr 
09/13/67-09/28/73 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $1,951,964 
P"". lnwrr. NASA Tech. Oflrer CASE Caltrury 
Peterson. L. E. GSFC/Thole. I. M. I l-Astronomy 
CiSFCIDanlev. 1. 
NAS MI055 University of California - San Diego 1530 
Programmable surorvl pafiiclcs erpsrimsrrl Lu be lluwn on the 
ATS-F 
Prrtd O N ~ ~ ~ z ~ o n r  
06/27/69-M/30/76 FY73: $150,WO TOTAL: $985,000 
Pam. lnnrr.  NASA Tech O/fimr CASE Cm#mv 
Mcllwain, C. E. GSFC/Waies, R. 0. 31-Atmos k i  
(51-620 630-22-00) (51-620 630-00-00) 
NAS 626842 University of California - Snn Diego 1531 
HEAO definition study cxperimenf 
P c " ~  Wl<#*,,0", 
02/01/71-04/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $455,251 
Prh. Inn,,. NASA Twh. Offirer CA I Carrwry 
Peterson. L. E. MSFC/Power. J. A. Il-Astronomy 
(62-850 832-12-00) (62-850 188-78-53) 
NAS 8-27974 University of California - Sun Diego CC?2 
Design & development of AGR-4 MeV range gamma ray telescope 
experiment under the HEAO program 
Penal Owlxlllonl 
06/22/72-02/01/18 FY73: $I,036,463TOTAL: 62,727,439 
Pnn. blrot .  NASA Ted Olficer CASE CaZcto'y 
Peterson, L. A. MSFC/Jordan, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Janes, J. B. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 6211015 University of California - San Diego 1533 
Solar flare infrared observations 
Prnd outaa,ion., 
iO/26/71-02/26/74 FY73: TOTAL: $90,000 
P n .  ,ours'. NASA Trrh O f l r  CASE L.l<rory 
Hudson, H. S. MSFC/Fountain, W. F. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Wdowiak, T. J. 
(62-960 996-WW) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 9-10670 University of California - San Diego 1534 
Scientific support fur gamma ray spectrometer experiment 
Penad Ubllgrlinr#r 
Ob/C4/70-09/30/73 FY73: $27,500 TOTAL: 162i7.500 
Pnn. Inw5,. NASA ? k h  OJJTCrrr CASE Culepun 
Arnuld, 1. R. JSC/Lafferty, P. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-49-00) 
NGL 05405003 University of California - Ssn Diego 1535 
Laboratory and balloon cxperimentr in X-ray and gamma my 
astronomy 
Pend Ohilga!iorrr 
09/15/62-11/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $1,520,457 
rnn. rnlvzl. # ~ s a  nd. offer CASE C U I ~ Z O ~ Y  
Peterson, L. E .  HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. ii-Astronomy 
NGL 05-005-004 University of California - Sari Diega 1536 
Theoretical studies in astrophysics 
Penad Obd~ol~on~ 
02/04/63-03/31/76 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: 6557,133 
Pnn. Inrr~t. NASA T r i h  0flkr.r CASE Coregor), 
Burbidgs, G. R. HQ-SG/Roman. N. G.  11-Astcanamy 
HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W. 
(10-850 188-41-51) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGL lK111151Hn llnirersity of California - San Diego 1537 
Study of gcomagnetically trapped particles by Explorer & lnjun 
satellite data, relining partical detectors, detector systems & 
telcmetered-data processing equipment 
P d o d  Of,,~~orinn., 
02/20/6408/31/75 FY73: $195,000 TOTAL: $1,372,894 
Pnn. Inrrl,. NASA Tech. Oflr<#r CASE Calerorory 
Mcllrain. C. E. HQ-SC/Kavanagh. L. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SC/%hmerling. E. R. 
(IC-850 188-36-55) (1C-850 385-36-00) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGL 05009-WZ University of C~lifornia - San Diego 1538 
Studies of the composition and structure of Explorer & fnjun 
salellite data. refining particle 
rrnod O U @ ~ Z I O ~ I  
10/02/63-02/28/76 FY73: $940 TOTAL: $385,961 
Prim. l n r r l .  NASA T r h .  Oflker CASE Cmegory 
Arrhcnius, G.  HQ-SMIBryson, R. P. 32-Gelogiul Sci 
HQ-SMlAllenby, R. J. 
(10-810 195-42-65) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NGL 05009404 University of California - Ssn Diego 1539 
Research a n  interaction of meteorites &cosmic rays & considera- 
tion of origin & history of meteorites 
Penad obI;rn,<en, 
121 19/62-03/14/76 FY73: $40,MO TOTAL: 6847,214 
P"n lnrclr .  NASA Trrh Ofjkcr CASE Cnlr#ogory 
Arnold, J. R. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pomeroy. J .  H. 
(10-810 383-09-57) (10-850 188-W-00) (10-860 848-00-00) 
NGL 05-009-005 University of California - Snn Diego 1540 
Research on general geochemical problems, including meteorite 
materials, rare gas contenl of mcleoriles & separation in gas 
phase at time of farmatiun of solar system 
Pertad Oblk-dons 
10/31/62-02/28/76 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $410,707 
Pen. lnrrrr. NASA T e d .  O/Jtcer CASE ( b l c z u ~  
Sueas, H. E. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMjPomeroy. J. H. 
(10-810 195-42-65) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NGL 05609-025 University of California - Sari Diego 1541 
Mass transfer in laminar hypersonic boundary layers 
P e e d  O6ii*Onu", 
031 10/65-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $151,237 
Pn,# Birr5,. NASA T h .  0Lf;crr CASE Carqory 
Libby, P. A. ARC/ 41-Aero Engr 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NGL 05-009-079 University of California - S m  Uiego 1542 
The application of signal deleclion theory to optics 
h"d ob;ira,,ms 
06/05/68-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $134,000 
P"". l""cr,. NASA Twh. Oflkrrr rAl rdte80ry 
Hclstom, C. W. GSFC/Carrion, W. J. 13-Physics 
(51-750 125-00-00) (25-750 125-W-00) 
NGL 05-009-103 Universily of California - San Diego 1543 
Radiation mrnsurrment of  radiological hazards in man and 
space 
Pend OMi8allunx 
10/01/68-09/01/79 FY73: TOTAL: $259,321 
Pnn. Inw5,. NASA Tcch. Ofllcrr CASE Calegov 
Baily. N. A. HQ-MMjSaunders, J .  F. 51-Biology 
HQ-MM/Jones. W. L. 
(23-770 127-00-W) (10-770 127-49-21) (72-770 127-W-DO) 
NGI. 05-OW-I09 University of California - San Diego 1544 
In-flight evaluation of weightlessness and gravity on car- 
diopulmonary function of man 
P l " d  O U @ ~ , ~ > L V  
02/17/69-10/31/75 FY73: $70,138 TOTAL: $490,937 
P"n. I n ~ a  NASA Tsrh  Ojfirr CASE Co8~gOrY 
West, J. B. ARC/Biilingham, J. 53-Other Medical 
ARC/Haffmann, R. 
(21.970 970-21-13) 
NCL 05-009-148 University of California - San Diego 1-5 
Lunar sample analysis 
P n o d  Of,,~g~,fo", 
02/11/71-01/11/76 FY73: $94,000 TOTAL: $392,000 
Pnn. Inwsn. NASA Txh. Ol/irrr CASE Carrgnry 
Arnold, J .  R. JSC/Harrir, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-4C-00) 
NGL 05609-150 Unirenity of Cdifornia - %n Diego 1546 
Lunar sample analysis 
Ppnd obI@',l;uns 
02/01/71-01/31/76 FY73: $142,540 TOTAL: $442.990 
Pn'n lnvrlr. NASA Trrh Ofl<cer CASE O l Z W r Y  
Marti, K. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 12-~hcmistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 05-009-154 University of Calilornia - San Diego '1547 
Lunar sample analysis 
Penal  Obl?ao!ionr 
01/06/71-01/31/75 FY73: $36.830 TOTAL: $246,330 
Ptin lnvcrl. NASA Tech. OlI!<er CASE Careor) 
Arrhenius. G. 0. JSCjHarris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-4000) 
NCL 05-MP)-230 University of California - San Diego 1548 
Infrared astronomy research 
Period oblipnonr 
03/08/73-l If30173 FY73: $44,880 TOTAL: $44,880 
Prim tflrral. NASA Trrh Wfhr CASE Catepr,v 
Giliet, F. C. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-55) 
NGR 05-005-005 Unirenily 01 California - San Diego 1549 
Study of lunar gamma ray emission 
P d d  OMQd,k">., 
09/10/63-10/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $440,607 
P"n 1 n ~ x c .  NASA Tech Ofl!ce, CASE Calrgon 
Arnold, J. R. HQ-SMjBryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
Peterson, L. E. HQ-SMfAllcnby. R. J. 
(10-840 185-00-00) (10-810 195-W-00) (10-860 849-00-00) 
NGR OM09-032 Universily of Csliiornin - San Diego I550 
Feasibility study on miniaturizing an automatic amino acid 
analyzer far use on Apollo and Mars voyager missions 
renod 0011p11011, 
06/28/66-02/14/13 FY73: TOTAL: $515,346 
PM,,. rnw.,. NASA T W ~ .  oil", CASE Colqor) 
Miller, S. L. ARCfHarmount, T.  51-Biology 
Castilla. F. 
(10-860 849-00-00) (10-980 945-43-00) (21-870 189-55-65) 
NGR 05-009-075 Unirrrsily of C~lifarnia - Ssn Diego 1551 
Vciocily distributions and electron moment equations 
P d  oNQa,!o,l., 
09/13/67-08/31/73 FY73: $45.000 TOTAL: $277,784 
Pen. l n ~ r r .  NASA Twh. Oflicrrr CASE Careson 
Heistrom, C. W. HQ-SG/Schmeriing. E. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck. D. R. 
(10-850 188-36-56) 
NGR 05409-076 Unirersity of California - San Diego 1552 
Theory of wave propagation and wave-panicle interaction in  the 
earth magnetosphere 
r e n d  o o i ~ ~ r < ~ ~ ~  
101 19167-09/30/73 FY73: $45.000 TOTAL: $253,656 
P0.n lnvcrl. NASA T r h .  Ol/lrer CASE Caregory 
Fejer, J. A. HQ-SGjSchmerling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck. D. R. 
(10-850 188-3656) 
NGR 05-OW-081 University of California - San Diego 1553 
Theoretical studies of fields, particles and plasmas in space 
Pen& Obl!rnl~anr 
02/08/68-12/31/73 FY73: $60,000 TOTAL: $362,000 
Pdn. hvcrr. NASA 7M. "f l ier  CASE Cotwry 
Axford, W. I. HQ-SG/Kauanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
(10.850 188-36-55) (10-850 188-MW) (10-850 188-36-53) 
N G R  05-009-083 University of California - San Diego 1554 
Eleetrophysiological studies of the nervous system 
P s r j d  Obl~aorron5 
01/01/68-09/01/78 FY73: TOTAL: $1 13.059 
P*". I.K.~,. NASA Trch. OlJ<rer CASE cr,*gow 
Galambos, R. ARC/Winter, D. L. 61-Biol Aspects 
(10-870 189-00-00) (21-870 189-00-00) 
NGR 05-lM9-110 Universily ol California - San Diego 1555 
The structure and evolution of the asteroid belt 
P."d oblr~ali*,,, 
01/23/70-03/31/74 FY73: $80,000 TOTAL: $258,690 
Pnn. Inu#rr. NASA Tmh. Olllrer CASE C#r<gory 
Allvcn, H. HQ-SG/Dubin. M. I I-Asl~onomy 
HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 
(10-850 188-45-51) (10-840 185-50-81) 
NGR 05-009-142 University of California - Ssn I)i*go 15% 
Infrared spectrometer investigations of the planets and statellife 
P<"d ONlgarim 
06/02/70-03/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $95,824 
Prin b u s r  M S A  Tech. Olfirrr CASK (blrgury 
Giilett, F. C. HQ-SLjBrunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 
(10-840 196-W-00, (10-840 196-41-02) (10-840 196-41-81) 
NGR 05-009-152 University of California - San Diego 1557 
Lunar sample analysis 
P ~ n o d  ObI~8n,lon, 
01/06/71-01/33/74 FY73: $6.000 TOTAL: 537,300 
P"n h w l l .  N.4.V" lr.+ 0fi;cer CASE Col#gory 
Engel, A. E. JSCfHartir, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 05-009-170 University ol California - San D i q o  1558 
Fission pruducts of superheavy elements 
f i n d  Obl;8allunl 
05/04/71-04/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $40.000 
Pn'n hwr. NASA led. OlJitrr CASE Ca~rbory 
Marti, K .  HQ-SMfBryson, R. P. 32-Geiogical Sci 
HQ-SMfPomeray, J. H .  
(10-810 195-42-67) (10-810 383-W-50) 
NGR 05-009-177 Unirerrity of California - San Diego 1559 
Mission Delinition phase far Grand Tour missions energetic 
panicle investigation 
P c n d  OM;I.,IMI 
U4/07/71-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $5,850 
Ynn Inu<rr. PASA Tcrh Ofl?cer CASE C#l#gory 
Axford, W. I. HQ-SLfMitz, M. A. 13-Physics 
HQ-SLfKeller, J. W. 
(10-840 186-68-52) (10-840 186-68-68) 
NCR OS009-178 University of California - San Diogo 1560 
Measurement of fluctuations in turbulent boundary layers with 
heterogeneous composition 
P e r d  o*,ig.3r;unr 
04/13/72-0813 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30.000 
P"". blK.,,. NASA Tech Oflt~er CASE Cornow 
Libby, P. A. LARC/ 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Bertram. M .  H.  
(23-760 136-13-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGR (K00!+180 Univerrity of Calilornia - San Diego 1561 
Behavior of thermal plasma in the ionosphere and magneto- 
sphere 
P e t i d  Ob!jrarionr 
08/23/71-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 632,W 
~ n n .  lnwrr NASA rerh Oflicrr CASF caregory 
Darymik, I .  R. HQ-SG/Schrnrrling. E. R. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., JT. 
(18850 188-36-55) 
NGR 05-009-188 University of California - Sm Diepa 1562 
Construction of a 200 channel photometer for use in law light 
level astronomy 
P r n d  0b,<gononr 
051 17172-05/31/74 FY73: $lW,WO TOTAL: $ZW,000 
Pdn. Inu5t. NASA Tech. OlIl<er CASE Cnts~orY 
Mcllwain. C. E. . HQ-W;/Aucremanne. M. J. 
Burbidee. E. M. I I-Astronomy 
NCR &OW-190 Unirersity of Cdifornia - San Diego 1563 
Mass transfer in  laminar hypersonic boundary layers 
P s d d  OM@arrmrr 
01/12/72-01/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $X.W 
P i n .  b r r , r .  NASA Tech Offimr CASE Caranr~ 
Libby, P. A. ARC/Nachtshcim, P. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-742 117-07-W) 
NGR 05-009-192 University of California - Sao Diogo 1564 
Study visual aspects of aircraft operation 
Pl"od OMtaanonr 
03/06/72-01/31/74 FY73: $50,300 TOTAL: $IO7,300 
Pnn. lnwrr NASA Tech. OIfic~r CASE Congory 
Harris, I. L. ARC/Haines. R. F. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
ARC/Billiogham. J. 
(21-704 501-29-03) 
NGR 05-009-197 University of Calilurnin - San Diego 1565 
Development of the combined pulsed neutron experiment probe 
P e t i d  hbi<gntfnn~ 
12/02/7 1-02/28/73 FY73: TOTAL: $5,180 
inn.  hw,,. NASA iem. vltter CASK c~irlw~w 
Waggoner. J. A. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 12-Chemistry 
Arnold. J. R. HQ-MAjAllenby, R. I. 
( I 8 8  10 195-42-66) 
NGR 05409-198 University of Californiv - San Diego 1566 
Mechanisms of alertness in man 
P<"d O M @ ~ ! ~ . T  
05/24/72-06/30/74 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: 1690,000 
Plin Inwrr. NASA r r rh  OIfImr CASE ( b l w r ,  
Galarnbos, R. ARC/Anliker, J .  E. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(21-970 970-21-53) 
NGR 05-009-218 University of California - San Diego 1567 
An automatic analyzer for amino acids purine3 and pyrimidinu 
to eramine lunar and Martian soil ramoler 
~~~ ~ 
Perid O b J i ~ ~ , ~ '  
C4/12/72-08/01/73 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $40.000 
Fnn. Inx.?r. NASA Tcch O//ter CASE Corcgar, 
Miller. S. L. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NCT 05-009-008 University of California - San Diego 1568 
Training or predoctoral graduate students in space related xiences 
& technology 
e n d  OMi&%,l""" 
03/23/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $532,728 
Pn',z. I n m r .  NASA Tech Ollirrr CASE Carrgav 
York, H. F. HQ-PY/Carlrr, C. H.  99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NAS 26632 University of California - San Francisco 1569 
ACTH concenlrationr 
Pend Obl!~nnUnl 
10/21/71-04/21/72 FY73: TOTAL: $4,999 
Pnn. InwN. NASA T l rh  O f i r  CASE C a r c g o ~  
Dsllman, M. ARC/Danclks, I ,  V. 51-Biology 
(21-770 137-09-01! 
NAS 27326 University of Cnllforni~ - Sam Francisco 1570 
ACTH concentrations 
Perid Oblig@mn~ 
12/18/72-06/30/73 FY73: $5.000 TOTAL: $5,OW 
Pn'?!. lnw.7,. NASA Ted. Oflfcer CASE Ca2qn. 
Dallman, M. F. ARC/Danellis, J. V. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(21-970 970-2145) 
NCL  65-025-014 University of California - Ssn Francisco 1571 
Structure and function of the purple membrane of halobacterium 
halabium 
P r r w  ONlgOdunl 
05/17/72-W/30/76 FY73: $70,3K4 TOTAL: $187,903 
Pnn. Inwsf .  NASA Tech. Oflic~r CASE Ca(elog. 
Stalckcnucs. W .  ARC/ZiII. L. P. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 
(10-970 970-14-01) 
NGR 05625-007 University of California - San Francisco 1572 
T h e  role of systemic and renal hernodynamics as determinants 
of sodium excretion and volume regulations 
Pln'd OMlgali0,l.s 
05/27/68-07/31/73 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $306,232 
Pdnl lnwrl. NASA Ted. Ofl<crr CASE Catwry 
Eer!cy, L. E. ISC/Izsksoo. M.  M. 52-Clinical Med 
JSC/Hoffler. G. W. 
(72.070 97851- 12) (72-770 IU-WOO) (72-910 9\4-5800) 
NGR 05-025408 University of California - San Francisco 1573 
Microbial ecology of anterior narsr of man 
Yerid obli*oli""r 
09/01/68-11/14/73 FY73: $38,000 TOTAL: $174,7 15 
pen ,,IWV,. NASA r r i h  officer CASE Corrtor,' 
Maibach, H. I. ARC/Manasl, A. D.  52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-25) 
NGL  65-010-019 University of Calilornia - Santa Barbara 1574 
Maar volcanoes and the role of water in their origin 
penal ~bj!~.zanr 
06/22/67-03/01/73 FY73: $6.494 TOTAL: $113,915 
Prin Inwll NASA T I F ~  OIIlcer CASE CO,etorv 
Fisher. R. V. H@SM/Bryran, R. P. 32-Gelogical Scl 
HOSM/Allenbu. R. I. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NGL 05-016020 University of California - Ssnta Barbara 1575 
Librational dynamics of  dcformable satellites 
PC"& Ob,isa#ionr 
12/14/67-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $60,202 
P"". hwr. NIISA.Tech. Oflfcer CASE CoI?rov 
Mitchell. T. P. GSFC/Lanilncilster. E.  R. 46-Mech Engr 
(51-850 188-0000) 
NGR 05-010-025 University of California - Santa Barbara 1576 
Investigation of near critical vonex flows 
h"d ob,;rn,;""r 
10/31/68-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $48.665 
P*, hwll .  NASA Tarh Olficrrr Cl SE Carrgory 
Bossel, H. H. LARC/Gioss. 8. 8. 41-Aera Engr 
(23-760 126-00M) (23-760 136-13-01) 
NGR 05-010-035 University of Cdifornia - Santn Barbara 1577 
Pre-paleozoic biatas and cnvironmcnts 
P<,iud O t f b i ~ ~ , ~ ~ " ,  
08/01/68-03/01/73 FY73: $35.000 TOTAL: $175,000 
Pr ln  Inn>,. NASA T r h  01ficcr U S E  Cmqory 
Claud, P. E. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 3bGelogical Sci 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NGR OM16062 University of California - S n l a  Barbara 1 1578 
Planetary geophysics 
penal otf@anonc 
03/01/73-08/31/73 i FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $26,828 
Pen. I ~ K I ~ .  NASA Terh 0fl;-r CASE, 'C~~#OW 
Peale. S. J. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 3bGelagical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 05-010-081 University of California - S n l a  Barbara 1579 
Lunar sample analysis 
h d d  ONrgarion? 
02/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: $57,425 TOTAL: $57,425 
Pnn. Inw~l .  NASA Tech. O f l t ~ r  CASE Cn1?10r) 
Tilton. C. R. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-9 10 9 14-40W) 
NGL 05-061-004 Unirersily of California - Santa Cruz 1580 
Geometrical influences on non-radioactive processes in organic 
mo le~u le~  
p f n d  ob;a~,ionr 
06/24/68-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $44,052 
P h .  Inw3,. NASA TI*. O/Jimr CASE Carrgon 
Evleth, E. M. ARC/Rcinesch. R. 12-Chemistry 
(2 1-740 129-0000) 
NGR 05-061-W6 University of California - Santa Cruz 1581 
Chssegrain instrumentation for the Lick Observatory I20 inch 
telescope 
Pedal oa,,sarim, 
04121169-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $199.300 
, . 
Pnn. lnw.fr NAW Tech. Oflfcrrr CASE C O I ~ O N  
Wampler, E. J .  HQ-SG/Otl, E. I. I l-Aaronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(1@850 188-0000) (10-850 188-41-51) 
NGR 05-061-014 University ai California - Sants Cruz 1582 
Publication support for an instrumentation conference at Lick 
Observatory 
P e n d  Obltsrr;"". 
08/30/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $3,440 
Prin, lnrrsr .  NASA Ted. Ofl<crr CASE <:blqory 
Wampler, E. J. HQ-SC/Roman. N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Aucremanne, M.  J. 
(lo-850 188-41-5 I )  
NCR 05-061-015 University of California - Ssnta Cruz 1583 
Infrared instrumentation 
P e n 4  0bl;rnr;mr 
07/06/72-10/31/73 FY73: 1615.627 TOTAL: $15,627 
Pn',,. Inven. NASA T h  Oflicer CASE Cal<fo,y 
Rank, D. M.  HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-55) 
NAS 27059 Ilniversity of San Franriro 1584 
Apollo radiation dosimetry 
Pl,?'d OMll.,l0", 
06/14/72-06/30/74 FY73: $77,131 TOTAL: $92,131 
Prin. Inu~.rt. NASA Tech O/flrrr CASE (bmow 
Benton, E. V. ARC/Trcmur, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(21.970 Y7@21-63) 
NAS 8-26758 University of San Francisco 1585 
Study for heavy particle. passive, personnel dosimetry using etched 
pvrticlrs 
PC,;& oh,@oNm, 
01/21/71-05/18/74 FY73: TOTAL: $61.504 
Pm'o h w ~ , .  NASA Teh. Oflrccr CASE Colc~ow 
Bentan, E. V. MSFC/Parnell. T. A. 13-Physics 
(62-740 114-03-05) (62-742 124-0-2 1) 
NAS 9-12466 Unircrrity of Sari Francisco 1586 
Dosimetry materials 
P t n d  Obl<pltunx 
02/02/72-10/01/74 FY73: $48.000 TOTAL: $120,000 
Pnn. lnvrlr. NASA Tech O/fi<cr CASE Cezaory 
Benton. E. V. JSC/Bailey. J. V. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-5000) 
NAS U-27799 University of Santa Clara 1587 
Study of algebraic methods far analysis and design of attitude 
control systems 
Peed 0bligorion.s 
06/30/71-01/20/74 FY73: $15,486 TOTAL: $56.194 
Pnn. Inn.,l. N l  .TI Tecfi. OfJicer CASE Carepar). 
Siljak, D. D. MSFCjSeltzer, S. M.  49-Engr. NEC 
MSFC/Nurre. G .  S. 
(62-980 W8-54-08) (62-840 186-68-64) 
NGR 6 0 1 7 4 1 0  Universily of Santa Clara 15W 
Extension of Mitrovics method for the analysis and design of 
dynamic systems 
h n d  obrtp,<o", 
01/01/67-11/01/13 FY73: $30.000 TOTAL: $155,896 
Pnn. hrrrl. NASA Tcd. 0fl;cer CASE Catcror), 
Siljak, D. D. ARC/Doolin. B. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
ARC/Meyer. C .  
(21-704 501-03-11) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCR 05-017-019 Uni~eni ty of Santa Clam 1589 
A study of methods lur the production and coofinemen1 of high 
energy plasmas 
Perid obllr.l<oN 
W/12/69-W/01/72 FYI): TOTAL: $116,143 
Pnn. blw.~,. NASA Tech Ofltc<r CASE Colegor,' 
Cheng, D. Y. ARC/Stine, H. 46-Mech Engr 
(21.720 112-02-22) (21-740 129-WOO) (21-740 129-02-22) 
NGR 05-017423 University of Santa Clara 1590 
Studying the applicability of fluidic control technology to  r 
rankine-cycle automotive engine 
Pcnd Oblw#r,on' 
03/04/7&06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $8.750 
Pnn. blrrl. NASA T~rh Olficrr CASE (b!<lory 
Ian, M .  R. ARC/Chirel, D .  46-Mech Engr 
(21-750 125-WW) 
NGR OMl7-027 University of Santa Clara 1591 
Planetary geoiagy-stellar evolution 
h n d  Obl@arionr 
03/31/71-05/31/74 FY73: $116.256 TOTAL: $167,798 
NGR 05017-028 Unhenity ol Santa C l a n  1592 
Use of ultrasonic-Doppler transcutaneous flaw transducers for 
minotaring human cardiovascular performance under centrifuge 
accelerstion 
PC"& obl<~arr.,,z., 
11/24/71-12/14/72 FY73: TOTAL: $8,988 
Pn'n Inwsl. NASA Teh .  O!f<<c, CASE C S ~ W O I )  
Mancini, R. E. ARC/Sandler, H. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970.23-30) 
NGR 05417-029 University of Sanlta Clara 1593 
Study of compwrsible turbulent flow fields 
Perid obl~~arbn' 
12/08/71-01/01/73 FY73: $51.262 TOTAL: $87,967 
Pnn. l,lrrr. NASA 7 e h  Olficrr r j .VF "e!:nr, 
Owen, F. K. ARC/Marvin. 1. G. 41-Aeru Engr 
(21-704 502-07-01) (21-702 768-83-01) (21-790 797-WW) 
NGR 05017-031 University of Sants Clara 1594 
Evaluation of STOL navigation avionics 
P e r i d  ODl@arwns 
05/10/72-05/30/75 FY73: TOTAL: S140,WO 
Pnn. hvrrr .  NASA 7wh. 0,Tjcer CASE Colqor) 
Dunn, W. R. ARC/Hruly. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-760 136-63-02) (21-763 133-17-10) 
NGR 05017-033 University of Santa C l a n  1595 
Study of viscous flaw fields 
~e,rud Obllzarwnr 
W/05/72-08/31/73 FY73: 1642,986 TOTAL: $42,986 
Pnn. Inrsr .  NASA n t ' h  O,T?<rr CASE Cel#gory 
Cheng, D. Y. ARC/Pfyl, F. A.  41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Schwartr. I. R. 
(21-702 768-83-01) (21-704 501-04-01) 
NCR 05017-034 Universily 01 Sants Clara 1596 
Study ultrasonic-Doppler flaw devices lor blood flow monitor. 
ing 
?'end O~@."I!M, 
W/26/72-06/30/13 FY73: $29.155 TOTAL: $29.155 
P"'" h r c r ,  NA58 Tch .  Ofltcer CASE Cairzon. 
Mancini. R. E. ARC/Sandler, H. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 97821-61) 121-970 970-23-30) 
NGR M-0l7-037 University al Santn Clara 1597 
Mapping geology of Mars quadrangle MC-6 Casius 
 id OMigarronr 
01/01/73-12/31/73 FY7): $7.531 TOTAL: $1,531 
Pnn. lnve.rz. NASA R ih .  OJficer CASE Co!qory 
Gmley. R. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, 1. W. 
(10-840 384-8040) 
NAS 2-5608 University of Southern California 1598 
UV inslrumcnt 
Pl,,od OMig.rro,,., 
07/24/69-M/30/73 FY73: 624.888 TOTAL: $957,888 
P"n hw.  NASA Officer CASE Cdlqury 
Judge. D. L. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13.Phyrics 
(21-840 81 I-22-M)) 
NAS 2-6558 University of Southern California 1599 
Pioneer F I G  analysis of ultraviolet experiment 
? < r i d  ODli~nr;"", 
W/01/7 1-0513 1/75 FY73: $51,328 TOTAL: $146,082 
PIill. Inves,. MA- 7 c h .  OJrirrr CASE Cangory 
Judge, 0. L. ARC/Hall. C. F. 13-Physics 
(21-840 81 1-22-00) 
NAS 3-17857 University of Southern California 1600 
Jct noise basic research program 
P~r ind  obliganonr 
06/29/73-06/28/74 FY73: $27.290 TOTAL: $27,290 
~ " n .  lnvrr. NASA l i r h  OJfl<er CASE C ~ I ~ Z Y ~ Y  
Lauler. J LEKC/Dorsch, R. G. 4LAei; Esg: 
(22-104 501-M-01) 
NAS 5-21W5 University of Southern California 1601 
Advanced data compression experiments 
Pen& OM<#ananr 
06/M/70-1013 1/73 FY73: $5,000 TOTAL: $294,162 
Pen. Inwll. NASA TeA. OJfiwr CASE CnlqOrY 
Davisson. L .  D. GSFC/Kutq R. L. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-680 60x43-W) (51-680 160.2852) (51-680 160-WOO) 
NAS 828305 Universily of Southern Californis 1602 
Skylab experiment rnixcd I l l - 2V  crystal growth analysis effon 
ntid obllem#iun$ 
10/19/12-M/30/14 FY7): S47,OW TOTAL: $47,m 
. . . . 
P"". b",,,. NASA Teih OJJT-r CASE cnRg0.T 
Wilcor, W. R. MSFCfAdams, W. R. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 




NAS 8-29847 University of Southern California 1603 NGR 05-018-122 University of Southern California 1610
Study of analytics of crystal growth in space Role of atrial receptors in the control of sodium excretion
Period Obligations Period Obligations
06/05/73-06/05/74 FY73: $25,030 TOTAL:' $25,030 03/24/70-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $55,000
iin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Wilcox, W. R. MSFC/Bannister, T. C. 13-Physics Meehan, J. P. JSC/Jackson, M. M. 51-Biology
MSFC/Facemire, B. E. (72-910 914-51-00) (72-910 914-50-00)
(62-980 975-90-95)
NGR 05-018-138 University of Southern California 1611
NAS 9-6164 University of Southern California 1604 Space flight detector evaluation and general laboratory 
research
Proton accelerator studies on atmospheric constituentsPeriod Obligations
Period Obligations 02/17/70-07/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $66,952
06/01/66-06/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $8,004 02/17/70-07/31/72 FY73:Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Judge, D. L. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
JSC/ 13-Physics HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F.
(72-910 914-14-00) (10-840 185-00-00) (10-840 185-47-83)
NASW 1869 University of Southern California 1605 NGR 05-018-140 University of Southern California 1612
Operation of the Western Research Application Center Experiments in hypersonic turbulent boundary layers
Period Obligations Period Obligations
04/24/69-01/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $837,040 12/31/69-02/28/73 FY73: TOTAL: $24,203
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Ehrenreich, J. W. HQ-KT/Carlson, J. M. 99-Multi-Discip Laufer, J. LARC/Weinstain, L. 41-Aero Engr
HQ-KT/Philips, R. J. LARC/Bushnell, D. M.
(10-250 141-00-00) (10-250 141-93-00) (23-740 129-00-00)
NASW 2360 University of Southern California 1606 NGR 05-018-178 University of Southern California 1613
Regional dissemination center operation in the Western Research Dynamics of rotating-stratified flows with applications 
to the
Application Center Jovian atmosphere
Period Obligations
04/21/72-01/31/74 FY73: $132,808 TOTAL: $452,808 09/11/72-08/01/73 FY73: $37,367 TOTAL: $37,367Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
HQ-KT/Holley, H. L. 99-Multi-Discip Maxworthy, T. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
HQ-KT/Carlson, J. M. HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F.
(10-250 141-93-01) (10-250 141-93-00) (10-840 185-47-81)
NGR 05-018-180 University of Southern California 1614
NGL 05-018-003 University of Southern California 1607 Photon-molecule interaction studies of the atmospheric gases
Role of experiences in etiology of animal and human physiological Period Obligations
and behavioral responses to situational stress in later life 08/31/72-07/01/73 FY73: $26,310 TOTAL: $26,310
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
07/01/73-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $777,168 Judge, D. L. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (10-840 185-47-83)
Henry, J. P. HQ-MM/Belleville, R. E. 51-Biology
(10-870 189-00-00) (21-870 189-52-62) (10-860 866-00-00)
NGR 05-018-181 University of Southern California 1615
Analysis of Pioneer solar wind observations of the interplanetary
NGL 05-018-044 University of Southern California 1608 medium
Multidisciplinary research in the space-related engineering, Period Obligations
physical, biological, and social sciences 10/25/72-09/01/73 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,000
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
06/27/66-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1,000,000 Intriligator, D. S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R.
Bichael, H. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip (10-850 385-36-00)
(10-370 183-00-00)
NGR 05-018-185 University of Southern California 1616
NGL 05-018-118 University of Southern California 1609 Study of the structure of magnetopause using simultaneous OGO-5
Advanced communications techniques magnetic field light ion mass
Period Obligations Period Obligations
10/09/69-06/01/74 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $90,000 06/27/73-06/30/74 FY73: $25,795 TOTAL: $25,795
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Davisson, L. D. GSFC/Kutz, R. L. 45-Elec Engr Intriligator, D. S. HQ-SG/Calahan, H. D. 13-Physics
GSFC/Miller, J. E. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D.
(51-680 602-43-00) (10-850 385-36-00)
45
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CALIFORNIA (Continued) 
NCT OSnlR.ML5 liniverrilv of Southern California 1617 
~ ~ ~. .~ ... . .~ 
-, ~ - ~ -  
UI p r ~ ~ ~ ~ t o r ~ l  P . T ~ ~ _ Y U  u-ldenti in pubia sdrntn.<,ral~un 
wnh crnph.~,~, ~n pollc) de\clupmcnc, mnnagu!abcnl. adm nl\lr.lllvrl 
of large scientific & technological program 
h"d OM~go,;u", 
06126167-08/01/72 FV73: TOTAL: $315,000 
Ptin, b r r r .  NASA Tech. O//iiir CASE Cdrgor, 
Rcining. H.. J r .  HQ-PY/Cartrcr. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-0000) 
NCT 05-018-127 University o l  Southern California 1618 
Training of graduate studenls in  the field of communication 
sciences 
P e n d  0Mwonon.s 
08/I (169-08/01/73 FY73. TOTAL: $191,4W 
Pnn. hwsl .  NASA Ted. O8';crr CASE Cel.ao.a, 
Kapriclian, 2. A. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-370 18160-00) 
NSR 05-018-087 University of Southern California 1619 
Observation of arterial blood oressure of the orimate 
? e n d  Obil~*>i0"3 
07/10/68-11/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $382.548 
Pnn. Inuclr. NASA Tech Olflmr CASE Cu(?goo 
Meehan, 1. P. HQ-MM/Saunders, J. F. 
59-Life Sci, NEC 
(10-980 945-82-61) (10-980 975-82-61) (la870 189-73-62) 
NAS 5-21778 Colorado Shoal of Miner 1620 
Investigation of geological, mincral & water resources in Weslern 
Colorado 
P*,,d Obl<#~r,onr 
M/30/72-03/01/74 FY73: $IW,WO TOTAL: S106,WO 
P r i n  I n ~ l l .  NASA Ted. O//icer CASE Calean 
Reeves, R. G .  GSFC/Stanesifer. G. R. 3bGelogical Sci 
(51-680 641-14-03) (51-680 64-14-00) 
NAS 8-3051 1 Colorado Srhool of Mines I621 
Research in phacc change thcrmal control technology 
P ~ n d  ob;;8a,i.",,r 
11/21/68-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $50,307 
P"". I ~ w s , .  NASA T ~ r h  o//imr CASE carrpor, 
Slermole, F. J. MSFC/Bannister, T. C. 43-Chcm Engr 
MSFCIRichard, B. 
(62.742 124-W-00) (62-742 124-09-26) 
NAS 9-13394 Colorado Sehool o l  Miner 1622 
Geologic, mineral. & water resource investigation in Western 
Colorado using EREP data 
P.,id Obl!~o,;nnr 
05/25/73-12/31/74 FY73: $80,000 TOTAL: 1680,000 
Pn~n>. bve~,.  NASA Tsrh O/j?rrr CASE Cnrrgon. 
Lee, K. JSC/Miller, M. 32-Cielagical Sci 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NCL  MOO1415 Colorado Sehwl of Miner 1623 
Application of remote sensor data to geologic & economic analyses 
of the Bonanza test site 
P.liod Obl<p,,"nr 
03/11/69-03/31/75 FY73: $74,980 TOTAL: 16731,980 
Pnn. lnlrn. NASA T h .  Oflitrr CASE Calrnor~ 
Lee, K .  HQ.ER/Park, A. B. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQPY/Vilale, J. A.  
(10.680 160-75-80) (10-370 183-OC-00) ( la371 340-OUW) 
NAS 1-12106 Colorado State University 1624 
Dcvclopment of data test sets & simul8tiun models for long term 
zonal earth energy budget experiment 
P e t i d  OM<ption.r 
02/06/73-08/22/74 FY73: $20.184 TOTAL: $20,184 
Ptin hvrrl. NASA 7 h .  Ofliar CASE Cmrbwy 
Vonder Haar. T. H. LARC/Sweet, G. E. 31-Atrnor Sci 
LARC/Waerner. C. V. 
(23-680 160-44-9X) 
NAS 2-65115 Colorado Slate University 1615 
Aircraft suppon of aerobiology study 
P c n d  OMigolirnl 
08/16/71-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $27,W0 
P"". ,"w,,. NASA Tro)  Ofl,<o CASE C#rqory 
Adam, D. D. ARClBell. N. L. 51-Biology 
ARC/Sebesta, P. D. 
(21-680 160-75-81) (21-870 189-57-62) 
NAS 2-6615 Colorado State University 1626 
Study plant tumor tisrucs on clinoslats & in  spass envirosmcnt 
P r M  OM&.,i"", 
09/10/71.12/10/13 FY73: 519,000 TOTAL: S38,lW 
Pnn. Inrrr.' NASA re*. Ofl!ccr CASE Ccmwry 
Baker. R. ARC/Tnmor, J. W. 51-Biology 
(21-970 97a21-61) 
NAS 2.73% Colorado Slate University 1627 
Development of wind model far elcvated STOL port configura- 
tion 
P c n d  oMl8ari~1 
01/19/73-07/18/73 FY73: $15.015 TOTAL: $15.015 
P n n  ,,,r,,r. NASA rcEh O//iccr CASE Ca8cpr~ 
Cermak, I.  E. ARCIWempe, T. E. 49-En&?, NEC 
Peterka. 1. A. 
NAS 3-17213 Colorado State University 1628 
Remote measuring of lake ice thickness 
Period ONiganonr 
03/10/73-M/09/73 bY73: $14,261 TOTAL: $14,200 
Pdn. lnwrr NASA rech. 0fir.r CASE C:or<~a". 
Veckers, R. S. LERCIGedney, R. T.  33-Oceanography 
(22-701598-85-00) (22-701 599-85-00) 
NAS 8-26234 Colorado Slate University 1629 
Comparison tests for atmospheric laser Doppler systems 
Perid OMlgdnimn, 
06/16/70-06/30/73 FY73: $5,000 TOTAL: $62,680 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
C O W R A D O  (Continued) 
NAS 626551 Colordo State University 1630 
lmprovcd simulation techniques for turbopump rotating assembly 
dynamics . 
Pend 0bl;bo"unr 
10/21/70-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $19,999 
Pnn. lnnsr. NASA Tcd.  OflWr CASE Carenory 
Childr. D. W. MSFC/Miller, C. 4bMech Engr 
(62-710 128-31-63) 
NAS 8-28590 Colorado State University 1631 
Feasibility of remote evaporation and precipitation estimates 
P<"d Ob,~~..nonr 
05/18/72-09/17/73 FY73: TOTAL: $99.000 
Pm'n l n n r r  NASA Tech O l h r  CASE C~I?IY" 
Sadch. W. Z. MSFC/Turner, R. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Ruff, T. F. MSFC/Cummings, R. E. 
(62-910 933-5600) 
NAS 8-28655 Colorado Stale University 1632 
Feasibility of aircraft surveys for stream discharge prediction 
Perid ouig~rwns 
05/01/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $40,000 
Pen. Inn$, .  NASA Tech O 6 h r  CASE Cnlepry 
Mar rhner, 8. W. MSFC/Sloan. J. C. 39-Enu Sci. NEC 
MSFC/Turner, R. E. 
(62-910 933-8000) 
NAS 829583 Colorado State University 1633 
Wind tunnel investigation of wakes downwind of buildings and 
natural obstacles 
h n d  oble~runr 
05123173-05/23/74 FY73: 628,511 TOTAL: $28.511 
Pnn Inns,. NASA Tkh Oflirer CASE C#(woy 
Cermak. J. E. MSFC/Camp, D. W. 44-Civil Engr 
MSFC/Walkcr, K. W. 
(62-704 501-08-10) 
NAS 9-12972 Colorado Slate Uniwrsity 1634 
Investigation of preprocessing transformation 
&,id OMUJ.IIM, 
06/27/72-06/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: 1671,970 
Pm. lnnll. NASA Tech. Ofleer CASE Cnlwov 
Smith. J. JSC/Dragg, J. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-680 i6C75-56) 
NAS 9-13142 Colorado State University 1635 
Applications of remote senring in  hydrological modeling 01 river 
basins 
Period Obligdrwnr 
09/11/72-08/31/73 FY73: $18,000 TOTAL: $18,000 
pH". lnvcll. NASA Tech. 0fl;crrr CASE CUerory 
StriNler, W. 0.. JSC/Mason, C. C. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-680 160-75-56) 
NGL 06002-063 Colorado State Unirersity 1636 
Stress intensity lactors for surface flawed fracture specimens 
P d d  ouear,."", 
02/17/69-01/01/75 FY73: $13,673 TOTAL: $143,408 
P*. Inwsl. NASA Tech. O,peer CASE Cn,qory 
Smith. F. W. LERC/Misencik, J. A. 4f7Mech Engr 
LERC/Smith, G. 7. 
(22.704 502.22.03) (22-742 124-08-42) (22-742 124-WO) 
NGR 06-002-075 Colorado Slate University 1637 
Metabolic effects of anificial environment 
Perid ob,ig.nionJ 
10/18/68-10/31/73 FY73: $38,000 TOTAL: $203,000 
P m .  lnnn NASA T e h .  Ofliiir CASE C#lqogory 
Jordan, J. P. WS/Holton, E. M. 51-Biology 
WS/Jackson. E. B. 
(53-970 970-71-61) 
NGR Of-002-094 Colorado Stab University 1638 
A thin polymer insulator far Josphson tunneling applications 
hnul ob,;za,lM.r 
04/05/70-05/01/73 FY73: $1,300 TOTAL: $74.552 
NGR WlM2-095 Colorado State University 1639 
Combustion inslability with partial length acoustic lines 
Pntod obllaeria, 
12/02/69-12/01/13 FY73: $29,992 TOTAL: $164.680 
Pnn. lnvrrl. NASA Tcd Ofpc#r CASE Caregory 
Mitchell, C. E. LERC/Priem, R. J. 46-Mech Engr 
(22-704 502-M25) 
NGR M002a9X Colorado State University 1640 
Atmospheric transpon pracesxs as evaluated from Nimbus 11 1 
satellite data 
?*,id ObllKlnlollr 
04/13/70-07/31/73 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $167,787 
Ptin bnsr. NASA Teh O h r  CASE Carrgor) 
ReiLer. E. R. GSFC/Solamonaon, V. V. 31-Atmar Sci 
Vonderhasr, T. H. 
(51-680 16W-51) 
NGR 06602-102 Colorado State University 1641 
Studies of radiation mcarurements from polar and geosynchronous 
salellilc~ 
P c m  0h l ;~~ t ;ow 
C4/23/7C09/30/73 FY73: $46.000 TOTAL: S161,OM) 
Pnn. lnnsl. NASA Trh.  OIJmr CASE Caltgory 
Vonder Haar, T. H. GSFC/Wexler, R. 31-Atmos Sci 
(5 1-680 16644-5 1) 
NGR 06002-112 Colorado State University 1642 
An experimental investigation of hollow cathode discharge stanup 
and operation 
P e t d  0bliKl"lmr 
12/21/7C11/30/73 FY73: $50,541 TOTAL: $136,687 
Pnn. Inrcn. NASA Tcrh. Oflirrr CASE Cnrrgory 
Wilbur, P. J. LERC/Kerrlake, W. R. 42-Astra Engr 
Lockwood. D. L. 
(22-704 502-24-03) 
NGR 06-002-119 Colorado State University 1643 
Mechanism of increased growth of plants Lo lunar samples 
responses 
Petid Ob,!x@llons 
06/21/72-01/31/14 FY73: $53,380 TOTAL: $95,980 
P f i ,  lnrcll. NASA Tcd. Oflicer CASE CaIquv 
Lindsay, W. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-4003) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
C Y ) U ) R A W  (Continued) 
NCR 6002-127 Colorado Slate University 1644 
Investigation of electrohydrodynamic heat pipes 
f ind O N ~ ~ , l 0 " ,  
M/29/71-11/01/73 FY73: $6,275 TOTAL: $24,945 
NCR 06002.128 Colorado State Universily 1645 
Effect of cosmic radiation 
Pwtd OM;kar,m~ 
0813 1172-09/01/73 FY73: $65,OW TOTAL: $65,W0 
P h .  Inw,~,. NASA Tmh. Ofl!mr C l  SE Corrwo 
Lett, J .  T. HQ-MM/Saundcrs, J. F. - 51-Biology 
JSC/Benson, R. E. 
(72-970 970-51-63) (10.970 970-1 1-63) 
NCR 06ML2-147 Colorado Stale University 1646 
Thearctical investigations on plasma processes in the Kaufman 
thruster 
PI"& Obllsanonr 
M/ 14/72-06/22/74 FY73: $27,350 TOTAL: $54,700 
Prin Inue~l.  NASA Ted O!/tctr CASE Calgnrr 
Wilhelm, H. E. LERC/Serafini. J. S. 42-Aslro Engr 
(22-704 502-M-01) 
NCR 06002-166 Colorado Stale Universily 1647 
Course development in space sciences 
Pr"d 0M;~ot;onx 
12/M/72-12/01/73 FY73: $9,288 TOTAL: $9,288 
Pnn. hna. NASA Tcrh O/f<nr CASE Cnl'gw, 
Ogg. J. E. ARC/Winler, D. L. 51-Biology 
ARC/Klein. H. P. 
(21-970 970-24-01) 
NCT 060l2WlZ Colorado Slalo University 1648 




M/O1/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $517,201 
P"n lnnrr. NASA Tech. Oflier CASE Cm(e8ory 
Braganirr, W. H. HQ-?Y/C-nc:, C. H. 99-Mu!:i-Dixip 
(10-370 181-02-00) 
NAS 1-10388 Unirordty of Colorado - Boulder I649 
Development o f  an engineering model spectrometer for an 
ultraviolet atmospheric ozone profile experiment 
hn'd OM+3l;onx 
10/28/70-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $127,387 
Plin. i n r ~ l .  NASA Tcch. OJ/f<cr CASE Cmryurv 
Barth, C. A. LARC/Spiers, R. 8. 31-Atmas Sei 
LARC/Kopia, L. P. 
(23-620 630-WW) 
NAS 2-1298 University o l  Colorado - Boulder 1650 
Mission objective study for a solar probe 
 PI"^ ON~~,,O". ,  
03/01/66-03/01/17 FY73: TOTAL: 64.998 
NAS 5-3931 University of Colorado - Boulder 1651 
Research on Orbiting Solar Obscrvalory /OSOE/ 
Pend OMigerro!ns 
06/25/M-07/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $767.905 
Pnn. lnnrr. NASA T e d .  O f l i ~ r  CASE 
Rense. W. A. GSFC/Staff, W. 0. 13-Physics 
(5 1-850 821-00-00) (5 1-850 821-22-00) 
NAS 5-9307 University of Colorado - Boulder 1652 
Ultraviolet photometer experiment for the Orbiting Geophysical 
Obwrvalorymirrian F/OGO!F,/ 
Perf& Oblr#nrlonr 
03/31/66-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $402,300 
Pnn. hnxr. NASA rib. O/Iiiii CASE Cowroo. 
Banh, C. A. GSFC/Mecse, K. J. 13-Physics 
(51-850 841-WW) (Si-850 841-12-00) 
NAS 5-9327 University of Colorado - Boulder 1653 
Ultraviolet photometer experiment for the Orbiting Geophysical 
Observatory mission E /OGO-E/ 
P I M ~  Obf;~a,iml 
03/31/66-12/31/72 FY73: $7,970 TOTAL: $551.570 
Prh. hvrr,. NASA Tech. 0fli-r CASE Calqorj 
Thomas. G. E. GSFC/Meew. K. J. 13-Physics 
(51-850 841-00-00) 
NAS 5-11363 Univeroily of Colorado - Boulder 1654 
OSO-I pointcd experiment hardware 
Perid ouib.riM( 
06/22/71-12/31/73 FY77: SI.447.000TOTAL: $3,030,593 
P"". Inn,,. NASA TIEh. 0fliii.r CASE C#l<wr). 
Brunner, E. C. GSFC/Donley. J. L.  13-Physics 
GSFC/Scon, D. H. 
(51-850 821-32-W) 
NAS 511405 University of Colorado - Boulder 1655 
Ultraviolet nitric oxide experiment for atmosphere Explorer 
P d d  oM?sa,~o", 
03/17/71-03/15/78 FY73: $140,000 TOTAL: $475,0W 
PrU, I n r s t .  NASA Ted. 0,fieer CASE Ceusan- 
Banh. C. A. GSFC/Findlay, J. A .  31-Atmar ki 
GSFC/Grimes, D. W. 
(5 1-850 852-22-00) 
NGL W M 5 2  Unirersily of Colorado - Boulder 1656 
Theoretical and experimental research program in physics of 
planetary atmospheres 
P<"d obf,a',,<onr 
06/28/66-06/01/74 FY73: $353,365 TOTAL: $2,508,024 
Pen. I n n s r  NASA Twh. Oficer CASE C d W M  
Barth, C. A. HQ-SL/Fellous, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLIHipsher, H .  F. 
(10-840 185-47-83) 
NCL  06003-057 Unirenity of Colorado - Boulder 1657 
Basic research in  solar physics 
P d  Obft8arimc 
09/05/67-08/31/75 FY73: S90,OMI TOTAL: 16488,500 
. . . ,~~~ 
P t i n  lowrr N4SI  Ted. O!p<cr CASE Carcgor) 
ARC/ Il-AMronomy 
(21-840 684-02-00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLQRADO (Continued) 
NGL 06403-064 Unirersily of Colorado - Boulder 1658 
Rocket research program in the ultraviolet airglow and aurora 
of planetary atmospheres 
P<"'a* Ou,##r,m 
11/30/67-08/31/75 FY73: $150,122 TOTAL: $999,122 
PIln lnlrrr. NASA Tech. 0ff;mr CASE CatsaOrV 
Barth, C. A. HQ-SG/Oubin, M.  31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Fellaws, R. 
(10-850 879-11-00) (10-850 879-0-00) 
NCL 06403-200 University of Colorado - Boulder 1659 
Application of space technology to practical problems such as 
those currently facing the mountain sections of the State of 
Colorado 
P e n d  obllprtionl 
07/11/72-04/01/75 FY73: $150.000 TOTAL: $15O,OM) 
Pn'n Inurr,. NASd Ted. Oflkw CASE Cnl~xory 
Ines, J. D. HQ-PY/Vilale, J. A. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(1@371 34000.00) 
NGR 060034l69 University of Colorado - Boulder 1660 
Solar physics research 
Perid Ob1!111irnl 
11/29/67-08/31/73 FY73: $99,969 TOTAL: $767,801 
Pdn. lnn.sr NASA Tech. Officer CA SE Careeorv 
Rense, W. A. HQ-SG/Weldon, I. M .  Il-Astranamy 
HO-SGIOtt. E. J. 
NGR (M003-092 University of Colorado - Baulder 1661 
Analysis of IMP-C data from thr magnctorphsric tail 
P n i d  ouig0,rrns 
I i/O1/68-05/3 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $33,000 
~ n n .  lnwrr. NASA rcch ojfier CA.SE C O ~ ~ ~ O ~ Y  
Speiser, T. W. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. 0. 13-Physics 
HO-SGlSchardt. A. W. 
NGR 06403-127 University of Colorado - Boulder 1662 
Data reduction-coordinated experiments 
P ~ d d  ~ ~ b u f i o n r  
081 18/69-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $467,861 
NGR 06403160 University of Colorado - Baulder 1663 
Point-contad junction detectors 
Penal Ou,g#nonr 
06/17/70-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $50,000 
NGR 06003-176 University ol  Colorado - Boulder 1661 
Rocket research program in stellar ultraviolet astronomy 
PC"& Obll~o,iuns 
12/29/71-12/31/72 FY73: $11,255 TOTAL: $61,255 
Prim. b r r z .  NASA Ted. Offter CASE Cnl?zory 
Lillie, C. F .  HQ-SGjRoman, N. G. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. J. 
(10-850 879-1 1-00) 
NGR 0600>177 University of Colorado - Baulder 1665 
Phatagealogic study of Martian and other surfacc features in 
preparation for analysis of Mariner 71 photographs 
PI"& ou,#a"rn' 
03/05/7 1-0513 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $10,7W 
P h .  Inw5l. NASA Tech. Officer CASE C#rcgory 
Peterson. I.  E. HQ-SLjDwornik, S, E. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-SL/Morris. E. C. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 06403-179 Unireaity of Colorado - Boulder 1666 
OAO-11 data analysis program 
 PI"^ Oui~onunl 
N/07/71-12/31/73 FY73: $22.000 TOTAL: $41,100 
Pnn. lnvcrr. NASA T.rh Oflice, CASE Caregory 
Lillie. C. F. HQ-SGIRoman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/KelsaIl, T. 
(10-850 38541-W) 
N C k  0600>181 Unirerrily of Colorado - Baulder 1667 
Lunar sample analysis 
 PI"^ Oa,,g~,,on., 
06/24/71-0113 1/74 FY73: 622,795 TOTAL: $54,620 
Pn'n Inwsl. NASA Tech Officer CASE Cnlrwry 
Larson, E. E. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
\ LR  WWS-I84 Unirerrie 01 (olarado - Buuldcr IMn 
M~*<lon dcf~n~ttun p l ~ a x u l  (irdnd Tour n~o,,~dn phuto-polar8mc~r) 
1n\csllpsll.3n for uulcr planel* ml$$,on< 
P e a l  oa , ;~~ l , on ,  
C!4/12/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $34,500 
~ n n .  lnverr NASA T h . O f R h r  CASE Cerqnry 
Lillie. C. F. HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 31-Atmar Sci 
HQ-SL/Krller, J. W. 
(10-840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52) 
NGR 06W.1-185 University of Colorado - Boulder 1669 
Planetary radio astronomy team during the mission definition 
phase of the outer planets Grand Tour missions 
PI"& ou!p~l~""s 
07/20/71-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: 1138.600 
Pnn ,nur,,. NA.T.4 Tech OfJccr CASE Cal?#or). 
HQ-SG/ I l-Astronomy 
(10-840 186-68-68) 
NGR 06-@IS19 University of Colorado - Boulder 1670 
Geologic analysis of Martian surface features from Mariner 9 
photography as a basis for systematic geologic mapping of Mars 
P r f l d  D b l l r o l l ~ ~  
05/24/72-05/31/74 FY73: $IS,WO TOTAL: $25,715 
Pm'n. Inursr NASA Tech Ofphr CASE Corqor). 
Peterson, 1, E. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Grlogical Sci 
HQ-SLjAllingham, I .  W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 06003-201 Unirerslty of Colorado - Boulder 1671 
Analysis of data from satellite experiments 
h n d  Ou:~afhn5 
091 11/72-06/01/73 FY73: $131,552 TOTAL: $131,552 
Pnn. h w s t  NASA T r h .  Oylnr CASE Colrgor). 
Thomas, G. E. HQ-SL/Fellowr, K. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLJHipsher. H. F. 
(10-840 384-47-81) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
COLQRADO (Continued) 
NGR W 3 - 2 0 5  University ol Colorado - Boulder 1672 
lan-implanted, epitaxially-grown ZnSe 
f i n d  OW&a,imr 
10/01/72-09/01/73 FY73: $29,985 TOTAL: $29.985 
P h ,  hwr l  NASA Tech Olficrr CASE Calqoq 
Chernow. F. LARC/Hutchby, J. A. 13-Physics 
LARC/Hendrieks, H. D. 
(23-704 502-03-53) 
NGR 06NI3-208 University of Colorado - Boulder 1673 
Energy tranrler in isotropic turbulence 
P d  obn~arionr 
09/05/72-08/01/73 FY73: $20,WO TOTAL: $20.000 
P*. Inwll. NASA r i r h  Ofljrer CASE Cat?gory 
Uberoi. M. S. LERC/Deisrler, R. G 41-Aero Engr 
(22-704 502-M25) 
NAS 5-9883 University ol Denver 1674 
GEOS tracking system camera site 
P<nd ow;x',r;"", 
07126165-01/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $61.675 
Pnn. Inw5,. NASA Ted. 0fltcc.r CACE Carqory 
GSFCl 32-Gclogical Sci 
(51-500 31 1-00-00) (51-630 855-33-03) 
NAS 5-23IYO University of Denver 1675 
Construction of a 31.4 GHz parametric amplilier 
hnnd ouqnru.. 
031 16173-03/16/74 FY73: $16,972 TOTAL: $16,972 
Pnn. ln>v.sr NASA rerh 0 1 ~ 7 ~ ~  CASE Colqry  
Edrich. J. CSFC/Hobbr, R. W. 13-Physics 
(51-850 188-38-52) 
NAS 827277 University of Denver 1676 
Development of explosively bonded TZM wire reinforced by 
columbian sheet composites 
P<"d Obl,r~,lonr 
05/17/71-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $38,410 
Pri" Inurt. NASA Tech 01" CASE Colcgury 
Otto. H. E. MSFC/Rcece. 0. Y. 47-Materials Engr 
(62-740 129-U3-29) 
NAS 8-28216 University of Denver 1677 
Development of techniques for remote sensing of environment 
h n d  ob!~a~,lon' 
02/23/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $63.886 
Pt in  Inw~l .  NASA Tech Oflt-r CASE Carqory 
Howard. W. A. MSFCjPaludan, C. T. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Danicls, J .  L., Jr. 
(62-9 10 933-5000) 
NASW 2358 University a l  Denver I678 
Collection and ilnillyrir of data relating to beneficial changes 
occurring in society 
 PI"^ o~,~.rr""s 
01/28/72-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $40.551 
Pnn. hnn. NASA rrrh. OJficer U S E  Calrrurj 
Kottenatette, J .  P. HQ-KT/Orrick. D. W. 99-Multi-Discip 
(lo-250 141-94-00) 
NASW 2362 Univerriry of Deover 1679 
Collection and analysis of information relating to technology 
transfer and applicalian 
P e t i d  obIig'2,imr 
M/05/72-01/13/74 FY73: $230,000 TOTAL: $475,000 
Pnn, b r r ~ l .  NASA Tmh. Ofltmr CASE Ca!qeT 
Kattenstctte, J. P. HQ-KT/Orriek, D. W. 99-Multi-Discip 
Freeman, I. E. HQ-KT/Carlson, J. M. 
(I0250 141-94-00) 
NGL WW4-078 University of Denver 1680 
Program for the exploitation of  unused NASA patents 
P c ~  Ow~p.,r"n, 
06/18/68-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $300.000 
Prin hrrl. NASA Tcch Ofli-r CASE Ccrwry 
Ezra. A. A. HQPY/Vitale. J. A. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-PY/Quinn, H. 6.  
(10-370 183-00-03) 
NGL 0W4-096 University of Denver 1681 
Extending the universities role in the exploitation of aerospace 
technology 
P r d d  OWignrwnr 
09/08/69-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $2W,WO 
Pn'n lnnsr. NASA Tcrh Ofljjerrr CASE Calrrory 
Blackledge, J. P. HQ-PY/Rcdding. E. R. 41-Acro Engr 
HQ-I/Barncs, R. 
(10-370 183-0000) 
NGR 06004-058 University ol Denver 1682 
Study of hydromagnetic disturbances in the geomagnetic field at 
satellite altitudes 
P e r i d  Ob!;ga8lonr 
05/02/68-04/30/74 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: S98.W 
P"n. bwr, .  NASA T-h. Of lhr  CASE Calrdory 
Patel. V. L. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) (10-850 385-0004) 
NGR 06004660 University of Denrer 1683 
Study of physical processes which govern the dynamics of 
geomagnetically trapped radiation 
hnd  OM&ar,ms 
05/08/68-0513 1/74 FY73: $23.000 TOTAL: $131,WO 
P h .  Inucsr NASA Trrh Ofl<ccr CASE C#mury 
Roederer, J .  G .  HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
(I0850 385-36-00) (I0850 385-00-00) 
NGR 06404068 University of Denver 1684 
Effecl of  pulsed operations on pedormanm of life support system 
components 
PC& Oblt8alon~ 
12126167-04130171 FY73: TOTAL: $51.032 
. . . . 
Pnn. Invesr NASA Terh Ofliiii CASE CoirtWY 
Ross. L. W. ARC/Quattronc, P. D. 43-Chem Engr 
(1C770 127-WW) (10770 127-53-29) (21-970 07012-20) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CO WRADO (Continued) 
NGR 06-004-114 University of Denver 1685 
Infrared observational research program 
P c # d  O b l ~ ~ r ~ o n r  
07/29/71-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $97.300 
Pn'm Inwxl. NASA Tech. OJJker CASE Culqory 
Murcray, D. G. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellaws, R. F. 
(I0850 405-06-01) 
NGR 06004-125 University 01 Dmver 1686 
Space cabin atmospheric environments 
Rnod o b l ~ ~ ~ , ~ m ~ "  
01/22/73-01/14/74 FY73: $19,650 TOTAL: $19,650 
Pn'rz. Inwr,. NASA Teh Olfl-r CASE C#lclury 
Ross. L. W .  ARC/Quallrone, P. D. 12Chemistry 
(21-970 970.22-21) 
NCR 06-004-128 Unirersity o l  Denver 1687 
Quantitalive spectroscopic studies of the 11.3 microns and 21.9 
microns infrared bands of H N O  3 at stratrospheric temperatures 
P C " ~  Obl18DlIollr 
05/23/73-11/30/73 FY73: $11,232 TOTAL: $11,232 
Ptin hwsl .  NASA Tech OJfimr CASE Colvory 
Murcray, D .  G. LARCjRuscell, J. M.. 111 31-Atmor Sci 
(23-680 160-44-64) 
NGT WllW008 Unirorrity of Denver 1688 
Training of grrduvts students in  space-related science and 
technology 
penal Obl~gonlinl 
04/02/63-08/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $430.345 
Pn'n lrw.rr. NASA Trrh Oflkcrr CASE Carqor), 
Evsrs, N .  H .  HQ-PY/Cartcr, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(1C-370 181-WW) 
NSR 06004-063 University of Denrer 161W 
The analysis of informalion on technology transfer 
Penal Obl1p.l~OW 
01/29/68-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,107,250 
P6n. lnvrrl. NASA Trrh O//<er CASE Carrgnry 
Kottcnstelte. J. P. HQ-KT/Giaasman, S. I. 99-Multi-Diacip 
HQ-KT/Carlson, J.  M. 
(10-250 141-WOO) (10-250 141-94-00) 
CONNECTICUT 
NGR M-010-0L2 Fairlirld University 1690 
Investigation o f  energy deposition processes in the upper 
atmosphere, and the interaction between the mesosphere and the 
thermosphere 
Oblig~rronr 
04/24/6z$/30/73 FY73: $9.995 TOTAL: $49.435 
P h .  Inux!. NASA TPEh OI I i i i i  CASE Cot?rary 
McElaney, J. H. CSFC/Heath, D. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51-680 160-44-67) (51-680 160-44-55) 
NCL  07409.003 Ren~selaer Polytechnic Institute - Conn 1691 
Investigation of a quadrupoie ultra-high vacuum ion pump 
 PI"^ obl;g..nun, 
01/24/69-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $80,000 
PIin In*sl. NASA rich. Offer  CASE Catewv 
Schwarz, H. I. LARCfYeager, P. R. 13-Physics 
LARC/Wood, G. M. 
(23-750 125-WW) (23-750 125-24-M) 
NCR 07411-001 Saint Jovph College - Connecticut 1692 
Identification of aromatic hydrocarbons in  spark discharge 
material and geological samples 
? I t i d  Obl~%-~g.ll~", 
05/12/69-l0/31/72 FY73: T O T A L  $2 I ,W 
NAS 8-28734 Uni~ersily of Connecticut 1693 
Materials processing in space, sphere-forming & composite casting 
experiment 
Plnod 0bli11,lM, 
05/24/72-06/18/74 FY73: $20,350 TOTAL: $27.350 
Pnn bfnrr. NASA Trrh O/*r CASE Cor%ory 
Katahis, T. 2. MSFC/Haaemeyer, E. A. 
47-Mnlerialr Ener 
NAS 9-10844 University of Connedicut 1694 
Study of effects of a closed microbial emlogy 
Penal Obl8,rormns 
05/19/70-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $56.000 
Pn'm Invelr. NASA Ted. Ofltcrrr CASE Caregory 
Kenyon. A. J .  JSC/Miearkuc, B. J. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
JSC/McQueen, J. L. 
(72-910 914-50-W) (72-770 127-49-22) 
NAS 9-11575 University of Caaneeliwt 1695 
Development of working methodology to determine and test 
biological activity pf  lunar soil 
Perrod ou,~a,rm' 
01/26/71-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $IO,OW 
Pn'n. Inwsr NASA Ted. Ofljer CASE Cm'gery 
Kcnyon, A. J .  JSC/Holland, J. M.  59-Life Sci. NEC 
JSCIAlerandcr. W. C. 
NAS 9-11941 Unirerrity of Connecticut 1696 
Immunological and physiological effects of microflora in  spacecraft 
environments 
Perk4 Obttp,,"., 
06/17/71-11/30/73 FY7> $30.000 TOTAL: $159,920 
Ptin 1n.r~‘.  NASA T-A. Ofl!<rr CASE Colrxory 
Kenyon, A. J. JSC/Mieskue. B. J. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 970-5 1-25) (72-910 914-51-00) (72-770 127-49-22) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CONNECTICUT (Continued) 
NASW 2307 Univerrily of Connrrtirvl 1697 
Continued operation of the New England Research Application 
Center 
h"d ON@.,i0"5 
01/20/72-06/30/73 FY73: $120,000 TOTAL: $275.000 
PN1. Inuc3l. NASA 7mh. Ollie, CASE Can%or). 
HQ-KT/Carlson, 1. M .  99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-KT/Hamillon. J. T. 
(10-250 141-93-01) (IS250 141-93-00) 
NASW 2516 Unirersity of Connecticut 1698 
Regional dissemination center Operation 
f i n d  
06/28/73-06/30/75 FY73: $13,000 TOTAL: $13.000 
Pnn. Imu5l. NASA Trrh O f i r  CASE Cnrc#orv 
HQ-KT/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-250 141-93-01) 
NCL  07-002-002 Unirersily of Connecticut 1699 
Investigate methodsol reducing sensilivity of sampled data systems 
to parameter variations and disturbances 
P d  Ohfj~#~l0"' 
08/06/62-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $315,890 
Pnn. In"?,,. NASA T d .  Oflicrrr C1 St Caregon. 
Lindorff, D. P. HQ-RE/Kurzhais, P. R. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Creedon, J. F. 
(10-750 125-0600) (10-750 125-19-M) 
NCR 07602-058 Univcroily 01 Connecticut 1700 
Crystal chemistry of tonic conductors 
Perrod Obl~gnz~anx 
08/07/72-08/31/74 FY73: $10.576 TOTAL: $10,576 
Pn'n Invclr. NASA Trch Ojl<cer CASE Calczun 
Wells, A.  F. LERCjAntoine. A. C. IZ-Chemistry 
(22-704 502-05-5 I) 
NAS 9-1 ID25 Wesleyan University I701 
Principal investigator support for laser-ranging retro-reflector 
experiment 
PC"& ohly.,wm 
06/23/70-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $92.200 
Pdn. In"?.ll. NASA T r h .  OIFmr CASE C#tyov 
Faller. J. E. JSC/tlchelman, W. F. i3-Piystcs 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 07-006lW4 Wesleyan Univenity I702 
Ultraviolet energy distribution of galaxies 
 PI"^ 0wldol;""l 
05/05/69-04/18/74 FY73: TOTAL: $14.375 
Pen. lnwrr NASA Tmh. Olfi-r CASE Cotwry 
Page, T.  HQ-SG/Ashworth, C. D. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 831-WOO) (10-850 831-12-00) 
NGR 07-006-006 Wedeysn University 1703 
Far-UV (extra-atmospheric) observations of galaxies from a lunar 
observatory 
h n d  OUibO,,""" 
09/26/69-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $32.550 
P h .  Inns, NASA Tmh Ollinr CASE Cmrrory 
Page, T.  JSC/Konda, Y. I l-Astronomy 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR W-006008 Werleyan Unirersity 1701 
Lasr ranging ground station development 
P e d  Ohlrsallonr 
03/23/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $223,750 
Pdn. Inns,. NASA Tcd. Oljier CASE Careron 
Faller, J. E. HQ-SM/Strickland, A. T. 13-Physics 
(10-810 195-00-00) (10-810 195-43-50) 
NAS S 2 3 W  Yale Uni~orsity 1705 
Ae C. D, and E theoretical investigations 
P m ~ d  OhI!$arinnr 
09/28/7 1-09/22/76 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $60,MX) 
P h ,  lnnlr HASA Tech. Ommr CASE Cflregov 
Walker, J. W. GSFC/Findlay, J. A. 31-Almoa Sei 
GSFC/Grimes. D. W. 
(5 1-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 9-13058 Yale Univcrsily 1706 
Catalysis study far space shuttle vehicle thermal protection system 
materials 
P r r t d  Ohlfgfl8mnxlr 
06/30/72-09/05/73 FY73: $15,100 TOTAL: S75.100 
Pn'n hwsr. NASA Tech. Olfimr CASE Cdtwry 
Rosner, D. E. JSC/Scott, C. D. 43-Chem Engr 
(72-980 908-42-39) 
N C L  W - W W 5  Yale University 1707 
Low-power, low-speed data storage and promssing equipment 
P n i d  ohllss,lon. 
Ol/01/71-03/31/76 FY73: $45.000 TOTAL: $628,M3 
Pdn. In"?sl. NASA Trrh Oflierrr CASE Calqon. 
Barker. R. C. GSFC/Schaefcr, D. H. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFCIStrann. J. P.. Ill 
NCL W-004043 Yale University 1708 
Chemical reactions in the elcctron-volt region 
Period otf,aa,ron, 
l0/26/6549/01/74 FY73: $18,400 TOTAL: $331.910 
Prjn Inw~z.  NASA Ted. Ofltcn CASE Calr$OT 
Cross, R. J., Jr. HQ-SL/Fellaws, R. F. 31-Atmas Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipaher, H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-84) 
N C L  07-004103 Yale University nos 
Definit ion and invsiligalion of the feasibility of geochemical 
experiments 
P~nod Ot;za,;m, 
09/23/69-08/01/74 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $211.574 
Pnm. bvrr, .  NASA Trh .  Ol l i rr  CASE C#rrPv 
Skinner, 6. 1. HQ-SMIBryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-MA/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-09-53) 
NGR W-W4a09 Yale University 1710 
Determination & analysis of properties & characteriaticr of 
extremely small lree living self-replicaling cells 
P * d  Oblidd,,"", 
11/01/6i-10/31/73 FY73: S20.000 TOTAL: $248,708 
Ptim Inw5r NASA Tmh. O l j n r  CASE Co?@? 
Morowilz. H. J. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
CONNECTICUT (Continued) 
NGR 07-004-010 Yale University 1711 
Studies of constitution of planetary interiors and mathematical 
techniques for planetary modeling 
Pc"d DMlgdrlorlr 
11/16/62-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 17.760 
P"n Imwr6. NASA Tech. O m r  CASE Cslqory 
Carter. N. L. HQ-SL/Burk, W. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(10-840 185-WW) 
NGR 07-004-029 Yale University 1712 
Theoretical research in stellar and planetary astrophysics 
Pen& O M < ~ I I ( X I I  
12/10/64-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24,499 
Pnn. I nusr .  NASA Tech Oflj-r CASE Coteur, 
Wildt, R: HQ-PYjRedding, E. R. 13-Physics 
(10-370 183-WOO) 
NGR 07-004-034 Yale Unirersity 1713 
Study of relationship. through geologic time, of  days per lunar 
month t o  growth increments in  fossil and recent molluscan 
shells 
hnul Ob116""0"' 
081 12/65-06/30/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $1 17,WO 
pH". Inu5l. NASA Twh Oflfcer CIS* Category 




NGR 07a04a35 Yale University 1714 
Investigation of the basic foundations of maiers and lasers 
Psrtd Ob,ifolinn.s 
01/02/68- i2/30/75 FY73: 520,000 TOTAL: 5214,902 
Prin Inus,. NASA Twh. Oflter CASE C#rqory 
Lamb, W. E. GSFC/Pultkin, H. H. 13-Physics 
ARCIBillman. K. W. 
NCR 07-004-039 Yale University 1715 
Apalio lunar heal flow studies 
Rnd 0bl;m~;onl 
i2/W/65-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $32.400 
Y"n. Inns> .  NASA Ttrh 0llir.r CASE Col?gur). 
Clark, S. P. JSC/ 32-Gclogicai Sei 
(72-960 942-92-00) 
NCR 07-004-109 Ydo Unirersity 1716 
Ionospheric transport proces\es 
Pen& Ob1,za'lonr 
l1/21/68-03/3l/74 FY73: $32,594 TOTAL: $121,621 
Pnn. Inws,. VASA Tech. Ofl(czr CASE Carrpn' 
Walker, 1. C. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SC/Kavan;lgh. L. D. 
(10-850 188.16-56) (10-850 188-39-52) 
NCR 07M)4-134 Yale University 1717 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pen& oM@all"nr 
01/27/71-02/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 553.200 
Pnn. lnrcrr. NASA Tmh. Ofltcrr C8SE Cor#gory 
Skinner, B. J. JSC/Harris. J.  W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 07-004-144 Yale Unirersity 1718 
Prediction of possible mineralogical and compositional variations 
an the Martian surface 
P#,kd obltnn,;un, 
02/08/71-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $22,069 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA T i h .  Ofltcer CASE Calrgor) 
Skinner. B. J. HQ-SLjAllingham, J. W. 
32-Geiogical Sci 
Orville, P. M. HQ-SL/Morris. E. C. 
(10.840 384-50-80) 
NGR 07-OW146 Yale Uoirersity 1719 
Infection i n  closed ecological systems 
Pen& oaru~z~an, 
03/10/71-02/28/74 FY73: 527,700 TOTAL: 581,700 
Pnn. Invc51. NASA Tech. Ol/lrcr CASE Cmmury 
Evans, A. S. ARC/Mandel. A. D. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(21-970 97021-25) 
NGR 07-004-157 Yale University 1720 
Computative mineralogical composition of Martian surface 
P<"d OMi*.allvnl 
07/10/72-05/01/73 FY73: $28.500 TOTAL: $28,500 
. . . . 
P#n. I n r r 3 r .  NASA Tmh. Ofljmr CASE Colrbun. 
Skinner, B. J. HQ-SLjDwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
DELAWARE 
NCR W002a01 Uelawnw State College 1721 
Research on the specific heat of platinum 
Pen'% Ow~galtvn' 
09/25/69-0313 1/73 FY73: $9,876 TOTAL: 524,767 
Pnn. Inur,. NASA Tech. O/pe<r CASE Caregoo 
Hclmy, E. M. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 13-Physics 
GSFCIPredrnore. R. E. 
NCR 08-002-003 Delaware State College 1722 
Procedure used in measuring bacterial titers in urine sampl-F by 
the luciferaa assay for ATP 
P ~ n o d  ONlgario?,~ 
01/13/72-11/14/73 FY73: $22.942 TOTAL: $34.892 
Pdn. Inwlr. NASA Tech. Ofl<c#r CASE Camon. 
Bush. V. N. GSFC/Pisciolo, G. L. 5 I-Biology 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NCR OLI-002-005 Delaware State College 1723 
Resfarch on the photo dctachmcnt cross section and threshold 
energy of negative ions in carbon dioxide 
Y r n d  obI!zs;""r 
03/16/73-W/30/74 FY73:$22,105 TOTAL:522,105 
Plin lnvrr!. NASA Ted. Ofl<e, CASE Catqory 
Helmy, E. M.  HQ-PY/Pohly, J. C .  13-Physics 
GSFC/Aikin, A.  C. 
(10.371 340-00-00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DELAWARE (Continued) 
NAS 1-12304 Unircrsily of Delaware 1724 
Skyiab earth resources experiment package applicdtion to 
ecological geological and oceanographic investigation of Delaware 
Bav 
P I n d  U~lp~r i"" . ,  
06/05/73-08/19/74 FY73: 635.W TOTAL: 1635,000 
P"n b n s l .  NASA Tlrh. Oflj-r CASE C~IIPD'Y 
Klemas, V. LARC/Jahnron, R. W.39-Env Sci, NEC 
Jordan, R. R. LARC/Whitman, R. I. 
Kinsman, 8. 
(23-960 948-63-85) 
NAS 5-217134 University o l  Delaware 1725 
ERTS-A data user investigation of dynamics of plankton 
populations in upwelling areas 
P e a d  OM,gn,lonl 
06/13/72-07/01/74 FY73: $35,982 TOTAL: $50,982 
NAS 5-21837 University of Delaware 1726 
ERTSA data u x r  investigation of the applications of ecalogical. 
geological and oceanographic ERTS-A imagery of Delaware 
coastal resources planning 
Pernod Ub1;gatbnl 
08/16/72. 12/01/74 FY73: $28,000 TOTAL: $28,WO 
Pnn. lnnsr .  NASA Twh DMinr CASE CCIWO~~V 
Klemas, V. GSFC/Fihelly. A.  W. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
Jordan, R. R. 
Goodman. J. M.  
(5 1-680 641-14-07) 
NAS 9-13344 University of Delaware 1727 
Dynamics of planklon populations in upwelling areas - Skylab 
investigation 
hnd  OH;^‘,,;"", 
03/19/73-06/30/74 FY73: $61,800 TOTAL: $61,800 
Pn'n burrr. NASA Trrh Ofliiii CASE Carrbu')' 
Szekielda, K .  JSC/Bym, Z. 33-Oceanography 
(72-960 948-63-64) 
NGR 08-001-016 Unirorsity of Delaware 1728 
A non-linear integral equation of the Abel type arising from the 
theorv of adsorotion kinetics . ~~ 
P e r i d  Obllpallunr 
W/20/67-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24,902 
Pm.  lnvrrr. NASA Tech Ofljnr CASE Coleory 
Pellicciaro, E. J. HQ-RA/ 21-Mathematics 
(10-740 129-00-03) 
NGR OFWI-029 University 01 Delaware 1729 
Lunar sample analysis 
f i n d  OM*'.l,on, 
02/22/71-01/31/74 FY73: $9.460 TOTAL: $31,960 
Pm'n Inwrt NASA Tech Oflj-, CASE Carefor) 
Glass, B. P. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-M) 
NCT 08001-002 Unirersily of Delaware 1730 
Training of graduate students i n  space-related science and 
technology 
Perid oblr~~,,onr 
03129163-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $177.827 
. . 
~ l i n  ~ n n r r .  NA SA TX~.  ofpcrr CASE cn,csory 
Kiipatrick, F. P. HQ-PYICarter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(ILL370 181-00-W) 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
NAS 5.21892 The Ameriesn University 1731 
ERTS-A data user investigation of ERTS information system 
development far Potomsc River basin natural resources manage- 
ment 
P C o d  OM@.,rm, 
11/03/72-01/01/74 FY73: $62,926 TOTAL: $62,926 
Pn'n h,rrr. NASA Tech Ofliiii CASE Cnrrgoq 
MacLcod. N. H. GSFCIFihelly, A. W. 34-Env Sci, NEC 
(51-680 641- 1448) 
NASR 229 The American University 1732 
Review of national polential for machine intelligence research 
P r n d  OMipriW, 
07/01/6607/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $5.960 
Prin lnrrr l .  NASA ~ e r h  0flker CASE Cntebory 
HQ-RE/ 21-Mathematics 
(10-750 125-00-W) 
NCR 09-003-014 'lhe American University 1333 
Studies of magnetic semiconductors 
P # M d  obh~flrion, 
03/28/6Y-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $IiS,DW 
Pnn. lnw~l .  NASA Tech. 0llrc.r CASE Carcgon. 
Cullen, E. LARC/Long. E. R., JT. 45-Elec Engr 
(10-740 12'-00-M) (25-740 129-00-00) (ILL740 129-03-43) 
NCR 09aOM15 The American University 1734 
Study of emotion and nun-metabolic reinforcers in a muiti-animsl 
environment 
P e n 4  o u t g ~ , ; ~ ,  
07/15/69-1213 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $60,700 
Prin I n ~ s l .  NASA Tech O f i r  CASE Cotnow 
Ferstcr, C. 8. HQ-MM/Bcllevillc. R. E. 61-Biol Aspects 
(10-870 189-52-61) (10-870 189-WW) 
N C L  09-005467 Catholic University 1735 
Study of pulsatile blood flow under bolh normal and adverse 
environmenlal conditions 
P e M d  Obl,~c#~ons 
04/01/69-03/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 93.795 
Prln hw5l .  NASA T h .  Oflice, CASE C n l W r y  
Ling, S. C. HQ-RA/Gessow, A. 41-Aero Engr 
HQ-RAIRoudcbush, W. H. 
(10-740 L29XQ-W) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NCR 09-005Mt Catholic University I736 
Genet ic  studies of hydrogen bacteria & their applicatiorl lo 
biological life support systems 
Petid OhIjgsllonl 
05/04/65-04/01/16 FY73: TOTAL: $163,791 
Ptin Inus?. NASA Tech O/fjer CASE Calrgur) 
Decicco, 8. T. HQ-MM/Saundrrs, J .  F. 51-Biology 
HQ-MM/Coburn, K. R. 
(10-870 189-0040) (21-870 189-54-62) (10-870 189-54-62) 
NCR 09-005-063 Catholic Universily 1737 
Interaction of the solar wind with the moon 
PI?id 0N;prluns 
M/15/69-0513 1/74 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $104,000 
Yrjn b W s L  NASA lid. 0,j'ka CASE C d w w  
Whang. Y. C. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SC/SLhmerling, E. R. 
(10-850 385-3600) (10-850 385-00-00) 
NGR 09UO5-072 Catholic Universily 1738 
Theorcotical inventigatian of mechanism of wluriog in amerphons 
high band gap materials in a reduced environmental pressure 
and under UV  irradiation 
P<"d Oblllnrro", 
12/01/69-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $46,779 
NCR 09-005-076 Catholic University 1739 
Experimental study on weak turbulence 
R r U  06;ipnOr~~ 
11/20/69-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 1,984 
P"n. bn~l. NASA Tr~h.  O/f!c#r CASE Ced<or~ 
Ling, S. C. LERC/Deissler. R. C .  13-Physics 
(22-740 129-00-00) 
NGR 09-005m7 Catholic University 1740 
Detector development for the study of high energy cosmic rays 
P e l i d  Ob,;ol;unr 
09/01/71-08/31/73 FY73: $53,700 TOTAL: $100,673 
Pnn. lnvm. NASA Tech. Oflimr CASE Carrxor) 
Crannel, H. GSFC/Fichtel, C. E. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Kniffen. D. A. 
(51-850 188-46-54) (51.850 188-4651) (51-850 832-12-00) 
NCR 09445498 Catholic University 1741 
Effects of mutation & envirollmenl on selected bacteria 
P l " d  ONl*.,lMI 
10-/25/72-09/30/73 FY73: $20.300 TOTAL: $20.300 
Pn'n l nw~r .  NASA Tech. 0,ficer CASE Carr%or) 
Decicco. B. T. ARC/MacElroy. R. D .  SI-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-62) 
NCR 09-M5d99 Catholic Universily 1742 
Experimental study of the structure of turbulance with intermediate 
range of Reynolds number 
P e d  ONjaarJo", 
09/19/72-10/01/73 FY73: $15,640 TOTAL: $15.640 
Pnn. hwrr .  NASA Tech. Oflie? CASE Cnle8oq 
Ling, S. C. LERC/Deirsler, R. G. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-704 502.M-25) 
NCT 09-005493 Catholic University 1743 
A summer faculty fellowship program in research 
Pend oblgalonr 
12/08/7 1-03/31/74 FY73: $106,358 TOTAL: $211.173 
Pnn. lnlvlr. NASA Ted. 0,j'ter CASE Col<zurr 
Fang. B. T. HQ-PY/Carter, C .  H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NCR 09-050401 Federal City College 1744 
Study of detectors for extremely relativistic particles 
PeMd Ob(trs,;onr 
10/07/69- 1213 1/73 FY73: $49,250 TOTAL: $167,183 
Pnn. bu5r. NASA Twh. Oflie? CASE C O ~ O N  
Whiteside. H. GSFC/McDanald, F. B. I l-Astronomy 
CSt.CiOrmer. 1. F. 
NCR 09-05&003 Federal City College 1745 
Fundamental and analytical investigations of mechanisms and 
phenomena related to spacecraft electrochemical devices 
Perid O M ~ ~ ~ l l o n ~  
. 10/07/69-M/30/73 FY73: $18,262 TOTAL: $80,349 
P"". ,nu,,. NASA Ted. Ojji-r CASE Carrgap 
Nouingham. W. C. GSFC/Halpcrt. G. 12-Chemistry 
GSFC/Henhigan, T.  J. 
(10-371 340-00-00) (51-704 502-25-58) (10-370 183-00-00) 
NCR 09-OS&W Federal City College 1746 
Lunar pyroxene cooling history of the returned lunar minerals 
P e n d  Obl<#nnO", 
06/01/71-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $5,395 
Prtn lnr lr .  NASA Tcd. OlJkcr CASE Calegori 
Ng. G. GSFC/Mundy, J .  R. 12-Chemistry 
(5 1-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 09-05&010 Fedeml City College 1747 
Laboratory investigation of different interstellar bands based on 
the spectra of tetrabenzoporphin 
P r n d  OMi~~no, , .~  
Ol/25/72-02/28/73 FY73: TOTAL: $18,000 
Prin lnw.rl. NASA Tech Oflie#, CASE Cmlrgory 
McDawell, H. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-=/Roman, N .  G. 
(10-850 188-41-57) (10-371 340-00-00) 
NCR 09-050-013 Federal City College 174n 
A~olications of medical information manaeement svlcms 
. . . 
P I N  OMtp#nm 
08/01/72-07/01/73 FY73: $4.914 TOTAL: $4.914 
, , , , 
Pnn. bw5l. NASA Tech. Of/!?#, CASE Caregory 
khwarr, R. A. CSFC/Alterescu, S. 21-Mathematics 
CSFC/Friedman. D. S. 
(5 1-620 402-07-01) 
NAS 5-11191 George Washinglon University 1749 
Study and assembly of OSO-Ill grating spectrometer data 
Rnod OM@~~'O".T 
06/11/69-11/01/79 FY73: $1.482 TOTAL: $17.225 
~ r h .  Inwlr. NASA Tech Ofllmr CASE Co8erory 
GSFC/ 13-Physics 
(51-850 385-38-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NASW 2055 George Washington Univerrily 1750 
To enhance the transler 01 aerospace technology to problem areas 
in biomedicine and the public sector 
PC"& Ob,Tgdr~o,u 
05/20/70.08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $413.558 
~ n n  hw~r. NASA rich. ofljmr CASE cnterory 
Cantor. H. HQ-KT/ 75-Political ki 
(10-250 141-93-W) (10.250 141-moo) (10-250 141-91-00) 
NASW 2444 George Washington University 1751 
Enhancement of aerospace technology transfer to problem areas 
in biomedicine ,and the public sector 
Pen.", ODllgrh 
03/09/73-0813 1/73 FY73: $175,000 TOTAL: %175,WO 
Pm'n Inu<sl. NASA Ted. 0JP-r CASE C#rqogon 
Wright, P. HQ-KT/Harnilton. J .  T. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ.KT/A"ll, L. A. 
(10-250 141-93-02) (10-250 141-94-00) (10-250 141-91-00) 
NGL  09dl0-W8 George Washington University 1752 
Synthesis and spectroscopic properties of rare earth chelates in 
solvents and polymers for optical masers 
R n d  0bl;ml;onr 
05/13/M-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $216,034 
Pn'n m n ( .  NASA Tech Oll"r C l  SE Cal<rog 
Filipeseu. N. GSFC/McAvoy, N. 12-Chemistry 
GSFC/Plotkin. H .  H. 
(51-750 125-WW) (51.750 125~22-08) 
NGL 09-016030 George Washington University 1753 
Multidisciplinary program of  policy studies in  science and 
technology 
 PI"^ 0M;~anua 
09/09/66-08/01/14 FY73: TOTAL: $ 1,737,628 
rnn $ 4 . ~  , d c, ,,., ". < 4~ ,met,,,, 
M.I)J. A L 110-PY Ke<ldnng. t .  H 7'4.1,: Sc., U t C  
. lo-I70 163.00-OUI (Id-2511 1.13-W-IWI ( l t ~ l i l ~  l30.t16.?ll 
NGL 09410-053 Georp Washington University 1754 
Research in  spacr-related areas i n  engineering and applied 
science 
Pnid Obltgotlon' 
12/18/68-06/01/74 FY73: $ISO,OW TOTAL: $750,000 
Pnn.  lnvrr. NASA Ted. O,j'<er C l  S t  Calrgury 
Liebowitz, H .  LARC/Martin, D. J. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Royall. J. F. 
(23-701 599-85-00) (23-760 126-WOO) (23-742 124-W-00) 
NGR 09-010458 Gwrge Washington University 1755 
Study 01 structural reliability evaluation and demonstration of 
aerospiln vehicles 
renod OMfganona 
01/07/70.08/0l/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $42,783 
Pnn. hwf. NASA Tech Offkr CASE Colsrory 
Freudenthal, A.  M. LARC/Leyboid, H. A. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Phillips, E. P. 
(23-760 126-CC-00) 
NGR W10-064 George Washington University 1756 
George Washington University research in acoustics at the NASA 
Langley Research Center 
P e r i d  0N;~ani"nr 
02/M/70-0113 1/74 FY73: %201.4W TOTAL: 5599,548 
Pn'n, Inns, NASA Tsh.  0,finr CASE Ca(cwg. 
Liebowitz, H .  LARC/Shearin. J. G. 41-Aern Engr 
LARCjHubbard, H. H .  
(23-704 501-04-01) (23-762 132-80-01) 
NGR 09-016074 George Washington University 1757 
Joint graduate program in  aeronautics at the NASA bangley 
Rescarch Center 
hn.4 Obliwliunr 
04/06/71-04/30/74 FY73: $135,000 TOTAL: UW,300 
Pnn. h u r ~ t .  NASA Tech OJflrfr CASE Corrrory 
Licbowitr. H. LARC/Muiac, R. W. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-15-82) (10.371 340-00-00) 
NGR 09-010-078 George Washington University 1758 
Joint graduate program in computer-aided structural design 
hnod Obl;~.aliunz 
Ol/O6/72-0113 1/74 FY73: $90.000 TOTAL: $217,000 
Pnn. bvesl. NASA Tmh Ofir CASE Cn!erun. 
Liebowit+ H .  LARC/Fuiton, R. E. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Stephens, W. B. 
(23-704 501-22-01) (23-742 124-08-30) 
NGR 094iO-OW George Washington University 1759 
Lunar sample analysis 
Per;.", Obli~ariunh 
06/21/72-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 133,WO 
P6n. lnwll. NASA Tcd. OJTfccr CASE Careor). 
Waailewski, P. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 09-010-085 George Washington University 17MI 
Aircraft noise reduction research 
P e e d  OMJIOIMI 
02/21/73-0813 1/74 FY73: $150.000 TOTAL: $150,000 
r n n  intr, ,  \ < S A  r?;" 011,tt, c + > t  ( r . r e n n  
I ~ r b u u ~ t r .  I1  LARC, Il.bb4ru. II H. 41. ..\<ro L w r  
(13.701 501-04-01) (!I-704 501-09-02) (21-701 501-29-Ill 
NGR 09-010490 George Washington Unirersity 1761 
international ultraviolet Explorer attitude control research 
hnvd OMlgutiunr 
02/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: $26.200 TOTAL: $26,200 
Ptim. Inwsl. NASA T h .  Officer CASE C0lSg0,Y 
Kahn. W. K .  GSFC/Moore, J. V. 49-Engr. NEC 
(5 i-850 878-21-W) 
NSR 09-010-019 George Washington University 1762 
Series of lectures on exploration of space at NASA installations 
h"d OM~~na", 
06/01/65-07/01/16 FY73: TOTAL: $1,500 
Prin. I n w ~ l .  NAS4 T r h .  Offker CASE CaleSqrY 
Rothrock. A. M.  HQ-PA/ 99-Multi-DirlP 
(LO-030 OIO-W-M)) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DISTRICT O F  COLUMBIA (Continued) 
NSR W01lUI21 George Wshingtan University I761 
Series of lectures on exploration of space 
P."d Oblt~n,im, 
0)/01/65-09/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $4,500 
Pdn. I,lup.?r. NASA Tmh. Olfrrcr CA CE Cblesnr) 
Rothruck, A. M. HQ-PA/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-030 OI000W) 
NSR 09410-027 George Washington Unirersily 1764 
Scientiiic cammunicatian research in  space biology 
Per id  OM~~aliuns 
05/24/6612/31/73 FY73: $382,422 TOTAL: $2,115,538 
. . 
Pn'n inwrl. NASA Tech OITkw CASE Cmqogory 
Schiff, H. I. LERCJBaker, C. E. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Ridiey, B. HQ-MM/Brownstein, H.  S. 
(10-840 193-58-63) (10970 97014-01) (10-870 189-00-00) 
NAS 629778 Georgetown University 1765 
Differential electrophoretic separation of e l i s  and i t s  ellect on 
cell viability 
P r r j d  OM@arlonr 
05/01 173-02/28/74 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $SO,WO 
Prin lnrr.7, .  N I S A  Tech. Ofliiii CASE C~rrgor)  
Leise, E. M .  MSFC/Krupnick, A.  C. 51-Biology 
MSFC/Allen, R. E. 
(62.980 975-9095) 
NGR 09409-024 Ceorgetunn University 1766 
Study of multiple rnalccuiar iurrlsr of enzyme of lcucocytes in 
infection, disease and stress 
P e t i d  Ob!;eoZ;en, 
07/01/68-09/14/73 FY73: $38.030 TOTAL: $135,010 
Prtn h u p r ,  NASA Tech Olllnr CASE Cnl~dorp 
Gray, I. ARCJMandei, A. D. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(21-970 970-21-25) 
NGL W4I I -OM Howard University 1767 
Optical, magnetic and electrical properties of tektites, meteorites 
and other space rriated matcrials . 
P r j d  OMU""Y"I 
Ol/W166-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $168,031 
NGL 09-011-017 Howard University 1768 
Study of neurohumoral cot~tral systems operations in adjustment 
u l  vcnlriculilr performance 
P e n d  Obl~gmronr 
M/25/68-0 11 14/74 FY73: $85,000 TOTAL: $582,398 
Pnn. 1,i"cll. NASA Tech. Ofltcfr CASE Colaor? 
Hawthorne. E. W. ARC/Sandlcr, H .  53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970-21-12) (21-770 127-00-00) (21-770 708-40-01) 
NGI. ~ 4 1 1 - 0 4 6  Howard University 1769 
lnvestigstion of radiation detectors far environmental trace 
elements 
P r r ; d  Ohiigorionr 
M/25/72-07/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $33,131 
~ " n .  ~nw,,  wsr ~ e h .  oflker CASE (utsgury 
Ferguson, G. A. HQ-PY/Pohiy, J. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 340.00-00) 
NCR 09411-W Howard University 1770 
Research in  space sciences 
hnd obI<p,rml 
06/24/65-02/28/74 FY73: $30,359 TOTAL: $291,775 
Prjn. Jnwsr. NASA Ted. Ofl<cc, CASE Caregory 
Thorpe, A. N. GSFC/Menlall. J. E. 13-Physics 
(51.840 185-47-55) (51-850 877-12-00) (10370 183-00-00) 
NGR 09-011422 Howard Univenily 1771 
Low energy activation analysis of geochemical exploration 
Pcn'd OMlwtrunr 
G9/18/69-07/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $27.790 
Pnn. R " c ~ r .  NASA Tech. Olfi-r CASL Cnregory 
Ferguwn, G. A. GSFCJTrombka, J .  I. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Schmadeback, R. 
(10371 340-00-00) (51.810 195-00-00) (10-370 183-00-00) 
NGR (19-011439 Howard University 1772 
Motion and stability of duill-spin satellite 
PeMd 0M;~llrlonr 
l2/29/7142/28/73 FY73: TOTAL: $13,389 
Pnn ,nvrrr. NASA Teh. 0fljc.r CASE cDl(p0,). 
Bainum, P. M. GSFC/Fedor, I. V. 41-Asro Engr 
HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 
(10.371 340-00.00) (51.620 164-76-51) 
NCR 09-011452 Howard University 1773 
lrophulomctry o i  comets 
P e n d  "Mlgarrm., 
05/30/73-06/14/14 FY73: $15.800 TOTAL: $15.800 
Pnn. 1n"csl. N l r r  Tpin Oflie). CASE Cn8qo" 
Kumar. C. K .  GSFCIJackson. W. M.  Ii-Ablronomv 
NGR 09-011-053 Howard University 1774 
Three-dimeosiooal matian and stability o f  rotating space 
station-cable-counter-wcight configuration 
P r n d  oht<~*,.",ir 
05/W/73-06/15/14 FY73: $14,961 TOTAL: $ 14,961 
NGT 09-01 1-001 Huward University 1775 
Training uf predoctural grilduille ~tudenls in  Space rclstcd sciences 
and ~cuhnuiagy 
h r z d  ob,;xo,l",,, 
03/18/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $329.9 13 
Pnn. I,,uc,l NASA Tech O/lvFr CIES Carrbor~. 
Miller, C. L. HQ-PYJCaner, C. H, 99-Multi-Dtscip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NGT 09-01 1-61 Howard University 1776 
Undergraduate research participation program for 10 students 
P<,!d Ohll~d,tan,.‘ 
01/01/73-03/31/14 FY73: $34,983 TOTAL: $34,983 
. . . . 
P ~ i n  Inupr,. NASA Ted. Ofl,cll CASE Carrgu" 
Ueloatch. E. M.  HQ-PY/Chcn. W. T. 59-Life Sui. NEC 
(10.371 340-00-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA 
NCR 10622-001 Bethune-Cookman College 1777 
A study of lagoonal and estuarine processes through the beneficial 
disposal of solid waste 
P < " d  odllgorlonr 
07/26/72-08/01/73 FY73: $19,884 TOTAL: $19,884 
Pnn. law,. NASA T r h  OMinr CASE Cnl<zory 
Poonai, P. HQ.PY/Pohly, J. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
KSC/Norman, R. L. 
(10-980 908-94-24) (10-371 34&00-00) 
NCR 10-015-008 Florida lnslitute of Teehnalogy 1778 
Study of lagoonal and estuarine ccalogical processes 
Pen& Obl@o,rm,., 
0411 1/72-M/30/73 FY73: $65,000 TOTAL: $99.930 
Pm. Inluxr. WAS" Tech. OfPccr CASE Cazqory 
Nevin. T. A. KSC/Lee, W. H. 39-Env ki. NEC 
Lasaler. J .  A. KSC/Gayle. J. B. 
Clark. K .  B. 
(76980 909-64-47) 
NAS 1-9693 Florida Stntc University 1779 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the ares of meteorology 
P c , > ~  Ob;@n,<on. 
03/23/70-03/31/17 FY73: $96.617 TOTAL: $L70.961 
In,t. I ~ I w . ~ ! .  NASA Ted. Oflicrrr CASE Careror) 
Hess, S. K .  LARC/Solfcn. G .  A. 31-Atmos ki 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NCR 10-004-018 Florida Stab University 1780 
Photochemicill transfurmalion 01 acrlalr into algae cell material 
P e n d  O d l ~ . . ~ ,  
11/24/64-0813 1/72 FY73: $IO.WO TOTAL: 5215,580 
Prjn Bwsr. NASA T r h .  Oflfrrr CASE C"zqer, 
Gaffron, H .  HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-64) 
NCR 10-004-041 Florida Slate University 1781 
Microbial activity in  non-aqueous systems 
Pcnd 0bI;rr;onr 
071 17172-091 14/73 FY73: $26,000 TOTAL: $135.700 
P,;n ,nurr. NASA Tcih OJf;cc? CASE Ca,ezrpury 
Larock, P. A. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 5 1-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-64) 
NCR 10404-056 Florida State University 1782 
Infrared absorption from 0.8 to 1.5 microns of NH3, CH4 and 
C02 
 PI"^ 0bl;E~ni""r 
03/25/69-01/31/74 FY73: $26,938 TOTAL: $1W,776 
Pnn. hvelr. NASA Tech. Oflirrr CASE Calsgory 
Hunt, R. H .  HQ-SL/&runk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Pellaws, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-84) (IC-840 185-WOO) 
NGR 10-004-071 Florida State University 1783 
Research relating to isolation and confinement 
P<"d obliprron, 
M/19/72-07/03/73 FY73: TOTAL: $37,000 
~ n n .  hm. NASA Tmh. Oflirrr CASE Calrguo. 
Haythorn. W .  W .  JSC/Feddersan. W. E. 51-Biology 
(72-910 914-51-00) 
NGT 10-OW-UOR Florida State University 1784 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
P I I ~ ~  O b , j ~ # , i i ,  
03/21/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $648,662 
?tin lnnsr  NASA Tcrh Ofljmr CASE Cerrgoo. 
Kcirs, R. J. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H.  99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WOO) 
NGR ltML9-004 Florida Technological Unircrrily 1785 
Study of a diverse coastal ecosystem on the Atlantic coast of 
Florida 
P*dd o b l ~ ~ ~ n o n r  
041 11/72-09/01/73 FY73: $65,000 TOTAL: $85.000 
Pnn. k u 5 r .  NASA T r h .  OfJrrr CASE Colqoo. 
Miller, H. A. KSC/Lee, W. H. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
Sweet, H. C. KSC/Gayle, J. B. 
Ehrhart, L. M.  
(76-980 909-64-47) 
NCR 10-019609 Florida Techmlogleal University 1786 
Solid rockcl crhaurl r;flcclr url csulogy and snvironmsnt 
Period Ob;<x#f<onr 
02/03/73-02/03/74 FY73: $67.660 TOTAL: 567.660 
Pn,t hwsr. NASA T F ~ .  O,T<ccr CASE Cmrgor). 
Nimmo. 8. G .  KSC/Lee. W. H. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
KSC/Gayle, J. 6.. Jr. 
(76980 909-62-47) 
NAS 1-5722 University of Florida 1787 
Development and delivery of a fast shutter 
Pen'% Obllg~rronr 
11/01/65-11/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $9,864 
Prin lnrcl l .  NASA Tpch. 0fli-r C I S E  Colcsor). 
LARC/ 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-740 129-W00) 
NAS 8-15U University of Florida 1788 
Study of age deteriorinion ol gasket materials installed in simulated 
launch vehicle hardware 
P#Md 0bI;~~n;"nr 
02/01/66-02/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $5.363 
. . 
Pnn. lnvrrr. NASA Tech. O f l k ~ r  CASE COlrgarY 
MSFCj  42-A~tro Engr 
(62-9 10 931-9X-00) (62-740 129-00-00) (62-910 933-9X-003 
NAS 8-10247 llnivenity of Florida 1789 
Study of age detcriaration of gasket materials installed in simulated 
launch vehicle hardware 
P W d  oblrEano,r? 
06/28/65-06/30/76 FY73: TOTAL: $29,408 
P,;". rnWr,. WAS" ' r ~ ~ h .  oflr-, CASE ( b r e z n ~  
Patterson. E. P. MSFC/Schcll. J. T. 12-Chemlstv 
(62-910 933-5000) (62-910 933-31-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA (Continued) 
NAS 8-26832 University of Florida I790 
Computer ilnalysis and design of sample data autopilots 
P e e d  Obi~gar~onx 
06/22/7 1-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $35.000 
Pnn lnncr.  NASA Tech 0fli-r CASZ Calerororr 
MSFC/ 41-Aero Engr 
(62-980 908-52-08) 
NAS 9-11436 Uni~ersity 01 Florida 1791 
Southern Hemisphere celestial atlas 
P ~ d d  Oblir~bo,l"nr 
11/24/70-09/15/12 FY73: TOTAL: 1615.700 
Pn" bwr, NA.7" r<<h. Ofl<<<r CASf C a r q o ~  
JSC/Kondo, Y. I I-Astronomy 
(72-910 914-14-00) 
NAS10-1255 University of klorida 1792 
Feasibility study on explosive effects of liquid propellants 
P d d  0bl'g'glron.s 
04/22/64-%/3U/73 FY73: $21.978 TOTAL: $634,619 
Pdn. l n v l r .  NASA rich. OJ/,<II CASE Cotwry 
Farber, E. A. KSC/Deese, J. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
KSC/Atkins, J. R. 
(76980 909-64-09) (76-980 908-62-09) 
NASIO-7791 University of Florida 1793 
Services & material to rcscarch & write a narrative history o l  
the JFK's Spa- Center Apallo launch facilities & operations 
P e r I d  Obllrantdnr 
10/15/7 1- i0/01/73 FY73: $49,589 TOTAL: 199,189 
Pnn. bwr! .  NASA Tech O/Pmr CASE Lolrlory 
Lomask. M .  KSC/Russo. J. F. 73-History 
Bcnron, C. D. KSC/Hawkins, G. M .  
(76-950 953-3600) 
NASLfb8OSI University of Florida 1794 
Study-space shuttle thermal protection system condition 
Pend Obl!~alonr 
06/29/72-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $74,400 
Pnn. l ,~nrr M SA '7-h. Oflicer CASE Carrgary 
Farber, E. A. KSC/Joroian, A. E. 49-Engr, NEC 
Hsieh, C. K. 
Yang. C. K. 
(76-980 908-62-32) 
NCL 10605-005 University of Florida 1795 
Multidisciplinary program of research in space-related sciences 
and technology 
P r i d  otf;z'7,runr 
11/01/63-06/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $1,800,000 
PHn. Inwsl. NASA T c h .  Oflicer CASE Cnlqory 
Grinter, L. E. HQ-PYIRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Diwip 
(10-370 183-WOO) 
NCL  IO-005-00X University of Florida 1796 
Theoretical atmospheric physics 
Penal Obl,g~nonr 
06/04/M-04/30/76 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $414.460 
Prim. lnwrl. NASA Tech. OfP~fr CASE C n m o r y  
Green. A. S. HQ-SL/Fsllows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. 
(10.840 185.W00) (10-840 185-47-81) (10.850 188-00-00) 
NCL  10-005-022 University of Florida 1797 
Gas solubilities and lransport properties in  fuel cell rlecrrolytes 
P < " d  Oh,<~Cl"", 
02/14/66~08/01/72 FY73: $33,404 TOTAL: $230,615 
Pnn. l n r r r  NASA re<+. Ofltcw CASE Corrgory 
Walker, R. D., Jr. LERC/Earter, R. W. 43-Chem Engr 
(22-704 502-25-53) 
NCL  10-005-039 University of Florida 1798 
Investigation of structures with the field ion microscope 
P e n d  ObbO"U", 
031 14166-02/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $221,259 
Pnn. Inv#ll. NASA Tech OJficer CASE Col#wry 
Hren, J .  J .  LERC/Lsd. R .  A. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Grimes, H.  H.  
(10-740 129-00-00) (22-740 114-03-02) (22-740 129-00-00) 
NGL 10-005-049 Uni~ersity of Florida 1799 
lnvertigalian of spectra in the vacuum UV and soft X-ray 
icgian 
P e l i d  Ohirza!~on~ 
03/24/66-02/28/74 FY73: TOTAL: $123,900 
PHn. b w ~ r .  NASA Ted. OIhhhh CASE Cdrqon 
Schneider. R. T. HQ-SG/Oenei, G. K .  49-Engr, NEC 
Campbcll. H. D. LERCIFordyec, J. S. 
(10-850 188-00-00) (23-740 129-00-00) 
N C L  10605-080 Unirersiiy of Florida I800 
Electrotransport in  thin films 
P e r i d  0NIBnrIrn1 
03/22/68-04/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $143.273 
Prtn lnvrrr. NASA Teh.  O f i r  CASE Colwury 
Hummel, R. E. LERC/Lad, R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
Guy, A. G. 
(10-740 129-00-00) (22-740 129-03-42) (22-740 114-03-02) 
N C L  10-005-089 University of Florida 1801 
Experimental investigation of a uranium plasma 
P I n ' d  obl;g#rionr 
01/30/68-12/01/78 FY73: $8O,MX) TOTAL: $486,795 
Ptin l n r c r r .  NASA Twh. Oflfcer CASE Camno 
Schneider, R .  T. HQ-NS/Thom, K .  13-Physics 
LARClHohl. F. 
N C L  10-005-127 University d Florida 1802 
Experimental investigation of round turbulent jet exhausting into 
a subsonic cross flow 
PC* Ohlir#,!onr 
12/16/69-10/01/74 FY73: $20.180 TOTAL: $ I  18,077 
P"". 1""ell NASA T N ~ .  O/fi<t, C1.7E Cm>e8ory 
Fearn. R. L. LARC/Margason, R. J. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Shaw, C. S. 
(23-702 760-62-01) (23-760 721-56-1 1) (23-760 721-WOO) 
NCR 10-005057 Unirersily 01 Florida I803 
Studies of electroenaphalographic patterns 
P c " ~  mtwLro*r 
05/23/68-12/31/73 FY73: S71.250 TOTAL: $279.470 
P f i .  Inrrsl NASA Terh Oflicer CASE Carqobory 
Webb, W. B. ARC/Anliker. J. E. 69-Psych, NEC 
(21-970 970-21-52) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FLORIDA (Continued) 
NCR lM05-169 University of Florida 1804 
Lightning studies 
PC"", Ob;~g#no,. 
01/15/73-01/14/74 FY73: $9,414 TOTAL: $9,414 
. . 
Pnn. I,lw.~r. NASA T e ~ h  Ofliiir CASE CY(<ZUV 
Uman. M.  A. KSC/Taft, P. D. 3 l-Atmos Sci 
Chenette. E. R. KSCjCarraway, A. J. 
NCR 1M5-176 University of Florida 1805 
Analysis of Jupiter data tram the RAE-I satellite 
+'end "bilrnllanr 
06/27/73-06/30/74 FY73: $16,414 TOTAL: 91b.414 
Pn'n br<sr. NASA T d .  Olfic,#r CASE Camow 
Carr, T. D. HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D. K.  11-Aatronumy 
HQ-SGjRoman, N. G. 
(10-850 385-41-00) 
NCR 1811115-182 University of Florida IXU6 
Fundamcntsl studies on electrulyle matrix processiog 
P r r l d  Obl~zananr 
06126173-0813 1/74 FY73: $33,726 TOTAL: $33,726 
. . 
Prj,~. Inrpr,. NASA T r h  OIPrrr CASE YEal<gory 
Walker, K. D. LERC/Soltis, D .  G. 42-Aslro Engr 
(22-7M 502-25-53) 
NCI. IIMO7-010 University of Miami 1807 
Multidisciplinary rexarch in space sciences 
Prrnd OMI8a!mmz., 
02/28/66-10/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1,100,000 
Prtn lnrrrr NA.T.4 re<&. OJJIctr CASE Cnrqor? 
Man, E. H. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-PY/Quinn, H. B. 
(ILL370 183-00-00) 
\C;K IO-WJ7-OU8 Lni*r t r i l> of hliami 1808 
K c x ~ r i h  the ln\l~t..lc .,I \ lo lc ;~ l~r  i.\.,I~oon in thc .:nuul 
JI C n r l r u r ~ r n c r ~ ~ ~  and Pl~ncur !  Llcnir., 
Pr,!d Oh;?g.rionr 
06/09/M-09/30/72 FY73: $160,000 TOTAL: $1,142,040 
Prin. blvclr. NASA Te'rrh. Ofl?ccr CASE Corr#ory 
Fox, S. W. HQ-SL/Yaung, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
N(:R 10.007-052 University o l  Miami 1809 
Study of optical activity in the content of prebiolugical chem- 
istrv 
P r n d  obllrallo,,, 
02/27/68-09/30/73 FY73: $25.000 TOTAL: 5146,MO 
Pn'n I n r r ~ l .  NASA Tech Olfler CASE Cale,ton. 
Harada, K .  HQ-SLIYoung, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NCR 10-007-054 University of Miami 1810 
Comparative studies of the organic and inorganic chemistry. 
mineralogy and petrology of the earths crust, the meteorites, and 
lunar rocks 
find 0bI ;z~r ;on~ 
02/27/68-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $SI,IOI 
Pnn. hrprl. NASA Twh. 0fl;cr.r CASE Cm?w"y 
Muller. G. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(10-870 189-00-00) ( Is840 192-55-62) (10-870 189-55-62) 
N(;R 18007-070 University of Miami 1811 
Analytical accounting of the process of organizing and administer- 
ing NASA, 1961-1971, and the implicatiocls for US clalional 
interests and purposes 
PeMd 0bi;lar;uns 
W/13/68-11/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $150.000 
Pnn. Inrpcr. NASA Tech. 011"" CASE CnteEorun. 
Harvey, M .  1. HQ-PYjMorris. J. D. 76-Sociology 
(1CL370 183-00-00) 
NCR 10-007-088 University a l  Miami 1812 
Lunar aarnplc analysis 
Penad ob,;E#ni"nr 
02/17/11-01/31/74 FY73: $35,WO TOTAL: $136.300 
Pnn. l n ~ r r .  NASA T d  Olficrr rA.% Calqow 
Fox, S. W. JSC/Harris. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 10-007-089 University of Miami 1813 
Research studies basic to the US purpose of promoting interna- 
tional cooperation in space 
rend obligarionr 
09/l7/7~08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 18.089 
Pnn. Inw~c.  NASA Trrh Olflwr C A E  Cotego"' 
Harvey. M. L. HQ-I/Frutkin, A. W. 75-Political Sci 
HQ-PYfMorris, J. D .  
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NCR 10-007-097 Unirerrity of Miami 1814 
water immersion study 
P d d  0 b l l ~ ~ ~ ; o " l  
06/08/72-07/01/74 FY73: $20.000 TOTAL: 545,WO 
Pdn. l r l r s r .  NASA T ~ r h .  O f l t c ~  CASE Colaon 
Epstein, M .  JSC/Leach. C. S. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-970 97CL51-16) (72-910 914-51-00) 
NCT I(CMt7-077 Llnivernily of Miami 1815 
Predoctaral training 01 students in areas af science, technology 
& apace, in international affairs 
Prr;d  Obl~~o%ullon.r 
M/21/69-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $53.100 
Pr;n Inresl. NASA Trrh 0fljr.r CASE C#leor). 
Harvey, M.  L. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. YY-Multi-Discip 
(10-310 181-00-00) 
NSR 10-007-087 University 01 Minmi 1816 
Annotated survey and analysis of documentary and ilnalyticirl 
materials relating to technology transfer 
Y m d  Ob;!aoltonr 
07/07/70-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 548,600 
Pnri I?zrn. NASA Tech Offlcrr CASE C#lcrnn. 
Harvey, M.  L. HQ-KT/Carlsan, J. M.  99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-KT/Philipr, R. J. 
(IC-250 141-OC-00) 
NASlh2948 University of South Florida 1817 
Educational symposium 
P d d  Obllglrnun~ 
10/01/65-01/01/16 FY73: TOTAL: $9.661 
Pnn. Inw3Z. NASA Tech. Off& CASE CGIW?N 
HQ-FE/ 99-Multi-DiSClP 
(10-030 OIO-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
FU)RIDA (Continued) 
NGR 10-WS028 University of South Florida 181.3 
Elastic plate apallatian 
Pen',", OMka8iOn.r 
031 1817 1-09/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $18.978 
Pn'n lnnlr  NASA Tcd. Ojficer CASE Cmrqory 
Oline, L. W. LARCfHayduk, K. J. 49-Engr. NEC 
LARC/Thamson, K. G. 
(23-742 124-09-30) 
NAS 9-1 1872 University of West Florida 1819 
Remote sensor data 
n n ' d  o ~ i ~ t r u n ~  
06/30/71-W/ 10172 FY73: TOTAL: 638.300 
Prtn l n n s r  NASA r e ~ h .  Oflimr CASE C#l#ury  
Edmisten, J. A. JSC/Fuller. C. E. 53-Other Medical 
JSC/Barnes. C. M .  
(72-680 160-75-75) 
GEORGIA 
NGL 11601-009 Emory University 1820 
S t d y  of cardiovascular adaptation during long-term weightless- 
ness 
pen,", OMlp,l",u 
051 i2165-M/30/76 FY73: $29,000 TOTAL: 16472,179 
. . 
Pnn. bwl l .  NASA Tnh Ojjt-r CASE Calcgnry 
Popovic, V. P. WS/Holton, E. M. 51-Biology 
(53-970 970-71-61) (10-870 189-OC-00) (53-870 189-54-62) 
NGR ll-001-012 Emory University 1821 
Effects of gravitational stimuli on sleep and vestibular function 
Period OM<wl8un~ 
06/01/65-12/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $566,038 
. . 
Pn'n Inno. NASA Tech. Oflimr CASE Cal#lurr 
Perachio, H. A. ARC/Winter, D. L. 61-Biol Asprcts 
(10-870 189-00-00) (10-870 189-52-62) (21-870 189-52-61) 
NGR ll-001-016 Emory University 1822 
Histopathological & histochemical study of subhuman primates 
P c n d  06ligl?,io,rr 
02lUOl32-02/28/74 FY73: 670,WO TOTAL: 16555,812 
Pn'n I,,ra. NASA 7 ~ r h  Oflirsr CASE Cairbor) 
Bourne. G .  H .  ARC/Winter, D. L. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
NCR 11601-045 Emory University I XU 
Vestibular influence on sleep in non-human primates 
Pen& OY~gllnons 
10/07/71-10/01/73 FY73: $57,004 TOTAL: 16115,488 
Pnn. Inn,l. NASA Tech. O/lmr CASE Colrbory 
Perachio, A. A. ARC/Anliker, J. E. 5 I-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-53) 
NCT IbWCW5 Emory University 1824 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space related sciences 
& lcchnology 
P l o d  ob,;slrrionr 
03/12/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $197.1 16 
Pr;,?. ln>e3<. NASA 7ih 0,fic~r CASE Curegun 
Lester, C. T-  HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 I X I - ~ o ~ )  
NAS 1-11267 Georgia lnrtilute of Technology 1825 
Study of complex permitt ivity measurements during high 
temperature recycling of apace shuttle antenna windows and 
dielectric heat shield materials 
Penal Ob,;r~,!onr 
12/20/71-12/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $64,956 
P,;" ,nn.,,. NASA nib. o / n z r  CASE cn'sreror). 
Bamar, S. H., Jr. LAKC/Gilreath. M. C. 45-Elec Engr 
Bassett. H. L. LAKC/Croswell, W. F. 
Gorton, C. W. 
(23-750 115-21-01) 
NAS 2-6340 Georgia Institute uf Technalagy 1826 
Hovering rotor potential now theory 
Penal Obl<xn<iun> 
02/12/71-02/11/74 FY73: TOTAL: $1 12,844 
, , . . 
P r i n  ,over,. NASA T r h .  Oflk?r CASE Cnlcbu?~ 
Wu, I. ARC/Morse, H. A. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-760 136-9X-W) (21-760 126-W-W) (21-760 126-9X-00) 
NAS 3-15383 Georgia lnrlitute 01 Trrhnoiogy 1827 
Lubricant solidification study 
Pr,;d ohli~e,,on, 
04/16/71-07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $8,199 
P.n lnverl. NASA l i b .  Oflfcer CASE Camor? 
Winer, W .  0 .  L E R C / J O ~ ~ S .  W. R.. Jr. 46-Mcch Engr 
(22-760 126-61-14) 
NAS 8.11242 Georgia Institute o l  Technology 1828 
Nonequilibriurn kinetics 
Pdod "Mld0"Y"' 
06/01/66-07/01/77 k'Y73: TOTAL: 65.000 
NAS 8.11389 Georgia lnrlitute o l  Technology 1829 
Determiniltion of dynamic fluid pressures 
P e n d  Obl<rc,;"nl 
06/01/66-07/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $3.005 
~ n r i  l n w r  xrsr r e d .  oj/ker CASE cornor, 
MSFC/ 13-Physics 
(62-9 10 933-50-00) 
NAS 8.16658 Georgia Institute ol Technology 1830 
Ennh entry neutral atmospheric model (50-200km) 
h n d  Obl,g#,lonl 
Ol/l4/71-11/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $48.647 
NAS 8.27375 Georgia Institute of Technology 1831 
Design, fabrication and delivery of an image forming l ight 
modulatur with nssacisted cquipmcnt required for operation 
P e d d  Ohllgariorl.5 
05/25/71-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $79,823 
Pnn. hnlt NASA lech 0,Jjccr CASE Collgor? 
Shackelford, R. G. MSFC/Kerr, J. H. 42-Astro Engr 
MSFC/Burke, H. D. 
(62-975 974-1 1-02) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA (Continued) 
NAS 8-27681 Georgia lnrtilute of Techmlagy 1832 
Study of  electro-optic materials technology 
Pend ON@arIm.s 
06/21/71-11/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $20,000 
. . . . 
Pnn. Inu5,. NASA Ted. Oflfce, CASE Cazqory 
Shackelford, R. G. MSFC/Kerr, J. H. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Pillr, E. H. 
(62-500 150-22-17) 
NAS 8-28148 Georgia Institute of Technology 1833 
Study of mathematical modeling of communisations syslems 
transponders and receivers 
Perid ON~r~,ionr 
12/02/71-\2/Ol/72 FY73: TOTAL: $48,964 
P"n Inwlr  NASA Tech. Oflimr CASE Cal%#ry 
Walsh. J. R. MSFC/Kerr, J.  H. 45-Elee Engr 
MSFC/Smith. H. F. 
NAS 8-28215 Georgia Institute of Techmlagy 1834 
Design, fabrication & delivery of an engineering model fiber-optics 
detector 
Pend ON@mYnr 
12/20/71-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $19,986 
Pnn. ! n u .  NASA T f d .  Oflkr CASE Colrduly 
McSweeney, A. MSFCIKerr. J. H. 45-Elec Engr 
Shackelford. R. G. MSFCISmith. H. F. 
NAS 828591 Georgia Instilute of Technology 1835 
Development of a coherent high scnnner 
h"d obl~pno,,.? 
05/09/72-10/08/73 FY73: TOTAL: $73.855 
Pn'n I n ~ s r .  NASA Tech. Olflmr CASE Carqory 
Callor. W .  R. MSFC/Kerr. J.  H. 45-Elcc Engr 
MSFCISmith H F 
NAS 8-28735 Georgia Instilute of Technology 1836 
Experiments on sphere farming & composite casting 
P<dd ONya,lonr 
05/16/72-06/18/74 FY73: $38,000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Pr in  lnuc5,. NASA Ted. Ofl<cer CASE Cnlfwly 
Brown. J .  L. MSFC/Hssemeyer, E. A. 
NAS 8-29860 Georgia Institute of Technology 1837 
Design, fabrication, testing. & delivery o f  electron gun 
Peed obl<p,o,,.s 
06/08/73-12/31/73 FY73: $23,938 TOTAL: $23,938 
Pnn. lnrc.,r NASA Twh. 01lrr.r CASE Cal'pon 
Harl. R. K. MSFC/Kerr, J. H. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Pitts. E. H. 
(62-680 160-75-07) 
NAS 9-10415 Georgia Institute of Technology 1838 
Study of heat rcieclion system 
Period ON@a,ionr 
011 16/7@06/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $96,97 1 
Prin lmwrr. NASA Terh 0,Tlcer CASE Cmwory 
Black, W. 2. JSC/Simon. W. E. 46-Mech Engr 
Wulff. W. 
(72-980 908-41-00) 
NASlll-8375 Georgia Institute of Technology 1839 
Study of computer model development f o r  electrical power 
system 
P e d  Obllgachn, 
06/26/73-12/11/74 FY73: $96,000 TOTAL: E96.m 
Pnn. k ~ x l .  NASA r r rh  Oficer CASE Carqory 
Webb, R. P. KSC/Wright. M. I. 45-Elee Engr 
Debs. A. S. KSC/Boggs. W. H. 
Ray. D. C. 
(76-980 909-64-42) 
NGL 11-002-004 Georgia InstiND of Technology 1840 
Theoretical and experimental research program in geophysics with 
emphasis on upper a tmos~here  chemical release nudics 
~ ~ 
h"d Obl<g.,ionr 
09/27/62-05/31/76 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $675.075 
~ n n .  lnwsr NASA r.rh ofljrer CASE cs,qory 
Edwards, H. D. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F .  31-Atmos Sci 
HQSL/Hipsher. H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-81) (10-850 188-00-00) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NCL 11402-062 Georgia lnrtitute of Technology 1841 
Study of  non-linear rarefied gas flows by the discrete ordinate 
method 
n t i d  obt;g.t;, 
02/06/68-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $139,836 
Pa',,. b n r ,  NASA Ted. Ofltee, CASE Cnlcrery 
Huang, A. 6. HQ-RA/Gesnow, A. 41-Aero Engr 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NGL 11-002483 Georgia Institute of Technology 1842 
Application of the Galerkin method in the design of stable liquid 
rocket motors 
Pnwd 0~~g.Conr 
08/01/68-07/01/13 FY73: $14,161 TOTAL: $165,911 
Pnn. ,nu.,,. NASA Tech OD-r CASE Ccmoly 
Zinn, B. T. LERC/P"em. R. J.  41-Aero Engr 
(22-701 502-04-25) 
NGL 11402-085 Georgia Institute ol Technology 1843 
Behavior o f  nozzles and acoualic liners in three-dimensional 
acoustic fields 
f ind obftg#,lor,ms 
0?:18/69-02/28:71 FY73: $29.852 TOTAL: $226,320 
Pnn. In**. NASA Ted. Ofl,ee, CASE Caf?gobo'Y 
Zinn. 6. T .  LERC/Priem, R. J .  46-Mech Engr 
(22-704 502-04-25) (62-710 128-00-00) 
NCL ll-002-096 Georgia Instilute of Technology 1844 
Research on stability of large shells 
PI"&  ON!^‘,,,",?., 
04/04/69-04/01/74 FY73: $28.473 TOTAL: $468,473 
P*. bur5r.  NASA Ted. Ofli?#r CASE Cvlrdobo'Y 
Horton, W. H .  LARC/Petersan. J. P. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-22-01) (23-760 722-00-00) 
NGR Il-W2-081 Georgia lnslitute of Technology 1845 
P h a x  11 engineering systems design program 
Pemd Oblfga#?onr 
05/28/68-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $107.348 
P"". 1nusr N A U  Tch.  Oflrer CASE Ca8wN 
Hansen. A. G. HQ-PY/Vitale, J .  A. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 183-WOO) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA (Continued) 
NCR 1MO2-133 Georgia Instilute of Technology I846 NGR 11-002-166 Georgia institute of Technology 1852 
lnvestigatiansof lubricant rheology as applied to elastohydrodyns- Comparative evaluation of solar fission, fusion and fossil power 
mic lubrication svstems 
Perid ou;*a,;w, Pend ouigarrons 
03/05/71-04/04/74 FY73: $31,W2 TOTAL: $96,123 03/13/73-08/31/73 FY73: $10,305 TOTAL: $10,305 
Pnn. lnvsz. NASA T~ch O/J!er CASE Colsgory P l i n  hw5r NASA T.ih Oflie, CASE Calrbor) 
Wincr. W. 0. LERC/Janes, W. R., Jr. 49-Engr, NEC Clement. J. D. ' LERCjKascak, A. F. 4Y-Engr, NEC 
Sanborn. D. M.  Williams. I. R. 
NGR 11602-145 Georgia lnrlilute 01 Technology I847 NCR ll-002-169 Georgia lnslitub of Technology 1853 
Expluratory investigations of an extra-lerrestial power plant Research on recovery uf fleets based on statistical methods, fracture 
utilizing a gaseous core breeder with M H D  conversion mechanics, and fatigue theories 
Pend OM,lutrunr ,'end oblyla,;uns 
11/15/71-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $44,976 02/09/73-03/31/74 FY73: $12.494 TOTAL: $12,494 
Pnn. Inucrr. NASA Tcrh O I I i i i  CASE (bzrrury Pnn I n v ~ r .  NASA Txh O/J:LW CASE Calrbory 
Kallklz, J .  M. LERCjKascak, A. F. 49-Engr, NEC Hanagud. S. V. LARC/Leybald, H. A. 21-Mathematics 
Williams, J. R. LERC/Ragsdale. R. G. LARCjDavidsan, J. R., Jr.  
Clement 1. D. (23-704 501-22-02) 
(22-720 112-28-20) 
NGR 11-002-146 Georgia Instilute 01 Technology 1848 
The attentuation of radiant energy in seeded hydrogen plasmas 
and experimental study related to the gaseous core nuclear 
rocket 
P r n d  oulbo,runr 
09/10/71-07/31/73 FY73: $32,003 TOTAL: $77,OM) 
Prh. l n r r l  NASA Trrh O/,tt.er CASE Cntsgor.~ 
Williams, J. R. LERCjMasser, C. C. 49-Engr, NEC 
Clement, 1. D. 
Thompson. S. 
(22-704 503-04-01) (22-720 112-28-20) 
NGR 11-002-157 Georgia Institute a1 Technology I849 
Theory of turbulent chemically reacting flows with applicatian 
to supersonic combustion 
P d d  o b l i ~ a , ~ ~ '  
11/01/72-10/01/73 FY73: $32,200 TOTAL: $32,200 
Pnn. Inrxr. NASA rech O d i i i  CASE Cale~ory 
Huang, A. 8. LARC/Evans, J. S. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Andersan, G .  Y. 
(23-704 501-04-03) 
NGR 11-002-158 Georgia Institute ol Technology I850 
Resident fellowship program in computer science 
Period oM@a,b"' 
05/23/72-09/11/73 FY73: TOTAL: $24,631 
Pnn. I n r ~ r .  NASA Tech. O/jc#r CASE Cnlezory 
Tapia. M.  A. LARCJEskew. M. H. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Michaels, T. S. 
(23-770 137-67-02) 
NGR 11-002.159 Georgia Institute 01 Technology 1851 
Nonequilibrium turbulent wall flow by statistical method 
Penal OM@n,lws 
08/01 172-07/01/73 FY73: $18,700 TOTAL: $18,7W 
, , 
Plin. I n r m .  N A U  T h .  O l j r r r  CASE C O ~ C ~ Y W  
Huang, A. B. LARC/Bushnell. D. M. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Harris. J. E. 
NGR 11-002-177 Georgia inslitule of Technology 1854 
Study of slfects of injector geometry on fuel air mixing and 
combustion 
h d d  ou6llpor;uns 
09/01/73-08/31/74 FY73: $18.932 TOTAL: $18,932 
Pnn. InwsZ. NASA Tech O/J!crr CASE Cdregory 
Bangert, L. H. LARC/Boatright. W. B. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCjAndenon, G. Y. 
(23-7W 501-04-03) 
NGT 11602-006 Georgia lnslitule of Technology 1855 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
h n d  0M;lal;unl 
04/13/62-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,322,928 
Prin Inwsl.  NASA T d  OJJtcer CASE Coregory 
Webb. S. C. HQ-PYjCarter. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-W-W) 
NGT ll60tOM Georgia Institute of Technology 1856 
Training u f  prcdoctorai graduate students in  the field of 
engineering design 
P d d  oM@a,un, 
04/20/67-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $288.003 
Pnn. I n v l l .  NASA Tech. O/ficcr CASE Cufc~ury 
Hansen, A. G. HQ-PY/Vitaie, J. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10.370 181-W-00) 
NGL 11-00aw1 M ~ ~ P ~ W X  college 1857 
A research program in atmospheric and astrochemistry 
Period ONipanOns 
05/22/72-06/01/15 FY73: TOTAL: $50,682 
Pnn. l n w .  NASA Ted. OJfirrr CASE Carepry 
Meredeth. C. W. MSFC/Smilh, R. E. 12-Chemistry 
Gayles. J. N. MSFC/Kenl, M .  I. 
(10371 340-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
GEORGIA (Continued) 
NGR ll-008-002 Morehouse College 1858 
Research program in magnetogasdynamics utilizing hypervelocity 
coaxial plasma generators 
penod obl<gipll,ionr 
041 18173-05/31/74 FY73: $23,045 TOTAL: $23,045 
Pnn hull. NASA T r h  011"' CASE Cule~og 
Spight, C. HQ-PYjPohly, J. G .  13-Physics 
MSFCISbriver. E. L. 
NAS 8-29939 University of Georgia 1859 
Calculation of amplitude, p h a s  &ad direction cosines over a 
specified receiver surface of plane wave acoustic rays 
PPrind "b;ir.",l"nr 
06/21/73-12/21/73 FY73: $23,896 TOTAL: $23.896 
Prtn Inus,. NASA Tech On!-, CASE Calwory 
MSFC/ 19-Phys k i .  NEC 
(62-950 953-37-00) 
NASW 2401 University of Georgia 1864 
Computer software management information center uperalion 
Pen& obli*o,mn., 
10/10/72-06/01/73 FY73: $163,286 TOTAL: $163,286 
Pnn. Inva,. NASA Tech. OlJlcer CASE Colcrory 
Park, M. K.  HQ-KT/Carlwn, J. M. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-KT/Phillips, R. J. 
(10-250 141-93-01) 
NGR ll-003-OXl University of Georgia 1861 
Stuckastic systems 
P e t i d  Obliganorrr 
11/11/69-10/06/72 FY73: TOTAL: 550,000 
Pn'n Inwhz  N l s r  T e h .  OjJImr CASE Cn(e80". 
Adomian, G. HQ-RA/Rasenfeld, S. A.21-Mathematics 
(10-740 129-W-MI) (10.740 129-04-20) 
0 
NGR 11-003-033 University of Georgis 1862 
Interpretation of Mars stratigraphy and geomurphology from the 
Mariner Mars 1969 television pictures 
?*,id Obllg#nonr 
06/04/71-04/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15.000 
Prin brrt .  N I S X  Ted. OJ~~RRR CASE C n I ~ o r y  
Herr, N .  HQ-SL/Dwurnik, S. E. 32-Gelogical k i  
HQ-SL/Morria, E. C. 
( I s 8 4 0  384-50-80) 
NGR 11-003-037 University of Georgia 1863 
Interpretation of stratigraphy and geologic mapping of Mars from 
Mariner Mars 1971 tslevision pictures 
 PI"^ Obf~~~lrons 
05/24/72-04/14/74 FY73: $17.000 TOTAL: $32.700 
Pnn. h u r l .  NASA Tech Offlnr CASE Cnlenory 
Howard. J .  H., I l l  HQ-SLIDwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SLjAllingham, J. W. 
(10-840 384-5040) 
HAWAII 
NAS 2-6624 University ol Hawaii I864 
Study of metabolism & energetics in hypogravity 
Penul Obl<p1!0ns 
09/15/71-08/31/73 FY73: $33.000 TOTAL: $57.938 
~ n n .  l n w l  wlsr ~ ~ r h  oflteer CASE ( o , ~ ~  
Sieedl, S. M. ARC/Taketa. S. T. 51-Biology 
ARCISandler. H 
NAS 2-6700 University of Hawaii I865 
Advanced forms of computer cammunicationr networks 
Per& Obll*O"",~., 
11/01/71-08/31/73 FY73: $939,577 TOTAL: $1,47O,WO 
Pri" n,u,r. NASA re*. Oflfccr CASE Cmrgor), 
Litchenbcrger. W .  ARC/Pinle, M. W. 99-Multi-Discip 
Abramson. N. ARCjSmith, M. 
(21-760 366.00-00) 
NAS 511303 Unirersily of Hswnii 1866 
Addit ional  programming and data reduction of uncalibrated 
Stoker parameters 
Per td  ObllganOns 
06/11/67-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $36291 
Pn,z Irlxrr. NASA T r d  OlJlcpr CASE Corrgory 
Wolstencroft, R. D. GSFC/Brandt, J. C. Il-Astronomy 
(51-850 188-38-52) (51-850 385-38-00) (51-850 188-WOO) 
NAS 8-27950 University of Hawaii 1867 
An observational investigation of coronal active regions in suppon 
of the Apolla telescope mount in the first Skylab mission, 
P I l l d  Obl;rn,;onr 
11/03/71-03/02/74 FY73: $36,996 TOTAL: $301,996 
P ~ l n  Inwsl. NASA Tech Ofii-r CASE Cnlrzory 
MSFC/M&uire, J. P. Il-Astronomy 
Orrall. F. Q. MSFC/Gary, A. 
(62-960 996-0040) 
NASW 2326 University of Hawaii 1868 
Design development and lahrication of research equipment 
P r r d  DNip,/'m, 
06/22/72-06/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $258,269 
P"n hwsf NASA red .  OJJTcrrr CASE Cde~ory 
Jefferies. J. T. HQ-SM/Strickland, A. T. Il-Astronomy 
(10-810 383-09-50) (10-810 195-43-50) 
NGF 12-001-102 University of H a w 9  11169 
Acquisition of scientific research facilities 
P l " d  OD,,g.,,on, 
05/12/72-05/31/73 FY73: $17,800 TOTAL: $142,800 
Pnn. lnwll. NASA Tech. Oflie-r CASE COlPrOry 
Jefferies. J. T .  HQ-SM/Strickland, A. T. Il-Astronomy 
(10-810 195-43-50) 
NGL 12-WI.011 University of Hawaii 1870 
Research in coronal and chromospheric physics 
PC& O~&~O,I",Z.' 
11/16/6410/01/74 FY73: S150,WO TOTAL: $2,929,234 
Pnn. lnwsl NASA TI*. Ofiicer CASE Cnrr#ov 
Jefferies. J. T. HQ-SG/Wcldon, J. M. Il-Astronomy 




NGL 12-001-042 University of Hawaii 1871 NGR 12-001-111 University of Hawaii 1878
Performance and capabilities of terrestrial organisms in extreme Facilitation of infrared observations from the Mauna Kea
and unusually gaseous and liquid environments Observatory
Period Obligations Period Obligations
04/14/67-06/01/74 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $351,378 06/14/72-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $28,282
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Siegel, S. M. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology Jefferies, J. T. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 1l-Astronomy
(10-840 192-55-64) HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W.
(10-850 188-41-51)
NGL 12-001-046 University of Hawaii 1872
Research in information transmission & processing NGT 12-001-005 University of Hawaii 1879
Period ObligationsTAL: $166,801 Training of predoctoral graduate students in space related sciences02/16/68-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $166,801 & technology
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Peterson, W. W. GSFC/Morakis, J. 21-Mathematics Period Obligations
(51-750 125-00-00) (25-750 125-00-00) 03/17/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $208,857
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Gorter, W. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip
NGL 12-001-057 University of Hawaii 1873 (10-370 181-00-00)
Research in planetary studies
Period Obligations
05/21/68-06/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $1,476,972 NSR 12-001-019 University of Hawaii 1880
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Design, development, fabrication & installation of a 84 inch
Jefferies, J. T. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I -Astronomy telescope for lunar planetary & stellar observations
Sinton, W. M. Period Obligations
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 185-00-00) (10-840 196-00-00) 06/30/65-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $3,024,796
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Jefferies, J. T. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. ll-Astronomy
NGR 12-001-075 University of Hawaii 1874 HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F.
Research in solar ultraviolet spectroscopy (10-840 185-00-00) (10-840 196-41-81)
Period Obligations
12/09/69-09/30/73 FY73: $250,000 TOTAL: $1,000,421
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category




NGR 12-001-083 University of Hawaii 1875
A high resolution interferometer for planetary spectroscopy NAS 5-21850 University of Idaho 1881
Period Obligations ERTS-A data user investigation of the applications of the Earth
09/14/70-11/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $191,181 Resources Technological Satellite in Idaho
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Sinton, W. M. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. l I-Astronomy 09/27/72-10/01/73 FY73: $33,750 TOTAL: $33,750
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(10-840 196-00-00)" (10-840 196-41-81) Tisdale, E. W. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC
(51-680 641-14-07)
NGR 12-001-097 University of Hawaii 1876
The measurement of infrared sky noise and water vapor
Period Obligations NAS 9-12078 University of Idaho 1882
07/12/71-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $19,366 Development of equation
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Sinton, W. M. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I I-Astronomy 06/28/71-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $20,000
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(10-840 196-41-80) Stewart, R. JSC/Scott, W. 13-Physics
(72-910 924-22-00)
NGR 12-001-109 University of Hawaii 1877
N-heterocyclic compounds role in chemical evolution distribution
in meteorites ancient sediments and as products of spark discharge NGR 13-001-008 University of Idaho 1883
reactions Age-dating of orthogenesis in the clearwater orogenic zone,
Period Obligations Idaho
06/26/72-04/30/74 FY73: $32,575 TOTAL: $62,575 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 10/27/69-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $24,328
Folsome, C. E. HQ-SL/Geib, D. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
HQ-SL/Young, R. S. Reid, R. R. JSC/Morrison, D. A. 32-Gelogical Sci
(10-840 192-55-61) (72-910 914-50-00)
65
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IDAHO (Continued) 
NGR 13-001-014 University o l  Idaho 1884 
Interpretation of a lunar far side area 
P d d  OMirrrlonr 
0611 1173-06/30/74 FY73: $6.847 TOTAL: $6,847 
. . 
Pnn, hwsf. NASA T f d .  OJJimr CASE Calegory 
Hall, W. B. HQ-SM/Bcyson, R. P. 32-Gclogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-0950) 
ILLINOIS 
NGL 14-W4-028 Illinois Institute of Technology 11185 
Numerical solutionr and visual display of flow over aerodynamic 
bodies 
Period OM<zalieu 
09/25/67-11/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $93,644 
P r i n  Inm81. NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Cdrgury 
Loran. Z. LERCITaylor, M .  F.  41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Ragsdale. R. G. 
(22-720 122-WOO) 
NGR 14dW-008 Illinois Institute o l  Technology 1886 
Turbulence coelficirnts and stability studies for the coaxial flow 
of dissimilar fluids 
h n d  Ob,;r@,wnr 
06/11/61-08/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: S812,335 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Ted. OJJi<w CASE Colqogon 
Weinstein, H. LERC/Ragsdale. R .  G. 43-Chem Engr 
Lavan. Z. 
(45-720 122-00-00) (45-720 122-28-02) (22-720 112-28-24 
NGR 1 4 - W 9  l l l i n~ i s  Institute of Technology 1887 
The influence of impurities upon the rate of nickel diffusion in 
lace centered cubic iron 
P e r i d  M i g ~ r ~ m "  
05/13/71-05/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $30,572 
PN.. l n r e . ~ .  NASA Twh. 0fli-r CA .SF Caregory 
Higgins, G. T. HQ-SM/Brysan, R. P. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQ-MA/Pomeroy. J. H. 
(10-810 195-42-67) 
NGT 14-004-002 Illinois Institute of Technology 1x88 
Training of graduate students in  space-related scicnee and 
technology 
Pend Obilro<io"' 
04/11/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $976.808 
Pnn. h w l r  NASA Tech Ojj;<er CASE Colrrsn 
Grad, A. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H .  99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NAS 9-7222 Northwestern Universily 1889 
Ultraviolet stellar astronomy experiment 
Perid Ob,icn,l"nr 
06/30/67-06/00/74 FY73: TOTAL: $1,917,@Y2 
Pn'n I n w ~ l  NASA Ted. OJJiiir CASE Lblczu". 
Ray. J. W. JSC/Mansur, S. R. 11-Astronomy 
(72-960 948-80-80) (72-960 948-80-W) (72-980 905-00-W) 
NAS 9-12280 Northwestern University 1890 
Star study 
h"d OMiR-n,ion, 
11/23/71-01/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $45,5W 
Pnn. h w ~ l .  NASA T h .  Oflfrcr CASE Curgory 
Hynek, J. A. JSCIHenire. K .  G. I I-Astronomy 
(72-910 924-23-00) 
NGL  14-007-016 Northwestern University 1891 
Optical study 
P.nd ob,irm,iar 
02/05/65-05/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $705,863 
Ptin lnvrr.  NASA Tech. Ommr CASE Cfllqory 
Hynek, 1. A. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gclogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-840 185-00-00) (10-810 195-42-64) (10-810 195-00-00) 
NGL  14007441 Northwestern University 1892 
A study of celestial objects of high angular momenta 
h"d Obl!rn,ie"r 
021 18166-04/30/74 FY73: $2O,OW TOTAL: $185.251 
Prtn bm. NASA Tech Ofl8r.r CASE Colqo". 
Huang, S. S. HQ-SG/Boggcrr, N. W. It-Astronomy 
HO-SG/Romsn. N. G. 
NGL  14-0@7+58 Northwestern University 1893 
Research program in administration 
P<"d obllgalonr 
06/04/68-04/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $425,0W) 
Pn'n bwl. NASA Ted. Ofli-r C 1 B  Colerngor). 
Radnor. M.  HQ-PY/Morrir, I .  D. 79-Soc Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Fitzpatrick, J. F. 
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NGL  14407462 Northweslorn University 1894 
Studies and analysis of the management of scientific research 
and development 
h"d OMlga,,~", 
06/27/67-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: SZM.000 
Pnn. Bwl. NASA Tech Of lk r  CASE CdlProrY 
Rubenstein. A. H. HQ-PY/Morris, J. D. 99-Multi-Discip 
Thompson, C. N. HQ-KT/Philips. R. I. 
(10-370 183-WOO) (10-250 143-00-00) 
NGL 14007-081 Northwestern Uni~erdty 1895 
Potential and charge distribution near a metallic interface 
Penal OM!ganionr 
01/21/69-12/31/78 FY73: $ZS,OW TOTAL: $175,0W 
Prf?,. hveaz. NASA Twh. O f i r  CASE WWOV 
Wabcr, J. T. LERC/Lad. R. A. 13-Physics 
LERCjBambakidis, G. 
(22-704 502-01-02) (10-740 129-WOO) (10-740 129-03-40) 
NGR 14-007-048 Northwestern Univerrily 1896 
Devclapmcnl of instrumentation for a study of lunar Sky 
brightness 
Peed Obl~~#l!onr 
07/01/68-01/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: S243,W 
Pnn. I n r r ~ r .  NASA Tech. 0jPe.r CASE Carer"". 
Hynrk, J. A. JSC/Kondo, Y. I l -~stronomy 
(72-910 914-40-W) (10-850 188-WOO) (72-850 188-WW) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NGR 14-M-069 Northwestern University 1897 
Ultraviolet astrunomieal observations with an all-reflecting 
Schmidt telescope 
P*"d Obliplion, 
061 10/68-08/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $108.147 
Pnn. l n r h l  NASA Tech. Olfimr CASE COIPP"~). 
Henize. K .  G. HQ-MT/ I l-Astronomy 
(10-980 945-84-00) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGR 1 4 - W - n l  Northwestern University 1898 
Microwave conductivity of slightly ionizcd gases and elcetramagne- 
tic scintillations 
P l n d  Ob1taorl""r 
02/25/70-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $51,249 
Prin lnvrrr. NASA Tech O//mr CASE Coregory 
Mintzcr, D. GSFC/Stane. R. G. Il-Astronomy 
(51-850 877-12-00) (51.750 125-00-M)) (25-750 125-00-00) 
NGR 1 4 W W  Northwestern University I899 
Effects of surface irregularities and friction on elastohydrodynamic 
lubrication 
Perid Ohllx~~~onr 
10/20/69-01/31/14 FY73: $25,338 TOTAL: $107.976 
Prjn burl. NASA 7-6 OMinr CASE Carrgor) 
Ching. H .  S. LERC/Zaretsky, E. V. 46-Mech Engr 
I.ERC/Andcrmn. W. J. 
NCR 16007-114 Northwerlcrn University 19W 
Study program of the influences of intensity and scale of turbulence 
on emission concentrations in the primary zone of a gas turbine 
combustor 
Pend OM,~~,i"", 
06/01/71-06/14/74 FY73: TOTAL: $47,625 
Pnn. l n w .  NASA Tech. OIIii i i  CASE Celqor, 
Kovih, A.  A. LERC/Grobman, J. S. 41-Acro Engr 
(22-760 126-63-10) 
NGR 14-007-122 Northwestern University 1901 
Time variations of UV emission feature of BE stars 
Penal OMig.r*onr 
08/01/72-0710 1/73 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
?tin I n m .  NASA Trh .  Ofl<cc, CASE CnIcxon 
Bahng. J .  D. HQ-SC/Roman. N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Calahan. D. 
(10-850 385-41-00) 
NCR 1&007-I29 Northwestern University 1902 
Deeision-directed adaptive estimation 
Perid OM~~ozion~ 
tI/Oi/72-10/01/73 FY73: $26,416 TOTAL: $26,416 
~ , h .  rnust. NASA n r h  ojj-r CASE carrron- 
Schacfer, B. M .  LARC/Painter, J. H. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-620 63618-71) 
NGT 14-OM-W4 Northwestern University 1903 





04/03/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $994.509 
Pnn. hrr,,. MAS" Tech. ofler CASE Care80" 
Baker. R. H. HQ-PY/Cartrr, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
( la370 181-OB00). 
NSR 14407437 Northwestern University 1904 
Partial support of the sixth biennial gas dynamics symposium 
Per& oM,~#rro,,, 
07/01/6545/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $2,000 
P"n. !nus< NASA Ted. Ofl<cer CASE C0lrzor)l 
Cambel, A. B. HQ-RR/ 13-Physics 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NSR 14407-050 Northwestern Univehity 1905 
Symposium on manned spacecraft optical astronomy experim- 
ents 
Pen'd Ohlk-allow 
M/O1/66-05/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $3,047 
PNI Inurl. NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Corefnry 
Henize, K .  G. HQ-SG/ Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 188-00-00) 
NSR 14407-103 Northwestern University 1906 
Study of the wmmunications systems of the office of advanced 
research and technology 
Pen& Ohl!~o,;onr 
10/22/70-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $49,957 
Pdn. Inwr< NASA Tech. OJljmr CASE Calfgorp 
Adnor, M .  R. HQ-RM/Brandon. F. D .  99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-RM/Wirnicwrki. R. J. 
(10-705 130-WW) (10-705 13C-06-N) 
NGR 14-008-026 Southern lllinoir University - Carbondale 1907 
Characterization of dcvciopmental physiology of prcviausly 
unstudied life form, obligatcly, hslophil ic blue-green algae. 
aphanathece halathytica 
Ptnnd ObIt~~,i0"5 
05/08/73-05/31/74 FY73: $37.000 TOTAL: $37,000 
Pnn. lnvrn. NASA Tech. O/jc#r CASE Colnvn 
Yapp. J. H. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-64) 
NAS 2-5601 University of Chicago 1908 
Charged particle instrument 
P d a l  0M1garm1 
06/01/69-04/30/73 FY73: $8.992 TOTAL: $1,237,692 
Pnn. I n u ~ t .  NASA Tch.  ODmr CASE Cal<gon 
Simpson, J. A. ARC/Hilll. C. F.  13-Physics 
(21-840 811-22.00) 
NAS 2-6551 University of Chicago 1909 
Pioneer F I G  charged panicle experiment dala analysis 
P c " ~  OM*."z<an, 
08/09/71-07/30/72 FY73: $162.500 TOTAL: $257.275 
Plln Inursl. NASA Ted. OJliiir CASE C~lwury 
Simpson, J.  A. ARC/Hall. C. F. 13-Physics 
(21-840 81 1-22-00) 
NAS 59096 University 01 Chicago 1910 
Cosmic ray electron experiment 
Penal Oblip,lonx 
11/18/M-09/30/73 FY73: $5,000 TOTAL: $1,159,000 
Pnn. Inwzf. NASA Tmh OJlicer CASE CaIfgov 
Meyer. P. GSFCjMeese. K. J. 13-Physics 
(51-850 841-OBW) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NAS 5-9366 University of Chicngo I911 
Law energy-heavy cosmic ray particles experiment for OGO-E 
spacecraft 
Pried oblrzatrunr 
06128166-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $569.175 
Pm. hw$r. NASA rrrh OJflcer CASE CoIqory 
Simpson. J. A. GSFC/Meece. K. J. 13-Physics 
(51-850 841-00-00) (51-850 385-50-00) (51-850 841-12-00) 
NAS 5-11037 University of Chicago 1912 
IMP1 solar panicles radiation experiment 
PI"& 0bl;zonionr 
08/15/67-W/30/73 FY73: $52.000 TOTAL: $675,000 
Pnn. I,,rrrr. NASA rich. 0flkcr CASE Cu,wry 
Simpson, J. A. GSFC/Fercr. B. H. 13-Physics 
Munor, M. G. 
Verma, S. D. 
(51-850 861-52-00) 
NAS 5-11067 Unirerdty of Chicago 1913 
IMP-H&J solar flarc and isotope experiment 
Pr"d OM@o,jmt.% 
0611 1168-08/31/75 FY73: $156.000 TOTAL: $916,WO 
Pnn. Inrrrl. NASA Tech. Olflsr CASE CelrgorY 
Simpson, J. 0. GSFC/Dauis, M.  A. 13-Physics 
(51-850 861-42-00) 
NAS 8-27407 University of Chicago 1914 
HEAOMlSSlON B experiment feasibility study on high energy 
PISE~IL). 
Perid Obl(gsnon3 
06/07/71-04/30/73 FY73: $176,039 TOTAL: $251,039 
Pen. lrivrrr NASA Tech. Ofl(cer CASf: Calnory 
Meyer, P. MSFC/Dabba, I .  R. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran. 1. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 9.7887 University of Chicago 1915 
Measurement and analysis of 2 types of trace elements 
PrrUl OM!w(;ons 
06/25/68-01/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $337.338 
Pnn. lnrrrr .  #AS" Tech. Olfimr CASE Cortxegorv 
Anders. E. JSCJHarris, .I. W. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
02-9 LO 9 14-40-00) 
NAS 9-11691 University of Chicago 1916 
Developmental and operational invrstigalion of an cehelle nebular 
spcctragraph 
Pen& 0Ulaln;onr 
04/15/71-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $47,611 
Pnn. l n r r r  NASA Tfch OfJker CA.Sf: Calnory 
O'Dell, C. R. JSC/Parker. R. A. I l-Astronomy 
ISC/Bonner. G. P. 
172-910 924-23-00) (72-910 914-50-00) 
NGL 1&001401 Unirersity of Chicago 1917 
Investigation of effects of o l a r  wind in interplanetary space 
R,!d OMlb..ons 
08/01/60-07/01/74 FY73: $61,000 TOTAL: $770.372 
Pn" lnrrsr. NASA Tech. O&r CASE Calqoey'y 
Parker, E. N. NQ-SG/Opp, A. G. If-Astronomy 
NQ-SG/Kavanagh. L D. 
(10-850 18846-51) 
NGL 14-001-005 University of Chicago 1918 
High alt i ludc balloon investigations on composition, energy 
spectrum & intensity of primary cosmic radiation at high & 
intermediate geomagnetic latitudes 
PC"& Owao~io,,~ 
05/01/61-10/01/74 FY73: $380,000 TOTAL: $3,607,258 
Pnn. lnwrr. NASA Tech. Ol*er CASE Caegon. 
Meyer, P .  HQ-SG/Opp. A. G. Il.Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavsnsgh. L. D. 
(10-850 188-46-51) (10.850 385-46-00) 
NGL 14-001406 University of Chicago 1919 
Erperimenlal and theoretical studies of energetic particles and 
electrodynamical processes in interplanetary space and in vicinity 
of planets 
PeMd 0bl;wlrrionr 
08/01/61-07/01/74 FY73: $220,MO TOTAL: 63,782,559 
Pa". lnKrr. NASA Tech. OfJ<<rr CASE corqor). 
Simpsan, J. A. HQ-SG/Opp. A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 
(10-850 385-46-0) (10-850 188-46-51) 
NGL 14-001-009 University of Chicago 1920 
Theoretical & experimental investigations of superconductivity 
Pend 0Mllol;un~ 
03/27/63-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $652.000 
~ n n .  I,,WJC. N A . ~  rech. o # i ~  CASE C.,PWW 
Cahen, M .  HQ-NS/Harrison. H. H. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NGL I&Wl4 lO  University of Chicago 1921 
Research and investigetion of origin, age and comporllian of 
meteorites 
Per<% OM1zartms 
0311 1163-03/01/75 FY73: $5,000 TOTAL: $1,042,703 
Pdn l n w r  NASA Tech. Oflfcer CASE Calqo" 
Anders. E. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32.Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pomcroy, I.  H. 
(10-810 383-W-57) (10-870 189-00-00) (10-860 848-00-00) 
NGL  14-Wl-OlZ Unirersily of Chicago 1922 
lnvestigiltions i n  space related molecular biology, including 
consideration of molecular organization of cxtrilterrestrlal 
matter 
Pend OMigrllm, 
06/05/63-02/28/74 FY73: TOTAL: $1,771,136 
Pd,r Invcll. NASA Tech. Ofljrcr CASE CaIcIU'Y 
Moran, H. F. HQ-SB/Jacobs. G. J. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(10-870 189-W00) (1&870 189-57-61) 
NCL  14-001660 University of Chicago 1923 
Study of comet tails by photoelectric spectrophotamclry 
PI& Obl~rmlluns 
05jl8l65-08lOll73 FY73: TOTAL: $147,516 
P,j". ,nnrr. NASA Ted. 0fltc.r CASE Carrgory 
O'Dell, C. R. HQ.SG/Duhin, M .  ~ ~ . ~ s t r o n o m y  
HQ-SGJBaggeaa, N. W. 
(10-850 188-00-00) (10-850 188-45-51) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY P R O G R A M  
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NGL 14-001-167 University of Chicago 197.4 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pen& OM<BB,~O"> 
03129172-01/31/76 FY73: $151,900 TOTAL: 3583.900 
Pnn. hws, WAS" Tech. Olflc~r CASE C#l%orF 
Anders. E. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGL 14-001-169 University of Chicago 1925 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e n d  obllgarronr 
01/19/71-01/31/76 FY73: $50,700 TOTAL: $144,700 
Prtn !llwIl. NASA Ted. Olfimr CASE Celqory 
Clayton, R. N. JSC/Harris. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72410 91440-00) 
NCL  14-001-171 Unirenity of Chicago 1926 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e n d  OMipri0,rr 
01/19/7l-0!/31/76 FY73: S55,WO TOTAL: S212,WO 
Yrt". Illw5l. NASA Tmh Ollirrr CASE Col%or) 
Smith, I. V. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NGL 14-001-258 University of Chicago 1927 
Advanced technical developments in  supporl of scientific 
experiments in space 
P e n d  OM~~anul, 
06/15/73-05/31/76 FY73: $200.000 TOTAL: $200,000 
P,<n n#wz,. NASA Tech On(-r CASE C#lqororl 
Simpsan, J. A. HQ-PY/Rsdding. E.  R. 99-Multi-Dixip 
(10-37 1 340-00-00) 
NGR 14401-008 Unirenity of Chicago 1928 
Meteorolugicai interpretation u f  satellite radiation data 
Per<& "Miparior., 
09/01/70-09/30/73 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $522.000 
~ n n .  ~n,ua,.  NASA T W ~  offl~er CASE (brrgur, 
Fujitil. T. T.  GSFC/Shcak, W. E. 31-Atmas Sci 
(51-680 160-44-51) (51-680 160-44-63) (51-680 160-44-70) 
NCR 14001-135 Uniuerdty of Chicago 1929 
Feasibility of  the alpha scattering technique lor Martian surface 
analysis 
h n d  o b l , ~ a t l u ~ ~  
02/25/69-07/31/73 FY73: $79,500 TOTAL: $384,832 
Pnn. blur,. NASA Trrh Olfimr CASE C#lqor).  
Turkevich, A. L. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, I .  W. 
(10.250 141.93-02) (10-840 185-50-81) 
NGR 14401-147 University of Chicago 1930 
lnterferomctrie high-resolution spectroscopy of optical interstellar 
lines 
Pen& ubi!gnr<onr 
03118l70-12/31/73 FY73: $22,000 TOTAL: $100,306 
. . 
Pdn. Il8wll. NASA Tr ih  Ulflmr CASE ~ n r n u r y  
Hobbs, L. M. HQ-SG/Kelsall, T. i l-Astronomy 
Hn-SGiRoman N G 
NCR 14-001.148 University of Chicago 1931 
Cloud particle size measurements in the atmosphere of Venus 
h r t d  Obltaatlon~ 
08/12/69-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $332.184 
P6". Inw.r!. NASA Tlrh. Olflrer CASE Cnlwo". 
Knollenberg, R. G. HQ-SL/Fellaws, R .  F. 31-Atmos ki 
HQ-SLIHipsher. H .  F. 
(ICbX40 185-00-00) (10-840 185-47-80) 
NGR 14001-164 University of Chicago 1932 
Spectral measurement of the X-ray emission from nonllilrr solar 
active region 
P d d  OM<glg.nn,rc 
05/19/70-W/30/73 FY73: $ISO.WO TOTAL: $449,090 
Pm. I n r s l .  NASA Tech. OJT?<rrr CASE Corrgo". 
Blake, R. L. HQ-%/Weidon, J. M.  Il-Aatronamy 
HO-SGIOertel. G. K. 
NGR 14-001-166 University of Chicago 1933 
Lunar rampie analysis 
P M d  0M;zanUnr 
06/11/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $56,300 
Pnn. kwf t .  NASA Tech O/flccr CASE Cole80". 
Fernilndez-Moran, H. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 14001-173 University of Chicago 1934 
Lunar sample analysis 
Y l , ? d  0hlla.rrlonr 
01/19/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 12,900 
Prin Inrrsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer C4 S E  CarrgoT 
Hafner, S. S. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NGR 14-001-IRX University of Chicago 1935 
Operation of thc OGO-ILL spilcecraft & processing ui Univ of 
Chicago OGO-ILL data beyond prime data life of the space- 
crilft 
P e t i d  OMi@!!m8$ 
02/08/71-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $18,427 
Pnn. k r r ~ z .  NASA Tctb OJTimr CASE Cule~nry 
Simpsan, J .  A. HQ.SG/Hsllcnbeck, D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
(10-850 385-50-00) 
NGR 14401-190 University of Chicago ,;:A 
Opcratiun of an air-borne echelle spectrograph 
h"d OMlaalivn~ 
06/01/71-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $20,000 
Pnn b~w!.  NASA Tech. O f l ~ ~ ~ ~  Cl SE Corc8u". 
Odell, C. R. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. Il-Astronomy 
(lo-850 352.02-01) 
NGR 14-001-193 Unirer~ily of Chicago 1937 
Interactions of heat, composition & motion in upper at- 
mosphere 
Per id  OM&o!lon 
06/01/71-W/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $25,359 
Pnn Illwrr. NASA I r h .  Offirer C l  SE LhlcgorY 
Lindlen, R .  S. GSFC/Theon, J. S. 31-Atmor Sci 
GSFCIWcrlcr. R. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
ILLINOIS (Continued) 
NCR 16001-194 Unirersity of Chicago 1938 
Quantitative spectroscopy of planetary atmospheres 
 PI^ obI~~d"0"' 
07/20/71-02/28/74 FY73: $26,871 TOTAL: $56,857 
. . 
Pnn lnvrr. NASA Tech. O#kr CASE Carcpr) 
Kapian, L. D. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmoa Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F. 
(10-840 384,4741) 
NGR 16001-I96 University of Chicago 1939 
Definition phase of Grand Tour missions energetic particle 
investigations for outer planet missions 
P e r i d  0Mb.rtlal 
06/01/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $48.081 
Pn'n lnvrsr wS.4 74. O m r  CASE Calrlor, 
Simpsan, J. A. HQ-SL/Milz. M. A. 13-Physics 
HD-SI IKeller, J. W. 
NCR 14-001-199 University of Chicago 1940 
Theory of tasks for hierarchical hybrid control systems 
heed OYlgariolr 
061 15/71-08/31/12 FY73: TOTAL: $80,000 
P h ,  hwrr. NASA Tech. Olflmr CASE CO!<XOQ 
Greene, P. H. ARC/ 21-Mathematics 
JPL/Moore, J. W. 
(!h740 129-04-21) 
NCR 14001-203 University of Chicago 1941 
Origin of organic campounds in meteorites 
penad Ouf~ctwrn 
08/i7/71-W/30/73 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $70,000 
~ n n .  ~nwsr. NASA rrrh o1firrr CASE cmrgor, 
Anderr. E. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 3bGeiogicai ki 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NCR 14001-211 University of Chicago 1942 
Far infrared photometry of H I I regions planets using the NASA 
30 cm flying infrared telescope 
Pc6.4 OM~~OOMS 
02/14/72-12/31/73 FY73: $46,994 TOTAL: $67,088 
Prin Inrr~l. NASA Tech. O/flco U S E  Cc!wvr, 
Harper. 11. A. ARC/Maron, R. H. ! !-4strofiomy 
(21-850 352-02-01) (21-980 975-5@01) 
NGR 14001-224 University of Chicago 1943 
Advanced technical devclapment in support of scientific experi- 
ments in  space 
h d d  Ob,!~<,iO", 
06/W/72-06/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $ZOO,WO 
Ptin m v r ~ .  NASA Tech. Ofl<ccr CASE Corcgnrj 
Simpson. J. A. HQ-PYIRedding, E. R. 
19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(10-371 340-00.00) 
NCR 16001-225 University of Chicago 1944 
Physiology of the vestibular system of the squirrel monkey 
Pen.4 ( I b d g d o n r  
05/12/67-06/30/73 FY73: $62.230 TOTAL: $92.230 
Prin, lnrrrr. M S A  Tech Ollrer C l  t Carrgory 
Fcrnandez, C. ARC/Daunton. N. G. 5 I-Biology 
Goidberg. J. M. 
(21-970 970-21-53) 
NCR 14001-227 University of Chicago 1945 
Photometry of galactic and extragalactic far infrared sources using 
the 91.5 cm airborne infrared telescope 
P e e d  OMlgnnMI 
02/27/73-02/28/78 FY73: $85,OW TOTAL: $85,000 
P"". 1nwrr. NASA Twh OLi~nr CASE Corerow 
Htlrper. D. A. ARC/Cameron. R. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Giliespie, C. M .  
(21-850 35242.03) 
NGR 14001-249 University of Chicago 1946 
Physical properties of solar nebula as deduced from chandrites 
P ~ r r d  Obl<#rmn~ 
05/14/73-03/31/74 FY73: $9,790 TOTAL: $9,790 
Pnn. l n v x ~ .  NASA Tcd Olficcr CASE Caregory 
Grossman. L. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geiagical Sci 
HQSM/Pomeroy, J. H. 
(10810 195-42-67) 
NCT 14-001415 University of Chicago 1947 
Training o f  graduate students in  spaa-related science and 
technology 
Perid ObI!~alul!on5 
04/01/62-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,585,743 
Pn'n lnvrr!. NASA :l<rh. O#?<<r CASE Carqo,y 
O'Connell, C. D. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NGR 14-012-004 University of Illinois - Chicago Circle 1948 
Nitrogen chemistry significant to primordial systems 
P r w d  Obl!~tlons 
01/21/66-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $311,000 
Pen. I n w l .  NASA Trch Oflkc, CASE Corqory 
Boyer, J. H. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-870 189-00-00) (10-870 189-55-61) 
NCR 14-012426 Unirerrily of Illinois - Chicago Circle 1949 
Stnss and altered gasceous environments as alternants of immune 
response 
P ~ t d  Obligolionr 
03/3!/72-12/31/73 FY73: $13.700 TOTAL: $38,700 
P"?,. Inurd. NASA Ted. Ofirer CASE Cnlrgory 
Guttman, H .  N. JSC/Kimrey. S. 1. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-15) (72-9 10 914-5 1-00) 
AF306 24144 Universily of Illinois - Urbans 1950 
ILLIAC IV-computer 
P c n d  OM~~.,llo"' 
03/23/66-07/01/72 FY73: $2,985,352TOTAL: $3,385,352 
Prin rmur~. NASA Tech. Oflrcer CASE CalCEov 
ARC/ 21-Mathematics 
(21.760 366-00-00) 
NAS 9-12446 University of Illinois - Urbann 1951 
Treatment of control data in lunar phototriangulation 
? e n d  OYlgnnoru 
02/16/72-01/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: S29,4M 
Prtn. Inns<. NASA Tech O#imr CASE CaJrgoT 
Wong, K. W. JSC/Hill, R. 0. I9-Phya Sci, NEC 
(72-9 10 914-5043) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
1 LLINOIS (Continued) 
NAS 9-12459 liniverrity of Illinois - Urbrna 1952 
Development of a tri-leaflet aortic valve prosthesis 
P # " d  oh,ip,lonr 
02/28/72-03/01/74 FY73: $2O,MM TOTAL: %35.000 
Pnn. lrwsl. NASA Tech Ofliiir CASZ Carego,? 
Karara. H .  M. JSC/Bcndrr, M. J. 44-Civil Engr 
172-250 141-93-02) (72-250 141-93-00) 
NGI. 14-11115474 Univerrity of Illinois - Urbana I953 
Physiological rerporlwr of central vestibular pnlhways and diffuse 
ascending systems to vestibular stinnulation 
P c n d  o*,;r",;"n, 
11/15/65-09/01/73 FY73: $21.067 TOTAL: $931,M4 
pnn. IJ~WS, NASA T ~ C ~ .  UIICL', w .YE careror? 
Ades. H .  W .  LARC/Edge, P. M.. Jr. 52-Clinical Med 
LARCICawthorn. J. M. 
(23-704 501-09-02) (1&770 127-00-00) (23-770 127-49-41) 
NGL 14-005-14 University of Illinois - Urbana 1954 
Research on fluid dynamic and heat transfer problems uf modern 
air breathing prapulsiw systems 
 PI"^ obI!*a,ro,>., 
05123169-05/31/75 FY73: $29.062 TOTAL: $134,994 
Pnn. blwrz. NASA Tech. O,fJ(crr CASE Carc#ory 
Chow. W. L. LERC/Andenon, B. H. 41-Acro Engr 
Korst, H. H. 
(22-704 501-24-06) (22-760 720-03-1 1) 
8 NGR 14-005-002 University of lllinoir - Urbana 1955 
Study of physical properties of ionosphere using satellite radio 
transmissions and theoretical study of wave propagation 
P # H d  otf,~.z,ru"s 
07/09/59-06/30/73 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $1,191,393 
Pan Illw5r. NASA 7.d OII i io  CASE Colqor). 
Yen, K. C. HQ-SGjSchmcrling, E. R. 31-Atrnos Sci 
HQ-SG/Haiicnbeck, D .  R. 
(10.850 385-36-00) 
NCR 14-005-009 University of Illinois - Urbnna 1956 
Study of selected radiation & propagation problems related to 
antennas & probes in magneto-ionic media 
P I H ~  o~fgo,rna,,r 
04/01/65-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $378.884 
Ynn. ,,,wsr. X I S "  re"& O I I i i i  CASK CO,<~",~ 
Dcrchamps, G. A. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG/Opp, A. Ci. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-850 188-0000) (10-850 188-39-54) '(10-850 188-36-57) 
NGR 14-MMIO Unirerrity ol  Illinois - Urbans 1957 
Study of line integralr, surface integrals, volume, centroids and 
moments of inertia for a class uf shells of revolution and for a 
larger class of shells 
P<,Ld ONw#,lonr 
05/29/63-09/61/72 FY73: TOTAL: 69 1,729 
Pdo. l n r r l r .  WASA Tech O!fic?r CASE Cnlesu". 
Worley. W. J. HQ-RR/ 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(10.740 129-0000) (62-910 933-50-00) 
NGR 14-005-013 University of Illinois - Urbans 1958 
Investigation oI electron density collision frequency in the lower 
iunospherr, D & E regions 
P e n d  Ub!ip><ntl~ 
10/01/63-07/31/71 FY73: TOTAL: $1.7 18,202 
Pdn. lnwlr. NASA Trrh U/Ijer CASE Cal<xury 
Bowhill, S. A. HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 31-Atmas Sci 
HO-SG!Eaton. P. T. 
NGR 14-005-138 University of Illinois - Urbanil 1959 
An analysis of film cooling as an alternate prutrstion syslcrn far 
spameraft during atmospheric reentry 
P r d d  OMl~or,onr 
03/20/69-08/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $47,152 
NGR 14-005-144 University 01 Illinois - Urbana 1960 
Determination o f  multiple elrmenl a i r fo i l  geometries f a r  
maximizing lilt coefficient 
Y e n d  OMbalrvrs 
02/16/7&06/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $70,851 
Pnn. bx.rr. NASA Tech. ONiier CASE (b lrgon 
Ormsbee, A. I. LARCIMorgsn, H .  L, 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 741-72-03) (23-760 737-54-10) (23-760 737-00-00) 
NGR 14-005-149 University o l  Illinois - Urbans 1961 
Study of local pressure field in rurbulcnt shear flow and i t s  rrlalion 
to aerudynarnic noise generation 
P#,!d 0 b l ; ~ o I k n ~  
021 10170-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $114,031 
Pnn ln.,cl , 4 5 4  7, h O,!, ., I 4,l <',,,l l, 
Jdrlo. B G I R o h  K 0 46.h4eih I npr 
(12.762 l l?-h0-0l1 (.'?.710 l?>-Wll l l  c22. 'J . l  1?4-~JI-?tl 
NGR 14-005-175 Unirersity 01 Illinois - llrbans 1962 
Study physiology of expectancy and motor preparedness 
P d d  0bI;gorlva 
09/13/71-09/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24,000 
Pdn. Invcsl. NASA Tech Oficrr CA.SE rmrlgor). 
Donehin. E. ARC/Tanner, T. A. 69-Psych, NEC 
ARC/Leifcr, L. 1. 
(21-970 97621-52) 
NGR 14-W5-176 University of Illinois - Urbana 190; 
Investigation of the atmosphere of Jupiter by studying the 
ammonia feature at a wavelength of l.26cm 
P I " ~  0b;~~all""r 
05/22/72-0l/3 (174 FY73: TOTAL: $18,969 
P"". ,nwrr NASA Tcd. O U k r  CASE Carraer? 
Diehel. J .  R. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. I I-Astronomy 
(10-840 196-41-82) 
NGR 14005177 University of Illinois - Urbsnv 1964 
Studies of local pressure and velocity fields in  large scale ~ubsonic 
facilities, including simple jets & variable by-pass jets, and their 
relation to aerodynamic noise generation 
P ? " d  0b;laonunl 
05/25/71-06/15/74 FY73: TOTAL: $47,500 
Pnr bwrl NASA Tech. OI,;<lc CASE Calrgan 
Jones, B. G. LERCjKarchmcr, A. M ,  41-Acro Engr 
(22-760 126-63-10) 
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NGR 14-005-181 University of Illinois - Urbana 1965 
Rocket studies of the lower ionosphere 
Per;d "blig.rw,,.r 
08/01/71-07/31/12 FY73: $480,000 TOTAL: $765,000 
P M .  In*.,,. NASA Tclh Oflker CASE Cor~gororr 
Bowhill, S. A. HQ-SG/Schmerllng, E. R. 
19-Phya Sci, NEC 
WS/Milliner. C. F., Jr. 
(53-850 879-1 1-00) 
NGR 14-005-183 University of Illinois - Urbana 1966 
A theoretical investigation of nuclear induced plasma kinetics 
Pclod Ohilg#rio!a 
12/07/71-03/31/74 FY73: $26.000 TOTAL: $46.000 
Pr;n ,nun #A.5,4 rmh. OJJ<e, CASE Celr80r). 
Milcy. G .  H.  HQ-NS/Thom, K. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Allerio, F. 
(10-704 503-10-03) (10-720 112-02-22) (45-720 112-02-22) 
N(;R 14-005-189 University ol Illinois - Urbans 1967 
Theoretical study of scintillation of transiunosphcric radio 
signals 
Yenod O ~ @ ~ , , O " S  
08/01/72-01/01/73 FY73: $26,765 TOTAL: $26.765 
Pnn. liiwrr. NASA Tech. Ofljrer CASE Carc,qarr 
Ych, K .  C. GSFC/Gulden, T. S. 45-Elec Engr 
(5 1-620 63618-00) 
NGR 14-005-192 University of Illinois - Urbana 1968 
Neural control of locomotor performance in insects 
P e d d  ObIkv8,~nr 
12/06/72-12/31/73 FY73: $29,992 TOTAL: $29,992 
Prlri. l nus l .  NASA Tech OfJfrer CASE Cnlcur? 
Heath. J. E. ARC/Williams. 0. A. 51-Biology 
AKC/Quattrane. P. D. 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
NGR 14-005-193 University of lllinair - Urbana 1969 
High intensity combustion and nitrous oxide formation in a turbine 
cnginc combustor 
Penad o ~ ; ~ ~ , ; " " ,  
06/22/72-06,13n/75 FY73: $31,936 TOTAL: $50.936 
Pnn. h l w .  NA.7" r s r h  Vflkrr CASE Camor).  
Strehlow, R. A. LERCIMarek, C. I. 41.Aero Engr 
(22-704 501-15-83) (22-702 741-72-04) 
NGR 14-005-194 University of Illinois - Urban* 1970 
Low noise level general aviation prapcller 
R n d  ObI;r~!8onr 
09/15/72-09/OL/73 FY73: $42,000 TOTAL: $42,000 
Pnn Bw.sl. ,VA.TA l-d 0JJil.~r CASE Culegolon. 
Ormsbee, A. I. LARC/Sticklc, J. W. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCICnne H I 
NCR 14-005-202 University of Illinois - Urbana 1971 
Implementation of ILL IAC I V  algorithms for multispectral image 
interpretation 
P e n d  Ouf~anollr 
02127173-06/30/73 FY73: 1660.W TOTAL: 1660,000 
Prfn l n r r l .  NASA T<c,h. OJJrcr CASE Caiqgorp 
Ray. R. M .  ARC/Watson. V. R. 19-Env Sci, NEC 
(21-7W 501-06-02) (21-790 797-00-00) 
NGT 14-005-017 University of Illinois - Urbsns 1972 
Training of graduate students in  spacc-rclatcd scicnce and 
technology 
period Ob,lg.nu", 
04/04/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,236,920 
Pnri l n w ~ t .  NASA reih o l / ~ r  CASE Categun. 
Alpsrl, D. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WOO) 
INDIANA 
NAS 1-12055 Indiana Unirrrsily - Blaomingtan 1973 
Study of bleed rater of chromatographic columns lor use with 
the Martian GCMS 
Yenod Dh,!rmionr 
01/22/73-08/22/73 FY73: $7.293 TOTAL: $7,293 
~ r e n .  hwrr NASA rwh. ofliiir CASE ( b i ~ z o n  
Hayes, J. M.  LAKC/Dlaz, A.  V. 13-Physics 
(23-840 XIS-20-(XI) 
NAS 5-21795 Indiana llniuersity . Bloominbon I974 
ERTS-A imagery related to mine safety 
P e n d  "b,;ge;",i, 
06/30/72-10/01/73 FY73: $63,825 TOTAL: $84.925 
Przn hue,,. NASA Trih OJficrr CASE Colrgory 
GSFC/ 32-tielogical Sci 
(51.680 641-14-03) (51.680 641-14-00) 
NAS 9-9974 Indiana University - Bloomington 1975 
Lunar sirmpls analysis 
P#r<d Oblrratiom 
10/01/69-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $117,927 
Pn,# Inuerr. NASA Teih OJfiicr CASE Carrgnr). 
Meinshein, W .  G.  JSCJHarris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 9 14-4600) 
NASW 2353 Indiana University - Bloomington 1976 
Regional dissemination center operation in aerospace research 
application center 
re,>& O b E r a ~ B r  
05/16/72-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $239.000 
Prln rmurr,. NASA 7 r r h  Ofier CASE (hrsron. 
HQ-KT/ 99-~ult i-Discip 
(10-250 141-93-00) 
NASW 2467 Indiana University - Bloaminglon 1977 
Regional information dissemination center 
h n d  Obll~ln,onl 
05/14/73-12/31/74 FY73: $221.W TOTAL: $221,000 
Pnn Inw~r.  NASA Ted. Oflteer CASE Carqor? 
HQ-KT/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-250 141-93-01) 
NGL 15-003-002 Indiana Unirerrity - Bloomingbn 1978 
A theoretical investigation of the steady state interaction between 
radiation and matter in stellar atmospheres 
F e n d  Oblfgunnnr 
07/17/63-12/31/76 FY73: $14,384 ' TOTAL: $328,177 
~ n , ,  ~ , , ~ n .  s r . 5 ~  rmh. ofltcer C A ~ E  Cdr:~orv 
Johnson, H .  K. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kelsall, T. 
(10-850 188-41-53) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCL 15-WF077 Indiana Uni~orrity - Bloamington 1979 
An experimental study of hearing lass and inner ear damage 
after exposure to sounds of high intensity 
P~rld ONlaanu,tb 
05/27/68-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $135,000 
Pnn Inrr ,  NASA Twh. Oflker CASE O r e g o n  
Neff, W .  O. LARC/Cawthorn. J .  M. 61-Biol Aspects 
(10-770 127-OC-00) (23-770 127-00-00) (23-770 127-51-17) 
NGL 15-003-117 Indiana University - Bloomington 1980 
Study of effecls of a stressful ur abnormal environment on action 
of selected lhsrapeutic drugs 
Pen& OMl~.,r"n, 
05/l4/72-04/30/76 FY73: $52,083 TOTAL: $165,467 
?rjm inw5,. NASA Tech. 0flsc.r CASE Colrbory 
Maickel. R. P. HO-MMiVinoerad. S. P. 
. , w .  
52-Clinical Med 
NCR 15-003-007 Indiana University - Bloomington 1981 
Investigation of neurological correlates ui information reception 
Yl,iod Ob,ira"onr 
OLIOL/65-01101176 FY73: TOTAL: $133.823 
. . . . 
P"n Inwcl. NASA lrrh Oflc'rr CASE C d ~ ~ n r y  
Neff. W. D .  ARC/Weiwman, N. W. 51-Biology 
(10.870 189-00-00) (21-870 189-00-00) 
NGR 15-003-105 Indiana University - Bloominelon 1982 
Lunar sample analysis i 
Pen# Ubi~wtlunr 
01/26/71-01/31/74 FY73: $40.000 TOTAL: $103.300 
NGR 15403-118 Indiana University - Bloomington 1983 
Application of ultra-high sensitivity isotope ratio mass spectro- 
metry to organic geochemistry and cosmuchenlistry 
,"*,id obirpr,~ir 
06/20/72-08/31/74 FY73: $43,716 TOTAL: $73,716 
Pno. !nve.,r. NASA Teclz. Officer CASE C~!erury  
Hayes, J. M .  HQ-SL/Cieib, D. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NAS 2-6802 Purdue University 1984 
Study to aasembls & analyzc thermophyrical prapcrties of  dielectric 
materials 
Pend ONron!;onr 
02/24/72-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $6.69 1 
Yrjri. blun NASA T e i h  OjJ<cer CA .YE Carewry 
Dewitt. D. P. ARC/Howe, J. T. 47-Materials Engr 
Hrmir~ R s ARCIGreen, M. J .  
NAS 5-21773 Purdue Uni~erdty 19x5 
A study 01 the utilization of t R T S A  data from the Wabash 
River basin 
Per,# "N..,i"n, 
06/27/72-03/27/14 FY73: $124,000 TOTAL: $134,000 
~ n n .  ~ i u e a , .  NASA ~ e r h  ofpar CASE Corezogory 
McDonald, R. B. GSFC/Fihelly. A. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Landgrebe, D. A. 
(51.680 641.14.01) (51-b80 641-14-00) 
NAS 5-21785 Purdue Unirorslty 1986 
ERTSA data analysis 
P l , t d  Ubilgarlonr 
06/30/72-12/31/73 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: S50,OOO 
Ptin Inwr, NASA Tech Ollircr CASE Cornon 
Bsumgardncr. M. F. GSFCjFihelly. A. W. 14-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-680 641-14-01) (51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 5-218110 Pundue Unirersity 1987 
Interdisciplinary analysis of ERTS data for Colorado mountain 
environments using AUP techniques 
ob!,g~,~u"~ 
06/30/72-02/28/14 FY73: $159,000 TOTAL: $166,000 
Prin I n r ~ r .  NASA Tech Ofli~er CASE Carrgav 
Holler, R. M .  GSFC/Fihelly, A. W. 99-Multi-Discip 
Melhoro. W. N .  
Frederking, R. L. 
(51-680 64-14-07) (51-680 64-14-00) 
NAS 8-24015 Purdue Unirersity 1988 
'The study and classificatiuc~ of two and multi-somponenl high 
thermal conductance devices 
P c n d  Ob,t~arcot~s 
03/21/64-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $3 1,381 
Pnn ,nu,,. IVASA T&. 0fl;frr CASE Cu,qov 
khoenhals, R. J. MSFC/Moss, J. 0. 44-Engr, NEC 
(62-742 124-00-00) 
NAS 9-10823 Purdue University 1989 
Heating of food in modified atmosphcrer 
P*n# oMir<,,u,x 
0511 1170-10131/72 FY73: TOTAL: $49,984 
, . . , 
Yfl,>. ,nus! NASA Tetrih. Oflrer CASE Colrgov 
Haugh. C. Ci. JSC/Hcidclhaugh, N. D. 
59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-770 127-00-00) 
NAS 9-13301 Purdue University 1PW 
Study of utiliration of EKLP data from Wsbash River basin 
Psrld ON;zalia,l.r 
05/07/73-05/31/74 FY73: $97,160 TOTAL.: $97.160 
Pr in  b*rr. NASA TsrA OIflcer CASE CaI#surY 
Silva, L. F. JSCjHicks, R. D.  39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-85) 
NAS 9-13380 Purdue University 1991 
Dcscriptian and interdisciplinary analysis of multispectral satellite 
data for selected cover types in Colorado mnunlilins, using ADP 
techniquca 
Per8d "h,l*orio,,s 
M/30/73-05/31/74 FY73: $90.650 TOTAL: $90,650 
Plirl. l81wxr Nl.S.4 Tech Oflirr CASE Carrgur) 
Hoffefcr, R. M. JSC/Hicks. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-85) 
N C L  15-005-W3 Purdue University 1992 
Revarch on high precision spcctroacopy with particular emphasis 
on the development of electronic digilill computer methods 
f i n d  OMger~ans 
10/01/62-01/01/75 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $589.068 
Prlri. Inurrl NASA rech OUlcer CASE Cnlr~ur)' 
Andrew, K. 1. HQ-SG/Roman. N. C. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, C. 
(10.850 188-41-51) (10-850 188-00-00) 
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NCL 15005.094 Purdue Univerrily 1993 
Aerodynamic problems related to jet powered VTOL aircraft 
P e r i d  o b l r ~ ~ ~ , o " ,  
03/18/69-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $113,811 
Pn.8 i .rw \ t S (  7 r ; l  <I!) .... r <-AS>. < 21'7 ?, 
Sktf,td.l. J C; I ARC h f ~ r g ~ < ~ > f l .  K J 4I.,\ers> 1. lgr 
0 I U J  0 7 i  I (21.702 7bU11-06) 
NCL 15-005-112 Purdue University 1994 
Research in remote sensing in agriculture earth rcsuurces and 
mans environment 
P d  Obl l~~I i"" ,  
06/27/69-05/01/75 FY73: $I,560,872TOTAL: $5,321,896 
?,in ~nrrrc. NASA rerh oflter CASE cerlgory 
Landgrebe. D. A. JSC/Patter. A. E. 13-Physics 
HQ-PY/Vitale, J .  A. 
(72-680 I6CL75-31) (72-680 160-75-99) (72-680 160-75-13) 
NGL 15-005-140 Purdue Unirenity 1995 
Origin of chondriles from relationships betwecn fourteen key tram 
elements 
? < r e d  UN&~,>M, 
06121171-08/31/16 FY73: $77,417 TOTAL: $151,437 
Pn'ri. 1,rwn W . S A  Trih Olfiier CASE Camory  
' Lipschutz, M. E. HQ-SMIBryson, R. P. 32-Gelogicill Sci 
HQ-MAIPomeroy, J .  H. 
(10-810 195-42-67) 
NCL 15-005-175 Purdue University 1996 
Lunilr sample analysis 
P P N ~  Ohi<.ra#!on~ 
02/01/73-01/31/76 FY73: W2.290 TOTAL: $92,290 
Ptin Inur,. NASA l i l h  Ol/irrr CASE Colqory 
Taylar. L. A. ISC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 9 1 4 - 4 0 )  
NCL 15-005-186 Purdue University 1997 
Application of remole sensing technology to solution of problems 
in mana!g.rnent of resources 
,-#,Id OM:g.r;"m 
06/19/73-08/31/76 FY73: $395,U00 TOTAL: $395.000 
Ptin hlvclr. NASA rerh Oflirr C l i  LEl i ior j  
Landgrebc, U. A. HQ-PY/Vitale, J .  A .  39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10371 340-00-00) 
NCK 15-005-058 Purdue University 1998 
Influence of high combustion pressure (40W) psia upon perform- 
aocc, brat flux, and combustion stability 
P e n d  OM~8~, looi  
05/24/61-0>/3U/72 FY73: TOTAL: $286,M3 
P m  l o w .  NASA T i h .  Ofilrr U S E  Corecngoly 
Ehresman, C. M .  LERCIPricm, K .  J. 46Mech Engr 
(0-710 2 8 - 0 0 )  (22-710 128-0600) (22-710 113-31-08) 
NGR 15-06069 Purdue Uni~erdly 1999 
Kcsearch in engineering design 
hnd Ohltgortonr 
03/07/68-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $223,540 
Prtn l n l r n .  NASA lid. 0 D i . r  CASE C a r w r y  
Modrcy. J .  HQ-PYIVitale. J. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10370 183-OWO) 
NCR 15-005-106 Purdue University 2 WO 
Source encoding for two-dimensional data 
PIr id 0M;rvlrool 
C4/16/69-12/31/12 FY73: TOTAL: $109,150 
NGR 15-005-119 Purdue University ZWI 
Rcrcarch on lift and viscous crass now 
rerw obfjza~ionr 
03/02/70-08/31/13 FY73: TOTAL: $62,535 
Prtn Invert. NASA T e d .  Ofliiir CASE Cmegnq. 
Marshall. F. S. LARCILandrum, E. J. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCIHarris, J. E. 
(23-760 720-W-W) 
NCR 15-005-119 Purdue University 2W2 
lnvcsligation of nonequilibrium effects in an arc constrictor 
Per t4  Oh;!~orlunr 
11/03/7G01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15,444 
Pnii Inbv.,!. N A S A  Trih Ofl!ccr CASE Carqory 
Incropera, F. P. ARC/Stine, H. A. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(21-740 129-02-22) (21-840 186-68-51) 
NCR 15-005-147 Purdue University 2003 
Gas film cooling of turbine blades 
Prrnxl OMlaar!onl 
05/10/71-01/31/75 FY73: TOTAL: $50,149 
Pdt8 lnlrrr .  NASA T e d .  OI/iiir CASE L'lexrn 
Le~uyer. M. R. LERC/Poferl, D. J .  41-Aero Engr 
(22-760 ! 26-63- 10) 
NGR 15-005-152 Purdue Universily 2004 
Efficient encoding of multispectral scanner data 
P e r w  0bfrg.twns 
10/01/72-09/01/73 FY73: IE39.9W TOTAL: 1639,900 
?,lo bwsr. "11 7d. Oflier CASE C u l ~ ~ u r y  
Wintr. P. A. GSFC/Alford, W. L. 45-Elcc Engr 
(51-6K ia2G59j  
NCR 15-005-157 Purdue University 2005 
Lunar aamplc snaiyais 
~ e r t o d  0 b l ~ ~ u ~ ; o n r  
03/01/72-01/3L/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $49,000 
P,;" I"w.,,. NASA Tech Of,?<<, CASL c*rqor). 
Meyer, H. 0. JSCIHarris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-W) 
NCK 15405-162 Purdue Univordty 2006 
Research and sludies on eslculiltion of flow in aircraft inlrls by 
threc-dimensional method of characteristics 
Period O M l a ~ ~ ~ ~ n s  
OS/l2/12-0S/3l/75 FY73: TOTAL: $49.973 
r r , r  I ~ W .  NASA rerh OJ!C<~ CASZ cae$-n. 
Hoffman, J. D. LERCIAnderson, B. H. 41-Acro Engr 
(22-762 132-15-06) 
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NGR 15-W5-I64 Purdue University 2007 
Lunar sample analysis 
P<"d oM;s*,im.z 
05/06/72-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30,000 
Plin hucrt. NASA Twh OjJcc~ CASE Cnre,tory 
Taylor. L,  A.  JSC/Harrir. 3. H'. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-4&W) 
NGR 15-005-114 Purdue University 2008 
Research on acoustic theory of turbulence 
P l ~ i d  Obl;~#,ionr 
M/03/73-03/31/73 FY73: $18.806 TOTAL: $18,806 
Pn'n Inupr,. NASA Tech. Oflimr CAiE Cnrezon 
LARC/ 13-Physics 
(23-704 501-04-01) 
NGR 15-005180 Purdue University 2W9 
Purdue-NASA coopcriltive program in  camputer-aided dcrign and 
computer graphics 
P n a d  ObI<~n2lunr 
051 L0/73-05/31/76 FY73: $170,000 TOTAL: P170,WO 
Pn'n I,zr<.,r. NASA Tcd7 Oflicer CASE Caregory 
Garrett, R. E. ARC/Gregary. T. J. 49-Et~gr, NEC 
(21-704 501-15-81) 
NGT 15-W5a05 Purdue Univonity 2010 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
Fenad Obiira8iwu 
03/27/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1.162.090 
Pn'n In*.%,. NASA Tech OJfinr CASE Ccfc%ory 
Andrcws. F.  N. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H. 99-Multi-Diwip 
(10.370 181-0000) 
NGT 15-W5661 Purdue University 2011 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in engineering design 
as related to aeronautical and space technology 
P<md OMlg.2,;""' 
06/06/67-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $333,000 
Pn'n lnrr5r. NASA Trih O//Imr CASE ~ # r w o r y  
Waling, J. L. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H .  99-Multi-Dixip 
(10-370 181-00W) 
NSR 15-WM37 Pudw University 2012 
Compilation and analysis ofthermal radiative properties 
NAS 3-17357 Role-Hulman Institute o l  Technology M I 3  
Analysis of test data from an elastohydradynilmic film thickness 
apparatus 
P*"d O M ~ p c ~ a n l  
03/21/73-12/20/73 FY73: $2,000 TOTAL: $2,000 
. . 
P r h  Ins.vr. NASA T r h .  Oflinr CASE Cnre8ory 
Coy, J. J. LERC/Dietrich, M .  W. 46-Meeh Engr 
(22-704 501-24-10) 
NCR 15-llWW8 Rose-Hulman lnstitve of Technology 2014 
Analysis of a turbulent boundary layer aver a rnuving ground 
planc 
P e d d  UMi*.l.,;""~ 
03/04/7O-08/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $14.231 
?NO hw3I -' NASA T e d .  Oflfcr CASE Cnlelury 
Roper. A. T. LARCjGentry, G. L., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Margawn. R. J. 
(23-760 126-W-W) 123-702 76LL76-02) (23-760 126-63- I I )  
NAS 1-12468 University of Nolre Dame 2015 
Investigation of electrode materials used in charge couplcd 
devices 
P."d Ob/180'1'"' 
06/04/7349/04/73 FY73: $5,381 TOTAL: $5.38 1 
Pnn brr.?,. NASA Tech Oflit'rr CASE Cmrgory 
Gajda, W. I . ,  Jr. LARC/Fripp, A. L. 45-Elcc Engr 
LARC/Stermer, R. L.  
(23.704 502-03-52) 
NAS 825641 University of Notrr Dame 2016 
Characteristics of separate flow regions within altitude compensa- 
ting noules 
P*"d Obl<garionr 
02/19/70-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $50,224 
PNO. fnups, w s ~  T W ~ .  aye, CASE cnrrprr  
Mueller. T.  J.  MSFC/Gross. K. W. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFCIStronc. 1. S. 
N C L  154iW07.6 University of Nolre Dame 2017 
Cunvolutianill coding techniques far data protection 
Prnnd Ob1@0110111 
0911 1167-09/01/73 FY73: $34,500 TOTAL: 16168,922 
Pnn. lnrrrl. NASA Ted. OI/IAAA CASE Calcrury 
Massey, I .  L. GSFC/Kochelle, R. W. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-620 164-18-54) (51-840 823-11-00) 
NCT 1SlNJ4-002 University of Notre Dame 1018 
Training of graduate  student^ in  space-related science and 
technology 
PCnd ob1,anttmr 
03/27/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $759,816 
Pn,l l n r l l .  NASA T e d .  Ofltcer CASE Carrgnr). 
Beichner, P. E. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10.370 181-00-W) 
IOWA 
N C L  16-002-005 lows Stste Uni~ersity M I 9  
Application of blade elernenl techniques to dcrign and performance 
prediction problems for axial flow pumps 
P c M  OM!~al im,  
02/16/60-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $264,302 
Prin Inrrsl. NASA T M ~ .  Ollirrr CASE Ca(cgory 
Serovy, G. K. LERC/Britrch, W. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(LO-710 128-00-00) (22-710 128-WOO) (22-710 113-31-09) 
NASA1§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IOWA (Continued) 
NGR 16-002-029 Iowa Stnte University 202ll 
Numerical calculation of fiuw fields behind restangular wings 
h"d 0N;pananr 
06/22/1C!-12/31/72 FY13: TOTAL: $45,901 
Pn'n lnverl W S A  7 e ~ h  Oflice, CASE Corego?! 
Vogel. J. M .  ARC/Kuticr, P. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Lomax, El. 
(21.760 136-13-05) (21-740 129-00-00) 
NCR 16-002-036 Iowa State University 2021 
Study on deviation angle predictiorl lor axinl-flow compressor 
blade sections 
P e n d  OMjga,;u,zs 
05/1 i/71-09/30/73 FY73: T O T A L  $44.633 
Prt,>. Ini<rz. M S I  Tech Olllmr CASE Core#ary 
Serovy, G. K .  LERC/Sandereock, D. M. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-760 126-63-10) 
NGR 16002438 Iowa Stale University 2022 
Calculation uf  viscous compressible flaw 
P r n d  0Mlg0 l l~1  
10/07/71-11/14/73 FY73: $16.177 TOTAL: $31.622 
Pnn Inwrz NASA Tech. Olllccr CASE Carezo". 
Tannehill. J. C. ARClRakich, I. V. 21-Mathematics 
(21.704 502-37.01) 
NGT 16-W2-002 laws State Unirersiry 2023 
Training of graduate students i n  space-related science and 
technology 
P r n d  Obb#t;on, 
03/29/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1.032.163 
NAS 1-8141 University of Iowa 2024 
Post-launch, experimenters' data reduction and analysis for 
Injun-Explorer, mission C 
Perrul OMlpoilunr 
061 18/68-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $641,375 
Pr;n, Inwsl. NASA Twh. Oflj?m CASE Culqor). 
Van Allen, I .  A. LARC/Bawker, D .  E. Il-Astronomy 
(23-850 8b3-00-w) (23-8so 863.1 1-00) 
NAS 1-11257 Uni~errity of Iowa 2025 
Design, development, labrication, testing and launch support of 
the lnjun F spacecraft 
P ~ n d  0Mmnriori.s 
03/17/72-08/01/74 FY7): $2.260,WOTOTAL: $2,860,000 
Pnn. Inrr~r .  NASA Tech Oflt-r C I  .SE Corrgnry 
Van Allen, J. A.  LARC/Coffec. C. W.. Jr.  13-Physics 
LARC/Woerner, C. V. 
(2%850 863-1 1-00) 
NAS 2-5603 University of Iowa 2026 
Geiger tube tciesco~e 
P,"d  oMi8a,!"", 
W/27/69-W/30/73 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL.: $558,000 
Pr;". Inw~z NASA Tmh. Oflkrr CASE Corrguv 
Van Alien. J .  A. ARC/Hall, C. F. 13-Physics 
(21-840 8 11-22-00) 
NAS 2-6064 University o l  Iowa 1027 
Study of the necesrily of gravity for normal growth of turtles 
P C h d   OM,^""""., 
08/04/70-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $51.450 
Pnn. lnwrr NASA T l th .  Offtrer CASE Curqory 
Wunder. C. C. ARC/Schiilinger. G. 51-Biology 
ARC/Tremor, 1. W. 
(21-870 189-UO-00) (21-970 970-21-61) (21-870 883.00-00) 
NAS 2-6553 University of low# 2028 
Pioneer F /C data analysis - Javian charged parlicles experiment 
PI"& OMidd,!oo, 
0712 117 1-06/30/73 FY73: $45.368 TOTAL: $116.768 
Pdn. Inwsl. N l S l  Tech Olfier CASE Caregory 
Van Allen, J. A. ARC/HnII, C. F. (3-Physics 
(21-840 81 1-22-00) 
NAS 59014 llnirersily al Iowa 21129 
Low energy panicle detector experiment 
P<oad 0Mlg~r;oo' 
12/31/64-09/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $567,000 
Prut. ,,zw,r. NASA Trh. Olficrr CASE Colrgur) 
Frank. L. A. GSFC/Ferer, B. H. 13-Physics 
Van Allen, 1. A. 
(51-850 861-00-00) (51-850 861-32-00) 
NAS 511039 University of Iowa 2030 
LMP-1 low energy clscrron and protun experiment 
PI& Ohl!rar;onr 
06/19/68-06/30/74 FY73: $IS.WO TOTAL: $311,700 
Prjn b w r l  NASA Tech OJn-r CASE Cor#gor). 
Frank, L, A. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 13-Physics 
(51-850 861-52-00) 
NAS 5-1 1061 University of Iowa 2031 
Low energy  electron^ and protons experiment for IMP-H & 1 
P<,,nl Obl<sol<n", 
05/31/68-01/31/15 FY73: $105,W TOTAL: $433,000 
Pnn lnwrr. NASA ~cch. oflfccr CASE coregory 
Frank, L. A. GSFCILimberis. El. R. 13-Physics 
(51-8S0 861-42-00) 
NAS 511074 Unkcrrity of Iowa 2032 
Low-lrequency radio noise experiment 
P < n d  Obl<llg,r;nnr 
M/l9/68-W/30/74 FY73: 1671.016 TOTAL: S527,UIb 
prin I ~ W X , .  NASA ~ n h  ofljcer CASE coraori 
Gurnett. D. A. GSFC/Madden, 1. S .  13-Physics 
Pleiffer, G. W. 
(51-850 861-5240) 
NAS 5-11167 University of Iowa 2x33 
AC electric fields experiment for S3A 
Y?ln.l oMlg."lim 
09/25/68-06/30/73 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $296,300 
Prin Inlp,l. NASA Tech. Ofl;~?, CASE Ca!#gUr3. 
Gurnett, D. A. GSFC/Longanecker, G .  W. 13-Physics 
(51-850 857-l2-M) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
IOWA (Continued) 
NAS 5-11265 Universily 01 Iowa 2034 
UK-4 low energy proton and electron differential energy analyzer 
er~eriment 
Y d  ON(s.,,0", 
01/30/7%08/31/73 FY73: S38,WO TOTAL:'$390,394 
Prtn. blvrl. NASA Tech. 0lflc.r CASE (h l rgov 
Frank. L. A. CSFCIEaker. H. L. 13-Phurio 
Craven. J. D .  
Yeager. D.  M.  
(5 1-850 870-42-00) 
NAS 5-11279 University of Iowa W35 
Solar wind plasma wave experiment far the Helios missions 
Pemal Oblixmlon~ 
03/30/70-03/15/78 FY73: $283,000 TOTAL: $874.645 
P"',,. inur,,. MAS" T e d  Of/<<<, CASE c.,qory 
Curnett. D. A. GSFCiOuslev. C. W. Il-Astronomv 
N C L  LbOOlaDZ University of low. 204 1 
Theoretical & experimental sludiss related to particles Iields 
associated with major bodies of  solar system & with interplanetary 
space 
P ~ l l o d  0bt;galo'tonr 
05/23/62-11/30/75 FY73: $25O,OW TOTAL: $3,854,196 
Pn'n Inw.rr. NASA I ' r h  Oylrer CASE Careggoly 
Van Allen, J .  A. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmeriing. E. R. 
(10.850 188-36-55) (10-850 188-00-00) (IG-850 385-00-00) 
NCL  16001-043 University of lows 2042 
Waves in  plasmas 
h d d  Obligm,,""~ 
03/28/67-I 1/30/75 FY73: 1660,WO TOTAL: $522,986 
PHn. l n v s l .  NASA Tech Olflrer CASE Car#rur). 
Montgomery, D. C. HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 13-Physics 
HO-SGIHallenbeck. D. R. 
NAS 5-11431 Univerrily 01 Iowa 2036 
AC electric and magnetic fields crpcnment 
P e d  OMlbnrton~ 
05/L1/7 I-06/30/75 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $290,000 
Pin. Inus,. NA.SA Tech 0Iflc~r CASE Caregory 
Gurnett. D. A. GSFCjDavis, M.  A. 13-Physics 
NAS 5-21852 University of Iowa 2037 
Evaluation of EKTS imagery for leetonic analysis 
PIN'"! obl4s.<lunr 
W/ 15172-08/01/74 FY73: $29,786 TOTAL: $29,186 
Pen. Invll.  NASA Terh Ofiker CA S t  Carezov 
Hoppin. R. A. CSFC/StonesiIer, G. K. 32-Gclogical Sci 
Baker. R. G .  
(51-680 641-14-03) 
NAS 5-23112 University of Iowa 20.38 
Cosmic X-ray experinlent 
PC"& obl~gm,", 
05/W/72-03/07/73 FY73: TOTAL: $24.198 
Prim I,rrxl. NASA T<rh 00"'r CASC Carnery 
Van Allen, J. A.  GSFC/Jones. S. L. 41-Aeru Engr 
(51-850 821-32-00) 
NAS 9-1208 University of lows 2039 
Analysis of electroencephalogram 
Yertd ob,tpalronr 
05/01/66-06/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $8,040 
, . 
Pdn. rnrrn. NASA Tech OIficw CASE Cmlrgory 
MSFC/ 51-Biology 
(62-990 923-W-W) 
NAS 9-13313 University oi  Iowa 2040 
investigation of Skylab data EREP no. 393 
P e d d  Oh/!rnrions 
03/W/73-12/3 1/74 FY73: $17,WO TOTAL: 617,OW 
M n ,  l n w l .  NA.7.4 Tech OfJtcer CASE Ceiogery 
Happin, R. A. JSC/Miller, M.  32-Geiogical Sci 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NGR 16-001-031 University of Iowa 2043 
Physiological & developmental changes resulting from reduced 
gmvitational force with animals chronically adjusted to centrifugal 
fields 
+'@nod oaitxa,im, 
08/01/61-0813 1/73 FY73: S19.W TOTAL: $124,209 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA T e d .  Ofli-r CASE Cumor)  
Wunder, C. C. ARC/Oyama, I .  51-Biology 
(21-970 97U-21-61) 
NGR 16601-094 Unirrrsity a1 Iowa 2044 
Fundamental speclrophotometry of major plilnels 
P r n d  OMlbalk", 
06/04/7%06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $9,215 
Pnn. lnrrrr NASA T r h .  O/ficer CASE C a t c ~ o ~ v  
Nelf, J. A. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. LI-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 
(10-840 196-00-00) 
NCR 16001-102 University of Iowa 2045 
Physical properties of the outer planets and their satellilea 
period Obll~asomr 
06/07/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $14,620 
P,;# lnirrr NASA Tech. OJJker CASE Colrgory 
Neff, J. F. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Ii-Astronomy 
Fix. J. D. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) 
NCT lb001404 Uni~ersity of Iowa 2046 
Training o f  graduate students i n  space-related science and 
lechnology 
Pdod 0b~;znz;unr 
04/01/62-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $I,ZOO.O19 
. . 
P l i n  Inue~z. NASA T r h .  Ofljxr CASE Cal*zorr 
Spriesterbach, D. C. HQ-PY/Cattrr. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-310 181-W-03) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KANSAS 
NGL Il-WI-OM Kanrss State University 2047 
Infrared laboratory studies of synthetic planetary atmospheres 
Pen& Obilgmions 
01/10/67-I 1/30/75 FY73: 640.000 TOTAL: $187.054 
Pn" k r s < .  NASA rmh. O!f:irr CASE Cotnory 
Williams, G. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmos Sei 
HO-SLiHiosher. H. F. 
NAS I-IMH8 University of Kansps 2048 
Development of a composite radiometer scatterometer (RADS- 
CAT)experiment and design of aircralt erpcrimenl & development 
of radar backscatter theory 
f i n d  0 ~ l g o r ; o n ~  
06/02/70-10/16/73 FY73: 1634,291 TOTAL: 6183,069 
P"n hlwrr. NASA l i r h  OBi i i i  CASE C W o r y  
Moore, R. K. LARC/Jancs, W. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(23-620 630-52-00) (23-620 630-W-W) 
NAS 5-21822 University of Knmas 2049 
A Kansas environmental and resource study using ERTS-A data 
PlrM Odlidolrvnl 
08/01/72-05/01/74 FY73: 5294,182 TOTAL: 6294,182 
Pnn. hwr NASA Terh Ofl<cer CASE Carepry 
Bilrr, B. G. GSFC/Stonesifer. G. R. 
39-Enu Sci. NEC 
Haralick, R. M.  
Kancmasu. E. T. 
(51-680 MI-14-01) (51-680 64-14-03) (51-680 641-14-07) 
NAS 6-1961 Umiversity of Ksnsas 2050 
Chesapeake Bay ecological development program far remolc 
sensing applications 
 PI"^ OMiga,"", 
04/08/71-03/06/73 FY73: TOTAL: 631.500 
Pnn. lnvrrl NASA Tech OI/iiir CASE Coreggor) 
Haralick, R. M. WS/Hilrmon, T. I .  21-Mathematics 
WS/Curlis. C. M.  
(53.680 160-75-77) 
NAS 9-10261 University of Kmmsas 
Radar systems studies 
P,"d  Obilgallmr 
01/12/70-06/30/74 FY73: 5114,000 TOTAL: $886,223 
Pr;,). I , lrrr NASA Tech Off!co C A S ~  c~~~~~~ 
Moore, R. K. JSC/Polter, A. E. 45-Elrc Engr 
(72-680 160-75.10) (72-680 1M1-75-13) (72-680 160-75-57) 
NAS 9-12061 University of Kansas 2052 
Radiometer/scatterumeter support l o r  Skylab 
Per;& 0biuorioz.r 
06/28/71-02/15/73 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $158,000 
Pnn ,,>"err NASA Tech. OBfer  C1.7E Calq@?y 
Moore, R. K. ISC/Eichelman, W. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-960 9411-80-81) 
NAS 9-13271 Univerrily of Kansas 2053 
Skylab study of water quality 
h,!d OM~aonOnr 
02123173-1213 1/74 FY73: 622.502 TOTAL: $22,502 
Pr;r. lnw~l. NASA Ted. OJj~ccr CASE cdegon. 
Yarger, H. L. JSC/White, T. J. IY-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-86) 
NAS 9-13273 University ol  Kansas 2054 
Investigation of Skylab data EREP no. 540A 
P e r t 4  Ob,?#c,innr 
03/19/73-08/31/74 FY73: $61,168 TOTAL: $61,168 
P"". lorn,.  NASA Terb O ~ ~ ~ C E I I  CASE C m q o n .  
Eagleman, I. R.  JSC/Kirby. R. 19-Phys k i ,  NEC 
(72-960 940-6342) 
NAS 9.13331 University ol Kansas 2055 
Investigation of Skylah data EREP no. 549M 
P e n d  OMQorionr 
03/26/73-09/30/74 FY73: 570.283 TOTAL: $70,283 
PIIIz. lnwxl. NASA Tech. OJ/<c<r CASE Cor<xory 
Moore, R. K. JSC/White, T, T. 19-Phys Sei, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-86) 
NAS 9-13347 University d Kansas 2056 
Engineering & scientific ruppon to S193 radiometer/ 
scalterometer 
h,,d Oblr~arionl 
02/12/73-09/30/74 FY73: S130,MIO TOTAL: 5130,000 
Pnn. lnwsr NASA T c r h  0lllr.r LASE Caregory 
Moore, R. K. JSC/Dell. M .  E. 49-Engr, NEC 
JSC/Howard. C. E. 
(72-960 948-80-81) 
NCL  17-00t-MI University o l  Kansas 2057 
Stimulating & promoting space related research within facility 
& research slaff, & providing g u s t  lectures, seminars & 
symposia 
&rid Obll~m,ionr 
08/21/62-03/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: S950,OW 
P,;" inwrr. NASA rmh. O!PCSI CASE c~rwrv 
Barr. B. G. HQ-PYlRedding, E. R. 99-Mulli-Discip 
HQ-PY/Quinn, H. B. 
(10-370 1113-00-00) 
NCL  11-004024 Uoiveraily of K m m ,  1058 
Kcsearch on the applications of sateilitc remote sensing 
P~,tw' OMlglllionr 
M/O6/72-0313 1/76 FY73: $100,WO TOTAL: LE3W.OW 
Pnn, inw.7,. NASA Ted. Ojfic~, CASE Calsuri 
Barr, B. G. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Enu Sci, NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) (10-370 183-W-00) 
NGR 17-002442 University of Kansas 2059 
Biochemical studics of therrnophilic bacteria 
PI,;& Obi<#et!om 
11/20/67-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $148.388 
Pnn. Invrs( NASA Tech OBrccr CASE Camom 
Himrs, R .  H. HQ-SL/ 5 1 -BiologY 
HQ-SL/Geib. D. S. 
(10-870 189-MI-00) (IQ870 189-54-62) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KANSAS (Continued) 
NGR 17-W2-052 University of Kansas 2060 
Phsse  I1 (project implementation), NASA trainerships in 
engineering design 
P e n d  Obli*a,lu~r 
05/02/68-10/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $135,000 
Pnn. lnvn.  NASA Tech. 0fl;cer CASE Caregon 
Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY/ 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NGR 17-WW71 University of Knnras 2061 
Parametric investigation of planform and aeraelastic effects on 
aerodynamics center a- and q-stability derivatives 
f i n d  O b l l ~ ~ n o n r  
09116149-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $92,590 
. . 
~n,t. nlwsr KASA ~h+. ofl,rrr C A E  retegmr). 
Roskam, J .  LARCILarnilr. J .  E. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-760 126-0600) (23-765 742-73-01) (23-760 126-13-10) 
NGR 17-002072 Unirersily of Kmras 2062 
Investigation of improved control method fur light and general 
aviation aircraft 
P?"d Oblirollunr 
10/22169-12/31/13 FY73: $176,149 TOTAL: $404.W7 
Pnn Inuu. NASA Tcrh 0flr.r CASE Corrgory 
Kol.lman, D. L. LARC/Crane, H. L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Stickls, J .  W. 
(23.102 760-6001) (23-760 736-05-10) (23-760 736.00-N) 
NCR 17-002-079 University of Kansas 2063 
Investigation of aircraft traffic operations & procedures in a high 
density terminal area 
Period Oblimllonr 
10/22/70-02/28/13 FY73: $1,530 TOTAL: $41,994 
Prh i r>vn  NASA Tech Ofllcer CASE Colnory 
Len7.n K H LARCIWalrh. T. M. 41-Aero Enar 
(23-70 
NCK 17-002-089 University of Kanurr 2064 
A lawr atmospheric pollution study 
h"d Obl~n,ion, 
01/14/72-12/31/12 FY73: TOTAL: $53,291 
Pdn. lnwr l  NASA Tech Ofli~sr CASE Cnle8ory 
Zeller, E.  I .  LARC/Lawrence. 1. D. 31-Amos k i  
LARC/Cocke, B. W. 
(23-980 975-61-75) 
NGR 17-WZ-095 University a l  Kansas 2065 
Investigation of separate surface stability augmentation systems 
for general avialion aircraft 
Penal  obltgo8<onr 
08/31/71-08/31/13 FY73: $145,534 TOTAL: $186,573 
P h  h.rrr NASA T e d .  0fl;er CASE Corrpry 
Roskam, J. FRC/Loschke, P. C. 41-Aera Engr 
(24-702 760-6005) (24-704 501-23-21) 
NCR 17-002-107 University of Kansas 2066 
Analylical invesligation of wing-jet interaction 
P c " ~  061~",0"' 
Ol/Ol/73-12/31/73 FY73: $18,413 TOTAL: $18.413 
P"n. I n B .  NASA Tech O/linr CASE C s I q o ~ y  
Lan, C. T .  LARC/Csmpbell. I. F. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCtLamar. I .  E. 
NGR 17-005-027 University of Kansas 2067 
Application of composite materials lo aircrafi structures 
Pc,;d OMlg.,rms 
05/18/72-M/30/75 FY73: $13,000 TOTAL: $23,WO 
Pnn. brlr. NASA T f d .  Oflicer CASE Calegov 
Lcnzen, K.  H. LARC/Pridc, K. A. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Dcxter, H. B. 
(23-704 501-22-03) 
NGT 17-002-006 University of Kansas 2068 
Training o l  graduate s ludents  in space-related science and 
technolugy 
 end oa~igariotir 
03/21/63-08/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $712.390 
Pnn. Inres!. NASA Trih Oflrrrr CASE Cnlfwr). 
Elierrneier, R. D. HQ-PYICarter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WOO) 
NCT 17-W24144 Unirerrity of Kanras 2069 
Training of predoctorai  g radua te  s tudents  in the field of  
engineering design 
P l r t d  Ohl?r#8i,%,x 
04/21/67-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $273,300 
P"'" ,nw.<,. NASA Tecfi Om-r CASE Calrgory 
Smith, W. P. HQ-PY/Carter, C .  H.  99-Multi-Diseip 
(10-310 181-00-00) 
NGR 17-W3-018 Wichita State University 2070 
Numerical mcthods for the investigation o f  tranrmirrion and 
attenuation of sound in acousticully treated ducts 
+'<rid ObIlg.,lon, 
07/24/72-02/01/75 FY73: $49,420 TOTAL: $49.420 
P l i n  lnlrsl. NASA Ted  Oflier CASE Coleror). 
Everiman. W. LERCjRice, E. J. 13-Physics 
LERC/Feiler, C. E. 
(22-704 501-M-Ol) 
NGR 17-W>020 Wichita State University 2071 
Study of the vortex lift of cambered delta wings 
P e t i d  Obl iddi i i i  
04/20/72- 12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $2,972 
Pnn b w ~ r .  NASA Tech Ofleer CASE Cnzrperr 
Snyder, M. H. LARCILsmar, J .  E. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Polhamur, E. C. 
(23-7M) 136-13-01) 
KENTUCKY 
NAS PI2749 University of Kentucky 2072 
Feasibility study of limb volume measuring systems 
h r ; d  o b l ~ ~ r r o n r  
06/05/72-05/01/74 FY73: $49,249 TOTAL: $98,319 
P n n  Inw* NASA red. Ofll?cr CASE C#ze80ry 
Caner. W. M. JSCjHoffler, G. W. 46-Mech Engr 
(72-970 970-53-30) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
KENTUCKY (Continued) 
N C L  18-001-W3 llniversily of Kentucky 2073 
Experimental investigation 01 gravity level preference in  small 
animals 
Pen& Ob119n1100 
05/01/63-0113 1/74 FY73: TOTAL: $1,314,146 
Pn',,. b r r r l .  NASA Ted .  Officer CASE C o r c ~ ~ r ?  
Lange. K. 0. HQ-MM/Belleuille, K. E.61-Biol Aspects 
(10-870 189-00-00) (21-870 189-00-00) (21-860 849-00-00) 
NGL IX-WI-042 Unirrrrity of Kentucky 2074 
lnvestigalion 01 the role of ion impurities in  mechanical failures 
h r l d  OMlgorlo,,.~ 
M/18/69-05/31/76 FY73: $21,000 TOTAL: $106,606 
Pnn. i n r x r .  NASA Tech 0fl;rrr CASE Corrporr 
Leipold. M. H.  LERC/Sanders. W. A.47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 501-01-06) (10-740 129-0040) (22-740 13603.20) 
NCR 18-001435 Universlly of Kentucky 2075 
Study of interacting effects a1 geometry and gravity upon the 
peak and minimum boiling heat fluxes 
Pend ObI<Z#li", 
09/13/67-1213 1/72 tY73: $150 TOTAL: $1 16,495 
Prin Inwsl. NASA l i c h  O/fimr CASE Cnrrrury 
Lienhard, J. H.  LERC/Cochran. T. H. 13-Physics 
LERC/Masica. W. 1. 
(22-710 113-31-16) 
NCR 16001-058 University o l  Kenmeky 2076 
Lunar sample analysis 
 PI"^ Obli*"r;un, 
01/12/71-01/31/74 FY73: $31,800 TOTAL: $91.380 
Pnn. Inunr. NASA .7W. O#jmr CASE Carqoru 
Ehmann, W. D. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 18-001-IMO Unirerrily of Kentucky 2077 
Lunar ramole irnalvsir 
?end ON!g~rions 
01/07/71-01/31/74 FY73: 922,240 TOTAL: 583,810 
Prut. ,"wrt. NASA Tech O/Pmr CASE Cnr<gory 
Birkebah, R .  C. JSC/Harris. I. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR IX-001-MJ University o l  Kenrucky 2078 
Effects o f  background gravity stimuli on gravity controlled 
behavior 
P l l f d  WI<~~, ,O". ,  
09/23/7l-O9/0l/75 FY73: TOTAL: $97.246 
Pm'n hw.vr. NASA Ted. O#jmr CASE Carpgury 
McCoy. D. F. ARCIAnliker, J. E. 61-Biol Aspects 
(21-970 97021-53) 
LQUISIANA 
NCR IY-015-001 Dillard Unirernily 2079 
Feasibility study of utilization of remote aerial sensing for 
predicting urban neighborhood characteristics 
h,td O N ( ~ ~ Z ! " " ,  
0513 1172-06/30/74 FY73: $20.000 TOTAL: $25,000 
P?;n h r c r r .  NASA Trrh Ofllmr CASE C#(cor).  
Rogers. R. HQ-PY/Pahly, I .  G. 39-Enu Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Dsniels, J. L., Jr. 
(10-371 340-00-W) 
NGR 19-01 1-007 Grnmbling College 2080 
Study of low frequency hydromagnetic waver using ATS I data 
hn'd  oM,Zarim, 
11130170-11131173 FY73: $11,943 TOTAL: $35,351 , ~, ~ ~ , - ~ ,  
Pm. In"csl. NASA T e d  0fl;iii CASE Caregory 
Cummings, W. D. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
NGR 19-Oll4I(l8 Grambling College 2081 
EMect of  continuous low-dose rate gamma irradiation on ccll 
populatian kinetics of lymphoid tissue 
Pcnul OU,garror~.s 
05103171-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: S16,SW , , , ~, 
Pnm. I,~wrr W S A  Ted. Ofl!er CASE Carqorp 
Foster. 0.  R. JSC/Lcwallen, 1. M. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
JSCIBenson. R. E. 
NCR 19-011-009 Grambling College 2082 
Time exposure studies on stress corrosion cr~ckiking of aluminum 
f i n d  obl,pnorm 
04/06/71-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $31.125 
Pnn. ,tlu.vr NASA Tech. O / j ~ s r  CASE Calrgury 
Terrell. J. HQ-PY/Pohly, 1. G. IbPhysics 
MSFC/McKannan. E. C. 
(62-910 933-50-00) (10.371 340-00-00) 
NGR 19-011-012 Gremblinp, Collegr 2083 
Thwretical investigation o f  isotopic anomaly of xenon in  
carbonaceous chondrites 
PIIld o b l ~ r ~ , ~ m ,  
M/24/72-08/31/75 FY73: 1621.539 TOTAL: $33,540 
Pnll Inu<sz. NASA TI*. Ofljm, CASE Colaor,' 
Sabu, D. D. HQ-PY/Pahly. J. G. 43-Chcm Engr 
JSC/Bogard, D. D. 
(10-37 1 340-00.00) 
NGR 19-011-013 Gmmbling College 2084 
Study of polarizations for hydramagnetic wavcs observed by 
ATS- I 
."<nod Obl19~~ms 
04/24/72-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $9,267 
Pnn. Inw~r.  NASA 7-h On-r CASE CXProrY 
Gajendar, N. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 31-Atmos Sci 
110-371 340-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
LOUISIANA (Continued) 
NCR 19-011414 Crambling College 2085 
Study of coronal structures in a nonmagnetic star 
Penal Obl#sario~~r 
07/05/72-05/01/73 FY73: $9.515 TOTAL: $9,515 
Pnn. Inrcll. NASA Ted. Oflker CA.YE Celerury 
Cross, M.  A. HQ-PYIPahly, J. G .  13-Physics 
JSC/Bonner, G. 
(10-371 340-00.00) 
NCR 19-011-016 Cnmbling College 2086 
Distribution of extra-ionic electrons in semimetallie environments 
by nuclear quadrupole resonance techniques 
f inal OY<~arionr 
11/14/72-12/01/73 FY73: $15.305 TOTAL: $15.305 
Pdn I n r s l .  NASA lid. OJRRRR CASE Cbrq@r? 
Narasimhamurty H. A. HQ-PY/Pohly, I. G. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kroes. R. L. 
(10.371 340-0600) 
NAS 1-10341 Louisiana Stale Universily - Baton Rouge 2067 
Practical application of computer programs far supersonic 
combustion 
Period oMlaa,ion.r 
09/14/7&12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $24,053 
Pnn. lnw.%r. NASA Twh. 0flkr.r CASE (blexury 
Groves. F.  R. LARC/Andersan, G .  Y. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-76C 722-03-1 1) 
NAS 5-11426 louiri lna Slate University - Baton Rouge 2008 
Ionization spectrometer study of phase B definition far the 
HEAO-A spacecraft 
Pend Ohl@.,l"". 
04/27/71-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 6124,847 
NAS 5-23174 Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge 2089 
HEAO-A experiment 
Pcnd ONit.,,i""l 
12/05/72-08/01/74 FY73: $75,693 TOTAL: $75,693 
w i n  l n r s l  NASA Tech. Olfl?#r CASE Cor#sory 
Huggctt, R. W. GSFC/Browning, R. K .  Il-Astronomy 
CiSFC/Janniche, P. A. 
(51-8SO 832-12-00) 
NAS 820003 huiriana Slate University - Baton Rougr 2090 . 
Study of the economic impact of NASA operaliuns on the 
metropolitan area of New Orleans 
?#nod obligl?rrun5 
10/01/65-10101/76 FY73: TOTAL: $4,806 
NAS 629012 Louisiana State Unironity - Bskn Rouge 2091 
Application of Salurn/Apollo automated dntu system capabilities 
to problems of environmental impacts of urban lrilnsportatian 
P ~ n d  Obl<xal<~n3 
06/06/72-06/08/73 FY73: TOTAL: $4,822 
Pen. lnvrrr. NASA Tech. Olfi~rrr CASE C ~ ~ ~ o r y  
Modlin, D. G..  Jr. MSFC/McDonough, G. F. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
MSFC/Daniels. J. L..  1;. 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 9-10986 Louisiana Slate University - Baton Rouge 2092 
Monte  Car lo simulation of nuclear electromagnetic cascade 
development and energy of ionization spectrometers 
P<nd oY;za,rmJ 
06/16/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $52,000 
rnn.  I ~ W S ~ .  NASA ~ h .  o/pmr CASE car.gon. 
Jones. W. V. ISC/Craddock, W. 13-Physics 
JSC/Eandi, R. D. 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-850 188-00-00) 
NAS 9-12352 Louisiana Stnte University - Baton Rouge 2093 
Shuttle oriented graduate program 
PUfc.4 ONldl?,,M' 
12/07/7 1-06/01/74 FY73: $LO,O(KI TOTAL: $35,000 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA T i h .  Ogimr CASE Carrgu,s 
Daniel, L. R., Jr. JSC/Teineira. C. 41-Aera Engr 
Courter. R. W. JSC/Moxley, W. M. 
Millcr, P. H. 
(72-96C 961-21-00) (72-910 914-50-00) 
NCI. 19-001-024 Louisiana Slate Univerrily - Balon Rouge 2094 
Multidisciplinary research in space science and engineering 
P c o d  Oblr~atlonl 
10/21/66-08/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $624,224 
Prin ,nus,. NASA Tech Oflka CASE Colrrury 
Whitehurst. C. A. HQ-PY/Quinn, H. B. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NCL  19403-059 Louisiana Stale University - Baton Roup 2095 
Analysis of the interaction of ablating prolcctian systems and 
stagnation-region heading 
Penal OM,I.IIMI 
01/14/69- 12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $186,000 
Prim. InwsI NASA Tech. Wnr C A S E  Culrxov 
Pike, R. W. LARCJSwann. R. T. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-742 124-00-00) 
NGL 19-001-168 Louisiana Stale University - Baron Rouge 2096 
Special support of Saturn/Apollo uti l izing Mississippi rest 
filcilities 
Y r n d  Ohllglrrlunl 
02/07/69-Ul/O 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $275,000 
Pnn. Inwrr. NA.% re<+. Ofl<cel CASE Corpdvry 
Whitehurst, C. A. LARC/Johnson. D. L. 49-Engr, NEC 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
LOUISIANA (Continued) 
NGL 19-001-097 Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge 2097 
Interdisciplinary program in earth resource and environmental 
research 
P?"d O b l ~ ~ , l ~ " ,  
05/17/71-08/01/14 FY73: TOTAL: $50,000 , , , , 
Pen. h r r t .  NASA Tlrh. Olflrrr CASE C#teory 
Whilchurst, C. A. HQ-PYIRedding. E. R.39-Env k i ,  NEC 
MSFCIKent. M. I. 
NGL 19-001-105 Louisiana Statc University - Bston Rouge 2098 
Interpretation of remote sensing dala in the Bayou la Fourehe 
reeion of South Louisiana 
- 
Perrod ob;<g~~~o"s 
M/O6/72-05/01/15 FY73: TOTAL: $100,000 
, , 
Prill. I n u ~ l .  NASA Tech. Ofllmr CASE Calrgnry 
Whilshursl. C. A. HQ-PY/Vitalc, J.  A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
MTF/Mooneyhiln, D. W. 
NGR 19-001412 Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge 2099 
Cosmic ray investigations utilizing an emulsion chambcr- 
calorimeter combination 
 PI"^ obl,an,l,"", 
03/10/66-12/31/12 FY73: $IW,WO TOTAL: $919.957 
P,;n lnnrr. NASA red. Oflteer C A E  Camwry 
Huggett, R. W. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G.  I i-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kauanagh. L. D. 
(10-850 188-46-52) 
NCR 19401-085 Louisiana State University - Baron Rouge 2100 
Application and interpretation of aperture 
? e n d  0bl;nal;um 
06/10/70-06/01/13 FY73: $1,000 TOTAL: $60,787 
Pnn h u r t .  NASA Tech Ojfler CASE C e l n o ~  
Wilkens, B. JSCIKimzey. S. L. 51-Biology 
(72-970 970-5 1-15) (72-910 9 14-50-00) 
NAS 8-28955 Louisiana State University - New Orleans 2101 
Application of Salurn/Apollo automated data system capabilities 
to  problems of the environmental impacts of urban tranrpuna- 
lion 
P,"d Ob~t~llrlonr 
06/06/72-0813 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $5.000 
Pnn. I"n.sr. NASA Tcrh Ofliiii C l  SE Calqory 
Saussy, G. A. MSFC/McDonough. G. F. 
Hammond, J. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
MSFC/Daniels, J.  L., Jr. 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 9-11339 Louisiana Slate Unirersity - New Orlesnr 2102 
Analysis of plant liasues 
P e e d  0Uiga"M' 
lO/l5/70.08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $64,939 
Pnn hurt. NASA Tnrh Ojfi<?r CASE Cnrqav 
Laseter. J .  L. JSC/Walkinshaw, C. H. 51-Biology 
JSC/Wooley, B. G .  
(72-910 914-50.00) (72-870 189-WOO) (72-870 189-54-07) 
NAS 9-12941 Louisiana Slate University - New Orleans 2103 
Analysis of chemical components from tissue samples 
PerW 0b;Ir~liuns 
06/29/72-08/31/13 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $75,WO 
Pnn. Inurl. NASA Tech. Ojfler CASE Co(qory 
Laster ,  J. L. JSC/Walkinshaw, C. H. 51-Biology 
JSC/Wooley, B. C. 
(72-960 961-5 1-00) 
NAS 9-9317 Louisiana Slate University - Shmrepart 2104 
Study of modulatory effects of solar wind in galactic cosmic 
rays 
P e t i d  0bIigmlon.s 
04/07/69-06/30/74 FY73: $3,700 TOTAL: $28.960 
Pn'n lnnrr. NASA Tech Ofltcrer CASE Cm<gdry 
Moss, T. A. JSC/Giuli. R. T. il-Astronomy 
(72-850 188-41-51) (72-950 95 1-16-00) 
IAS 828957 Loyal* University - Louisiana 2105 
Smdy of applications 01 Saturn/Apollo automated dala system 
capabilities to the problems of environmental impacts of urban 
transportation 
P l " d  obllp.,,m, 
06/23/72-06\22/73 FY73: TOTAL: $5,000 
pH,>. ,nwrt. WSA Tech Ofliiir CASE Colqor) 
Christman, J. F. MSFC/McDonough, G. F. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Smolien. J. W., I l l  
(62-910 933-50-W) 
NGR 19413-002 Northwestern Slate University - Louisiana 2106 
Geologic mapping of Mars 
h n d  O b , i ~ ~ , w r  
11/09/71-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $3,500 
Pnn. Inuesl. NASA Tech. O/f;ccr CASE Cal<gOrY 
Dehon, R. A. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gclugical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NCR 19-005-003Southorn Univerrily A&M Col - Baton 2107 
Rouge 
Experimenlal and theoretical study an naneqilibrium and unsteady 
phenomena in supersonic gas dynamics 
P e n d  Obl~garlonx 
01/20/7i-01/31/78 FY73: TOTAL: 575,OW 
Pnll Inns,. NASA Tech O/fl<<r CASE Caie807). 
Johnson, J. A. HQ-PY/Pahly, J. G .  13-Physics 
MSFC/Jones, J .  
(10-37 1 340-00-00) (62-9 10 933-50-00) 
NGR 19-005-006Southern University A&M Col - Baton 2108 
Rouge 
Rexarch in the many-particle theory of nuclcar systems with 
application to neutron star matter 
P d d  0M;~al;"nr 
IO/i7/72-09/01/73 FY73: 615,WO TOTAL: $15,000 
Pno I n u ~ l .  NASA Tech Oflhr  CASE CO1tPT 
Chakkalakai, D. A. HQ-PY/Pohiy. J .  G. Ii-AslranomY 
JPL/King, J. 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
U3UISIANA (Continued) 
NGR 19-005-008Southern Unirrnity A&M Col - Baton 21W 
Roup 
Comparian of zone radiometry and enthalpy probe mea- 
surements 
h"d ObI,~,lo", 
07/20/72-12/31/73 FY73: $15,157 TOTAL: %15,157 
Prin Jnw~r. NASA Rrh. 0I.c.r CASE Crl#gory 
Watson. M.  M. HQ-PY/Pohly. J. G. 43-Chcm Engr 
MSFC/Kent, M. 1. 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR 19-005-009Saulhern University A&M Col - Baton 2110 
Rouge 
Rildirtivc property investigation 
P e n d  0bl;~arhrU 
03/26/73-0513 1/74 FY73: S20,MXI TOTAL: 520.000 
P"n lnrrrr NASA T?<h Ofllm, CAT5 Colqery 
HQ-PY/ 13-Physics 
(10-371 340-00.8%) 
NCR 19-014-WISouthern Umivernity A&M Col - New 2111 
Orleans 
Evaluation of secondary data as a guide to the systematic 
transportation analysis and research project of New Orleilns 
? I t i d  OYipip,~",,., 
05/16/72-05/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $5.000 
Pnn. l,8vrc. NASA TeLh Oflirr CA SE Caregory 
Lucas. E. C. HQ-PY/Pohly, 1. G. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
MSFCIMcDannoueh. G. 
NAS 8-7.9026 Tulane Unirerdtv 2112 ~ . ~ ~ .  -~~~ ~ ~~ --.. 
Research study on an aascssment of the uscfulneas of remote 
srnsing techniques in determining quality of urban environment 
P c n d  ONipaltw, 
061 15172-06/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $45,000 
Pnn. lous.rr. NASA Tech Ofliiir CASE Colrgury 
Hidalgo, 1 .  V. MSFC/McDonough, G. F .  
39.Env Sci. NEC 
MSFC/Daniels, J. L., Jr. 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 9-12966 Tulane University 2113 
East Lake Pontchartra~n study 
P 1 0 d  ou8an,,m, 
06/26/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL. S35,WO 
NGL 19-CN2-Ml Tulane University 2114 
Electronic transport properties of rnolceular crystals 
Prnul ONig.rio"3 
02/17/69-01/31/76 FY73: $22,000 TOTAL: $122.000 
Prtn Inus~r. NASA T-h. Ofl<cer CASE Corrgory 
Herman", A. M. HQ-RW/Weinkrg, I. 13-Physics 
JPL/Rembaum, A. 
(10-704 502-01-02) (10-740 129-W-00) 
NGR 1POOZU3O Tulsnc University 2115 
Determination of the intensity of turbulence in  liquid racket 
combustion chamber 
h"'d ON~OI~MI 
12/31/69-12/31/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $100,227 
Przn lnrrrr  Nl.S.4 Tech. Ofl,cw CASE Cnrfgry 
O'Hara. J. C. LEKC/Priem, R. J. 46-Mech Engr 
(22-704 502-04-25) 
NGR 19-002-032 Tulane Universily 2116 
Investigation of sediments on the Martian surface based on 
Mariner 6 and 7 photographs 
Pcn'd  Ohlol;"", 
10/02/70-04/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $12,390 
NGR 19-0OS038 Tulane University 2117 
Geologic mapping of  a quadrangle on Mars based an Mariner 9 
photographs 
P d d  Obli~~Zlnnl 
02/04/72-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. 61wrr. NASA Ted.  Oflfprr CASE Chqor). 
Meyer. J. D. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingharn, J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGT 19-002-W2 Tulane Unireroily 2118 
Training of graduate students in  space-relatcd science and 
technology 
?W;d oM~l.rro,,., 
04/12/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $793,798 
Pnn. hw.rr. NASA Ted. 0fli-r CASE Calc~ary 
Deencr, D. R. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NGR 19407-002 Xarier University - Louisiana 2119 
Xavicr university and the systematic analysis research project 
h"d Obll~*,i0", 
05/22/72-1213 1/73 FY73: $20.000 TOTAL: 1625.000 
PTt: l n r r l .  N.4.S" Trrh Ofliiir CASE 
Fulwiler. J. H. HQ-PY/Canrr, C. H .  76-Sociology 
MSFC/McDonough, G. 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR 19407-W4 Xavier University - Louisiana 2120 
The correlation of the 24 hour pattern of rat plasma and adrenal 
conicoslerone with the diurnal variations of certain tissue 
constituents involved in carbohydrate metabolism 
P P , ~  OU/~~ , IM. ,  
05/07/73-06/30/74 FY73: $39.438 TOTAL: $39.438 
Pdn. Inn, , .  @AS4 T ~ r h  Ofl<cr CASE Cotegor) 
Ashman. P. U .  ARC/Wingct, C. M .  59-Life Sci, NEC 
ARC/Vernikosdanclli. J. 
( 10-37 1 340-00-00) 
NASA's UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
MAINE 
NCR 20-016 University ol Maine - Orona 2121 
studies of electron transport and localized stales, and rmorphous 
semiconductors 
Pcnd OM,gar,o"r 
03/25/70-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $71,978 
P ~ i n  !,?KG NASA Tech 0,fiwr CASE Coregar). 
Clark. A. H. HQ-RW/Weinbcrg, I. 13-Physics 
JPLILewiski. G.  
MARYLAND 
NAS 5-21418 Bowie Slate College 2122 
Summer institute in computer applications 
P ~ d d  ObTllrrnnr 
06121171-08/01/11 FY73: TOTAL: $29,984 
, , . , 
Pmh. inwr, W S A  Tnh.  0J;c.r CASE Calexuly 
GSFC/ 21-Mathematics 
(51-500 311-02-31) (51-500 311-07-31) (51-620 682-10-60) 
NAS 5-22066 Bovie Slate College 2123 
Summer institute in computer applications 
k , j d  ob,;~~o"".r 
06/22/72-08/20/72 FY73: TOTAL: $29,500 
Pdn, lnnrr NASA re*. Ofliccr CASE CnIexUr). 
Bannister. P. J.  GSFC/Bremsr. H. 0. 21-Mathematics 
(51-500 31l.02.31) (51-500 311-07-41) (51-890 697-00-00) 
NCR 21-027-W1 Borie Slate College 2124 
Research in cosmic ray physics 
Perid ObIt~c7~onr 
09/01/69-02/82/73 FY73: $52,642 TOTAL: $94,884 
Pr ln  law, .  NASA Trch OUl-r CASE Careor). 
Thornabene, H. S. GSFC/MeDonald, F. B. Il-Astronomy 
CSFC/Boldt, E. A. 
(51.850 188-41-59) (51.850 188-W00) (10-370 183-M00) 
NCR 21-027-M)4 BoHie Slste College 2125 
Research in numerical integration 
hnd ob,tgo'11m, 
05/25/71-09/30/74 FY73: $13,239 TOTAL: $23,451 
h n .  inrrrr. NASA Tech. Olfimr CASE Cnlcgury 
Srivaslava, S. HQ-PYjPohly. I. C .  21-Mathematics 
CSFC/Velez, C. E. 
(10.371 340-00-00) 
NCR 21-027-010 Bowie Stale College 2126 
Holographic gratings lor spectrographic applications study of 
aberrations 
P r r i d  o&ia#,ii, 
05/14/73-06/30/74 FY73: $14,402 TOTAL: $14,402 
Pnn. bnAr NASA Ted. OJ/<<?r CASE Cmqory 
Bhatia, M. S. GSFC/Caruso, A. J. 13-Physics 
(10-371 340-MM) 
NCT 21-027-W9 Ilowie State College 2127 
Summer Institute in computer applications 
P e n d  ob,,garior~v 
M/W/73-01/31/74 FY73: $33,040 TOTAL: $33.040 
Pr!n b v r 5 r .  NASA T e d .  Oflfccr CASE Co!qoT 
HQ-PY/ 21-Mathematics 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR 21-023-W1 Columbia Union Collep 2128 
Research in calibration techniques for radiometric devices 
Periul Obliga,to"x 
05/07/68-12/3 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $38,096 
Frjn bw, NASA Teih 0fl.r C A S E  C a ~ r ~ ~ ~ y  
Mohr, E. 1. GSFC/McLean. J .  T. 13-Physics 
(51-680 i60-WW) (51-680 16044-56) (51-680 160-75-51) 
NAS 5-11415 Johns Hopkins Universily 2129 
Atmosphere Explorer phutoelcctron and energetic particle 
experiment 
P."d ob,ig~nonl 
06/22/71-06/30/74 FY73: $230,000 TOTAL: $570,000 
Pnll ,nves, NASA Tech O/j<er L l S E  Carerory 
Doering, 1. P. GSFC/Findlay. J .  A. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Grimes, D. W. 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 5-22071 Johns Hopkinr University 2130 
Environmental and toxicoligical evaluation o l  plasticizer mi- 
gration 
P d  OMiiillm.7 
06/20/72-06/01/14 FY73: TOTAL: $20,000 
Pnn. i n v r ~ l .  NASA Ted Oflfcer CASE Cnleevry 
Rubin, R. J. GSFC/Grass, F. C.  53-Other Medical 
GSFC/Friedman. D. S. 
(51-230 141.93-003 
NAS 9-11528 Johns Hapkins University 2131 
Apollo far UV spectrometer 
PerW ob,,ga,,on, 
02/11/71-12/31/73 FY73: $801,324 TOTAL: $4,194,324 
Prin hvrl. NASA Tech OJfker CASE Coregun. 
Fastie, W. G. JSC/McFadin, L. B. 13-Physics 
(72-? 10 914-49-00) 
NCR 21-001-001 Johns Hopkins Unirerrily 2132 
Rocket and laboratory experiments and analysis on ultraviolet 
spectra of upper atmosphere 
P*"d OMidddiiil 
08/01/6I-O8/3l/73 FY73: 16240.W TOTAL: $3,121,963 
~ n n .  ,nu,,. NASA T e d .  O f l k ~ r  CASE C@rrzow 
Fastie, W. C .  HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQ-SG/Rornan, N. G.  
(LO-850 879-1 1-00) 
NCR 21-Wl-014 Johns Hopkins University 2133 
Solar radio observations in support of Skylab-A 
Pcud Obl;r@lollonr 
06126172-09/3(1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $50.000 
PWf. i n w ~ l .  NASA T e d .  OIRRR, CASE Ca'aorv 
Gotwols. 0. L. MSFC/Baugher. C. R. 11-AstronomY 
MSFC/Duncan, B. J.  
(62-960 996-0000) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NGR 21-001-037 Johns Hapkins University 2134 
Ammonia and nitrogen in  primitive atmospheres 
r e n d  OM,8aniona 
101 16168-02/28/73 FY73: TOTAL: '$69,886 
Pnn. btx.?r. NASA Tch. Oflecrrr CASE Carrgory 
Eugstcr, H. P. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
( la870 ~ a ~ - m o o )  (10-840 192-55-62) 
NGR 21601-080 Johns Hopkins University 2135 
Statistical models of lunar racks and regolith 
Period  OM!^,,,,"", 
06/15/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $38,887 
Pnn. hm.sr NASA T n .  Ofljrcr CASE Carezow 
Marcus, A. H. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMIAllenby, R. 1. 
(10-810 383-09-50) (10-810 195-42-65) 
NGR 21-WI-OX4 Johns Hopkins Unirorrity 2136 
Spectra and energy ievels of neodymium ions 
P?"d Obllpnnn., 
12/3i/69-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $45.000 
NGR 2I-001-097 Johns Hapkinr University 2137 
Phasc of the Grand Tour missions energetic particle investigations 
far outer planet mirrior>s 
P l " d  omi~',nun, 
M/O7/71-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $46.272 
Plrn lnws,. NASA T i l h  DMinr C.4 SE Carrgur, 
Krimigis, S. M. HQ-SLJMitz. M.  A. 13-Physics 
HQ-SL/Krilrr, J. W. 
(ILL840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52) 
NGR 21-WI-107 Johns Hopkins University 2138 
Man-environment social systems rewarch 
Ps"d Obltprbnr 
09/23/7l-04/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $46,794 
PHrl Inwsz. NASA Tcrh D//iiir CASE Cnz#bory 
Findley, J. D. ARC/Patton, R. M.  62-Social Asprsls 
Brady, J. D. 
(21-970 970-21-5 1) 
NCR 21-001-111 Johns Hopkins University 2139 
Small group performance & effects of contingency management 
in  a programmed environment 
P l , t d  ohAga,.",,., 
03/31/72-10/14/73 FY73: $159,600 TOTAL: $255.255 
Prtn husr. NASA Ted.  0fl;cer CASE Corrgorr 
Findley, J. 0 .  ARC/Pauon, R. M.  62-Social A s ~ c t r  
(21-970 97C-21-5 1) 
NGR 21-001-119 Johns Hopkins University 2140 
Feasibility study for a charge composition Explorer sateliite-light 
ion release experiment 
P."'od Ohl?r~~~""0"' 
04/26/73-M/30/74 FY73: $50.000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Pnn I n w ~ r .  NASA Tech O13rrr CASE Cn~qory 
HQ-SG/ 32-Geiogical Sci 
(10-850 188-36-55) 
NGR 21-009-033 .Johns Hapkinr University 2141 
Opticsl investigations of noncrystalline semiconductors 
Pl , ;d  Ohll~a,lonr 
02/12/70-02/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $65,750 
Pnrt h r r s r .  NASA Tech. O I j - r  CASE Category 
Feldman, C. HQ-RW/Weinbcrg, I. 13-Physics 
JPLJLewieki. G. 
(10-740 129-02-21) (10-740 129-00-00) 
NGT 21-001-004 Johns Hopkinf University 2142 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
P e n d  0N;gar;onr 
03/20/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 5877,9 15 
Pnn ln rsr .  NASA Tech OIPlier CASZ Cn~rgory 
Kimball, A. W .  HQ-PY/Certer, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NSR 21-001477 Johns Hapkins University 2143 
Collecting, cataloging, indexing and staring personal and 
professional papers of D r  Hugh Latimer Dryden 
P e r i d  Obl@ntws 
12/21/70-0713 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: 571.7R1 
, , , , . ~, - -  
Pnn. lnwn. NASA rwh. OYiiir CASE Carqory 
HQ-AA/Emme. E. M .  73-History 
(10-250 141-00-00) (10-705 130-00-00) (10-370 183-00.00) 
NGT 21-025-006 Morgan State College 2144 
Summer Faculty fellowship program 
P c d d  Ob.llrn5 
M/ 16/71-03/31/74 FY73: $55,416 TOTAL: $110.416 
P"',,. laws,. NASA Twh. OJr-r CASE Cnlqory 
Proctor. N. K .  HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 19-Phyr Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Mundy, J. R. 
(51-030 039-00-00) (10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR 21-002-010 University of Maryland - Baltimore County 2145 
Theoretical & experimental research on gravitational radiation 
P c n d  Obltratlun3 
06/12/63-09/01/73 FY73: $28,075 TOTAL: $910,223 
pnn. ~ n w . ~ , .  NASA olfirrr CASE corqory 
Misncr. C. W. HQ-SG/Keisall, T. I l-Aslronamy 
HQ-SG/Romm, N. G .  
(10-850 188-41-54) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NGR 21-00.2-040 University of Maryland - Baltimore County 2146 
Study of protein hydration in isolated cell surface struclure 
h o o d  ohl~~altw7, 
011 19/65-06/30/71 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $242,114 
Prin Inwrr. NASA Tech. O//<<rr CASE Caregory 
Grcncll, R. G. HQ-EK/Jacabs. G. J. 5 1-Biology 
(10-870 189-57-62) (10.870 191-58-62) 
NAS 5-11063 University of Maryland - College Park 2147 
Experiment to analyre ions and electrons for IMP-H & J 
P~nod oMlga,,unr 
061 11/68-06/30/75 FY73: $210,000 TOTAL: $1,357,200 
P,!" ,nu,,. NASA lPrh OJ(cer CASE Coreroron. 
Gloeckler. G. GSFC/Davis, M .  A. 13-Physics 
(5 1-850 861-42-00) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 5-23237 UniroFjty 01 Mnryland - College Park 2148 
feasibility study for infrared interferometer, spectrometer, & 
radiometer lor Mariner/Jupiter 1977 launch 
PI"& OW@.2,i.", 
05/G9/73-08/31/72 FY73: $4,500 TOTAL: $4,500 
Pdn. lnvm.  NASd Tech. Oflfcrrr CASE Caterory 
Ponnamperuma. C. GSFCjConrath, B. J. 12.Chcmistry 
(51-840 802-31-00) 
NAS 9-5886 University of Maryland - Cdlege Park 2149 
Lunar gravimeter experiment far ALSEP 
Perid Obl*""~' 
M/26/66-02/28/74 FY73: $300,OW TOTAL: $2,161,615 
Pa. lnlvsr. NASA Tech. Oflscer CASE Csztgayory 
Weher. I. JSC/Eichelman, W. F.  19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-9 10 914-40-00) 
NCL  21-00tW5 University of Maryland - College Park 2150 
Theoretical research on dynamics of astrophysical plasmas 
including studies of structure of plasma shock waves in salar 
corona and their possible radio emission 
Prtid Obllgatwns 
02/01/62-06/01/74 FY73: $50.000 TOTAL: $674,946 
Pnn. Inue88. NASA Trrh Oflje, CASE Calrgor, 
Tidman. D.  A. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics 
HO-SG/Schmerline. E. R. 
NGL 21-002-008 Universily of Maryland - College Park 2151 
Multidiuiplinary research an application of high speed computers 
to space-related rcrcarch problems 
Pend Obl;r',,lonr 
M/03/63-02/01/73 f Y73: TOTAL: $2.620,M0 
Pnn. Inw,?. NASA Ted .  Oflrrr CASE Co<qnn. 
Rheindolt, W. C. HQ-PY/Quinn. H. B. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ.PY/Redding, E. R. 
(10-370 183-WOO) 
NGL 21-WZ-029 Unircnily 01 Maryland - College Park 2152 
Cooperative rescarch in  long wavelength radio astronomy 
P d d  0b;;tozlonr 
02/0l/&1-02/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $506,677 
NGL 21-002-033 University 01 Maryland - College Park 2153 
Theoretical and experimental studies in space sciences, including 
consideration of rocket probe and satellites techniques 
Penad O#lga,.",l, 
06/02/64-05/30/76 FY73: $255.588 TOTAL: 52,179,537 
Pr;n lnsrn.  NASA T'h. Ofl;", CASE Ccorqory 
Laster, H. GSFCjAhid, G. E. 3 I-Atmor SLi 
Smith, E. P. GSFC/Pieper, G. F. 
(51-840 196-41-51) (51-840 811-22-W) (51-840 820-02-00) 
NCL  21-002-167 University a1 Maryland - College Park 2154 
Optical absorption coefficients for uranium plasma 
Pedd Obl i~~ l i~ , , . ,  
M/26/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $130,319 
Pen. Bilv~l. NASA T e d .  Oflhirr CASE Cc7tqory 
Miller, M.  H. I.ERC/Patsh. R. W. 13-Physics 
Wilkerson, T. D. 
(22-720 122-00-00) (45-720 122-00-00) 
86 
NGL 21-002214 University 01 Maryland - College Park 2155 
Study of gencral relativity effects on tracking data 
Penal obllm,h"s 
oJ/l1/69-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $60,000 
Pnn. lnverl. NASA T h  Ojn-r CASE Cmrrory 
Richard, J. P. GSFC/Ghaffa+. A. 42-Astro Engr 
GSFC/Schmid, P. E. 
(51-750 125-MOO) 
NGL 21-W2-367 Uni~ersity of Maryland - Callege Park 2156 
Multifrequency mapping of the radio run 
P ~ n d  obllsa,,un, 
10/01/72-09/01/74 FY73: 16202,WO TOTAL: S202,OW 
P N l  l n w r  NASA Tclh. Oflj<er CASE ~~r~~~~~ 
Kundu. M.  R. GSFC/Fainhcrg. J. I l-Astronomy 
Erickson, W. C. 
(51.850 188-38-51) 
NGR 21-MI2002 University 01 Maryland - College Park 2157 
Theoretical studies in atmospheric and spa= physics 
Pend 0bIksr.lwnr 
02/01/60-W/30/73 FY73: $30,OM) TOTAL: $637,000 
P " n  Insrrr. NASA TpEn O//I<er CASE Co,czury 
Opik, E. J. HQ-SGjDuhin. M. 11-Astrooomy 
HO-SLiBrunk. W. E. 
NGR 21-WZ-W3 University 01 Maryland - College Park 2158 
Prychophysiology in controlled environments 
Prnul ou~aorio", 
M/Ol/70-03/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $836,492 
PHll. Brrrl. NASA Tech Oflics? CASE Cafewry 
Melnik, W. L. HQ-MM/Saunders, J. F. 41-Aero Engr 
(10.870 189-WOO) (21-870 189-54-62) (21-980 945-82-00) 
NCR 21-002-007 University of Msrylsnd - College Park 2159 
Research on measurement of atomic transition probabilities of 
high temperature cases 
Pwtd OU!rartm~ 
03/20/63-10/31/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $288,024 
Prjn lnurrr. NASA Tech Ojfimr CASE Cale80r). 
Miller, M .  H. HQ-SG/Weldon. J. M.  Il-Aslranurny 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 21-002-064 University 01 Maryland - College Park 2160 
A study of primary cosmic ray electrons, utilizing halloon~barnr 
experiments 
period otJ,g.nunr 
l1/19/65-M/30/73 FY73: $85,000 TOTAL: $M0,0W 
Pm'n lnnrr. NASA Tcrh Oljler CASE COlrgory 
Earl. I. A. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SGfKavanagh, L. D. 
(10-850 188-4641) 
NGR 21-W2-073 University of Maryland - College Park 21-51 
Experimental and theoretical investigation 01 plasma radiation 
nnod Obl!gnnun~ 
04/26/6&02/28/74 FY73: $50.000 TOTAL: $547,005 
Prjn, Ine.r , .  NASA T r d  Oflier CASE Celezor 
Griem, H. R. HQ-%/Roman, N. G. 1I.ArtronomY 
HQ-SG/Kelsail, T. 
(lo-850 188-41-51) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NGR 21402-096 University of Maryland - College Park 2162 
Research in atmospheric physics 
Pnod OMgmion. 
06/21/66-12/31/73 FY73: $70,000 TOTAL: $424,414 
Pnn. I,zrc.~n. NASA Tech O l f i ~ o  CASE Cerqor) 
Matthews. D. L. GSFC/Brace, L. H. 31-Amos Sci 
GSFC/Taylor, H. A. 
(51-850 188-36-56) (5 1.840 384-47-5 1) (51-850 872-12-00) 
NGR 21-002-197 University of Maryland - College Park 2163 
Analysis of data processing systems. 
P e n d  Ohlizallm~ 
10/01/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 15,000 
Ptin Inwr,. NASA l i r h  Ollrrer CASE Carc~or? 
Chu. Y. GSFC/Grunby, E. I .  21-Mathematics 
Minher, J. 
(51.500 150-00-00) (51-5W 110-22-38) (51-500 150-22-15) 
NGR 21-W2-199 Unirerslty of Maryland - College Park 2164 
Research in solar radio astronomy at short wavelengths 
P r n d  ON;gar!an, 
04/11/69-W/30/73 FY73: $17.000 TOTAL: $74.156 
P t i n  Inur!. #AS" Terh O#rer CASE Corrgun 
Kunder. M.  R. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel. C .  K .  
(10-850 188-38-52) 
NGR 21-002-206 University o l  Maryland - College Psrk 2165 
Study of a unified hardware software design of a micropragrammed 
Svstem 
P e n d  - 06l;a',rrons 
05/05/69-0813 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $50,201 
Pnn. Invrst. NASA Teh.  Olfjcer CA'CE Lblrzor) 
Chu. Y. GSFC/Greene. E. P. 21-Mathcmatici 
(51-750 125-WW) (25-750 125-00-00) 
NGR 21-002-216 University of Maryland - Collqe Park 2166 
lnvesligation and possible improvements of the life limiting factors 
in  the sealed off COZ gar laser discharge 
Perid OMig#'Dinr 
10/17/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $53.31 1 
Prim. lnw.7,. NASA Tech O I I i i i i  CASE Cnrrgo?, 
Hachuli, U. E. GSFC/Richard, H. L. 13-Physics 
GSFC/McGunigal. T. E. 
(51-620 164-21-57) (5 1-150 125-00-00) (5 1-620 630-22-00) 
NGR 21402-238 University of Maryland - College Park 2167 
Research on the optical pumping of alkali atoms using coherent 
radiation from semiconductor iniection lasers 
P e t i d  Oh,~~.,rl"nr 
05/23/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $40,WO 
Pn'n lnw5r NASA Tech O#!ccr CASE Coterory 
Alley. C. 0. GSFC/Major, F. G. 13-Physics 
(51-750 125-00-00) (5 1-750 125-21-06) 
NGR 21-002.219 University of Maryland - College Psrk 2lbX 
Measurement of molecular densities of the mesophere by means 
af optical mdsr 
P?"d oM,#a8im, 
07/31/69-W/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $55,000 
Pnn. bws,  NASA Terh O / ! e r  CASE Calrgor) 
Poultncy, S. K .  HQ-SC/Dubin. M.  31-Atmos Sci 
(10-850 188-4952) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGR 21-002-224 University of Maryland - College Park 2169 
Rcwrrch bn the measurements of  lhe charge and isotopic 
composition 
F e n d  ObI~aorim,., 
07/31/69-08/31/73 FY73: 533,000 TOTAL: $123,000 
Prln hwlr. NASA Tarh O#;ccr CASE (blepr) .  
Gloeckler, G. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SGJKavansgh, L. D. 
(10-850 188-4651) 
NCR 21402-229 University 01 Maryland - College Park 2170 
Multi-residue codes for self-correcting arithmetic unils 
Perk,, " h l ! ~ ~ , ; " " ~  
01/01/70-08/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $40,235 
P,I,t. l n v r l .  NASA Tech. Ol!<cer CASE Cnr~gory 
Rao, T. R. GSFC/Schaefer, D. H, 45-Elcc Engr 
(51-750 125-23-10) (51-750 125-00-00) 
NCR 21-002-266 University of Maryland - College Psrk 2171 
Theoretical study of two problems concerning curved laminar 
jets 
Period Ohltflrlon~ 
03/19/70-08/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $35.526 
Prm. lawn NASA Tech Ojjirrr CASE ralqury 
Plotkin. A. ARC/Cursiglia, V. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-760 136-13-01) (21-760 126-OLLOO) 
NGR 21-W2-267 University of Marylsnd - College Park 2172 
Svpervision of the l a v r  ranging at McDonald Observatory 
P l n d  "b,;8lnin", 
04/03/70-03/31/73 FY73: $15,390 TOTAL: $475,251 
PM. l ~ n l  NASA Tmh. OIPccr CASE C#z<dedy 
Currie, D. G. HQ-SM/Slrickland, A. T. 13-Physics 
(10-810 195-43-50) 
NGR 21402270 University 01 Maryland - College Psrk 2173 
Rcvarch in  mechanical theorem proving 
P e d d  ONt~atIrnr 
05/18/70-06/30/74 FY73: $25.WO TOTAL: $63,439 
PIvl Inus,. NASA 7-h. Oflie, CASE Calcaury 
Miller, J. HQ-RE/Pantious, C. E. 21-Mathematics 
JPL/Lmuidzinas, J. S. 
(ILL704 502-03-32) (10-750 115-04-60) (21-740 129-(34.21) 
NGR 21-002-285 University of Maryland - College Park ?!7d 
Research on techniques for larcr ranging to optical ratio-reflectors 
p n  the moon 
P e n d  OMIgnr!m.r 
11/02/70-09/30/73 FY73: SIW.000 TOTAL: S317.000 
Prh. Inrrsl. NASA Tech. Oflfcer CASE Calq". 
Alley, C. 0. HQ-MT/Rcdfield. M.  19-Phys Sci, NEC 
HQ-MT/Markey, M .  F. 
(10-980 908-94-24) 
NCR 21402-291 University 01 Marylsnd - College Park 2175 
Studies of charged particles in  natural and labarstory cnviran- 
ments 
P C " ~  obl<serionr 
01/28/71-08/31/73 FY73: $22,860 TOTAL: $63.377 
Prin, hrrr<. NASA r e t h  OjJker CASE Cmqogor) 
Coplan, M. A. GSFC/Ogilvie. K. W. 13-Physics 
(51-850 188-36-55) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NCR 21-002-296 University of Maryland - College Park 2176 
Studies of shock wilvc propagation on the lunar surface 
Perid oN&aIImI 
05/05/71-05/00/72 FY73: TOTAL: $42,500 
Prfn lnrr lr .  NASA Tech Oflj~sr CASE Coregory 
Pai, S. I. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 31-Atmos Sci 
Greenberg, J. S. GSFC/Okeefc. J.  A.  
Hazclrigg. G. A. 
(10-810 195-42-65) 
NCR 21-002-301 Uni~prri ly of Maryland - College Park 2177 
Development and application of an interferometer to measure 
binary separations and determination of stellar maass in 
spectroscopic binaries 
P ~ l i o d  Ouigg,iiis 
03/'10/71-12\31/73 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $67,866 
, . 
Pr;n rnvrr.  ~ ~ s a  Tech. Ofljrer CASE Ca,cwrj 
Currie, D .  C .  HQ-SG/Boggess. N. W. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G .  
(10-850 188-41-51) 
NGR 21-002-303 Univeraily of Maryland - College Pnrk 2178 
Experimental studies of three dimensional turbulent boundary 
layers 
P l n d  Ou!ro,ion.s 
04/22/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $25,000 
~ n n .  h ~ r ~ r .  NASA reih o,!fililir CASE csrrrory 
Meinik, W .  L. HQ-RA/Gessow, A. 13-Physics 
(10-740 129-01-20) 
NGR 21-002-M8 University of Maryland - College Psrk 2179 
Rocket investigation of relativistic electron 
?end 0u;Elgani"nr 
06/21/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: Sl50,OW 
Pnlx Inuelz. NASA T ~ i h  O//fcer CASE Carewry 
Matthews. D. L. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/HolVz. J. R. 
(10.850 879-1 1-00) 
NCR 21402311 University of Maryland - College Park 2180 
Solar wind ions 
Prn'ul ObIirago,lonr 
06/09/71-03/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $25,000 
P"r Inwsr.  NASA Tech Officer CASE Calrgor). 
Wilkersan, T. D. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
Zwally. H. J. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
(10-850 188-36-53) 
NGR 21-W2-316 University o l  Maryland - College Park 2181 
Research program in  charged particle detector technology 
pepid 0u;k~riun~ 
07/01/71-07/31/73 FY73: $177,500 TOTAL: $264.217 
Prim. hwrl .  NASA Teih Ofl<ccr C l  Sb Corrgory 
Gloeckler, ti. CSFC/Teegarden, 8.  J .  13-Physics 
(51-850 385-4600) (51-850 832-12-00) (51-850 188-46-51) 
NGR 21-002-317 University of Maryland - College Park 2182 
Chemical studies of the origin of life 
P ~ n d  O ~ ~ ~ ~ O , , O " S  
08/18/11-08/31/73 FY73: $90,000 TOTAL: $180,000 
Prtn. tn-n. N A S A  T'ch. O/Orer CASE Cozqury 
Pannamperuma, C. HQ-SL/Ceib, D. S. 12-Chemistry 
HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 21-002-329 University ol  Maryland - College Park 2183 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pcnd ONlg0,i"nc 
10/19/11-01/01/73 FY73: $67,900 TOTAL: $89,400 
Pnrl lnvrrr  NASA Tech Ofl;,?, CASE Cozmor~ 
Ponnamperurna. C. JSC/tlarris. J .  W. L2~Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 21-002.335 Unirersily of Maryland - College Pnrk 2184 
Mechanics of lracture 01 low density composites under dynamic 
thermal loading 
Pend obl;x~,rms 
09/24/7 1-1 1/30/73 FY73: 518,716 TOTAL: 539,921 
Pr!n Irzrrr. NASA Tech. Oflccer CASE Calrrory 
Yang, J. C. ARC/Centolanzi. F. 1.47-Materials Engr 
ARC/Larson. H .  K .  
(21-704 502-37-02) 
NCR 21.W2-344 Universily of Maryland - College Pnrk 2185 
Studies oo therrnophysical propertier in  critical region of fluids 
Pwrd ObI~~nlbns 
02/16/72-01/28/74 FY73: $13,OW TOTAL: $25.000 
~ d n .  hwrr. NASA 7ech OJfirer CASE cacrgory 
Sengers, J .  V. LERC/Simoneau, R. J. 12-Chemistry 
(22-704 502-28-04) 
NCR 21-002-345 University of Maryland - College Park 2186 
C02 laser cold cathode research 
P r n d  Obli~c1100~ 
OI/Ol/72-11/30/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $58.273 
NGR 21-002-350 llniverrity of Maryland - College Psrk 2187 
Optimum design of composite materials in response to aeradyna- 
mic noise & noire tranrmirsian 
h n d  Oblr~alwi.' 
03/07/72-02/28/13 FY73: TOTAL: $14.947 
P"". I "w .T~~  NASA T h  Ofljrrr CASE Cdr~or). 
Yang. Y. C. ARCjChyu. W. J. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-740 1 14-08-06) 
NCR 21.002-351 University of Maryland - College Park 2188 
Techniques for processing of remotely xnsed imagery 
P < n d  ObIIrollunl 
04/01/12-03/31/73 FY73: $69,488 TOTAL: $93.488 
P,i# lmzrrr. N l X l  TIr* O#,mr CASE Col#gorY 
Dcutsch, E. S. GSFC/,Alford, W. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(51-680 160-20-59) (51-680 160-75-53) 
NCR 21-002.355 University of Maryland - College Park 2189 
~n investigation of microprogramming processors and their 
applications 
P ~ n d  ob,;*a,;M.~ 
04/01/72-03/01\73 FY73: TOTAL: 535.565 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MARYLAND (Continued) 
NCR 21-002-358 University of Maryland - College Park 2190 NGT 21-W2-254 University of Maryland - College Park 2197 
The design of an apparatus capable of compressing solids to Summer faculty fellowship program in reyarch for 24 faculty 
pressures in excess of one million atmospheres members 
period ~bl igmrn,~~ hnd 0~~8ariunr 
M/05/72-10/01/72 FY73: $1,221 TOTAL: $6,785 12/23/69-03/3 1/74 FY73: TOTAL: $203,680 
Prim. I"nn. NASA ?M. Ofljrer CASE C#lq"ry Pn',,. l n w .  NASA Tcrh Ofllrer CASE Carrgow 
Spain. I. L. LEKC/Laurcncc. J. C. 49-Engr, NEC Emad, F. P. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
LERC/Coles. W. D. (10-370 181-00-00) (10-371 340-M00) 
(22-704 502-M-35) 
NAS 62067 University of Msryland - Eastern Shore 2198 
NGR 21-002-368 University of Maryland - College Park 2191 Library services 
Geochemistry of lunar & meteoritic materials ~ e n o d  obsozwnr 
P& OM@,!Y"J 09/08/71-09/30/73 FY73: 1641,118 TOTAL: $80,381 
06/01/72-08/31/74 FY73: $80.387 TOTAL: Si42.831 Pen. I n u ~ r .  NASA Tech. O I j ~ e r  CASE Cnlfgori. 
~ r i n .  ~ n r ~ r .  NASA rerh of~?cer CASC core~orv WS/Flayd, J .  C. 99-Multi-Discip 
Wcidncr, J. R. GSFC/Schnetder, C. C. 32-Gelogical Sci WS/Denton, S. R. 
GSFC/Philpotts. J. A.  (53-030 039-00-W) 
(51-910 914-40-00) (51-850 188-45-53) (51-810 383-09-61) 
NCR 21-002-378 University a1 Maryland - College Park 2192 
Wind velocities from satellite pictures 
P e r i d  Obliglionr 
10/16/72-10/01/73 FY73: $49,983 TOTAL: $49,983 
~ n . .  ,nu.,,. NASA ~ e ~ h .  ommr CASE corqoy 
Rosnfeld, A. GSFCIArking, A. 31-Atmas Sei 
Deutrch, E. S. 
(5 1-680 61 1- 13-00) 
NCR 21-002-390 University uf Maryland - College Park 2193 
Geophysical causes and mcasuremrnt accuracies related to earth 
rotation 
Pled D*l;*a,!onr 
12/11/72-12/01/73 FY73: 1613,104 TOTAL: $13,104 
. . . . 
Pnn. inn.?,. NASA Tech. Officer CASZ Colebor) 
Currie, D. G. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-630 161-79-51) 
NGK 21-002-391 Uniremlty of Maryland - College Park 2194 
Investigation of static aeroclastic phenomena associated with 
oblique wing aircraft AA 
Period OMl~aliam 
01/18/73-M/30/74 FY73: $15,604 TOTAL: $15,604 
Pnn lnrrr .  NASA Tech Olj-r CA.5K Carcggnry 
Weisshaar, T. A.  ARC/Gaspers, P. A. 41-Aera Engr 
ARC/PfyI. F. 
(21-702 760-M-01) 
NCR 21-002-399 University of Maryland - College Park 2195 
Urbaniraliun and geologic processes in the Chesapeake Bay 
watershed 
h n d  oa,igc,,o,,r 
03/01/73-02/28/74 FY73: $9,900 TOTAL: $9.900 
Pdn. Inuen. w.5" r ~ h .  Oi/lrer CASE Cnlcxur) 
Weidner. J .  R. GSFC/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(51-680 160-75-98) 
NCR 21-002-4W Umiwrslty of Maryland - College Perk 2196 
Preliminary experiments wi th a spl i l  sphere high pressure 
apparatus 
&"ad 0M;gali""l 
041 17173-08/30/73 FY73: $20,642 TOTAL: $20.642 
I P"'" ,nr,r. NASA Ted .  Ofljnr CASE Care~ory 
Spain. I. LERC/Laurence. J. C. 46-Mech Engr 
LERC/Caies, W. D. 
(22-704 502-04-35) 
NGR 21-119-001 University 01 Maryland - Eastern Shore 2199 
The Iabrication of semieonductor injection lasers with uulput to 
match specific atomic transitions 
P r r > d  OM@nzbru 
101 12172-09/01/73 FY73: $15,709 TOTAL: $15,709. 
?,in. lnrer). NASA Ted. Olfi~er CASE Cotrgon 
Singh. G .  GSFC/Major, F. G. 13-Physics 
GSFCIMcAvoy, N. 
(10.371 340-00-00) 
NCR 21-119-W2 University of Maryland - Eastern Shore ZZW 
A computer technique lo vector nircraha 
Period 0bllp.llD"l 
04/27/72-N/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $7.408 
Pn'n bi re .~r  NASA Tech O//<<CT CASE Calqur). 
Nagarajon, N.  HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G .  41-Aero Engr 
WS/Raine. A. 
(10.371 340-00-00) 
NGR 21-119-003 University 01 Maryland - Eastern Shore 2201 
High power pulsed laser beams and their atmasphcric propagation 
limitations 
Periul 0bilgorlon.r 
08/18/72-08/01/73 FY73: $19.539 TOTAL: $19,539 
Pm'n l n h l .  HAS" Tech. OJf<cr CASE C # l q q  
Singh, G. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 31-Atmoa Sci 
WS/Lacherniln. E. R., Jr. 
(1@37i 34C-00-00) 
MASSACHUSETTS 
NGR 22-003-017 Boston College 2202 
A coordinated study of particles and aurora on the ATS field 
line 
Psm(d Ob~!~a!ia,~.s 
M/O6/7l-l2/3l/72 PY73: TOTAL: $29,895 
Pri,?. lrlrrr. NASA Tech. Olj-r CASE Cnrebov 
Eather, R. H. HQSG/Hallenbeck. D. R. 13-Physics 




NGR 22-003-018 Boston College 2203 NGR 22-004-024 Boston University 2210
Analysis of data from 1969 airborne auroral expedition & Study of bird tracking by artificial satellite
development of an auroral particle domains model Period Obligations
Period Obligations 06/02/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $119,940
04/01/71-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $7,671 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category MacKay, R. S. HQ-ER/Jacobs, G. J. 51-Biology
Eather, R. H. ARC/Haughney, L. C. 32-Gelogical Sci (10-870 189-00-00)
ARC/Bader, M.
(21-850 352-01-02) (21-500 311-04-05)
NGR 22-004-025 Boston University 2211
Microbial contributions to the precambrian earth
NGR 22-003-019 Boston College 2204 Period Obligations
Forecasting performance of MOS device for space applications 12/15/70-09/30/73 FY73: $17,184 TOTAL: $28,968
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
01/01/71-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL:, $10,157 Margulis, L. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32-Gelogical Sci
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (10-840 192-55-62)
Fang, P. GSFC/Danchenko, V. 13-Physics
GSFC/Schaefer, D. H.
(51-750 125-23-10) NGR 22-004-027 Boston University 2212
Dynamics of sinuous rill formation
Period Obligations
NGR 22-003-027 Boston College 2205 05/25/71-10/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $19,705
Analysis of 1967-1969 aircraft data Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Brewer, T. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci
07/15/72-07/14/73 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 Coldwell, D. W. HQ-MA/Allenby, R. J.Gheith, M. A.Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calegorei M. A.
Eather, R. H. ARC/Haughney, L. C. 31-Atmos Sci (10-810 383-09-50)
(21-850 352-02-02)
NGR 22-004-030 Boston University 2213
Compressible unsteady potential aerodynamic flow around liftingNGR 22-003-028 Boston College 2206 bodies having arbitrary shapes & motions
Factors affecting the transfer of NASA management techniques Period Obltgations
Period Obligations
Period Obligations 12/18/71-10/31/73 FY73: $50,508 TOTAL: $87,82610/10/72-08/01/73 FY73: $98,547 TOTAL: $98,547 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Murino, L. LARC/Yates, E. C., Jr. 41-Aero Engr
Bruce, B.N. HQ-PY/Morris, J. D. 75-Political Sci LARC/Lester, H. C.
(10-371 340-00-00) (23-704LARC/Lester, H. C.
NGT 22-003-001 Boston College 2207
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space-related sciences NGR 22-004-035 Boston University 2214
& technology Measurement of cosmic background radiation at 1.32mm
Period Obligations Period Obligations
03/19/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $217,314 11/22/72-09/01/73 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,00003/19/Prm. Inest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CtegoryPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Aronoff, S. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip HQ-SG/ 13-Physics
(10-370 181-00-00) (10 850 188 41 55)
NGR 22-004-018 Boston University 2208 NAS 8-28900 Clark University 2215
Ultrasonic measurement of heart volume Experimental investigation of the critical magnetic fields of a
Period Obligations transition metal superconductor
03/01/70-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $65,511 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer , CASE Category 05/15/72-05/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $12,597
Fulton, G. P. HQ-MM/McKinney, V. L. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
59-Life Sci, NEC McEvoy, J. P. MSFC/Urban, E. W. 13-Physics
Berman, H. J. HQ-MM/Deutsch, S. MSFC/Lacy, L. L.
(25-770 127-00-00) (10-970 970-13-30) (10-770 127-00-00) (62-740 114-03-03)
NGR 22-004-021 Boston University 2209 NGR 22-091-002 College of The Holy Cross 2216
Studies on the patrogenesis and therapy of orthostatic hypoten- Investigation of the effects of space environment on replica
sion gratings
Period Obligations Period Obligations06/19/70-02/01/74 FY73: $49,998 TOTAL: $244,198 05/25/66-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $118,485
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categor
Chobanion, A. V. JSC/Hoffler, G. W. 52-Clinical Med Gunter, R. C. GSFC/Paul, F. W. 13-Physics
(72-970 970-51-12) (51-850 188-00-00)
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NAS 1-10492 Hnrrard University 2217 
Participation in science planning far Viking 1975 missions in  
area of entry science 
Perid OMeanOnr 
03/25/71-M/30/73 FY73: 636,300 TOTAL: $92,600 
Phn. burr$. NASA Trrh Ofltccr CASE Cn,ezo,," 
McElroy, M. B. LARCjSoffen, G. A. 31-Atmos ki 
(23.840 8 15-20-00) 
NAS 2-6644 Harvard University 2218 
Study of bone melaboiism & hormones 
Perid OMbonons 
l l /Ol/7i- l l /Ol/72 FY73: TOTAL: $39.152 
Pnn blrn NASA Tcrh OJ,;co CASE Cmcur) 
Tashjian. A. H. ARC/Dunlap. W. A. 5 l-Biology 
(21-980 975-82-41) 
NAS 59274 Harvard University 2219 
Pointed experiment far OSO-G orbiting solar observatory 
PC"& 0dl;Lollvnr 
06/07/66-08/00/72 FY73: TOTAL: $3,934.834 
Pnn, h r r r .  NASA Terh OJfi-r CASE Cozqobo'y 
Goldberg. L. GSFCjStaff. W. 0. 13-Physics 
(51-850 821-00-00) (51-850 821-22-00) 
NAS 5-23199 Harrard University 2220 
Atmosphere Explorer theoretical investigations 
Penal 0blizarmn.s 
031 19173-08/16/77 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
P h .  Inues,. NASA Ted .  O m r  CASE Caresor) 
GSFC/ 3 I-Atmoa Sci 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 9-13370 Haward University 2221 
Monitor ing & conlrol of nutritional intnkc & coliection of 
metabolic excreta 
f i n d  OMalrnaa 
M/25/73-05/01/74 FY73: $38,000 TOTAL: $38,OM 
Pnn. Inrxl. NASA Tech Ofliir CASE Cnlclo,," 
Hegsted. D. M. JSC/Smith, M .  C. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-960 948-60-90) 
NGL 22-007-006 Harvard University 2222 
Theoretical & experimental studies on ultraviolet solar physics 
P<& OMigart"", 
07/10/63-12/31/74 FY73: $165,WO TOTAL: 63,551,398 
. . 
Pnn. Inns#. NASA Tech Of/<er CASE Cel<gor.v 
Goldberg. L. HQ-SC/Weldan, J. W. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. 
 a as so iss.38-53) ( I ~ O  18s-00-00) 
NGL 22407-012 Harvard University 227.3 
Theoretical investigations in  slruclural mechanics with particular 
emphasis on fracture mechanics and thin-shell analysis 
Per& OM,an,?on, 
02103164-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $527,252 
. , . . 
Pdn. lnnrr. NASA T ~ r h  OJficcr CASE C#rqory 
Budiansky, 0. LARC/McCambjr, H. G. 46-Mech Engr 
LARC/Stcphens, W. B. 
(23-742 124.00-W) (10-742 124-00-00) (23-742 124-08-15) 
NGL  22-007-053 Harvnrd University 2224 
Study of space cabin atmospheres 
Per id  Obll#nnon> 
0713 1165-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $227.560 
Prln kwrz. NASA Tech Ofl<cr.r CASE Carqorj 
Burgess. W. A. ARC/Leavitt. W. F. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(25-770 127-00-00) (21-770 127-00-00) (25-770 708-00-00) 
NGL  22-007-069 Harvrrd Unirrrsily 2225 
Infrared absorption spectrophatametry of organic ertractives from 
prwambriiln sediments 
Pen& OM,~ar~onr 
05/29/66-05/31/76 FY73: $50,038 TOTAL: $231,732 
Pnn. h r r c .  NASA Tech OJflrcr CASE Calegury 
Borghoorn, E .  S. HQ-SL/Geib. D. S. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NGL 22407-101 Harvsrd University 2226 
Factors in bane formation and bone loss 
penad OM&~,,MI 
061 14167-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $101,924 
P n r  lnvar NASA Tech. Olflmr CASE Camor). 
Hegslid, D. M. ARC/Yuung. D. 59-Life ki, NEC 
(21.770 127-00-00) (10-770 127-00-00) 
NGL  22-OW-117 Harvard University 2227 
Investigation o f  the behavior o f  ultrashort l ight pulses o f  
picosecond duration in optical media 
P c , , ~  Ob,<*~,10", 
04/22/68-01/31/76 FY73: $3O,WO TOTAL: $205,000 
P"". Inn',. NASA Tech. of/tc<, CASE cmqo,," 
Blormbergrn. N. GSFC/Plotkin, H. H. 13-Physics 
ARC/Billiman, K. 
(51-7M 502-03-1 1) (51.740 129-02-20) 
NGL  22-007-136 Harrard University 22B 
Theoretical atomic and malccular physics 
P e e d  obligalonr 
09/01/68-08/01/74 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $186,000 
Pen. 1nw1,. NASA T<h. 01fi<*r CASE C.,~O,J 
Dalgarno, 0. HQSG/Weldon. J. M.  I l-Astronomy 
H@SG/Oertcl, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGL  22-W7-228 Harvard University 2229 
Theoretical investigation of multiphasc in Jupiter interior and 
possible relationship to behavior of outer atmasphcric layers 
h"d Obljr#,ionr 
12/15/71-09/01/74 FY73: $36,629 TOTAL: $89,629 
Pnn. InrrJ. NASA Tech. 0JjIc.r CASE (bmow 
Goody, R. M. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 31-Atmor Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipsher, H.  F. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NGL 22407-247 Hanard Unirersity 2230 
Lunar sample analysis 
Period OM@alionr 
06/30/72-01/31/76 FY73: 693,100 TOTAL: $119,800 
P*,. l n r s ~ .  NASA Trrh OfPrfr CASE Carwry 




NGR 22-007-137 Harvard University 2231 NGR 22-007-202 Harvard University 2238Behavioral factors in control of cardiovascular function Investigation of center-to-limb variations in far ultraviolet
Period Obligations Period Obligations
02/19/69-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $45,036 11/05/70-12/31/73 FY73: $200,000 TOTAL: $605,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryKelleher, R. T. HQ-MM/Belleville, R. E.61-Biol Aspects Goldberg, L. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. I I-Astronomy(10-870 189-00-00) HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K.
(10-850 879-11-00)
NGR 22-007-138 Harvard University 2232 NGR 22-007-203 Harvard University 2239
Concept formation in animals Correlation of medical history data with biochemical laboratoryPeriod Obligations values
05/22/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $92,434 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 06/26/70-06/30/73 FY73: $25,792 TOTAL: $82,051Herrnstein, R. J. HQ-ER/Jacobs, G. J. 61-Biol Aspects Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(10-870 189-00-00) (10-870 189-52-61) (21-870 189-52-61) Hershberg, P. I. HQ-JG/Arnoldi, L. B. 52-Clinical Med
HQ-JG/Limoncelli, D. D.
(10-030 016-00-00) (10-030 039-00-00)
NGR 22-007-172 Harvard University 2233
Application of system theory methods to power processing
problems NGR 22-007-211 Harvard University 2240
Period Obligations Analysis of data obtained from OSO-VI
01/09/69-07/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $75,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 06/02/71-02/28/73 FY73: $75,000 TOTAL: $250,000
Brockett, R. W. LERC/Lalli, V. R. 45-Elec Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(22-710 120-60-03) (22-710 138-60-02) (22-710 120-00-00) Goldberg, L. HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. I l-Astronomy
HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M.
(10-850 385-38-00)
NGR 22-007-175 Harvard University 2234
Melting behavior and phase relations in the lunar interior NGR 22-007-240 Harvard University 2241
Period Obligations Planetary Explorer mission definition05/26/70-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $151,904 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 03/17/72-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $2,520Hays, J. F. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. Goody, R. M. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci(10-810 383-09-53) (10-810 383-00-00) (10-810 195-42-65) (10-840 186-68-63)
NGR 22-007-176 Harvard University 2235 NGR 22-007-242 Harvard University 2242
Research on complexity problems and formal language theory Theoretical researches into planetary atmospheres and their
Period Obligations influence upon surface features
05/15/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 06/13/72-06/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $27,672
Book, R. V. HQ-RE/Rosenfeld, S. A.21-Mathematics Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(10-740 129-04-20) (10-740 129-00-00) Goody, R. M. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
(10-840 185-47-81)
NGR 22-007-191 Harvard University 2236 NGR 22-007-256 Harvard University 2243Bone metabolism and hormones
Period Obligations
12/29/70-01/31/74 FY73: Period Obligationsi2/29/70-01/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $81,200 03/28/73-12/31/73 FY73: $29,086 TOTAL: $29,086Prin. Indel, Cst. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryFrondel, C. JSC/Harris, J.W. 32-Gelogical Sci Tashjian, A. H., Jr. ARC/Young, D. R. 53-Other Medical(21-970 970-21-14) (21-970 970-21-45) (21-970 970-21-61)
NGR 22-007-199 Harvard University 2237 NGT 22-007-008 Harvard University 2244Lunar sample analysis Training of post-M.D. students in field of aerospace medicine
Period Obligations Period Obligations
02/03/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $5,000 07/17/63-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $276,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryHays, J. F. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry McFarland, R. A. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip(72-910 914-40-00) (10-370 181-00-00)
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NGR 2 2 - 0 1 ~ ~  Lowell Technological lnnlitute 2245 
Analysis of self oscillating dc to de converters 
R t i d  0Yizal;"nr 
02/02/73-01/31/74 FY73: $2,400 TOTAh: 162,400 
Prin I,fiu5r. NASA Tsrh Olfircr CASE Cocegnrj 
Burger, P. LERC/Lalli, V. R. 45-Elec Engr 
(22-704 502-25-70) 
NAS 1.9684 Mnssachu~lts  Institute a1 Techmlogy 2246 
Participation in the scienue planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of molecular analysis 
P e n d  obl?re,~onr 
05/01/70-03/31/77 FY73: $112,200 TOTAL: $304,167 
Pnn. blurr. NASA Ted. Ofl<<rr CASE L h l q o ~ y  
Biemann, K .  LARC/Soffen, C .  A. 12-Chemistry 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NAS 1-969 1 Massachurtls Institute of Technology 2247 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of biology 
PI"& 0bltgY"Onc 
06/15/70-03/31/77 FY73: $11,500 TOTAL: $41.533 
P",r. Inw?,. N.4SA Tech. OfJcer CASE CnIezu~y 
Rich, A. LARC/Soffen, G. A. SI-Biology 
(23-840 8 15-20-00) (23-840 815-WOO) 
NAS 1-9702 Msrmchusettr Institute of Technology 2248 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in thc area of radio science 
p ~ n d  obt~anonr 
05/20/70-03/31/77 FY73: TOTAL: $71,500 
P r i n  l n w ~ l .  NASA Tmh. Olficer CASE (i?lrgoni 
Shapira, I. T. LARC/Soffen, G.  A. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-840 8 15-20-00) (23-840 8 15-00-00) 
NAS 1-9812 Msssachusettr Instilute of Technology 2249 
Studies of methods to accomplish wind tunnel simulation of  store 
jettison with thc aid of artificial gravity generated by magnetic 
fields 
P~I iod oMls#l;""' 
04/17/7@08/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $72,825 
Ptim I""e5r. NASA Tech Oflfcrr CASE C#lwgory 
Covert, E. E. LAKC/Taylor, R. T. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(23-760 126WOO) 
NAS 1.10677 Massschuselts Institute 01 Technology 2250 
~ i g i u l  night control research 
P*,id 0Y;gllonr 
05/05171-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $99,660 , , , . 
Pm I n r r l .  NASA Tech Ol/<cc~ U S E  C m ~ u r y  
LAKC! 42-Astro Engr 
(23.750 125.06-16) (23-760 737-54-12) (23-750 125-17-07) 
NAS 1-10693 M~ssaehuselts InrtitutC ol Technology 2251 
~ e v e l o p m ~ ~ t  of experiments for microwave temperature sounding 
of the mesusphere and upper stratasphere (AAFE) 
o*,jg.,mn5 
~",!-., - TOTAL: $136.078 
N 1 T 1  71-h O@r CASE Cntrrury 
well, J. Q. 31-Atmos Sei 
NAS 1-11092 Marrarhusertr Institute of Technology 2252 
Study of remote sensing techniques for atmospheric aeroaols and 
trace constituents 
P < M  OM@.Z,!unr 
10/13/7l-10/21/72 FY73: $1,700 TOTAL: $155,894 
. . . . 
Prtn lnurr. NASA Trrb OJfieer CASE Calrwry 
Phillips, N. A. LARC/Dadgcn, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Gray, C. R. LARC/Russcll, J .  M., I11 
NAS 2-5951 Mpssachusete Institute 01 Technology 2253 
Development of implantable biotelemetry ion detector 
P m d  0b;;xrlonr 
06/11/70-07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
Pdn. Inws,. NASA l ' c ~ h .  Olfi~rr U S E  C#,ww 
Bowditch, P. N. ARCJWinget, C. M. 5 l-Biology 
(21-870 189-00-00) 
NAS 2-6175 Msrsachusetts Institute of Technology 2254 
Investigation of  helicopter rotor blade stability 
P m d  "bllgaio", 
10/09/70-lO/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $80,355 
Pnn tnrrr,. NASA Tech. Ofl;<er CASE Culexuv 
Tong, P. ARC/Ormiston, R. A. 41-Acro Engr 
ARC/Morse, H. A. 
(21-760 136-9X-00) (21-760 126-WOO) 
NAS 2-6437 Mass~ehusettr Institute of Technology 2255 
Defining STOL air traffic environment & operational pro- 
cedures 
P I " ~  Obl!na,;onr 
05/04/11-07/06/73 FY73: TOTAL: $94,361 
P d n  In-n. WAS" red.  Ofljrer CASE Colszary 
Schlundt, R. W. ARC/Johnson, N. S. 41-Aero Engr 
Dewolf, J. B. ARC/Bretal, R. N. 
(21-705 130-06-24) (21-763 133-17-02) 
NAS 2-7262 Mssssrhvsetts Inrtilute of Technology 2256 
Study of gust response & alleviation for propeller in cruising 
night 
P ~ n d  OMlg.ri",u 
11/06/72-11/05/73 FY73: $69,500 TOTAL: $69,500 
Pl in  I n w t .  NASA T e h .  Of;-r CASE Catczury 
Ham, N .  D.  AKC/Kabbott, J.  P., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Dqvst, J. ARC/J~hnson,  W. R. 
Tong, P. 
(21-702 760-63-03) 
NAS 2-7439 Massachuretts Institute ol Technaloey 2257 
SlKU fllght test readiness 
 end ob;~pf#ons 
@4/11/73-C4/10/74 FY73: $330,536 TOTAL: $330,536 
Prim. Burr. NASA Tech 0flr.r CASE (blerognry 
Gilmare, J.  P. ARC/Hrudy, R. J.  42-Astro Engr 
(21-702 768-8 1-05) 
NAS 2761l1 Massachu~tts  Institute of Technology 2258 
Cost study of noise reduction in tilt rotor aircraft 
P*nnd O~!!~C,<O"S 
06/14/73-05/31/74 FY73: $35,435 TOTAL: $35,435 
Ptin brw.  NASA Tech. Oflice, CASE C#~cgon. 
Simpson, R. W. AKC/Rabbott, J. P.. Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Faulkner, H. B. 
(21-702 760-63-03) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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N A S  >7M8 Massschurenr Institute of Technology 2259 
Analyses of differential b a s  line interferometry 
Penad Obilplianr 
06/22/73-07/16/73 FY73: $5,200 TOTAL: $5.200 
P h .  l n ~ ~ l .  NASA Tech OJJiiir CASE Corqory 
ARC/ 45-Elcc Engr 
(21-840 186-68-63) 
NAS 2-7684 Massachusetts Instilute of Technology 2260 
Helicopter noise study 
 PI"^ 0U8.11~1  
06126173-08/28/74 FY73: $50.068 TOTAL: $50,068 
P N I  Inw.,,. NASA T?<h OJPPPP CASE Calaory 
Widnall, S. E. ARC/Schmilr. F.  H. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Boxwell. D. A. 
(21-704 501-9X-00) 
NAS 5-11002 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2261 
Inertial reference unit far OAO 
Pedd OMig#z;"nl 
04/21/67-06/30/73 FY73: $84,489 TOTAL: $7,767,872 
Pn'n I n u X  NASA Tech. " f i r  CASE Caregory 
Marshall, R. E. GSFC/KuII, F. J. I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 831-41-00) 
N A S  5-11062 Massachusetts Inslitute of Technology 2262 
I M P  H&J plasma experiment 
P.W O U l ~ n l i ~ ,  
05/17/68-06/30/75 FY73: $192,000 TOTAL: $1,573,000 
Pnn. hr~t .  NASA rch .  Offi<#r CASE Cnlrgory 
Bridge, H. S. GSFC/Davis, M. A. 1 J-Physlcs 
Lazarus. A. J. 
N A S  5-11082 Massachusonr lnrtitule oi  Terhnology 2263 
Studies and design for a rotating wheel experiment to provide a 
two color survey of the positions and time variations of cosmic 
X-ray sources 
Penal obi;z.an"n, 
06/30/67-08/00/73 FY73: $165.000 TOTAL: $1,886,072 
Pn'fr. lnrrrr. NASA Tech. OJJimr CA SE Cere#nry 
CSFC/ 3 LAlmos Sci 
(51-850 821-22-00) 
N A S  5-1 1450 Manachuretts Lnstitule of Technology 2264 
A n  experiment to perform X-ray astronomy of the SAS-C 
spacecraft 
Prr;url Ohl!gnr,"nr 
06/lh/71-01/05/75 FY73: 162,125,000TOTAL: 164,771,000 
Pnn. ,,>"en NASA re<*. Og<cer CASE Cnr#bory 
Clark, G. W. GSFC/Wrublik, D. P. I l-Astronomy 
GSFC/Townsend, M.  R. 
(5 1-850 878-12-00) 
N A S  5-11909 Msuarhuretts Instilute of Technology 2265 
Review of the theoretical formulation & principles of dynamic 
error analysis 
pen& oa!{garia,,.~ 
03/17/72-11/17/72 FY73 TOTAL: $24~882 
. , , , - ~ ~~ 
Prjn lowc!. NASA red. Officer CASE Carcgag, 
Ve?ti, I. GSFC/Bonavilo, N .  LIY-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-500 150-22-22) 
NAS 511947 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 1x4 
Dala analysis and support for STADAN unified S-band tracking 
system hardware and very long baseline interferometry experi l  
ments 
finad ON@a,""' 
10/12/72-10/01/74 FY73: $96,500 TOTAL: $96,500 
Pnn. 1nw11. NASA 7 r h  OJfker CASE Celrgory 
Counselman. C. C., IIIGSFC/Salzberg, I. M .  19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Shapiro, I. I .  GSFC/Zufall, S. Z. 
(5 1-500 3 11-02-65) 
N A S  521791 Marr~chusetts Institute of 'Technology 2267 
Computer program 
Pertd Obl!#mlonr 
07/26/72-07/01/73 FY73: $99,898 TOTAL: $99,898 
Pnn Inur5,. #ASA 7mh. Officer CASE Cacczury 
Edelbaum, T. E. GSFC/Duck, K. I. 42-Astro Engr 
(5 1-830 18&0650) 
NAS 521917 Mass~chusetts Institute of Technology 2268 
Investigation of feasibility of incorporating automated lilndmark 
recognition into the SlMS 
Perrod Ohli#.,nns 
04/13/73-10/13/74 FY73: $70,000 TOTAL: $70,WO 
P"". rnurr,. NASA Tech. O#tmr CASE Colrgoly 
Ogletrec, E. C .  GSFC/Flahcrly, J. B. 45-Elec Engr 
Smith, M. A. 
White, R. L. 
(51-680 1W20-51) 
NAS 8-2481 Maswchu~~tts lnrlitute of Technology 2269 
Preliminary design study for Saturn guidancf system 
P8Hd otdigar;""~ 
11/01/66-11/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $7.77 1 
pnn rmw.r. NASA nd. OJJ~CC, CASE cntcxor~ 
MSFC/ 42-Astro Engr 
(62-750 125-MW) 
N A S  8-24364 Msssaehusetts lnstihlte of Technology 2270 
Integration of NASA-sponsored studies on aluminum welding 
Pertad obf;~, ;unl  
05/21/69-W/30/73 FY73: $5,000 TOTAL: $32.393 
Prjn, l n r r r .  NASA 7th. OJf!jer CASE CoI?xuv 
Maaubuchi. K.  MSFC/Haremycr, E. A.  49-Engr, NEC 
iM'SFCjParis, P. G .  
(62-250 141-92-00) 
N A S  8-24365 Msssarhusetts Institute of Technology 2271 
Analysis of thermal stresses & metal movement during welding 
Perid 0U;k~num 
05/14/69-06/30/74 FY73: 1610,IW TOTAL: $65.225 
Pn'n hwrr .  NASA Twh. O m r  CASE CO~@#O,J 
Masubuchi, K. MSFC/Poorman, R. M. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Siler, H. L. 
(62-980 908-51-21) 
NAS 8-24585 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2272 
A study program of curved crystal focusing X-ray spectrometer 
P l n d  Oujra,,ml 
061 18169-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $179,580 
Pnn. l n w r  NASA Terh. Officer CASE Cm8"'Y 
Lark. G .  C. MSFC/Reynolds, J. M .  41-Aero Engr 
Schnopper, H. MSFCJFields, S. 
(62-850 188-00-00) (62-850 188-78-53) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 8-1-5839 Massachu~lts Institute of Technology 2273 
HEAO definition study integrated X-ray modulation collimator 
experiment 
P ~ n d  ON@~"O", 
02/01/7 1-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $419,437 
Pnlr In"#,,. NASA Tr ih Ollrier CASE Cmr#ory 
Bradt, H. MSFC/Potter, R. A. I l-Astronomy 
(62-850 832-12-00) (62-850 188-78-53) 
NAS 8-26840 Masrachurolls Institute of Technology 2274 
HEAO definition study high energy X-ray experiment 
P e r i d  0Mi~llon.r 
02/01/7i-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $397,662 
Pdn. I n w ~ t .  NASA Tech Oflic~r CASE Lbrrgory 
Lewin. W. H. MSFC/Pawer, J. A. I l-Astronomy 
(62-850 188-78-53) (62-850 832-12-W) 
NAS 8-27624 Massachuronr Inrtitule of Technology 2275 
Space shutlle anbaard checkout system 
P<"d 0 M ~ ~ ~ l ; v n s  
06/28/7L-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $239.943 
Pnn. In"esr. NASA Tech Officer C4SE Catcgor) 
MSFCI 42-Aslro Ener 
NAS 8-27733 Msrsarhu~l ls Institute ol Trrhnology 2276 
Research an optical aircraft experiment 
Perhl oN,~a,io", 
C4/29/71-07/31/73 FY73: $6,950 TOTAL: $10,593 
Pnn. Inuexz. NASA Tmh. Oflie<, CASE Carqor) 
Hoversten. E. V. MSFC/Randall. J .  L. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Marrero, P. J. 
(62-750 115-22-05) 
NAS 62'1972 Massachusetlr lnstitvlo of Technology 2277 
Design, development, & operations of  the AXR-2 integrated 
modulation collimator experiment under the HEAO program 
P e n d  DNizaf#~.s 
06/23/72-03/15/17 FY73: $IW,OW TOTAL: $212.220 
Po'n lnlrrr .  NASA Ted OlJlEll CASE Caregory 
Bradt. H. V. MSFC/Bodie. W. G. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Gustin. R. A. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS a27975 Msrsaehusetts Institute 01 Technology 2278 
Design and development of the AGR-5 high energy X-ray 
experiment under the HEAO program 
P.md obh~~0,i"nr 
06/23/72-02/01/78 FY73: $68,000 TOTAL: $838,672 
Prim. I,lurcl. NASA Tech 0ffi-r CASE Cc~l#ury 
Lcwin, W. H .  MSFC/Jordan. W. I l-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jonei, J. B. 
(62-850 832-12.00) 
NAS 628055 Marrprhusetb lnstitutc of Technology 2279 
Research study on the design and control of remote manipula- 
tors 
 PI"^ Obllg.,ions 
01/05/72-12/31/73 FY73: $18.000 TOTAL: $57,600 
Pn'n l n ~ s r .  NASA T h .  Ofl;er CASE Lblrgory 
Sheridan. T. 8. MSFC/Counter, D. N. 46-Mech Engr 
Whitncy, D. E. MSFC/Vallely, D. P. 
(62-970 97%63-20) 
NAS 8-28189 M ~ w c h u r e t t r  Instilute of Technology 2280 
Apollo indium antimonide remelt experiment 
Penal obh~sno,#r 
12/09/71-06/14/72 FY73: TOTAL: $15,081 
P t i n  Inw~l .  NASA Tech 0lfi"ror CASE CoZ?~ov 
Gator. H. C. MSFC/Sn).der, R.  S. 47.Malcrials Engr 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 828306 Marrachusotts Institute of Technology 2281 
Skylab indium sntimanide crystals exprimen1 
P d d  otJrp,,,,, 
l1/08/72-M/30/74 FY73: $ZO,OW TOTAL: $20.000 
P"n h w n  NAS.I 7<~6 Oflc<r CA ,YE Corrgow 
Gatos, H .  C. MSFCjAdams, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
Witt. A.  F. MSFC/Johnston, M .  H .  
(62-960 948-90-95) 
NAS 8 m 1 1  Msssaehusetts Institute of Technology 2282 
Evaluation of biograwlh processing in apace 
P e r i d  ONje.rianl 
02/23/72-02/22/73 FY73: TOTAL: $10.01 1 
Pnn. Inuesl. NASA Ted. Ofl!?rr CASE Cnl?lory 
Sinskey. A. J. MSFC/Beyerlr, F. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
NAS 8-28732 Mawchusettr Inrtitute of Technology 2283 
Electron beam melting or welding of various metals in  space & 
braising of SS tubes and directional soiidificatian 
P < " d  OMib.,i'm 
06/06/72-12/15/73 FY73: $30.000 TOTAL: $37,025 
Prh. lnvrn. NASA 7 ' 4  OJJjrcr CASE C~I 'E'E'E~ 
Masubuchi, K. MSFC/Hoppes, R. V. 46-Mch Engr 
MSFC/Poorman, R. M.  
NAS a29187 MaSSachurolts Institute of Technology 2204 
Research program in support of development of large lightweight 
telescope mirrors 
Pen& ObI~~anOnv 
W/27/72-04/01/13 FY73: $59,228 TOTAL: $59,228 
Pn'n. I n u r ~ l .  NASA Tech 0fl;Wr CASE Cetrror). 
Saasar. K. MSFC/Clarke, W. D. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Counter, D. N. 
(62-980 975-84-78) (62-980 975-84-20) 
NAS 629724 Marraehurotts lnstitute of Technology 2285 
Fabrication and delivery of one each SD-2 hand controller, with 
electronics, software, and associated documentation 
P c " 4  OM@arims 
05/21/73-08/21/73 FY73: $7.766 TOTAL: $7,766 
P"". Inrsl.  NASA ~ c d .  Olfi-r CASE Coregory 
Woodin. A. MSFC/Thornton, W. G. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Ciine, S. 
(62-970 97%63-20) 
NAS 9-4065 M ~ ~ ~ ~ c h u r e l l r  lmlitulo of Technology 2286 
Apollo guidance & navigation systems design 
f ind oMig.nan, 
04/08/65-12/31/73 FY73: $5,251.469 
TOTAL: $13,972,266 
~ n n .  Invest. NASA T r h .  0Uir.r CASE CaI'Eon' 
Driscoli, D. C. JSC/Tribble, E. L., Jr. 42-Aslro Engr 
(72-680 160-20-51) (72-960 961-12-W) (72-704 501-2606) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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NAS 9-6823 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2287 NAS 9-10754 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2294Development and laboratory test of advanced manned mission Interrelationship between protein intake and physical per-guidance and control techniques formance
Period Obligations Period Obligations04/14/67-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $2,685,349 05/11/70-03/10/73 FY73: TOTAL: $73,599Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryRagan, R. JSC/Jones, M. E. 21-Mathematics Scrimshaw, N. S. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC(72-980 905-00-00) (72-980 904-00-00) (72-910 914-50-00) Young, V. R.
(72-960 948-60-00) (72-970 970-51-14)
NAS 9-8242 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2288
Strapdown inertial reference unit NAS 9-11540 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2295Period Obligations Surface electrical properties experiment
06/28/68-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $2,762,178 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 03/31/71-08/01/73 FY73: $850,000 TOTAL: $7,100,000Sears, N. JSC/Jones, M. E. 42-Astro Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(72-980 908-10-00) (72-980 908-42-00) (72-980 905-00-00) Simmons, D. G. JSC/Cubley, D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC(72-910 914-40-00)
NAS 9-8328 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2289
Study of the engineering and design of an EOTVOS experiment NAS 9-11555 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2296in orbit and other gravitational experiments Design, development, fabrication, testing, & delivery of a traverse
Period Obligations gravimeter experiment
11/18/68-08/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $349,091 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 02/04/71-03/31/73 FY73: $450,220 TOTAL: $5,115,220Weiss, R. JSC/Giuli, R. T. I l-Astronomy Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(72-910 914-50-00) (72-910 914-40-00) (72-910 924-23-00) Harper, J. JSC/Holley, M. H. 19-Phys Sci, NEC(72-910 914-40-00)
NAS 9-10268 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2290 NAS 9-11764 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2297Advanced guidance & navigation control systems analysis Guidance & control software equations definition
Period Obligations Period Obligation
01/07/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $608,702 Period ObligationsPrnnves. N Tech01/07/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $608,702 08/31/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $134,000Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategorySears, N. E. JSC/Cox, K. J. 42-Astro Engr Olsen, E. JSC/Smith, E. E., Jr. 42-Astro Engr(72-980 908-41-00) (72-980 908-41-10) (72-980 908-42-10) (72-910 914-50-00)
NAS 9-10658 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2291 NAS 9-12289 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2298Analysis of intermediate moisture foods Bedside biomedical computer
Period Obligations Period Obligations04/28/70-03/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $44,996 12/10/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $114,355Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryLabuza, T. P. JSC/Heidelbaugh, N. D. Lees, R. S. JSC/Hoffler, G. W. 52-Clinical MedJSC/Smith, M. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC (72-910 914-50-00) (72-250 141-91-00) (72-770 127-49-19)(72-770 127-49-02) (72-770 127-00-00)
NAS 9-12334 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2299
Co-investigator support for Apollo passive seismic experimentNAS 9-10748 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2292 Period ObligationsLunar surface electrical properties study 01/07/72-10/31/74 FY73: $70,000 TOTAL: $155,000Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category06/03/70-07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $534,989 Toksoz, M. N. JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 31-Atmos SciPrin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (72-910 914-40-00)Simmons, M. G. JSC/Stewart, E. B. 19-Phys Sci, NEC(72-910 914-40-00)
NAS 9-12485 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2300
Mechanisms of deterioration of nutrientsNAS 9-10749 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2293 Period ObligationsTraverse gravimeter 03/17/72-04/01/77 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $95,000Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category06/03/70-07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $498,000 Karel, M. JSC/Heidelbaugh, N. D.
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Flink, J. M. 53-Other MedicalWing, C. G. JSC/Tewart, R. S. 32-Gelogical Sei (72-970 970-51-14)(72-910 914-40-00)
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NAS 9-13207 Mnsachusetts Institute of Technology 2301 
Technical support for guidance navigation & control for space 
shuttle program 
Pet id  Obllp#mnr 
11/01/72-08/02/74 FY73: $750,000 TOTAL: S750,OW 
Pnn huell .  NASA Tech 0fl;crr CASE Colmov 
Haag, D. JSC/Fuller, J. F.  41-Acro Engr 
(72-920 98613-00) 
NASW 2197 . Mauarhurettr Institute of Technology 2302 
Research study on domestic information network; an assessment 
of technology and demand 
P c r j d  ON~8anan, 
03/09/71-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 6100,000 
Po'" Inwr .  NASA Tech. Ofltcrrr CASE Caler0r.v 
Harrington, J. V. HQ-EC/Silverrnan, D. 99-Multi-Disip 
HQ-EC/Andrur, A. G. 
(10-620 164-00-00) 
NASW 2276 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2303 
Development of techniques for a =If-organizing computer 
Pen'd 0Njgari"nr 
07/20/7CC&/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $30.000 
Pnn. lnrn .  NASA Twh. Oflwcr CASE Colefory 
Phillips, N. HQ-RE/Rawnfeld. S. A.21-Mathematics 
Schaffner. M. M. 
(10.740 129-04-21) 
NASW 2412 Masn~chuvttr Institute of Technology 2304 
Air  transportation systems analysis for aeronilulical technologist 
P w i d  ONlpatiom 
06/20/72-M/30/73 FY73: $125,245 TOTAL: $210,399 
P a .  k v e s z .  NASd Tech. OfJ<crr CAS; Cmqor,, 
Simpon, R. HQ-RO/Enders, J. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ.RD/Cherry, G. W. 
(10-701 791-91-51) (10-763 133-17-01) (10-705 139-06-01) 
NASW 2524 Marraehusetts Institute of Technology 23M 
Four-week workshop on problems of law/medium density air 
transportation 
hnd oNJga,?m>.s 
05/24/73-12/31/73 FY73: '630.000 TOTAL: 1630.000 
Ptin h w l r  NASA Tech 0 , f l ~ r  CASE (bl##or! 
HQ-R/ 41-Acro Engr 
(10-701 791-91-51) 
NASIZ-2033. Ma~sachusetts Institute of Technology 2306 
Experimsn~al studies of body mounted gyroscope design tech- 
niques 
P ~ , i d  oui~alrun, 
11/27/68-C9/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $230,248 
Pnn. Inerr NASA Ted. OflWr CASE Caregory 
Gilmore, J. P. MSFCIJones, C. S. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFCICainis. 0. J. 
NASI2-2265 Masrschusetts Institute 01 Technology 2.307 
Design of respiratory system for space slation 
 PI"^ oM,~a,im,.r 
06/02/70-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $131.177 
. . 
Pnn b r 5 r .  NASA Tmh. 0fl;-r CASE Colczor). 
Yankovitch, D. ARC/Chambers, A. 8. 59-Life Sfi, NEC 
ARC/Quattraue. P. D. 
(21-770 127-53.40) (21-770 127-W-00) 
NGL 22-009-002 Mssachulatls Institute of Technology 2.308 
Measuring & displaying information to human senses to achieve 
optimum control of artificial manipulative dtviecs 
P.dd Our~.nonr 
10/01/70-W/Of/73 FY73: TOTAL: %447,190 
h. hwsl .  NASA Tech. Offirer CASE Coregory 
Sheridan. T. 8. LARC/Whitten. J. 0. 45-Elec Engr 
ARC/Sadoff, M.  
(23-750 125-19-21) (23-750 135-19-01) 
NGL 22-009-003 Mltssachuutts lnrtitute oi  Technology 2309 
Mechanisms of allay strengthening by fine particle dispersions 
emphasizing reduction of nonrefractary oxides, stability 01 metals 
oxide systems & solid so l~ l ion  in metal-metal oxide alloys 
PC"& obli~#ao,lo"r 
11/15/70-06/01/78 FY73: $80,W TOTAL: $973.770 
?nn. I ~ X Y ~  NASA ~ d .  ofl!cer CASE Cnrcson 
Grant, N. J. LERC/Quatinctr. M .  47-Materials Engr 
Pelloux, R. 
(22-704 501-01-06) (10-740 129-00-07) (22-740 129-03-20) 
NGL 22409-010 MamEhuseltr Institute of Technology 2310 
Analytic & laboratory invertigatians lo determine information 
on possible guidance, navigation control systems & instrumenta- 
tion concepts 
P e t i d  O M ~ P ~ ~ ~ O " ~  
07/20/62-12/01/32 FY73: TOTAL: $1,305,836 
Pr;n Inur5t. NASA Tech. O f l c ~ r  CASE Car%ory 
Markey, W. R. HQ-RE/Michaelr, T. S. 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-750 125-00-00) (25-750 125-WOO) 
N C L  22-009-013 Massachuetts Institute of Technology 2311 
Research on problems of communicatiun in  space environment 
P m d  ONlpdno,o 
12/27/62-1013 1/75 FY73: $90.000 TOTAL: $1.1 16.700 
Prm. l n r r r .  NASA Ti*. Ofl;<cr U S E  C v l n o ~  
Kennedy, R. S. HQ-RE/Mcsan. I. K. 13-Physics 
ARC/Lumb, D. R. 
(10-704 502-03-12) (10-750 125-22-14) (10-750 125-00-W) 
NGL 22409-014 Masschusetts Inrtilute al  Technology 2312 
Theoreticill and experimental investigations in electrahydrodyna- 
mics and wave type magnetohydrodynamics 
Period OMi8.llrn5 
03127163-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $527,703 
pnn. ,"W,l. NASA Tech. oflr<<r CASE Ca,e*",y 
Melcher. J. R. HQ-RW/Gessow, A. 41-Aero Engr 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NGI. 22-009-015 Mass;lchusetts lnrtilute of Trchnology 2313 
Theoretical and cxperimenlal investigations of interplanetary 
medium and in gamma ray astronomy 
Perwd ON;r011m1 
01/01/63-12/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $3,522,166 
PNn. Inws,. NASA Tech 0ffi.r CASE <.blrgor) 
Bridge. H .  S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Raman. N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-59) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGL 22-009-016 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2314 
Electromagnetic investigations of planetary and solar atmospheres 
and the lunar surface 
Pend OMlaolron~ 
05/01/63-04/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $1,391,075 
. . 
rnn. I ~ W X ~ .  NASA r?d. ofltcrr CASE carqor., 
Barrett. A. H. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(10-840 185-00-00) 
NGL 12-009-019 Massarhureltr lnslitute of Technology 2315 
Multidisciplinary research in space-related physical, engineering, 
social and life sciences 
f i n d  ob;!ga,,#", 
09/27/63-02/28/74 FY73: TOTAL: 68,051,886 
Pnn k u r l ~  NASA 74. OIflcer CASE Coregnry 
Harrington. J. V. HQ-PYIRedding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 183-WOO) (10-870 189-WOO) (10-750 125-WW) 
NGI. 22409-025 Masssrhusette Inrlilule of Technology U16  
Human dynamic space orjenlillion using techniques of control 
theory 
Pl"ul OM*#,lonr 
01/30/64-12/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $980.09 1 
NCL  22409-124 M a s ~ ~ ~ h ~ s e t l ~  I n ~ t i t t e  of Technology 2317 
Control optimization stabilization and compulation of algorithms 
for spass applications 
Pdod OM!XO,~M, 
03/30/66-08/01/74 FY73: $60,000 TOTAL: $465,189 
NCL  22-009-125 Mas~achusens lnslitute ol Technology 2318 
Studies on the relationship between crystalline structure and 
superconductivity 
P e n d  o b l ! ~ ~ n o " ,  
05/05/66-04/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $246,124 
NCL  P-009-156 Masrschurettr Institute of Technology 2319 
Biophysical evaluation of the human vestibular system 
~ ~ n d  owignrrot,.~ 
03/30/66- 12/01/73 FY73: $30.000 TOTAL: $258,032 
rnn I,,.~.~. NASA r e d  0f9i.r CASE catsgor) 
Young, 1. R. HQ-MM/Lang, R. H. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
HQ-MMJVinograd. S. P. 
(10-970 97C-11-11) 
NGL 22-009-181 Mersachusenr lnslilute of Technology 2320 
Lunar geophysics, as related to the Apollo applications program 
Perid oMts#,ionr 
09/02/66-02/28/16 FY73: $120,000 TOTAL: $548.782 
Pnn. lnwrr. NASA T<c,h. OJflce, CASE Corqory 
Press. F. HO-SMIBrvson. R. P. I l-Aslronomv 
NGL 22-W9-304 Massachusetts Institute of Terhnolosy 2321 
Communieatiot~s biophysics temporal structure of electraphysio. 
logical data 
PWid OMIg~rionc 
M/30/68-11/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $398,436 
NGL 22-009308 M~ssachusells lnslitute ol Technology 2322 
Maturation and drvr;loprnsr~t of mechanisms of orientation and 
p o t l ~ r a l  control 
P@"d Obl,g..',m, 
12/01/67-08/31/78 FY73: $56.900 TOTAL: $666,646 
Pnn. I n m r .  NASA T e d .  Ofbeer CdSE Cmrgory 
Tauber, H .  ARC/Daunlon, N. G. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(21-970 970-21-53) 
NGL 22409-309 Mnssachuseltr Institute of Technology 2323 
Remrch in integrated plan & control system 
Period Obl~~mionr  
07/01/68-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: S162,OW 
Pnn. ,nws,. NASA T r h .  Oflicrr CASE Camqory 
Zannetor, Z .  S. HQ-PA/Srnolensky. S. 45-Elec Engr 
(25-750 125-WOO) (10-750 125-00-00) 
NGL 22-009-334 Masssehuseltr lnslitute of Technology 2324 
Atmospheric effects on sonic boom pressure waveforms 
P e r i d  OWraario~r 
10/29/68-01/01/13 FY77- TOTAL: $58,000 
Pli,,. ,nw,,. NASA Tech. Ofl(c#r CASE Carrgory 
Pierce. A. D. LARC/Cawthorn. J. M.  41.Aera Engr 
LARC/Maglieri. D. J. 
(23-7M) 126-00-00) 
NGL 22-009-337 Msrsaehuvlts Inslihlte of Technology 2325 
Avalanche diode devices for the generation of coherent radia- 
tion 
Petid Obli@z;un~ 
06/28/68-02/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $156,500 
Pen b v r r  NASA Tech. O1Jc.r CASE Calaori 
Pcnfield, P. LADC/Falcr, C. L. 45-E!cc Engr 
LARC/Breckenridge, R. A. 
(25-750 125-00-00) (23-750 125-WOO) (23.150 115-25-01) 
NGL 22-009-383 Massachuwlts Institute of Technology 2326 
Research in  propulsion and power generation 
P d d  O b l ; ~ ~ n o n ,  
01/16/69-09/01/72 FY73: $IW,MX) TOTAL: S580.M 
Pr ln  Inws,. NASA Tech Oflicv CASE C6WZOrY 
Kerrebrock, J. L. LEKC/Evvard, J. C. 41-Acra Engr 
(22-704 501-04-03) 
NCL  22d09-521 Mnssaehusetls Instilute of Technology 2327 
Composition and structure of planetary atmospheres 
perid Mlgari"", 
081 10/7&06/01/74 FY73: $59,982 TOTAL: $216.581 
P,t,,. Inm",. NASA Tech. Ofl-r CASE CdPgor). 
Lewis, J .  S. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 3l.Atmoa Sci 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGL 22-009-548 Massarhurettr Institute of Technology 2328 
Flight control systrms research 
P m d  O M l g a # ~ ~ s  
081 17170-08/01/74 FY73: $122,760 TOTAL: $299.198 
P*. Invat. NASA Tech. O//iiir CASE C o r ~ g u n  
Whildker, H. P. FRC/Srrlai, K. J. 41-Aera Engr 
FRC/Dectr, D. A. 
(24-742 747-81-01) (24-760 136-62-02) (24-760 761-74-04) 
NGL 22409-571 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2329 
Investigation of application of control theory to aeroclastic 
oroblems 
Pen& Obi~~n,ionr 
09/03/70-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $63,244 
Pnn. h n r l .  NASA TeiA OBlmr CASE Cszrgory 
Dcyst, J .  I .  LARCIRainry, A.  C .  41-Aero Engr 
(23-760 126- 14- 14) 
NGL 22-009-638 Massnchuretts Institute of Technology 2330 
Research in rpacc science 
Ppnd W;~~o,lo", 
03/03/12-02/29/76 FY13: $200.000 TOTAL: $W,OW 
P*. lnrclr. NASA Tech. Ojfler C l  JE Coltcor). 
Harrington, J .  V. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-Diseip 
(10371 L1CLW-00) 
NGL 22-009440 Massachulens Institute of Technology 2331 
Joint university research program for air transportation needs 
Prnd  Ouieanonr 
11/24/71-10/31/75 FY73: $56,000 TOTAL: SI5O.WO 
Ptin. Inlrsl. NASA Tech O//iiii CASE Cal,rory 
Simpson, R. W. LARC/Mace, W. D. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Mace, W. D. 
(23-704 501-03-02) (23-750 135-06-02) 
NGR 22-00909605 MessPehusetts Institute of Technology 2332 
Dctcction & identification of organic matter by mars spectra. 
metry 
h t i d  Obl;p,lo", 
12/01/61-06/30/73 FY73: 1670,818 TOTAL: $650,738 
Pn'm. hnrr NASA Trd. OIflc~r CASE Cmqory 
Bicmann, K. HQ-SL/Gcisch. D. S. 12-Chemistry 
HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 
(10840 192-55-62) (10-840 192-55-63) (10-870 189-00-00) 
NGR 22-009.018 Mrrsachuutts Institute of Technology 2333 
Panial suppan of multidisciplinary studies in  neurosciences 
penal Oh,Jp"11' 
06/20/63-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $936.375 
Pen. h r r r .  NASA Trh. O//jcer C l S f  Corrgury 
khmitt, F. 0. HQ-MM/Belleville, R. E. 
52-Clinical Mcd 
(IC-870 189-W-W) (10-870 189-52-62) 
NGR 224W-102 Merspchurelfr lnsiitute of Technology 2334 
Investigation of the effect af space environment on replica 
gratings 
Plnal Odllgolianl 
06/28/M12/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $193,638 
Pdn. I n u ~ , .  NASA T#&. Oflim, CASE Colqory 
Biemann, K .  HQ-SS/ 42-Aslro Engr 
(IC-860 849-WOO) (ICL860 848-WOO) 
NGR 22-009-207 Marsachurettr fnrritute of Technology 23.35 
Applications of guidancc theory & trajectory analysis 
Pen'd  Obhsanlon.~ 
04/03/70-09/17/73 FY73: $79,OM1 TOTAL: $405,840 
. . 
Pnn. ~ K I I .  NASA Teh.  OJPmr CASE Core#or). 
Markey, W. R. GSFC/Barbieri, R. W. 42-Aslro Engr 
GSFC/Lfferts, E. J .  
(5 1-830 180-06-50) (51-980 981-60-10) 
NGR 22-009-277 Maswrhu~ t t s  lnsfituto of Technology 2336 
The prebiotic synthesis of polynucleotides and polynucleotide- 
directed polypeptides 
p<r;ul ObI~~c~io, , ,  
12/01/67-06/30/73 FY73: $59,992 TOTAL: $283,810 
Prin Innsl .  NASA Tech Ofljcer CASE Cole~ory 
Rich, A. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemirtry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 22-009-312 Msssachurettr Institute of Technology 2337 
Life support in unusual environment 
F<"'d ONlg.r,m, 
05/07/68-W/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $284,400 
Pnn. lnvrrr. NASA T r h .  O//imr CASE Coretory 
Reid. R. C. ARC/Qualtrone. P. D. 12-Chemistry 
Reid. R. C. HQ-MM/Pecoraro. I. N. 
(10-710 127-Wd0) (10-770 127-53-22) 
NGR 22-009-339 MassPchusetts Institute of Technology 2338 
Proposed investigation of concepts, methods of analysis, and 
evaluation thereof for eontainmenl/control of fragments from 
bursting turbine rotors 
Perid oMi~a,lm, 
06/14/68-08/01/72 FY73: 570,000 TOTAL: $315.630 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Twh. OVlitr CASE C#zqov 
Witner, E. A. LERC/Chiarito, P. T. 41.Aero Engr 
Leech. J .  W. LERCIKernp, R. H.  
Yeghiayan. R. P. 
(22.704 501-38-13) 
NGR 22-009-330 Massachurpnr Institute of Technology 2339 
Spectral refleclancc of planetary surfaces 
Prnd Ob6lniun~ 
03125169-08/31/74 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $255,700 
Pnn. rnrst.  NASA T e d ,  ojfler CASE Camory 
McCard. T. B. HQ-SMIBryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMIAllenby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-09.56) (10-810 195-WM) (I0810 195-42-66) 
NGR 22-2-009-344 Masvrhuretts Institute of Technology 2340 
Mariner V tracking-data analysis 
P& 0ue.ariunr 
0311 1169-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: S25.W 
Pnn. ln"e88 NASA Tech. Ofler  CASE C# lqev  
Shapiro, I. I. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 31-Alrnos Sci 
(10-850 385-00.00) 
NGR 22009-372 Marvehusetts Institute of Technology UP1 
Satellite plasma data analysis 
PC* OMlb.ll~, 
041 17169-01/31/71 FY73: TOTAL: $489,717 
Pnn. lnnrl. NASA Tech OJfler CASE Carqdry 
Bridge. H .  S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D., Jr.  13-Physics 
HQ-SC/khmcrling, E. R. 
(10-850 385-00-00) (10850 385-36-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGR 22-009-378 Marwchurltr Institute of Technology 2342 
Study of pollutants from jet aircraft 
h n ' d  ObI!r#,lonr 
021 14/69-0713 1/74 FY71: $113,575 TOTAL: $299.575 
Pnn. Inuc~l. ,VASA Tech O I I i i i  CASE Calczurj 
Fay, J. A.  LERC/Holdeman, J. D. 41-Aero Engr 
(22.704 50 1-24-20) 
NGR 22409-421 Mn,sachusells Institute of Technology 2343 
Microwave studies of  thc caiths atmosphere in  support of 
meteorological satrllite observations 
P e t i d  OMlgarrons 
06/30/70-06/30/13 FY73: $36,000 TOTAL: 1186,WO 
Pnn. Inwr,. MS., Tech. O/flcer CASE Calsrorl 
Barren, A. H .  GSFC/Wilheit, T. T. 31-Atmos Sci 
(5 1-680 160-44-54) 
NGR 22-OW-473 Massachurtts lnslilute of Technology 2344 
Planetary astronomy 
P c " ~  0M;luf;unr 
061 l0/70-12/31/73 FY73: $82,500 TOTAL: $271,500 
Pn'n Inwlr. NASA Tech. O l l i i r  CASE Careron 
McCord, T. R. HQ-SLjBrunk, W. E. I l-Astronomy 
HO-SLIFellows. R. F. 
NCR 21-009-517 Massachusetts lnrtitute a1 Technology 2345 
Solidificatson (crystal growth) in the absence uf gravilalianal 
forces 
PI"& o M ~ ~ m i o , , r  
04/24/70-12/01/73 FY73: $74,965 TOTAL: $252.265 
NGR 22-009-526 Msrsachurtlr Institute 01 Terhnology 2346 
Astronomy in the region between I mm to 0.1 mm wavelrngths 
P e t i d  OYipnon, 
09/22/70-09/30/73 FY73: $53,500 TOTAL: $143,500 
prin. inu,r .  NASA ~ ~ e h .  oflnr CA SE c a , e p r y  
Weis, R. HQ-SG/Boggers, N. W. Il-Artronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-55) 
NGR 22-009-535 Massachu~pttr Inst i l~ le of Technology U47  
Research in machine virion 
 PI,,^ Oblix..,<on. 
06/26/7&W/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $47.000 
Pdn. I n v a l .  NASA Tech. Ofl!cer CASE Calc8ory 
Gurman-Arenas, A. HQ-REjRoaenfeld. R. A.99-Multi-Discip 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NGR 22-009-540 Masrarhurttr Institute of Technology 2348 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pend OM,g.,,0", 
02/08/71-01/31/74 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $245.825 
Pnn. lnwsr. NASA Tech O I I k u  CASE Cerqory 
Simmons, G. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 91440-OW 
NCR 21-009-543 Msr5aehurctls Institute of Technology 2349 
Lunar sample analysis 
 PI"^ Ob,;~O,loor 
01/27/71-11/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $77,5M 
Pnn. Invesl. NASA Ted .  Ofli~er CASE Calrgu? 
Biemann. K. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NER 22-009-551 Msrrachusellr Institute of Technology 2350 
Lunar sample analysis 
PInvd ou;z'7,;uns 
02/11/71-01/31/74 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $127,600 
Pn'n bwsl .  NASA Tech. O/firfr CASE Carqor) 
Burns, R. G. JSC/Harris, J. W. i2Chemistry 
(72-910 914-4800) 
NCR 22-009-583 Marsaehur~tts lnslitule of Technology 2351 
Spectroscopy of the asteroids 
P,,nd OM;x',,;unl 
10126/71-08/30/71 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
. . . . 
Pm'n I n u ~ r  NASA Tech Olprrr CISE Calqory 
McCord, T. B. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
( 10850 188-45-5 I )  
NGR 22.009.597 Msssachurttr Institute of Technology 2352 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pc"d OM~gar#onr 
02/01/7ldl/31/74 FY73: $ZO,WO TOTAL: $54,800 
P"". I"lr,,. NASA Ted .  oJ/,cr, CASE Culrgory 
Westphal, W. 0. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 22-009-605 Marrachusetls Institute of Technology 2353 
Investigation of aircraft wakes 
Pend Obltz~!lons 
04/06/71-05/31/74 FY73: $34,807 TOTAL: $86,649 
P"n lnvrrl. NASA Ted .  Officer CASE Cu(cg0gar) 
Widnall. S. E. ~RC/Cursiglis, V. R. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Rossow, V. J. 
(21.704 501-06-04) (21-760 737-05-10) (21.760 136-9X-00) 
NCR 22-009-618 Mauchuselts Institute al Technology 2354 
Laboratory study of sonic booms and their scaling laws 
P<Hd Obf~go,bn, 
06/17/7l-05/31/13 FY73: $38,160 TOTAL: $75,160 
P"'". Inw.vr. NASA Tech. O/%r CASE Carqor). 
Toong, T.  G .  LARC/Barger, R. L. 41-Acro Engr 
LARC/Carlson. H. W. 
(10-760 136-1342) 
NGR 22-009-619 Mersachvsens Institute 01 Technology 2355 
Management decision systems study 
Pcnd Ob;ira,tm8 
04/13/71-09/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $28,896 
."tin. !nuen. NASA rerh officrr CASE C o r q o v  
Crawston, W .  B. HQ.SL/Harnett, D. J. 31-Almos Sci 
HQ-SLjHipsher. H .  F. 
(10-250 141-WOO) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGR 22-009-62s Massachurattr Instilute of Technology 2356 
Study of the Mariner Mars 1969 image data 
Penal Obi<alrr<onr 
05/19/71-03/31/73 FY73: 1623,700 TOTAL: 1647.400 
Pdn. I r < r r r .  NASA Tsrh "fl ier CASE' C#lgory 
Thomas, T. B. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, J .  W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 27.-2-009426 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2357 
Definition phase of the Grand Tour missions radio science 
investigations for outer planet missions 
P * m d  Ob!ip8lornx 
04/08/71-07/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $6,6W 
Pdn. 6 r r ~ r .  NASA Tech Ofl(<er CASE Colrrury 
Shapiro, I. I. HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 13-Physics 
HQ-SL/Kellcr, J. W. 
(10-840 18668-52) 
NCR 22-00Y-627 Mas,nchuratb lnrtitute ol Technology 2358 
Control of serotonin-containing neurons in the brain, by plasma 
tryptophan 
?<,id Obli1'7lluns 
08/04/7I-11/01/73 FY73: $61,000 TOTAL: 16118,OW 
Prin lnvcrr. NASA T~ch Ofliccpr CASE Ca,c8ory 
Wurtman, R. J .  ARC/Winget, C. M. 52-Clinical Med 
ARC/Vernikos Dancll. I. 
Lynch, H. J .  
(21-970 970-21-52) 
NCR 22609-637 M s a ~ h u s e t l s  Institute ol Technology 2359 
Volcanic geology photographic field studies of eruption mechan- 
isms 
nnd obliu,;uns 
061 1x17 I-0513 1/73 FY73: $25,475 TOTAL: $57,875 
Pnn. Inus,. NASA Trih Ofl;<rr CASE Calrgury 
McGetchin, T. R. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ.SL/Allingham. 1. W. 
(10-840 185-5C-81) 
NGR 22409.646 Massarhusell~ Instilute of Technology 2360 
Lunar sample analysis 
P?"d O b l , ~ ~ , ~ ~ " ,  
06/16/71-01/31/74 FY73: $53,9W TOTAL: $151,800 
P6n .  Inwr,. M S A  Trrh Olfirr CASE Cbre~ory 
Uhlmann, D. R. JSC/Harris, J .  W. 47-Materials Engr 
(72-9 10 914-40-W) 
NGH 22.W9-658 Mssraehu.lettr Institute of Technology 2361 
Navel space fastening techniques suitable far  assembly and 
disassembly by tcleaperstars 
P ~ n d  ob;lgano,,1 
121(lhl71-OX111172 FY73: TOTAL: $30.000 
.-, --, ~ --,--, 
Pn'n I,msr NASA T r h  O f l h r  CASE Cmlrrury 
Sheridan, T. B. HQ-NS/Miller, D. J. 46-Mech Engr 
HO-NSIJohnsen. E. G. 
NGR 22-00Y472 Masmchusettr lnrtitule of Technology 2362 
Ground-bas4 radar study of the moon and planets 
+'*,id obiip'ionr 
03/06/72-03/31/74 FY73: $35,003 TOTAL: $60.800 
Pn.1,. lnwrl. NASA Tech. Oflkrr CASE CoZebun 
Pettengill, G.  H. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 
(10.840 196-41-82) 
NCR 22-009493 Massachurahs lnstihlte of Technology 2363 
Mission definition for planelacy Explorer missions 
Penal Ob;!g#rion~ 
03/03/7247/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 164,700 
Pnn. 1nw.r. NASA Ted. 0,Trer CASE C~rsrol). 
Pettengill. G. H. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(10-840 186-68-63) 
NCR 22-009494 M ~ s s a e h u ~ l l r  Instilute of Technology 2364 
Planetary Explorer mission definitions 
h"'d otf<za,r""r 
03/08/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $5.000 
~ n n .  h ~ r r  NAS1 Trrh 0lln.r CASE Culrgury 
Shapiro. I. 1. HQ-SL/Fcllows. R. F. 31-Atmas Sci 
(10-840 18668-63) 
NGR 22409-701 Masslrhuretts Institute ol Technology 2365 
Integration of viaual and motion requirements for flight simulation 
and ride quality investigation 
P l n d  OMiga,lun' 
05/18/72-04/02/74 FY73: 1660.003 TOTAL: $I25,OW 
Pnn. loves, NASA Tech Ofliirr U S E  Calerury 
Yaune. L. R. LARCIStone. R. W.. Jr. 41-Aera Ener 
NCR 22-009-718 Massachusetts Institute ol Technology 2366 
Sprctroscopic obrrrviltions of the moon, asteroids, and planets 
from the NASA 91.5 cm airborne 
Perk! 0bi;sononl 
03/01/73-02/26/74 FY73: 1635.000 TOTAL: 1635.000 
Pdn. h n ~ ,  NASA Trih Oflice, CASE (brrbory 
Me Lard, T. B. ARCjCameron, R. M. I I-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillerpie, J. M., Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NCR 22-009-723 Msrmehurellr Institute of Technology 2367 
Basch process and evaluation of bosch carbon ar a sorbent 
P<"'d Obiigoll",,., 
09/19/72-09/30/73 FY73: $21,902 TOTAL: $21,902 
Pnn. lnrrr .  NASA Teh.  0llrr.r CASE Core80v 
Reid, R. C. ARC/Qunttrune, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
(21-970 970-22-21) 
NGR 22-009-726 Mssrachuselts Instilute of Technology 2368 
Projection of future trends in neuroscience 
Penal 0b;&21.11~1 
10/12/72-11/01/73 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
P"n. hwl f .  NASA Tech. OIfic#r CASE Care~ow 





NGR 22-009-727 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2369 NGR 22-009-786 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2376
Study in numerical modeling of atmospheric phenomena Analysis of satellite plasma data
Period Obligations Period Obligations
02/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: $75,000 TOTAL: $75,000 06/22/73-03/31/74 FY73: $29,981 TOTAL: $29,981
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Lorenz, E. GSFC/Jastrow, R. 31-Atmos Sci Bridge, H. S. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics
GSFC/Halem, M. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R.
(51-680 408-02-02) (10-850 385-36-00)
NGR 22-009-731 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2370 NGR 22-009-805 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2377
Workshop to identify priorties for motorless flight research Flow-generated noise and aeroacoustic instabilities in ducts and
Period Obligations silencers
09/01/72-02/01/73 FY73: $7,834 TOTAL: $7,834 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 09/01/73-08/31/76 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000
Markey, W. LARC/Phillips, W. H. 41-Aero Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
LARC/Gera, J. Ingard, K. U. LERC/Baumeister, K. J. 41-Aero Engr(23-702 760-60-01) LERC/Rice, E. J.
(22-704 501-15-83)
NGR 22-009-733 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2371
Investigation of pilot's role & display requirements in automatic NSR 22-009-073 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2378
landings Adaption of Explorer XI gamma-ray experiment to OAO
Period Obligations spacecraft
10/30/72-09/01/73 FY73: $49,450 TOTAL: $49,450 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 08/01/65-08/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $1,995
Curry, R. E. ARC/Wempe, T. 59-Life Sci, NEC Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(21-704 501-03-11) (21-704 501-29-02) Kraushaar, W. HQ-SG/ I l-Astronomy
(10-850 831-00-00)
NGR 22-009-735 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2372
Eotvos experiment in earth orbit and related studies NSR 22-009-654 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2379
Period Obligations X-ray astronomy experiments from sounding rockets in FY
06/07/73-04/30/74 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $100,000 1972
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
HQ-MT/ 13-Physics 01/18/72-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $124,939
(10-980 908-91-24) Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Clark, G. W. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. 11-Astronomy
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G.
NGR 22-009-781 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2373 (10-850 879-11-00)
Exploitation of advanced composite materials to lightly loaded
structures
Period Obligations SNPN-54 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2380
04/16/73-12/31/73 FY73: $29,932 TOTAL: $29,932 Development of multi-moded remote manipulator
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period ObligationsMar, J. W. LARC/Kyser, A. C. 41-Aero Engr 07/01/70-06/01/72 FY73: $115,000 TOTAL: $364,000
LARC/Mikulas, M. M., Jr. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(23-704 501-02-01) (23-704 501-21-23) NSO-N/ 49-Engr, NEC
(44-704 503-24-01)
NGR 22-009-782 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2374
Gust alleviation system for a light airplane NAS12-2053 Northeastern University 2381
Period Obligations
04/23/73-08/22/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 Power thyrystor improvement study
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 06307Period Obligations
Deyst, J. J. LARC/Stewart, E. C. 41-Aero Engr 06/30/70-11/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $99,792
(23-704 501-26-05) Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
LERC/Meyers, I. T. 45-Elec Engr
(22-710 120-00-00) (25-710 120-00-00)
NGR 22-009-785 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2375
Guest observer program for the MIT X-ray experiment on the
OSO-7 NGL 22-011-025 Northeastern University 2382
Period Obligations Investigation of a new chemical laser system
06/20/73-06/30/74 FY73: $48,852 TOTAL: $48,852 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 09/26/69-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $81,316
Clark, G. W. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. 13-Physics Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
GSFC/Ashworth, C. D. Weiss, K. GSFC/Johnson, C. 13-Physics
(10-850 385-41-00) (25-750 125-00-00) (51-750 125-00-00)
102
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NGR 22-011-Ob9 Northeastern University 2383 
Lunilr sample analysis 
P.rid obl!~a!"", 
02/09/7 1-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $25.000 
Pnn. lnrrrt .  NASA Tech OJfler CASE Co(czory 
Perry, C. H. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 2201 1470 Norlhesrtern University 2384 
Circadian rhythms in brain & behavior 
P?"d OMi*.a,i"", 
07/01/7046/30/74 FY73: $40,WO TOTAL: $108,WO 
Ptin bwsr. NASA Tech. Ofliiir CASE Calmory 
Tcrrnan. M. ARC/Anliker, J. E. 61-Bial Aspects 
(21-970 970-21-52) (21-970 970-21-53) (21-970 970-21-62) 
NGR 22411-072 Northeanern University 2385 
Study of air pollutant sampling and remote sensing 
P d ' d  Obllgrlianl 
07/24/70- 12/3 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $44,570 
Pnn h r ~ l .  NASA Tech. Olfle~r CASE C#rrgury 
Nowak. W .  B. HQ-ER/Lehmann, J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 
(10-680 160-0600) 
NGR 22-011-073 Northerstern Unirersily 2U16 
Application of filamentary composites to primary aerodynamic 
surlaces of advanced aircraft 
P~riod Obl!rolionr 
08/17/71-11/16/72 FY73: TOTAL: $31,583 
Pnn. ,"F,,. WAS" Tccb. 01flmr CASE co,rgory 
Rorsttos, J. N .  LARC/Cooper. P. A. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-765 742-7361) 
NGR 22-011477 Northeastern Unirersily 2387 
Selected reliability studies for the NERVA program 
PC& ou;ro,runr 
07/14/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49.985 
Pnn. lnw.~,, NASA Te-h. OMinr CASE Colzgory 
Nawak, W. B. HQ-NS/Cavigan. F. X. 46-Mech Engr 
HQ-NS/Schwenk, F. C. 
(45-720 122-29-13) 
NCT 22-011-m3 Northeastern University 2388 
Training of graduate students i n  space-related science and 
technology 
P,al ouigarion, 
04/04/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $298,484 
, , . . 
Ptin lnvesl. NASA Ted.  Ofl;c<r CASE C#mmy 
Ersigmann, M. W. HQ-PY/Cilrter, C. H. 99-Multi-Diseip 
( la370 181.00-0) 
NSG 310 Northeartem University 2389 
Studies in  magnetohydrodynamics lo explain the structure of spiral 
galaxies 
penal obllp,,onr 
W/01/72-09/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $34,956 
Prin ,own. NASA Tech. Olflmr CASE Carrbary 
Kaula, W. M- CSFC/ I l-Astronomy 
(51-850 188-WOO) 
NCR 2L031402 Southeashrn Marspchesetts Unircrrily 2390 
Low data rate digital space communications study 
penal Obhi~',,~~"3 
W/O1/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $9,188 
Pdn kws!. NASA Teh. O/flc<r CASE Cnlqog. 
Chcn. C. H. GSFC/Kutz. R. L. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Rochelle, R. W. 
(5 1-840 186-68-60) 
NCR 22412-026 Tufts University 2391 
Investigation of atraurnatic techniques for monitoring car- 
diovascular status and conditioning 
Period ouira,ivnl 
03/07/72-1213 1/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
P e n  1nwsr. NASA T ~ r h  OJficrr CASE Cnl?gory 
Spodick. D. H. JSC/Jackson, M. M. 51-Biology 
Pigolt, V. M.  
(72-970 970-5 1-12) (72-910 9 14-51-00) 
NCR U-012428 Tufts University 2392 
Influence of a crass-flow on jet noise 
P<"d ouwarion, 
01/25/72-03/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $2,303 
PNn. rnvrn. N A S I  Tech Oflj-r CASE Caregory 
Cole. J. ARC/Soderman. P. T. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-702 760-72-02) 
NCR 22-012-030 Tufts Unirrrsily 2393 
Biochemical localiration of bioadhcaive-producing gland 
Penal Oulgar&., 
05/ 17/73-0513 1/74 FY73: $8,000 TOTAL: $8,000 
Prjn. lnnrr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CnJrron. 
Rule, A. H. ARC/Harrison. C. A. 59-Life Sfi, NEC 
(21-970 970-23-30) 
NAS 5-21813 University of Marraehuretts - Amherst 2394 
Sea surface obwrvations in support of NASA ocean color remote 
sensing experiment 
~~d nuigoztm. 
07/21/72-09/21/72 FY73: $16,5W TOTAL: $16.500 
~ n n .  lnnrr NASA rerh. oflteer CASE corerurp 
Yentsch, C. S. CSFC/Houis, W. A. 33-Oceanography 
(5 1-680 613-WOO) 
NAS a29073 University of Mns\achurotts - Amhers 2 0 5  
Working model of a general purpow end effector for a remote 
controlled manipulator 
P w i d  OUi~altonr 
06123172-06/21/73 FY73: TOTAL: $23,360 
Ptin lnwsr NASA Tech OIfililir CASE Carsror). 
Crarslcy. F. R. MSFC/Patterron, J. W. 46Mech Engr 
MSFC/Dane, D. 
(62-720 1 12-30-13) 
NGL  27.-01M18 University of M.srachus&ts - Amherst 23% 
Pulse frequency modulation in control systems 
P e t i d  o*,#~o,,on., 
03/12/68-01/01/75 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $131,575 
Pen. Inrrt. NASA Tech. Oflfcer C" SL coregory 
Monopali, R. V. GSFC/Rolinski, A. J. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-503 310-2lX321 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MASSACHUSETTS (Continued) 
NCL 22010623 Unirenity of Massaehuselts - Amher* 2397 
Theoretical studies ul  diffuse reflection and transmission of 
radiation in planetary atmospheres 
PMod U u ~ ~ r i " " ,  
05/24/67-08/01/74 FY73: $39,982 TOTAL: $222,761 
Pnn. Inuell. NASA Trrh "fl ier CASE Car%or) 
Irvine. W. M.  HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. Li-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellawr, R. F. 
(10-840 196-0000) (10-840 196-41-85) 
NCL  22410425 University of Marsachuretts - Amherst 2398 
Study of solar chromosphere from balloon altitudes 
P W l d  oujr#,l""r 
10/24/67-08/01/73 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $496,W7 
NASA Ted. OJJtccn Prtn I n r r n .  CASE Caregory 
Strong, J. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M.  I l-Astronomy 
HO-SGIOertel. G. K. 
NCR 22-010-063 Unirersily of Massachusetts - Amherst 2404 
Some real fluid effects in comnresrion noise 
P d  O u ~ n n o n r  
04/09/70-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $14,801 
PNI. l n w ~ l .  NASA Teh.  O//lcer CASE Cele~ury 
Msni, R. LERC/Dittmar, J. H .  41-Acro Engr 
(22-740 129-00-00) (10-740 129-00-00) 
NGR 22-010-076 University of Marrschusetts - Amherst 2405 
Reconnaissance study of large geologic ring structures on Mars 
P<nod Oh!iplim.c 
05/19/70-08/31/73 FY73: $14,981 TOTAL: $47,625 
Pnn. I n w ~ l .  NASA Tech. Oflrmr CASE Carrgon. 
Mff i i i l .  G. E. HQ-SLfDwarnik. S. E. 32-Gelogieal Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10.840 384-50-80) (10.840 384-W-00) 
NAS 9-12563 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 2406 
Gravity and crustal structure data analysis 
NCL  ZEOlO-029 University of Marnaehusettr - Amher* 7.399 
Low temperature studies on proteins and certain organisms 
P ~ f l d  o~~gar ion. ,  
05/16/68-04/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 11,440 
Pdn. Inwll.  NASA Tech. Oj/l-r CASE Congory 
Nordin. J. H .  HQ-MM/Saunders. J. F. 51-Biology 
(10-870 189-54-62) 
NCL 22-01O-089 University of Massarhusetls - Amherst 2400 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pcn'd Obflgnrion~ 
03/16/71-01/31/76 FY73: $14,740 TOTAL: $59.541 
PO,#. lnw.~!.  NASA Twh. 0fli-r CASE Cm#ory 
Haaerty, S. E. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 22-01lM39 Univerdty of Masrsrhuselts - Amherst 2401 
A research program in solar radio physics 
Peed Oblig@lhnr 
10/30/68-08/31/73 FY73: $SO,WO TOTAL: $330,000 
Pnn. burr. NASA Tch.  OJj,c#r CASE Calrgor) 
Hueucnin. G. R. HQ-SG/Weldan, J. M.  Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/&rtel, Cr. K.  
(10-850 188-38-52) 
NCR 22010452 Unimrsity of Mawchuselts - Amhersf 2402 
Structural analysis of mare oricntale 
 PI"^ ou;ga,rm, 
05/19/70-07101174 FY73: T O T A L  $26248 
. . . , - 
Prin, lnrrrl. NASA Ted. Oflice, CASE Coreggory 
McGill, G. E.  HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 3tGelogical Sci 
Wise. D. U. HO-SMlAllenbu. R. J. 
NCR 22010-054 University of Masnarhusetts - Amber* 2403 
Study of Mariner photography for evidences of wind action and 
related phenomena on Mars 
P t d d  o u ~ a n o n r  
03/19/70-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $11.000 
Penal ONig~nonr 
M/28/72-07/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $72,000 
Pnn. I , ,un. NASA lid. Ofier CASE Cazqory 
JSC/ 32-Gelagical ki 
(72-9 10 9 14-49-00) 
NAS 9-12564 Woods Hole Oceanographic Inslih~lo 1407 
Volcanology and morphology data analysis 
Penal ou~anllo", 
M/28/72-07/01/15 FY73: TOTAL: $54.722 
Pnn. b u r l .  NASA Tcrh Ojprer CASE Cfllepo. 
JSC/ 32-Gelogical ki 
(72-910 914-49-W) 
NGL 22-Of7406 Worcester Polytechnic Instilute 2408 
Environmental control for prolonged space voyages adsorption/ 
desomtion of nitroeen oxides 
- 
P~nod Oblignlmr 
03/08/68-04/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $84.158 
Pnn. hu~r. NASA re<*. OJj<er CASE C#rrror). 
Zwiebel, I. ARC/Wydevcn. T. 59-Life Sfi, NEC 
(21.770 127-MW) 
NCR 22-Of7423 Worcester Polytechnic lnstitutr 24W 
Interfaced system for production of glycerol from methane in a 
spacecraft 
P,"d OM~raZ~om 
04/12/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $8,000 
Prin Inwsl. NASA T c h .  O f l k r  CASE Co>c~orY 
Weiss, A. ARCfShapjra, J. 12-Chemistry 
(21-970 970-22-24) (21-970 970-22-20) 
NCR 22417-024 Woreerter Polytechnic lnrtitute 2410 
Production of edible carbohydrates from formaldehyde in a 
anacecraft 
period ou!xo,lonr 
01/17/73-05/31/74 FY73: $15,WO TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. lnusr  NASA Ted. Ofltcrr CASE COIROrY 
Weiss, A. H.  ARCjShapira, 1. 43-Chem Engr 
ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 
(21-970 970-22-24) 
NASA's UNIVERStTY PROGRAM 
NAS 9-11562 Eastern Michigan University 2411 
Survival of fungi and yeasts in lunar environment 
Period Obl!8ni<on~ 
02/16/71-02/18/74 FY73: $9,000 TOTAL: $60,000 
Pnn. Inw5z. N4.W Teh OMier CASE Colewry 
Voir. P. A. JSC/Taylor, G. R. 51-Biology 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NAS 14860 Michigan State Uniwni ty 2412 
Provide beam time not lo excced 60 hours on 48 MeV ac- 
E C ~ C ~ ~ ~ O T S  
P s r i d  ObIaananl 
I l/OI/6~11/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $6,840 
Pt in  Bust. NASA Ted. OJfic'er CASE C d e w  
LARCl  13-Physics 
NAS 5-21834 Michigan State Unirersity 2413 
ERTS-A data user investigation of multidiacipiinary analysis of 
Michigan resources 
P e e d  obIiga,2onr 
08/ 17172-02/01/74 FY73: $90.469 TOTAL: $90.469 
Pnn lnvrrr NASA Tkh. 0lfi/1/1/1 CASE Catesury 
Anderson, A. G ~ ~ c / s i a j n a ,  E. 1. 39-Env ki.1 NEC 
(51-680 641-14-01) i 
NAS 9-13332 Mlch1g.n State University 
Earlh resources experiment on Skyiab 
P f t i d  Obl*,<on, 
M/25/72-06/30/74 
i l4I4 
~ ~ 7 3 !  $126,000 TOTAL: $126,000 
. . 
Pnn. Inws~.  N l S l  Teh. Ol l i rr  CASE bnmorv 
Mandcrseheid, L. V. JSC/Kirby, R. R. 19-Phys Sci( NEC 
(72-960 948-63-82) 
NGL 23-004081 Michigan State University 2415 
Use of remote sensing for land use policy formulation 
P<rinl Obl,~arianr 
06/08/72-05/31/16 FY73: $110,000 TOTAL: $330.000 
P d l .  Inwsr. NASA T?rk Ofjeer CASE Celqory 
Boyian, M.  G. HQ-PY/Vilale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 11%W00) 
NCR WW4-056 Michigan Stste University 2416 
Research and development of lithium-drifted germanium for the 
detection of intermediate energy protons 
PC"& Obl@0,80,rr 
07/29/68-11/01/71 FY73: $2,950 TOTAL: $75.787 
Pnn. hws,. NASA Tech. O//,cr CASE Carrgory 
Katyal. 0. LERC/BIue, J. W. 13-Physics 
(22-704 503-10-04) 
NCR 23-004-068 Michigan State University 2417 
The round-jetjplane-wail flaw field 
P<"'d obijr'.,lmr 
07/02/70-09/11/73 FY73: TOTAL: $43,715 
P r i n  Inwrl. NASA 7eeh OMiiir CASE <hrrgory 
Fass, J. F. LERC/Aibers, J. A. 46-Mcfh Engr 
LERC/Luidens, R. W. 
(22-702 741.72-04) (22-760 721-56-13) (22-760 721-W00) 
NGR WW4069 Michigan Stale University 2418 
Life detection bared an soil atmosphere analysis 
P e w  r n ~ ? ~ , i ~ ,  
08/27/70-06/30/73 FY73: $3O,MNl TOTAL: $96,3M) 
P h .  Inus , .  NASA 78-h. O h r  CASE ( b r e g o r ~  
Erickwn. A. E. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NGR 23-GQ4-085 Michigan State University 2419 
Application of wave mechanics theory to fluid dynamic prob- 
lems 
Perid Ou,galim, 
061 14/72-06/14/74 FY73: TOTAL: $5O,OW 
Pnn. Innxr. N8SA Teb. Ol l i rr  CASE C#lqory 
Krzywoblocki, M.  Z. LARC/Weinslein, L. M.  41-Arro Engr 
LARC/Young. W. H.. Jr. 
(23-760 136-9x00) 
NGR 23-W4-089 Michigan State University 2420 
Experimental investigation of the initial condition effects on il 
turbulent shear layer 
f i n d  ONig~r~on, 
05/09/73-12/31/73 FY73: $3,000 TOTAL: $3,000 
Prin lnvesl NASA l e d .  O//<<er CASE C~ l rgov  
Foss. J .  F. LARC/Morrirette, E. L. 41-Aera Eogr 
(23-704 501-0608) 
NCT LFW4-004 Michigan Stale University 2421 
Training of graduate students i n  space-related science and 
technology 
PN.rd Obltmtlon~ 
03/22/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $854.997 
Pnn. Inwlr. NASA Tech ofjiter CASE Cmrgon, 
Minkei. C. W. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Muili-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NGR 2 3 - W 6  Oakland University 2422 
Optical processing of image and muitispectral data 
PC"& OM!~'.nu"l 
06/20/7245/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30,432 
Prin l n r n  NASA Tech. Ofjmr CASE CoI?gov 
Haskeli, R. E. JSC/Eandi, B. K. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NCR U-WZ-001 University of Detroit 2423 
Synthesis of prophinc-like substances from simple precursors 
P e r i d  oN&arr",,.s 
1i/Ol/61-11/30/71 FY73: TOTAL: $146.707 
Pdn lnw.rr. NASA 14. Olfimr CASE Calrbun 
Szutka, A. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12Zhemistry 
(10.870 189-WW) 
NAS 1-9958 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2424 
A study of the stellar occultation technique for determination of 
atmospheric composition 
P l n d  0Mig.lion.s 
05/11/70-11/30/73 FY73: 51.729 TOTAL: $70,497 
Pnn. lnvrs l .  NASA Ted. OMiiii CASE Carc8ury 
Hays, P. B. LARC/Reichie. H. G .  31-Atmas Sci 
(23-620 630-52-00) (23-620 630-00-00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NAS t6015 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 24% 
Eanh resources survey 
Pe"d oN,~n'lm, 
06/19/70-W/Ol/7l FY73: S6.W TOTAL: $57,316 
Pnn lnrclr .  NASA T e d .  Ofl<ccr CASE Car?#ory 
Anding, D. C. ARC/Arversen. J. C. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(21-7W 501-24-20) 
NAS 2-6057 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2426 
Vestibular research in space 
PC"& Obl@tlmr 
06/30/70-08/31/72 FY73: $39.884 TOTAL: $108,787 
Pen. hu~r. NASA Tech Oflmr CASE Cal8rory 
Van Baumgarten. R. J. ARC/Schiliinger. G .  61-Bioi Aspects 
Baldrighi, G. G. ARC/Tremor, J .  W. 
(21-970 970-21-61) (21-870 883-12-00) 
NAS 5-9306 University of Michigan - Aon Arbor 2427 
Fabrication, instrumenlation for electron temperature and density 
prabe experiment for Orbiting@ophysical Observatory mission F 
/OGO-F/ 
P ~ t i d  ONi~~rions 
11/18/f4-03/0i/72 FY73: TOTAL: $527,739 
. . 
Pnn (n.r,< % , I 4  Tech Olcrr  (A ,<+  ( u r . g l r ,  
Kchcr. <:. \ GSFC M c c x .  K J 13.I'h)~1c~ 
(51-oSO XdI-W(IU) (51-550 811.1!.00, (51-n5U 385-5O-IX1, 
NAS 59328 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2428 
Neutral atmospheric composition experiment for Orbiting 
Geophysical Observatory mission F /OGO-F/ 
P < N d  oM@or,ons 
05/20/6fr06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $I,i47.i00 
PH>I. 1nr.n. NASA Tech. OjlSmr CASE Colrmry 
Rekr .  C. A. GSFC/Meese, K.  J .  13-Physics 
(51.850 841-WW) (51-850 841-12-00) (51-850 385-5C-W) 
NAS 5-11073 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2429 
Omegatron mass spectrometer system for the San Marco /C/ 
satellite 
Perwd Obii~allM, 
06/30/67-08/31/74 FY73: $53,721 TOTAL: $659,541 
Pnn. lnrrr .  NASA Ted. Ofltmr CASE Cu(ez0ry 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 13-Physics 
(51-850 894-12-Oa) 
NAS 5-11128 Unirenity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2430 
Two flight tests of a quadrupale mass spectrometer system 
P c n d  OYi#nz~o,#r 
06/06/69-06/30/74 FY73: $63.000 TOTAL: $339,523 
NAS 5-11174 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2431 
IMP-I radio astronomy experiment 
P e n d  OMi~~f iom 
05/08/69-08/31/73 FY73: $62,000 TOTAL: $362,W0 
P r l n  lnv.sr. NASA Tech ODV.7 CASE Cvlrgory 
Haddock, F. T. GSFCfMadden, J .  J. 13-Physics 
(51-850 861-52-00) 
NAS 5-11249 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2432 
Aeros A-2 neutral atmosphere temperature experiment 
P e r i d  ON@mronr 
06/30/70-08/15/75 FY13: $166,332 TOTAL: $654,392 
P n n  I~KIII NASA T i h .  0fli-r CIS€ Colczo~. 
Carignan, G. R. GSFCJPeh. D. T. 11-Astronomy 
Caldwell, I. 
(51-850 874-32-00) 
NAS 5-11376 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2433 
Ae-C, D, & E Pelz experiment 
Penod 0tfi11,#~", 
01/07/71-01/01/74 FY73: $242,800 TOTAL: $712,750 
Ptin lnlrrl. NASA Tech. OIj77r CASE Cnr~rory 
Carignan, G. R. GSFC/Pelz. D. T. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Spencer. N. W. 
(5 1-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 511380 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2434 
Ae-C, D, and E neutral temperature experiment 
P W t d  obl?an,;w, 
02/03/7 1-031 15/75 FY73: $156,500 TOTAL: $525,818 
Pnn. bvr r r .  NASA Teh .  Oflrcer CASE Carcgary 
Hays, P. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Grimes. D. W. 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 521038 University of Michigan - Ann A h r  2435 
A program of aeronomical research utilizing the thermosphere 
probe 
Pet id  Obl!~e,?ons 
M/17/69-07/31/74 FY73: $65,WO TOTAL: $880,300 
Ptim Inu~8l. NASA T'rh 0flu.r CASE Calclury 
Carignan, G. B. GSFC/Spencer, N. W. 31-Atmos Sei 
(51-850 879-1 1-W) 
NAS 521147 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2436 
Riot lube rocket payloads 
Ppriod Oblr~~rionr 
03/02/70-07/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $679.686 
Pnn Intrsr $4," I f ~ h  01f;:er C'ASE ce,e8wn 
Hur.ath. K GSFC \Vr~ght. D I!. Jr .  3 1 . 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  S.1 
,51-6W (Ul-I?-(KJ) til.ba0 fAl.00.U) 
NAS Er2lYL4 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2437 
Feasibility study to develop a nitric oxide detector for upper 
atmosphere revarch 
Prriul ONig.,i""~ 
03/07/73-06/07/73 FY73: $12.000 TOTAL: $12.000 
Pnn. ,nvrrr. NASA Teh .  oflfccr CASE Calcury 
Mason, C. J .  GSFCJTheon, J. S. 31-Atmos k i  
GSFC/Smith, W. S. 
(5 1-680 607-12-00) 
NAS 5-23006 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2438 
Atmosphere Explorer visual airglow phulometer 
P e l i d  O b l t p ~ r i ~ r  
08/24/71-08/20/75 FYI): S230,WO TOTAL: $630,000 
Pnn. lnwr. NASA T M ~ .  Oljc#r CASE Csle8or~ 
Hiryr, P. M. GSFCIFindlay, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Grimrr, D. W. 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NAS 5-23230 Unirersity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2439 
Program of aeronautical research utilizing thermosphere probe 
P e r i d  obllg#nunl 
061 18173-06/18/76 FY73: 585,000 TOTAL: S85,WO 
P h .  Btxsr. NASA Tech. OIIlc8r CASE (blrzury 
GSFC/ 41-Aero Engr 
(51-850 879-1 1-00) 
NAS 523267 University al  Michigan - Ann Arbor 2440 
Pulse circuitry lor application to spark chambers 
n n d  0bItrnt;vns 
06/21/73-06/30/74 FY73: $9,354 TOTAL: $9.354 
Pen. law,. NASA Te<h OMinr CASE Ca(eu0 
GSFCI 45-Elec Engr 
(51-850 188-78-51) 
NAS 6-2058 University of Michigan - Ann Arbar 2441 
Multispectral scanner data 
Pl"d Obllgalio,,.~ 
lO/M/71-05/03/72 FY73: TOTAL: $13,060 
Prin Inxrt NASA T e d .  Ol/!crr CASE Cmwor) 
Thompson. F. J. WS/Everton. E. R. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
WS/Maurer, H. E. 
(53-680 160-75-77) 
NAS 820228 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2442 
Investigation and study of transient heat transler 
P d d  0bl;znrwr 
Ub/30/65-08/31/73 
I 
FY73: $ 4 , W  TOTAL: S370,W 
Ptin I ~ w J ~ .  NASA T e d  Ofljcrer CASE Cnr#borj 
Merte, H., Jr. MSFC/Linlcr, J. W. 49-Engr, NEC 
MSFC/Birdwell, B. R. 
(62-710 113-31-12) (62-910 933-33-00) (62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 821086 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2443 
Space probe and test of an orbital density measuring instrument 
Penal Obl!@lons 
06/06/67-12/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $332,123 
Pnn Inter8 ( A S ,  Tcth Oll..rr , A \ t  ( awz~n  
C'drlgnun. CJ R MSI C Slltllh. R I. 3I-Alntu, SIL 
9 9 3  (62-750 125-OaWl 162-US0 188-0000. 
NAS 8-26929 University of Michigan - Ann Arbar 2444 
Optimization of a boundary value problem 
P<Hd ouiga,ron.c 
03/08/71-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $10,WO 
Pnn. lnvrrr. NASA re<+. Oflfccr CASE Cnrrgory 
Powers, W. F. MSFC/lnghan, H. L. 21LMathernatics 
MSFC/Causey. W. E. 
(62-750 125- 17- 14) 
NAS 8-20194 Uni~orsity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2445 
potential environment problems relative to the space shuttle 
operations 
Pwid 0bI;Eatwnr 
04/06/72-01/05/74 FY73: $49,984 TOTAL: $99,967 
Pdn. r n x n .  NASA Ted. Oflter CASE Ccreory 
Cicerone, R. J. MSFC/IXevries, L. L. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Kaufman, J. W. 
(62.980 909.52.47) (62-980 908-5247) 
NAS 8-28592 University ol  Michigm - Ann Arbor 2446 
Airglow research 
h"od obl!kanun, 
03/24/72-03/23/73 FY73: TOTAL: $18,245 
Pno bwrf. N.4.74 Tech OlIl<?r CASE Culrpun 
McWatters, K. D. MSFC/Smith, R. E. 41-Aera Engr 
MSFC/West, G .  S. 
(62-850 188-36-56) 
NAS 9-12872 University a l  Michigan - Ann Arbor 2447 
Investigate and apply the function space Davidon method lo the 
shuule reentry optimization method 
 end O M Z ~ O ~ ~ M S  
06/21/72-01/01/74 FY73: $4.997 TOTAL: 524,954 
P"n. hvpl,. N A S A  T*<h 0Vlr.r CASE C0 le .p~  
Powers, W. F. JSC/Johnson, I .  L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(72-950 952-25-00) 
NGL 23405-005 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2448 
Resarch on heat resistant alloys for use in supermnic aircrafts 
Pen'd Obl<#nrfon~ 
121 15160-03/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $598.007 
Pnn. lnvrsr. NASA Tfch Oflkcr CASE Carcgory 
Wilson, D. 1. LERC/Freshe, J. C. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Hari. F. H. 
(10-740 129-00-00) (22-760 720-00-W) (22-740 129-03-20) 
NGL D-O(KO1O University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2449 
Structural analysis of aircraft tires 
P I N  Obl~aation~ 
02/01/63-12/01/74 FY73: $30.000 TOTAL: 5357.731 
. . . . 
Pnn. Inrr t .  NASA T c h .  Ofl<ccr CASE Calerory 
Clark, S. R. LARCfMcCarty, J .  L. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-740 114-08-05) (23-742 124-08-31) (23-760 126-61-12) 
NGL BW5-183 University 01 Michigan - Ann Arbor 2450 
Microwave device investigations 
Pl,td obl~gllrloms 
12/09/6949/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $440,WO 
NGL 23-W5-275 University of Michigan - Ann Albar 2451 
Solar research program of McMath-Hulbcrt Observatory and 
improvement of photoheliographic telescope 
Pen'd obl~*alo", 
M/08/68-03/01/78 FY73: $30,OW TOTAL: $405,W 
pnn. IS*.<,. NASA rcch OI I~M~ CASE c.rWe+ 
Mohlcr, 0. C. HQ-SG/Weldun, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G.  K. 
(10-850 188-00-00) (10-850 188-38-52) 
NGL U-MIS-336 University of Michigan - Ann Albar 2152 
Two phase detonation as related lo  rocket motor combustion 
instability 
P ~ n d  O N ~ , i o n . ~  
W/11/69-01/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $342.405 
Pnn Indlr \Ah4 !.?A O,!;~,r < 45,. <orrl.n 
Vl;hull>. J A L t K C  I'rlem. R .  J Ah-MCC~ tnpr  
(22-710 12d-WU) (22-710 128.31-901 (22.7111 ll3.Jl.Ob, 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MlCHIGAN (Continued) 
NGR 23-005.015 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2453 
Theoretical investigation uf space charge waves in ionosphere 
and space plasma sheaths 
P."d Oblirn,~~", 
10/28/63-06/30/73 FY73: S95.W TOTAL: $787,805 
Pnn. Invert. NASA Tech. Ofimr CASE Uulc~ur, 
Nagy, A. F. HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D. R. 
( lasso 188.36-56) 
NGR 23-005-094 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2454 
A n  investigation o f  plasma kinetics, with emphasis on the 
interaction between raretied plasmas and moving bodies 
Penal Osir~etf"", 
06/26/M-04/30/74 FY73: $30.484 TOTAL: $253,326 
Pnn. lnrrrr NASA Twh. Or;-r CASE Coler~ry 
Liu. V. C. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Almas Sci 
HQSL/Hipsher, H. F. 
(18840 185-47-81) (10-840 185-WOO) (10-850 841-W-00) 
NGR 250(K151 University 01 Michigan - Ann Arbor 2455 
Experiment definit ion for  the orbital plasma physics and 
environmental perturbillion laboratory 
hnod oufprionr 
02/15/72-02/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: ,$18,W7 
Prin lnvrr. NASA Tech. Ollirrr CASE Cercrory 
Samir, U. MSFC/Robcrts. W. T. 31-Atmos Sci 
(62-980 975-8439) 
NCR 22-005-185 U n i r e ~ i t y  of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2456 
Application of new bioeiectronics to cardiovascular stresses 
P#"d obl<ssxionr 
05/13/66-0513 1/73 FY73: $17,875 TOTAL: $228,200 
Prtn lnvr l .  NASA Tech. OlTk#r CASE Caerory 
French, J. R., Jr. HQ-JGlArnoldi, L. B. 52-Clinicill Med 
HQ-JG/Mackbee, J. 
(10-030 016-WOO) (10-030 039-00-00) 
NGR 12-005201 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2457 
Study weightleraness & otolith function 
Penal  oNiEaci"n3 
02/01/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $ I  I 5 . W  
Pnl in.,,! ( .AS1 ir .A Ulliirr C I I I  (Y ln :  r ,  
Vdn HsJnlydran A .  H 4R('  Shll1.t-per. ( I  1 .  61 BLO A;pcci. 
(IU-870 IXq-00-UO) 121-87b IXU.'!.b21 ,111-8-0 IbJ-52-62, 
NCR 23-005-320 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2458 
Theoretical and experimental studies of spacecraft space plasma 
inlcraaions 
Pe,;d OsiiKarrunl 
01/29/69-07/31/73 FY73: $45,OW TOTAL: $207.557 
Pnn In*sr. NASA Trc.6. OIplilili CASE L o l ~ o r y  
Samir, U. HQ-SG/Schmcriing, E. R. 31-Atrnos Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallcnbeck, D .  R. 
(10-850 188-36-56) 
NCR 23405-3M) University of Michigan - Ann Amor 2459 
A program in  aeronomy 
Perrod OU~gnZ~onl 
12/29/69-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: S608,IOl 
Pnn. kw.,r. NASA Tech 0Jflc.r CASE Corego,p 
Hays, P. B. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. 31-Atmor Sci 
HQ-SGjSchmerling. E. R. 
(I8850 879-1 1-00) (10-850 879-00-00) (10-850 385-00-00) 
NCR 23-005417 University of Mwhigao - Ann Arbor 2gbO 
Determination of heat generation mechanisms in  aircraft tires 
penal 0 b ; ~ ~ ~ l ; u n .  
05/14/70-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $105,476 
?ria l n r s t .  WAS" l r h .  OIfllilili CASE coregory 
Clark, S. K .  LERC/Milier, C. D .  41-Aero Engr 
Staples, R. 
(22-763 133-61-12) (22-760 126-00-00) 
NCR 23-UU5-427 University of Michigan - Ann Arbar 2461 
Study of genetic direct search algorithms for function optimi~a- 
tian 
Prnd Obl;zn,<onr 
10/01/70-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $34.373 
P ~ , Z  hws<. NASA Tech officer CASE Carrgory 
Zeiglcr, B. P. LARCJTripp, J. S. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Rurreil, C. H. 
(23-750 125-2444) (23-760 136-6303) 
NGR 23-005-463 Unirenity of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2461 
Theory of reliable systems 
P I n d  uutr*,;on, 
06/02/7 1-05/01 /73 FY73: TOTAL: %44,658 
Prln I,zwll. NASA Trh .  Olflar CASE CnMrObory 
Meyer, J. F. LARC/Bavuro, S. J. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Murray, W. D .  
(10-740 129-04-21) (18750 115-04-60) 
NCR 23405-464 Universily of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2463 
Optical studies of galactic X-ray sources 
penal O~Zo"m.7 
03/02/7 1-02/28/74 FY73: $13,880 TOTAL: $41,992 
Prln Inrr3l. NASA Tech. OIIii i i  CASE C#l?drY 
Hiltner, W. A. HQ-SG/Keisall. T. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 38541-W) (10-850 188-41-51) 
NCR 23-005470 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2464 
Transmissivity of carbon monoxide 
nnul obt;r~t!om 
03/12/71-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $15,454 
Pdn. lnwjl. NASA Tech O l J ~ ~ ~ r  CASE CarrboN 
Bartman, F. L. LARC/Rusrell, J. M., 111 31-Atmor Sci 
(23-680 160-20-56) 
NCR 2.3-005477 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2465 
Antenna array research 
Prnd oblia#rmr 
03/17/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $56,505 
Prfm Inwsr. NASA 7cch Of<crrr CASE Ca(<gorY 
Tai. C. T. LARC/Croswell, W. F. 45-Elec Engr 
LARCjBeck, F. 6. 
(23-620 636-18-71) (23-680 160-20-54) 
NGR 2-005-487 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2466 
Psychophysiological studies of thirst and fluid regulation 
h"d ohltr~~,"' 
07/22/71-11/01/73 FY73: $29,000 TOTAL: $62,200 
Pti" I"W,Z. NASA Itch. Ofljczrr CASE C~ZCZYV 
Valenstein, E. S. ARCJVernikos-Danell, 1. 69-Psych. NEC 
ARC/Goodwin, A. L. 
(21-970 970-21-52) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NGR -523 Udverrity of Miehigan - Ann Arbor 2467 
Study Of flow near the foot of a weak shack terminating a region 
of supersonic flow 
P n i d  Ohl<xollonr 
04/20/72-M/30/74 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $57,WO 
PNI. lnnsl NASA Tech Ofper CASE Colc.eory 
Sichcl, M .  LARC/Czumecki, K. R. 41-Aero Engr 
Adamson. T. C.. Jr 
NGR 23-005528 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2468 
Fiber-reinforced solids possessing gnat fracture toughness & the 
role of interfacial strength 
Pen& ON@arronr 
07/26/72-08/01/74 FY73: $29,379 TOTAL: $29,379 
Pn'n Inns,. NASA T r h .  Ofli-r CASE C e l q r y  
Atkins, A.  G. LARC/Fichter, W. B. 46-Mech Engr 
(23-704 501-22-02) 
NGR 23005-536 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2469 
Ignition of metals, lubricants, and contaminants in  oxygen-rich 
atmospheres 
Perid O U ~ i p l l ~ ,  
07/01/72-06/01/73 FY73: $45,400 TOTAL: $45.400 
P*.n Inrrz. NASA Ted.  0flI11r CASE Carqory 
N i ~ h o l l ~ .  J .  A. LERC/Pricm, R. I .  46Mech Engr 
Adamson, T. C. 
Sichel, M.  
(22-704 502-28-04) 
NCR U-005-537 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2470 
Application of Mossbauer spectroscopy to the determination of 
source material and thermal histories of tektites 
Pet id  Obl;s~,;onl 
06/23/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $22,494 
Pen. Innrr. NASA  tech^ Ofljnr CASE Cu(ezov 
Evans, B. J .  HQ-SMjBryson. R. P. 32-Geiogical Sci 
HQ-MA/Pomcray, J. H. 
(10-810 195-42-67) 
NGR 23-005-538 University 01 Miehigan - Ann Arbor 2471 
Tranrmirrivity of the 2935 Y M  carbon monoxide band 
P e t i d  ON@#,!0", 
11/16/7 1-1 1/30/72 FY73: $5.090 TOTAL: $20, I 00 
Pm. l n r s l .  NASA T r h .  Ofl<ccr CASE Ccr~bon. 
Barlman, F. L. LARC/Russell, 1. M.. 111 31-Atmus Sci 
(23-680 160-44-64) (23-680 160-20-56) 
NGR 23-005-540 University 01 Michigan - Ann Arbor 2472 
Experimental and theoretical study of sound from meteors 
period OM;z',,runr 
01/07/72-12/31/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Pnn. ,r?wrr. NA'FA Ted.  Olfierrr CASE Calezory 
Bartman, F. L. HQ-SG/Oubin, M .  31-Atmos Sci 
(10-850 188-45-52) 
NGR 23-005-543 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor t173 
Basic research in molar physics 
Pet id  ObIi~#,lonl 
11/17/72-08/01/73 FY73: $15.664 TOTAL: $15.664 
NGR U-005548 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2474 
Missions definition for planetary Explorer missions 
P d d  0hb.llmr 
03/01/72-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $5,395 
Ptin Inns6 NASA Tech Oljcer CASE Calcgon. 
Nsgy. A. F. HQ-SL/Fellows. R. F. 3i-Atmos ki 
(10840 18668.63) 
NGR U-005-549 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2475 
OGO-V solar radio burst analysis 
PC,,&, ob,;Ear;unx 
08/22/72-07/01/73 FY73: $49,993 TOTAL: $49.993 
P,,,,. ,nu,,. NASA Twh. Ofljnr CASE Calelur). 
Haddock, F. T. HQ-SG/Ocrtel, G. K. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Maran, S. P. 
(lo-850 385-38-00) 
NGR U-005-559 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2476 
Photochemistry of the upper atmosphere 
h n u d  ubJqnr,un 
06/27/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $27,300 
P r i ~  lnrrr .  NASA Trh.  Ofl<cer CASE Carqory 
Stolarski. R. S. JSC/Eandi, B. K. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-9 10 9 14-50-00) 
NCR U-005-561 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor U77  
OGO-VI data analysis 
Pen'd Ohl@nz<a~ 
08/07/72-06/01/73 FY73: $M),WC TOTAL: $60,000 
Pnn. Inw5r. NASA Tech. 0U.nr CASE Cmr#ory 
Carignan. G. R. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipshcr, H. F. 
(10840 384-47-81) 
NGR 22-005-563 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2478 
Studies on the polar CO2 ice caps of Mars 
Pw;d Ohllrnrionr 
06/23/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $19,186 
YrLn Inwrt. NASA Trh .  O/@#r (r1S.E Caterury 
Smith, C. I. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32-Gelagical ki 
Erchman, D. F. HQ-SL/Allingham. J. W. 
Clark, B. K. 
(10.840 185-5081) 
NGR 23-005-599 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2479 
Determination of hydrochloride in air 
P e e d  ONlgn!lon.s 
05/09/73-11/30/73 FY73: $13,000 TOTAL: $13,WO 
Pnn. I n r ~ z .  NASA Ted. 0fl;cr.r CISe Calqor) 
Stedman. D. H. LARCjLanford. W. E. i2-Chemistry 
(23-830 180-72-50) 
NGR 23-00W2 University of Miehigan - Ann Arbor 24XO 
Study of  genetic direet-search algorithms far function optimiza- 
tion 
PeMd Ob1,~onnnr 
04/23/73-04/22/74 FY73:$15.190 TOTAL:$15,190 
Pnn. loue~l. NASA rrrh Ol/lrrr CASE Carefar). 
Zeigler. B. P. LARC/Tripp, J. S. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-701 599-85-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MICHIGAN (Continued) 
NGT 23-005418 University 01 Michigan - Ann Arbor 2481 
Training of graduate students i n  space-related science and 
technology 
Pctid o b l ~ ~ ~ r i m r  
M/01/62-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,358,089 
Pno. Bwl. NASA Torh Ojlinr CASE Caqor)  
Hay, ti. E. HQ-PY/Cartcr, C. H. 99-Multi-Diseip 
(10-370 181-00-w) 
NSR 23.005-364 Universily of Michigan - Ann Arbor t(82 
Analysis & synthesis of manual control system 
PInul ou.,iau 
04/21/70-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 9257.617 
Pnn. Inns,. NASA T l d .  On-r CASE Culcgory 
Hawe. R. M.  LARC/Adams. J. A, 99-Multi-Discip 
Pew, R .  W. 
(10-750 125-0000) (23-770 137-51-02) (23-770 127-W-00) 
NSR BOOM16 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2483 
High altitude radiation measurements 
P<Hd o ~ i b ~ r i w s  
05/04/7@11/30/72 FY73: $49,997 TOTAL: $452,673 
Pm. I n x ~ t .  NASA Tech, Ofli-7 CASE Cu(cxoq 
Banman, F. L. GSFC/Wexler. R. 3 CAlmos Sci 
Kuhn. W. R. 
Chancy, L. W. 
(51-680 16@44-54) (51-680 160-0000) 
NSR 23605-480 University of Michigan - Ann Arbor 2484 
Seventh International Symposium on remote sensing of the 
environment 
Pcnd  Obitaaium 
05/27/71-11/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. Inns,. NASA Teh.  O j f i ~ r  CASE C#<qory 
Cook, J .  J .  HQ-ER/Park, A. B. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
HQ-ER/Ahmajan, A. M.  
(LC-680 160-88-50) 
NAS 8-24810 Wayne Sate Univerrily 2485 
Conceptual & operatianill feasibility of laser Doppler detection 
sy5tems 
P @ n d  Obllsarionh 
06/01/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $131.388 
Pnn. lnnrr. NASA Tech. Oflmr CASE Cmqory 
Thomron, I. A. MSFCjiiufiakcr, R. M ,  13-Physics 
(62-760 126-0000) (62-760 12661-13) 
NAS 8-29823 Wayne State University 2486 
Electrophoretic separation of proteins in space 
Petid OMignliunr 
05/15/73-03/15/74 FY73: $50,880 TOTAL: $50,880 
Pnn. rnvn. NASA T d .  0Jjr.r CASE C#rrgon( 
Brown, R. K.  MSFC/Krupnick, A. C. 51-Biology 
MSFC/Allen, R. E. 
(62-980 975-90-95) 
NGR 23-0OC4Sl Wayne Stale University 2487 
Study of cffectsof guard ring structures of excess junction current 
in silicon solar cells 
PC& OMi11~i0"l 
03/10/72-03/31/14 FY73: $13.961 TOTAL: $26,814 
Ptin h w ~ l .  NASA Tech OfliEer CASE Caz<zary 
Wang, E. Y. LERC/Brandhorst, H. W. 13-Physics 
LERC/Bernatowiez, D. T. 
(22-104 502-05-50) 
NGT 23-OWWI Wayne State University L288 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space-related sciences 
& technology 
PC& OMikalioru 
03/16/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $308,161 
Pen. Inn,,. NASA Tmh. Ofier CASE Coregory 
Burnham, F. B. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NSR 23-006-031 Wayne Stale Unirersily 2489 
Effort  to enhance the transfer 01 N A S A -  Bcneraled 
technology to other agencies of the government 
h n d  OM~~o,lon, 
01/01/67-12/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $7,000 
P h .  Inuesr NASA Tech. Oflke, CASE Colcmn( 
Prince. B. W. HQ-KT/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-250 141-W-00) 
MINNESOTA 
NAS 1-9691 Univ of Minnerols - Minneapolis-Sf Paul 2490 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of entry science 
Petid O W ~ ~ a l l ~ ,  
03/20/70-03/31/77 FY73: $105.401 TOTAL: $193.900 
Ptin. h r r l .  NASA Tech. 0 m . r  CIS6 Cslqo?. 
Nier, A.  0. LARC/Saffen, G. A. 31-Almos Sci 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NAS 1-10511 Unir of Minnesota - Minneapolis-SI Paul 2491 
An engineering model 01 mass spectrometer and encoder for dual 
air density Explorer satellites 
Psn'd 0Misat;mx 
01/12/71-10/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $196,515 
Pen. hwr r  NASA Ofl<<cr CASE Cslrgory 
Nier, A. 0. LARC/Melfi, L. T. 31-Atmos Sci 
Maucrsher=er. K. 
NAS 1-11616 Unir of Minnesota - MinneapolibSl Paul 2492 
Fabrication, testing, and calibration of flight mass spectrometers 
for dual air density project 
Period OM~wrtons 
M/16/72-00/26/75 FY73: $289,732 TOTAL: $359,732 
Pnn lnwrr. NASA Teih Ollrmr CASE Corr~orY 
Nier, A. 0 .  LARC/Melfi, L. T. 31-Atmos Sci 
Mauersberger, K. LARC/Prior. E. 1. 
(23-850 863-1 1-00) 
NAS 513200 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Psul 2493 
Research to develop a theory for film-cooling by injection of air 
into a gas stream through small holes in  the wall 
Perid oM,aa,ionr 
06/02/69. 12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $89,804 
Pnn. Inwr,. NASA Tech Ofl<c#r CASE Cal?xaY 
Eckert, E. R. LERC/Stepka, F. S. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-762 764-74-05) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NAS 5-3838 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolicSt Paul 2494 
Zodiacal light experiment 
Pl?<d 06llb.llM" 
06/25/64-07/31/73 FY73: $36.000 TOTAL: $489,581 
Pn". Jaws. NASA Tech. OIIiii i  CASE Category 
Epney. 0. GSFC/Staff, W. 0. 13-Physics 
(51-850 821-22-00) 
NAS 5-11060 Unir of Minmesots - MinneapolirSt Paul ' 2495 
Electromagnetic fields experiment for IMP-I 
Petid ouis4,ron, 
03/14/68-M/30/73 FY73: $43,000 TOTAL: $646,000 
Pn'n Inw38. NASA l i c h  Olflcsr CASE Coregory 
Kellogg, P. I. GSFC/Madden, J. J. 13-Physics 
Cartwright, D. G. 
(51.850 861-5240) 
NAS 5-11173 Unir of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 24% 
Magnetic fields experiment for S3 
P?"d 06l~zafiMs 
10/22/68-11/15/73 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $341,000 
Pnn. Inurr,. NASA Tcrh Olf ir~r  CASE Corqory 
Cahill, L. J., Jr. GSFC/Longanecker. G.  W. 13-Physics 
Pale?. V. L. 
(51-850 857-1240) 
NAS 5-11310 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolirSt Paul 2497 
Hclias AC electric lields erpcriment 
P#nd Obli80,irn 
06/29/70-03/15/75 FY73: $179,145 TOTAL: $841.555 
Pnn. lnwcr. NA.78 Tech Olflmr CASE Calcnury 
Ksllagg. P. I .  GSFC/While. C. E. 13-Physics 
Canwright, D. G. 
(51-840 823-12-00) 
NAS 5 - l l W  Univ of Minllpmta - MinnespolisSt Paul 2498 
Open source neutral mass spectrometers for AE spacecraft, 
missions C, D, & E 
P l " d  obl;~.ani"nr 
Oh/ 1517 1-06/30/74 FY73: $250.000 TOTAL: $572.000 
Pn". lnwrr N8.W Teh. OVw CASE Cdww, 
Nier. A. 0. GSFCjFindlay. J .  A. 31-Almos Sei 
GSFC/Grimes. D. W. 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 5-11687 Unir of Minnesota - MilmoapolisSt Paul 2499 
Study of panicle acceleration mechanisms for the ATS-F 
petid 0b119.1~0n3 
05/21/69-05/30/76 FY73: $35,583 TOTAL: $550,683 
Pnn. lnrrr. NASA 7&. O/jrrrr MSF Cmrbury 
Winckler, J .  R. GSFC/Wainscott. F. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(51-620 63CL22-00) 
NAS 5-2.3273 Univ of Minnesota - M i n ~ q o l B S t  Paul 2500 
Dava reduction & analysis from eiectromsgnelic field experiment 
aboard the IMP-I satellite 
PC"& Obii*,h", 
06/29/73-10/29/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $20,000 
Pa". lnw9L NAS.4 7ml. OII!PF, CASE Cnzeon 
GSFC/ 13-Physics 
(51-850 861-52-00) 
N A S  8-26845 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2501 
Large area cosmic ray detector for extremely heavy nuclei 
P<"d Obl~~anonr 
02/01/71-M/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $105,220 
prn lnwrt NASA r~rh 0,7,~.~ CASE C . C ~ O ~  
Waddmgton, C. J. MSFC/Krome. H. 0 Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jones. J B. 
(62-850 832.12-00) (62-850 188-78-53) 
NAS 827977 Uaiv of Minnesota - Minne?poli~St Paul 2502 
Design, dcvelopmsnl. & operation of Cerenkov portion of the 
ACR-7 heavy nuclei erpfrimcnt under the HEAO program 
PWid ou;*""ons 
Oh/ 16172-02/15/78 FY73: $11,130 TOTAL: $275.000 
Pn'n hwrr. W A F 1  Tech Olfimr CASE Cncexun 
Waddington. C. J. MSFC/Krome. H. 0. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran, J. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 9-11367 Unir of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2503 
Electron beam plasma wave observations 
Perid Obfigall~, 
11/12/7C-06/01/12 FY73: $12,912 TOTAL: $62,912 
NAS 9-12338 Univ of Minnesota - MinnespolisSt Paul 2 9 4  
Limits of rhythmic variation in normative data 
Pt"'d Ohllb.ll.~ 
12/11/7i-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $99,900 
Pnn. Inurz.  NASA TI* Ofl<ca CASE Caregory 
Haibcrg, F. JSC/Rummel, J. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-51-00) 
NAS 9-12560 Univ of Minnesota - MinnespolirSt Paul 2505 
Storage slability & improvement of intermediate moisture foods 
P e d  oM,~a#i""r 
03/23/72-03/17/71 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: 1675,000 
Pnn. hwzl NASA Tmh. Ulfi-r CASE Colrgory 
Labuza. T. P. JSC/Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 970-52-24) (72-970 970-51-14) 
NAS 9-13405 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapalirSt Paul 2506 
Biorythm sludics far Skylab missions 
P<"d Obli~#ti""., 
03/01/73-03/17/74 FY73: $50.000 TOTAL: $50,000 
P"n hwrt .  NASA Ted. O,7;<#r CASE Carrguly 
Halberg, F. JSC/Rurnmel, J. A. 51-Biology 
(72-970 970-51-14) 
NGL 24W5aOR Unir of M i ~ e s o l r  - MinneapolirSt Paul 2507 
Analytic and experimental research in space physics including 
balloon and rocket flight experiments 
?<,id Ob,i80,~M' 
08/20/62-06/30/75 FY73: $242,825 TOTAL: $4.196.132 
Pn'n lnnrz .  NASA Tfch. 0,7;mr CASE Culegob.') 
Winckicr, I.  R. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics 
HQSG/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-36-55) (10-850 18841-55) (1CL850 188-M00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NGI. 24-005-009 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 25% 
Development and application of mass spectrometer5 to studies 
of earths upper atmosphere and planetary atmospheres 
r ~ n o d  ob~tgot ;~~ ,  
08/01/62-05/31/76 FY73: $204,978 TOTAL: $1,175,189 
Plin Inwsr NASA Trrh 0flI11r CASE Corrgory 
Nier, A. 0. HQ-SL/Fellowr, R. F. 31-Atmas ki 
HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. 
(10.840 185-47-80) 
NGL 24605-160 Univ i f  Minnesota - MinneapolibSt Paul 2509 
Investigation of enviranrnenlal microbiology as related to planetary 
quarantine 
r ~ n o d  O ~ I I # ~ I ~ V S  
M/ 13168-05/31/76 FY73: $175,000 TOTAL: $1,225,MO 
Prin lnvcrl. NASA T c h .  Ollirrr CASE ( ~ ( S S O ~ Y  
Pflug, I. J. HQ-SL/Hall, L. B. 51-Biology 
HQ-SL/Gallaghcr. S. G. 
(10-840 193-58-61) (10-870 189-0@00) (10-870 191-00-00) 
NGI. 24-005-225 l lnir of Minnesota - MinnoapolirSt Paul 2510 
Lunar s~mple analysis 
Period oAkaar,",,r 
01/26/71-01/31/76 FY73: $86,760 TOTAL: $285,760 
Pnr. hwsz. NASA Ted. Officrr CASE Cstwgory 
Pepio, R. 0 .  JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGL  24-005-263 Univ of Minnewta - MinneapolirSt Paul 2511 
Study of Minnesota forests and lakes using data from Earth 
Resouras Technology Satellilcr 
P e N d  oN~~a,ron., 
07/06/72-06/30/76 FY73: $ISO,OW TOTAL: $150,000 
Pnn. tnwar. NASA Rrh. Ofl!ccpr C-1S.5 Calqnr) 
Cahill, L. J.. Jr.  HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A.  39-Env ki. NEC 
(10-371 340-0000) 
NGR 24005W6 Univ of Minnesols - MinneapolirSt Paul 2512 
Computer analysis of circadian rhythms 
Penad o N / g a r ~ ~ r  
07/0l/b3-C6/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $692,500 
P"". lnwlr NASA Tmh. Oflkcrr CASE Cnlrgor). 
Haiberg, F. ARC/Winget, C. M.  61-Biol Aspects 
(10-870 189-W00) (21-870 189-52-61) (21.870 189-W-00) 
NGR 24005-050 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolicSt Paul 2513 
Measurement of the gamma ray flux 01 various celestial paint 
sources from high altitude balloons 
P s n d  Oblidd,,",,.~ 
04/21/65-06/30/73 FY73: $42,407 TOTAL: $502,982 
rnn ~ ~ ~ ~ r .  NASA rah .  ofltcc, CASE C O , ~ ~ O , ,  
Waddington, C. J .  HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., I r .  
(10-850 188-4654) 
NGR ~ 5 l l l  Unir of Minnewb - MinwapolisSl Paul 2514 
Electron radar techniques as a probe of the trapped radiation 
belts 
Period oM,~a,rons 
W/29/66W/14/73 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $529,591 
Prin hnl. NASA Tech 0fl;cer CASE COI~EPEPE] 
Winckler. J .  R. HQ-SC/Kavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-sc/ott, E. J. 
(10-850 879-1 1-W) (10-850 879-00-00) 
NGR 24-005-180 Unir of Minnesota - MinneapolisSt Paul 2515 
Expriment development and data analysis for Explorer 14 and 
26 
P r n d  Obllglnlons 
04/10/69-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: 1142,230 
~ n n .  lnwrr. NASA T P C ~ .  otfrrrr CASE cacwow 
Cahili, L. J. HQ-SGjKavanagh, L. O., Jr .  13-Physics 
HO-SGIFchmerline E. R. 
NGR 24-00.5-196 lJniv of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2516 
Studying the neutral constiruents of the polar atmospherrs above 
100 km during calendar year 1970 
P d M  Obllg~riunz 
03/16/70-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $210,000 
rnn lnwrr. NASA T ~ C ~ .  oflzar CA.% corrgor,, 
Nier. A. 0. HQ-SGjDubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Holtr, J. R. 
(10-880 879-1 1-W) (10-850 879-WW) 
NGR 24-005-198 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolicSt Paul 2517 
Fluorescent antibody detection of microorganisms in terrentrisl 
enviconmenls 
P e n d  ONlgnrinnr 
08/10/70-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $30,000 
~ n n .  lnwrr. NASA ~ w h  olflar CASE cawzory 
Schmidt, E. L. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 5 i-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) (10-870 189-55-63) 
NGR 24-005-223 l ln i r  of Minnesota - MinnenpolicSt Paul 2518 
Lunar sample analysis 
P # i d  OMjgo,,o", 
05/22/71-01/31/74 FY73: $56,250 TOTAL: $161,750 
rnn lnwr,. NASA ~ ~ d .  oflfce, CASE C ~ C ~ ~ O T F  
Murthy, V. R. JSC/Harris, J .  W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 24-WS-231 Univ of Minnesota - MinncapolicSt Paul 2519 
Study of thc neutral wmposition of the lower thermosphere and 
upper mesosphere 
renod oYI~,.nnnr 
12/23/70-07/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $154,5W 
P ~ U .  r m n r .  NASA T W ~ .  oflicer CASE Corrgon 
Nier, A. 0. JSC/Hudson, R. D. 31-Atmos ki 
(72-9 10 914-5@00) (72-840 18547-32) 
NGR 24005-248 Unlv of Minnesota - Minneapolis-St Paul 2520 
Lunar samplt analysis 
Period 0bli~lion.s 
08/03/71-01/31/79 FY73: $49,560 TOTAL: $134,660 
Ptin, rnwr!. NASA Tech  Ojf;<cr CASE Calcrws 
Bancrjee. S. K. JSC/Harris. J. W. 32-Gelogical ki 
(72-910 9144@00) 
NGR 24-005253 U n i ~  o l  Minnesota - Minnerpolis-St Paul 2521 
Particle and field studies of the magnetosphere 
P l " d  
11/01/71-12/29/74 
Pen. ,nwr,. 
Cahill. L. J. 
0N;r.llMI 
FY73: $86,186 TOTAL: $216,186 
NASA Tmh. Ofljcer CASE ColqOgory 
HQ-SCjKavanath, L. D., ~ r .  13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MINNESOTA (Continued) 
NGR 24-065267 Unir of Minnesora - MinnoapolicSt Paul 2522 
Photometric investigation of wavelength dependence of radiation 
from objects, showing excess long wave radiation (10 t o  30 
microns) 
P e t i d  obI*ar,m, 
02/26/73-02/28\74 FY73: $29,000 TOTAL: $29.000 
Pnn. lnwn. NASA Ted olfi-r CASE Cs~csor). 
Ney. E. P. ARC/Cameran, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Giliespie, C. M., Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 24-005-275 Univ el Minwsotn - Minneapoli+St Paul 2523 
Iodine 129 as a possible factor in prebiotic synthesis of biopaly- 
mers 
P#"d ObI~.,l."", 
M/25/73-03/31/74 FY73: $4.008 TOTAL: $4,008 
Pdn. lnvrr. NASA Trrh OII<cjr CASE Corqor~ 
Swain, F. M. HQ-SL/Young. R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGT 24405-012 Unir of Minnesota - Minneapolir-St Paul 2524 
Training o f  graduate rtudents in space-related science and 
technology 
P<"d Obl~~c,lonr 
M/01/62-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,450,131 
Prin h r r r  NASA Ted.  OJArcr CASE Carepry 
Crawford, B., J r .  HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-0000) 
NGT 24-005-078 Univ of Minnesota - MinneapolirSt Paul 2525 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space sciences and 
technology 
P ~ d d  Obltplion~ 
06/24/65-08/01/18 FY73: TOTAL: $17,844 
Pn'n l w 5 l .  NASA Tech OIIjrrr CASE CaIcgorv 
Anderson, G .  W. HQ-PY/Caner. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-0000) 
NSR 24.005-238 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapalir-St Paul 2526 
Development of a photometer system for use with the 91 cm IR 
telescope 
P?"d ObIl8#no,#r 
061 13172-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $60,000 
P"n. hns l .  NASA Tech Olfirrr CASE Carepar? 
Ney. E. P. ARC/Camrron, R. M. 11-Astronomy 
ARC/Bader. M. 
(10.850 352-03-00) 
NSR 24-005.245 Univ of Minnesota - Minneapolir-St Paul 2527 
Study of the proper motion of stars using the automated proper 
motion system 
~ e n o d  obiirenor,, 
01113/72-11130/73 FY73: $49,996 TOTAL. $172.753 
. . 
Pnn. lnwrl. NASA T h .  O m r  CASE Caregor) 
Luyten, W. J .  HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
GSFCIMead, J.  M. 
(1@850 188-41.51) 
MISSISSIPPI  
NGR 254ll-WI Jackson State College 25.28 
Research in marshland ecology 
P e n d  Obligmlonr 
05/12/72-0513 1/74 FY73: $19,897 TOTAL: $37.097 
Pnn. lnvrrr. NASA Ted. Oflccer CASE Cclqor). 
Nelson, F. HQPY/Pohly, J. G.  51-Biology 
MTF/Mooneyharn. D. W. 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR E - 0 l l a 0 2  Jackson State College 2529 
Aquatic plants as filtration systems for photographic waste 
Pen'd  ONi8a"M~ 
06/29/72-06/30/73 FY73: $20,600 TOTAL: $35,115 
Pnn. Awr,. N A S A  T e h .  O]]?CE.I CASE Camor). 
Perkins, I. HQ-PY/Pohly, J.  G. 61-Biol Aspects 
MTF/Walverton, B. C. 
(10-371 340-00-W) 
NAS 5.21817 Mississippi State Unirersily 2530 
ERTS-A data user for land uw planning 
Penad 0bIiwlul;ms 
0811 1172-06/01/74 FY73: $24.138 TOTAL: $24,138 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tprh. OIj?mr CASE Coleury 
Ineeis. F. M. GSFC/Stoncsifer. G.  R. 32-Gclonieal Sei 
NAS 5.21881 Mississippi State University 2531 
ERTS-A data u a r s  investigation for the study of ilpplicillions of 
reinate sensing data to agricultural practices in the Mississippi 
delta region 
P d d  ObI<rnn!"nl 
10/27/72-05/01/74 FY73: $70,000 TOTAL: $70.000 
Pn'tr. htwsr. NASA Tkh. Ufltcrr CASE Col<lur! 
' Bouchillon, C. W. GSFC/Stonesifcr. G.  R. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
Shepard. C. G. 
(51-680 641-14-01) 
NAS 8-11497 Mississippi State University 2532 
Study of the economic impact of the NASA-MTO on the 
immediate MTO area 
P w t d  Ohlrganonr 
09/01/65-M/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $8.3 12 
Prj,,. Inrrsi. NASA Twh. Oflker CASE Carqow 
MSFC/ 72-Economics 
(62-910 933-50-W) 
NAS a21377 Mirrisrippi State Unirerrity 2533 
Investigation in adaptive sampling and optimium sampling 
procedures 
Per id  Ou,~a,imr 
05/15/68-09/0l/72 FY73: TOTAL: $109,991 
Prtn Imrrr. NASA TIrh 0fl;cer CASE Cal<sogor) 
McDaniel, W. L., Jr.  MSFC/Guynes, B. V. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Vallelv. D. P 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSISSIPPI (Continued) 
NAS a26749 Mississippi Slate University 2534 
A study of trends and techniques for space b a s  electronics 
P d d  Obli~.s,ionr 
01/12/71-01/11/74 FY73: 615,000 TOTAL: $40,OM) 
. . 
Pnn. Inwsl NASA T c d .  OflkW CASE C#t<lury 
Gassaway, J. D. MSFC/Holiis. B. R.. Jr. 49-Engr. NEC 
MSFCjKennedy, B. W. 
(62-704 502-23-51) (62-750 125-25-08) 
NAS 8-2111133 Mississippi Stale University 2535 
Integration schemes of equations of motion 
P e r i d  Ob!~4n!olu 
05/17/72-05/16/73 FY73: TOTAL: $25,000 
Pnn. Inuen. NASA T<<h Oflfmr CASE C o l q r y  
Thompson, 1. F. MSFC/Glaese, J. R. 41-Aero Engr 
MSFC/Buchanan. H. J.  
(62-980 908-54-08) 
NAS 8-29036 Mississippi State Uni*enily 2534 
Application of Salurn/Apolio automated data system capabilities 
to problems of environmental impacts a! urban transponatian 
P d a l  OMirnllonl 
06/16/72-06/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: S5.W 
P h .  Inbvsl. NASA Tech. Ofirer CASE Comory 
McKee, 1. C.. 11. MSFC/McDonough. G. F. 
39-Env Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Daniels. J. L., Jr.  
(62-9 10 933-50-W) 
NAS 9-11607 Mirrirrippi State Un i~en i ly  2537 
Earth resources data & technology studies 
P e r i d  Ou!~arb", 
03/11/71-01/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $99,500 
Pdn. l n u a r  NASA T'clr. D/@r CASE Cale%ory 
Bouchillon, C. W. MTF/Mooneyhsn, D. W. 
39-Env Sci. NEC 
(72-680 1W-75-85) 
NAS 9.13363 Mississippi Stale Universiry 2.538 
Study 0: app:izaiia af Skyiab EREP data to agiiculturc in thc 
Mississippi delta alluvial plains region Skylab EREP invertigation 
no. 339 
P c n d  ouea,,onr 
04/23/73-08/31\74 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000 
P l h .  brrrz. NASA T ~ c h  OUlnr  CASE Cdrrgory 
Bouchillon, C. W. MTF/Maoncyhan, O. W. 
ingelr, F. M.  9Y-Multi-Discip 
(72-960 948-63-82) 
NCL  25-001-020 Mississippi Stale Unirersily 2539 
Multidisciplinary research on the environment and on energy 
sOUrcCS 
P a l  Ou<~#llonr 
02/26/69-07/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: S300,WO 
Pen. Inxr r .  NASA Tech Ofprfr CASE C o I w r ~  
Bouchillon, C. W .  HO-PYIReddine. E. R. 
~ i ~ ~ i ~ a i c h ,  JT $9-Life Sci, NEC 
(10-370 183-W-00) 
NGL  25-001632 Mississippi State University 2540 
Special support of Salurn/Apolio uti l izing Mississippi test 
facility 
P e r i d  O u i ~ ~ n o n ,  
03/06/69-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $275,000 
Pm. lnvr l .  NASA T c d .  Ofl<<rr CASE C O U ~ O ~  
Bouchillon, C. W. MSFC/Kenl. M.  I. 99-Multi.Direip 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NCL  2.5-Wl-040 Mississippi Stale Unirenity 2541 
interdisciplinary program in earth resource and environmental 
research 
P~nod Obl~nllunr 
05/07/7 1-01/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $100,000 
Pnn. Inn.rt. NASA Tech Officer CASE Cnranry 
Brown. L. R. HQ-PY/Redding. E. R. 
MSFC/Ksnl. M.  I. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 34C-0&00) 
NGR 2MOla50  Mirrirrippi State Unirersily 2542 
Stiffness and damping of inherently cumprnsated gas thrusting 
bearing with finite square geometry 
Perk4 ouirntron, 
01/30/73-12/31/73 FY73: $8.640 TOTAL: $8.640 
Prin. Inm,.  NASA Terh 0Dr . r  CASE Caffrory 
Stiffler, A. K .  LERC/Flcming. D. P. 46Mech Engr 
LERC/Cunningham. R. E. 
(22-704 501-24-10) 
NGT 25-00la02 Mississippi State University 2543 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in rpilce-related sciences 
& technology 
Period Oufg#,~an, 
03/14/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $228,550 
Pn'n hra.  NASA Trrh. Ofjcer CASE Colqory 
McKce. 1. C., Jr. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NCR 25-002418 University of Mirrirrippi - Medical Cenler 2544 
Study of airway resistance 
PC"& O u e ~ r ~ > . s  
06/22/7 1-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $29.900 
P n n  b e .  NASA Terh OUcsr CASE ColaoN 
Milhorn, H. T.. Jr. JSC/Rurnmel. J. A. 53-Other Medical 
NAS 8-5414 Unirersity of Southern Mississippi 2545 
An  assessment of  the economic impact of the Mississippi test 
facility on south Mississippi and Louisiana 
P P , ~  "all%aia?%r 
05/01/65-06/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $8,272 




02/15/72-02/28/16 FY73: '650,OW TOTAL: $150,WO 
Pnn. I n w ~ t .  wS.4  7'eir. Ofirsr CASE CaI*ON 
Pinson, J .  W. HQ.PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Enu Sci, NEC 




NGR 25-005-005 University of Southern Mississippi 2547 NAS 9-12369 University of Missouri - Columbia 2554
Novel diacids & dianhydrides as polymer precursors Energy and nutrient intake monitoring
Period Obligations Period Obligations
06/09/71-06/30/74 FY73: $41,000 TOTAL: $97,050 01/19/72-09/30/74 FY73: $49,983 TOTAL: $74,966
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Thames, S. F. LARC/Johnston, N. J. 12-Chemistry Rambaut, P. C. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC
LARC/Bell, V. L. (72-970 970-51-14)
(23-704 501-21-22) (23-740 134-03-22) (23-742 124-08-10)
NAS 9-12526 University of Missouri - Columbia 2555
Development of a mathematical model
Period Obligations
MISSOURI 03/07/72-01/31/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $28,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Winnick, J. JSC/Ellis, W. E. 43-Chem Engr
NGL 26-006-016 Saint Louis University 2548 (72-970 970-52-21) (72-910 914-52-00)
Structure and circulation of the lower Martian troposphere
Period Obligations
02/27/67-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $116,720 NAS 9-13436 University of Missouri - Columbia 2556
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Development and verification of a map model using system-10
Pallmann, A..J. LARC/Tolefson, H. B. 31-Atmos Sci computer-aided design program
(23-705 130-00-00) Period Obligations
06/11/73-08/31/74 FY73: $29,073 TOTAL: $29,073
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryNGL 26-006-021 Saint Louis University 2549 Tranter, W.. JSC/DA Tech. Off T. 21-Mathematics
Computer method for redesigning and nonlinear analysis of a (72-980 909-41-07)
redundant complex structure
Period Obligations
02/04/69-02/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $108,005 NGL 26-004-021 University of Missouri - Columbia 2557
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Effects of radiation on gastro-intestinal function and cyclic
Rhodes, J. L. LARC/Fulton, R. E. 41-Aero Engr turnover of intestinal epithelium
(23-760 126-00-00)of intestinal epithelium
Period Obligations
07/13/65-06/01/73 FY73: $19,000 TOTAL: $285,764
NGR 26-006-039 Saint Louis University 2550 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Evaluation of cutaneous sensitivity Musacchia, X. J. WS/Holton, E. M. 51-Biology
Period Obligations . WS/Jackson, E. B.
08/23/71-11/01/73 FY73: $10,691 TOTAL: $20,291 (53-970 970-71-61) (10-870 189-00-00) (53-870 189-54-62)
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Von Beaumont, W. ARC/Williams, B. A. 51-Biology
ARC/Greenleaf, J. E. NGR 26-004-025 University of Missouri - Columbia 2558
(21-970 970-21-14) Investigation of mammalian adaption to deep hypothermia and
hypothermia-hibernation relationships
Period Obligations
NGT 26-006-001 Saint Louis University 2551 04/05/66-03/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $209,197
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space-related science Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
& technology South, F. E. WS/ 51-Biology
Period Obligations (10-870 189-00-00) (10-870 189-54-62) (53-870 189-54-62)
05/21/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $693,036
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Eigel, E. G., Jr. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip
(10-370 181-00-00) NGR 26-004-084 University of Missouri - Columbia 2559
Telemeter linked medical care network
Period Obligations
NAS 9-9209 University of Missouri - Columbia 2552 11/18/70-11/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $62,377
Blood analyses for Apollo hematology procedures Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Schiffman, R. H. HQ-MM/Saunders, J. F.
04/28/69-06/30/74 FY73: $50,788 TOTAL: $110,788 59-Life Sci, NEC
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (10-870 189-54-63)
Mengel, C. E. JSC/Kimzey, S. L. 59-Life Sci, NEC
JSC/Alexander, W. A.
(72-960 948-60-91) (72-910 914-50-00) NGR 26-004-095 University of Missouri - Columbia 2560
Investigation of liquid cooled garment control
NAS 9-10955 University of Missouri - Columbia 2553 Period Obligations
Apollo diet evaluation 03/08/72-02/28/74 FY73: TOTAL: $11,795
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
06/12/70-07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $24,940 Miles, J. B. ARC/Chambers, A. B. 49-Engr, NEC
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category ARC/Blackaby, J. R.
Luckey, T. D. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC (21-970 970-22-30)
(72-910 914-50-00)
115
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MISSOURI (Continued) 
NCR W04-098 University of Mirwuri - Columbia 2561 
Advanced CO2 management process analysis 
 PI"^ 0h;;~nli"ns 
06/28/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30,630 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Olflmr CASE C#rqo?y 
Winnick. J. JSC/Eandi, B. K. 46Mech Engr 
(72-9 10 914-50-00) 
NGR 26-004-099 University 01 Missouri - Columbia 2562 
Compsite polymer films for long term biological sensors 
? e n d  0N;~anions 
06/22/72-07/14/73 FY73: $6.027 TOTAL: $49.874 
Prin lnupsr. NASA Tech Ofli<rr CASE Cnlrgory 
Hahn, A. W. ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Mcd 
(21-970 97023-30) 
NGR 26-OW100 University of Missouri - Columbia 2563 
Hydrolysis of pcptide bond in geological sampler 
P ~ n d  ohf@,~?.r 
06/14/72-06/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
. . 
Pnn. I n r ~ r .  NASA Tech Ofljmr CASE Caregoo. 
Gehrks, C. W. ARC/Kvenvolden, K. A, 
ARC/Pollock. G. E. 59-Life k i .  NEC 
(21-910 914-4000) 
NAS 2-7078 University 01 Missuri - Kansas City 2564 
Study air pollutant detectors 
P& Ou,~a,,on, 
06/27/7248/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $29,428 
Pen. Innsr .  NASA Tech. Oylnr CASE Colrdury 
HQ-SS/Starr, W. L. 39-Env k i ,  NEC 
(21-250 141-93-00) 
NCR 26001-012 University of Missouri - Kansas City 2545 
Development and construclion of a new speclrophotometer 
P I " d  Obl*lllo", 
06/24/70-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $50,291 
Pn'n lnrrrr. NASA Ted. Olficcr CASE Colrrory 
Querry, M. R. HQ-ERlLehmann. J. 13-Physics 
GSFCjDrummond, R. 
(10-680 160-2058) (10680 160-WOO) 
NCR 26001-016 Univerdty of Mivouri - Kansas City 2566 
Detection of early disease states 
P l n ' d  OMeallon, 
08/16/72-W/O1/73 FY73: $39.200 TOTAL: $39,200 
P l l n  Inup~r. NASA Ted.  OJ/<er CI SI' Colr6ory 
Bryant, P. J. ISC/Rummel, I. A. 53-Other Medical 
(72-250 141-93-02) 
NAS 5-20282 University of Missouri - Rolla 2567 
Digital simulation of hybrid loop operation in rfi 
P e r i d  0hl;za;onr 
10/12/71-10/12/72 FY73: TOTAL: $12,722 
Pdn. l n w ~ r .  NASA Tech. 0Jfier CASE C#Im-vry 
Ziemer. R. E. GSFC/Deerkoski, L. F. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Golden, T. S. 
(51-500 150-Z2-l1) 
NAS &28UO Univerdty of Missouri - Roll. 2568 
Development of an optimal control scheme for automalic braking 
of a landing aircraft 
h r i d  oh;i#l<#", 
011 14172-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $10,003 
P h .  Inwsr. NASA red .  OI/?cer CASE Cmqov 
Pazdera. I. S. MSFC/Campbell, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
MSFC/Gallev. P. T. 
NGR 26-003426 University of Missouri - Rolls 2549 
A study of the fluctuating pressure field in regions of indirect 
flow separation of supersonic speeds 
P e N d  Ohlirmliunr 
M/26/67-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $105,659 
Pnn. In*rsr. NASA Ted. OlJicrr CASE Cdzq0.g~ 
Rechtien, R. D. ARC/Coe, C. F. 49-Engr. NEC 
(21-742 124-WOO) 
NCR 26-003-057 University of Misrauri - Rolla 2570 
Lunar rarnple analysis 
Pe"d ohfigrnnnr 
09/01/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $29,760 
Pnn. hwl. NASA Tech. Oflfer CASE Cerrgnry 
Manuel, 0. K. JSC/Harris, I .  W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-4000) 
N C R  2600M69 University ol Missouri - Ralla 2571 
Nutation control during precession of a spinstabilized spacecraft 
P ~ r i a ?  oh;~a~,;o"l 
07/01/73-06/30/74 FY73: $16,000 TOTAL: $16,000 
~ n n .  b * r x r .  NASA red. offie, USE csrwry 
Taylor, J .  M. GSFC/Flatley. T. W. 49-Engr,NEC 
(51-680 160-20-51) 
NCR 26004-097 University of Miswuri - Rolla 2572 
Resarch in bioenvironmental systems 
Period Ohilpaimr 
M/17/72-08/31/75 FY73: TOTAL: $57,750 
. . . . 
Pd". l"up5,. NASA Tcd.  0lJ!<~r CASE Carqory 
Milea, J. B. ARCjChambers. A. B. 46-Mech Engr 
ARC/Quatlrone, P. 0. 
(21-970 97022-20) 
NAS M I 5 1  Washington University 2573 
Study of lifting rotor vibrations 
Pet id  Obl~garionr 
01/20/67-06/30/73 FY73: $5.357 TOTAL: 9287,903 
Prin lnn.vr NASA Ted.  OfJiccr CASE Carqry  
Hahennemser, K. H. ARC/Ormiston. R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Peters, D. A. 
(21-760 126YX-00) (21-760 1369X-00) 
NAS 626084 Washington University 2574 
Wave propagation in thermaviscous media 
h"d Ohl~~alionr 
06/10/70-W/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $39,971 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Tee+. Ofl?mr CASE C ~ C ~ O V  
Rodin. E. Y. MSFC/Joncs. J. H. 13-Physics 
MSFCjWilhold, G. A. 
(62-920 982-52-00) (62-920 976-30-00) (62-742 124.W-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
MISSOURI (Continued) 
NAS 6261143 W~lrhinglon University 2575 
HEAO definition experiment lor large area cosmic ray detection 
for extremely hcsvy nuclei 
PI",, ob,;~"gu,;"nr 
02/OI/7l-M/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $156,035 
Pri" lnvrrl. NASA Trtd Dllkrr C A I  Colrgov 
israel, M .  H .  MSFClDabbs, J. R. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jones, J. 
(62-850 188-78-53) (62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 8-27976 Washington University 2576 
Design, development and operation of a heavy nuclei cnperimcnl 
under the HEAO program 
Pend Obhgdonr 
061 16172-02/15/78 FY73: $80,000 TOTAL: 6137.004 
Pm'n lnverl. NASA Tech Ofjmr CASE C#(exor, 
Israel, M.  H. MSFC/Krome. H. 0. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Cochran, J. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 9-li895 Washington Unirerrity 2577 
Lunar surface cosmic ray crpcrimcnt (Walker) 
Yen,, "h,i@"nr 
%/28/71-W/01/73 FY73: $15,668 TOTAL: $65,668 
P,?,,. ,i*.~f. ~ a v l  T& o f l ~ ~ e r  CASE camor, 
Walker, R .  M. JSC/Eichelman, W. F.  31-Atmos Ssi 
(72-910 9 14-40-00) 
NGL 26008-054 Washington Univenity 2578 
Application of satellite communications to educatiunai develop- 
ment 
Perid ot?,~anio"s 
10/13/69-12/01/73 FY73: 6150,000 TOTAL: $600,000 
NGK 2 6 0 W O l  Washington University 2581 
Determination 01 chilracteriaics 01 high altitude primary cosmic 
radiation a1 low latitudes 
P # n d  ob,;g#rl"a' 
09/01/61-01/31/74 FY73: $94,999 TOTAL: $948,280 
Prin Inwrr. NASA Tech 0fl;crr CASE C#Zesory 
Klarrnann. J. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G .  Ii-Astronomy 
Israel. M.  H. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L .  D., Jr. 
Israel, M .  H. 
(10-850 188-46-5 1) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NGR 26-008-069 Warhingbn University 2582 
Astronomy at sub-millimeter wavelengths 
Pcnd 0MIznrIm1 
M/26/71-0813 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 19,666 
Pen. lnvsrr  NASA Tech. Oflt1.e~ CASE Caleur i  
Friedlander, M.  W. HQ-SG/Buggcss, N. W. Ii-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Roman. N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-55) 
NCT 26008-005 W114tington University 2583 
Training of graduate students in  spacr-rclaled science and 
technology 
Pend 0w;xat~"m 
M/05/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $943,292 
~ n n .  ~,,urr. N A ~ A  rrrh 0 1 1 ; ~ ~  (ils.5 c a ~ g o r y  
Morrow. R. E. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H.  99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NSR 26-008-036 Washington University 25U 
Evilluillion of lhr: cflect of prolonged states of weightlessness on 
gilblric molility 
R n d  obilgol;"", 
06/30/70-10/31/71 FY73: TOTAL: $120,700 
?,(a awn NASA ~ r c h  oflice, CASK <:~,<g~gor) 
Ballingler, W. F. JSC/Rarnbaut, P. C. 53-Other Medical 
(72-980 975-60-00) 
Pnr. l n r s r .  NASA Tech. Oflrrer CASE Colrgur, 
Morgan, K. P. HQ-ECjSilverman, D.  99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 
(10-371 340-00-00) (10-620 164-06-50) (10-370 183-WW) 
MONTANA 
NCL 26406057 Wsshingtnn Univerrily 2579 
Development of solar wind shack models with tensor plasma 
pressure lor data analysis 
P e r i d  Oh1@~!10>.7 
12/29/69-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $35,000 
. . . . 
Pnlm Inu.r>. NASA Tech O/hcer CASE Cnlegon 
Abraham Shrauoc, 8. HQ-SGIKavanagh. L. D.. Ir. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 
(10-850 188-00-00) (10-850 188-36-55) 
NGL M008065 Washington University 25x11 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e M  OMi~u, ;un~ 
02/Ol/71-0l/3ll76 FY73: $241,100 TOTAL: $873,530 
. . 
~,t,,. I , ,wT~. NASA ~ w h .  officer rrse caresnn. 
Walker, R. M. JSClHarris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 9 14-40-00) 
NAS 828202 Muntnnv Slnle Univerrily '585 
Lundon moment measurement in a aupcrconducting gyroscope 
P I , , ~  Wy.ro,r 
01/13/72-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $18,038 
P n n  Inurn. NASA Ted.  Oflaor CASE (brerory 
Hmdricks. J. B. MSFC/Decher, R. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Urban, E. W. 
(62-850 188-41-54) 
NCK 27-lUll-04U Montana State University 2586 
Establishment of a mission-oriented gravitation rcscarch center 
P P " ~  ou>a*,?m,r 
06/28/71-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $64,350 
Pli,,. ,r,vrr. NASA Tech. Ofl<er CASE Car<aorv 
Nordivedt. K., Jr. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. ll-Astronomy 




NAS 5-21826 University of Montana 2587 NASW 2213 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2593
Investigation of applicability of ERTS-A to Montana geology Exploring the heavens and the earth from space
Period Obligations Period Obligations
08/11/72-12/01/73 FY73: $88,889 TOTAL: $88,889 06/17/71-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $14,500
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Weidman, R. M. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 32-Gelogical Sci Kopp, O. W. HQ-FE/Thorne, M. 99-Multi-Discip
(51-680 641-14-03) (10-030 023-00-00)
NGL 28-004-020 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2594
NGR 27-002-006 University of Montana 2588 Applications of remote sensing in resource management in
Satellite-related biotelemetry equipment development Nebraska
Period Obligations Period Obligations
08/21/70-07/31/73 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $42,500 04/20/72-05/31/76 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $150,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Craighead, J. J. HQ-ER/Jacobs, G. J. 51-Biology Drew, J. V. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC
HQ-ER/Park, A. B. (10-371 340-00-00)
Varney, J. R.
(10-680 160-75-01) NGR 28-004-021 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2595
Interaction of radiation with planetary gases
Period Obligations
02/23/73-01/31/74 FY73: $41,544 TOTAL: $41,544
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Samson, J. A. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
NEBRASKA HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F.
(10-840 185-47-84)
NAS 5-21756 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2589
Evaluation of ERTS-A imagery in mapping and managing soil
and range resources in the sand hills region of Nebraska
Period Obligations NEVADA
05/25/72-07/31/74 FY73: $48,200 TOTAL: $51,200
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categort"
Drew, J. V. GSFC/Stonesifer, G. R. NGR 29-001-039 University of Nevada - Las Vegas 2596
39-Env Sci, NEC In situ measurements on microbial respiration and metabolism
Burzlaff, D. F. in soils and salt flats
(51-680 641-14-01) (51-680 641-14-00) Period Obligations
07/03/70-06/01/72 FY73: $7,500 TOTAL: $23,728
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
NAS 5-23054 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2590 Tew, R. W. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology
Investigation of photoelectron spectroscopy
Period Obligations
11/30/71-11/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $41,176 NAS 5-21870 University of Nevada - Reno 2597
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Study of the use of ERTS-A imagery for wildland resource
Samson, J. A. GSFC/Aikin, A. C. 13-Physics evaluation
(51-840 185-00-00) Period Obligations
10/03/72-01/01/74 FY73: $40,651 TOTAL: $40,651
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
NAS 5-23125 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2591 Tueller, P. A. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC
Calibration of magnetic electron multipliers (51-680 641-14-01)
Period Obligations
06/23/72-01/22/74 FY73: $20,766 TOTAL: $50,804
NAS 9-7779 University of Nevada - Reno 2598Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Samson, J. A. GSFC/Kalet, M. W. It-Astronomy Geologic ground truth studies
(51-850 188-38-53) Period Obligations
02/16/68-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $225,329
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Quade, J. JSC/Amsbury, D. L. 39-Env Sci, NEC
NAS 9-11045 University of Nebraska - Lincoln 2592 (72-680 160-00-00) (72-680 640-00-00)
Health protection and food preservation by gamma irradiation
of food
Period Obligations NAS 9-13274 University of Nevada - Reno 2599
06/29/70-08/01/72 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $69,977 The great basin investigation
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Hartung, T. E. JSC/Heidelbaugh, N. D. 02/05/73-06/30/74 FY73: $96,000 TOTAL: $96,000
JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(72-970 970-52-24) Quade, J. JSC/Miller, M. 32-Gelogical Sci
(72-960 948-63-83)
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NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEVADA (Continued) 
NGT 29-001-002 Univerrily of Nevada - Reno 2600 
Training o f  graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
P.,jd 0M;ror;"nl 
W/W/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 5233.1 16 
Pn'n b u w l .  NASA Tech OjIker CASE :E(brqon 
O'Brien. T.  D. HQ-PYjCsrter, C. H. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-370 181-00-Mj) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
NAS 5-9305 Dartmouth College 2601 
Whistler-mode waver experiment for the orbiting geophysical 
observatory, mission F /OGO-F/ 
P<nul Obligmno~lr 
03123166-09130172 FY73: TOTAL: $1,134,200 
NAS 5-21749 Dartmouth College 2602 
ERTS-A data uaer investigation of land use of northern 
megalopolis 
pcr;uri obl;mrl"n, 
05102172-061Oi173 FY73: 560,201 TOTAL: $63,201 
. . 
Prim Inrrrl. NASA Trrh Oficrr CASE Cozcgory 
Simpson. R. 8. GSFC/Szajna, E. F. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(51.680 641-14-02) (51-680 641-14-W) 
NAS 9.13311 Darlmouth College 2603 
Investigation of  thermal anomalies in central American volcanic 
chain and evaluation of utility 01 thermal anomaly monitoring 
in predicting volcanic eruptions 
Penul ou'wrw", 
03/06/73-06/30/74 FY73: $10.600 TOTAL: $10,600 
P l l n  Inwsz. NASA Tech. OtTker CASE ( b l r ~ o r y  
Stoiber, R. E. JSC/Miller, M .  L. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NCR 30401-UOI Dartmouth College 2604 
Effects of plant growth hormones on plant development in absence 
of gravity 
Pcnd ON!garUns 
09/03/72-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $138.408 
Pn'n hus l .  NASA Teih 0fltm1 CASE Carqor). 
Lyon, C. J. ARC/Winter, D. L. 51-Biology 
(10-870 189-W-00) (21-870 189-54-61) (1@870 189-54-61) 
NGR 30-001-030 Dsrtmuuth College 2605 
OGO-IV data reduction 
P C " ~  Obl~8ana,,, 
05/29/70-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $64,367 
P"n hal.  NASA Tech Officer CASE C#lc.euv 
Morgan. M .  G. HQ-SG/Schmcrling, E: R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D. 
(10-850 385-00-W) (10-850 385-36-00) 
NCR 30-001-040 Darlmouth College 2606 
MagnetopaurE structure from satellite observations 
Pr,td obi;g#millr 
04/28/72-06/30/73 FY73: 'TOTAL: $26,268 
Pn,? In"es,. NASA Tech Oflfcv CASE Cornor? 
Sunnsrup. B. U. HQ-SG/Hsllcnheck, U. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NCR 30-001-041 Dartmouth (:olleye 26W 
Processing and analysis of data from VLF-LF experiments on 
the OGO-4 and OGO-6 spacecraft and continuation of studies 
at ground stations 
hnml  "NiEd,,O", 
10/02/72-06/01/73 FY73: 5100,000 TOTAL: 5100,000 
Pnn. Invrsr. NASA rerh  Ofliiil CASE Colryury 
Laaspere, T.  HQ-SCi/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
Morgan, M. G. HQ-SG/Hallenbeck. D. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
N(;T 30-001403 Darlmoulh College 2608 
Training of predoctoral graduated students in  space-related 
sciences & technology 
perjuri ON,a,ionr 
03/18/64-0X/O1/72 FY73: TOTAL: 5402.601 
Pr!,r. inir.rr. NASA Tmh. Om-r U S Z  Care&.ory 
Hornig, J. F. HQ-PY/Cartcr, C. H.  99-Multi-Dircip 
(10.370 18 1-00-00) 
NAS 5-11054 Unlrersity o i  New Hampshire 2609 
Study & design effort for rotating wheel experiment OSO-H 
,"*nod oNi~.,~w.r 
06/30/67-09/30/73 FY7.3: 5158,000 TOTAL: $2,630,704 
P,,". I ~ w ' , .  WAS" rrrh oflirrr CASE C.,~O') .  
Chupp, E. L. GSFC/Donley, J. L. 13-Physics 
Higbie, P. GSFC/Thole, J. M.  
(51'-850 821-22-w) 
NAS 5-1 1276 University of Ncw Hampshire 2610 
Design, testing, and calibration of QSF Pioneer F and G cosmic 
ray unit 
P<r?d oM#~anmr 
0211 1170-06/30/73 FY73: 530,000 TOTAL: S84.W 
Prin lnrrrr NASA T t d .  OflIcer CASE C a r q u n  
Wehber, W. K. GSFCJTrainur, J. H. I I-Astronomy 
(51-840 X I  1-22-00) 
NAS 5-11694 Unirer,ily of New Hampshire 2611 
Law energy electron-proton experiment lor ATS-F 
Perid Obl!ratloru 
05/01/69-04/01/74 FY73: 588,000 TOTAL: $456,100 
Pn'sz. Ir>wrr. NASA Tech. Ojpr~r CASE C o l q ~ r y  
Amoldy. R. L. GSFC/Wainscott, F. H. Il-Astronomy 
(51-620 630-22-00) 
NAS 523261 University of New Hampshire 2612 
Dsaign & fabrication of flighl electronics, balloon gondola with 
pointing system, and ground slations 
P?nud 0M;gellvnl 
06/25/73-01/30/74 FY73: $42,131 TOTAL: $42,131 
P"n h r r r t  NASA Twh OUhr  CI.Y.5 Caregorr 
GSFCI 45-Elec Ener 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW HAMPSHIRE (Continued) 
NGL 30-002418 University of New Halnpshire 2613 
Investigation of energy levels in foil excited atomic beams 
P e n 4  Obi;rn,;"nr 
03/15/65-01/01/75 FY73: $6,000 TOTAL: $147,355 
Pn'n b u r 5 r .  NASA Tech Ofl;<er CASE (blrgory 
Chupp, E. L. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel. G .  K .  
(10-850 188-38-52) 
NGL 30-002-021 llnlverrily of Ncn H~mpshire 2614 
Investi~ation and development of techniques for solar neutron 
and gamma ray detection 
Pcn'd Ob80110n~ 
02/28/66-01/01/74 FY73: $85.000 TOTAL: $760,000 
me. lnwsL NASA Tech Ofljmr CASE Culepo". 
Chupp, E. L. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. I i-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ruman. N. G .  
(10-850 188-46-54) 
NGR 30-002-052 University of New Hampshire 2615 
Research program in area.01 cosmic ray and X-ray astronomy 
P e r # d  OA'lgllrionr 
02/12/70-09/30/73 FY73: $130.000 TOTAL: $430,000 
Prtn In*,!. NAsA TecA Oflice, CASE Colegor) 
Wcbber, W. R. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. II-Astronomy 
HO-SGlKavanaeh. L. D.. Ir.  
NGR 30002-054 Unirorslty of New Ha~npshire 2616 
Auroral particle measurements 
P c M  Wi;x'7ru,;"ns 
09/12/69- 12/31/73 FY73: $37,067 TOTAL: $161,811 
P"n l n w ~ l  NASA T ~ r h  OJ;<er CASE filrgury 
Arnoldy, R. J. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. J .  
(10-850 879-11-00) (10-850 879-WW) 
NGR 30-002-074 Universily al New Hampshire 2617 
Measurement of neutron and gamma-ray intensity in space 
Period OU~#lrthnl 
11/12/70-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: 650,000 
Prjn bvru.  V I S A  T e d .  Of iar  CASE Cntnory 
Lockwaad, I.  A. HQ SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Ir. 13-Physics 
( 10-850 879- 11-00) 
NGR 30402-087 llniversity of New Hampshire 2618 
Analysis o f  cosmic ray data from Pioneer space probe 
Pelrod O t f ~ ~ l t u n r  
03/10/72-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $40.000 
P"n. lrlvrrr. NASA Trrh O/lrmr CASE Ca lwry  
Webkr ,  W. R. HQ-SG/ I l-Astronomy 
(10-850 385-4600) 
NCK 3@WZ-088 Unirerrity of New Hampshire 2619 
Measurement01 cosmic ray neutron leakage from the atmosphere 
hy OGO-6. & data analysis 
Pen'ud 0blirc~lunr 
02/00/32-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $18,929 
P l h  lnverr MAS* Tech Dflimr CASE Calaory 
Lock,wood. J. A. HQSG/Schmeriing, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallenhcck, D. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NEW JERSEY 
NCL 33-006410 Fairleigh Dlckinson University 2620 
Lunar and planetary spectral reflectivity 
P e n d  ON;E.Jnu", 
08/08/72-02/29/76 FY73: $106,400 TOTAL: ~106,400 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Teih Oflirr C O ~ ~ Z O ~ Y  
Adams. J .  8. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMjAllenby, R. I.  
(10-810 383-09-53) (10-810 383-09-57) 
NGL 31-006411 Fairleigh Dickinson University 2621 
Lunar ssmple analysis 
P I M  Obf~nl?n~"r 
09/19/72-01/31/76 FY73: $201.090 TOTAL: $201,090 
Prn# I,#vrrr. NASA Trh .  007-r CASE Colrrory 
Adamr, 1. B. JSCjHarris, I.  W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NAS 1-9705 Princeton University 2622 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of magnetic properties 
P e d d  Obi!gag.lrrnl 
04/03/70-03/31/77 FY73: $16,693 TOTAL: 1686,235 
PrIn Inw5l. NASA Tech Oflfrcr CASE Colrzuv 
Wargraves, R. B. LARC/Soffen, G ,  A. 13-Physics 
(23.840 815-20-00) 
NAS 1-10075 Princeton University 2623 
Design and installation of a research oriented landing control 
system to improve the ease and quaiity of landing 
h"d Obl;arl;"", 
06108170-12101172 FY73: TOTAL: $372,568 
NAS 1-11231 Princeton Unirerrity 2624 
Flight tesl program to improve the ease and quaiity of landing 
P e n d  Obl!antlon~ 
11/24/71-01/14/74 FY73: $39,555 TOTAL: $136.365 
PNn Invr5r. NASA Tech Oflt-r CASE CO~<ZOV 
Seckel, E. LARCjCrane, H. L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Sticklr, J. W. 
(23-702 760-60-01) 
NAS 1-11543 Princeton University 2625 
Flight lest investigation lor in-flight sirnulalion o f  four-engine 
powered-lift STOL airplanes during approach and landing 
P # M  ON@orionr 
04/24/72-02/08/73 FY73: TOTAL: 691,381 
Pnn. Inu5r. NASA Trh. Oflirrr CASE CalrgoV 
Seckel. E. LARC/Hasall,  J .  L., Jr.  41.Aero E n s  
LARCIJudd, 1. H. 
(23-702 741-72-03) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
N E W  JERSEY (Continued) 
NAS 2-6705 Princeton University 2626 
Study of aircraft fire safetyflame spreading across materials 
P l r i d  o b l < ~ ~ , ~ o n l  
11/15/71-l0/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $23,980 
Pn,?. lnvrrr. NASA Ted. Olfirer CASE C U ( ~ L Y ~ Y  
Sirignano, W. A. ARCjKaurlides, D. A. 13-Physics 
Glassman. I. ARC/Parker. 1. A. 
(21-740 134-03-22) 
NAS 2-7187 Princeton University 2627 
Study mecar for V/STOL design 
P e n d  UblC",iW' 
10/05/72-07/16/13 FY73: $51,847 TOTAL: $51,847 
Pdn. In r . r t .  NdSA Ted. Ofler aS.5 C#q?CbCbY 
Durbin, E. J. ARC/Gossett, T. D. 41-Aero Engr 
Barn, G. 1. ARC/Corlis~, L. D. 
(21-760 136-9X-00) (21.704 501-9X-00) 
NAS 2-7350 Princeton University 2628 
STOL approach & landing research 
? e n d  Obl!slr;"nr 
03/02/73-02/28/14 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $100,000 
Prjn. Inrr,. NASA Tech Olfimr CASE Calrgory 
Seckei, E. ARCjFranklin, J. A. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-702 76671-02) 
NAS 2-7615 Princeton Univerrily 2629 
Effscts of distributed blade properties on rtability of hingclrraa 
blades 
 PI"^ ON@."M. 
05/30/73-06/30/74 FY73: $40,345 TOTAL: $40.345 
?,in. l n u s l .  NASA Tech. O/Pcer CASE C ~ l ~ ~ u r y  
Dowell, E. H. ARC/Ormirton, R. A. 41-Aero Engr 
Curtiss, H. C. ARC/Marse, H. A. 
(21-704 501-9X-M)) 
NAS 5-1810 Princeton University 2630 
Design, development, labrication, & testing of orbiting astronomi- 
cal observatory experiment 
P d d  ou~~~rions 
06/08/72-12/01/18 FY73: $699,600 TOTAL: $16,259,598 
Pnn. h v r f .  NASA Tech Ofl!?er CASE C#rrsory 
Spitzer, L., Jr. GSFC/Kupperian, I. E. 11-Astronomy 
(51-850 83 1-42-00) 
NAS 523254 Princeton University 2631 
Vidicon tube study 
P*"d Ob,*al;"nr 
05/18/73-07/18/73 FY73: $28,000 TOTAL: S26,OW 
Pnrl lour51. NASA Teh. O#kr CASE Cnmor,, 
GSFC/ 45-Elec Engr 
(51.850 188-78-58) 
NAS 611101 Princeton University 2632 
Study of mass and mixture ratio surveys of F1 injector electrons 
Penw oblgario", 
I l /Ol /66- l  1/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $2.81 1 
Prj,,~. 11verl. NASA Tcih Ofljmr CASE CelerorY 
MSFCl  12-Chemistry 
NAS 6 U 0 7 1  Princeton University 2633 
Far ultraviolet stellar spectrometry 
rwwd ob,;~~,lonr 
M/01/69-09/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $9 1,949 
P"n I n r s r .  NASA Tech O / j m ~  CASE Careron' 
Morton, D. C. MSFCjReichmann, E. I I-Astronomy 
MSFC/Zwiener. J. 
(62-980 945-8403) (62-850 188-00-00) (62-980 975-84-00) 
NAS 6n~n Princeton University 2634 
Development, construction, testing. & delivery of an integrating 
television camera 
P##'d Ohlixarrun, 
06/18/71-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $96.98 1 
P M .  Inucll. NASA Terh Oflfcer CASE Calrzo~y 
Danieison. R. E. MSFCjBordelon, C. S. 11-Astronomy 
MSFClSoancler. D. E. 
NAS %?A577 Princeton University 2635 
Nonlinear panel flutter a comparison between experiment & 
theory 
P l r t d  ob,;ganonr 
04/04/72-04/03/73 FY73: TOTAL: $39,933 
Prin. I n r z l .  NASA Tech. OUFrrr CASE Calrgory 
Dowell, E. H. MSFC/Clever. W. W., I11 41-Aero Engr 
MSFCjBeranik. R. G. 
(62-920 982-52-00) (62-920 976-30-W) 
NAS 829239 Prinreton University 2636 
Evaluation of Stratoscape 111 television system 
Pen& O M ~ ~ a l i M ,  
09/06/72Xt9/01/74 FY73: $3,500 TOTAL: $3,500 
Prts. hrl. NASA Tech O#iiii CASE Cdesori. 
Danielson, R. E. MSFC/Bordelon, C. S. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Spangler, D. E. 
(62-850 188-41-60) 
NGL 31-001403 Prinreton University 2637 
X-ray diffraction studies of extraterrestrial type materials 
rend Ohlig0,lora 
09/30/69-08/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $186.802 
Pnn, i n r l l  NASA Trch Ofjmr CASE Coregov 
Deffeyes HQ-SM/Bryron, R. P. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
HO-SMIAllenbv. R. J .  
NGL 31-001405 Princeton University 2638 
Formation & stability of magnctogardynamic front in a pitch 
discharge 
Penad Otftzol!m, 
09/24/62-L9/30/75 FY73: $160,000 TOTAL: $1,782,912 
. . 
P,i" ,,,u.,r. NASA Ted. O#kr CASE CoIeznr). 
Jahn. R. G. HQ-RP/Mullin, J. P, 42-Astro Engr 
HQ-RPILarar. J. 
(10-704 502-04-14) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
NCL 31-001-007 Princeton University 2639 
Theoretical & experimental studies of ultraviolet phenomena of 
astronomical interest & galaclic gas dynamics 
Pznd  o ~ ! ~ o n i m s  
05/06/63-03/31/16 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $1.477.000 
Prim. Inw$r. NASA Tech. Oflcsr CASE Corrsory 
Spilzer, L., Jr. HQSG/Baggcss, N. W. I l-Astronomy 
HQSG/Roman, N. G. 
( lo850 188-41-51) (10-850 188-MW) 
NGL 31-001-109 Prinwlon University 2640 
Design of principles for predicting ignition performance of solid 
propellant rocket motors 
Pend obI<g."riu", 
03/05/68-09/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $250,478 
Pen. Aw~, .  NASA Tch.  OUIrrr CASE Colqov 
Summerfield, M. JPL/Strand, L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Sullivan, E. M.  
(23-710 128-00-00) (23-710 113-32-04) (23-710 128-32-90) 
NGL 31-001-119 Princeton University 264 1 
Theoretical problems connected with sonic boom 
~ r n d  0bl;zariunz 
01/29/68-09/01/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $167,190 
Pnn. rmur,. BAS* Tech Olfimr CASE Lorqoy 
Hayes, W .  D. LARC/Hiltan, D. A. 41-Acra Engr 
LARC/Hendemon, H. H. 
(23-704 501-06-11) (1@740 129-MOO) (23760 136-13-02) 
NGL 31403-129 Princeton University 2642 
Combustion of metals 
Pc"d Obllg#non~ 
M/24/68-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $174,000 
Prin , n u l l .  NASA Tech. Oflirrr CASE C m m  
Glassman. I. LERC/ 12-Chemistry 
(22-710 113-31-08) (22-710 128-31-90) 
NCL  31403-346 Princeton University 2643 
Boundary layer noise and panel flutter 
Pcnd 0b;;xrtlonr 
11/01/68-10/01/74 FY73: $39.500 TOTAL: $285.460 
P*. Inveu. NASA T e d .  0 J f ; ~ r  CASE Cmlqory 
Do-*-c:l, C. 11. LARC/BOI,UII, H. i. 42-Aatrv Engr 
(23-704 502-32-02) (23-742 124-08-31) (23.142 124-00-00) 
NGL 31-00b155 Princeton University 2.544 
Nonlinear aspects of combustion instability in  liquid propellant 
rocket motors 
P<tid Obf~s~~lons 
0211 1169-10/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $696,000 
Pnn. inrcn. NASA T r h .  O / / i i r  CASE Colrrory 
Harrye, D .  T.  LERC/Priem. R. J. 41-Acro Engr 
(22-7 10 128-00-00) 
N C L  31-001-252 Princeton University 2645 
Air  traffic eanlrol technology 
h n d  OM?rntlms 
11/17/7i-10/01/74 FY73: 650.W TOTAL: 9150,000 
NGL 31-001-283 Princeton University 2646 
Lunar sam~le analvsis 
P e n d  ob;;p,lo", 
06/30/72-01/31/76 FY73: $68,600 TOTAL: $123,000 
Pr in  In"e5l. NASA T ~ r h  OJJer CASE Corqory 
Brawn, G. E. JSC/Harris. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NCR 3l-lMl-001 Princeton University 2617 
Stratarcooe I1 oroeram 
. . -  
P ~ n d  0bI;rnl;onr 
021 12/70-09/30/73 FY73: $95.000 TOTAL: 52.740.975 
. , , , . -,  , . . .
Pdn. Invcrr. NASA Tech. Oflier CASE Calesory 
Danielson, R. E. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Holtr, J. R. 
(10-850 18841-51) 
NGR 31401474 Princeton University 2648 
Investigalions of turbulent boundary layers with ruction, crass 
flows and wall 
P*nod Oblj~~,ion, 
06/22/66-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $255,356 
Pnn. h w ~ l .  NASA Ted. Oflrrr CASE C a l w g ~ ~  
Mellor, G. L. LERC/Lieblein. S. 41-Aero Engr 
Herring. H .  J. LERC/Saule, A. V. 
McLean, J. D. 
(22-760 721-00-00) (22-760 721-56-13) (22-762 764-72-02) 
NGR 31-001-142 Primeton University 2649 
Application of digital computer and optical analog techniques 
to rectification and enhancement of astronomical images 
PC& omm!lm.5 
12/18/68-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $195,700 
P f i .  I n r c ~ l .  NASA Teh. Oficrr CASE Caresdry 
Danielson, R. E. HQ-SGjSures, A. H.  tl-Artronomy 
Lawrance. J. L. HQ-SG/ Aucremannc, M.J. 
(10-850 188-MOO) (10450 188-78-57) 
NCR 31-001-151 Princeton University 2 6 3  
Molecular beam studies o f  inelastic neutral particle crass 
5Cctions 
P e e d  0 b l ; ~ o ~ ; n n r  
10/01/68-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $95.993 
Prln I~WJZ.  NASA Tech OJJiiii CASE Ceregory 
Kelly. A. HQ-NS/Harrison. H. H. 13-Physics 
(10-720 112-02-20) (45-720 112-02-20) (10-740 129-01-22) 
NGR 31-001-152 Princeton University 2651 
Analytical methods of trajeclory analysis 
P<"d Obt,##,l0", 
03/15/70-10/31/73 FY73: S50,OW TOTAL: $192,600 
Prin Inus!. NASA Tech. Ofli?#r CASE Cdr~ogDN 
Lion. P. M.  GSFC/Barbieri, R. W. 42-Aslm Engr 
(5 1-830 18&06-50) 
NCR 31-Wl-170 Princeton University 2652 
Computer system modeling and analysis 
P<.nl obt;wl;un, 
09/24/69-08/31/12 FY73: TOTAL: S40.181 
P,,"  in^,,,. NASA Tea. 0fl;cer CASE cerrzory 
Caffman, E. G. GSFC/Greene. E. P. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-750 125-0000) (25-750 125-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
NCR 31401-185 Princeton University 2653 
Continued research an analysis of nuclear rocket engine sysams 
P c " ~  oM;*~,ronl 
05/04/70-09/30/73 FY73: $i50,WO TOTAL: $595.000 
Prin lnrcrl. NASA Tech  Ofl!crrr CASE Calcpur). 
Layton, J. P. HQ-NS/Gruber, M. 72-Economics 
HQ-NS/Schieb, W. S., 11. 
(10-701 792-91-01) (45-701 792-91-01) (45-701 792-91-02) 
NGR 31-001-197 Princeton Universily 2654 
Three dimensional boundary layer elfems on panel flutter 
P<"d oM!p,,o"r 
03/25/70-07/31/73 FY73: $34,720 TOTAL: $106,7W 
Pen. hrcr l .  NASA Tech OJJ-r CASE Cnr~ory 
Dowell. E. H. ARC/Gaspers, P. A,, Jc. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-704 501-22-05) 
NCR 31-001-200 Princeton University 2655 
Development of a technique far charactenring thermomechanieai 
properties of thermally stable polymers 
Periad OM,ga!ionr 
04/27/70-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $25,WO 
Pnn. lnvcrr. NASA T r ~ h  OOfcfr CASE care gal^ 
Gillham. J .  K. LARC/Pezdirtr. G. F. 43-Chem Engr 
(23-760 720-WOO) (23-740 134-03-22) 
NGR 31-001-202 Priocelon University 2656 
Lunar retra-reflecrur ranging 
f i n d  oblgelionr 
05/27/70-06/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $IS,WO 
P h .  Inw~l .  NASA 7erh O/pmr CASE Carrury 
Dicke. R. H. HQ-SM/Stnckland, A. T.  13-Physics 
(10-810 383-00-00) 
NGR 31-001-205 Ptincekn Unirorsity 2657 
Lunar sample analysis 
P?"d 0Mig1,ronl 
01/06/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $86,860 
Prin. b r x f .  NASA Tech Ofljcrrr CASE Cnre#ary 
Hollister. L. S. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72.910 914-40-W) 
NCR 31401-208 Princelon Unircrsily 2658 
Lunar sample analysis 
Penal  OMtselionr 
01/12/71-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $17,WO 
. . 
Pnn. In"",. NASA Ted .  OJJmr CASE Cmcgory 
Hargraves, R. 6. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-4C-W) 
NGR 31-001-221 Princeton Univrrsily 2659 
Investigation of structure-properly relations in  systematic scries 
of novel polymers 
P c n d  OM~roflum 
0311 1/71-02/18/74 FY73: $26.970 TOTAL: $78.039 
Pnn. hwsl. NASA 7crh OJfico CASE C#recor). 
Gillham. J. K .  LARC/Johnston. N. J. 
LARC/Bell, V. L. 19-Phyr Sci, NEC 
(23.704 501.21-22) (23-740 134-03-22) 
NCR 31-001-230 Princeton University 2660 
High speed hydrogen/graphia interaction 
P& Ohl,g0I101~r 
04/16/71-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $160,OW 
Pnn. hws8. NASA Tech O/Jc#r CASE C#I#gorp 
Kelly, A.  J. HQ-NS/Schwenk, F. C. 42-Aslro Engr 
Harrie D T HO-NSIGecstein. N~ 
NGR 31-001-236 Princeton University 2661 
Large high resolutiun integrating T V  sensor for astronomical 
applications 
P e n d  Obl<~~,lo", 
06/15/71-06/30/73 FY73: $I8O.WO TOTAL: S380,OW 
Pnn. lnnrr. NASA Tech. OOiir  CASE Carcgov 
Spitzer. L., Jr. HQ-SGjSures. A. H. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Aucremanne. M.  J. 
(10-850 188-78-56) 
NCR 31-001-241 Pcinceton University 2662 
Internal noise sources of aircraft jet engines & possible means 
of noiic reduction 
P e e d  OMIgarion~ 
04/11/72-01/31/73 FY73: $20.580 TOTAL: $51.157 
NCR 31401.242 Ptineeton Unirecrity 2663 
A new spectroscopic technique utilizing the Fabry-Perat in- 
terferometer 
Pen'd OMi~~l#ons 
07/13/7246/01/73 FY73: $15.120 TOTAL: $15,120 
Pnn. inxr,. NASA Tech OIPPP~ CASE C # l q o v  
Smith, W. H. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 11-Astronomy 
HQ.SL/Fellaws, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-84) 
NCR 31401-263 Princeton University 2664 
Quasi-steady plasma thruster system studies 
P < d  OM?~.,,!U", 
11/30/71-11/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $79,995 
Plin lnnrl.  NASA 7 ~ h .  Oflicir CASE Carrgar) 
Kelly, A. J. LARC/Hoell, J. M., Jr. 13-Physics 
(23-710 113-26-14) 
NCR 31-001-267 Princeton University 2665 
Theoretical analysis of impact in composite plates 
P ~ n d  OMyoNonr 
04/03/72-04/30/74 FY73: $21,970 TOTAL: $38,980 
Pnn. Imurt. NASA Tech. OfJ-r CASE C.nbory 
Moon, F. C. LERCjChamis. C. C. 41-Aera Engr 
LERC/Johns, R. H .  
(22-704 501-22-03) 
NCR 31-001-272 Princeton University 2665 
Structure property relations in law temperature adhesives 
P d d  0bI;rolronl 
0313 1172-06/30/73 FY73: S2O.W TOTAL: 660,OM) 
Pn'n lnwsl. NASA Ted. OJJicrr CASE C o l g n ~  
Gillham. J. K. LARC/McHatton. A. D. 43-Chem Engr 
(23-703 320-00-00) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
NGR 31-001-274 Princeton University 2667 
Studies in  elastic and eiectronmagnctic wave scattering in the 
lunar crust 
P f n d  ONl%ario*r 
06/29/72-06/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $80,033 
Pnn. Inw~t .  NASA Terh 0Jflc.r CASE Cazrnrv 
Phinney. R. A. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Geiogicai Sci 
lordan. T H. HO-MAlAiienbv. K. J. 
NGR 31-Wl-276 Princeton University 2668 
Design study o f  thc television system for the large space 
telescope 
P l l i d  Obligr,....~ 
06/29/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $18,000 
Pnn In*rrr. NASA Tech. 0flte1 CASE Corqwy 
Lowrancc, J. L. MSFC/Hamiiton, E. C. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Digesu, F. E. 
(62-980 975-84-78) 
NGR 31-Wl-277 Princeton University 2669 
VTOL mathematical model designs for optimal control systems 
designs 
P e t i d  Mkat;onr 
M/20/72-M/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,330 
Pnn. I>zue&l. NASA Tech OJ1;-r CASE Co(ewr) 
Durbin, E .  I .  ARC/Smith, G. A. 41-Aero Engr 
ARCIMevsr. C. 
NGR 31-001-307 Princeton University 2670 
Fundamental and applied research on core engine combustion 
noiw of aircraft engines 
h"d obl;ao,lonr 
06/01/73-06/14/76 FY73: $39,444 TOTAL: 539,444 
Pnn inrrsz NASA Tech Ofljcer CASE Corqor) 
Summerfield. M .  LERCIGray, V. H. 41-Aera Engr 
(22-704 501-15-83) 
NGT 31-001-OW Princelon Uniwrrity 2671 
Training o f  graduate students in  apace-related science and 
technology 
Pen'd ONYoriolrc 
M/09/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,106,495 
Pen. Inue~t. NASA Tcch. Oflice, CASE Colrgory 
Pittcndrigh. C. S. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 99-Muiti-Diseip 
(10-370 181-W00) 
NSR 31-001-127 Princeton University 2672 
Evaluation and development of television tubes far space 
astronomy 
P e n d  Obl~~ l lonr  
06/26/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $464,958 
pnn. I , ,~  .,,. NASA r e d .  o f l t ~  CASE C O ~ ~ ~ O , ~  
Spitler. L.  HQ-SG/Raman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Aucremanne. M .  J. 
( la850 188-W00) (IC-850 188-78-57) 
NSR 31-001-259 Princeton University 2673 
Development and evaluation of infrared rensilivc image sensors 
for space astronomy 
Pen& ON,ganiam 
03/16/72-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $89,423 
P n n  I n u ~ r .  NASA 14. Oflker CASE Carefory 
Morton, D. C. HQ-SG/Surrs, A. H. Il-Astronomy 
Lowrance, J. L. HQ-SG/Aucremanne. M .  I.  
(10-850 188-78-57) 
NSR 31-001-286 Princeton University 2674 
Development of a small television tube far space astronomy 
P ~ l i d  W1~S~gnnn.r 
0611 1173-01/13/73 FY73: $71,400 TOTAL: $71,4W 
P e n  Inrrr,. NATA T&. Oflfwr CASE Ca~rgoq 
Lowrance, J. GSFC/Boggerr, A ,  Ill ll-Astronomy 
Spitzer, L., Jr .  
(10850 188-78-57) 
NSR 31-WlYOI Princeton University 2675 
Ultraviolet spectrographic investigations by high altitude racket 
flights 
Perid Oblira,lonr 
06/30/67-0313 1/74 FY73: $211,327 TOTAL: 161,494.196 
Prrn. ,,tw.r,. NASA Tech O f l ~ r r  CASE CnIenov 
Lowrance, J .  L. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. I l-Astronomy 
Spitzer, L., Jr .  HQ-SG/Olt, E. J. 
(10-850 879-11-00) 
NAS 59276 Rutpers University - New Brunsrick 2676 
OSO-G experiment determination for the brightness polarization 
and ellipticity of the zodiacal light 
P e r i d  obIyaz<on. 
12/i2/65-09/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $1,9i1,134 
Pli" inurr,. NASA Tech Oflicw CASE Corrgulv 
Rouy, A. L. GSFC/Thole. I. M. Il-Astronomy 
GSFCIDonley, J. D. 
(5 1-850 821-02-00) (51-850 821-22-00) 
NGT 31-WQ002 Rutprs University - New Brunswick 2677 
Training of prcdoctoral graduate students in space-related sciences 
& technology 
P M d  Ob!iroz<nn.r 
C3/i2/5+-38/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $583,421 
Pn'n lnvrrl. NASA Tech. OJ<-r CASE Caegory 
Torrey, H. C. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NGR 31-004449 Rutgem University - Newark 2678 
Zodiacal light experiment of 0.50-6 
PNMd ON~~O""", 
02/17/72-I 1/30/73 FY73: $3O,OW TOTAL: $60,000 
P " n  lnncr NASA Tech OJJi-r CASE Catsgory 
Carroll, 0. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. I I-~stronomy 
HQSG/McDonald. M .  E. 
NAS 1-9349 Sterons Institute of Technology 2679 
Rewarch an aircraft tire hydroplaning 
h"d obl!sllrl"nr 
07/07/69-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $75,615 
P e n  I n w .  NASA Tech Ofl<?er CASE CWPU" 
Ehrlich, I. R. LARC/Battcrson. S. A. 41-Aera Engr 
(23-760 126-61-12) (23-760 126-WOO) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW JERSEY (Continued) 
NCL 31-003-020 Stevens Institute of Technology 2680 
Proximity effects between superconducting and normal metals 
h n d  Oblig@r<o"s 
03/08/65-03/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $139.900 
Ptin Inrcrl. NASA Tmh. Oflferrr CASE Cotc~ory 
Meissner. H. HQ-NS/Harrison, H. 13-Physics 
(10-740 129-WW) (10-740 129-02-21) 
NEW MEXICO 
NAS 2-5795 New Mexico State University - L9s Cruces 2681 
Payload separation electronics package for SPARCS 
P d d  Obl;rat?onr 
02/20/70W/Ol/7l FY73: TOTAL: $24,921 
P r h  Inwsl. W S A  Twh. Ofit-r CASE Cmegory 
Bumgarner, R. A. ARC/Yetka, N. D. 42-Aalro Engr 
(21-850 819-00-00) (21-850 879-40-W) 
NAS 2-6184 New Mexico State ~ n i v h r s i t ~  - Lar Crucos 2682 
SPARCS launch support 
 PI"^ Ou,rarro"v 
06/04/71-MI22174 FY13: TOTAL: $25,WO 
Pnn. Inw~ l .  NASA Tmh. OIfI-r CASE Cnlewv 
Lawrence. H. R. ARC/Van Ness, J.  C. 49-Engr, NEC 
ARC/Gab"s, E. A. 
(21-850 879-4000) 
NAS 5-9558 New Mexico Strte University - Las Cruees 2683 
Theoretical analysis of a multiple-aceems made of ATS 
P l n d  OUi~arion, 
02/01/65-04/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $2.470 
Plin ,,tu5r. N I S A  Tech. Oflke, CASE Colqnry 
GSFC/ 42-Astro Engr 
(5 1-620 630-00-00) 
NAS 5-21432 New Mexico State University - [as Clues  2684 
Calibration srvices for STADAN minitrack antennas 
P d d  obi l~~r ionr  
01/01/71-06/30/13 FYI? $80,162 TOTAL: $164,239 
. . 
Pr in  n i r x l .  NASA Tcrh Oflinr CASE Calqory 
Snow, L. L. GSFC/Flowcrr, I.  45-Eiec Engr 
(51-500 31 1-2020) 
NAS 5-21433 New Mexico State University - Las Crures 2685 
Data reduction for photogenic plates & films 
NAS 5-22203 New Mexioi State University - Lar Cruees 2686 
Minitrack antenna calibration 
P?"d Oh,tr~,ionr 
07/01/73-06/30/74 FY73: $10.000 TOTAL: $10,000 
P f i .  Inws,. NASA Tech. Oflfer CASE Carqur). 
Sayles, A,. Jr. GSFC/Lantz, P. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
(5 1-500 31 1-2020) 
NAS 522219 Nor Mexico State University - Lar Cruce? 2687 
Space tracking and data network (STDN) data reduction 
Period 0UiL. I IMI  
07/01/13-06/30/74 FY73: $19,WO TOTAL: $19,000 
P M .  Inwxl. NASA .Terh. O k r  CASE CnIegory 
Sayles. A,. Jr. GSFC/Oosterhout, I. 49-Engr, NEC 
(51-500 31 1-20-20) 
NAS 5-23001 New Mexico Strte Unirersity - Las Cruees 2688 
Telemetry engineering analytical & Reid support services for 
sounding rocket program 
P I " ~  ou,ga,rw, 
05/11/13-12/31/73 FY73: $I,OOO.OOOTOTAL: $2,075,000 
Prin lnrcl l .  NASA red. 0flimr CASE Carego? 
Lawrence, R. H. GSFC/Bissell. E. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Conrad. R. W. 
(51-680 607-12-00) (51.850 819-21-W) (51-960 996-00-00) 
NASIO-73% New Mexico State University - Las Cruees 2689 
Telemetry research & development in telemetry field services in 
support of unmanned launch operations 
P<"d o u ~ ~ r r m r  
12/02/10-12/01/74 PY13: $584,WO TOTAL: $1,324,000 
Prin Inu5r .  NASA Trrh Olfiur CASE L.lopory 
Bumgarner, R. A. KSC/Schlimmer. G. E. 45-Elec Engr 
Noda, T. T. KSC/MacKey. A. J.  
(76-830 492-02-03) 
NCL 32403-001 Now Mexico State University - Lar Cruees 2690 
Photographic patrol and study of physical conditions on the moan 
and planets 
k,<d o h n ~ ~ n o n c  
04/15/61-04/14/76 FY73: $120,356 TOTAL: $1,550.182 
Pn'" b w s  NASA 7 e h .  Oflfca CASE C o I ~ o r y  
Smith. B. A. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fcllows, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NCL 32-003469 New Mexico State University - LPI Cruces 2691 
X-ray crystal reflectivity measurements 
Pwld 0bItaarlofl.s 
05/01/72-05/01/14 FY73: TOTAL: $13,203 
pnn. I~W,,. M.SA nd. oflice, CASE care80v 
Licfcld. R. J. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
H o - s G l O o ~ .  A. G.  
NCH 32403-031 New Mexico Stale University - Las Cruces t692 
Study of video processing in low signal to noise environments 
Y<,td ou<&.n,iom 
0511 1167-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $203.728 
Prin I,tw.?r. NASA Tech 0fl;crr CASE Culqor),  
Cnrden. F. F. JSC/Arndl, G.  D. 45-Elce Engr 
(72-910 921-3000) (12-910 91650-00) 
NAS 1-11855 University of New Mexico 2693 
Participation in science planning far Viking 1975 missions in 
area of inorganic chemistry 
P e e d  OM@,i",?, 
08/ 18172-03/01/77 FY73: $i3,WO TOTAL: $13,000 
PNn I n v r t  NASA Tech. OJfker CASE C n l c ~ u v  
Keii, K. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 12-Chemistry 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
N E W  MEXICO (Continued) 
NAS 5-9275 Uni~orsity of Now Mexico 2694 
High energy neutron flux in space experiment 
P l " d  OMnnonr 
12/30/65-0813 1/73 FY73: 1628,622 TOTAL: $1,129,102 
PHn hw. NASA 7mh OD;-r CASE Cmrgory 
Leavitt, C. P. GSFC/Thole, J. M. 13-Physics 
GSFC/Donley, J. D. 
(51-850 821-22-00) 
NAS 5-9314 Uoiversity af New Mexico 2695 
Solar ultraviolet energy survey experiment for  the Orbiting 
Geophysical Observatories program. OCO-F mission 
ohfira,im, 
0 3 / 2 3 / 6 ' ~ / 3 @ / 1 3  FY73: TOTAL: $824,000 
P#n. lnvrsr. NASA Tech Ofl<?er CASE Cater@,) 
Regener, V .  H. GSFC/Meese. K. I.  13-Physics 
(51-850 841-02-00) (51-850 841-12-00) 
NAS 9-12720 University of New Mexico 2696 
Improvement of bacterial transport media 
 PI"^ Oblizaliunl 
05/15/72-04/01/73 FY73: $1,914 TOTAL: $26.907 
P m  I n u ~ t  NASA Tmh O l e ,  CASE Caleg~r) 
Gardner, R. L. JSC/Brocketl. R. M. 52-Cllnical Med 
(72-960 961-5h00) 
NASW 2275 University of New Mexico 2697 
Technology application center 
P e t i d  obl*n,im, 
08/27/71-06/30/72 FY73 TOTAL: 16158,500 
Pnn. lnrr8r. NASA Ted. Oflfrr CASE Cnrerary 
HQ-KT/Carlson, J .  M.  99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-KT/Philips, R. J .  
(Ih25O 141-93-00) 
NASW 2399 University of Nor Maxim 2698 
0per;ition of a regional dissemination center in the technology 
application aenter 
P e r i d  Ob,hh,,ON 
C4/22/72-06/01/74 FY73: $190.000 TOTAL: $190.000 
Prin h w ~ r .  NASA 7 i h  Wlililir CASE Calq.nly 
Shinnick, W .  A. H+KT/Holley, H. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-250 141-93-01) 
NGL 32-lM4-011 University of New Mexico 2699 
Comparative study of lunar craters and terrestrial volcano-tectonic 
depressions in rhyolite ash-flaw plateaus 
?<"a* OM@nztunr 
IO/IZ/M-01/01/75 FY73: $34,880 TOTAL: $380,880 
Prln lnrrsr NASA 7etb Oflfcer CASE Cslcnory 
Keil, K. HQSM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pomeroy, J. H. 
(10-810 383-09-50) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NCL 32004-042 University of New Moxim no0 
The proof-of-concept approach to the design and managemenl 
of public ~ o l i c v  Drohlems 
. . .  
P e r i d  O~ I<~~ 'LOM 
02/19/68-06/30/74 FY73: $10.000 TOTAL: $470,400 
Plh. l n r r t .  NASA T a d .  Olfic<.r CASE Coregory 
Rosenthal, A. H. HQ-PY/Morris, J. D. 75-Political Sei 
(10-371 34@MW) (10-370 183-WOO) 
NGL 32-004-063 Universily of New Mexico 2701 
Lunar sample analysis 
Perral OM@mronr 
01/06/71-01/31/76 FY73 $98.375 TOTAL: 6315,975 
Prin I n u ~ r .  NASA Ted. 4 1 w r  CASE carrg@ry 
Keil, K .  JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistri 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NCL 32-(104-064 University of New Mexico 2702 
Mineralogy and chemistry of polymiot-brecciated $Lone meteor. 
ites 
F e n d  0MIao l l~1  
06/14/71-08/31/76 FY73: $49.063 TOTAL: $179,363 
Ptin hr>l. NASA TIrh Oyii i i  CASE C q o r y  
Keil, K. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pameroy, J .  H. 
(10-810 383-09-57) (10-810 383-09-51) (10-810 195-42-67) 
NCR 32-GQ4-026 University of New Mexico 2703 
Numericdl study of the flow in the vortex rate sensor 
P."d obl!zaliunr 
05/27/66-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $75,918 
Ptin I n w ~ l .  NASA Trrh. Ofl<cer CASE CnmOry 
Richards, C. G .  LARC/Hellbaum, R. F. 46-Mech Engr 
(23-750 125-00) (13d60 126-13-10) (23-702 76&71-04) 
NCR 32-004-062 University of New Mexico 2704 
Search lor evidence of dvnamic oramss 
P<Md O ~ i ~ ~ l i u n ,  
@5/22/7hM/31/73 FY73: $25,0M) TOTAL: $68,260 
P"". 1nwilr. NASA Teh. Ofleer CASE C#rrbuT 
Elaton, W. E. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham, J .  W. 
(10-840 384-5h80) 
NGR 32-W4WS University of New Mexico 2705 
Thermal radiation from interplanetary dust 
P # M d  oMka,!m, 
I2/1S/7l-1I/30/13 FY73: $25,WO TOTAL: $51,000 
P h .  lnvrrr. NASA r ~ h .  Ofli,, CASE CUrPrY 
Peterson, A. W. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Baggcss, N. W. 
(10850 188-45-51) 
NGT 32-004004 University of New Mexiro 2706 
Training of  graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
Per td  OMi8orIon.s 
04/11/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $606.722 
Prtm. Inw~z. NASA Te'rrh. Ofi<er CASE CaIIfQrY 
Steger, A. HQ-PY/Cartcr. C.  H.  99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-W) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK 
NAS 9.9964 Albany Medical College 27M 
- Study of toricolagical evaluation of fire suppresants and 
extinguishers 
Perk., obi~ral,m, 
10/07/69-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $286,293 
Pdn l n r s r .  NASA TwA. Ofllmr CASE Carego" 
Caulston, F. JSC/Harrir, E. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-910 914-51-00) 
NAS 9-12870 Broome Community College 2708 
Study of the reaction kinetics for several spacecraft l ik support 
systems 
Prnd  0M~ul;unr 
Ob/19/72-05/25/72 FY73: TOTAL: $4.080 
Pnn brrll. NASA Tech Ofl<cc~ CASE Calcor~ 
Forsythe, R. K .  HQ-EC/Verostko, C. E. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-52-00) 
NAS 3-6926 City College of New Yark 2709 
Analytical studies of the feasibility of  using solid suspensions in 
gas flows 
P c " ~  OM!L.IIMS 
12/01/65-07/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $3.552 
~ n n .  l n r n .  NASA TMA. o f l i i i  CASE cornor, 
LCRC/ 42~Astro Engr 
(22-710 120-WW) 
NAS 8-29616 City College of New York 2710 
Study of eastern teat range ocean wave statistics for space shuttle 
booalrr design and recovery operations 
Pen4 OMynf#oos 
06/05/73-12/05/73 FY73: $10,OM) TOTAL: $10,000 
Pnn. l n l r s l .  NASd Ted. Oijmr CASE Cerqoo 
Pierson. W. T. MSFC/Brown, S. C. 33-Oceanography 
MSFCIFichtl. G. H. 
NGL 33413-029 City College of Now York 2711 
Effect of particle and fluid properties on heat transfer coefficient 
and pressure drop of a dilute flawing gas solid suspension 
P?"d Obl;E.,cionr 
10/04/67-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,124 
. . 
Pnn. I,~usr. NASA Tech Oin-r CASE Cul~zolu'y 
Pfeffer, R. LERC/Putre, H. 13-Physics 
(22-720 122-00.00) 
NGL 33-013-034 City College of New York 2712 
Investigations of electromagnetics and stulistical dynamics as 
applied to plasma propulsion 
PWcd OM<rn;onl 
03/22/68-03/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $80,0MJ 
Plln 1nw.n. NASA Tech. O/fkr CASE Cnfepnr 
Tchen, C. M. HQ-NS/Thom. K. 13-Physics 
(10-740 129.00.00) (10-740 129-02-22) 
NGL 33-013-040 City College of New York 2713 
Theoretical research in astrophysics and astronomy 
Pend Oblklrlionr 
04123169-08/01/74 FY73: $65,000 TOTAL: $274,000 
Pr;n hvm. NASA Ted. Oflfccr CASE CoZegor). 
Lea, R. M. GSFC/Stothers, R. B. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Thaddeus, P. 
(51-850 405-02-02) (51-840 4W02-02) 
NGR 33-013-053 City College of New York 2714 
Nonlinear and digital man-machine eontrol-systems modeling 
P I n d  OM~8al;"nr 
04/07/70-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $31,965 
Pr;" l n l r s l .  NASA Irik Oificzr CASE Cnrcwry 
Mekel, R. LARC/Adams. J. J .  99-Multi-Discip 
LARC/Moul, M. T. 
(23-750 125-00-W) 
NCR 33613-063 City College of New York 2715 
Oeita modulation systems 
PC"& m!go,,o"s 
05/04/71-01/01/74 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $90,000 
Pnn. lnrrrl NASA Tach Oljmr CASE Colegov 
Schilling, D. L. JSC/Batson, 6. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(72-980 9m-41-07) 
NGL 33-001-075 Clarkum College of Technology 2716 
Structural synthesis of stiffened shells of revolution 
PerW O M ~ ~ a l l m l  
03/i4/69~05/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $72,000 
Prin h r r l l .  NASA Tnrh Oamr  U S E  Caregory 
Thornton, W .  A. LARC/Stroud, W. J. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-742 124-MOO) (23-760 126-00.W) (23-760 126-14-16) 
NAS 5-11362 Columbia University 2717 
OSOl  wheel experiment hardware 
Peed Obl<gollnnr 
Ol/28/71-12/30/73 FY73: $810.000 TOTAL: $1,848,810 
Pnn. I n l r ~ l .  NASA Tech Ofiiii CASE Ckq<ry 
Novick, R. GSFC/Donley, J.  L. Il-Astronomy 
GSFC/Burrawbridge. D. R. 
(51-850 821-32-00) 
NAS 5-21394 Columbia University 2718 
Technical service operations 
Pw;d OMir#tions 
03/15/71-03/01/72 FY73: $2.507 TOTAL: W2.535 
P h  brrrr NASA Tech O f i e r  ' CASE Crztnrory 
GSFC/Levine, A. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
GSFC/Thaddeus, P. 
(51-680 408-02-01) (51-850 405-0241) 
NAS 5-22042 Columbia University 2719 
Acquisition, processing and cataloging of books, periodicals and 
other literature for GISS 
P d  O M a l m  
03/15/7243/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: 14b240 
Prul, !!?roc. NASA Tech. O&r CASE Colrgory 
Burlingame, A. GSFC/Levine. A. L. 99-Multi-Oiscip 
GSFC/Thaddeus. P. 
(51.680 408-02-01) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS MW1 Columbia University 2720 
Long wavelength cosmic X-my survey with a large area focusing 
~ o l b ~ t o c  
P f " d  Obi!sol.o", 
02/01/71-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $421,825 
NAS &27405 Columbia University 2721 
Bragg Crystal X-ray spectrometer HEAO mission experimenl 
feasibility study 
P ~ r r d  Obwlons 
06/08/7 1-02/28/73 FY73: $149.000 TOTAL: $278.000 
Prtn hxlr. NASA Tech Of lk~r  CASE Cr,#8orl 
Angel, J.  R. MSFC/Neuschaefer, R. W. 
I l-Astronomy 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 8-27970 Columbia University 2722 
Design and development of the HEAO large area focusing collector 
experiment 
P r i n d  obi,re8l"ns 
06127172-03/18/77 FY73: TOTAL: $653,618 
P*. lrxrrrr. N A l  7cih Olflmr CASE Cerqebory 
Novick, R. MSFC/Lavender. R. E. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Jancs, J. B. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 8-29702 Columhis University ll23 
HEAO study (AXR-I) 
P e r i d  Obl1rd!<o"s 
03/16/73-07/31/13 FY73: 025.W TOTAL: $25,OW 
Ptin lnvrn. NASA 7-h. O / . r r  CASE Cazqory 
Novick, R. MSFC/Neuschafer. R. W. Il-Astronomy 
Weisskopf. M. C. MSFC/Janes, J. B. 
(62-850 832-12-00) 
NAS 8-29703 Columbia University 2724 
HEAO study (BXR-2) 
P e n d  Obl;g.,iu", 
03/16/73-07/31/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
NAS 9-11751 Columbia University 2727 
Pi services traverse gravimeter 
Perid Obiisawns 
06/22/71-12/31/73 FY73: S139,WO TOTAL: $239.000 
Pn,l lnrerr NASA 74. Ofpcer CASE (blfrory 
Talwani, M. ISC/White, T. T. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-W) 
NGL 33-0084W Columbia University 2728 
Investigation of prapenics of helium & lithium atoms & ions 
with emphasis on excited cnergy levels &the  mechanism ol energy 
transfer from metastahlc states 
P e r i d  Obi?g.lianr 
03/29/63-12/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $451.970 
Pnn. I n w ~ r  NASA Ted. Oflimr CASE Caze8uri. 
Novick, R HQ-NS/ll~om, K. 12-Chemistry 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NGL 33-OW012 Columbia University 2729 
Theoretical research in space science 
P l 6 d  Ob,iL?.li0"> 
07/18/63-08/01/14 FY73: 6169,W TOTAL: $1,944,993 
Pnn. brert.  NASA Tech. O/fi<er CASE Carrzo~  
Woltjer, L. GSFC/Thaddeus. P. 19-Phya Sci, NEC 
HQ-PY/Rsdding, E. R. 
(51-680 408-02-02) 
NGL 3MOh098 Columbia University 2730 
Research into the theory of the superboom 
P W t d  Ouilolrmr 
08/31/61-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $180,498 
Prjn Bvrst .  NASA Tech. Oflkr, CXSE Cole~ory 
Friedman. M. 8. LARCI 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Carlson, H. W. 
(10-740 129-00-00) (10-740 129-01-20) (10-760 13613-02) 
P i n .  lnvrsr NASA Tcih Off!cer CASE Cnreory 
Angel. J. R. MSFC/Neuschafer. R. W. 31-Almos Sci 
Woodgate. B. E. MSFC/Jonr;s, J. B. 
(62-850 832-12-00) F 
NAS 9-5957 Columbia Unirerrity 2725 
Passive seismic2 experiment for ALSEP 
l r r l u l  Obllguli~", 
05/26/66-03/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $1,942,250 
NGL 331108118 Columbia Unirrrsity 2731 
Reactions of people to aircraft noise & sonic booms 
 PI"^ Obi!sln,onl 
04/04/69-08/01/73 FY73: $125,o00 TOTAL: $560,415 
Pnn. ,flWrt. NASA T h .  Ofltmr CASE CoIeBD'y 
Borsky, P. N. LARC/Edge. P. M.. Jr. 62-Social Aspects 
LARC/Cawthorn,J.M. 
(23-7114 Wl.29-11) (23-770 127-44-25) (23.770 :3?-%-02) 
iGL 33608182 Columbia Universily 2732 
Multidisciplinary research in space sciences 
P I " d  ob,lfl,lon, 
02/15/73-02/14/76 FY73: $396,519 TOTAL: $396,519 
Pnn Inur~r .  NASA Tech. Oflice, CASE C#!ePT 
Faley, H. M. GSFCjThrddeus, P. 99-Multi-Discip 
Hartmann. S. GSFCIPber, G. 
~ n n .  l n ~ r r .  NAs8 rwh, of..ce, CASE ca twry  Woltjer, L. 
Latham, G. H. JSCIEichleman, W. F. 31-Atmos Sci (51-680 408-02-02) (51-840 404-02-02) (51-850 405-OS02) 
(72-910 914-40-00) (72-960 942-92-00) 
NGR 33-W102 Columbia Unlversily 2733 
NAS 9-6037 Columbia Unirerrity 2726 Research in X-ray astronomy 
Heat flow experiment for ALSEP p e t i d  ou<ptfonr 
P r n d  Ob,t~nt!oms 01/30/68-12/29/74 FY73: $195,000 TOTAL: $863,840 
06/06/66-08/31/73 FY73: $124,000 TOTAL: $1,264,100 prin lnvrsf. NASA Tach, Officer CASE c#rw,Y 
~ n n .  hwn. NASA reh. ogi-r CASE cvlqory Novick, R. HQ-SG/Raman. N. G. Il-Astronomy 
Langseth, M. G. JSC/Eichleman. W. F. 19-Phy~ Sei, NEC HQ-SG/Ott, E. I. (72-9 10 9 14-40-00) (10-850 188-41-59) (10-850 879-11-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY P R O G R A M  
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NGR 33408-106 Columbia University 2734 
The structural geometry and tectonic history of the Sudbury Basin 
Canadian shield 
Per;& ohhg.,iu", 
06/30/71-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $45.774 
Pnn. bwr NASA T t r h  Oflircr CASE C.rrgonl 
Dalziel, I. W. HQ-SMIBryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-MA/Allenby, R. J. 
(10-810 195-42.M) 
NGR 33-008-125 Columbia University 2735 
Solar X-ray astronomy polarization study of solar X-ray nares 
Pen& Obltg~,~~", 
10/02/69-09/30/73 FY7): $25,006 TOTAL: $176,242 
~ f l n  row,(. NASA Rd. Oflj~.~r CASE c.lq0," 
Novick, R. HQ-SGjOertel, G. K. 11-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. 
((0-850 385-3&W) 
NGR 33-008-146 Columbia University 2736 
Study of strain buildup, release and earthquake prediction 
P r i d  OM!aar<nnr 
02/09/71-05/31/73 FY73: $24,738 TOTAL: $49.457 
Pnn. Inw~r .  NASA Tech. OflL-er CASE Carcgo~ 
Sykes, L. R. GSFC/Smith, D. E. 19-Phys Sci, NI 2 
Schoiz. C H~ 
NGR 33-008-158 Columbia University 2737 
Mosaic crystal devices for stcilar and solar X-ray spectroscopy 
and palarimetry 
P e t i d  o ~ ~ ~ ~ t r o l u  
l l/M/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $75.000 
Prtn. hursr .  NASA Tech Ofliiir CASE Caresory 
Novick, R. HQ-SG /Boggess, N. W. 11-Aslronorny 
HQ-SC/Roman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-59) 
NGR .33-008-168 Columbia University 2738 
Economic impact of the NASA program 
Prn"'M oblig~,.", 
09/21/71-02/28/74 FY73: TOTAL: $71,850 
Prjn Bivrsr. NASA Ted. 0fl;cr.r CASE CaIqo~y 
Ginrberg, E. HQ-PY/Morris. J. D. 72-Economics 
HQ-PY/Morrir, I. D. 
(10-371 340-0000) 
NGR 33-008.169 Columbia University 2739 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pen& ONlgmlons 
11/01/72-01/31/74 FY73: $25,500 TOTAL: $25,500 
Ptio bvrrz. NASA TeB. 0,flwr C * S i  Carqoly 
Horai. K .  JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 914-40-00) 
NGR 3340S-174 Columbia University 2740 
I n  sit" temperature measurement 
PC"& oni~~rfo,~.~ 
04/03/72-09/01/73 FY73: $4,930 TOTAL: $27,930 
Pen. Inuc~l.  NASA Tmh. Offler CASE Cazegory 
Horai, K.  ISC/SLraogway, D. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 195-42-60) (72-950 951-16-00) 
NGR 3SWX-177 Columbia University 2741 
Lunar sample analysis 
P m t d  OMi#aNo,lr 
11/01/72-01/31/74 FY73: $15,200 TOTAL: $i5,2M 
Pdn. 1nw.r'. NASA Trch Ofliiir CASE Cnlc~sry  
Hocai, K. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGT 334@3-013 Columbia University 2742 
Training of predoctorai graduate students in  space-relatxd science 
& technology 
PC"& O ~ ~ g ~ , i i i r  
05/16/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1.1 16.228 
PI in  Inwsl. NASA Tech 0ffi-r CASE Cmtq ry  
Robcy. R. C. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-nisip 
(10-370 181-M-00) 
NAS 1-9683 Cornell University 2743 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of imaging 
PC"& Oblt$~,!O", 
04108170-03131177 FY73: $69,249 TOTAL: $138,703 
. , 
Pnn bur,,. NASA Tmh. Oflk<r CASE Cote$or,v 
Sagan, C. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 13-Physics 
(23-840 81 5-20-00) 
NAS 2-5643 Cornell University 2744 
Study of requcntirl decoding 
P l n n l  OMlaarb,,.r 
09/01/69-08/01/11 FY73: TOTAL: $84,133 
Prim. Inlr5r NASA Tech. Ofltcer CASE Cutrury 
Jellnik, F. ARC/Hoffman, L. 6. 45-Elec Engr 
(21-750 125-WW) 
NAS 2-6Of35 Cornell University 2745 
Study on cells & embryogenesis in space 
Pertd Obl<zn,on., 
07/21/70-06/30/73 FY73: $32,300 TOTAL: $99,500 
Prim In"e,t. NASA Twh. Olper CASE Cmyeory 
Steward, F. C. ARCfTrcmor, J .  W. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-62) (21-870 189-02-00) 
NAS 5-21781 Cornell University 2746 
Phenoloe~ exveriment usinr! ERTS-A data 
. . - 
h n d  Obt<znl%osa 
08/08/72-09/01/73 FY73: $233,763 TOTAL: $233,763 
Pnr b u r s , .  NASA rich. O(,<C<, CASE cmrpury 
Dethier, 8.  E. GSFC/Srajna. E. I. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(51-680 641-14.01) 
NAS 5-218-44 Cornell University 2747 
Engineering analysis of ERTS data for southeast Asian agricul- 
ture 
Pen& OMiavnO"., 
10/02/72-04/01/74 FY73: $100,986 TOTAL: $100,986 
Pnn. I,,urrl. NASA 74. Oflkrr CASE Carrgory 
McNair. A.  1. C.FFC/Szaina, E. F. 59 -~ i f e  ki, NEC 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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NAS 5-21886 Cornell University 2748 NGL 33-010-005 Cornell University 2755
An ERTS-A investigation for evaluation of satellite sensed Studies of lunar surface & solar atmosphere in vicinity of the
information moon
Period Obligations Period Obligations
10/13/72-02/01/74 FY73: $124,000 TOTAL: $124,000 03/13/63-10/31/75 FY73: $19,000 TOTAL: $1,595,950
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Hardy, E. E. GSFC/Szajna, E. W. 32-Gelogical Sci Gold, T. HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 19-Phys Sci, NEC
(51-680 641-14-02) HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J.
(10-810 383-09-50) (10-840 185-00-00) (10-850 188-00-00)
NAS 5-23236 Cornell University 2749
Feasibility study for infrared interferometer, spectrometer, & NGL 33-010-042 Cornell University 2756
radiometer for Mariner/Jupiter 1977 launch Study of high temperature heat transfer
Period Obligations Period Obligations
05/01/73-08/31/73 FY73: $2,500 TOTAL: $2,500 06/29/66-06/01/74 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $406,016
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Gierasch, P. J. GSFC/Conrath, B. J. 31-Atmos Sci Moore, F. K. LERC/Evvard, J. C. 46-Mech Engr
(51-840 802-31-00) (22-704 503-04-01) (22-720 112-28-20)
NAS 9-10657 Cornell University 2750 NGL 33-010-047 Cornell University 2757Study and interpretation of lunar close-up stereo photography Research into advanced concepts of microwave power amplifica-
Period Obligations tion & generation utilizing linear beam devices
03/26/70-11/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $48,036 Period ObligationsPeriod Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 11/22/66-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $146,288
Gold, T. JSC/Pearce, F. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category(72-910 914-40-00) Mclsaac, P. R. GSFC/Hughes, W. E. 45-Elec Engr
(25-750 125-00-00) (51-750 125-00-00)
NAS 9-11030 Cornell University 2751
Nutrition and musculo-skeletal function mineral metabolism
studies NGL 33-010-054 Cornell University 2758
Period Obligations Sonic boom research
06/25/70-08/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $38,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 09/14/67-08/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $201,500
Lutwak, L. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 52-Clinical Med Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
JSC/Smith, M. C. Seebass, A. R. LARC/ 13-Physics
(72-960 948-60-00) (72-960 948-60-90) George, A. R. LARC/Carlson, H.
(10-740 129-00-00) (23-760 136-13-02) (10-740 129-01-20)
NAS 9-13364 Cornell University 2752
Evaluation of satellite imagery & an information service for NGL 33-010-064 Cornell University 2759
inventorying land use & natural resources Molecular energy transfer by fluid mixing
Period Obligations Period Obligations
04/24/73-11/30/74 FY73: $56,000 TOTAL: $56,000 03/29/68-12/29/74 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $243,492
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Hardy, E. E. JSC/Hicks, R. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC Cool, T. A. LARC/Allario, F. 13-Physics
(72-960 948-63-85) HQ-NS/Thom, K.
(10-704 503-10-01)
NASW 2366 Cornell University 2753
Development of control elements for an unmanned extraterrestrial NGL 33-010-070 Cornell University 2760
vehicle Finite element shell instability analysis
Period Obligations Period Obligations
03/22/72-06/14/72 FY73: TOTAL: $70,000 12/16/68-10/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $175,170
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryWehe, R. L. HQ-SL/Tarver, P. 42-Astro Engr Gallagher, R. H. LARC/Fulton, R. E. 41-Aero Engr
HQ-SL/Herman, D. H. (23-760 126-00-00) (23-740 134-14-05) (23-760 126-14-16)(10-840 186-68-55)
NASW 2445 Cornell University 2754 NGL 33-010-082 Cornell University 2761
Development of control elements for an unmanned Martian roving The study of lunar and planetary surfaces and atmospheres
vehicle Period Obligations
Period Obligations 09/23/68-08/01/74 FY73: $74,133 TOTAL: $339,647
12/11/72-06/30/73 FY73: $95,000 TOTAL: $95,000 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Sagan, C. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
HQ-SL/ 32-Gelogical Sci Veverka, J.
(10-840 186-68-55) (10-840 185-47-81)
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NCL 33-010-171 Cornell University 2762 
A program in  remote rnnring 
Pdod oM,~a!ion.s 
02/14/72-05/31/76 FY73: SIW.000 TOTAL: $300.000 
Prin Inwrz. NASA Tech O f l k r  CASE Crt#ury 
Liang, T.  HQPY/Vitalc. J. A.  39-Env Sei. NEC 
(10-371 340-0000) 
NGL 33-010-186 C o d 1  University 2763 
Studies of thermal structure and motion of planemy at- 
mospheres 
Pl,iul OM~gelion.7 
04/18/73-06/14/16 FY73: $52,4W TOTAL: $52.400 
r n n  ,,ZW~, NASA r k h  ofice, CASE c.t.gory 
HQ-SL/ 31-Atmos Sci 
(10-840 185-4741) 
NGR 33-01lM51 Cornell University 2764 
Theoretical and experimental studicn of ionized rare gas lasers 
Petid OM;r',fio"s 
02/01/68-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $29,7 15 
P f i .  Inwst. NASA Trh .  Ofltcrr CASE Colnory 
Tang, C. L.  HQ-RE/ 13-Physics 
GSFC/Degnan, J. I. 
(5 1-750 125-00-W) 
NGR 33-010-071 Cornell University 2765 
Graduate engineering design program 
-nod OMiaa,", 
05/15/68-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $150,052 
PNI  hrsl NASA Tech Oflmr CASE C m n o v  
McHanur, H. N HQ-PY/Vitale. I. A 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-370 183-WOO) 
NCR 3M10-081 Camell University 2766 
Two to four micmn spectroscopy of Mars 
P<"d oM!~cl,o"s 
03/01/73-02/28/74 FY73: SI7,MK) TOTAL: %11.6W 
Pnn. hwrf .  NASA rech Olfirrr CASE Calqory 
Hauck. J .  R. ARC/Cameran, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie, C. M. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NCR 33410-101 Cornell Universitv 2767 
An integrated program i n  exobiology and problems related to 
origin of lile 
P?"d obl~~afiuns 
10/09/69-06/30/73 FY73: $75,WO TOTAL: $285,000 
Prim bwr8. NASA Tfrh Ojjcmr CASE Category 
Sazan. C. HO-SLIYoune. R. S. ItChemistrv 
NCR 33410-108 Cornell University 2768 
Implications of conveclion within the moon 
period 0Migo';m' 
O~/ l8 /7~oS /3 l / 7Z  FY73: T O T A L  $37,530 
P r h  I n w .  NASA T r h .  Ofllcer CASE Calerory 
Turcotte, D. L. HQ-SMIBryron, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HO-SMIAllenbu. R. J .  
NGR 33-010-127 Corndl Univerrily 2769 
Detection of roi l  microorganisms i n  sit" by combined gur 
chromatography 
rend. ohitgmtonx 
06/02/70-0813 1/73 FY73: $31,635 TOTAL: $108,632 
P+. Inwlr. NASA Tech. Ofl<rrr CASE Cvmvry 
Duxbury. J. M. HQ-SL/Geib, D. S. 51-Biology 
Alexander, M. 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NCR 334llb137 Cornell University 2770 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pen& oMig#,onr 
02/12/71-01/31/14 FY73: TOTAL: $147,600 
Pn'm laws, NA.Y.4 l i r h  Oflicer CASE ( b l e a v  
Gold, T. JSC/Harris, I. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-W) 
NGR 33-010-145 Cornell Uniuersily 2771 
Cosmic gamma-ray telescope 
P e w  obligo,run, 
01/06/71-08/31/73 FY73: $83,9W TOTAL: $205.900 
Pnn. Inw~r.  NASA Tech. On-r CASE Carqory 
Greisen, K .  I. HQ-SGjOpp, A. G .  \\-Astronomy 
HO-SGIRoman. N. G. 
NCR 33-010-146 Cornell University 2772 
Submillimeter astronamical spectrometry from aircraft 
r e n d  obit tar;~,  
021 16/72-01/31/73 FY73: %22.800 TOTAL: %42,8C0 
NGR 33-010-161 Cornell Univerrily 2773 
Studies of the magnetaipheres of Eanh and Jupiler 
P#"d OMjgOllon, 
01/18/72-12/31/73 FY73: $27,790 TOTAL: $57.790 
Prtn lnxrr .  NASA Tech. O/fic#r CASE Carq06ory 
Brice, N. M .  HQ-%/Hallenbeck, D. R. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Fellows, R. F. 
(10-840 185-47-81) (1C-850 188-36-55) 
NGR 33-010-166 Cornell Unircrsity 2774 
Lunar sample analysis 
Perwd OMjpli-3 
04/12/7241/31/74 FY73: %40,6W TOTAL: $79,700 
Pm.  Inrcz,. NASA Ted. Ojf!crr CASE Corqory 
Morrison, G .  H. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NCR 3x010-169 Cornell University 2775 
Analysis of a partially filled viscous ring damper 
PC"& 0bi;zonanl 
02/01/72-09/18/73 FY73: $5,099 TOTAL: $ 19.460 
rdn. lnrs,. NASA re<& ~ f l , ~ ~  CASE C O ~ ~ O V  
Alfriend. K .  T. GSFC/Hrartar, J. A.  49-Engr. NEC 
(51-S40 823-12-00) (51-620 164-76-51) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NCR 33-010-178 Cornell University 2776 
Analysis of Apollo 12 and Explorer 35 magnetometer data 
P e a  obligerim5 
06/13/72-06/30/74 FY73: $22,150 TOTAL: $41.693 
Pen lnrrrl. NASA Tech Oficrr CASE CaIexoo 
Kuekes. A. F. HQ-SM/Bryron. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HO-SMIAllenbv. R. J. 
NCR 33-010-179 Cornell Univedty 2777 
Central neural mechanisms governing postual cardiovascular 
reflexes 
P ~ l i d  ONidd,,~~.7 
05/25/72-06/14/74 FY73: $43,000 TOTAL: $87,760 
Prim. BwsI .  NASA T d .  Ofi-r CASE Carqory 
Reis, D. J. ARC/Sandler, H. 53-Other Medical 
(21.970 970-21-12) 
NCR 33-010-182 Cornell University 2778 
Sixteen to forty micron spectroscopy of Jupiter 
Pend  OMjp,<mt.r 
12/20/72-09/30/73 FY73: $21,996 TOTAL: $21,996 
Pnn. Inus,. NASA Tmh. Ofi-r CA SE Caregory 
Houck. J. R. ARC/Mason, R. H. Il-Astronomy 
Pollack. J. 8. ARC/Cameron. R. M. 
(21-850 352-02-01) (21-980 975-5001) 
NCR 33-016188 Cornell Unirerrily 2779 
Asrrophysical material rciencc theory 
P<"d Obltp~lonr 
02/00/32-07/01/73 FY73: $34,000 TOTAL: $34,WO 
P e n  brr, .  NASA Tech. OfJiccr CASE Calnury 
Ashcroft, N. W. LERC/Laurence, 1. C. 13-Physics 
Krumhansl, I. A. LERC/Brown. G. V. 
(22-704 502-04-35) 
NCR 33-014189 Cornell University 2780 
Ultra pressure materials scienae 
Pend Obllg#rionr 
02/00/32-07/01/73 FY73: $60.000 TOTAL: $60,000 
Plin 61xrt. XAsr  nch .  Ofl,crr CASE Cor~bory 
Ruoff, A. L. LERC/Laurc~lnr, J. 2. i3-Fl,ysica 
Ashcroh, N. W. LERC/Colea, W. D. 
(22-704 502-04-35) 
NSR 3 M l b 0 5 5  Cornell University 2781 
An invcstigatian directed toward designing, developing and testing 
the components of a total control lunar roving vehicle 
P<#d obl<gollon, 
06127167-08/15/12 FY73: TOTAL: $281,381 
Pnn. Inur>l. NASA r c d .  Ofllcer CASE Colclury 
Wehe, R. L. HQ-SL/Tarver, P. 42-Astro Engr 
(10-840 186-WW) 
NAS 2-5610 Dudley Observatory 2782 
Zodiacal light experiment 
Per?& Obl~g~nonr 
Ol/02/70-03/Ol/72 FY73: $15,770 TOTAL: $137,671 
~ " n .  b n r r .  NASA Tech. Ofirer CASE Cal<gory 
Weinberg, J. L. ARC/HaII. C. F. I l-Astronomy 
(21-840 81 1-22-00) (21-840 81 1-00-00) 
NAS 2-6560 Dudley Obvrvslory 2783 
Data analysis of Pioneer F I G  zodiacal light experiment 
Period 0 b I ~ ~ ~ I i M . c  
0Y/30/71-06/30/72 FY73: $117,500 TOTAL: $217,500 
Ynn. ,nw,r NASA Tech. OIIjctr CASE Ca,rgov 
Weinberg, J .  L. ARC/Hall. C. F. I l-Astronomy 
(21-840 81 1-22-00) 
NAS P-24865 Dudley Observatory 2784 
Preliminary design of SO73 gegenschein /zodiacal light experi- 
ment 
P<,?d Ob1,onl 
04/01/69-12/01/74 FY73: $322.317 TOTAL: 161.172,WO 
~ r : n  ,nuerr. n r s ~  rerh ofjrer CASE ca,rsory 
Weinberg, J. L. MSFC/Chisolm. W. L.. Jr. 
I l-Astronomy 
(62-960 948-70-70) (62-960 964-50-00) 
NAS 9-10380 Dudley Obserratory 2785 
Micro particle collector experiment 
P?+d Oblfp,,~", 
12/12/69-01/31/78 FY73: $353,W0 TOTAL: $1,025,596 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech Oflt<er CASE C o r e b a ~  
Hemenway, C. L. JSC/Reina, 8.. Jr .  39-Env Ssi. NEC 
(72-960 948-8041) 
NAS 9-12539 Dudley Observatory 2786 
Study of Skylab coronagraph contamination measurement 
experiment 
PI"& obl!z.llonr 
03/01/72-01/31/73 FY73: $236.200 TOTAL: $286.200 
Pnn. Inw5l. NASA T d .  OII i i i i  CASE Catfgor). 
Greenberg, J. M. ISC/Levin. R. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-960 948-80-80) 
NAS 9-12557 Dudley Obvnatory 2787 
Principal investigator support of the low brightness image data 
analysis 
+'<,!d OM<go,lo"r 
02/29/7241/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: 678.486 
Pnn. Bw,~,. NASA T e d .  ONCccr CASE C.(clory 
Mercer, R. D. JSC/Hsrdee. S. N. I l-Astronomy 
(72-9 10 9 14-49-00) 
N C L  3Ml l -001 Dudley Obsenatory 2788 
Collection & analysis of micromctcoritcs 
P l " d  obllgario?~~ 
06/01/61-02/01/74 FY73: S150,WO TOTAL: $1.667.213 
P"n, h w r t .  NASA Tmh. Ofirrr CASE C~IROT 
Hemenway, C. L. HQ-SG/Dubin, M .  I l-~stronomy 
HO-SGIOlt. E. J. 
NCR 33411417 Dudley Obrenatory 2789 
Photoelectric studies of the nighlglaw 
P < " d  oblgllnonr 
04/20/70-12/31/72 FY73: S36,OW TOTAL: S165,W 
Prin I nnsr .  NASA Ted. Oflf-r CASE CelaOn 
Weinberg. J .  L. HQ-SG/Dubin, M.  l l - ~ s t r 0 n a m ~  
(10-850 188-45-51) (10-850 188-WOO) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NGR 33-011431 Dudley Obserralory 2790 
Apolla orbital science photographic team 
Per id  OMizorbnr 
02/10/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $18.770 
Prin B r r ~ l ~  NASA I k h .  OIjmr CASE C m q r y  
Mercer, R. HQ-SMfEsenwein, G. F. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-MA/Koherson, F. I. 
(10-910 914-50-00) 
NGR 33411.043 Dudley Obv~natory 2791 
Zodiacal light as produced by combination of rough and 
nonspherical panicles 01 interplanetary and interstellar origin 
Pc"d Oblcgazlons 
M/26/72-02/28/74 FY73: $20.000 TOTAL: $40,000 
Pen. hu,,. NASA Ted. Olfl~cr CASE Calrbun. 
Greenberg, J. M .  HQ-SG/Dubin, M .  I l-Astronomy 
(10850 188-45-5 1) 
NAS 9-llX39 Fordham Uativersily 2792 
Apollo time and motion study 
P,,id oNiga,,on' 
05/26/7l46/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $60.796 
PI<". b r r r .  NASA Tech Oflimr CASE Corerory 
Kubis, J. F. JSC/Maseley, E. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NGT 33-012-W2 Vordhrm Unirenity 2793 
Training of predoctoral graduate students in space-related sciences 
& technology 
Prnd OM@ar!am 
03/13/M-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $223.950 
?,in. b r v .  NASA Trrh Olfl-r CASE Calrrury 
Finlcy, J. HQ-PY/Carler, C. H. 99-Multi-Diseip 
(10-370 181-WOO) 
NSR 33-012a06 Fordham Universily 2794 
Time and motion cxperimenl 
Perjod Ob!bilgmanr 
06/30/67-06/30/74 FY73: $59,198 TOTAL: $557,156 
Fm'n inm8l NASA Twh. Olfi-r CASE Calebory 
Kubir, J. F. JSC/Fcddcrson, W. E. 69-Psych, NEC 
(72-960 948-6091) (72-960 948-6000) 
NGR 33192-001 Hamilton College 2795 
Photographic interpretation of Mariner-Mars 6 and 7 pha:ographs 
on the chaotic terrain 
P v t d  OMlgarim~ 
M/23/7005/3 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $33.360 
~rjn. bnn NASA Tech. Ofltccr CASE Calqnry 
Paller, D. B. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HO-SLIAllineham. J. W. 
NGR 33-Z119-W2 Halrtra University 2796 
Wave hcight measunments with a correlation radar 
Pen& o~rgoriunl 
02/28/72-01/31/74 FY73: $16,M9 TOTAL: $26,984 
Pnn. lnwsl NASA T-6. O m ?  CASL Carbory 
Weissma~, R. S. LARC/Swih, C. T. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-680 16020-54) 
NAS M I 7 9 2  Long Island Universily 2797 
Interdisciplinary study ol the estuarine and coastal oceanography 
of Block Island sounds and adjacent New Yark coastal waters 
Pe"d ONffdrionr 
06/30/72-09/01/73 FY73: $87,344 TOTAL: $109,844 
Pr;n ,nws, NASA Twh. Oflir#r CASE Colqory 
Yost. E. GSFC/Szajna, E. J. 33-Oceanography 
Hollman R 
NAS 5-21793 Long Island University 2798 
I n  situ speclroradiametric quantifications of ERTS data 
P < O d  ou;x',,iunr 
C6/30/72-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $36,833 
Pnn. Inwxz. NASA Tech. OlJm? C I  St Carrgory 
Yost, E .  GSFC/Sz;llna, E. F. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(51-680 MI-14-W) 
NGR 33-151-006 Long Island University 2799 
Photographic techniques for transforming multispectral phatogra- 
phic imagery into geologic information 
P<"d OM@~,,OIU 
12/01/72-I 1/01/73 FY73: $5,191 TOTAL: $5.191 
Pnn. I n u a l .  NASA Ted. Oflicir CASE Cnrme~y 
Yosf, E. GSFC/Hogan, J. S. 32-Gelogical ki 
CSFC/Hansen, J. 
(51-680 408-02-02) 
NGR 33-202-W1 M t  Sinai Sch of Med ol  The Cuny 2800 
Biaehcmical purification and charactenration 01 echinoderm 
mucoidr and proteins possessing adhesive properties 
Peed Oblr8ananr 
01/07/71-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $26,600 
NGR 33-230-001 Now Yark Instirule of Technology 2801 
Proposed novel techniques lor interferamctrieally eontrollcd ruling 
of improved large diffraction gratings 
P W i d  0bb"lonr 
10/16/72-10/01/73 FY73: $68.970 TOTAL: $68.970 
Pnn hwbr NASA rich Ofltcer CASE Carrbon. 
Stroke, G. W. GSFC/Mangur, J. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-850 188-38-5 1) 
NGR 33-23Oao2 New York lnaitub o l  Technology 'Q112 
Holographic restoration of picture perfection in  space imaging 
applications 
f i n d  ON@~,,O".' 
10/03/72-06/01/73 FY73: $23.375 TOTAL: $23,375 
P m .  I,!re,r2. NASA rmh. Oflrcer CASE Cuzq~r) .  
Stroke, G. W. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M.  I l-Astronomy 
H@SG/Oertel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NAS 1-IOWO New York University 2803 
Development 01 the composite radiometer scatterometer (KADS- 
CAT) experiment (part A ocean surface modeling and elcctro- 
magnctic scattering) 
P w t d  Obliga#mnr 
06/08/7006/30/73 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $117,WO 
Prim I"r<,r.rr. NASA Ted. Oflkrr CASE CnrrborY 
Picrson. W. J. LARC/Jonrs, W. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(23-620 630-52-00) (23-620 630-00-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NAS 1-10282 New York University 2804 
An  experimental night program designed to measure biologically 
significant radiation components at supersooic transport cruise 
altitude 
P<"d OMianiWtS 
09/01/7002/28/73 FY73: $29.588 TOTAL: $317,702 
NAS 2 a 1 3  New York Universily 2805 
Study transonic rotary wing aerodynamics 
Pen4 Ob,i..ti""l 
021 18172-08/08/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30,948 
Pm'n Inrzr NASA rrrh OJJiiir CASE C r a o ~  
Isam, M.  P. ARC/Caradonna, F. X. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/McCroskey. W. 1. 
(21-760 136-9X-00) 
NAS 5-21666 New York University 2806 
Study of spatial distribution o f  atmospheric turbidity and 
tranrmissivity by laser radar techniques 
P c n d  Obli~olUnl 
10/05/71-10/05/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,976 
. . 
Pd,r I,wc.,r NASA rich. Ofltcrr CASE Colrlory 
Schotland. R. M .  GSFC/Ostrow. H. 3 I-Atmos Sci 
(51-680 160-20.53) 
NAS a29578 New York University 2807 
Study of eartern test range ocean wave ststistics for space shuttle 
booster design & recovery operations 
Pdcd o.l;o", 
02/05/73-06/05/73 FY73: $10.000 TOTAL: $10,000 
P"n I n r ~ l .  NASA Ted. O/,!mr CASE C~ lc lwy  
Pierson. W. J. MSFC/Brown, S. C. 33-Oceanography 
MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 
(62-920 976-3000) 
NAS 9-13356 Now York University 2808 
Investigation Skyiab data no. 550 
h r j d  obl<g.,;unl 
03/14/73-06/30/73 FY73: 598,073 TOTAL: $98,073 
Prin rnrrl. NASA Tech. OJJ;mr CASE C o l w n  
Piersun, W ,  J . ,  j r .  jSCjayrns, Z. H. 39-Enu Sci. NEC 
(72-960 948-63-84) 
NGL 33-016413 New Yolk University 2809 
Theoretical rrseilrch on the properties of the atmosphere of the 
earth and other planets and on the atmospheric ellrcts of solar 
activity 
PI t id  0blig.aMru 
06/01/73-05/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: 5521.181 
Prtn Inwr,. NASA Tech 011"' CASE Corwngory 
Schaeffcr. 0. A. GSFC/Haiem, M. 31-Atmor Sci 
GSFC/Hansen, J. E. 
(5 1-680 160.00-00) (51-680 408-02-02) (10-370 183-00-00) 
NGL 33416119 New York University 2810 
Engine effect on sonic boom; unsteady enginc: inlet inlerirction 
P ~ n d  oM;r#rrun5 
06/20/67-07/01/73 FY73: $65.WO TOTAL: $389,720 
N C L  33-016149 New York University 2811 
Wind tunnel model study of dispersion of carbon monoxide in 
city streets 
Pemd OM@mronr 
04/07/69-02/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $99,999 
Prin. lnrcrl. NASA rcdz Oljcer CASE C.(cxurp 
Haydyrh, W. E. HQ-RA/Roudcbush, W. H. 
46Mech Engr 
(10.740 129-00-00) (22-740 129-00-00) (22-740 129.01-211 
NCR 33416102 New York University 2812 
Biological effects of radiation on metabolicand replication kinetics 
illter~tions 
P e M  0bl;~ml~on~ 
04/12/67-06/30/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $162.269 
P m  hwsr NASA 7-h O l m r  CASE Calc#n~ 
Post, 1. JSC/Bailey, J. V. 52-Clinical Med 
JSC/Barnes, C. A. 
(72-970 97051-63) (10870 189-00-00) (10-870 189-54-62) 
NCR 33-016131 Now York University 2813 
Hypersonic engine airplane integration 
Pen& O M l b . l l ~ ,  
0311 1168-07/31/73 FY73: $103,960 TOTAL: $738.906 
Pno. hwlz. NASA Teh.  Oflicer CASE Calqon. 
Ferri, A. LARC/Huher, P. W. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Henry. I. R. 
(23-704 501-04-03) (23.760 722~01-10) 
NGR 33-016167 New York University 2814 
Numerical design of trilnsonic shockless airfoils 
hnul OM!t'.,i0", 
W/01/70-09/30/74 FY73: $100,WO TOTAL: $305,WO 
Ptin h r r t .  NASd Trrh. Ofltca CASE Calcgogory 
Garabedian, P. R. LARC/South. J. C., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
Jameson. G. A. LARC/Bland, S. R. 
KO.". n c. 
NCR 33416174 New York University 2815 
Investigation of models lor large scale meteorological prediction 
experiments 
Prrid OM<g#lom.r 
11/Ol/71-10/31/73 FY73: 142,WO TOTAL: $84,WO 
Prin Inwrl NASA Trrh Ofll<#r CASE COiWogory 
Spar, J. GSFC/Halem. M.  31-Atmor Sci 
GSFC/Haian, J. S. 
(51-680 408-02-02) 
NCR 33-016-177 New York University 2816 
Fluid dynamic aspects of jet noise generation 
P*,Irrod O U , ~ ~ ~ i 0 " ,  
08/29/72-08/01/73 FY73: $56,378 TOTAL: $56,378 
Pnn. l n w r  NASA Teh.  Oflmr CASE CarrbOrY 
Ferri, A. LAKC/Maestrelia, L. 41-Aero E n s  
LAKC/McDaid. E. P. 
(23-704 501-04-01) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
NEW YORK (Continued) 
NGR 33-016179 New York University 2817 
Reynolds number and Mach number effect on space shuttle 
configuration 
P I n d  ohlrgl?rronr 
09/01/71-08/31/73 FY73: $49.990 TOTAL: $99,995 
Pen. bar. NASA Tech. Ofl<ce, CASE Coterogory 
Zakkay, V .  LARC/Dunauant, J. C. 41-Aera Engr 
LARC/Whilehead, A. H.. Jr .  
(23.704 502.37-01) 
NGR 33-0L6181 New Yark University 2818 
Experimental investigation of turbulent boundary layer 
period ob,igo,i'",s 
03/08/72-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $15.000 
Pn'n Inu5,. NASA Ted. Oflie<, CASE Calezvry 
Zlkkay, V. LARC/ 41-Aera Engr 
LARC/Benram, M .  
(23-760 13613-01) 
NCR 33-016193 New York University 2819 
Convective cooling forces 
Period Oblknz<o,l~ 
08/01/72-10/01/72 FY73: $25.100 TOTAL: $25,100 
P m .  l n u ~ r .  NASA Tech. OJRcer CASL Carqory 
Ferri. A. LARC/Hefner. J. N. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCJKirkham, F. S. 
(23-702 760-66-01) 
NGR 33-016191 Now York University 2820 
%ale model wind tunnel study o f  dispersion of pollutants in the 
Cleveland area 
Penmi 0bl*."II',"~ 
03/15/73-03/14/74 FY73: S40,MM TOTAL: $40,000 
Ptin Inres,. NASA Tech 0flI11r CASE Cnrpgory 
Hoydysh. W. G. LERC/Neustadter, H. E. 
39-Env Fc i  NFC 
NGR 33-016201 New York University 2821 
Study of transonic ovcryawed wings 
P c ~  obl;carion, 
05/29/73-0813 1/74 FY73: $50,WO TOTAL: $50,000 
Ptin Inwrl. NASA Tech L.Rcer CASE Cmegor) 
Garabcdian, P. R. ARC/Hicks, R. M.  41-Aero Engr 
(21-702 760-64-01) 
NGT 33-016014 New York University 2822 
Training of graduate students in  rpace-related scienec and 
technology 
PC"& ON@nrio,rr 
03/28/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,1011,094 
Pm'n lnws,. NASA TCm. Of lk r  ClSE Careznry 
Ragazdni. J. R. HQ-PYICarter, C. H. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-370 181-W-00) 
N G L  33606620 Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 2823 
Digital communications techniques 
?<nod otf,rmrm 
G9/16/70-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $365,296 
Pdn. Inus,. NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Carrgory 
Pickholtz, R. L. GSFC/Brown, I. P. 45-Elec Engr 
(25.750 125.m00) (51-750 125-00-00) (51-620 I W M 5 3 )  
NGR 33-006447 Polytechnic Institule o l  Brooklyn 2824 
Investigation of diffraction by planevary atmospheres 
h n m i  obl~gnnonr 
03/25/68-03/31/74 FY73: $30.000 TOTAL: $139,509 
P,i" ,nrs,, NASA Tech Oflj-r CASE Co(woq 
Gross, A. H. HQ-SG/Sfhmerling, E. R. 31-Atmas Sci 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
(10-850 188-36-55) (10-850 188-WOO) (10-850 188-39-52) 
NGR 3 3 - W 2  Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 2825 
A study of the evalut/an of Venus atmosphere 
*,id ob,ir@,l"nr 
10/01/72-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $25,915 
*nn. ,.n.,r. NASA Twh. Oflier CASE Cozqory 
Gross, S. H.  GSFC/Rarool, S. I. Il-Astronomy 
GSFCIHnean. I. S. 
NGR 33-006668 Polytechnic InrtituR o l  Brooklyn 2826 
Study of escape af gases from comets, planets, and satellites 
f i n m i  ob,@ar,o,rr 
12/26/72-12/31/73 FY73: $26.548 TOTAL: $26,548 
Prfn Inurt. NASA Tech. Oflice, CASE C#lrbory 
Gross. S. H. HQ-SL/Frllows, R. F. 31-Almor Sci 
HQ-SLJHipsher. H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NGR 33-006070 Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 2827 
Synthesis of polypeptides sugar phosphates and polynueleotides 
from intermediates under simulated conditions 
Perrod obItra,;onr 
04/26/73-06/14/74 FY73: $;9,828 TOTAL: $39,828 
P"". ,nvrrr. NASA Tech Ofljcer CASE C n t q o y  
Eirich, F. R. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NCT 33-006003 Polytechnic Institute o l  Brooklyn 2828 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
h"d Obl?g~,ionr 
M/02/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,178,896 
Pnn. Inrrl. NASA Tcrh OJfimr CASE Coregory 
Giardano. A. B. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WOO) 
NASR 199 Pmtt Institute ?STY 
Development of a course of study in space scienues suitable for 
instruction in the ninth and tenth grades in  xwndary schools 
PWud O b l b l ~ ~ l l ~ ,  
11/01/65-11/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $7.757 
P*. Innst .  NASA 7cc.h. 0fl;ccr CASE Cn,?wo. 
Heindel. R. H. HQ-FE/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-030 010-WOO) 
NAS 8-26146 Ranslelaer Polytechnic Institute 2830 
Growth of single crystair by vapor transport in  zero gravity 
environment 
PC"& O N i l . , l ~ ,  
06/M/70-07/08/74 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: P120,WO 
Prin Inrrxl. NASA Tech. Ofl-r CASE Coretory 
Wicdemeier. H .  T.  MSFC/Davidson, M.  C. 13-Physics 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 628307 Renssolaer Polytechnic Institute 2831 
vapor growth of Il-VI component5 
Period Obllp!hu 
10/11/72-M/30/74 FY73: $30,OM TOTAL: $30,000 
Pnn. Llurir. NASA Tech Officer EASE Carqory 
Wiedemeier, H. MSFC/Adums, W. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
MSFC/Davidron. M. C. 
NCL 33-016003 Renrrelser Polyleehnic Inslitute 2832 
Interdisciplinary materials research including fundamental physics 
5 chemistry of materialr, environmental effccts, and related 
problems 
P < H d  Ob;jre,lonr 
09/01/70-04/30/76 FY73: $201,200 TOTAL: $3,809,400 
NCL 33.018-007 Renswlaer Polytechnic Institute 2833 
Investigation of composition & chemical behavior of atmosphere 
of Vcnus 
P e n d  L )b , ;~ l ;unr  
06/19/62-08/31/75 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $1,087,400 
Pnn. Inus>. NASA Teh. Of(cmr CASE CaIc~o". 
Harteck. P. HQ-SL/Fellawr, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLlHipsher, H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-82) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NCL 33-018-017 Rensalaer Polytechnic l o ~ i t u t e  2834 
Spatial nuclcatioo and crysral growrh 
P e n d  Uh,;aor;ons 
06/23/64-12/31/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $370.272 
?,in. lnwrr. NASA Tech Oflirrr CASE Cafepg. 
Hudson. J .  0 .  HQ-SC/Dubin, M. I l-Astronomy 
CSFCjDann,  B. 
(10-850 188-45-53) (10-850 1 8 8 - W )  (51-850 188-00-W) 
NCL 33-016091 Rensrelaer Polytechnic Institute 2835 
Analysis and design o f  a caprule landing system and surface 
vehicle control system lor Mars exploration 
* r i d  OMrsr!hn~ 
06/14/67-05/01/74 FY73: $105.000 TOTAL: $585,000 
P n ' .  ,nus> NASA Teh.  q(filrr C l  ,SF Orrgory 
Yerarunis, S. W. HQ-SL/Tarver, P. 49-Engr, NEC 
HQ-SL/Herman. D.  H. 
(10-S40 18668-55) 
NCR 33-018-148 Rensalaer Polytechnic lnstilule 2836 
Photochemical investigations of the atmosphere of other planets 
P e r i d  Obl!#etlons 
08/27/70-08/31/73 FY73: $32,MO TOTAL: $82,WO 
PHn. l n r s z  NASA 7 4  Ofl;ccr CA Sf: Carrgory 
Ferris, J .  P. HQ-SL/Youog, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 33-018-152 Rensalaer Polytechnic Institute 2831 
Mechanics of high energy brakes 
P<nod Obl!~n,,oo., 
06/29/7&06/14/74 FY73: S108.200 TOTAL: $207.000 
Prln. Inus ! .  NASA T d .  Ofliiir CASE Calcgug. 
Ling, F .  F .  LERC/Miller. C. D. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Wciss, S. 
(22-7W 501-38-12) 
NCR 33-016183 Wens-laer Polytechnic InstiNle 2838 
Digital adaptive flight controller development 
+'.nod OMCrvlrvnl 
09/15/72-09/01/73 FY73: $35.300 TOTAL: $35,300 
Prin btrr,. VASA rcch Officer CASE Caegory 
Kaufman, H. LARC/Elliott, J. R. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Bird. J. D. 
(23-702 76675-021 
NCR 33-016188 Renssplaer Polytechnic Instituk 2839 
Design & analysis of communication subsyrtcm for planetary 
entry missions 
P e n d  Obllgonorrr 
M/26/73-0513 1/74 FY73: $17.000 TOTAL: $17,000 
Pru? Brrsr NASA Trh .  Ofiirer CASE Calrgor). 
Modcstina, 1. W. ARC/Granl, T. L. 31-Atmos Sci 
(21-840 18668-60) 
NCT 33-018-010 Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2840 
Training of graduate students in space-related science a n d  
technology 
P."d obliganunr 
041 19162-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,333,959 
Prnt l n r r d .  NASA Tech. O/Jic<r CASE Cntepn .  
Wiberley. S. E. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi.Discip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NAS 8282b4 Stnle Unir of New York - Buffalo 2841 
Developmen1 01 guidelines for relevant information contents in 
data classes 
P e n d  0Mig.n;""~ 
01/27/72-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $22.477 
Pnn. l n u ~ z .  NASA l i r h  Oflinr EASE C@le.eu". 
Schmitt. E. MSFC/Wcber, F. H. 45-Elec Engr 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-29745 Slate Univ of New York - Buflslo 2842 
Electrophoretic separation of cells in space 
rend Oblig~rior,? 
05/15/13-05/l5/74 FY73: $49,995 TOTAL: $49,995 
Ptin busd. NASA Tech OMicrr C l rE  Calraurr 
Higazzi, P. E. MSFC/Allen, R. E. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Krupnick, A. C. 
(62-980 975-90-95) 
NGL 33-183-012 Slate Univ of New Yark - Buffalo 2843 
Radar studies of bird migration 
P."d OMig.,iun. 
08/01/70-07/01/73 FY73: $13,026 TOTAL: $13.026 
P*. Inux8. NASA Trrh. Ofl;cer CASE Calr~or). 
Williams. T. C. WS/Vaughn, C. R. 51-Biology 
(53-680 160-75-27) 
NGR 3 3 4 1 5 W 2  Stale Univ ol New York - Bullnlo 2844 
Studies in cellular theory and molecular mechanisms 
P e t i d  OMlgsrjm8 
07/30/63-09/30/73 FY73: $I2O,MXI TOTAL: $622,237 
Pnn. l n r ~ r .  NASA 7'crh. OJfimr CASE C a ! v w  
Danielli, J .  F. H Q - S L ~ Y O U ~ ~ ,  R. S. 12Chemlstr~ 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCR 33-01M16 State Univ of New York - Buffalo 2845 
Multidisciplinary research in theoretical biology 
Pen& oN@nrron.T 
01/03/66-12/31/71 FY73: TOTAL: $500,WO 
Pen l n n ~ r .  NASA red. OIflccr CASE Cnlrbory 
Danielli, J. F. HQ-ER/ 5 l-Biology 
(10-870 189-WW) 
NCR 33-015-108 State Univ of New York - Buflalo 2846 
Planetary curriculum and related geologic research 
Pend Obllaann", 
06/02/70-051 14/74 FY73: $24.433 TOTAL: $111.470 
?'"n in..sl. NASA Tech Ojflcvr CASE Category 
King, J. S. HQ-SL/Dwarnik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10-840 185-50-81) (10-840 384-50-80) 
NCR 33-183-M)3 Stale Univ o l  New York - Buffalo 2847 
Bird migration from Cape Cad to thc West lndies a radar study 
Pend obIlg.rrw", 
09/08/70-11/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: 612.669 
Prln b"~18. NASA Tczh. ONrer CASE C a I ~ o r ) .  
Williams. T. C. HQ-ER/Jacobs, R. G. 51-Biology 
(53-870 189-57-62) (10-870 189-57-62) 
NCR 33-183-004 State-Unir of New Yark - Buffalo 2848 
Lunar sample analysis 
renod ONi~~,io"., 
02/12/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $33,676 
Pdn. lnu5t. MS1 Tech OJJker CASE carer or^ 
Cadenhead, D. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NAS 1-10493 Stale Unir of New York - Stony Brook 2849 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of molecular analysis 
P M d  Obii~~""", 
011 18/7 I-03/31/71 FY73: $33,534 TOTAL: $69,638 
P m  Inw5,. NASA Tech Ofl<cs CASE Cnrqory 
Owens. T. LARC/Soflen, G. A. 13-Physics 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NAS 9 - l lM0  State Unir of New Yark - Stony Brook 2850 
Ultraviolet photography of earth and moon 
P<,tud ObllPY"",,, 
05/03/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $26,405 
Pdn. !nve.~r. NASA Tcrh Oj.mr CASE Carexor). 
Owen, T. JSC/Hardee, S. N. 39-Env Sei, NEC 
(72-9 10 914.49-00) 
NCL 33-015-035 State Univ of New York - Stay Brook 2851 
Investigation of thermodynamic properties of interstitial elements 
in refractory metals 
O*,;~~,;"", 
06/17/6%";'/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $131,885 
. . 
rrln nlw. NASA rwfi ofliiir CASE c n z q ~ r y  
Seigle. L.  L. LERCILild. R. A. 47-~;terisls Engr 
(10-740 129-MJ-00) (22-740 129-00-00) 
NCL 33-015036 State Univ of New York - Stony Brook 2852 
Research i n  infrared astronomy 
PI,,& oNtrorimr 
01/02/67-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $149,862 
Pnn. lnnrr.  NASA Trrrh. Offl<cr CASE Cmaory 
Kso, Y. H. HQ-PY/ I l-Astronomy 
(10-370 183-00-00) (51-370 183-WW) (5.1-850 188-00-MJ) 
NCL 33-015a66 Stnte Univ of New York - Stony Rmok 2853 
Theoretical invrsligation of radio waves propagation in  in- 
terplanetary space 
Penal Obi~~ariunl 
10/27/67-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: N0.256 
Pnn. I,,nxr. NASA T h .  Ojflcrr CASE Ca(<~ury 
Tuan, H. S. GSFC/Hughes, W. E. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(51-750 125-WW) (25-750 125.W00) 
NCL 33-015-082 State Univ of New York - Stony brook 2854 
Study of high energy and relativistic astrophysics 
P c , ~  obl~ral4uru 
10/16/69-03/01/74 FY73: $19,940 TOTAL: $179,940 
Pri,,. !nr&t. NASA Tech Ofliiir CASE CareKory 
Owen, T. GSFC/Stothers, R. I l-Astronomy 
GSFC/Thaddeus. P. 
(51-850 405-02-02) 
NCL 33-015-130 State Unir of New York - Stony Brook 2855 
Lunar sample analysis 
Perb, Obll~',nunl 
02/11/71-01/31/76 FY73: $103.100 TOTAL: $397,700 
P,b, ,nws,. WAS" re*. O/fi"#, CASE cartprr  
Papike. J. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 9 14-40-00) 
NCL 33-015-174 State Univ of New Yolk - Stony Bmak 2856 
Lunar samole analvrir 
h n d  ObI~~~~<0" .7  
02/01/73-01/31/76 FY73: $150.000 TOTAL: $150,000 
Pnn. inwzr NASA Trih Olfl~er CASE Cm~aur! 
Schaeffer, 0. A. JSC/Harris. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 33-015-068 State Univ of New York - Stony Brmk 2857 
Techniques for interferometrically controlled ruling of improved 
large diffraction gratings 
r e n d  o b i ~ ~ ~ , r ~ n ~  
12/07/67-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $509.227 
Pnn.  inwsr. NASA Tech O8,r.r CASE Cnlqory 
Stroke, G. W. HQ-SG/Weldon. J. M .  13-Physics 
GSFC/Mangus, J. D. 
(10-850 188-38-51) (10-850 188-00-00) 
NCR 33-015-133 Slate Univ of New Yark - Stony Brook 2858 
Lunar sample analysis 
Peed Obl~ranUnr 
0211 1/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $137,600 
Plil , n w .  NASA l a d .  Ofliiir CASE Calc~ow 
Cunkhousrr, J. JSCJHarris. J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
137 
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NGR 3>015-139 State Unir of New Yark - Slony Bmok 2859 
Quantitative spectroscopic measurements on the principal 
constituents in  planetary atmospheres 
P u t d  Obiigalonr 
M/12/71-05/31/75 FY73: TOTAL: $106,038 
Pti,~. h r s l .  NASA Terh OJJtecr CASE Carcggon 
Varanilsi, P. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmon Sci 
(10-840 185-47-83) 
NCR 331015-140 State Unir of New Yark - Slony Brook 2860 
Infrared spectroscopy of artranomical objects with a Fourier 








FY73: S8 .m TOTAL: S33.W 
NASA Trrh OJJier CASE Carqur) 
ARC/Mason, R. H. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Cameran, R. M.  
(10-850 352-02-01) 
NGR 33-015-141 Stale Unir of Now York - Slony Brook 2861 
Spectroscopic observations 01 the planets 
P."d ob,igC,II", 
01/26/71-12/29/74 FY73: $28,139 TOTAL: $85,339 
NGR 33.015-149 State Unir of New Yark - Stony Brook 2862 
Definition phase of the Grand Tour mirrions imaging investiga. 
lions far outer plilnet missions 
Pend obf,~n,io", 
04/20/71-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $4.152 
NGR 33-015-154 State Univ of New York - SAOY Brook 21163 
Lunar sample ilnillysis 
P#,jd O b f ~ ~ ~ , i 0 " 5  
10/31/71-01/31/14 FY73: 930,000 TOTAL: S92,WO 
Ilrin. rnvclr. NASA l i r h  oljcer CASE rarexory 
Carter. N. L. JSC/Harrir. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 33-015-160 Slate Unir 01 New York - Slony Brook 2864 
Thermodynamics and kinetics of reactions in  protective coating 
sy8trms 
R r : d  0bftgarcon.r 
04/12/72-05/01/73 FY73: $35,862 TOTAL: $70.940 
Pnn. lnrrrl. NASA Tech OJfl<o CASE C#(qory 
Seigle, L. L. LERC/Levine, S. R. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 501-01-06) 
NGR 33-015-163 Slate Univ of New Yerk - Slony Brook 2865 
Research onatmospheric pollution effects of turbine engine 
products over range of operating altitudes 
P d d  obf~g~,io?~s 
05/22/72-05/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $48,544 
rnn. lnnrr w r s r  rrrh o l f l ~  CASE catqory 
Berlad. A. L. LERC/Belles. F. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LERCIGordoa S. 
NGR 33-015-166 Stale Unir of New York - Stony Braok 2866 
Solicited proposal far new grant 
,-#rid obitg"'0"' 
03/01/73-02/28/74 F Y I ?  $9,000 TOTAL: 69,WO 
Pn" ,nrn. NASA Ted .  OUirrr CASE Carrgoly 
Gebel, W. ARC/Cameron, R. M.  Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie. C. M. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NGR 33-015-169 State Unir 01 New York - Stony Brook 2867 
Organic maleculcr in  the atmosphere of Jupiter; investigation of 
colors in Jovian cloud deck 
Penal Obfjrmtms 
10/16/72-08/01/73 FY73: 919.986 TOTAL: $19.986 
Prin b v r r i .  NASA Tcch OJIier CASE Cazqury 
HQ-SL/ 31-Atmos Sci 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NAS 9-11846 Slnto Unir of New Yark - Upstate Med Ctr 2860 
Analyses of urine ramples for antidiuretic hormone 
P e r i d  obf,ga!i*,., 
06/10/71-08/31/74 FY73: $19,W TOTAL: Y9,WO 
P I .  bwr!. NASA Teh. OJJjer CASE Cdrqory 
Miller, M. JSC/Leach, C. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 970-51-16) (72-960 961-51-00) (72-910 914.50-00) 
NAS 9.12770 Stale Univ of Now York Col - Gonew 2869 
P~incipal investigator support of the lunar geology eastern Maria 
data analysis experiment 
P s d  O M ~ ~ I I M I  
06/20/72-07/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $46.646 
Pnn. h u m r  NASA Tech. OJJ,crr CASE Cnlrgory 
Young, R. A. JSC/Hardee. S. N .  32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-910 9 14-49-00) 
NGR 33-219-002 State Univ of Now Yark Col - Geneso 2870 
Cumparision o l  lyman 2 and he I & 10830 line structures and 
variations in  early type star atmosphere 
Pen& Obf!pa,ro", 
05/14/73-05/31/74 FY73: $1,700 TOTAL: $1,700 
NGL 3342ZaBi Symcure University 2871 
Noise generation from interacting high speed axisymmetric jet 
flows 
rr"d obf;zlg.rinr 
05/09/68-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 9137,OW 
Pnn. I nv rn .  NASA Tech. OJflccr CASE COIC.W"' 
Dosanjh. D. LARCjMeyes, W. 13-Physics 
(23-760 126-WOO) 
NCL  33-022-(190 Syrsrvre University 21172 
Multidisciplinary studies i n  management and development 
programs in the public sector 
Pc,;d obf~~ononr  
02/05/68-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1,070,500 
rnn I ~ W S , .  NASA rWh. O J J ~ ~  CASE ceraov 
Barzelay. M. E. HQ-PY/Morris. J. D .  79-Soc Sci. NEC 
HQ-ER/Lrhmann. J. 
(10-370 183-00-00) (10-680 160-00-00) (10-680 160-88-50) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGL 3S022-108 Syncuse University 2873 
Investigation of the effect of metallurgical structure and properties 
on the adhesion and friction behavior of cobalt alloys 
PIrxxl o b i @ ~ r i o ~ ~ . ~  
041 17169-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $103,760 
Pnrz hw. NASA Tcrh OIf im~ CASE Celqur, 
Keller, D. V. LERC/Johnson, R. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LERCIBuckley, D. H.  
(22-740 129-WOO) (22-740 129-03-24) 
NGR 33-022-125 Syracuse University 2874 
Computer enhancement through interpretive techniques 
f i n d  0bi~rmTn"s 
06/18/70-10/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $28,909 
Pd. k"e.ll. NASA nrh. Olfi~er CASE C#lecor) 
Foster. G. H. GSFC/Creveling. C. I. 21-Mathematics 
(51-500 31 1-00-00) (5 1-680 160-00-00) 
NGR 33022-139 Syracuse Uoirersity 2875 
Interdisciplinary study of management in the manned space flight 
program 
h"'d Obl<gnno,lr 
l l /M/7l-I2/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $55,370 
PMn. lnwr,. NASA Tmh OJfiirr CASE Coreangv 
Drucker, E. E. HQ-MR/Laogford, 1. 75-Political Sci 
(10910 980-80-00) 
NGR 33022-150 Syrseure Unirernity 2876 
Interfacing user to large data bare system 
Penal Obijgez<or?r 
091 18/72-09/01/73 FY73: $37,166 TOTAL: $37,166 
Ptin, lnvcrl. NASA T ~ r h  OJfimr CASE Cnlraor) 
Foster, G. H. GSFC/Pease. P. B. 21-Mathematics 
GSFCIPritchard. J. A. 
NGT 33-022-005 Syracuse University 2877 
Training of graduate students in  spaee-related science and 
technology 
Pend Obi!~ez;onr 
M/08/63-08/Ol/72 FY73: TOTAL: $694,164 
P h .  Inw~r.  NASA Tech OJficcr CASE C o l q o ~  
Hough. W .  H. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10370 181-WOO) 
NGT 33-022097 Syracuse University 2878 
Training of  predactaral graduate students in  administration and 
management with emphasis on policy development, management, 
and administration of large scientific & technological programs 
NGL 33039-003 University of Rochester W80 
Methods of designing multilayer filters having specified transmis- 
sion or reflection as a function of wave length 
P e n d  obi~s~rro,#~ 
08124162-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $251,318 
Pnn. Inw~r.  NASA Tmh. OJJker CASZ Caregov 
Baumeistsr, P. W. HQ-SC/OtL, E. J. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SGjRoman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-WOO) (10-850 831-WOO) (10-850 188-41-58) 
NGR 33419-002 University of Rochester 2881 
Rcaearch an automatic remote direction bacteria including 
modification of detection device far chemical analysis of lunar 
& planetary surface msterials 
P*<W OM,g.,io", 
12/19/61-06/30/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: 51,016,342 
Pnn I n ~ l l .  NASA TI* Officer CASE Coregory 
Vishniac. W. V. ' HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NGR 33419-126 University of Rochester 2882 
Radiative damping of waves in solar atmospheres 
R,<d obi@arrau 
M/07/72-1213 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. Inw~l .  NASA Trrh O/liier CASL Caregory 
Clark, A. HQ-SG/Weldon, J. M. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SC/Oertel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 33-019-127 University ol Rochester 2883 
50 microns 100 microns observations of strong sources with a 
lamellar grating interferometer on the C-141 infrared telescope 
Pend Obi!acnonr 
03/06/73-02/28/74 FY73: $20.000 TOTAL: $2O,OW 
Pfi Inu5l. NASA Teh. OIJlmr CASE Cnlrgun 
Pipher, J. L. ARC/Cameron, R. M.  I l-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillespie, C. M., Jr. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NORTH CAROLINA 
NAS 0-29286 Appalschian Stak University 2884 
Statistical studies of atmospheric variable related to Skylab and 
space shuttle programs 
heed Ohlfaanonr 
10/06/72-10/01/73 FY73: 1614.962 TOTAL: $14,962 
rnn. bur , .  NASA Tech OJficrr CASE Cetcory 
Carter. M. C. MSFC/Falls, L .  W. 21-Mathematics 
MSFC/Smith. 0. E. 
(62.704 502.21-30) 
NAS 1-9689 University of Roeherter 2879 
Participation in the science planning for biology 
Peod ONlbOrianr 
06/11/7063/31/77 FY73: $64,320 T O T A L  $150,237 
Pn'n hwr,. NASA T N ~ .  Ofl<cer CASE Cdezor) 
Vishniac, W. LARC/Soffen. C. A. 5 I-Biology 
(23-840 815-20-001 
NAS 2-7655 Duke University 2885 
Brain and scalp sections of mice 
P?"'d Obitb.,,", 
06/20/73-06/19/74 FY73: $21,500 TOTAL: $21,500 
P"'" ,nw,,. NASA Tsrh OJJ!cer CASE Cacc8ory 
Vogel, F. S. ARC/Harmaker, W. E.53-Other Medical 
(21-970 970-21-63) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NORTH CAROLINA (Continued) 
NAS 9.11994 Duke University 2886 
Effects of atmopsheris pressure 
Perrad ObI~~a, !ms 
06/29/71-03/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30,000 
Pra. ,nwr>. NASA Ted. 0jjz.r U S E  Cnlqor). 
Walbaisht, M .  L. JSC/Fitch, R. C. 53-Other Medical 
(72-9 10 914-50-00) 
NGL  34-001-W1 Duke University 2887 
Research on xtellite electrical powcr conversion systems and 
circuit protection 
Plrjal  OMlgorio,#c 
02/19/65-02/29/76 FY73: $70,WO TOTAL: $736,031 
NGR 34-001-041 Duke University 2888 
Satcllitc power conversion system 
Plrtod OM;xal;un, 
02/01/72-05/31/74 FY73: $9.126 TOTAL: $14,126 
Pnn hw.rr. NASA Tech Ojlililir C l S E  Co#sgor.v 
O'Foghludha, F. GSFC/Trombka. I. J. 13-Physics 
(51-910 914-49-00) 
NGT 34.001-003 Duke University 2889 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
final omTan,,ons 
03/21/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $759.298 
Pn'n b w r r  NASA Tech. OjJImr CASE Cmqory 
Harmon, F. HQ-PY/Carter. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WW) 
NSR 34001-025 Duke University 2890 
Design and production of supplementary materials for  teachers 
of high school mathematics 
P#"d 00,~ga,i""., 
05/15/67-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: 545.629 
P l i n  Inwrr. NASA Ted. Oflice, CASE Carqorr 
Reynolds. T. D. HO-FE/Ahrendt. M.  H. 13-Physics 
(10-030 023-OBW) 
NGR 34-012-003 North Carolins A&T Slatc University 2891 
Applications of scattering theory to spectral line satellites 
rdd  Obi~aarionr 
081 14170-0813 1/74 FY73: $11.620 TOTAL: $56,130 
Pnn. I n n s ,  NASA Tech Oflicirr CASE Cmqllry 
Madan. R. N. HQ-PYjPohly. I. G. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Temkin. A.  
(10-371 34BW00) (10-370 183-W00) 
NGR 3&012-004 North Carolina A&T State Universily 2892 
Microelectronic campanents and metallic ur ide studies and 
applications 
P e n d  Obi<golrun~ 
041 17170-0813 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $90,120 
r n n .  I ~ K I I .  W S A  rtrh. OJJ{C~, CASE catqory 
Williams. L.  HQ-PYjPohly. J .  G. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Fripp, A. L. 
(10-371 34B00-00) (10-370 183-00-00) 
NAS 1-9603 North Carolina State University 2893 
A study lor development of new techniques for the quantitative 
determination of the flying qualities of light aircraft 
h"d 0hlll.lion1 
11/06/69-10/18/72 FY73: TOTAL: $97,132 
P"". 1"vcrl. NASA Ikh .  O/JImr CASE Cor99,y 
Smclilna, F. 0. LARC/McLaughlin, M.  D.41-Acro Engr 
I.ARC/Crane. H. L. 
NAS 1-10277 North Carolina Stab Unir~rsity 2894 
Development of a computcr program to calculate the surface 
stream lines and heat transfer an shuttle type configurations 
Pc?id Oblc~#~,ntr~ 
08/19/70-W/20/72 FY73: TOTAL: $31.341 
Pnn. Inwrf NASA Tech. 0 M r . r  CASE Carqory 
Dejarnette, F. R. LARC/Harniltan, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-742 124-07-24) 
NAS 2-6684 North Carolina StnC University 2895 
Utilization of materials in bioartranautic studies 
P e t i d  Obitp~low 
12/17/71-04/21/73 FY73: TOTAL: $13,964 
Prin rnvrrz. NASA n t h .  Ojpnw CASE Carewry 
Grosch. D. S. ARC/Dunlap, W. A. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-63) 
NAS 5-21732 North Carolina State Univcrrily 2896 
Utilization of ERTS-A data in geological evaluation, regional 
planning forest management and water management in Nonh 
Carolina 
P ~ n d  Obitrn,lmr 
05/02/72-07/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $18,028 
P,!" rnw,, NASA Tech. Oflkm CASE Corr%ov 
Wclby, C. W. GSFCjEnsar, G. J. 32-Geiogical Sci 
Lammi. J. 0. 
Carsan, R. J., 111 
(51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 9-9522 North Carolina State Unircrsily a 9 7  
Research study in  support of solar neutron monitor 
PInal ON@.,IMI 
05/26/69-09/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: $54,287 
Prtn lnrm NASA n r h .  0j)eer CASE COIROT 
Goldstein. J .  I. JSC/Golden, R. L. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-4BW) (72-850 188-00-00) 
NAS 9-13321 North Carolina State Universily 2898 
Geological eviliuation, regional planning, forest management and 
water management in North Carolina 
P c n d  OMigarions 
03/08/73-06/30/74 FY73: S4.000 TOTAL: $4,000 
Pnn. lnvrrr NASA Tcrh 011"" C l S E  CalerOrY 
Welby, C. JSC/Hicks. R. D .  39-Env Sci, NEC 
Carson, R. J. 
Lammi, J. 0. 
(62-960 948-63-83) 
NASA's UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
NORTH CAROLINA (Continued) 
NGL 34002,017 North Csmlina State University 2899 
Transverse instabilities of magnetically self-focusing streams in 
plasmas 
P,"d obI<a#,lo"r 
12/03/64 11/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $156.871 
NGL 36002-032 North Carolina Shte Unirersily 2WO 
Mathematical theory of optimal control 
Perid Obl@,;ons 
10/13/65-03/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: 5137,460 
~ r i n  l n w r .  NASA Tech Offie, CASE Caregory 
Sagan. H. LARC/Armslrong, E. S. 21-Mathematics 
LARCIBird, J. D. 
(23-750 125-00-00) (23-750 125-19-08) 
NGL 36W2-042 North Carolina Stab University 2901 
Photometry of vapor clouds released above the earth 
Prrwd OMisaclons 
05/31/66-08/Ol/71 FY73: TOTAL: 5252,943 
Po'?,. b u s l .  NASA Tech Offtcer CASE Caregory 
Manring, E. R. HQ-SG/Duhin, M.  I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Millcr, R. 
(10.850 188-00-00) ( lo850 874-11-00) (1@850 874-00-00) 
D / iller  
NGL 36002-055 North Carolina State University 290% 
Ludy of human faclors aspects of noise 
P # t i d  Oh,;ro8i,,mr 
0511 1167-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 5180,WO 
Pnn. lnvrsr. NASA Tech. Officer CASE C a l r b o ~  
Pearwn, R. G. LARC/Cawthorn, J. M. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARCjEdgs, P. M. 
(23-770 127-00-00) (23-770 121-49-25) 
NGL 36002084 North Carolina Sate University 2903 
A theoretical study of the process and initiation of spallation of 
a plate subjected to hypervelocity impact 
P d d  0dI i~~I;onz  
10/22/68-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $66,674 
>ria bwsi  NASA Tcrh Officer CASE Caqory 
Chang. T. S. LARC/Thomson, R. G. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-742 124-00-00) 
NGL 36002-095 North Carolina Stale Uni~crsity 2904 
Acoustic energy effects on slccp and humiln performance 
Pcmd Ob!!rnttons 
04/11/69-0813 1/74 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $251,000 
PNI. Ir>vnl NASA Terh Oflicrr CASE Calrgu" 
Leuere, T. E. LARCICawthorn, J .  M. 61-Biol Aspects 
LARC/Edge, P. M., Jr. 
(23-704 501-09-02) (23-770 127-49-25) (23-770 137-09-02) 
NCL 36002-098 North Carolina S h h  Universily 2905 
Ion  implantation of gallium arsenide and gallium indium as 
compound semiconductors 
pe,;ul Ow!r#,io"r 
0911 1169-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 557.715 
Pnn. lrlvrsz NASA 7-h. Officer CASE Cule.rorj 
Manteith, L. K. LARC/Hendricks. H. 0. 13-Physics 
LARCIMiller, W. E. 
(23-750 125-WW) 
\GR YU2- IOU Uonh Cvrulina Stxtc I.'ni*er5il) 2906 
Dnrcupmcnt of h lph-trmpcrr l~rr  mdtcrlrl< for <.>l#a prupr.il,r~t 
10ckcI ~J/IIC . l l~ ) l~11.011~ . . 
Pen'd  oblr*#ltm. 
06/09/69-06/30/73 FY13: TOTAL: $75,765 
Pr;n hwsL " S A  Tech. OJ<cer C 1 . W  C n l c g o ~  
Manning. C. R. LARCfBuckley. J. D. 47-Materials Engr 
(23-830 180-00-00) (23-830 180-32-51) 
NCR 34002-115 North Carolina Shte University 2907 
Analysis of molecular gas lasers in flow 
P l n d  0M;ulrvnl 
09/15/69-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $62,992 
P N I  hXll. NASA Tech 0ffi.r CASE Cdrrgory 
Hassan, H. A. LARCIHess, R. V. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
LARClAllaria. F. 
NCR 344Wl72  North Carolina Slate University 2900 
Ion implanted infrared SenEOl armys 
PIlurl  Ou~s ions  
08/18/71-03/31/74 FY73: $37,470 TOTAL: $73.41 1 
Prm. ,""err. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Corrgory 
Monteith. L. K. LARC/Hendricks. H. D. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Hutchby, J .  A. 
(23-704 502-03-53) 
NCR 3400>175 North Carolina Slate University 2909 
Effect of hydrogen on mechanical properties of alloys containing 
a martenrite phas 
Per id  Ob!tao,<nn.7 
12/01/71-12/31/73 FY73: 1624.649 TOTAL: $47,653 
Pen. I"w.T, NASA Tech 0fl;cw CASE Cc.t?rory 
Eknsun, R. B. ARC/Williams. D. P. 47-Materials Engr 
(21-704 501-21-21) 
NGR 34-002-177 North Carolina State Unirersity 2910 
Analysis of nuclear induced plasmas by means of kinetic theory 
P * d d  owj~a,lo", 
03/06/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $30,000 
Pli" ,,,up,, NASA Tcih Ofljrcr CASE Cazrgory 
Hassan, H. HQ-NS/Thorn, K. 13-Physics 
LERCJRagsdak, R. G. 
(45-720 112-02-22) 
NCR 34402-179 North Carolina State University 2911 
Review and analysis of lift & drag estimation for use in  light 
aircrafl performance prediclion 
P c n d  OMiaurtonl 
08/03/72-08/01/73 FY73: 533,846 TOTAL: 533,846 
NGR 34002180 North Carolin* State Unirerdty 2912 
Thermal fatigue in fiber campositc materials 
P c n d  OMlaario,>.s 
08/01/72-07/3 1/74 FY73: 516,621 TOTAL: 516,621 
Prtn Inwsr NASA Tech. Om,,rr CASE CalcpurY 
Fahmy, A. A. LARCflmig, L. A. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCIRuderick, G. L.  
(23-704 501-22-02) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
NORTH CAROLINA (Continued) 
NGR 34-002-IS4 North Carolina State University 2913 
Modification and generalization of earth energy 
P e r i d  Oarjgorion~ 
05/25/72-05/31/73 FY73: 53,108 TOTAL: $15,292 
h. inwsl. NASA Tnrh. Oflinr CASE Calqnry 
Moore, C. J .  LARC/Turner, R. E. 21-Mathematics 
LARC/Sullivan. E. M. 
(23-680 16C-44-63) 
NCR 34-002-188 North Carolina State University 2914 
Multiple shaped-beam anlenna study 
Pcnd offlig'2,im.s 
09/01/72-06/01/73 FY73: $17,845 TOTAL: $17.845 
P h .  lnml NASA Terh O/licrr CASE Calcneury 
Kauffman, J .  F. LARC/Crosweil, W. F. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Baiicy. M. C. 
(23-620 636-18-71) (23-680 16020-54) 
NGR 34-M2-193 North Carolins Slate Unirersily 2915 
Surlace fitting three-dimensional bodies 
h n d  Ouir#,;on, 
05/07/73-04/30/74 k'Y73: $11,980 TOTAL: $11,980 
Pd". I""~,,. NASA Tech Ofliiii CASE C#zesor) 
Dejaacnette, F. R. LARC/Hamilton, H. H.. II 
41-Aero Encr 
NGR 34-002-195 North Carolina State University 2916 
Throretical analysis of current voltage characteristics of solar 
cells 
Prnd OM<*.#,h", 
06/01/73-06/30/74 FY73: 526.500 TOTAL: 526,500 
?,in lnvrrr. NASA Ted. O/ficrr Cll SE Calrgory 
Hauser, J. R. LERC/Godlewski. M. P. 45-Elcc Engr 
(22-704 502-05-50) 
NC7 34-002-097 North Carolina State University 2917 
Training of graduate students in acoustics as related to aeronautical 
and space technology 
Ptod Ob;fganon, 
0411 1/69-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $25 1.000 
P~,). l n r r l .  NASA Tech. Olffcer 
~-~ 
CASE C U I C ~ Y ~ Y  
Hart, F .  Hq-YY/Curter, C. H. 4~-Engr,  NEC 
( la370 181-00-00) 
NAS 8-20106 Unirerrity of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2918 
Research study tu develop methods lor solving problems associated 
with space vehicles 
&nod 0M;zar;"nr 
04/01/65-10/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: 55.465 
, , . . 
Pnn. I n r r l .  NASA Tech 0fl;mr C4SE Culrrory 
MSFC/ 42-Astro Engr 
(62-910 931-5C-00) 
NAS 8-26M)I llnivenity of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2919 
Passive particle dosimetry 
Y<.ld oMjpa,!o", 
l l/17/70-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 529.792 
Pan. lnvrrr N I S I  rrrh Uflimr CASE Llllqorll 
Childa, C. B. MSFC/Parnell. T. A. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Oran, W. 
(62-740 114-03-05) (62-742 124-W-21) 
NCL 36003640 University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2920 
A study in interdisciplinary communication 
PC"& OMQaztm>s 
10/17/68-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $523,000 
Prjn. Invcl,. NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Ca lqn .  
Filust, R. G.  HQ-PY/Quinn, H.  8. 75-Political Sci 
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NGL 34-003-041 University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2921 
Gravity discrimination 
*,Id 0b;;rll;"nl 
08/15/69-08/01/33 FY73: TOTAL: $159,825 
Pnn. Inve.er NdSA T h .  O/fl<rr CASE Carexory 
Clark, F.  C. ARC/ 13-Physics 
(IC-870 189-0000) (21-870 189-52-62) (10-870 189-52-62) 
NGR 34403-048 University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2922 
Lunar sample analysis 
Perhi  Ohligation5 
06/19/71-11/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $13.845 
Pnn. lnvrrt. NASA Tceh. O/Pcw CASE Caretory 
Isenhour, T. L. JSCjHarrir, J.  W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-40-W) 
NCT 34-003-001 University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2923 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
PC"& OMibaL?.? 
03/20/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 5812,804 
Pen. Invrlr. NASA 7erh Ofltmpr CASE Cnlqory 
Ingram, 1. C. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-M)) 
NAS 9-11690 Wake Forest Univernily 2924 
Study of cellular control of microcirculatory system 
P e n d  Ohlirallonr 
04/20/71-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 524.217 
Pnn. l n ~ r r .  NASA Tech. Oflkrrr CASE Cotcgury 
Hutchins, P. M. JSC/Alerander, W. C. 52-Clinical Med 
JSCjLeach. C. S. 
(72-870 189-54-06) 
NORTH DAKOTA 
NGR 35-001-012 North Dakota State University 2925 
Qurntilation of buried contamination by the use of solvents 
Per td  OMia~rioru 
06/01/73-05/31/74 FY73: $22,729 TOTAL: $38,689 
Pnn. Inusl. NASA Tech Oflier CASE CoIe806Y" 
Hill, T. W. HQ-SL/Hall, L. B. 12-Chrmirlry 
HQ-SL/Gallagher. S. 8. 
(10-840 193-58-62) (10-870 189-00-00) ( la870 191-W-00) 
NGT 35401-001 Norlh Dakota State University 29% 
Training of predactoral graduate students in space-related sciences 
& technology 
Pwhd Oblrrotiunr 
03/16/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 5171,350 
. . . . 
P*. l n ~ r r .  NASA Tech O//<cer CASE Ca(sBoTY 
Smith, G .  S. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H. 99-Multi-DisClP 
(1&370 181-00-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO 
NAS Bh067 Bowling Green State University 2921 
Study genetic material in space 
p c n d  o ~ l g n r w n r  
07/29/70-06/30/73 FY73: $41,520 TOTAL: $124,006 
Ptin bw5r NASA Tech. 0,;cer CASE Cdreggor) 
Oster. 1. I .  ARC/Miquel, J. 5 1-Biology 
ARC/Tremor, J. W. 
(21-870 883-9X-00) (21-970 970-21-35) (21-970 970-21-61) 
NAS a29707 Case Western Reserve University 2928 
Study of high energy extragalactic sources 
P * n d  obf,gorrw,., 
04/13/73- 10/ 12/73 FY73: $3,500 TOTAL: $3,500 
Pnn. Inns,. NASA Tech. 0fl;mr C l  S i  Calrgury 
Bidelman, W. MSC-C/Wdowial, T. A. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Miller, E. R. 
(62-850 188-41-51) 
NGL 3MO3-002 Care Western Reserve University 2929 
Research on methods af systematic structural synthesis lor digital 
coriputing equipment 
Penal Obf~ga!ron.? 
12/01/61-06/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $657,136 
Pdn. InW.rt. N I A  Tech Ofljrrr Cl.78 Ca,rbury 
Kichcr. T. P. LAKC/Stroud. W. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Fox, R. L. 
(10-742 124-00-00) (23-742 124-00-M) (23-760 126-00-00) 
NGL 36003-064 Case Western Reserve University 2930 
Basic scientific research in fluid physics 
hrn'ad ob,;u,lunr 
06/14/65-05/31/75 FY73: $101.751 TOTAL: $961,751 
Pn',,. Inup~t. , NASA T#<h Oflker CASE Caraor.~ 
Reshotko, E. LERC/Evuard, J. C. 46-Mech Engr 
(22-701 599-85-00) (22-704 501-01-03) (22-740 129-01-21) 
NGL 36-003-094 Case Western Rererve Unlrersily 2931 
The effects of deformation an dispersion 
PC"& Oblrgolrvnl 
10/18/66-07/01/73 FY73: $25,080 TOTAL: $159,015 
P t i n  I n w ~ l .  NASA Ted. Ofliir CASE Caregory 
Eberl. L. B. LERC/Quatinetz, M .  47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 501-01-06) (22-740 129-03-20) 
NGL 36627-001 Case Westem Rerewe University 2932 
Specific aspects of computer assisted software design 
P I n d  obf,goriuns 
05/22/69-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: S200.000 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Trrh O/J!cr CASE Coregory 
C l a w .  E. L. GSFC/Ludwip. C .  99-Multi-Discip 
(25-750 125-W00) (51-750 125-00-00) 
N G L  36-027-032 Case Western Reserve University 2933 
Study of the effects of  boundary layer control an shock wave 
turbulent boundary layer interactions in  supcrs.onie inlets 
P*"d obl,g..rlow 
05/07/71-04/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: S45.070 
Pnn. ltln.sr NASA T e d .  Ofltccr CASE Caresor). 
Reshotko, E. LERC/Anderson. B. H. 41-Aero Engr 
Greber, I. 
(22-760 720-03.10) 
NGL  36427-057 Case Western Reserve University 2934 
Lunar sample analysis 
P<r;d Oh'11."0"' 
06/30/72-01/01/75 FY73: $68,670 TOTAL: $116,670 
~ r i n  ~ n w z  NASA r e d .  o,I;<P~ CASE Csrqory 
Radeliffe. S. V. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 36-003-100 Case Western Rerewe University 2935 
Diffusive mixing as a tool for studying history of natural glasses 
Perid ONlg0,~0", 
041 10/67-08/11/73 FY73: TOTAL: 589.654 
NGR 36-027400 Case Western Reserve University 2936 
RcGarch on jets in cross flow 
P e " d  Obf!#arim~ 
02/03/70-08/31/73 FY73: $34,905 TOTAL: $1 14,545 
Prin lnvrl. NASA T k h .  0fl;rr.r CASE Cor~rory 
Grebe,, I. LERC/Holdeman. J. D. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-704 501-24-08) 
NGR 3602742l Case Western Reserve University 2937 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pr,;d o b l ; ~ ~ , ; ~ 5  
C4/01/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1 IZ,U25 
Pen. lnnrr. NASA T e i h  0fli-r CASE Carcznry 
Radcliffe, S. V. JSC/Harris. J. W. l3-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 36-027428 Care Wesarn Reserve University 2938 
Lunar sample analysis 
P c d  Obf~~a~ions 
06/22/71-04/30/72 FY73: $6,000 TOTAL: $38,000 
Pen. h r r r .  NASA Tech. O/JW CASE Cr!erury 
Cooper, R. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 36027435 Case Weslern Rererve University 2939 
Unidirectional solidification of superalloy euleclics l o  produce 
composite cart structures 
h"ad Obf,~.,,iO"3 
05/21/71-06/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $46.590 
Prtn invrr. NASA Tfd. O h r  CASE Carrgnry 
Wallace, J. F. LERC/Ashbroak, K. L. 
47-Materials Engr 
(22-760 12663-10) 
NGR 36-027-038 Case Western Reserve Unirerdly 2940 
Boundary laycr control applied to shock wave boundary layer 
interactions 
h r i d  ObI~~nllonJ 
06/18/71-12/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $40.920 
Ptin hxrt.  NASA Tech Olflcrrr CASE Calrrory 
Reshotko. E.  LERC/Andermn, 8 .  H. 41-Aero Engr 
(22-760 12663-10) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NGR 36027-040 Case Western Reserve University 2941 
Evaluation of candidate materials for aerospace 
P e n d  0bl;ral;enr 
07/22/71-12/31/73 FY73: $16,785 TOTAL: $33,175 
Pn'n Inwsr NASA Tech. OlJ;<?r CASE (bl#cory 
Tcoiana, A. R. LERCjGray. H. R. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Ashbrook, R. L. 
(22-740 129-03-28) 
NGR 36-027-041 Case Western Reserve Unirenity 2942 
Industry instructional television network 
f i n d  0bl ,~~ ' lo05 
OS/ 19172-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $13,000 
Pnn. lnnsl NASA Ted. O/jcer CASE Cnrezor). 
Boltz, R. E. LERC/Usher, R. J. 49-Engr. NEC 
(22-030 039-00-00) 
NGR 36027450 Case Western Reserve liniverrity 2943 
Catalysts for electrochemical generation of oxygen 
r e n d  0b;fgl.nnnr 
02/22/72-0313 1/74 FY73: TOTAL: $76,WO 
P"n hurx!. NASA Tmh. CASE C a m o n  
Yeager. E. ARC/Quattrone, P. D. 12-Chemistry 
(21-970 970-22-20) (21-970 970-22-30) 
NGR 3M121-051 Case Western Reserve University 2944 
Stress corrosion cracking & hydrogen embrittlemenl 
h"d obllgolivnl 
06/02/72-06/30/75 FY73: TOTAL: $45,WO 
Pnn hr3r. NASA T ~ r h  O V m r  CASE Car~gory 
Hehemann, R. H .  LERC/Grsy, H .  R. 47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Andrews, C. W. 
(22-740 134-03-20) 
NGR 36021-052 Case Western Reserve University 2945 
Electrical generation of oxygen 
P l , i d  oblira,;"", 
M/17/72-08/31/75 FY73: TOTAL: $45,328 
Pn'n lnwsr #AS4 TI+. 0,fir.r CASE Cal?xngury 
Yeager, E. RC/Quattrooe, P. D. 12-Che.??is!ry 
(21-970 970-22-20) 
NGR 36027-053 Case Western Rewrue University 2946 
Microelectronic bioinstrumentation systcms 
P e n d  Ob;?ga,!ms 
04/27/72-08/31/73 FY73: $8,300 TOTAL: $83,300 
NGT 36003-Wl Case Werlcrn RC=NO Uni~ersity 2947 
Training of graduate students i n  spacc-related science and 
technology 
P<"'od ob,tgar",,r 
03122163-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,053,983 
Pn'm lnwrr. NASA Tech OfJtecr CASC Colerory 
Thomas. R. H. HQ-PY/Carler, C. H. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NGT 36027411 Case Western Rererye University 2948 
Summer program of NASA-ASEE summer faculty fellowships 
Pr,;d ob,ira,,onr 
121 16169-03/31/73 FY73: $113,300 TOTAL: $417,495 
r n n .  lnvrrz.  sr.5~ r r d .  Oflteer CASE Catpgory 
Prahl. J .  M .  HQ-PY/Carter, C. H.  49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) (22-701 598-85-00) 
NGR 36033.001 Cenlral State University - Ohio 2949 
Temperalure dependence o f  ultrasonic echo attenuation i n  
tungsten 
Penal OYlgorionl 
12/04/72-1213 1/73 FY73: $13,9W TOTAL: $13,900 
?"n. Innsl. NASA Twh O F - r  CASE Careggar). 
Harlrler. E. A. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 13-Physics 
LERC/Grimes. H .  H .  
(IC-371 340-00-00) 
NGR 36033402 Central Slate University - Ohio 2950 
Determination of water quality in Lake Erie via satellite scanning 
spectroscopy 
P?"d obhganionr 
02/28/73-02/14/74 FY73: $15,444 TOTAL: $15,444 
Pnn. bur<. NASA Tech. OJIjcrr CASE Calrgory 
Rubin. D. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
LERC/Rsquct. C. A. 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NGR 36033403 Cenlral State University -Ohio 2951 
Effects o f  some selected atmospheric pollutants on animal 
population surrounding the Cleveland area 
Pc,;d Obl#garlon.r 
04125173-07/31/74 FY73: $19.956 TOTAL: $19,956 
~ n n .  I ~ U S C .  nrsr r r r h  ore, CASE catqob~" 
Craft, T .  J. HQ-PY/Pohly. J. G. 51-Biology 
LERC/Fardyce. J. S. 
(10-37 1 340-00-00) 
NAS 3-17353 Hiram College 2952 
Friction experiments and X-ray texture analysis o f  rubbing 
surfaces 
P<"d Obl!g.ll"n,r 
03/13/73-07/12/73 FY73: $7,980 TOTAL: $7,980 
Pr;n I n w ~ r  NASA T r d .  Ofl;<rrr CASZ MeTory 
Wheeler, D. R. LERC/Buckley, D. H. 13-Physics 
(22-701 598-85-GO) 
NGR 36007427 Kent State Univerrily 2953 
Low temperature specific heats of certain rare earth trihyrides 
crystal field and magnetic ordering effects 
P c " ~  obll~nrionr 
02/00/32-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $21,761 
Pr;" 1nurt. NASA T c d  OJJiiii CASE CaZe#ory 
Johnson, D. L. LERC/Brown. G. V. 13-Physics 
(22-720 112-02-21) 
NSR 36-007-013 Kent Slate University 2954 
Partial support of a conference on liquid crystals 
&nod Obl;8lnw". 
01/01/66-07/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $1,750 
. . 
Pdn. Inwll.  NASA Tech. O/Ji<cr CASE C~teTory 
Brown, G. H. HQ-RR/ 47-Materials Engr 
(10-740 129-OC-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NAS I-IW40 Ohio State University 2955 
Study program for low noise 'S' band rad~ometer antenna 
development 
Per,d Obl,g.n.n, 
05/22/70-05/22/73 FY73. TOTAL? $136,999 
Pnn. I n ~ . r l .  NASA Ted. O f i r  Cl SE Cmcgory 
Peters, L. LARC/Crorwell, W. F.  45-Elcc Engr 
(23-620 6300000) (23-680 160-20-54) 
NAS 2-6634 Ohio State Uni~orsity 2956 
Study 01 weightlessness on development of vestibular apparatus 
and ocular nystagmus in the rat 
h"d DMlg~lio,,., 
09/30/71-09/30/73 FY73: $19.W TOTAL: $44,969 
P"n. Inrrn. NASA Ted .  Oflt<cr CASE Coregon. 
Clarke. D. L. ARCIOyama, J. 53-Other Medical 
ARC/Mehlcr, W. 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
NAS M779  Ohio State Unirerrily 2957 
Helicopter rotor blade boundary layers 
P<*d 0bI;gonanr 
02/00/32-07/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $54,391 
Pn'n lnwrr. NASA red. Oflrrcr CASE Coregory 
Velkafl. H. R. ARC/McCroskey, W. J. 41-Aera Engr 
ARC/Morse, H. A. 
(21-760 136-9X-00) 
NAS 2-6791 Ohio State University 2958 
Comparison of structure otaliths of  rats reared under normal 
hypergravity 
Pennd OMlp!lot~s 
01/12/72-06/12/73 FY73: TOTAL: $17,327 
Prin hw,rr NASA T e d .  OUjisr CASE CaM8orY 
Lim, D .  J. ARC/Oyama, J. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 97@21-53) 
NAS 9-9695 Ohio Stntu Unlrersily 2959 
Investigations related to selenodetic control 
Penul "M~ariorl,  
06l24169-0313 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: EI49,MM 
. . 
Prrn Inwrl.  NASA T#<h OMi~rr CASE Care?WI 
Mueller. I. I. JSC/Nance. R. L. 32-Gelogical ki 
(72-9 I0  9 14-50-00) 
NAS 9-9696 Ohio State University 2960 
Eflect of image quality on attainable map ac- 
curacy 
P e n d  0NI""O"' 
061 13169-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $33,800 
P?i,t. Ir>u5,. NASA Trrh OJjrcr CASE CaIegav 
Ghash, S. K. JSC/Norman, P. 3ZGeiagical Sci 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NAS 9-13093 Ohio Slate University 2% I 
Invsstigutions related to selenodetic control 
P<"d Ou,fn,<o", 
06/29/72-0813 1/74 FY73: TOTAL: $59.800 
Pnn. l o w ! .  NASA Tech OJ/(cer CASE Car#bor). 
Mueller. I .  I .  JSC/Nance. R. L. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
172-9 10 9 14-50-00) 
NASR 141 Ohio State University 2962 
Source book o l  guidance materials related to education and 
vacationnl guidance in  occupations involved in  the exploration 
and use a l  space 
penud Ohl,,eal,uns 
iO/O1/66-12/01/17 FY73: TOTAL: $2,625 
Prin In r r~ l .  #AS" Tech. Ofl<<rr CASE (breonv 
Peters, H. I. HQ-RE/ 45-Elec Engr 
(10-030 OIOW-W) 
NASW 2435 Ohio Stale Unlrerslty 2963 
Geop-geodesy-solid-carth and ocean physics research conferences 
Petid OMlgorron#5 
07/26/72-12/01/73 FY73: $13,500 TOTAL: $13,503 
Prin l,~wrr. NASA T 6 4 .  Ofljmr U S E  Calqov 
Mueller, I .  1. HQ-ES/Murphy, J. P. 32-Gclogical Sfi 
(10-680 408-06-02) (10.620 402-0602) 
NGL  36-008-05 1 Ohio State University 2964 
Stress corrosion cracking o l  titanium alloys 
P e n d  Obllzli(;onl 
06/23/66-06/01/79 FY73: $26,000 TOTAL: $208.696 
Pnn. lnrsr, WAS" TI& OJjcer CASE C ~ l ~ ~ o r y  
Beck, F. H. LERC/Gray, H. 47-Malrriais Engr 
(22-740 134-03-21) 
N G L  36-008093 Ohio State University 2965 
Data analysis for the national geodetic sstellite program 
P C d  Oblirorionr 
08/23/67-06/01/74 FY73: SI27.024 TOTAL: $555,318 
Pn,# r n ~ ~ l .  NASA Td. OJllccr CASE Cnlqor). 
Mueller, 1. I. HQ-ES/Murphy, J. P. 19-Phys ki, NEC 
(10-630 855-12-W) (10-630 855-22-W) 
NCL  36-008-109 Ohio State ~nirersi ty 2966 
Flultcr of thermally stressed plates subject to large deflections 
Prriurl Obllg#r,onl 
03124169-06/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $109,347 
Pnn. Inwll NASA Trrh OJicrr CASE Calqgow 
Bailey. C. D. LARC/Naumann, E. C. 41-Aera Engr 
(23-742 124-08-31) ('23.760 720-W-00) (23-742 124-WOO) 
NGL 36408117 Ohio State University 2967 
Fluid dynamic aspects o l  cardiovascular behavior during 
vibration 
" c o d  Ob1,r~"""' 
11/01/6')-L0/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $54,300 
Pri?,. Inwx~. NASA T e d .  OJ/<lrer CASE C n l w r y  
Neren, R. M .  HQ-KA/Gessow, A. 41-Aero Engr 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NGL 36008-138 Ohio Stab University 2968 
A study of high perlormance antenna systems lor space cam- 
munieation 
h"d 0U;aolwnl 
08/14/69-I 1/01/72 FY73: $30.000 TOTAL: $136,000 
Pnn. lnvcrr. Nl.T.4 Tech. 0Jjc.r CASE Ccz#~orY 
Richmond J. H.  LARCiCroswell. W. F. 45-Elec Ener 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NGR 3WO%lhM Ohio Stsle University 2969 
Biological effects of prolonged exposure of small mammals to 
closed gaseous environments low or free of nitrogen 
Perid 0Nig.nonr 
08/09/62-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $379.190 
pnn. bwsr. NASA nm o ~ r t i ~  CASE cmrgon 
Weiss, H. S. ARC/Leon. H. A. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(LC870 189-00-00) (21-770 127-00-00) (21-770 127-49-37) 
NCR 36-008-OW Ohio State Universily 2970 
Millimeter-wavelength propagation studies 
Pedal OM~xolrom 
03/03/67-11/10/73 FY71: $80,033 TOTAL: $518,537 
Pn'n b n s r .  NASA Ted. Oflter CASE Corrgarr 
Kdcnski. A. A. GSFC/Hirschmann. E. 45-Elec Engr 
Hodge, D.  B. 
(51.620 164-21-72) 
NGR 36-008-144 Ohio State University 2971 
Flush-mounted antennas radiating through dielectric covered 
curved surfaces 
Per!& obl!aa,im.r 
02/26/70-1213 1/71 FY73: $65,991 TOTAL: %l51,99l 
Pn>> I r ~ r p n .  NASA lpch Ofljer CASE Cot~,mry 
Peters, L., Jr. LARC/Croswell, W. F. 45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Cockrell, C. R. 
(23-704 802-3343) (23-750 125-0000) (23-750 125-21-13) 
NCR 36-008-161 Ohio State University 2972 
The direct combination of satellite m d  gravity data 
Perid Obllg~llvnr 
05/Ol/7l-06/30/71 FY73: SI5,MXI TOTAL: $ 6 0 , ~  
NGR 36-008-163 Ohio Stale University 2973 
Speclrorcopic temperature measurements in are-driven shock tube 
produced flows 
 PI,^ oalgllriun3 
%/06/71-07/31/72 FY71: TOTAL: $16,568 
Prin h w ~ r .  NASA T e d .  OfJjccr C.LZE Cc~r---.,  a",., 
Nerem, R. M. LARCIHaggard, K. V. 13-Physics 
(23-740 129-01-22) 
NGR 36-008-168 Ohio Stale Unirersity 2974 
Effects of pharrnacoiogic agents on neuro endocrine processes 
regulating secretion of hormones 
"<,id oM,g.,",., 
03/13/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $8,000 
Pnti Ir>u<.r!. NASA Teh.  Of/tcer ( I S C  Calegory 
Marks. B. M .  ARC/Danellis. J. V. 53-Other Medical 
(21-970 97021- 12) 
NGR 36-008-169 Ohio Slate University 2975 
Radar return and rildiomctric emission from sea 
P<"& OM,I~,L"", 
06/15/71-01/31/74 FY73: $ZO,WO TOTAL: $70,000 
Pnn. bu<r!. NASA Ted .  Ofinr CASE Cnlezory 
Peake. W. H. LARC/Painter, J. H. 45-EIec Engr 
(23-620 636-18-71) (23-620 630-52-00) 
NGR 36-006177 Ohio State University 2976 
Computer programs lor analysis of spacecralt antennas 
PC"& Obt~*~rldnl 
11/02/71-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: S14.000 
pnn. lnw..r NASA Ted. ofl!<rr CASE C#tqori. 
Petrn, L., Ir .  LARC/Croswell, W. F. 45-Elec Engr 
LARCIBailey. M .  C. 
(23-750 135-17-02) 
NGR 36-008-193 Ohio Stale University 2977 
Evaluation of pulsed ultrasonic Doppler flowmeter 
P e r i d  Obll~.,ian. 
10/30/72-04/01/13 FY71: $9,842 TOTAL: $9,842 
P ~ l n  lnverl. NASA TKh. OJficer CASE Corcrury 
Wells, M. K .  ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-23-30) 
NGR 36-008-197 Ohio State University 2978 
Application of the general energy equation a unified approach 
to mechanics 
PInnl ON~porrons 
04/23/73-03/31/74 FY73: $24,000 TOTAL: $24.000 
P,," 1nw.7r NASA l e d .  Ofl<cn CASE CO<CXOO) 
Bailey, C. D. LARC/Lester, H. C. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-704 501-22-03) 
NGT 36-008-006 Ohio State University 2979 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
P e n d  OMJralwr 
M/03/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $691,446 
Prm. hue,,. NASA Tech. OfIker CASE Calesw 
Roaden. A. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H.  99-Multi-Diadp 
(10-370 181-00-00) 
NSR 36408-108 Ohio Slate University 2980 
Critical analysis and review of state-of-the-art in space medicine 
R"d O b l ~ ~ ~ , i m s  
06/27/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $225.359 
P ~ i n  Inuclt. NASA Tech. D r i e r  CASE CdrWT 
Ellingson, H. V. HQ-MM/Brownstein, H. 
59-Life Sci. NEC 
HQ-MM/Link. M. M .  
(10-980 9%-00-00) iI&SSO 908-90-00) 
NGR 3600Y-017 Ohio University 2981 
Air transporlation problems with emphasis on general aviation 
avionics 
Prrrvd OMeailora 
03/04/71-08/31/75 FY71: $56,125 TOTAL: 6182,125 
Pnn. Inwxf NASA Tech. OJ;<er CASE CdrWW 
McFarland. R. H. LARCJMace, W. D.  4i-Aero Engr 
LARCJMacc, W. D. 
(23-704 501-03-02) (23-750 125-19-01) 
NAS 1-1 1104 Universily of Cincinnllli 2982 
Study of three-dimensional boundary layer problem 
P d d  OM<gaclmr 
09/30/71-05/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $16,296 
Pri,,. bwsl .  NASA Tech. OJflc?, CASE Congur? 
Davis, R. T. LARCJHarris, J. E. 4l.Aero Engr 
LARC/Beekwith. I .  E. 
(23-760 136-13-04) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NAS I - 1 I i M  University ol Cincinnati 2983 
Asteroid orbit calculations 
Pf"d Ob/<rr,;vnr 
W I  1017 1-06130173 FY73. TOTAL: $10.000 
, . . , 
Pnn. hwsl. NASA Tech. Of j r r r  CASE C a r c ~ u n  
Hergct, P. LARC/Brooks, D. R. I l-Astronomy 
LARC/Harrison. E. F. 
(23-705 110-06-05) 
NCL 36-U0&014 University of Cincinnati 2984 
Multidisciplinary space-related rcsearch in the physical, engineer- 
ing, life and social sciences 
P e n d  O b i ! ~ ~ r l u n ~  
01125166-L2/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $720,000 
Pnn. lnwhl NASA 7-h. Ofirer CASE Car#or? 
Guston, R. L. HQ-PYlKedding, E. R. 99-Muiti-Dircip 
LERC/Olson. W. T.  
(10-370 183-WOO) (10.371 340-00-00) 
NCR 36404-054 Univerrily of Cincinnati 2985 
Investigations in superconductivity 
P d d  0M;~odo~t.s 
06/07/71-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,804 
Pdn. Inu3r.  NASA ~ e i h  0fltrcr CASE Calcbury 
Joiner. W. C. LERC/Brown. G .  V. 13-Physics 
(22-720 112-02-2 1) (22-740 129-02-21) 
NCR 36-000-055 Unirerbily of Cincinnali 29% 
Erosion phenomena within radial turbines and methods for its 
reduction 
Penal Obhgmnanr 
05/04/71-05/03/74 FY73: TOTAL: $45,000 
?,<?I. lnwr,. NASA Teih Ofin' CASE Car<eor? 
Tabakoff. W LERC/Stewart, W. L. 46-Mech Engr 
LERC/Means, J. L. 
(22-760 126-63- 10) 
NCR 361104056 Ilniwr,ity of Cincinnati 2987 
Effects of group I impurities in  I l -V I  compounds: sodium doped 
cadium sulfide and zinc oxide 
Pcrinl Oh(igarM5 
09/01/71-W/Ol/73 FY73: $45,859 TOTAL: $85,059 
Pm'n lowr!. NASA Tech Ofllrr? cA.7.5 Co~egory 
Harness, U .  LERC/Olsan, W. T. 47-Maleeair Engr 
LERCIMather, R. F. 
Weisman, I 
(22.704 503- 10-041 (22-720 112-02-23) 
NCR 36004-061 University of Cincinnati 2988 
NASA traineeship program in aeronautics 
P,"d Obl,8n,;"ns 
04/21/72-08/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $36.700 
. . 
~nn.  hrxr. NASA ~ e r h .  offlrrr CASL corrxur~ 
Wells. W. R .  LARC/Queijo. M. I. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Sult. W. T.  
(23-760 136.13-01) 
NCR 36004-063 University of Cincinnati 2989 
Processing and properties af polyimidr and pyrrane composites 
per,'.d Obi;p,lonr 
08/03/72-0LJ/O1/73 FY73: $23,070 TOTAL: $23.070 
Prin hwrr. NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Co(%ur$ 
Chartoff. R. P. LARC/Price. H .  L. 43-Chem Engr 
(23-704 501-21-23) 
NCR 36-004464 University of Cincinnati 2990 
Two-dimmrionnl flow losses of  s turbine with boundary layer 
injection 
P e n 4  Obi~~*,;on.r 
06/13/72-W/30/75 FY73: TOTAL: 1644,760 
~ r i n .  l nw~r .  NASA :rerh. oflcrrr CASE (h,rgnn' 
Tabakoff, W. LERC/Prusl, H. W., J r .  41-Aera Engr 
(22-702 741-72-04) 
NCR 36-004465 University ol Cincinnati 299 1 
NASA traineeship program in aeronautics 
PC"& Obl,~.,li"ln 
07/26/72-08/01/73 FY73: $18.112 TOTAL: $18,112 
Pnr. bwsr NASA Tech. Oflcrrr CASE (brsgnn. 
Soki. L. H. LARC/Uavis, R. C. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Peterson. J. P. 
(23-7M 501-22-03) 
NCR X-004-069 Univerrily of Cinrinnali 2992 
Three-dimensional boundary layer problems related l o  space 
shuttlc configurations 
+'end Obl<r<rpononl 
01/01/72-01/01/74 FY73: $12,120 TOTAL: $12,120 
Pnn Inw.~r. NASA T#<h 0lJr.r CA $6 Cornorv 
Davis. R. T. LARCjHarris, I. E. 41-Aera Engr 
LARC/Beckwith. 1. E. 
NCT 36-004003 Unirerhily of Cincinnati 2993 
Training of graduate students inspsce-related science and 
technology 
Pend ODllg""M5 
03/21/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $593,001 
Pnrl lnwrr. NASA T e d .  Ofliccr CAEK Corego" 
Wessel. R. H .  HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Muiti-Discip 
(10-370 l R i ~ ~ - 0 0 )  
NAS 8-2W00 Univerrily of Dayton 2994 
Study uf jimspherc wind sensor 
penal Oblla~~i",,.' 
11/17/70-01/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $72,187 
Prtn Inwlt NJSA Tech. OUjnr CASE Colrgom 
Englrr, N. A. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H.  41-Aero Engr 
MSFC/Voughan. W. W. 
(62-763 133-61-10) (62-9 10 933-50-00) 
NAS SLSUI Univorrity of Unylan 2995 
Interrelated structure of high altitude atmospheric profiles for 
enit/entry characteristic heating analyses 
Pln* l  Ob,j~."!ionl 
0211 1172-08/29/72 FY73: TOTAL: $9,995 
Pnn. lnrrrz. NASA Tech O m  CASE Corqm' 
Engler. N. A. MSFC/Smith. R. E. 3 i-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Johnson, D. L. 
(62-980 908-52-46) 
NCR 36-010-022 University ol Toledo 2996 
Scattering properties of interstellar dust parliclcs 
Pf"d  oDl,a<,;u, 
04/17/72-02/28/74 FY73: $10.612 TOTAL: $20.612 
P N I  Inurxl. NASA Tmh. Oflkcr CASE C#Icw'F 
Will, A. D. HQ-SG/Dubin, M .  I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Calahsn, D .  
(10-850 385-45-00) (10-850 188-45-53) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OHIO (Continued) 
NCR 36-01U-024 University 01 Toledo 2997 
Adaptive system optimization for integrated air-breathing engine 
systems 
P r n d  OM~~.,Zi<l"h 
09/01/7 1-08/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $39.400 
Pnn. lnw,. NASA Tech O//icer CASE Cereron 
Leininger, G. G. LERC/Willoh, R. G. 49-Engr. NEC 
(22-7% 126-63-10) 
NCR 36028-004 Youngtown State University 2998 
Solid state convener for mcasuremcnt of aircraft noise & sonic 
boom 
h"od obitanrio"" 
08/18/71.08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $16.763 
pm'n bw.~,. NASA Twh. Olflcrrr r~ SE C U ~ ~ ~ ~ ) .  
Zuckerwar, A. I. LARC/Holmes, H.  K .  45-Elcc Engr 
(23-762 132-80-01) 
NCR .%-028-006 Youngstown Slate Universily 2999 
Application of ultrasonic signature analysis for fatigue detection 
in complrn structures 
Pcnd 0 b i l ~ ~ " u " '  
08/03/72-09/01/73 FY73: $12,534 TOTAL: $12.534 
W n .  rrlrrrr NASA Ted. O.#<rr CASE Corwnry 
Zuckerwar. A.  J. LARC/Gray. D. L. 49-Engr, NEC 
(23-7M 501-22-02) 
OKLAHOMA 
NAS 2-7273 Oklahoma Stale Unironity 3000 
Operation of arc tour visitor program for F Y  73 
P<dd OM,ga,,m 
10/26/72-07/01/13 FY73: $18.500 TOTAL: $18.500 
Win. I n r ~ , .  NASA Tech 0fl;errr CASE Carwry  
Wiggins, K. ARC/Miller, S. A. 79-Sac Sci, NEC 
ARC/King. L. D. 
(21.030 023-00-00) 
NASW 1964 Oklahoma State University 3001 
Space science education project 
P c " ~  obifgnrro,ls 
09/30/69-06/30/73 FY73: $834,050 TOTAL: $3,Ml609O 
Pnn Inrrxl. NASA Tech. Olficci CASE Cclesary 
Wiggins, K .  E. HQ-FE/Collin, E. E. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-FE/Rich. W. B. 
(10-030 023-WOO) (23-030 039-00-OO) (23-030 023.00-00) 
NGR 37-W2-6 Oklahoma Slate Unirerdty 3002 
Optimal controller design for high-performance aircraft underga- 
ing large-disturbance angles 
Penal Obl!retimr 
02/01/73-12/31/73 FY73: $14,360 TOTAL: $14,360 
Pn'n bw.sr. N A U  Ted. Oflter CASE Cazcpry 
Rhaten. R. P. LARC/Maul. M .  T. 45-Elec Engr 
(23-702 766-75-02) 
NASW 2379 Southeastern Stah College 3003 
Technology use studies centcr special dissemination experiment 
Pend DMigollni, 
05/31/72-05/31/13 FY73: TOTAL: $55.OOO 
Ptin, lnvcr,. NASA Ted .  Ol/ioe~ CASE Corcaurr 
Gold, C. H. HQ-KTIHollcy, H. L.  99-Multi-Discip 
(10-250 141-93-00) 
NASW 2512 Southeastern State College 3004 
Continuation of the technology use studies special dissemination 
experiment 
 PI"^ ONlpano,,.~ 
06/04/73-0513 1/74 FY73: $55.000 TOTAL: $55,000 
Pritm, J#VFSC.  NASA Tech. Oflicrr U S E  (bregon. 
HQ-KT/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-250 141-93-01) 
NGT 37-003-044 Unirerrily of Oklahoma-Health Center 3005 
Three year residency training in aerospace medicine for two 
trainees 
P e r i d  obi,rn><orr, 
03/13/69-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $53,454 
Pnn. nlwrr. NASA Tech Oflker CASE Corerom 
HQ-PY/ 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(10.770 127-00-00) 
NAS 828659 University of Oklahoma - Norman 3006 
Study and development of  an acoustical radar system 
Pcnod 0bi;zarionx 
M/03/72-12/31/73 FY73: $9.997 TOTAL: $54.983 
Pnn l"W. NASA T d .  Ofljrrrr CASE Cuirgor) 
Inman, R. L. MSFC/Turner, R. E. 31-Atmor Sci 
MSFC/Nclson. J. F. 
(62-704 501-08-10) (62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS C30175 Unirerrity o l  Oklahoma - Norman 3007 
Crossed beam spectrometer development; crossed beam speclros- 
copy in  multicomponent gas flows 
Pend O b l ~ ~ a , , ~ ,  
02/25/69-11/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $144,801 
Prim. b res l .  NASA Ted.  OflUer CASE Colwur~ 
Canfield. J. M .  MSFC/Stephens, J. B. 41-Aeru Engr 
MSFC/.Cich!l. G. H .  
(62-680 160-75-61) (62-750 125-W-00) 
NAS 9-13360 Unirerrily of Oklahoma - Norman 3008 
Analysis of revere slorm environments Skylab investigation 582 
2 
P < , M  OMlglllronx 
04/23/73-02/28/75 FY73: ~49,000 TOTAL: $49,030 
Pn'n I , m s r .  N . 4 1  l ith Ofn-r CASE CdlCt"0 
Sasaki. Y. JSC/Pitts, 0. E. 31-Atmos Sci 
(72-960 948-63-84) 
NCR 37-008-002 University of Tulsa 3009 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pen04 oMir.I,m, 
02/02/71-07/31/73 FY73: $ l , W  TOTAL: $57,250 
Pn'n bvcrr. NASA Tech Oflt<,r CASE C#l*P? 
Barker. C. JSC/Harris, I .  W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 914-4@00) (10-810 383-W-50) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
OKLAHOMA (Continued) 
NGR 37406003 University of 'rulss 3010 
Energy transfer in volume reflecting heat shields 
P e t i d  O h l ! ~ ~ , , ~ " ,  
11/05/71-12/31/73 FY73: $31.IW TOTAL: (653.222 
PA". lnvr.,. NASA r ~ h  o r j n r   cis^ c.texory 
Weston, K .  C. ARC/Howc, J. T.  47-Materials Engr 
ARCINachtrhcim. P. R. 
OREGON 
NGR 38610-005 tinfield College 3011 
Measurement of single crystal surface parameters 
P e H d  OM<#onion$ 
10/12/71-05/31/73 FY73: $6,708 TOTAL: $41.297 
rnn I ~ M I , .  NASA r d .  onnr CASE carcpr, 
Swanson, L. W. LERC/Srnith. A.  L. 19-Phya Sei. NEC 
Swansan, L. W. LERC/B~ettwicrer. R. 
(22-704 503-25-01) 
NAS 5-11831 Oregon Slate University 3012 
Two ERTS-A data user investigations 
period O M ~ ~ Z ~ O ~ X  
09/07/72-03/01/74 FY73: $353,000 TOTAL: $353,W0 
. . . . 
Ptin Inxsl. NASA Tcrh OffLrcr CASE Colrrory 
Smionson. G. H.  CSFC/Crump, E. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Schrumph, B. J. GSFC/Rilgland, T. M .  
NGL 3600>020 Oregon State University 3013 
Instrumental activation analysis of rare earths and other 
elements 
P<*d Ob,lpno.r 
08/26/66-08/31/76 FY73: $39,598 TOTAL: $352,122 
P l i n  Irw88. NASA Tmh. Oflrcer CASE Cdregnry 
Schmitt, R. A. HQ-SM/Bryron, R. P. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-Sh:/Pomeroy, J. H. 
(10-810 383-09-57) (10-810 195-42-67) (10-860 849-00-00) 
NGL W002-032 Oregon Slalo Unhersity 3014 
Neutron activation analysis of extraterrestrial particles 
P l t i d  OMU.,IMI 
M/22/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $30,040 
P*. l n u v .  NASA Tech. O m s r  CASE Colcbuv 
Schmitt, R. A. JSC/High, R. W. I l-Astronomy 
JSCiCour-Palair. B. 
NGL 36002-039 Oregon State University 3015 
Lunar sample analysis 
P w t d  Ohitactlonr 
01/19/7I-O1/3l/76 FY73: $49,300 TOTAL: $181,900 
Pmt. I"urr.  NASA Ted.  Ofljjjr CASE Cnl#.gory 
Schmitt, R. A. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-m) 
NCL  3600%053 Oregon State University 3016 
Development and operation of an environmental remote sensing 
applications laboratory 
renod o b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~  
031 16172-03/01/75 FY73: $125,000 TOTAL: $275.000 
Pr;n, hrxl. NASA Tech. OIIicer CASE Co(ex01v 
Poullon, C. E. HQ-PY/Vil;lle, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(10-371 340-W-W) 
NCR 3%002413 Oregon State University 3017 
Physiological ecology of cryophillie algae 
PI"& " ~ I I ~ ~ ' I " " I  
11/17/65-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL:$121,350 ' 
Pfln Inurn NASA Ted. Ofi-r CASE Cnesogor) 
Curl, C. H.  HQ-SL/Geib, 0. S. 51-Biology 
(10-870 189-0000) (10-840 192-55-64) 
NCR 38-002-018 Oregon State University 3018 
Drvclupmenl uf a lexicon of space science terms far use hy 
elementary school grades 4 through 6 
penal otf,ao,!m' 
06/16/66-l2/3l/13 FY73: TOTAL: $16,050 
Pdn l n r r r  NASA Ted.  Ofl<er CASE Carewry 
Williamson, S. E. HQ-FE/Tullle, F. B. 12-Chemistry 
(10-030 023-WOO) 
NGR 36002448 Oregon Slate Vniverrity 3019 
Mobile optical radar scp for haze measurement 
(..d Ob,~~m.ali"n, 
06/24/71-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $36,085 
~ n n r  rnwr,. ~ r s r  T&. ofltwr CASE Ca(=or, 
Olsson, L .  E. LARC/Reichle, H. G.. Jr. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hewson, E. W. LARC/Melfi. S. H. 
(23-680 160-20-56) 
NGT 36W2-001 Oregon Stale Unirersity 3020 
Trilining of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
renod ohlrararmn, 
04/06/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $758,675 
P,;n bu~l NASA Tech. Ofliiir CASK Colaorv 
Hansen. H. P. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WW) 
NAS &F)256 Portland Stale University 3021 
Low light level television ohsr;ruution of Apallo 
Perf% 0MIpdIIo1x 
lO/U5/72-07/01/73 FY73: $3.432 TOTAL: $3,432 
NAS %I3482 Portland Slate University 3022 
High altitude photography 
Perid otfrao,!.,,2., 
05/15/73-05/21/73 FY73: $7,755 TOTAL: $7.755 
P M .  ! n u n .  NASA Tech. Ofljrer CASE C a I c w v  
Fitzgerald, A. JSC/Mechelay, J. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-960 961-50-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
O R E G O N  (Continued) 
NAS 9-9690 University of Oregon - Eugene 3023 
Operation and maintenance of NASA MSC geophysical branch 
mobile laboratory 
P ~ r m l  oh,,x@,l""< 
06/24/69-04/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $60,763 
NCL  36003-010 University of Oregon - Eugene 3024 
Geochemistry of trace elements in meteorites and related 
materials 
P&cd Obl,g.r,onr 
06/13/67-08/01/74 FY73: $7,3W TOTAL: $163.581 
. . . . 
~ n n .  l n w ~ r .  NASA ~ . r h  oln-r CA st carrpvry 
Goles. G. G. HQ-SM/Bryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-MA/Pomeroy, J. H. 
(10.8 10 383-09-37) 
NCL  311-003-022 Unirerrity of Oregon - Eugene 3025 
Lunar sample analysis 
P r n d  obf;s-#,ion, 
02/09/7141/31/76 FY73: $71.890 TOTAL: $220,990 
N C L  38-003-024 University 01 Oregon - Eugene 3026 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pcnd Ob;!za?on! 
I2/29/7C-02/01/75 FY73: $49.100 TOTAL: S238,lW 
Pnn. lnwrr NASA Tech O//mr CASE Carr#ory 
Goles. G. G. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-W) 
NCR 38-003-020 University of Oregon - Ewene M27 
Inspection of pctraiogically significant physical and chemical 
properties 01 the silicate melts 
Pmcd 061<8lr,!unr 
06/01770-05/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $227,060 
7 -  0 ' CASE Calrbory 
son, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
NGR 38401-025 Unircrsity of Oregon - Eugene 3028 
A preliminary photogeological study 01 Mars  
Pcnd Obl!8#rion.r 
091 18/70-0813 117 1 FY73: TOTAL: $10,077 
P"n. Inu#sr. NASA Tech Ofll-r <:AS€ Ca(egory 
Gales. G. G. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HO-SLIMorria. E. C~ 
NCR 311-003-034 University of Oregon - Eugene 3029 
Measurements of far infrared upper atmosphere emission 
spectrum 
P r n d  Obl8gor,o,1r 
02/27/73-02/28/74 FY73: $9.738 TOTAL: $9,738 
Pti~r. r~wsc. NASA Tech Olficer CASE Cnte#ogory 
Donnelly, R. J .  ARC/Cameran. R. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Gillcspie, C. M. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NCR 36WE035 Unirersity of Oregon - Eugene 3030 
Submillimeter spectruscopy of planets and gaseous nebulae 
P d  obI@nrions 
02/28/73-02/28/74 FY73: 65,271 TOTAL: $5,271 
Plin hmr NASA i r c h  OIfirrr CASE Coredory 
Danneiiy, R. 1. ARC/Camcran, R. M. Il-Astronomy 
ARC/Gillcspie, C. M. 
(21-850 352-02-03) 
NCR 3600S036 University of Oregon - Eugene 3031 
Transition probsbilily in multiply ionized atoms 
P P P ~ ~  Obf@~no,,.' 
07/03/72-06/01/73 FY73: $16,000 TOTAL: $16.000 
Pmt. Inwsr NASA 1Prh 0 f l ; z r  CA.7E C E C ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~  
Crasemann, 6. ARC/Whiling, E. E. 13-Physics 
ARC/Arnold. J. 0 .  
(21-704 502-01-02) 
PENNSYLVANIA 
NGR 39-018-002 Bryn Mawr College 3032 
Acquisition, long-term maintenance & extinction of stimulus 
control 
P e r i d  O b f ~ p l l ~ ,  
02/27/69-09/07/73 FY73: $3,OW TOTAL: $57,4R5 
Prjn low.,!. NASA T d .  0fl;mr CASE Calrguw 
Yilrczower, M .  ARC/Patton, M .  59-Lile Sci. NEC 
(21-970 970-24-01) 
NGR 39-021602 Bueknell University 3033 
Theoretical analysis of gas parlicle flow in blade passages 01 
turbo machinery 
Pe"d OMiaoll"", 
01/29/73-05/25/73 FY73: $4,424 TOTAL: $4.424 
PI;". h*',. NASA Tech O//!ier CASE Cotsbory 
Maxwell, B. R. LERC/Ssaaholu, R. G .  49-Engr. NEC 
LERC/Katsanis, T. 
(21 704 sol-24-07; 
NAS 8-28737 Carnegie-Mellon Universily 30.M 
Electro-optical processing of phased array data 
Pl,tod oN,aa,,m2., 
05/04/72-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $9.830 
Pei. !must. NASA Tmh. O l n e r  CASE Cete8ury 
Casawnt, D. MSFC/lnman. R. A. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/lnman. R. I. 
(62-960 964-50-M) 
NCL  39.002423 Camcgh-Mellon llnivenily 3035 
Analysis of natehcs and cracks 
?.,id Obllg~,,~", 
10/12/66-04/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $181.500 
Pnn. Invccr. NASA Tech. 0fl;crrr CASE Caregory 
Swedlow, J. L. LARC/McComb, H. M .  46-Mcch Engr 
(23.760 126-00.W) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NGR 39-087601 Carnegie-Mcllon Unirersily 30.36 NGT 3 9 9 t W 2  Carnegie-Mellan University 3043 
Launch window analysis of hiehlv eccentric orbits Training o f  graduate students i n  space-related scienae and 
. .
~ d d  obhgoz<onx technology 
05/01/68-08/31/13 FY73: TOTAL: $89,547 ~ e r ; d  ob;~za,run~ 
Pnn. h w ~ r .  NASA T i h  Off!-r CASE Colegoly 03/22/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,134,846 
Rmard, M. L. GSFC/Paddack, S. J. 42-Astro Engr ~ n n .  h r r r .  NASA ~ e i h  oflie, W S E  CO~PZOV 
(51-850 861-WOO) (51-850 861-41-00) Strehler. A. F. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-WM)) 
NGR 39-OW-003 Camegie-Mollan University 3037 
Investigation of the effects of microstructure on fracture toughness NAS 1-11871 Drexel Unirerrity 3044 
of high-strength alloys Investigation of ESSA VII radiation data for usc in long term 
h r i d  obhgnnan~ earth balance experiment 
05/01/68-08/01/73 FY73: $29,986 TOTAL: 5149,399 pr,;d 0bl;kallunr 
pnn. I ~ V ~ S ,  NASA ~ e h .  oflie, CASE co,rgory 07/25/72-12/31/73 FY73: $32.000 TOTAL: $32.000 
Low, J. R. LERC/Brown, W. F.. Jr .  P,;" I ~ W S ,  NASA T e d .  Oflker CASE Cutn:n:ry 
47-Materials Engr House, F. 8. LARC/Swecl. G .  E. 3 1-Atmos Sci 
Lambert, R. H. Kohri, W. J.  
(22-740 129-03-21) (23-680 160-44-9X) 
NGR 39-087-021 CarnegirMellon University 3038 NGL 39-W-020 Drexel Unirersity 3045 
Studies of heterodyne solar cell performance Research and doctoral study in management  of largc-scale 
-.. > "L,:-..: technical nroiects 
"",,a",,".,. . . 
04/0l/ja-z/30/74 FY73: $50.202 TOTAL: $140,229  nod ~ n , < ~ a i o n r  
P"n InwsI. NASA T r i h  O / f ! ~ r  CASE Calegorv 02/13/69-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $319,000 
Milnes, A. G. LARC/Walker. G .  H. 13-Physics ~n . .  ,,,rn. NASA T M ~ .  ofltz~r CASE ~ s q o r y  
Feucht, D. L. LARC/Conway. E. J. Hagerty, W. W. HQ-PY/Morrir, I .  D. 75-Political Sci 
(23-704 502-01-03) (10-740 129-00-00) Golden, E. (10.370 183-00-00) (10-371 340-W-00) 
NGR 39-087-026 Carnegie-Mellon University 3039 
Att i tude dynamics o l  spin-stabilized satellites with flexible 
appendages 
P l ~ j a l  ou~z'7~runs 
12/29/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $21,000 
Plh. I n ~ r z .  NASA Tech. OII i i i i  CASE C#legory 
Renard, M. L. CSFC/Paddack. S. J. 42-Aatro Engr 
(51-850 861-51-00) 
NGR 39-087-036 Carnegie-Mellon University 3040 
Automaticdetection of blurred images by a simple coherent optical 
processor 
PInvd Obli~a'ionr 
12/01/71-11/30/73 FY73: 545,086 TOTAL: $78.586 
Pn'n k ~ r l .  #AS" T ~ r h  Oflfmr CASE CnIezor). 
Lee, S. H. CSFC/Schacfer, D. H. 45-Elcc Engr 
GSFC/Strong, J.  P., I l l  
(51-704 502-23-32) 
NGR 39.087437 Carnegie-Mellon University 3041 
Studies in o~ticill  image processing 
P < d d  Obhg.,~~,,, 
11/15/71-12/31/73 FY73: SI2,WO TOTAL: S17,WO 
Pdn. Inwsl. NASA Tech Olfkrr CASE Cvlrgury 
Lee, S. R. GSFC/Shulman, A. R. 13-Physics 
(5 1-500 3 10-40-39) 
NGR 39-087447 Cpmegie-Mollon Unirersily 3042 
Investigation of the effects of microstructure on the fracture 
toughness high strength titanium alloys 
P l r i d  
10/09/72-10/01/73 
Pen. ,""el,. 
Low, 1. R., Jr.  
obl<g.,l~"l 
FY73: $27,699 TOTAL: 527,699 
NASA Tech. Olfi-r U S &  Cdlecory 
LERC/Misencik, J. A.47-Materials Engr 
LERC/Smilh. G .  T .  
NGR 39-004038 Drexel llniversily 3046 
Development of visual-display aid to air navigation 
PtMd 06fi6ollonr 
01/01/71-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1 14,615 
Pn,z l n v r r .  NASA Tech 0Uir.r CASE Culrgury 
Matcovich, T. J. LARC/Lang, W. C. 49-Engr, NEC 
L A R C / P ~ ~ ~ S ,  F. L. 
(23-750 135-17.02) (23-760 736-10-10) (23-750 125-19-09) 
NCR 39-004041 Drexel llniverrity 3047 
Explosive shock damage potential in space structurcr 
Penal 0wi~a,iO", 
06/14/7 1-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $30,449 
Pnlx I n w ~ z .  NASA Twh Oflirrr CASE CalrgorY 
Morlimer, R. W. LARC/Thomron, R. G. 46-Mech Engr 
(23-742 124-08-14) 
NCR 39-004042 Drexel Univerrily 3048 
Definitiun phase of Grand Tour missions meteoroid invertigatlo~~r 
far outer planet missions 
0hllgllrr"n.~ P e n d  
04/06/71-03/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $121.521 
Pdn. hum,. NASA l i r h  Ofitcirr CASE C a 1 4 o r ~  
Soberman, R. K. HQ-SLlMitz, M. A. 13-Physics 
HQ-SL/Keller, I. W. 
(10-840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52) 
NGL 39-W6WI Harerford College 3049 
Wave functions & transition probabilities for light & highly ionized 
atoms 
0ld;zanunr 
FY73: TOTAL: $234,518 
NASA T e d .  Offililir CASE CaZwly 
HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. J. 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NAS 8-28654 Lehigh University 3 5 0  
Electrophoresis flight experiment 
P?"d oh,<gn,~o".? 
04/27/72-03/15/14 FY73: $49,970 TOTAL: $75,311 
Plin I,,nrt NASA T h .  O//mr U S E  Cnl~,rnr,ory 
Vanderhoff, J. W. MSFC/Snyder, R. S. 12-Chemistry 
MSFC/Csntrell, J .  P. 
(62-980 975-90-95) 
NAS %W84 Lehigh University 3051 
Replicatiun and thin section eleclron microscopy to determine 
the damage in minerals and rocks due to shock 
P e d d  Ohlj#agu,Wn~ 
06/26/68-08/01/71 FY73: .TOTAL: $68,700 
Pn'm. Imrrr N1.74 rrih Oflfer C A E  Cnlegolory 
Sclar, C. B. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Gelogieal SLi 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NAS 9-10401 Lehigh University 3052 
Lunar sample analysis 
P?"d Ohl@a,;w, 
12/23/69-W/OI/71 FYl3, TOTAL: $22.038 
Pnn. Inwxt. NASA l i r h  O f i r  CASE Cc.re#or) 
Goldatein, J. I. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Gelogicai Sci 
(72.910 914-40.00) 
NGL 39aUlM17 Lehigh University 3053 
Investigation of ~olidification structure & eulectic allays including 
consideration of properties control 
~ r n d  o h l ; n r m r  
02/ 17/65-06/30/75 FY73: 546.000 TOTAL: 5371,267 
Prin hwsL NASA Tech Ofier CASE Caregar). 
Kraft. R. W. LERCIAshbroak. R. L. 
47-Malerials Engr 
Hertzberg, R. W. 
Notis, M. R. 
(22-704 501-01-06) (10-740 129-Oa00) (22-740 134-03-23) 
NCL 39-007-040 Lehigh Unirersity 3054 
Investigation of tempersturc influence an fatigue-crack growth 
P e t i d  Obl;zat<o,lr 
10/04/68-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $120,855 
Prk. I n ~ r l .  NASA 7ech O)/rar CASE Careury 
Wei, R. P. LARC/Newman, I. C., Jr. 
47-Materials Engr 
(22740 129-W00) (23-760 126-00-00) (23-740 129-03-21) 
NGR 39-OW411 Lehigh Universily 3055 
Investigation of fatigue crack propagation in thin plates and 
shells 
PI"d obil@'ro"" 
12/01/&1-07/31/73 FY73: $38,035 TOTAL: $267.945 
Trch 0,fimr C I S  Ptin lnxrr. NA SI L Chlexory 
Erdogan, F. LARC/IIig, W. 21-Mathematics 
LARC/Roderick, fl 1 
(23-704 501-22-02) (11)-760 126-00-00) 
NCR 39-007-043 Lehigh University 30% 
Shock and thermal history of unusual iron meteorites 
h"d Obiig~non, 
05/24/71-05/31/75 FY73: $9,935 TOTAL: $72.865 
. 
Prin Inwzl. NASA Tech. 0fl;cer CASE Calcgorv 
Goldstein, J. I .  HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Pomeroy. I .  H. 
(I(!-810 19542-67) (11)-810 383-09-50) 
152 
NCR 39-UU7-056 Lehigh University 3057 
Lunar samole analvsis 
Perdd mixo, ,w,  
01/12/71-01/31/74 FY73: $36,800 TOTAL: $102.920 
Prim I n w ~ t .  NASA Tech. O/flc~sr CASE Co,qory 
Goldstein, J. 1. JSC/Harris, J .  W. 12-Chtmistry 
(72-910 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 39-007-061 Lehigh University .W58 
Investigation of generation 01 X-rays in close binary stars 
P<,wd ohl@mi",,, 
03/10/73-01/15/74 FY7): $2,965 TOTAL: $17.965 
P"". l"vr.fr .  NASA Tech. 0ffic.r CASE Caregun 
McCiuskey, G. E., Jr. JSC/Konda, Y. 13-Physics 
(72-950 951-16-00) (72-R10 914-50-00) 
NGR 39-007-06d Lehigh University 3U59 
Lunar sample analysis ' 
P e r i d  Ohl~g~z~ons 
06/07/71-01/31/74 FY73: $58,450 TOTAL: Si80,160 
Pnn. I,l*.rr NASA Tech OlJrer CASE Corrgnry 
Sclar. C. B. JSCfHarris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 39-007-066 Lehigh Unirersily 3060 
Stress analysis of through surface cracks 
P e d d  O b 6 m < m  
04/21/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $53.000 
Prtn l n v l l .  NASA Tech OI I i i i i  CASE Corrgor), 
Sih. G .  C. LARCIFichter. W. B. 46-Mcch Ennr 
NCR 39-W7-067 Lehigh University 3061 
Hydrogen absorption and diffusion & subcritical crack growth 
in  high-strength sleels & nickel base alloys 
P ~ n d  ONigaiiun~ 
11/0l/71-11/0l/73 FY73: $49,885 TOTAL: $99,640 
Ptin, lnvrsr. NASA Terh Oflker CASE S8regory 
Wei, R. P. LERC/Misencik, J. A.47-Materials Engr 
Klier, K. LERCISrnith, G. T. 
(22-704 502-22-03) 
NCT 39-007-003 Lrhigh University 3 6 2  
Training of graduate students in spacc-related science 
technology 
per;',, 0NIgarrmt.r 
03/21/63-08/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $766,8M 
Pri". Invert. NASA Tech Ofirer CASE Cataarv 
Stout, R. D. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-M-00) 
NAS 1-12045 Pennsylvania Slate IJnirersily 3063 
Construction and calibration of pyrotechnic shock monitoring 
apparatus 
Prnd O*l;~#nmr 
12/29/12-08/28/73 FY73: $9,873 TOTAL: $9,873 
P t i n  lnrsr .  NASA T h .  Ofl<er CASE COleguPY 
Ncuberl. V. H. LARC/Bemcnt, L. J.  46-Mcch Engr 
(23-704 502-2641) 
IASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
'ENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
{AS 24312 Pennsylvania Stste University 3064 
Rotor noise research 
*nrd miguiem 
02/31/71-11/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: 629,977 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA ?<A. Offl-r CASE Cals~ory 
Amdt, R. A. ARC/Marsr. H. A. 41-Aero Engr 
ARC/Borgman, D. C. 
(21-760 lZ69X-00) (21-760 126-00-W) 
NAS 3-17855 Pennsylvania State University 3065 
Basic noire research compressor or fan rotor wake ch~racteristic 
P l r i d  Obl;g.,i"nr 
06/28/73-06/27/74 FY73: $54,267 TOTAL: $54,267 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Ted. Ofl<ccr CASE Care?Ogory 
Lakshminarayana, B. LERC/Heidmann, M .  F. 41-Acro Engr 
LERC/Gelder, T. F. 
(22-704 501-04-01) 
NAS 5-23133 Pennsylvania State University 3066 
Interpretation of ERTS data 
P ~ l a l  0tf;bo'lM.r 
06/29/72-09/29/74 FY73: $124,000 TOTAL: S134,WO 
Pnn, lnrrrr. NASA Tech. OJP-r CASE Ca?nonl 
McMurlry, G. J. GSFCjLajna, E. F. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Petersen, G. W. 
(51.680 64-14-07) (51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 8-21140 Pennrylrania State Uniuersilg 2467 
Investigation of lurbulent wind field below 500 feet altitude at 
the Easier test range, Florida 
finad obl;~m*"", 
06/02/67-10/09/73 FY73: TOTAL: 5145,830 
Prin l n n l r  NASA Tech. OJf<ccr CASE Carrgor). 
~lackadar, A.  K. MSFC/Fichti, G. 31-Atrnos Sci 
MSFCIKautman. J. 
NAS 8-27334 Pennsylvania State University 3068 
Structure of turbulence in severe atmospheric conditions 
P e n 4  obl;z~,lm' 
05/01/71-12/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,768 
P h .  bvrl. NASA Tcrh OJPrer CASE Csrnow 
MSFC/Liichll. G. H. 3 CAtmas Sci 
(62-760 126-61-10) 
~~ ~~ 
P e M  obl<s~,~~"~ 
05/01/73-12/31/74 FY73: $32,WO TOTAL: $32,WO 
Pnn. Inv.,,. NASA T e d  OIJfczr CASE Cazqory 
McMurtry, G .  J .  JSCjMiller, M.  L. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NGL 39aU9-002 Pennsylvania State University 3070 
Study of ionospheric electron content & upper ionosphere ionic 
processes by means of satellite radio transmissions 
?end oNira,rm2.r 
1 l/OI/6609/30/75 FY73: 530,WO TOTAL: $668,245 
Prm. Bm. NASA Tech OJlili? CASE Carcgory 
Ross, W .  1. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 13-Physics 
HQSGIKavanagh, L. D. 
(10-850 188-36-56) (1U850 188-WW) (16850 188-39-52) 
NGL  39409-003 Pennsylvania State University 3071 
Research on electron densities in upper ionosphere, including 
studies a l  racket & separating capsule experimental techniques 
P.nol ow@arml 
03/01/61-10/3l/75 FY73: $115,024 TOTAL: 51,576,661 
Pn'n Inwrr. NASA Trrh Ufl?er CASE C o l q o v  
Niibet. J. S. HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D. R. 
00-850 188-3656) (16850 188-OUW) (1U850 879-WOO) 
NGL 39409-007 Pennsylvania State University 3072 
Investigation & analysis of flaw phenomena of secondary motions 
in axial flow inducers 
P # M d  obll%orl"nJ 
12/15/63-02/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $279,750 
Pdn. In"?,, N 1 5 A  Tech 0fl;c'~'pl CASE Calrrury 
Lakshminarayana, B. LERCjBritsch, W. R. 41-Aero Engr 
(10-7 10 128-W-W) (22.710 128-0600) (22-7 1 9  13-31-09) 
NCL  39-OW-010 Pennrylraniil Stale Unirrrrily 3073 
Research to establish criteria for recognition 01 ancient meteorite 
impact craters whose characteristic surface forms hrve been 
obliterated by erosion 
P<Hd Oblrgln,""l 
08/08163-121Oil74 FY73: TOTAL: $151,563 
. . 
Pnn. 68w~r. NASA Tmh. Ofl!<er CASE Cornor). 
Gold, D. P .  fiQSM/Brysun. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 
(10.840 185-WOO) (10-810 195-42-63) (lC-810 195-42-M) 
NGL 39-009-015 Pennsylvania Slate University 3074 
Multidisciplinary space-relatcd research 
P<,!d Obli~lron., 
09/17/65-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,400,000 
Pnn. Inue.<n. NASA T e d .  Ofl?~r CASE Corrgory 
Ebsugh, P. HQ-PY/Reddit?g, E. R. 99-Muiti-Discip 
HQ-PYjQuinn, H. 8. 
(16370 183-00.03) 
NGL  39-009623 Pennsylvania State Unirrrsily 3075 
Rcsarch and development of un-board control systems and 
elements for aerospace vehicles 
P e n 4  ONlbdonr 
10/22/64-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $403,296 
Pnn. ImwrI. NASA Ted.  OD-r ClSZ Carqor). 
Shearer, I .  L. HQ-RE/Janow, C. 49-Engr, NEC 
ARC/Smith, G. A. 
(10-750 125-OUM) (10-750 125-19-01) 
NGI. 3%009-032 Pennsylvania Slate University 3076 
Study and evaluation of the constiml-momentum mass spectrome- 
ter for ion analysis in the D and E regions of the ionosphere 
Peed Oblfganonr 
05/28/65-11/30/15 FY73: $109.499 TOTAL: $517,932 
Pan. Inwll NASA Ted Ofltcer (i(X Caleory 
Kendall, R. F. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmor Sci 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. J. 
(lo-850 879-1 1-00) ( lasso ims-moo) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NCL 39-009-121 Pennsylvmi. Site Unirersitity 3077 
Research in  aircrafl propulsion noise and its reduction 
P e r i d  Obli&=.,<OMonr 
12/20/68-02/28/74 FY73: 550,MUJ TOTAL: $310.000 
P*. mwr,. NASA rerh. offimr CASE cerqogory 
Reethof, G. LARClHubbard. H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Lanring, D. L. 
(23-704 501-M-01) (23-704 501-24-01) (23-762 132-8801) 
NCL 39-009-172 Pennsylvania State University 3W8 
Investigation of characteristics of a propeller operating at static 
conditions 
PC"& 06llgrrronr 
05/05/7003/31/76 FY73: $28.000 TOTAL: S137.W 
P"n b r r 3 r .  NASA Ted .  Oflrccr CASE Carrgury 
Eisenhuth. J. J. LARCjHeyson, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 760-63-02) (23-702 76C-76.01) (23-760 721-6010) 
NGR 39-009-034 Pennsylvania State University M19 
A study of  low-cycle fatigue under multiaxial in-phase and 
out-of-phase strain cycling 
 end OMlg.r!ms 
06126168-07/00/73 FY73: TOTAL: $109,349 
Ptin, lnvrrr NISA Ted. 0fl;~r CASE C o r m r )  
Zamrik, S. Y. LERCfHirschberg, M.  H. 
47-Materials Engr 
(22-760 720-OC-00) (22-740 129-03-21) (22-760 126-0000) 
NCR 39-009-077 Pennsylvania Stale University 2480 
Investigation of near critical and supercritical burning of fuci 
d r o ~ l e t ~  
And Obl~~r ,~~n ,  
08/17/66-12/31/72 FY73: $30,400 TOTAL: 6204,410 
P t i r  Inrxl. NASA Tee6 O//Imr CASE Cclgory 
Faeth. G. M.  LERC/Priem, R. J. 46-Mech Engr 
(22-704 502-04-25) (22-710 128-00-W) (10-710 128-W-CI)) 
NCR 39409-121 Pennsylvania State University 3081 
Cycled operation of water vapor electrolysis 
Pen& Obllgnianl 
12/24/68-08/14/72 FY73: TOTAL: $41,053 
Pnn. h n r l .  NASA Tech. 0,Jmr CASE Calrgory 
Engel, A. J. ARCIWydeven, T. 43-Chem Engr 
(21.770 127-mrn) jzi-970 siazz-20) 
NGR 39-009-132 Pennsylvania State University 3082 
Experiment definit ion for the orbital plasma physics and 
environmental perturbation laboratory 
perrul obli8a'im 
12/09/71-11/19/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1.946 
Pn'n lnwsr. NASA Rrh. Oflie, CASE Carrbor) 
Quinn, R. G. MSFC/Roberts; W. T. 13-Physics 
(62.980 975-84.39) 
NGR 39-009-162 Pennsylvania State University 3083 
Technicill problems related to retrieval of uncaoperativc orbiting 
obiects 
*nod Ob,j#C,<"", 
01/09/7C-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $63,365 
Pd". i ~ c ~ s , .  NASA Trrh 0jj;mr CASE Cnterory 
Kaplan, M .  H. HQ-MT/Schulherr. R.  M. 41-Aero Engr 
HQ-MTfKeith, E. L. 
(10-910 924-22-00) (10-920 976-30-00) 
NGR 39-W-I80 Pennsylvanis Slate University 3004 
Detection of microorganisms in their natural habitat 
perrod ObJfgarionr 
06/12/7008/31/72 FY73: 530,OW TOTAL: $89.972 
Pun tnwrl. NASA Tech O j m r  CASE Colegobory 
Casida. L. E., Jr. HQ.SL/Yaung, R. S. 5l.Biology 
(10-840 192-55-63) 
NCR 39-009-183 Pennrylvsnls State University 3085 
Lunar sample analysis 
P,"& obllg.rIo~r~ 
02/03/71-01/31/74 FY73: $25,800 TOTAL: $64,700 
~ n n .  lnvrrr. NASA Ted. Oflferr CASE Carrgur) 
Roy, R. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 39-009-184 Pennsylvania State University 3086 
Lunar sample analysis 
P ~ n u l  obfiga,,mz.r 
02/03/71.01/31/74 FY73: $19,970 TOTAL: $59,970 
Pn>l lows!. NASA Tech. Oflier CASE Caregory 
Muan, A. ISC/Harris, 1. W. 13.Physicr 
(72-910 914-4SW) 
NGR 39-009-186 Pennrylvlnia State Unirerrily 3087 
Lunar sample analysis 
PC"& Ob;tro,lonr 
02/03/7 1-0610 1/72 FY73: TOTAL: $19,991 
PHrl l n v s l .  NASA Tech. Ofljccr CASE CaIc~ory 
Smith. D .  K .  JSC/Harris, 1. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-4000) 
NCR 39-009-204 Pennsylvania Stale University 3088 
Effects of hypnotic drugs 
P l H d  ob,~.,n", 
05/22/71-09/01/73 FY73: $18,6M) TOTAL: $85,600 
Ptin. Inwrr. NASA Tech. Ofl,c<r CASE (irngorv 
Kales. A. JSC/Homick, I. L. 5Y-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 970-51-11) (72-910 914-50-00) 
NCR 39-009-210 Pennsylvania State University 3089 
Dynamics and control of escape and rescue from tumbling 
spacecraft 
P e d d  ON*.,;" 
06/18/71-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: W1.127 
P P ~ .  lnve~r .  NASA T&. orjmr CASE C a r g o v  
Kaplan. M.  H. HQ-MT/Wild. J. W. 41-Aero Engr 
HQ-MT/Xhacler, H. 
(10980 981-60-10) 
NGR 39-009-218 Pennsylvania State University 3090 
Study of mesospheric ionization in winter 
Psnu? 0b;twionr 
10/11/71-09/30/73 FY73: P45,WO TOTAL: 179,740 
Pdn. lnvpsl. NASA Twh. 0fli-r CASK CarrgnrY 
Hale, L. C. HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. J. 
(10-850 879-1 1.00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued)
NGR 39-009-256 Pennsylvania State University 3091 NGR 39-012-024 Temple University 3098
Objective ride quality evaluation Mechanisms for the effects of electric and magnetic fields on
Period Obligations biological systems
01/01/73-12/31/73 FY73: $23,967 TOTAL: $23,967 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 02/17/70-09/01/73 FY73: $19,000 TOTAL: $68,000
Park, W. H. LARC/Schoonover, W. E., Jr. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
46-Mech Engr Labes, M. M. LERC/Lad, R. A. 12-Chemistry
Wambold, J. C. LARC/Conner, D. W. LERC/Fryburg, G. C.
(23-701 791-91-51) (23-704 501-29-12) (22-704 502-01-02)
NGR 39-009-270 Pennsylvania State University 3092 NAS 2-2432 University of Pennsylvania 3099
Study in jet noise Study of plant niorphogenesis under weightlessness
Period Obligations Period Obligations
06/25/73-06/29/76 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $45,000 09/24/64-09/15/72 FY73: $71,977 TOTAL: $619,358
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Arndt, R. E. LERC/Stone, J. R. 41-Aero Engr Brown, A. H. ARC/Zill, L. P. 51-Biology
(22-704 501-15-83) Dahl, A. O.
(21-970 970-21-62) (21-870 883-00-00)
NGT 39-009-011 Pennsylvania State University 3093
Training of graduate students in space-related science and
technology NGL 39-010-001 University of Pennsylvania 3100
technPeriod Obligatios Conversion of various forms of energy by unconventionalPeriod Obligations
04/11/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,119,348 techniques
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Howell, B. F., Jr. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 05/29/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,711,112
(10-370 181-00-00) Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE CategoryAltman, M. GSFC/ 13-Physics
(10-370 183-00-00) (10-710 123-00-00) (10-710 120-33-10)
NGT 39-009-141 Pennsylvania State University 3094
Training of graduate students in acoustics related to aeronautical
& space technology NGL 39-010-097 University of Pennsylvania 3101
Period Obligations Acute acclimatization study
05/31/69-08/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $133,200 Period Obligations
Prin. latvest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 08/10/71-07/31/74 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $261,299
Reethof, G. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(10-370 181-00-00) Lambertsen, C. J. JSC/Michel, E. L. 53-Other Medical
(72-970 970-51-35) (72-910 914-51-00) (21-770 127-00-00)
NSR 39-009-135 Pennsylvania State University 3095
Symposium in fluid mechanics & design of turbomachinery NGR 39-010-114 University of Pennsylvania 3102
03/13/70-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $12,700 Nuclear reactions induced by high energy alpha particles
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period Obligations
Lakshminarayana, B. HQ-RP/Compitello, F. 46-Mech Engr 10/06/70-02/01/76 FY73:$27,000 TOTAL: $147,000
HQ-RP/Levine, R. S. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
HQ(10-710 128-00-00) (10-760 126-00-00) Shen, B. S. LARC/Wilson, J. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC(10-710 128-00-00) (10-760 126-00-00) (23-704 501-08-10)(23-704 501-08-10)
NAS 8-26927 Swarthmore College 3096
Implementation of optical techniques and experiments for large NGR 39-010-123 University of Pennsylvania 3103
telescopic optics Study of Mars photographs
Period Obligations Period Obligations
02/18/71-04/17/73 FY73: TOTAL: $34,988 06/22/70-05/31/73 FY73: $32,488 TOTAL: $65,391
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Schutz, V. K. MSFC/Rasdall, J. L. 49-Engr, NEC Faul, H. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 1l-Astronomy
MSFC/Reinbolt, E. J. HQ-SL/Allingham, J. W.
(62-750 125-22-09) (62-980 975-84-20) (10-840 384-50-80)
NGR 39-012-001 Temple University 3097
Development of experimental and statistical methods for obtaining NASW 2291 University of Pittsburgh 3104
and interpreting micrometeorite data from space vehicles Regional information dissemination center operation
Period Obligations Period Obligations
05/01/60-09/30/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $303,391 03/13/72-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $135,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Bohn, J. L. HQ-SG/Dubin, M. ll-Astronomy HQ-KT/Carlson, J. M. 99-Multi-Discip
HQ-SG/Hallenbeck, D. R. HQ-KT/Holley, H. L.
(10-850 385-45-00) (10-850 385-00-00) (10-250 141-93-00)
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PENNSY LVANlA (Continued) 
NCL 39-011-013 Univerrily of Piltrhurgh 3105 
Inve,tigation of airglow excitalion mechanisms using atomic beam 
tcchniquts 
pen& OW;~~,<Y~,  
04/26/65-01/31/76 FY73: $46,895 TOTAL: $474.062 
PrUr Inwn. NASA Tech OjlSrr, CASE (bzwoq 
Fite, W. L. HQ-SL/Fellows. K. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLlHipsher. H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-84) (10-840 185-47-82) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NCL  39-011-030 University of Pittsburgh 3106 
Studies of excitation and collision deactivation of tneasursble 
A3 slate of nitragcn in the Aurora and day airglow 
Per?& obilserw", 
05/07/65-M/30/76 FY73: S66.W TOTAL: $660,352 
Pnn. Inws,. NASA Tmh. OJfi-r CASE Carrgory 
Zipl. E. C. HQ-SL/Fellaws, R. F. 31-Atmas Sci 
HQ-SLjHipsher, H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-84) (10-840 185-47-82) (10-840 185-00-00) 
N C L  39-011-035 University 01 Pittsburgh 3107 
New formulas far collision amplitudes and related quantities 
PI.,& nblig.,ionr 
02/15/69-09/01/74 FY73: $10,lM0 TOTAL: $78,000 
Pnn. I n * ~ t .  NASA Tech. OlJlcer C A E  Cml?#or). 
Gerjuoy, E. GSFC/Temkin, A. 13-Physics 
(51-850 188-48-52) 
NGL 39-011-080 Unirerrily of Pittsburgh 3108 
Research program in  public administration 
P.n& oblirn,jmr 
12/06/67-I 1/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $252.733 
PHv. e n s , .  NASA Tech OJ'ixr CASE Carrgory 
Milroff, I. HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. 99-Multi-Discip 
HO-SMIBrvron. R P. 
N C L  39-01 1-085 University 01 Pittsburgh 3109 
Studies relating to surfaces of moon & planets 
PC"& oblig'.tiunx 
0311 7169-0313 1/76 FY73: $41,242 TOTAL: $269.650 
P"i* Invc~l.  WASA Tech. OJfler CASE Colrgory 
Hapkc, 9. W. HQ-SM/Brywn, R. :. 32-Fciugiwi jci 
HQSM/Allenby, K. J. 
(10-810 686-10-W) (10-810 195-42-65) (10-810 383-09-50) 
NGR 39-011-113 Uni~erGty of Pitlrhurgh 3110 
Helium geocorona racket experiment 
PIn& oblga,jO", 
04/14/70-W/30/73 FY73: $150,000 TOTAL: $585,000 
Pnn hln.r,. NASA Rrh. Olfl~rr CASE <:blrror? 
Donilliue, T. M. HQ-Sti/Dubin. M .  31-Atmos Sci 
Zipf, E. C. HQ-SG/Ott, E. 
( l asso  879-1 1-00) 
NGR 39-011-129 University of Pittsburgh 3111 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pcnd O b l ~ ~ ~ ~ e n s  
06/19/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $47,700 
Ptim Inwsr. NASA Tech OIfl<er CASE Cale~ury 
Fuller. M. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 39411-137 University of Pittsburgh 3112 
Dissacialive recombinstion coefficients for planetary ionospheric 
ions 
Pen'& ObllgaN0,o 
07/28/71-05/31/74 FY73: $21,683 TOTAL: $62,636 
Y"n B w ~ ,  NASA Tech. O#itrr CASE Coteton. 
Biondi, M.  A. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atrnor Sci 
HQ-SLJHipsher. H. F. 
(10-R40 185-47-84) 
NGR 39-011-138 University of Pittsburgh 31 U 
Lunar sample analysis 
Per<& oblj~a,;"", 
02/25/72-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $26,100 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA Tech O#fcer CASE Coregory 
Cohen. A. J. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NCR 39-011-146 University of Pittsburgh 3114 
Measurement of the near ultravialet spectrum of Venus 
P#hd OM~~O';"", 
05/18/72-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $ I,Oo 
P,(" ,nvcrr. NASA Tech. Olftcr CASE Co,nnry 
Hapke, B. HQ-SLjDwornik. S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SLjAllingham, J. W. 
(10.840 384-50-80) 
NGR 39-011-150 Universily of Piltrhurgh 3115 
Cross section calculillionr a1 astrophysical interest 
Pen'& ON~U,~O", 
0811 1/72-06/01/73 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: $25,000 
P.i" tnucr,. NASA Tech. O l I i e ~  CASE (blrgon 
Gerjuay, E. HQSG/Sobieski, S. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Raman, N. G. 
(10-850 188-41-51) 
NCR 39-011-156 University ol  Pittsburgh 3116 
Remanent magnetism of teklites 
Pnra l  Ob,;8a,ionr 
06/25/73-04/30/75 FY73: $67,619 TOTAL: $67,619 
Ptin hwrl NASA T r h .  O#krrr U S E  Co,norY 
Fuller, M. HQ-SMJBryson, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SMIPomeroy. J. H. 
(l&UlU 195-42-67) 
NGR 39-011-164 U~ i ren i t y  of Pittsburgh 3117 
Research an chemically vapor deposited T - I l l  allay deposited 
alloy 
Prnd obl<gal<ollr 
06/15/73-06/14/74 FY73: $36,649 TOTAL: $36,649 
Pdr. Inurz .  NASA Ted. OfJtcrr CASE CnlrgorY 
Meier, G. H. LERC/Stcphcns. J. R. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 502-21-20) 
NGT 39-011W5 llnirrrsity of Pittsburgh 3118 
Training of predoctaral students in  public adrninstration with 
emphasis on policy development & adrninstration of large scientific 
& technological programs 
P*M& obl<aarrms 
05/26/67-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $285,000 
Pdt~. Inw,. NASA Tnh. o . I e r  CASE CoCWurv 
Stone, D. C. HQ-PYJCarter, C. H.  99.Multi-DisciP 
(10-370 181-WW) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY 'PROGRAM 
PENNSYLVANIA (Continued) 
NSR 39-013-064 University ol Pitloburgh 3119 
Space technology information dissemination 
P?"d obIix#,;""s 
01/04/67-10/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $19;473 
Pnn. Inwll. NASA T w h  Ojf ier  CASE Col,rury 
Kent. A.  HQ-KT/ 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-250 141-00-00) 
NSR 39-01 I474 University of Pittsburgh 3120 
Technology transfer motion picture 
P r r d  ob!;p.l;on, 
02/01/67-03/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $2,466 




NAS !-9680 Bmwn University 3121 
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of imaging 
P < d d  ourx'7,;unr 
03/25/70-03/31/77 FY73: $61,300 TOTAL: $211.356 
Pnn. Inus,. NASA Tc4 .  0fl;ccr CASE Carolvry 
Mulch, T. A.  LARC/Soffen, G. A. 31-Almos ki 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NCL 40-002-015 Brown University 3122 
Theory of differential equations and their relationship to dynamicai 
systems 
P e H d  Oblixlrrunx 
i0/01/64-W/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $469.425 
Pdn. Inwsr. NASA T.4. 0fl;cr.r CASE Lblrgvry 
Lasalle, J. P. ARC/Doolin. B. F. 21-Mathemstics 
Hale, J. K. 
(25-750 125-00-00) (10-750 125-0000) (21-750 125-W-00) 
NGL 4W2-042 Brown University 3123 
Properties & application of solid state materials at submillimeter 
frequencies 
p e t i d  ouigazioor 
1 l /J8/6~10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $157.892 
Pnn. Inrnz. NASA Tech OJjfer  CASE Carqry  
Helier, G. S. GSFC/Caatea, R. J. 13-Physics 
(25-750 125.00-00) (51-750 125-00-00) 
NGL 4M02-059 Brown University 3124 
Study of short-range intermolecular forces and high temperature 
gas properties 
P~rlod Obl;xa!;unr 
06/15/67-08/01/78 FY73: 166.W TOTAL: $174.000 
Pnn. Inw.rl. NASA T e d  0 I I ; i i  CASE Calrrury 
Maran, E. A. ARCjHansen. F. C. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Mcadar. W. E., Jr. 
(21-704 502-07-01) (21-720 112-02-22) (21-740 12Yd2-22) 
NGL 40-002-080 Bmwn Unirorsily 3125 
Studies of plasticity aspects of fracture mechanics analysis and 
testing 
Penal Obl<8alhnl 
03/21/6943/C1/74 FY73: S36.W TOTAL: $179,WO 
prb. Inwst. NASA rcrh. Oflkw CASE Carrbory 
Mylanas, C. LERC/Misencik, I. A. 46Mech Engr 
Rice. I .  R. LERC/Smith. G. T.  
(22-704 502-22-03) (22-742 124-0000) 
NGR 40-002-088 Brown University 3126 
Analysis of Martian geologic features of earth analogs 
Pcnd  Ob,<ga,lo.r 
10/20/69-08/31/73 FY73: $25,634 TOTAL: $99,816 
Prin lnvclr. HA.Y.4 m h .  o,J~<P~ CISZ Corrgow 
Mulch, T. A.  HQ-SLfDwornik, S. E. 32-Gclugical Sci 
HQ-SLJAliingham, J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR &002+43 Brown University 3127 
Investigation of methods far improvement o f  efficiency o f  
photovoltaic eellr 
+'ah,, 0 u ~ ~ ~ n o " s  
02/20/70-02/26/74 FY73: $23,400 TOTAL: $83,900 
Pm. lnvru. NASA rech. OJJ{<<I CASE Calcgogor). 
Lofcrski, I.  J. LARC/Walker, G. H.  13-Physics 
LARC/Canwily, E. J. 
(23-704 502-01-03) (10-740 129-0000) 
NGR 40-002-112 Brown Unirersily 3128 
Field studies of Martian analogs 
- P l d d  ow;a,;unr 
04/06/7i-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $14,905 
Pnn. I ,z*pn.  NASA Tech. Ofltmr CASE Calrgury 
Mulch, T. A. HQSL/Aliingham, 1. W. 
32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-SL/Morris, E. C. 
(1C-840 185-50-81) 
NGR 40.002116 Brown University 3129 
Lunar basins processes and structure 
P f d d  Ob1~~0rcm5 
02/20/73-06/30/74 FY73: $59.403 TOTAL: $59,400 
Pdn Inwsr. NASA Tech OD-r  CASE Colqory 
Head, J. W. HQ-SMjBryson, R. P. 32-Grlogimi Sci 
HO-SMIAllenbv. R. J. 
NGR 40-002-123 Brown University 3130 
Lunar sample analysis 
P<nnd owizann,,s 
05/01/73-C4/30/74 FY73: $19,400 TOTAL: $19,400 
Pdn. Inw5r. NASA Tech Oflcro CASE Camon 
Rutherford, M .  J. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Gelogieal Sci 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 40-005-002 Providence College 3131 
Line shape thcory research 
P c " ~  Obgnno,,r 
08/28/68-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $10.000 
P r j n  inmrl. NASA Trrh 0JJ;crr CASZ Corrbor). 
Gora, E. K. HQ-ER/ 21-Mathemalics 
(lo-680 160-W-00) (25-680 160-W-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
RHODE ISLAND (Continued) 
NAS 521555 Unirersily of Rhodc Island 3132 
Electronographic plate image recording device 
P<,<d Obflaali"!?~ 
09/15/70-09/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $25,110 
Pt in  Inwsl. NASA Teh.  Ofltc~r CASE Calrbor). 
Nudelman, S. GSFC/Hailam, K .  L, 45-Elec Engr 
(51-750 125-MOO) (51.850 831-MOO) 
NGR 40-Ml4-022 Unirerslly of Rhode lrlsnd 3133 
Solid state image sensing arrays 
P c n d  oa;,rnt<enr 
06/21/71-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24,750 
Pnn. lnnrr. M.74  Tech. Officer CASE Culfzory 
Sadasiv, G .  HQ-ER/Lehmann, J. 45-Elec Engr 
GSFC/Drummond, R. R. 
(10-680 16020-58) 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
NAS 1-11297 Clemron University - Clemson 3134 
Demonstration of hyperfiltration techniques applied to wash water 
reclamation 
Pet id  Obl!z#tionr 
12/21/71-07/06/72 FY73: TOTAL: $6,320 
P"'" lnnrl.  NASA T*Cfi. ofli-r CASE cotezurv 
Hestor. J .  C. LARC/Hali, J. B., Jr. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
Brandon, C. A. 
(23-970 970-32-20) 
NAS 9-10494 Clemron Uni~orrity - Clemson 3135 
Study of ecological relationships 
P e n d  ob,;~ar;~", 
Ol/M/7Ul2/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $644034 
Pnn. lnnd NASA Tcch Oflzc'cr CASE Calrgoly 
Guthrie, R. K. JSC/Ferguson, J. K .  51-Bialogy 
(72470 127-49-22) (72-770 127-MOO) 
NGR 41-Wl424 Clemson University - Clrmron 3136 
Minimum variance estimators for signal derivatives problem in 
instrument landing systems 
P e r i d  Obf@orrms 
11/05/69-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $41.452 
Pen. Inw" NASA Tech Ofl!,,er CASE Calegury 
Snelsire. R .  W. LARC/Ballard, T. 8. 21-Mathematics 
thRC/Murray, N. E. 
(23-750 125-00-00) (23-760 126-61- 16) 
NCR 41-001-027 Clemson University - Clemvrn 3137 
Optimization of structures to satisfy aeroelastic requirements 
P e r i d  0611~~11ms 
W/O2/70- 1013 1/73 FY73: $20.058 TOTAL: $74,325 
I n n  I".,,. % A > A  ,,." Ofi ,~e,  , 4 S E  ,-".<#*,. 
Rudl<lll. C S I A K C  Voggecl. R \' . J r .  41-Acrd I ngr 
12)-7O? iOl.22-W, 1 I I t  (23-7611 1 I6.MJ-OU) 
NCR 41-001431 Clemson Uairerrity - Ckmson 3138 
Short diffuser design 
P ~ m d  obJ(a(arwnc 
04/09/71-04/01/72 FY71: TOTAL: S46,535 
Prin bvcrr. NASA Tech. Olfim, CASE Corqory 
Yang. T. T. LERCfGrobrnar, J. 41-Aero Engr 
LERCjFeehasr, A. F. 
(22-760 72UO3-13) 
NCR 41-001436 Clemson Universily - Oemson 3139 
Performance evaluation far error correction coder 
Pl ,<d  OMiwlion, 
1211 1172-12/10/73 FY73: $19,841 TOTAL: $19,841 
Pnn. l n v r r .  NASA Trrrh. Officer CASE Caregory 
Helgen, H. J .  GSFC/Lynch, T. J. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
GSFC/Paland. W. 6.. J r ~  
NCR 41-006-WI South Camlina State College 3140 
Critical currents in superconducting thin films 
P c " ~  OM,xn,,m, 
06/21/73-06/30/74 FY73: $2l,IlS TOTAL: $21,175 
NAS 628660 Unirersity of South Carolina 3141 
Study of microwave down-converters operating in Ku band 
PI"& obl*~l.o"r 
041 19172-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $20,498 
Prjn h w r r  NASA Tech. Oflie, CASE Colqory 
Fellers. R.  G .  MSFC/Lowery, D. 0. 45-Elec Engr 
MSFC/Stephcns, J. K.  
(62-500 150-22-04) 
NASIO-8354 University of South Csmlinp 3142 
In-line dynamic contaminillion monitoring of fluids for space 
System 
Per<& OUnaionr 
061 18/73-1213 1/74 FY73: $60,OW TOTAL: $60.000 
Pnn. Yws,. NASA Tprh OJ'lmr CASE Catefory 
Bonnell, R. D.  WTR/Jot.olan. A. E. 43-Chcm Engr 
Neuman, L. WTR/Boggs. W. H. 
(76-980 909-64-13) 
NGL 4 1 a 0 2 W 3  University of Souh  Carolina 3143 
In f ra red  spectra  of molecules & materials 01 astrophysical 
interest 
Pen& oM;#cr!onr 
05/10/65-05/01/74 FY73: $27,283 TOTAL: $170,681 
Prtn Inrrr,. NASA Tch. OIfi<er CASE C@rezoT 
Durig, J. R. HQ-SL/Fellmvs. R .  F. 31-Atrnor Sci 
HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F. 
(10-840 185-47-84) 
NCR 4l-002426 Unirerrily of Soulh Carolina 3144 
Determination & investigation of basic combustion phenomena 
related to aircraft engine emitted pollutants 
Pl"d  OM;gotiuo, 
lO/Ol/7O-w/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $26.120 
P"". ,nrr,t. NASA Trrh Olfimr CASE C.lr6"rY 
Connor, L. N. LARC/Jachimowrki. C. J.49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Ericksan. W. D. 
(23-762 132-86-01) (23.760 126.15-12) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
SOUTH CAROLINA (Continued) 
NGR 41402-034 Unirorrity of South Carolina 3145 N C L  42-003-007 South Dakota State University 3151 
Synthesis and characterization of polyamino acids prepared under Remote sensing of soils, land lorms, and land urr in  the northern 
prebiotic atmospheres Rom prebiotic proportions of amino acids Great Plains in  preparation for ERTS applications 
Pen,", ONfpr!m~.s Perrod ONr~nnienx 
05/15/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $31,148 07/27/70-06/30/76 FY73: $200,000 TOTAL: $525,000 
Pn'n. hwr NASA TeiA Ofl,crr CASE Corrgory Pdn. l n ~ ~ l .  NASA T r h .  Ofllrer U S E  COIP~). 
Rohlfing, D. L. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-Chemistry Myers, V. I. HQ-PY/Vitale, J, A. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-840 192-55-61) (10-37 1 340-00-00) 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
NAS 8-28060 Soulh Dakota School o l  Mines & Teeh 3146 
Data evaluation and analysis of ellipsometric mearurements an 
solid surface with contaminilnt films 
P M a l  ONi8ntions 
lI/Ol/71-10/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $5.600 
Plln lnwrr NASA Ted. Ofliccr CASE Ca~qor). 
Weillenkamp. L. A. MSFCjPetets. P. N. 13-Physics 
(62-740 11443-07) 
NCL  4M01-W4 South Dakota School of Mines & Teeh 3147 
Application of aerospace technology to weather modification 
P < W  O ~ i ~ ~ ~ ; o m  
06/21/68-08/01/72 FY73 TOTAL: $100,000 
Pnn. BK8Z. NASA Ted.  O//,nr =A56 (al<Zow 
Schleurcncr, R. A. HQ-PY/Quinn. H. 8. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(IS370 183-WOO) 
TENNESSEE 
NAS 1-10967 Tennessee Technological Univmity 3152 
Bumpcr-protected laminated spacecraft mainwalls 
Penal ON@or!on~ 
06/23/71-09/23/72 FY73: TOTAL: $10,000 
Pdn. Inw~r .  NASA Tech Oflimr CASE CnIewry 
Kinsiow. R. LARC/Dibaltista, J. D. 13-Physics 
LARC/Kinard, W. H. 
(23-742 124-09-25) 
P m c d  ObI,~~,ton' 
02/02/70- 11130173 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: $175.012 
Pm'n Inns,. NASA T d .  Olflrer CASE Cu(<sov 
McLennun, W .  D. LARC/Hardesty, C. A. 13-Physics 
LARCiCrouch. R. K. 
NGR 42-001-W6 South Dakota Schml Mines Tech 3148 NCR 43-003415 Tennessee Technological University 3154 




05/05/70-08/31/73 FY73; TOTAL: 649.1 19 Penal Obl;z#l;on, 
Prin h ~ x L  NASA 7-h. L.flcer CASE Cnlqery 
W/16/71-12/31/73 FY73: $20.000 TOTAL: $44,750 
Rahn, P. H .  HQ-SM/Bryran, R. P. 32-Gclogical Sei P H ~ .  ,nur,. NASA m h  ofl;er CASE C.,CXUV 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. J. Purdy, K. R. LERC/Priem, R. J .  46-Mech Engr 
(10-810 383-0000) (IS810 383-W-50) (1&810 195-42-64) LERC/Priem, R. J. (22-704 502-04-25) 
NAS 5-21774 South Dakota State University. 3149 NAS 5-21726 University of Tennesee - Knoxville 3155 
Effective use o l  ERTS mullisensor data in the Great Plains ERTS-A multidisciplinary applications 
Plti,", Obl*a,;un~ Perid 0NIprion.v 
06/12/72-11/30/73 FY73: $70.000 TOTAL: $75.000 04/20/72-09/01/73 FY73: $40.000 TOTAL: $49.000 
. . . . 
pnn. 1 ~ ~ ~ 8 .  NASA TI*. o f l ; ~ ~  CASE c.regor). nip. tnVLIz NASA T P ~ .  ofljer CASE C~,*OT 
Mcyerr, V. I. GSFC/Stanesifer. G. R. Rehdcr, J. B. GSFCIEnaor, G. 31-Atmor Sei 
39-Env Sci. NEC GSFCIRilgland, T. M.  (51-680 641-1441) (51-680 641-14-W) (51-680 641-14-02) (51-680 641-14.00) 
NAS 9-13337 South Dakols State University 3150 NAS 5-21873 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3156 
Evapotranspiration & thermal properties o l  soils related to Use of ERTSA imagery to detect plant disease, nutrient 
temperature deficiencies, soil types and moisture 
Pried OM@ullon~ PIlMd OtfIrorIm~ 
03/08/73-08/31/74 FY73: $65,421 TOTAL: $65,421 09/29/72-01/01/74 FY73: $87.700 TOTAL: $87,700 
Plyl Inw~t. NASA Tmh. Olfimr CASE Cu(czaw Pnn. hwr N I S I  Tech 0fic.r CA SE Cmegov 
Myers, V. I. JSCIKirby. R. R. 19-Phys Sci, NEC Parks, W. L. GSFCIEnsar, G. J. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-960 948-63-82) (51-680 641-14-01) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NAS 5-21875 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3157 
ERTS-A study of imagery interpretation techniques in  the 
Tennessee Valley 
PInvd 0bl;xanunr 
W/25/72-03/01/74 FY73: $39,620 TOTAL: $39,620 
Pnn. bvr r l .  NASA Terh O l f i ? ~  CASE Cereory 
Bodcnheimer. R. E. GSFC/Enror. G. J. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
Green, W. L. 
(5 1-680 641-14-08) 
NAS 5-21882 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3 158 
Study of ecological applications of ERTS-A imagery 
Pcnd OMfg.llo?zr 
W/29/72-03/01/74 FY73: 537,000 TOTAL: $37,000 
Prin hwl. NASA Tmh. Olflccr CASE Crnqory 
Dc'Selm, H. R. GSFC/Ensor. G. I. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(51-680 641-14-07) 
NAS a27296 University of Tennessee - Kmox~ille 3 159 
Vibration effects on strapdown navigation accuracy 
Pl"d  OM*arrons 
04/16/71-09/08/73 FY73: $19,867 TOTAL: $105,727 
PHn. brrrr. NASA Trrh Offlmr CASE Celegor). 
Hung, I. C. MSFC/Parker, J. R. 42-Aslro Engr 
MSFCIBerry. E. H. 
(62-830 180-17-53) (62-830 180-17-52) 
NAS 8-27387 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3160 
Ground wind profiles over n~nuni form surfaecs relative Lo design 
of aircraft and space vehicles 
Rtid OMlgl?riuns 
06/03j7l-OS/Ol/72 FY73: TOTAL: $28,466 
Pnn. bnrr NASA Tech Offirer CASE Corerory 
Frost. W .  MSFCjFichtl, G. H .  46-Mech Engr 
Maus, J. R. MSFCjNelson. I. 
(62-760 126-61-10) 
NAS 8-28151 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3161 
Study of autonamous target relalive navigation 
PIrrd OMidd,;~", 
01/14/72-11/14/72 FY73: TOTAL: $34.737 
Pnn !~lw.rr. NASA Tech. Ojptcr CASE C o l m r y  
Hung. J. C. MSFC/Eiiswarth, J. D. 45-Eiec Engr 
MSFClThomoron. 7~ 
NAS 8-29271 Univcrrily of Tennessee - Knoxville 3162 
Application of image enhancement techniques to remotc manipula- 
tor operations manupulatar operation 
P I n d  0Mig.llMS 
01/08/73-10/01/75 FY73: $27.320 TOTAL: $27,320 
P"n. l n w r  WAS" Teh. Oflkrrr CASE Caregory 
Gonzalez. R. C. MSFC/Borelli. M.  T. 45-Elec Engr 
Thompson, D. D.' MSFC/Thorntoii, W. G. 
(62-970 970-63-20) 
NAS 8-29584 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3163 
Study of wind profilesover nonuniform surface relative to ground 
design of aircraft & space vehicles 
period 0 b ; i ~ e I I ~ '  
02/02/73-10/02/74 FY73: $70,003 TOTAL: $70,033 
Pnn. Inw~,. NASA TwA. 0fl;er CASE Carsory 
Frost, W .  MSFC/Fichti, G. H. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Alcxander. M. 
(62-704 501-08- 10) 
NAS 8-29632 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3164 
Tcleoperator equations of motion 
P e r u  OMi#~~ ims 
05/07/73-05/07/74 FY73: $29,861 TOTAL: $29,861 
Pnn. lnwrr. NASA Trrh ojfinr U S E  Caregory 
Hung. J .  C. MSFC/Eilsworlh. I. D. 46-Mech Engr 
MSFC/Thompson, 2. 
(62-970 970-63-20) 
NCL  42-001406 Unirorsity of Tennessee - Knoxville 3165 
Spectroscopic studies af life shape of atmospheric gasts 5 a( 
absorption bands of inorganic solids 
e n d  Ob!<oo,lonr 
01/07/64-09/01/74 FY73: $75,000 TOTAL: 51,018,628 
Prin Inupr,. w S A  red. Olfice, CASE Cczegary 
Gailer, N. M .  HQ-SL/Fellous, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
HO-SLIHiosher. H. F. 
NCL  42-Wl-021 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3166 
Multidisciplinary research program in  space sciences and 
engineering 
Pcdd  OM~~aflolu 
04/01/66-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $1,150,000 
Prin lnvrrl NASA Trrh Ofljcer CASE Carcon. 
Thomas. C. 0. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 
( l@l lO 183.WLKl) 
NCL  43-001656 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3167 
Invcsligations of  noise characteristics and amplitude stabilization 
of plasma l a w  
P e w  Obl*.,,~".‘ 
0211 1169-09/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $75,000 
Pnn. lnvrrr NASA Tech. O l W r  CASE Colcro.7 
Shofner, F. M. GSFC/Platkin. H .  H. i3-Physics 
GSFC/Landman 
(25-750 125-00-00) (51-750 125-00-00) 
NCL  43-00lQ75 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3168 
Engineering studies and analysis on suppression of acoustic noise 
f ~ o m  jet propulsion engines by means of model tests 
P<,;d oM;* '?, ;~~ 
01/09/69-12/01/72 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $99,780 
i n n .  h n r l .  NASA Terh OIflcer CASE C n l c ~ o v  
Gruschka, H. G. LARCjLanring, D. L.  Il-Astronomy 
(23-704 501-04-01) (23-704 501-24-12) 
N C L  43-001-0% University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3169 
Flow visualization and analytical research for development of 
mathematical models in  incompressible flow 
P e M  OM,~,I""S 
02/l1/7~12/Ol/71 FY73: TOTAL: $108,500 
P"'" hW.,,. NASA Trih Olfimr CASE C O ~ P W . ~  
Braun. G. W. LARC/Heyson, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(23dW 711-WOO) (23-1W 721-01.10) 
NCR 4FWl-023 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3170 
Fundamental study in low-density gas dynamics 
penad OMipr;""' 
06/23/66-10/01/72 PY73: TOTAL: $132,500 
Pnn. lnvclr. NASA Tech Ofliiir CASE C#teZOv 
Milligan, M .  W. LERC/Ludwig, L. P. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/lohnson, R. L. 
(22-710 120-WOO) (22-740 129-03-24) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NGR 43-001-102 University 01 Tennessee - Knoxville 3171 
Study of unsteady transonic flow analysis for law aspect ratio, 
pointed wings 
h"d 0Uib.llm1 
03/16/71-09/14/73 FY73: $21,230 TOTAL: $49.255 
Prio. I n r s  NASA Ted. Oflicer CASE Calqogory 
Wu, J. M. LARCIBland, S. R. 41-Aera Engr 
(23-704 501-22-04) 
NGR 43-001-114 University o l  Tennessee - Knoxville 3172 
Ion beam experiments related to electron temperatures and 
densities in the solar corona 
PC"& ONennm, 
03/22/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $32,400 
P"n. Inwxt. NASA Tech Offirer CASE Cr~e~ury 
Sellin, I. A. HQSG/Weldon, J. M .  13-Physics 
HQSC/&rtel, G. K .  
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NCR 43-001-115 University of Tennorsoc - Knoxville 3173 
Development of remote sensing techniques for management of 
earth resources 
P ? d d  Obl<~.llrn, 
12/20/71-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $25,087 
Pnn. Inwsr. NASA T r h .  Of lhr  CASE Calr%ory 
Shahrokh. F. MSFCIMesser, C. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NCR 41-001-116 ' Unirersity of Tennessee - Knoxrille 3174 
Analysis of NASA managemen1 techniques 
PeHd OMixoriunr 
021 14172-07/31/73 FY73: $9,880 TOTAL: $29,640 
Pan. ,nvcl,. NASA T<<h 0Minr CASE ca,e*ogo" 
James, L. B. HQ-PY/Morris, J. D. 75-Political Sci 
(1C-371 340-00-00) 
NCR 43-001-124 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3175 
Studies of  sonic booms generated by high supersonic and 
hypersonic transports 
h d d  OUtr#t<m$ 
I2/01/72-ll/Ol/73 FY73: $20,738 TOTAL: $20,138 
Pan. h r 5 r  NASA Ted.  Ofliiii CASE Catecor). 
Chaudhuri, S. N. LARC/Feltcrman. D. E. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 760-66-01) 
NCR 43601.127 Univenity 01 Tennessee - Knoxville 3176 
~o lecu lar  scals for spare night applicalion 
P?"d ou~~a, lonr 
03/07/73-11/30/73 FY73: $10.623 TOTAL: $10.623 
Pnn. lnvuf. ,VASA Ted. Oflt?rol CASE C#lqoror) 
Milligan, M.  W. LERCIHady, W. F. 42-Aatro Engr 
(22-704 502-31-51) 
NGR 43401.134 University 01 Tennerxe - Knoxville 3177 
Research on fan noise caurd  by fluctuating lift, inlet turbulence, 
and distortion 
P I n d  0 M ~ r ~ l r " m  
06/27/73-08/31/76 FY73: $47.060 TOTAL: $47,060 
Pn'n Inwxr. NASA Tech off!-r CASE Cotegory 
Lunsdaine, E. LERCjDittmar. J. H. 41-Aero Engr 
LERC/Saule, A. V. 
(22-704 501- 15-83] 
NCR 4f001-I35 University of Tennessee - Knoxville 3178 
Program to stimulate graduate training in  the field of aeroacous- 
tics 
h d d  0M~~l lon .c  
06/08/73-08/31/76 FY73: $48,840 TOTAL: $48.840 
Pnn. Inns,. NA .SA 'Tech. Oflicer CASE Coleury 
Maus. J. R. LERC/Darsch, R. C .  41-Aero Engr 
(22.704 501-15-83) 
NCT 43-001-002 University of Tenner- - Knoxville 3179 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
P ~ , w d  ON...M, 
04/06/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $821.306 
Pn'n lnwsr NASA Ted. Ofljrer CASE Cafego9 
Smith, H. A. HQ-PY/Carler, C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10.370 181-W-00) 
NAS 2-8545 Vnnderbilt Unirersity 3180 
Research repurta 
Per<d 0Nlg.nom 
11/01/65-11/01/76 FY13: TOTAL: $6.000 
Prin. Inw.rl. NASA Teh.  Ollrrer CASE C o l c l ~ r y  
LERC/ 49-Eogr, NEC 
(22-740 129-W-00) 
A S  X-287M Vanderbilt Univcnity 3181 
Computer utilization prediction model 
?<nod obhg~no", 
05/04/72-10/04/72 FY73: TOTAL: $9.200 
Pri!l. lnvclr  NASA T M ~ .  Oflzer CASE Colerury 
Bradshaw, C. MSFCIKing. C. A. 2i-Malhemstics 
MSFC/Wesson. R. L. 
(62-910 933-50-00) 
NAS 8-29460 Vandcrbill University 3182 
Study of the relationship between thermal expansion of mi- 




Kinser, D. L. 
NAS 9-12889 Vandorbilt Unirersily 31x3 
Skylab cxprriment M093 
P f M  OM;z'7,r""r 
06/W/72-01/31/74 FY73: $5 1,945 TOTAL: $74.945 
Pnn. Inv<sl NASA T d .  Oflicrr CASE Colrgor) 
Smith, R. F. JSC/Hofflcr. G. W. 59-Life Sei, NEC 
(72-960 948-60-90) (72-960 961-50-00) 
NCR 43402-031 Vanderbill University 3184 
Investigation of high energy radiation from a plasma focus 
P e r i d  "bb~"ii"", 
01/23/69-08\31/73 FY73: $56,734 TOTAL: $232,830 
P"n. h n n  N I X ,  lrd. Off<ca LA SL Coreron( 
Roor, C. E. LARC/Hohi, F. 13-Physics 
LARC/Wood. C .  P. 
(23-704 503-10-03) (23-740 129-M-00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TENNESSEE (Continued) 
NGR 43-3-002-034 Vmderbilt University 3185 
Study of jet impingement on curved surfaces followed by oblique 
introduction into a freestream flow 
*nod Ob!;~n,~o", 
01/27/70-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $62,475 
P h .  h r s L  NASA Twh DMinr CAS.5 Caregory 
Tatom, J. W. LERC/Dictrich, D. A. 41-Aera Engr 
LERC/Luidcns, R. W. 
(22-760 721-00-00) (22.760 721-56-13) (22-702 741-72-04) 
TEXAS 
NAS 9-12492 Austin State University 3186 
Study of Sam Houston national forest timber volume 
Perid OU@arionr 
03/14/72-12/31/73 FY73: $5,000 TOTAL: $2O.WO 
PH". lnn.,r NASA Tech. O m ,  CASE Corrgur) 
JSC/Forbes, C. D. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-680 160-75-55) 
NAS 9-13089 Ausdn Slale University 3 I87 
Produce and evaluate a 1971 land invenlory in the Houston area 
test site 
P d  ou/ga,h", 
06/29/72-07/01/74 FY73: $65,000 TOTAL: $90,000 
Plln Inrrs. NASA Tech. Ofpc?r CASE Cnz~rory 
Baker, R. D. ISC/Dornbach. J .  72-Economics 
(72-680 160-75- 13) 
NAS 9-7200 Baylor University - Medical College 3188 
Cell life span 
P m d  Obl<~~l l0" ,  
06/26/6749/30/74 FY73: $45,WO TOTAL: $271,547 
P##. bnrr. NASA Tech. Oflkcr C ISE Caregory 
Johnson, P. C. JSC/Alexander, W. C. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-960 948-60-9 1)  
NAS 9-8109 Baylor Unirersily - Medical College 3189 
Evaluation of materials for space flight apparel 
Period O N l ~ o r o , ~ ~  
06/10/68-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 572,27 1 
Pfl,~. ln~.sr  NASA Tech Olflmr CASE Camor). 
JSC/Harris, E. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-9 I0 9 14-50-00) 
NAS 9-10537 Baylar Univorrity - Medical College 3190 
Study of human adrenal control mechanisms 
Plrnd Ohlig.#mnr 
04/23/70-07/31/74 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: S122.590 
Pnn. /,#nrr. NASA Tmh. Ofl,crr U S E  Cu(wor). 
Campbell, B. 0. JSC/Leach. C. S. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-970 970-5 1-16) (72-960 961-51-00) (72-770 127-49- 19) 
NAS 9-11201 Baylor Universily - Medical College 3191 
Radioisotopic study 
PI"d OYibl?rronr 
06/30/70-06/30/74 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $85,000 
Pnn. Inw~r .  NASA Tech. OJfl-r CASE Carrbory 
Johnson, P. C. JSC/Leach, C. S. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-960 948-60-90) (72-910 914-50-W) 
NAS 9-11327 Baylor University - Medical College 3192 
Electrocardiogram electrode electrolyte solution development 
program 
Perid ob!8g<,.ms 
10/07/70-11/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $20,000 
Ptin Inrrsl. NASA Tech OIPcrr CASE Csrrsoo 
Frost, J. D. JSCfDay, J. L. 52-Clinical Med 
Kellaway, P. 
(72-960 961-50-00) 
NAS 9-11753 Baylor University - Medical College 3193 
Effects of stress upon psychophysiological responses & perform. 
ance following sleep deprivation 
Pcnd Obl?pe'w"r 
0511 1171-08131172 FY73: TOTAL: $50.000 
NAS 9-11855 Baylor University - Medical College 3194 
Sleep monitoring system crperimenl, hardware design & uerifica- 
tion of test unit 
P#Md oMianf<om 
06/14/7145/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $99,975 
PNl. mWJ1. NASA rrrh Oflicer CASE Coze~ory 
Frost, J .  D. JSC/Delucchi. M. R. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
Kellaway, P. 
(72-9M) 948-60-91) 
NAS 9-12728 Baylar University - Medical College 3195 
Skylab gastrointestinal analysis 
Perid OM~olhn l  
05/22/72-06/30/75 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: 563,000 
Pnn. I r~+r r r .  NASA Ted. Ofliiii CASr Caiqory 
Nichols, B. L. JSC/Smith. M. C.. Jr. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-960 948-60-90) 
NAS 9.13139 Baylor Universily - Medical College 3196 
Cellular response 
P l 6 d  Oulgodlonr 
08/25/72-07/01/74 FY73: 5104,500 TOTAL: SiOl.500 
Prin lnnrl.  NASA Tech Oflice, CASE Carrrary 
Criswell, B. S. JSCfKimzey, S. L. 53-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-15) 
NAS 9-13452 Baylor Uniredty - Medical College 3197 
Neurophysialogical research relating performance to stress 
P e r u  OMla#lion, 
05/24/73-05/31/74 FY73: $65.000 TOTAL: S65,WO 
~ d n .  lnwsr NASA Tech Dfljcrrr CASE ColqurY 
Roessler, R. JSC/Shumate, W. H.  51-Other Medical 
(72-970 970-51-11) 
NAS 9-13540 Baylor University - Medical College 3198 
Critical analysis of amino acid excretion patterns 
Pcnd Obi!ra!;ens 
06/28/73-07/31/74 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
Pnn. hue,(. NASA TI*. Ofltc~sr CASE Cd%OrY 
Di'Ferrante. N. JSC/Leach, C. S. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-970 970-51-16) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44-00%W Baylor University - Medical College 3199 
Immune responses of the most macrophage system to humoral 
factors 
Pl l !d  O b i ~ ~ a ~ ~ O " ,  
10/20/69-04/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $59,915 
Pdn. I n v ~ , .  NASA Tech. Oflh?, CA SE Careggnr)l 
JSC/Kimzry, S. L. 53-Other Medical 
(72-910 914-5000) (72-970 970-51-15) 
NCR 44003-053 Baylor University - Medical College 3200 
Ion distribution in  muscle and electron p r o k  microanulysia 
PC"& obhgenonr 
03/07/72-03/01/74 FY73: $35,000 TOTAL: $75.000 
Phr Inwzf. NASA r r i h  Ofl#c#r C.4SE Caregory 
Nichols, B. L. JSCIKimrey, S. L. 52.Clinical Med 
Hazlewood. C. F. 
(72-970 970-51-15) (72-910 914-51.00) 
NGR 44003-054 Baylor University - Medical College 3201 
Periodicity of high-order neural functions 
PPHd obi!gar,.,c 
I I/30/7i-12/31/13 FY73: TOTAL: $60.999 
P h .  I n w ~ r .  NASA TIrh O f l r ~ r  CASE Calcsary 
Kellaway, P. JSC/Shumate. W. H. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-51-W) (72-970 970-51-11) 
NCR 44003457 Baylor University - Medical College 3202 
New virion techniques for use i n  space 
~dul oangsrionr 
01/19/72-12/31/73 FY73: $90,000 TOIAL :  S155.000 
Pnn b n r r .  NASA Tmb OJIr~rer CASE Cmfzory 
Lkcker, T. A. ARCjHaincs. R. F. 51-Biology 
ARC/Patton. R. M.  
(21-970 970-21-1 1) 
NGR 44095-001 Hardin-Simmons University 3203 
Study of psychophilic organisms isolated from manufacture and 
assembly areas of spacecraft l o  be used in the Viking missions 
Pl"d Ob,~.,lirn, 
08/21/72-09/01/73 FY73: 1623,MX) TOTAL: $23,600 
PHfI Inups,. NASA T e d .  O!/lcer CASE Corqory 
Foster, T. L. HQ-SL/Hall, L. B. 5 l-Biology 
HQ-SL/Gaiiagher. S. G. 
(10-840 193-58-62) 
NGR 44-081-001 Houston Baptist College 3204 
Research in stellar ultraviolet spectroscapy 
P#H& Ob,!xol;onr 
~/20/70-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $98,800 
Pm. Invert. NASA Tech O f l h r  CASE Carrgary 
Modisette, J. L. JSC/Bonner, G. i l-Astronomy 
(72-910 914-5000) (72-910 91440-00) 
NGR 44-029-003 Lamar University 3205 
Design and development of manned spacecraft systems 
P c " ~  Ob,~~nionr 
M/10/70-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $17,000 
Ptin lnwsl. NASA rcch Oflicrrr CASE Cmtrrory 
Cherry. L. B. JSC/Lewallcn, J. M .  49-Engr. NEC 
JSC/Eggle~tan. 1. M. 
(72-9 10 9 14-5000) 
NAS 9-13221 North Texas State University 3206 
Early detection of disease 
?<,jd Obl~xarronr 
11/27/72-W/01/73 FY73: S25,OW TOTAL: 125,000 
Pnn. h w s r  NASd Tach OJPPP~ CASE Cmqary 
JSCIKimrey, S. L. 52-Clinicill Med 
(72-970 970-51-15) 
NCR 44-033-002 Prairie View A Q M  College 3207 
Safety analysis of struclures subjected to random vibrations 
~erhm' 0bl;Eorlow 
09/15/69-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $62,300 
Pnn. h w o .  NASA Tech. Ofl!<c, CASE C o ~ q o r y  
Yeh. H. Y. JSC/Lewallen, J. M .  47-Muteriills Engr 
JSC/McCutchen, D. K. 
(10-370 183-00-00) (10-371 340-WOO) 
NGR 44-033414 Prairie View A&M College 3100 
Hydrothermal crystal growths 
P#,!d oN,ga,mm 
05/01/72-08/31/73 FY73 TOTAL- $20.000 
Pm'n l n w ~ r  WAS1 Ted.  Ofl<&~r CASE Core#ov 
Stubblefield. C. T. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 12-Chemistry 
JSCjWilliamr, R. J. 
( la371 340-00-00) 
NGR 44-03333415 Prairie View A&M College 3209 
Study 01 spectral reflenivity from lunar surface 
P < n d  oaiirn#;o", 
05/01/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $16.343 
Pnn. b w n  NASA Tmh Ofl<ccr CASE CO(RD~Y 
Sohel. M.  S. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 43-Chem Engr 
JSC/Lewallen. J. M .  
(10371 340-00-00) 
NGR 44033-016 Prairie View A&M Colle~e 3210 
Reliability analysis of redundant structural systems 
Pen'd omgario,,., 
05/01/72-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: S16,lM) 
P"'" ,,,up',. NASA .I~ld. OJflrer CASE Carepory 
Yeh. H .  Y. HQ-PY/Pohly. J. G. 46-Mech Engr 
JSC/Lcwallen, J. M .  
(10-371 340-00-W) 
NAS 24414 Rice University 3211 
Study metabolism and energetics 01 plants in hypogravity 
Perk!  obi?ga!!m, 
09/02/71-09/01/73 FY73: $23,500 TOTAL: $43.359 
Pnn. Inup.?,. NASA Tcrh OJimr CASE Colclor~ 
Ward, C. H. ARC/Dc'Vincenza. D. 5 I-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
NAS 59317 Rim Unirerrity 3212 
Reduction and analysis of dala from OGO-C&D ion chamber 
experiment 
?<a "bl~~llli""3 
03/23/66-12/01/78 FY73: TOTAL: $201.552 
PIln lnwr NASA Tmh. Ofliiir CASE Car#gdo' 
Anderson. H. GSFC/Mrese. K. J. 32-Gelogiuri Sci 
(51-850 841-00-00) (51-850 385-50-00) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 6-1667 Rice University 3213 
investigation into relatiunship between field aligned currents and 
auroral particle fluxes 
PI"& obl,g.rranr 
07123169-06/30/73 FY73: $120.000 TOTAL: $1,097,869 
Pnn, I ~ K I I .  NASA Tech Ofl<ccr CASE Cotwry 
Freeman. J. W. Ws/Gray, J. W. I l-Astronomy 
Anderson. H. R. WS/West. W. W. 
(53-850 879-10-00) 
NAS 9-5884 Rice University 3214 
Charged particle lunar environment experiment for ALSEP 
PC"& Oblipip,,~, 
06/2?/66-08/05/73 FY73: $23.543 T O T A L  $1.050,98Y 
Prjn Inns,. NASA T f d .  Ofl<ur CASE Cmgnry 
Reasoner. D. L. lSC/Eichelman, W. F. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) (72-960 942-92-00) 
NAS 9-591 1 Rice Unirenily 3215 
Suprathermal ion detector experiment for ALSEP 
~ r n &  O u ~ ~ n , i m ,  
04/28/66-12/31/73 FY73: $IOO.OM) TOTAL: $4,974,W 
Pdn. Inws8. NASA Twh. Olfier CA SE Carrboly 
Freeman, J. W. JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) (72-960 942-92-00) 
NAS 9-10428 Rice University 3216 
Scientific suppan of Apolla infrared scanning radiometer 
PC"& obl;xarian, 
02/26/70-01/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $215,000 
P h ,  hvur. NASA Tech Ofl!~~, CASE Cc l~pry  
Low, F. JSC/Eichclman, W. F. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-49-00) 
NAS 9-11827 Rice Uuiverslty 3217 
Adsorption bed models used in aimulalion of atmosphericcontrol 
systems 
PI"& O b I i ~ ~ < i ~ " ,  
05/10/71-06/30/74 FY73: 1613.W TOTAL: $37.865 
Prin lnnsr NASA Ted. OJficrrr CASE Carqogory 
Oavia, S. H. jSC/Jaar. J. R. 4J-Chem Engr 
(72-970 970-52-21) (72-910 914-52-00) (72-770 127-53-40) 
NAS 9-12776 Rice University 3218 
Applied mathematics in classification analysis 
Perrod OUi~#,,l"", 
05/26/72-0513 1/74 FY73: $79,770 TOTAL: $179,420 
Ptin Imrr~l. NASA Tech Oflnr  CASE Calrgoly 
Lynn, S. JSC/Baker. K. 21-Mathematics 
(72-680 160-75-98) 
NAS 9-12912 Rice University 3219 
Germ free plant study 
PC"& obl;aa,h", 
061 19172-08/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $20,W 
Pnn. In~58 .  NASA Tech. Ofliiii CASE Uazeory 
Ward. C. H.  JSC/Walkinshaw, C. H. 51-Biology 
JSC/Wooley. B. C. 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NGL  44-WW1 Rice Unirersily 3220 
Research on physics of solid materials including study of basic 
laws governing behavior of solids a t  high temperatures 
Perid oblipanon, 
05/01/72-06/30/76 FY73: $200.000 TOTAL: $4,150.000 
NGL 44-006-012 Rice llniversily 3221 
Lilhoratury development of solar wind . heavy-ion mass spcctro- 
meter 
P < H d  O t f l ~ . , , ~ ,  
06/27/64-06/01/74 FY73: S130.000 TOTAL: $1,099,736 
Pfl,~. Inw.~,. NASA Tech. Oflfcc, CASE Car#gorp 
Stebbins. K. F. HQ-SGIKavanagh, L. D. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 
(10-850 188-36-55) 
NGL  44-006033 Rice University 3222 
Multidisciplinary space related recearch 
Pen& 0bI~go1Im1 
011 12166-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,000,000 
Pnn. lnuxr. NASA Tech OBmr CASE Cor<*aly 
Stehbings. R. F. HQ-PY/Kedding. E. R. 99-Multi-Discip 
HQ-PY/Quinn. H. 8. 
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NGL  44-Wbl27 Rice 1lniver*ty 3223 
Lunar fines, their origin, cvolutiun, and interaction with solar 
wind and cosmic rays 
P<,;d Ohl~$#nnnr 
OZ/l6/7l-Ol/3l/76 FY73: $33,640 TOTAL: $296,640 
P " n  Invesl. NASA T e d  OflTcer U S E  Canegory 
Heymann, D. JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 44-%137 Rice Universily 3224 
Analysis of data on the magnetotail and solar wind 
Perod obI~~ona". 
12/29/70-0513 1/74 FY73: $99,069 TOTAL: $120,084 
Plin Inrr. ,  NASI Ted. 0flir.r C / T  Cc<?rp,. 
Desslcr. A. J. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. 0.. I r .  13-Physics 
HQ-SG/khmerling, E. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NGR 44-006-142 Rice University 3225 
Lunar sample analysis 
P#"& obl<#n2lon' 
05/26/71-01/31/74 FY73: $35.000 TOTAL: $82.738 
Pnn. h ~ ~ l .  NASA T<<h. Ofli<rr CASE COlqOW 
Powell, B. N. JSC/Harris, 1. W. 32-Gelagical Sci 
(12-910 914-40-00) 
NGR &&I44 Rice University 3226 
Lunar sample analysis 
PC"& obl;g.Znunr 
02/15/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $29,020 
pr in   inn^,. N1.U ~ w h .  oflier CASE corgogoly 
Adams. J. A. JSC/Harris, 1. W. l).Physic-ics 
(72-910 9 14-40-00) 
N A S A ' s  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44006148 Rice University 3227 
Application of holographic interferometry and optical data 
processing to materials science 
Petid Obllg.110nx 
12/06/71-12/04/72 FY73: TOTAL: 616,WO 
Pnn. lnusr NASA Ted. Olflrrr CASE Cclwory 
Rabson, T. A. JSC/Yaungblood, J. L. 
4FMaterials Engr 
Tittel. F. K. 
NCR 44006156 Rice University 3228 
Photoionization of atoms in metastable states 
find OM@a,ion' 
06/21/72-06/30/74 FY73: $31.769 TOTAL: $56,749 
Prim. must .  NASA red. OJfker CASE Cale~ar, 
Stebbings, R. F. JSC/Hudson, R. D. 13-Physics 
(72-840 185-47-32) 
NGR 44-006169 Rice University 3229 
Development of ultrsviolet lasers 
Pl,,d Obl~gerion., 
02/01/73-01/31/74 FY73: $25.000 TOTAL: $25,000 
Pn'n InWlC NASA Tech OJRrcr CASE Cal<gury 
Waiters. G .  K. JSC/Hudson. R. D. 13-Physics 
(72-840 185-47-32) 
NGR 44406170 Rice University 3230 
Direct measurement of strcrr intcn~ity factors 
Pe~id OMl~a!r~z.r 
01/15/73-10/15/73 FY73: $5,00i) TOTAL: $5.000 
P ~ I .  brcrr NASA Ted. Ofl%er CASE Corqory 
Tinel, F. K. JSC/Yaungblood. J. L. 45-Elec Engr 
(72-920 986-15-00) 
NGT 440(16-003 Rice University 323 1 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
P,"d obl~~.,,lnnr 
04/01/62-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1,359,552 
Pm. low!. NASA l i r b  0m.r CASE Coregors 
Cordon, W. E. HQ-PY,'Caner. C. H. 99-Multi-Diseip 
(1@370 181-00-00) 
NAS 1-11869 Southern Methodist Unirersily 3232 
Study af physical phenomena related to crystal growth in space 
environment 
Pcnd OMl#nrIonr 
01/2L/72-10/01/72 FY73: $7,400 TOTAL: $1,400 
Pdn. Inus!. NASA Ted. OJf;<er CASE Co,<gory 
Chu. T. L. LARC/Fripp. A. L. 47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Ayers, W. G. 
(23-830 49C-02.02) (23-980 975-72-48) (23-740 114-03-58) 
NGI. 44407-006 Sauthern Melhodisl University 3233 
Multidisciplinary research in space-related science and technol- 
WY 
Pen.", Obtios~lonr 
03/26/65-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 66Cil.000 
Pnn. blvrrr. NASA Trih. 0fli-r CASE Carpon 
Denton. J. C. HQ-PY/Redding, E. R. 99-Mulli-Discip 
(10.370 183-0000) 
N C L  44-007-042 Southern Methodist University 3134 
Boronarsnide and phosphide far high temperature and lurnines 
cent devices 
Pend Obii~'7t;uor 
M/10/69-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $118,805 
Pn'n l n w r  NASA Tech Oflteer CASE C d r e ~ o l y  
Chu, T. L. LARCIBreckenridge, R. A. 
47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Robcrtson, J. 6. 
(23-750 125-00-00) (25-750 125-00-00) (23-750 115-25-01) 
NCR 44-007-028 Southern Methodist University 3235 
Efficient estimslion of distribution far extreme observations in 
sample and non-sample cascs 
Prrtul Obl@nrionr 
03/12/68-12/31/73 FY73: $2.505 TOTAL: $28.500 
Pl ir  lousd "45.4 ?pch OJfj-r CASE C v I m o ~  
Walah, J. E. HQ-RW/ 21-Mathematics 
(10-740 129-00-00) 
NCR 44-007-037 Southern Methodist University 3236 
Digital phase locked techniques for aerospace communications 
Penad ObI;#n,,uo, 
03/18/69-08/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $39,615 
Pnn. hvrrr NASA Terb Ofltccpr C A S E  Colrgor)  
Gupta, S. C. CSFC/Brawn, J. P. 45-Elec Engr 
(5 1-680 16000-00) 
NCR 44-W7-049 Southern Methodist University 32.37 
Digital communications for aircraft 
Pcr<d ONlm,~onx 
11/24/70-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $58,893 
PI!" bu~ l .  NASA T d .  Oflkcr CASE Corqory 
Gupta. S. C. LARC/Bracalente, E. M.  45-Elec Engr 
LARC/Painter, J. H. 
(23-620 636-18-71) (23-750 125-19-09) 
NCR 44-007-052 Southern Methodist University 32311 
Gallium nitride anta-electronic devices 
Pcn'd "biira,;~, 
0811 1171-08/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $15,lM0 
Pnn hnsr NASA Tech. Ol~?ecr CASE Calqor). 
Chu. T. I.. LARCIBrcckenridee. R. A. 
" 
47.Materlala Engr 
LARC/Crouch. R. K 
(2L750 115-25-01) 
NCT 44-007-002 Southern Methodist University 3239 
Training af  predoctoral graduate students in pace-related sciences 
& technology 
P m d  OMiprron., 
03/12/64-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $247,901 
Prtn lnrsr. N.4.TA Trrh Olfiier CASE Corepow 
Albritlan. C. C.. Jr. HQ-PYjCarter. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 181-00-W) 
NCR 4407S003 Texas A & l  University 3240 
Statistical approach to pattern recognition 
P I t i d  ONlgl?,i"ns 
12/14/70-12/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $15,840 
P,T,,. ,,,W.,,. NASA Tech Ofljrer CdSE Csrqory 
Speed, F. M. JSC/Johnston. D. A. 19-Phys Sci, NEC 
JSC/Lcwollen, J. M. 
(72-990 997-00-W) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 1-11276 Texas A & M  University 3241 NAS 8-29582 Texas A&M Unirersily 3247 
Gcorcience spscificatians for orbital imaging radar Feasibility of aircraft platforms to measure building wakes for 
P,linl obltratlonr aeronautical safety applications 
12/27/7<1326/72 FY73: TOTAL: $10,000 PCM OMIIOIJMI 
pn',,. I ~w, , .  NASA r ~ h .  011.er CASE carrgory 02/21/73-02/21/74 FY73: $19,988 TOTAL: $19,988 
Rouse, J. W., Jr. LARC/Waish, T. M .  45-Elec Engr ~ n n .  1nw.n NASA l i r h  O J J ~ C ,  CASE corrg~ry 
LARC/Howell, 1. E. Brundidge. K. C. MSFC/Fichtl, G. H. 31-Atmos Sei 
(23-620 630-52-00) MSFC/Camp. D. W. (62-704 501-08-10) 
NAS 5-119lI Texas A & M  University 3242 
Automatic system for computer program documentation 
R n d  Ob,t~n,l"n.r 
04/04/72-01/07/73 FY73: TOTAL: $41,142 
Pdn. Inws,. NAS.4 Tech. OJJI's' CASE Catc80ry 
Simmons, D. 6. GSFC/Damon, E. P. 21-Mathematics 
Elliot, R. W. GSFC/Gridley, D. H. 
Colunga. D .  
(51-500 150-22-12) 
NAS 5.11988 Texas A B M  University 3243 
Implementation of design phase of an automatic system lor 
computer program documentation 
&nod OM,p,l"", 
06/06/73-06/05/74 FY73: $160,537 TOTAL: $160.537 
Pen. In$r5r. NASA 7erh OJJImr CASE Cnr%nrl. 
Simmons. D. 6. GSFC/Damon. E. P. 21-Mathematics 
(5 1-500 310-40-25) 
NAS 521857 Texas A&M University 3214 
ERTS-A data user investigation of monitor vernal advilncement 
and retrogradation /green wave effect/ of national vegelillion in 
Great Plains corridor 
P d d  0Mi~imz.c 
09/27/72. i 1/01/74 FY73: $60,216 TOTAL: $60,216 
NAS 9-9053 Texas A & M  Univorsily 3248 
Study an radiation elfect control, eyes skin 
Penal Obli~nnanr 
12/30/68-04/30/74 FY73: $80,000 TOTAL: $439,605 
PI." ,n.rr. \A,," 7, " ,,I/,<,.? < , S t  ,a,.# n 
I l l g h t ~ r c r .  D JSC Huf fm~n.  R A ~?-CIIIII.AI Mcd 
(72-Y7U 970- j -b3l  (72.910 014-51-UU) (72-310 9I4.WIH)l 
NAS 9-9285 Texar A & M  University 3249 
Study of noise suppression system 
Per;d OMII~I!MI 
03/17/69-02/28/74 FY73: TOTAL: $75.296 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. O d i i r  CASE C#(ewv 
Haden, C. R. JSC/Amdt, G. D .  45-Elcc Engr 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-910 921-30-00) 
NAS 9-9766 Texas A&M Unirersily 3250 
Wind tunnel testing md analysis of advanced rhuttlc vehicle 
configuration 
h n d  OM~anionl 
06/30/69- 10/3 1/73 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $397,678 
Pnn. l n w .  NASA Tech. Offimr CASE Cnrrgov 
Lowy, S. H.  JSCjMorelsy, W. C.. Jr. 41-Acro Engr 
(72-920 982-42-00) (72-920 986-15-00) (72-920 976-10-001 
NAS 8-26379 Texas A&M University 3245 
Developmenl of techniques to control dislocations created during 
the lilbrication of LSI alloys 
PWtd OMi~arions 
08/27/70-10/01/73 FY73: $33,OW TOTAL: $98.265 
Pnn bwxl. NASA Trih OJf:cw CASE Carc8or). 
Porter. W. A. MSFC/Nowakowski. M.  F. 13-Physics 
MSFC/Rull, R. 
(62-704 502-23-51) (62-950 953-37-00) 
NAS 9-11155 Texas A & M  Unirersily 3251 
Aircraft scattframelry program data analysis 
P<"d Obl,~nlrun, 
06/30/70-0113 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: 143.075 
Pn'n lnrrrr .  NASA Tech OJJ<jer CASE Colcxow 
Ruux,  ;. W. ISC/Puiier, A. E. 39-Erlv Sr;. NEC 
(72-680 640-00-00) (72-680 160-75-56) 
NAS 8-26751 Texsr A&M Umiverrity 3246 
Atmospheric variability and venical motions 
P c d d  0Nlgarion.x 
01/15/71-02/28/74 FY73: $9,997 TOTAL: $42.404 
P"n I?zwrr. NASA Tech. O//cer CASE Comory 
Scoggins, I. R. MSFC/Vaughn, W. W. 31-Atmos Sci 
MSFC/Turncr, R. E. 
(62-680 160-44-69) (62-760 126-00-00) (62-763 133-61.10) 
NAS 9-11303 Texas A & M  Unirersily 3252 
Study of shuttlc vehicle elasticity 
P<nd Obl!~n,,a, 
W/09/70-04/09/74 FY73: TOTAL: $265,000 
6'"". lnrrrl. NASA Tech OJJker CASE Cnlr8OrY 
Cavin, R. K., Ill JSC/Maseiey, w. C., i r .  41-Aeru E r ~ r  
(72-920 982-42-00) (72-742 124-WOO) 
NAS 9-1 1658 Texas A & M  University 3253 
Analytical study of striated nouie flow with small radius of 
curvature ratio throats 
-,  
c '3: 
Pr;n r n r r r l .  Nn.T.4 Tlrh. Ollrr~r CASE (bre%vry 
Norton, D. I. JSC/Jenkinr, L. W. 41-Aero Engr 
(72-710 73 1-13-50) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 9-11931 Texas A&M University 3254 
Effect  o f  space flight environment on enlyme patterns in 
batitena 
TOTAL 680 OMl 
~ ~~ ~ .~~,... 
PNI. brll. NASA Ted .  Ofltcrrr CASE Colprory 
Foster, B. G. JSC/Taylor, G. R. 51-Biology 
Prescotl. J. M. 
(72.910 914.50-00) 
NAS 9-12050 'Texas A&M University 3255 
Effect of lunar materials upon terrestrial vegetation 
Pl,?d ou,~a,!m 
Ob/25/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $70,000 
Pnn. Inw~r .  NASA T h  Ofi-I CA S f  Caregory 
Halliwell. R. S. JSC/Walkinshaw, C. H. 
39-Env Sci, NEC (72-910 914-51-00) (72-870 189-54-63) 
NAS 9-12434 Texas A&M Universily 3256 
Compression of rehydratablc vegetables & cereals 
Pen'& Ubl;anr<otu 
01/19/72-10/3l~73 FY73: $15,003 TOTAL: $65,MO 
Pnn. mwn. NASA Trch 0f i . r  CASE Camory 
Burns, E. E. ISC/Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
59-Lifc Sci. NEC 
(72-970 970-51-14) (72.910 914-51-00) 
NAS 9.12586 Texsr A&M University 3257 
Evaluation of radioisotope trace & activation analysis tech- 
niq ues 
Peed Oh';pollm#.~ 
03/08/72-04/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $20,768 
Pti,t. 6wst. NASA Tech. Ofl?<cr CASE Carengor,, 
Smathcrs, J. B. JSC/Richmond, R. G. 13-Physics 
Kuykendall. N. E., Jr. JSC/Ehlers, H. K.  
Fite, L. E. 
(72-980 908-44-13) 
NAS 9-12671 Texas A&M University 3258 
C~tolo8ical studies of lunar treated tissue cultures 
~~ 
h f l d  Obi!zel;onr 
05/23/72-03/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: SIO,OM) 
Prin b r x t .  NASA Trrh O/jr#r CASE Cu(nory 
Halliwell, R. S. JSC/Walkinshaw. C. H. 51-Biology 
JSC/Wooley, B. C. 
(72-910 914-5 1-00) 
NAS 9-13349 Texas A&M University 3259 
Ocranographie research from a survey vessel 
P@"d OMlt.3nu"l 
04/10/73-06/30/73 FY73: $14,900 TOTAL: $14,900 
rnn. I ~ w * .  NASA rsl* oflice, CASE c ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o ~ Y  
Burnett, N. C. JSC/Mc Pherson, T. M. 
33-Oceanography 
Allison, R. C. 
(72-680 641-14-07) 
NAS %I3374 Texas A&M Unirerrity 3260 
Analysis of lunar-treated plants by activation analysis technique 
Pfrtd O M * ~ , i r n  
03/09/73-03/15/74 FY13: S10,000 TOTAL: $10.000 
Prin l n r r r .  NASA Tech. 0f;ccr CASE C m q o r y  
Kuykendall, W. E.. Jr. JSC/Walkinshaw, C. H. 51-Biology 
(72-960 961-51-00) 
NAS 9-13545 Texas A&M University 3261 
Operation o f  agricultural test fields for study of rtrerrcd crops 
by remote sensing 
P e n d  Obl~~ononr 
Ob/01/73-M/30/74 FY73: $17,000 TOTAL: $17.000 
PI;" I n u ~ r .  NASA Tech. OfI-r C45E Cazrgory 
Tolcr, R. W. JSC/Potter, A. E. 32-Gelogieal Sci 
(72-680 641-14-07) 
NGL 44-001-001 Texas A&M University 3262 
lnterdiiciplinary space oriented research in physical, life and 
engineering sciences 
P<,!& OMi8alionl 
02/01/62-03/01/75 F*3: $125,000 TOTAL: $1,265,564 
Prui Inwrr NASA Tech O/l;mr CASE Care~oq. 
Rouse, J. W. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(10-371 34C-00-00) (10-370 183-00-00) 
NGL 44-001444 Texas A&M University 3263 
The nonlinear >tatis and dynamic analysis of shells of revolution 
with asymmetrical stiffness properties 
renod ob,;xaar,onl 
01/24/67-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $238.328 
Pr!n l n w r  NASA Tch. Ofliiir CASE Cnlegory 
Stricklin. J. A. JSC/Stebbins, F. J .  13-Physics 
(72-742 124-00-00) (72-9 10 914-50-00) 
NCR 44-001481 Texas A&M University 3 x 4  
Rclat ionshipr  between stratospheric clear air turhuienct: and 
synoptic melrorological parameters 
P P P P ~  Obllpanarrr 
02/14/69-06/30/73 FY73: $40,437 TOTAL: $190,842 
+'ria. invtrr. NASA Tech Oflimr CASE C a l q o r ~  
Scoggins. J. K. FKC/Ehernberger, L. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
(24-760 720-52-10) (24-760 126-00-W) 
NGR 44-001-095 Texns A&M University 3265 
Efkcts of series truncation un estimates and the transformatiorl 
of errors 
&nod OMjpa,!",,' 
08/11/69-06/01/72 FY73: T O T A L  $39,242 
P,;" 1nuesr. NASA T~rh O/Jcer CASE Core~ury 
Hartlcy, H. 0. JSC/lohnston, D. 99-Multi-Discip 
JSC/Ll;wallen, J. M. 
(72-990 997-00-W) 
NGR 44-001-106 Texas A&M University 3266 
Hypervelocity impact effects 
Prnod Oblt~agosolil 
07/22/70-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $43,000 
P"". I,iW,,. NASA r ~ l *  Ofl,cr CASE Car?,row 
Rodenberger. C. A. JSC/Cour-Palais, 6. G. 49-Engr. NLC 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NCR 44-001-117 Texas A&M llnirersity 3267 
Radiative transfer in realistic planetary almospheres 
P f N d  obl<~orimr 
07/19/71-09/30/73 FY73: IE35,OW TOTAL: $66,420 
r l i n  I ~ ~ S ~ .  NASA r ~ h .  o f l ~ ~ ~  CASE cecwory 
Plass, G. M. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 3 1 - ~ t m o s  Sci 
Katlawar, G. W. HQ-SL/Hipsher, H.  F. 
(10-840 185-47-81) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44-001-125 Texar A&M University 3268 
Study remote sensing of water quality 
O u ~ n r i o m  
FY73: TOTAL: $20,736 
NASA Tech O f i r  C A E  Calezorv 
ARC/Arvesen, I. C. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
ARC/Larson, H. K. 
NGR 44-WI-149 Texas A&hI Umiversity 3269 
Fatigue strength of multilayered advance fiber cornpurites 
r e n d  ouizanimr 
06/18/73-06/11/74 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,000 
~ n n .  l n x ~ r .  NASA ~ r i h  o n - r  CASE (brrgnry 
Thornton, H. R. LERCJChamis, C. C. 41-hero Engr 
Kozik, T. J. LERC/Sulliuan, T. L. 
(22-704 501-22-03) 
NGR 44001-152 Texnr A&M Unirorrily 3270 
Magnetic studies of meteorites 
P e t i d  OhlipllDml 
06/20/73-06/30/75 FY73: $43,310 TOTAL: $43,310 
Pn'n I,>wll. NASA Tech OfJicer CASE Crolnory 
Rowe. M. W. HQ-SM/Brysan, R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQSMIAllenby, R. I. 
(10-810 195-42-671 
NGR 41-009425 Texas Christian University 327 1 
Collaborative research on contentuai category formation and 
recognition 
* , i d  obll8ln;""r 
08/04/69-10/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $57,898 
Pti" I""<.?!. NASA T e d  O f l k ~ r  CASE Cal@~"ry 
Evans. S. ARC/Huff, E. 69-Psych, NEC 
ARC/Patton, M. 
(21.740 129-04-21) (21-750 125-WOO) (21-740 129-00-00) 
NGR 44-M19-030 Texas Christian University 3272 
Normative studies of personality measures related la adaptation 
to I m g  duration isoliltion confinement 
?<nod Obli#nnan, 
@6/21/72-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 525.000 
P r i n  ,nun,. NASA Ted. Off<<@, CASE Cot%ory 
Sells, S. 8. JSC/Feddersan, W. E. 62-Social Aspects 
(72-910 914-51-00) 
N AS 9-8795 Texas Southern University 3273 
Minority manpower resources study 
&nod 0b,,ga,co"5 
08/0l/6&08/Ol/77 FY73: TOTAL: $5,000 
Prtn, bwcr. NASA Tnrh Offitrrr CASE Corqary 
JSC/ 76-Sociology 
(72-030 039-WOO) 
P e r i d  Ohllpllons 
08/28/69-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 575,384 
Prin Inws, .  NASA Tech. Ofliar CASE Carrgory 
Gully. A. J. LARC/WiImn, C. 12-Chemistry 
(23-770 127-00-00) (23-770 127-53-41) 
NAS 5-217211 Texas Technical University 3275 
Study of dynamics of Playa Lakes in  thc Tcxar high plains 
P s r l d  0b~;rari"nr 
04121172-07101174 FY73: $34,871 TOTAL: $49,871 
. . . . 
Pdn. B v r n .  NASA Tech OfJcrrr CASE CmproT 
Miller, W. U. GSFClFihelly, A. W. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(51-680 641-14-04) (51-680 641-14-00) 
NAS 9-11162 Texas Technical University 3276 
Insulated ECG electrodes 
 end obl~por~onr 
06/29/70-06/01/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $39.993 
Pd", l n r l , .  NASA Tsrh O/,irr CASE Cozrgury 
Parlnoy. W .  M .  JSC/Day, J. L. 45-Elcc Engr 
(72-970 910-53-30) (72-960 961-53-00) (72-960 961-21-00) 
NAS 9-12775 Texas Technical Unisersity 3277 
Applied mathematics classification analysis 
P c " ~  0M18.N"~ 
05/23/72-06/01/73 FY13: TOTAL: $49,040 
Pnn. Inwrl. NASA Tech Offiier CASE Cbe~obory 
Odell, P. L. JSC/MacDonaid, R. 6 .  21-Mathematics 
JSC/Baker. K. 
(72-9 I0  914-50-00) 
NCR 44-011-050 Texns Technical Unirersity 3278 
Analysis of multispectral earth observation data 
P e r f d  "b,C84,,,,, 
06/27/72-0813 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $19,200 
Pnhz Invrr,. NASA T h .  0fl;cc~r U S E  C#r~borv 
Coherty, W. A. JSC/Emdi. B. K .  21-Mathemiltics 
(72-910 9 14-50-W) 
NGT 44-011-001 Texas Technical University 3279 
Training of graduate rtudcnls i n  space-relilted science and 
teehnnlogy 
P w j d  Obllgallo,ir 
03/25/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $524.382 
Pnn I,,*.$!. NASA Ted. Ofi~rrr CASE Colrgury 
Graves, L. HQ-PY/Cilrtcr, C. H. YY-Multi-Discip 
(10-370 i8i-m-OGj 
NAS 2-6434 Texas Womnn's University 3280 
Bone density report 
P l n d  W r ~ ~ I l u n r  
04/21/11-09/0l/71 FY73: TOTAL: $4,826 
Pdn l n v r l .  NASA 7M. Olflcer CASE Cu,EboT 
Mack. P. B. ~ R C / ~ e w i t t ,  J. E. 59-~i fe Sci, NEC 
ARCIDunlao. W. A. 
NAS 9-9755 Texas Woman's University 3281 
Evaluation of flight foods under hypokinelic conditions 
P r n d  Obljna,wnr 
06/23/69-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $94.34 1 
Pnn. b"C3,. nws" re&. o/flc=r CASE core~orv 
Mack, P .  B. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
JSC/Smith, M.  C. 
(72-960 948-60-00) (72-960 948-60-90) (72.770 127-49-03) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NCR 44-017-W4 Trinity University 3282 NAS 9-11276 University 01 Houston 3289 
Maintenance of high effort responses dcspite availability of low Management study of OART 
effort alternative P ~ M  obI,aa,imr 
Per id  obI@~zionr 08/13/7U07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $41,OUO 
04/13/72-07/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $35.0m ~, i , t .  hlvcrr .  NASA rrih o ~ j h r  CASE Cot~tory 
Pnn. ~ n v e ~ r .  'NASA Tech. O/fl<#r CASE Ca(crory Zuckerman, J. V. JSC/Huntoon. H. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
Thach, 1. S. ARCIDaunton. N. G .  61-Biol Aspects (72-705 130-00-00) - 
ARC/Patton, R. M.  
(21-970 970-21-53) 
N A S  9-11676 Ilniverritv of Hourmn 3290 
NAS 1-9685 University of Houston 3283 
Parlicipation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions 
in the area of molecular analysis 
P~nod obi;~e,iunr 
03/17/70-03/31/77 FY73: $83,446 TOTAL: $230.588 
Pnn. Inu#5l. NASA Teh .  Ofl<<rrr CASE Calczor) 
Oro, J. LARC/Suffen, G. A. 13-Physics 
(23-840 8 15-2&W) 
NAS 2-7435 University o l  Houston 3284 
- - ~  ~ 
Characlerjzafon at heat transfer in nulricnt materials 
Prnd 0Ni~";u"r 
04/28/7 1-04/01/74 FY73: $24.980 TOTAL: $49,960 
snn. ,nw,. NASA Tech. OIji<cr CASE Calreury 
Cox, J. E. JSC/Hridelbaugh, N. D. 
5Y-Life Sci. NEC 
Witte. L. C. 
(72-970 97U52-24) (72-770 127-49-02) 
NAS 9-1 1845 University of Houston 3291 
Dala encoding study for space communicillion system 
Biochemical research & services  end ob~wonoru 
period ObI~prio,tc 06/ i4/71-07/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $47,500 
01/29/73-02/28/74 FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: $10,WO ?on. Invt~t. NASA l i r h  01Jcer CASE Carezon. 
rnn. h u 3 r  NASA T C ~  oflkcr CASE carrgnry Simpson. R. S. JSCJArndt, C. D. 45-Elec Cngr 
Oro. J. ARC/Miquel, J. 51-Biology (72-9 10 914-50-00) 
(21-970 970-21-63) 
NAS 9-1 IXX5 University of Houston 3292 
NAS 9-9104 University of Houdon 3285 Fuii pressure suit capability 
History of thc Apollo spacecraft - PP,ZU~ o b , ! g ~ r ; ~ ~ ~  
P ~ n d  ONlprron~ 06/13/71. i0/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $28.991 
031 18/69-06/30/73 FY73: $50,760 TOTAL: $179.265 ~ n n .  lours, NASA Tech. ~ I j i i i r  CASE Carean  
~ n n .  lnnrr. NASA rei*. 0fl;cer CASE Csrqory Sheer, D.  H.  JSC/Ja~.kaon, J.  T. 53-Other Medical 
Swensan. L. S. JSC/Grimuood. J. M.  73-History (72-910 914-SUM)) (72.910 914-51-00) (72-980 975-60-02) 
(72-9 i 0  9 14-80-00) J 
NAS 9-12093 University ul Houston 3293 
NAS 9-9270 University 01 Houston 3286 Applications of  gas chromatography & mars spcctromctry l o  
Parametric analysis in electrical engineering disease detection 
PC"& ObI,8ar;onr 
FY73: TOTAL: $46,212 Y e r i d  Obllgorr,>nr 03/17/69-09/01/71 M/24/7l-Ol/Oi/73 FY73: TOTAL: $89,900 
Pnn brrrr. NASA Tcrh Officer CASE C#Wro?y Pn'v lnvrrl. NASA Tech. Of lk r  CASE CnIezoq. 
Shehadeh, N. M. JSC/Moarchead, R. W. 45-Elcc Engr Zlatkis, A. JSC/Schneidrr, H. J. 52-Clinical Med 
Simpson, R. S. Flory, D. A. (72-910 921.3~00) (72-910 914-50.~1 (72-770 127-49-20) (72-910 914-51-00) 
NAS 9-9851 Unirersity of Houston 3287 NAS 9-12217 University of Houston 3294 Extended range communication rquipmenl 
obl!8nr;o,rr 
Technical management study 
Per id  P ~ n d  05/27/69-12/01/7 1 FY73: TOTAL: $81.059 obttror,~"' 
CASE Carrboru C9/15/71-07/31/72 FY13: TOTAL: $75,030 PH?fi. 61ucs1. NASA Tmh O f l k r  
JSC/Eggers, D. S. 45-Elec Engr prin hwn NASA r r rh  o,flicr CASE cnrezory Hayre. H. S. 







University 01 Houston 3288 
cultures 
obt,z~,iunl 
FY73: TOTAL: $94,200 
NASA Tsrh Ofliiii CASE Caregory 
JSC/Waikinshaw, C. H. 
53-Other Medical 
JSC/Wooley, B. C. 
(72-870 189-OUOO) 
NAS 9-12646 llnirersity of Houston 3295 
Appliciltion of remote senring 
hrlod Obligo,i,>,,r 
C4/13/72-01/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $49,500 
P,!" 1nwrt NASA 'rich 01lrier CASE Lblpgor)' 
Graff, W. J. JSC/Amerbury, D. A. M-Civil Engr 
Roecrs. J. R. JSCIErb. R. 0 .  
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NAS 9-12650 Unlrersily of Houston 3296 
Analysis of management o l  lunar science investigations at MSC 
P c n d  0Mrbrbltm.c 
03/30/72-03/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $96.522 
~ n n .  inns,. v ~ s r  r e d .  o j l n r  CASE c~rqw 
Holland. W. E. JSCIHudson. R. 0. 79-Soc Sci. NEC 
NAS 9-12692 University of Hourton 3297 
Seminars at lunar science institute 
P e n d  0bIlcllg.nonr 
04/11/72-12/31/73 FY73: $10,040 TOTAL: $73,476 
Pnn. l n r i r .  NASA T e d .  Ofl<<e? CASE Cornor). 
Eisner, M .  E. JSC/Henizc, K. G.  59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-950 951-16-00) 
NAS 9-32777 University of Houston 3298 
Applied mathematics in classification analysis 
h"d obI!gli,ionr 
05/24/72-04/30/74 FY73: $68.900 TOTAL: $118,350 
Pnn hwrt .  NASA Tech. Oflic~.r CASE Cale~ory 
Decell, H. JSC/Baker, K. 21-Mathematics 
(72-680 160-75-98) 
NAS 9-13068 University 01 Houston 3299 
Profile of volatile metabolites in human urine 
h"d o6,;~ori"nr 
06/30/72-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $17,040 
Pn'n b w j l  NASA T e d .  O m  CISf :  Carrgon. 
Zlatkis, A. JSC/Sehneidcr, H. J. 52-Clinical Med 
(72-970 970-5 1-25) 
NAS 9-13134 Univonity of Houhton 3300 
Stability of drugs under inflight medical support system 
re"& o b ~ t ~ ~ r l o ~ ~  
09/01/72-09/03/73 FY73: $25.726 TOTAL: $25,726 
Pdn. lnwll. NASA Tech. Ofliiii CASE Corrgory 
Gupva, V. D. JSC/Chassey, C. E. 53-Other Medical 
(72-YbU 961-5UW) 
NAS 9-13262 University of Houston 330 I 
Development of pine wedling/tissuc culturc system 
Period Obli~arlon~ 
01/15/73-01/14/76 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $50,000 
Pn,? Inw5,. N l C A  Tech 0-7 CASE Cornor) 
Venketrswaran. S. JSC/Walkinrhaw, C. H. 51-Rintogy 
Cowles. J. R. 
(72-970 970-51-62) 
NAS 9-13306 University of Houslon 3302 
Electron microscopy analysis of n.dubius larvae 
P e H d  OMipllms 
03/15/73-05/15/74 FY73: IE9.000 TOTAL: $9.000 
Pr in  Imrr,. NASA Trrh Oflj-r CASE Cmqory 
Clark. W. H., Jr. JSCITaylor, G. R. SI-Biology 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NAS 9-13457 University qf Houston 3303 
Application of gas chromatography for detection of diseases 
Pen& OMignriuns 
05/17/73-08/26/74 FY73: $40,000 TOTAL: $40,MXI 
P"n. Inwn NASA Twh. 0fl;wr CASE C o z q u ~  
Zlatkis, A. JSC/Schncider, H. J. 52.Clinical Med 
(72-970 970-5 1-25) 
NAS 9-13462 University of Houston 3304 
Cross correlation study of surface roughness effects on impulse 
response using S-193 altimeter data Skylab EREP investigation 
413M 
hW 0bl;alrnuns 
06/04/73-12/31/74 FY73: $5,WO TOTAL: $5,040 
~ n r  he. NASA T c d .  0fl;cer CASE Cs,rcury 
Hayre. H. S. JSCIWhite, T. T. 19-Phys SLi, NEC 
(72-960 948-63-86) 
NCL  44-005-021 University of Houston 3305 
Multidisciplinary apace related research 
F e n d  Oblt~arlonr 
02/16/66-06/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $275,000 
~ I M .  f i lu r51 .  NASA T e d .  Offlier CASE Coresor). 
Allred, I. C. HQ-PYIRedding. E. R. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-370 183-00-00) 
NCL  44-005041 University ul Houston 3306 
Study of solar flare particle events and related solar physics 
Period oo,i~o,,onr 
05/20/66-08/01/73 FY73: $54,000 TOTAL: $493,346 
PI!,#. l n v ~ ~ l .  NASA I'ech. OfPrer CASE Calezor). 
Goodman, C. JSC/Rabbina, D. E. Il-Astronomy 
(72-980 975-84-10) (72-980 975-84-47) 
NGL 44005090 University a1 Houston 3307 
Establishment of resident graduate rcscsrch asdstontships 
P ~ n d  Obltrallonr 
06/04/69-06/30/75 FY73: TOTAL: $88,023 
Pn'n lnvrrr. NASA 7'ch Olfierr CASE CnlezoT 
Huang, C. J. JSC/Esndi, B. K. 49-Engr, NEC 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-910 914-40-00) 
NCL  44-005-184 University a l  Houslon 3308 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pmr;d Obll~~lnrunr 
02/01/73-01/31/76 FY73: $69.400 TOTAL: $69,400 
Pen. Innzl.  NASA Twh. 0fl;ccr CASE Cnlqor). 
King, E. A. JSCjHsrris, J. W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-9 10 914-4&04) 
NCR 44-005002 Unirerrily of Houston 3309 
Studies in organic carmochemistry, including eonrideralion of 
compound formation under primitive earth conditions & of organic 
material in selected meteorites 
P U Y d  OMig.rl"?,r 
06/18/62-11/30/73 FY73: $60,000 TOTAL: $544.705 
Pn'm l n r r r .  NASA 're-h Offi<er CASE C~,W"'F 
Oro, J. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32-Gelogical Sci 
Zlatkis, A. 
(10-840 192-55-62) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44405091 University of Houston 3310 
Spectruscopic and photochemical study of photochromic com- 
~ounds  
P c n d  Obllg~non, 
03/07/69-01/31/74 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: S240,WO 
P r l n  hnsl. NASA Tech OJpccr CASE Car%ory 
Becker. R. S. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 12-C:hemiatry 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NGR 44-005-120 Unirerrity of Hourton 3311 
Madmum transient response of discrete linear systems due to 
forcing functions within equality constraints 
P#,,d ON@,'m* 
08/19/70-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $36,WO 
Pnn. lnrclr. NASA T h .  Ofl i i i  CASE Cmvry 
Michalopoulas, C. D. JSCIGlynn, P. C. 21-Malhematics 
(72-910 914-50-00) 
NGR 44-005-125 University o l  Houston 3312 
Lunar sample analysis 
P I H d  Oblr8n,~on, 
02/11/71-01/31/74 FY73: M5.000 TOTAL: $220.5.00 
Pnn. Inwxr NASA Tech Dlllrrr CASE Cu(cbo"r 
Oro, J. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 44-005-127 University of Houston 3313 
Lunar ~amplc analysis 
P e o d  ObIfra<ionr 
01/19/71-01/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $77,50(1 
Pnn. In"#,,. M S A  Tech. O!per CASE Cotegory 
Oro, J. JSC/Harris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 44-005-131 Universily of Houston 3314 
Geolugic interpretation of Mars surlace photography from 
Mariners 6 and 7 
mnod oulgarron, 
10/26/70-12/31/73 FY73: $16,975 TOTAL: $45,117 
Prin kuerr. NASA Tech. OJiiii CASE C#rqorory 
King, E. A,, Jr. HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SL/Ailingham. J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) (10-840 384-50-71) 
NCR 44-005-133 University o l  Houston 3315 
~nvertigation of auroral disturbances 
P,dd OM;*a,i"", 
03/l5/71-i1/30/73 FY73: $65,000 TOTAL: $189.036 
P*>. h ~ , .  NASA T<Eh OJ!CCT CA SE C O , W ~ )  
Sheldon, W. R. HQ-SG/Schmcriing, E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HO-SGIHoltz. J. R. 
NGR 44-4-005-162 University o l  Houston 3317 
Studies of low level magnetic nojx 
P r n d  ouiddrionr 
05/06/72-10/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $18,700 
Pn'n ,"war. NASA Twh DJicer C l  SE Car<gon. 
Vant Hull, L. L. JSCIStrangway, D. W. 13-Physics 
(72-810 195-42-60) 
NGR 44-005-181 University of Hourton 3318 
Meteor radiation analysis 
P e d  Ob/tgapul~mr 
i2/08/72-09/01/73 FY73: $i5,WO TOTAL: $15,000 
Pdn. I n m .  NASA 7-A. O f i r  CASE C a r q o ~  
Eisner. M. JSC/Cour Palair, B. Il-Astronomy 
ISC/Phinney. W. C. 
(72-950 95 1- 16-00) 
NGR 44005-188 Uni~ersily of Houston 3319 
Investigation of origin of chondritic meteorites 
PI,&' o b , ; ~ ~ , ; ~ " ~  
06/29/73-06/30/74 FY73: $9.151 TOTAL: $9,151 
P M .  lnrrrr. NASA r e r h  OJfcrr CASE Col~rur).  
King, E. A .  Jr. HQ-SM/Bryran, R. P. 32-Gelogicai Sci 
HQ-SMlPomeroy, J. H .  
(10-810 195-42-67) 
NGT 44-W5-114 University o l  Houston 3320 
Program of faculty space systems engineering institute 
PC"& Obl~~norrr 
C4/06/70-0313 1/74 FY73: %107.013 TOTAL: $395,993 
Pn'n l n n s r  NASA Tech. O@r CASE Caregon. 
Huang, C. J. HQ-PY/Carter, C. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NGT 44-005-115 University of Houston 3321 
Summer faculty fellowship program in research 
PI& Obl~~agullunr 
01/01/72-03/31/14 FY73: $1 13,944 TOTAL: $495.017 
Pnn. Inu~lr NASA Tech O f i r  CASE Colrgur) 
Huang. C. J. HQ-PY/Cancr, C. H .  49-Engr, NEC 
(72-950 951-16-00) (72-910 914-50-00) (10-371 340-00-00) 
NAS 5-10387 Unirerrily ol Texas - Austin 3321 
Boresight and alignment tests ol radio telescope installation 
P I n d  ob1,~~r~o"r 
04/27/67-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $243,WO 
Pnn rnwsr. NASA Tech Ofljrer CASE CoZqnr). 
Straiton, A. W. GSFC/lppoiito, L. J. 45-Elec Engr 
(51-620 630-W-00) (51-620 630-12-00) (51-620 164-WOO) 
NAS 827931 Univerrilv o l  Texas - Aunin 3323 
NGR 44-005-137- University ol  Houston 3316 
Therrnamagnetic torques in  gases 
P c " ~  ou?aorrmr 
02/17/71-08/31/74 FY73: $50.000 TOTAL: Si29,ZW 
Prin l n w r  NASA Trrh OJ<cer CASE Carego,) 
~ i l d ~ b ~ ~ ~ d t ,  A. F. JSCIBonner. G. 13-Physics 
(72.950 951-16-00) (12-910 914-50-00) (72-850 188-41-55) 
~ ~ ~ ~~~ 
Equations of conditions for the coefficient of Runge-Kutta- 
Nystrom formulas 
Penal ob,;~~,;"". 
09/03/11-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $14,400 
P r i n  Inw~l .  NASA rmh. O!pmr CASE Calerur! 
Tapiey. B. D. MSFCJFehlherg, E. 21-Mathematics 
Bettis. D. G. 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
T E X A S  (Continued) 
NAS 8-28511 University of Texas - Austin 3324 
Observation of man/aystcm integration in  the man/system 
~imulator 
Period 0b;igunonr 
03122172-12/21/73 FY73: TOTAL: $9,878 
, . . . 
Prj?~. Inw.rr. NASA .,'<?A. Olflcrr CASE Cslrgnn 
Helmrcich, K. MSFC/Watters, H. H. 69-Psych, NEC 
(62-970 970-63-50) 
NAS 9-10976 University of Texas - Austin 3325 
Separated flow phenomena 
F'rnul ohilgollunr 
06/16/70-07/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $145,738 
P r i n  Inw.sl. NASA T#<h OIXcrr CASE C n m o u -  
Berlin, J. J. JSC/Goodrich, W. D. 4i-Aeru Engr 
(72-980 908-42-39) (72-742 124-0000) 
NAS 9-11082 University of Texas - Austin 3326 
Shock impingement investigation 
Perid 0blUlrrtm 
06/25/7008/22/72 FY73: TOTAL: $67.462 
Pnli l r lw~r  NASA l i r h  01.-r CASE C e r w l y  
Benin, J. J. JSC/Goadrich, W. D. 46-Mech Engr 
(72-742 124-0000) 
NAS9-11419 University of Texas - Austin 3327 
Inatallation of data storage unit at McDonald Observatory 
P r n d  ObI,~c~,onr 
12/03/70-08/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $12,300 
Pr;n inrrrl. MA.%' red. O,~'<<C CA SE Carepry 
Smith. H. J. JSC/Potter, A. E. I l-Astronomy 
(72-850 188-00-00) (72-840 185-00-00) 
NAS 9-12568 University of Texas - Austin 3328 
Operation, maintenance. & analysis of a data storage unit 
P l l , d  obA%annnr 
05/24/72-05/31/74 FY73: $15,WU TOTAL: $30,000 
Yr jn  l n v r l .  NASA Tech. Ofljccr CASE Caregogory 
Barnes. P. G. JSC/Potter, A. E. 13-Physics 
(72-840 185-47-32) (72-850 188-41-55) 
NAS 9'12919 University of 'Texas - Austin 3329 
Environmental atlas of the Houston ares test site (HATS) 
P e n d  Ml;*a,i"nr 
06/20/72-W/30/73 FY73: $2.940 TOTAL: $52.940 
Pnn. !nwsc Nl.5" Tech Ofliiir CASE Cnrqor). 
Brown, L. F. JSC/Dornbach, J. E. 32-Gelogical Sfi 
(72-680 160-75-55) 
NAS 9-12949 University of Texas - Austin 3330 
Development of an economic atlas of the Houston area test site 
P e n d  Obl;~n,i"n, 
06/27/72-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $22,850 
Pm'n lriwrr. NASA Tech Ofli~tr U S E  Calrgury 
JSCjDarnbach. J. 72-Econamics 
(72-680 16C-75-55) 
NAS 9-13176 University of Texas - Austin 333 1 
UV stellar astronomy Skyiab experiment 
Pen'd Obl;x#lbnf 
02/W/32-12/31/74 FY73: $175,200 TOTAL: $175.200 
P r j n  Inw.~,. NASA Tech 0fl;ccr CASE Chrqan. 
Henize. K. G. JSC/Mansur. S. R. I l-Astronomy 
(72-960 948-80-80) 
I72 
NAS 9-13312 University of Texas - Austin 3332 
Stream network analysis from orbital and suborbital imagery 
P,," ,,iw,,. 
Bilker, V. R. 
Hoh, R. K. 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
oB,*a,l",2., 
FY73: $27,100 TOTAL: $27,100 
NASA Tech Ofl<cer CASE CmqnrY 
JSC/Miller, M.  32-Gclogical Sfi 
NASR 242 University of Texas - Austin 3333 
Design, development, fabrication & installation at McDonald 
Obsznatury of an 84 inch telescope suitable for lunar and planetary 
observations 
Pertd OBfgncions 
W/22/64-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $4,9W,WO 
Pnn. Inwsl. NASA Tech. Oflice, CASE Corqon. 
Smith. H. J .  HQ-SL/ I l-Astronomy 
(10-840 185-00-00) (10-850 188-0000) 
N C L 4 4 4 l t W 6  University of Texas - Austin 3334 
Rcscarch on millimeter wavelength radiation from solar bodies 
P ~ n ' d  OMI~.IIMI 
M/29/63-03/31/76 FY73: $89.932 TOTAL: SI,i85.312 
Prin b r r z l .  NASA Tech. Oflmr CASE Ca(qory 
Cogdell, J. R. HQ-SL/Brunk. W. E. 45-Elec Engr 
HQSL/Frllows. R. F. 
( 10-840 196-41-82) (10-840 185-00-00) 
N C L  44-012M8 University of Texas - Austin 3335 
Study of theory and analysis of low thrust guidance problem, in 
deterministic linear control 
P e n d  Obl~~agnlonr 
11/01/63-01/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $217,657 
?,in. invrsl. NASA Tech. Oflicer CASZ Calcxnlury 
Tapley. B. D .  HQ-RE/Michaeir, T. S. 42-Astro Engr 
JPL/Jordan. J. F. 
(10-750 125-17-17) 
NCI .  44-012445 Llnirerrity of Texas - Auain 3336 
A study of ignimbrites in the Cordilleran region as a basis for 
inlcrpretaliun u l  lunar plains 
Pen& Obl@at<oru 
05/31/66-08/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $147,886 
Pnn. inw5,. NASA Tcrh. Oflicer CASE CarrlYr> 
Clilbaugh, S. E. HQ-SMjBryson. R. P. 32-Gelogical Sci 
HQ-SM/Allenby. R. J. 
(10-810 19542-64) (10-840 185-W-00) (10-810 195-00-00) 
N C L  44412455 University of Texas - Austin 3337 
Polarization and time structure of Jovian decametric radiation 
and the structure of interplanetary plasma 
Penad otf!ga,im, 
05/25/66-04/30/76 FY73: $61,643 TOTAL: $786.927 
Pn,l Inv<ll. NASA Ted .  Oflic~r CASE C#l<bUV 
Douglas, I. N. HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F 
(10-840 196-41-82) (10-840 185-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGL 44412-133 University of Texas - Austin 3338 
On-site graduate research program at NASA MSC 
P."d 0MldOl;"nl 
W/l7/69-09/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $66.000 
NGR 44-012-152 University of Texas - Austin 3339 
A program of planetary studies 
P?"d oMigano"r 
06/25/69-08/31/73 FY73: $305,000 TOTAL: $1,354,941 
Prin ,nwzz NASA Tech. Oflimr CASE Calrgor) 
Smith, H. J. HQ-SL/Roman. N. G. Il-Aslronomy 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
(1U840 196-41-80) (10-850 188-41-51) 
NGR 44412-165 University 01 Texas - Austin 3340 
Continuatian of lunar laser ranging experiments at McDonald 
Observatory 
P v i d  Obl;x0lanz 
10/11/69-08/31/74 FY73: $308,439 TOTAL: $1,514,152 
Pnn. lnrra. NASA Tech. Ollrn? C.4.x Coleeon 
Smith, H. J. HQ-SM/Striekland, A. T. II-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Brunk, W. E. 
(10-810 195-43-50) (10-810 383-09-50) 
NGR 44012-194 University of Texas - Austin 334 1 
Morphologic and tectonic studies of Mars from Mariner 6 and 
7 phulugrnphs 
Perid Oblrxn~<on~ 
10/01/7U02/28/74 FY73: $6.039 TOTAL: $33.082 
Pm. lnvcll. NASA Trch Oflf<cr CASE Corrgurl 
Ingersun, F. E. HQ-SLjDwornik. S; E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SLjAllingham, J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 44412-202 University of Texas - Austin 3342 
Infrared site testing at McDonald Observatary 
P e n d  oM*'z,lm?.r 
05/18/7 1-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $17,191 
Pn'n hwsr. Nl.TA Tech. Oflfcer CA SE Corrgory 
Smith, H .  J. HQ-SL/Hrunk, W. E. ll-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Felluws, K. F. 
(10.840 196-41-80) 
NGR 44-012-209 University of Texas - Austin 3343 
Study of uplical properties of X-ray source 
P e n d  OM~rnmm 
05/26/71-06/30/73 FY73: $12,460 TOTAL: $24.951 
Pr!n T l l ~ r r .  NASA Tech OJJ?cer (IS6 C o l q o r j  
Vanden Buut, P. A. HQ-SG/Sobieski. S. I l-Astronomy 
HO-SG/Roman. N. G. 
NCR 44012-215 University 01 Texas - Austin 3344 
LOW noise rpectroxopy of solar photosphere and sunspots 
Perid oU;gor!o", 
M/27/72-07/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $9,624 
. . 
~n . .  rnwrr. WAS" .rrm offie, 0 . 5 ~  cmegory 
Lambert, U. L. HQ-SG/Weldan, J. M.  Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Oertel, G. K. 
(10-850 188-38-53) 
NGR 44-012-219 Unirersity of Texas - Austin 3345 
Lunar motion analysis (lunar laser ranging experiment) 
P r o d  obi!xn,iws 
0811 1171-08/31/73 FY73: $87.208 TOTAL: $167,708 
pH!,. In'w~r. NASA T h .  OJficw CASE Corgoly 
Mulhalland, J. D .  HQ-SM/Striekland, A. T. Il-Astronomy 
(10-810 383-09-56) 
NGR 44012-221 University of Texas - Austin 3346 
Fluctuations under a turbulenl boundary layer 
Pmb4 OM*-ul<unr 
10/07/71-11/30/73 FY73: $60,Mnl TOTAL: $119,741 
Pdn. lnvrrr NASA Twh. 0lli.rr CASE Colaor). 
Panton, R. L. ARC/Dads, J. H., Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-704 501-22-05) 
NCR 44-012-224 University of Texas - Austin 3347 
Performance and adjustmsnl of imlatcd environments 
,'end 0bligor;uns 
06/17/72-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $60,WO 
Pnn. lnwll NASA Trrh Ofltcrr CASE Careenq 
Helmreich. A. L. JSC/Fcddcrron, W. E. 6Y-Psych, NEC 
(72-910 914-51-00) 
NGR 44-012-225 University of Texas - Austin 33411 
Stable carbon isotope ratio variations in blue-green algae as a 
function of growth conditions 
P m d  OMipliunr 
06/20/72-05/31/74 FY73: $13,050 TOTAL: $23,916 
Pd". Inwsl. NASA :*(i* OTJEEsr C A S t  Calrgnr). 
Parker, P. L.  HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 32-Gelogical Sci 
Van Boaler. C. 
(10.840 192-55-62) 
NGR 44012-2.40 University of Texas - Austin 3349 
Jasephma? junction dctcetor system for spectral studies af Jupiter 
and Venus 
P ~ n d  OMizonionr 
02/12/73-02/14/74 FY73: $9,991 TOTAL: $9,991 
Prill. lnn.~!. NASA Tech Officsr CASE Carrgory 
Ulrich, H. T. AKC/Maron, K. H. Il-Astronomy 
AKC/C~rneron, R. M. 
(21-850 352-0241) 
NGR 44412-255 Univeraily o l  Texas - Austin 3350 
Investigation of highly elficient satellite solution methods 
h"d obl!rrlo,r, 
03/01/73-08/30/73 FY73: $15,219 TOTAL: $15.219 
P n n  I"".,,,. NASA Ttrh O/J?mr CASE Carewn' 
Naeozy. P. E. GSFCjVeler. C. E. 21-Mathematics 
Schcifele. C .  S. 
NCT 44012-009 University of Texas - Auslin 3351 
Training of  graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
Penal Obit#n,lon. 
M/M/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $891,899 
pH,,. Inmrr. NASA Tmh. OJtmr CASE Cu(nan 




NSR 44-012-120 University of Texas - Austin 3352 NAS 5-9075 University of Texas - Dallas 3359
Research program to determine the propagation limitation on Cosmic ray anisotropy experiment
the accuracy of radio tracking system used for position fixing Period Obligations
Period Obligations 01/07/67-07/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $905,046
04/26/70-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,700 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Palmeira, R. A. GSFC/Butler, P. I -Astronomy
Tupa, B. GSFC/Berbert, J. H. 32-Gelogical Sci (51-850 861-00-00) (51-850 861-32-00)
GSFC/Schmid, P. E.
(10-680 160-00-00)
NAS 5-9112 University of Texas - Dallas 3360
Soft particle spectrometer experiment
NSR 44-012-206 University of Texas - Austin 3353 Period Obligations
For completion of a revision of the general catalogue of stellar 01/18/65-10/01/72 FY73: $4,300 TOTAL: $976,000
radial velocities Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Heikkila, W. J. GSFC/Nelson, E. D. 19-Phys Sci, NEC
06/21/71-05/28/72 FY73: TOTAL: $2,552 (51-850 872-12-00)
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Evans, D. S. HQ-SG/Boggess, N. W. l -Astronomy
HQ-SG/Roman, N. G.
(10-850 188-41-58) NAS 5-9311 University of Texas - Dallas 3361
Ionospheric duct detector experiment for the orbiting geophysical
observatory, mission F /OGO-F/
NAS 9-7153 University of Texas - Cancer Center 3354 04/05/6 /30/73 FY73: bligations
Hybrid computer development 04/05/66-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $777,000
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Hanson, W. B. GSFC/Meese, K. J. 13-Physics06/22/67-05/30/73 FY73: $1,060 TOTA L: $461,060 (51-850 841-00-00) (51-850 841-12-00) (51-850 385-50-00)
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Mitchell, B. A., Jr. JSC/Moseley, E. C. 52-Clinical Med
(72-910 914-51-00) (72-910 914-50-00)
NAS 5-9444 University of Texas - Dallas 3362
Data reduction and analysis
NAS 9-11117 University of Texas - Cancer Center 3355 Period Obligations
Gamma spectrometry 01/27/67-11/01/77 FY73: TOTAL: $74,174
Period Obligations Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
06/29/70-10/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $30,748 GSFC/ 13-Physics
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (51-850 872-00-00) (51-850 872-12-00)
Jahns, M. F. JSC/Benson, R. E. 53-Other Medical
JSC/Barnes, C. M.
(72-910 914-50-00) NAS 5-11003 University of Texas - Dallas 3363
Magnetic mass spectrometer on ISIS-B
Period Obligations
NAS 9-11119 University of Texas - Cancer Center 3356 02/01/67-12/30/73 FY73: $42,000 TOTAL: $703,015
Mathematical models Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Hoffman, J. H. GSFC/Jackson, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci
06/29/70-09/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $45,000 Breig, E. L.
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category (51-850 872-12-00)
Mitchell, B. A., Jr. JSC/Rummel, J. A. 59-Life Sci, NEC
JSC/Waligora, J. M.
(72-910 914-50-00) NAS 5-11011 University of Texas - Dallas 3364
ISIS-B soft-particle spectrometer
NAS 9-13042 University of Texas - Cancer Center 3357 02/01/6 /30/73 FY73:$104,ObligationsTAL: $590,627
Evaluation & documentation of endocrine laboratory
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Period Obligations Heikkila, W. J. GSFC/Jackson, J. E. 31-Atmos Sci
06/29/72-12/31/73 FY73: $11,281 TOTAL: $71,281 Wright, W. H.
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Smith, . B.Mitchell, B. A., Jr. JSC/Moseley, E. C. 61-Biol Aspects (51-850 872-12-00)(72-960 948-60-90) (72-910 914-50-00)
NAS 1-9699 University of Texas - Dallas 3358 NAS 5-11406 University of Texas - Dallas 3365
Participation in the science planning for the Viking 1975 missions Atmosphere Explorer magnetic ion mass spectrometer
in the area of entry science Period Obligations
Period Obligations 04/06/71-04/15/75 FY73: $232,000 TOTAL: $560,000
04/08/70-03/31/77 FY73: $30,456 TOTAL: $122,700 Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category"
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Hoffman, J. H. GSFC/Findlay, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci
Hanson, W. B. LARC/Soffen, G. A. 31-Atmos Sci Hanson, W. B.
(23-840 815-20-00) (51-850 852-22-00)
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NAS 5-11407 University of Texas - Dallas 3366 
Atmosphere Explorer planar ion trap experiment 
Perrd OMII~(IMI 
04/06/7 I-M/15/75 FY73: 16260,000 TOTAL: 5535,000 
Pnn. Inw.r>. NASA Tech 0fl;ccrr CASE ibrrgvn 
Hansun, W. B. GSFC/Findlay, J. A. 31-Atmos Sci 
Sanalani. S. 
Zuccaro, D. R. 
(51-850 852-22-00) 
NAS 5-23184 University of Texas - Dallas 3367 
f f i0 -6  ion concentration study 
P c " ~  OMholianl 
12/08/72-06/01/73 FY73: 167,000 TOTAL: $7,000 
mn. rnwx!. NASA Tea+. Ofllrrr CASE Lblrgury 
MeClure, J. P. GSFC/Goldcn, T. S. 31-Atmas Sci 
(51-620 636-18-9x3 
NAS 9-5964 University of Texas - Dallas 3368 
Cold cathode gauge experiment for ALSEP 
P c n d  OUf~o8lon~ 
05116166-12/31/73 FY73: $60.000 TOTAL: $612,930 
Prrn Inwrl. NASA Tech. Oj'jmr CASE Camory 
Jok.nsan. J. S. JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 19-Phya Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NAS 9-10410 Unircrrily of Texas - Dallas 3369 
Flight mass spectrometer 
P#"d o*,tbo'L"nr 
01/28/70-09/30/73 FY73: 568,180 TOTAL: $2,015,180 
Pnn. hwr. NASA Tech. Oflker CASE Cnt~golory 
Hoffman, J. H. JSC/Eichelman, W. F. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-49-00) 
NAS 9-12074 University of Texas - Dallas 3370 
Scientific support of the lunar atmospheric mars spectrometer 
P d  Obl~~ ,<0" ,  
08/26/71-01/31/75 FY73: $200,000 TOTAL: 53OU.000 
Pnn. lnwlr. NASA Tnrh 0fli-r CASE Co!cxory 
Hoffman, J. H. JSC/Eichelman. W. F.  19-Phys Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NAS 9-12999 University of Texas - Dallas 3371 
Preliminary design review for Skylsb external atmosphere gas 
analyzer instrument 
P l " d  ob,;~#,lo", 
06/28/72-07/19/72 FY73: $6,438 TOTAL: 5145,053 
Pnn. I,>M.vc. NASA Tech 0fli-r CASE C a r w r v  
Hoffman, J. H. JSC/Baker, M. F. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
JSC/Dcll. M .  E. 
NAS 9-13512 University of Texas - Dallas 3372 
Development of a mathematical technique far analysis of remote 
sensing data 
h"d Obilsaionr 
05/31/73-08/31/74 FY73: $59,995 TOTAL: $59,995 
P"". hup,,. NASA Tech. Ofifce, CASE catrrory 
Odell. P. L. JSC/Baker, K. 21-Mathematics 
(72-680 160-75-98) 
NGL 44-004-001 University of Texas - Dallas 3373 
Research in earth and planetary sciences, including development 
of advanced scientific experiments in lunar, planetary and space 
exploration 
Perid Obljaollonr 
05/28/62-03/01/78 FY73: TOTAL: 56,441,271 
. . 
~ n ~ .  ,rue,Tr NASA re&. ofper CASE caterury 
Johnson, F. S. HQ-SL/Feilaws, R.  F. 31-Atmos Sci 
Hanson, W. B. HQ-SL/IIipsher. H. F. 
(10-370 183-00-00) (10-840 185-00-00) (LO-840 18547-81) 
NGL 44004026 University of Texns - Dallas 3374 
investigations into the mechanism and rates of atmospheric mixing 
in the lower thermosphere 
mnod Obll#nnon, 
05/05/65-03/31/76 FY73: $290,000 TOTAL: $1,213,751 
Pliri. Inwlr. NASA T h .  Ofl<ccr CASE C#letor). 
Johnson, F. S. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F.  31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SLIHipsher, H. F. 
(10.840 185-47-81) (10-840 384-47-81) 
NGL  44004-130 University of Texas - Dallas 3375 
Selected studies in the space scicnccs 
?<,id Oupunons 
03/17/72-03/31/76 FY73: $200,000 TOTAL: $400,000 
. . . . 
Prin Yup8l NASA l ich  Ofllcer W C F  Coresor) 
Johnson, F. S. HQ-PY/Kedding, E. K. 99-Multi-Disip 
(10.371 340-00-00) 
NGR 44-004030 Unironity of Texas - Dallas 3376 
Study of electron collision frequency under ionospheric condl- 
lions 
P e r M  OM@orron~ 
05/05/65-08/31/13 FY73: $25,000 TOTAL: 5520,765 
Prin Inuel,. NASA Tech. Ofljcer CASE Carcbon. 
Heikkila. W .  J .  HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/fiallenkck, D. R. 
(lo-850 188-36-56) (10-850 188-00-00) (10-850 188-39-53) 
NGR 4-116 University of Texas - Dallas 3377 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e n d  OblC.,i0", 
01/13/71-01/31/74 FY73: 534,480 TOTAL: 16109,480 
Pri,l. lmu~t. NASA T d .  Oflker CASE Cneran. 
Carter, J. L. JSC/Harris. J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NGR 44-004-117 University of Texas - Dallas 3378 
Lunar sample analysis 
P e n d  ou<*a,lonr 
01/i2/71-01/3l/13 FY73: TOTAL: $35,000 
Pnn. l m ~ u .  NASA Trh. Ofif-r CASE Cotrrory 
Helslry, C. E. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry 
(72-910 91440-00) 
NGR 44-004-120 University of Texar - Dallas 3379 
Rocket probes for the upper F-region 
P e d  ohI~ae,lo"s 
02/09/71-01/3l/74 FY73: $ZM),WO TOTAL: $395,WO 
Pn'n Inns, NASA Trrh O/lililili CASE Cozrgory 
Hansan. W .  B. HO-SGISchmerline. E. R. 31-Atmor Sci 
NASA'S  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NGR 44-004-121 University 01 Texas - Dallas 3380 
Specific problems in cosmic ray research soluble through use at 
the Pioneer 6-9 spacecraft 
Pe"d O*,;~arwn, 
12/06/71-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $70,000 
mn. l n x n .  NASA Ted. Ojfi-r CACF Cnlqor). 
M~Cracken, K .  G. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. Il-Astronomy 
(10-850 385-46-00) 
NCR 44004-124 University of Texas - Dallas 3381 
Rocket investigation of auroral zone disturbances 
P l , t d  Obllp,,on, 
08/10/71-06/30/73 FY73: $160,000 TOTAL: 6320.000 
Pnn. I l l ~ ~ r .  NA.7" r e rh  Omrr CASE (blnury 
Heikkila. W. J. HQ-S<i/Schmerling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SGjOtt, E. J. 
(10-850 879-1 1-00) 
NGR 44-004-133 Unirersily of Texas - Dsllss 3382 
Comparison of solar cosmic ray anisotropies and interplanetary 
magnetic lield dala 
P e n d  Obllgollnr~r 
04/23/73-02/28/74 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $30,000 
Pnn. dlvclr. NASA Twh. 0l/l(1(1(1 CASE Carebar). 
Allum, F. R. HQ-SG/Opp, A. G. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
(10-850 385-46-00) 
NGR 44004-150 University of Texas - Dallas 3383 
Data analysis lor lSlS solt-porticls spsctromctcr 
+'<nod Obllzdions 
03/15/73-09/14/73 FY73: $35.000 TOTAL: $35,000 
P l i n  b#wrr. NASA Tech. Ofliccr CASE Calrgon. 
Hcikkila, W .  J. HQ-SG/Schmerling. E. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
HQ-SG/Ksvanagh, L. D., Jr.  
(10-850 385-36-0) 
NSC 581 University of Texas - Dallas 3384 
Partial support of International Symposium on Gravitational 
Collapse and other topics in relativistic astrophysics 
hnod Obllzlnions 
02/01/65-01/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $8,000 
P"". Inlrr, NASA rrih 01,i:c.. -,, .= ,.... . -"..s",., 
Rcaney. R. C. HQ-SG/ 13-Physics 
(10-850 188-W-W) 
NAS 9-10566 University ol TexasDenlsl Brnnch 3385 
Preventive dentistry program 
Penal o#;~'.ni"nr 
02/25/70-02/28/75 FY73: $15,WO TOTAL: $45,OW 
NAS 9-11118 Univerrily of TexasDonla1 Branch 3386 
Oral hygiene study 
P l " d  o#r~arron.~ 
06/27/70-06/30/74 FY73: $42,660 TOTAL: $110,990 
Pnn. hwsr. Nl .74  Tech. Ofljnr CASE Cate%ory 
Brown, L. R. JSC/Buchanan, P. 51-Biology 
Wheatcroft, M.  G. JSC/Frome, W. J. 
(72-970 970-5 1-45) 
NGR 44-090-001 University of Texas-Dental Branch 3387 
Investigation of smoulh muscle lone 
P e d d  Migollunx 
06/28/71-09/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $20,000 
Pnn. lnro, .  NASA Tech Ojfl-r U S E  Corrwr) 
Hamptan. J. K., Jr. JSC/Alexander. W. C. 52-Clinical Med 
JSC/Leach. C. S. 
(72-870 189-54-06) 
NGR 44-012-147 University of Texas - El Paso 3388 
Plagioclase mineralogy of alkaline olivine basalt 
Period oh'lgoninm 
05/02/67-10/15/72 FY73: TOTAL: 1627,197 
Pn'n I n r r ~ r .  NASA Tech Ofl<cer CASE Cmrerorj 
Holler, J. M.  HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelagicill Sci 
HQ-SM/ALlenby, R. J. 
(10-810 383-00-00) (10-810 195-OCLOO) 
NAS 9-11088 Univ of Texsr Medical Branch - Galreslon 3389 
Study of mans immunity to space flight 
hnd oh'lgaron, 
06/30/70-09/30/74 FY73: $93,816 TOTAL: $253,775 
Pnn. b w ~ t .  NASA Tcrh. Oflker CASE Caltfo,~ 
Ritrmann. S. E. JSC/Kimzcy, S. L. 52-Clinical Med 
JSCjKimzey, S. L. 
(72-910 914-50-00) (72-960 948-60-91) 
NAS 9-12296 Univ 01 Texas Medical Branch - Galreston 3390 
Develo~ment of procedures far assay of  biological sampler 
OMig.,lonr 
FY73: TOTAL: $69,000 
NASA Tech. Ofl<er CASE C m t ~ o r . ~  
JSC/Leach. C. 52-Clinical Med 
NAS 9-13102 Unir of Texas Medical Branch - Galreston 3391 
Blood studies 
P e r i d  ou,#nrrm, 
06/30/72-06/30/75 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $50.000 
~ n n .  lnvrrr NASA ~ e h .  oflker CASE c a r r ~ r ~  
Lockhart, L. H .  JSCjKimzry, S. L. 53-Oth~r Medical 
(72-960 948-60-91) 
NAS 9-13143 Univ ol Texas Medical Branch - Galreston 3392 
Pi support for PSE 
P c n d  oue~,lm' 
08/22/72-10/31/74 FY73: $239,305 TOTAL: $239.305 
Pn'n I~WII .  N A S I  Twh. Ol/lcer CASZ Cnir8*rI 
Latham, G. V. SSC/F.iehelman, W. F. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 4448s002 Univ of Texas Medical Branch - Galrerlon 3393 
Mechanisms of cerebral blood now changer during acceleration 
stress 
P c " ~  Ob,<*#,<onr 
IO/l3/71-10/31/73 FY73: $25,877 TOTAL: $51,979 
P,!" ,n.e,,. NASA rrrh. Oflfcrr CASE Calrbor" 
Stone, H. L. ARC/Sandler, H. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21-12) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 2-3082 Unirorrity of Texas Health Center. Dallas 3394 NAS 9-11701 Univ of TexarSehaol a l  Puhlir Heallh 3401 
Flight hardware for biosatellite experiment Food safety standards and criteria 
P e n d  O b l ~ a ~ n ~ n ,  P<,<d obl!an,im, 
06129169-06/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $234,841 05/19/71-03/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $37,000 
Pen. rrnr3,. NASA Tech 0llii.r CASE Coiebory Pm'n lavrrr. NASA Tech O//!mr W S E  Care8.n. 
ARC/ 51-Biology Chambers,, L. A. JSC/Hcidelbaugh. N. D .  
(21-870 883-00-00) 59-Life Sci, NEC 
Pier, S. M.  
(72-960 948-60-90) (72-910 914-50-00) 
NCR 44012-003 Un iv~ rs i t~  of Texas Health Center - Dallas 3395 
Influence of gravity on unicellular orpanism NAS 9-12WO Uni r  of T e x l c k h m l  of Public Health 3402 
~ e . n d  obljan,(~,,., Public health ecology water degradation 
04/12/71-03/31/74 FY73: $38,000 TOTAL: $545.218 f i n d  o~tanaons 
~ n n .  b#vr.s,. NASA ~ r r h  Of lkr  CASE Category 06/23/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $52,600 
Montgomery, P. 0.. Jr.ARC/Trcmor. J. W. 51-Biology Pen. Inwa. NASA ~ e h .  olflcer CASE Cazqory 
Paul, J. S. Davis, E. M. JSC/Fuller, C. E. 39-Env Sci, NEC 
(21-970 910-21-61) (10-870 189-00-00) (72-680 160-75-75) 
NCR 44-012-151 University of Texas Health Center - Dallas 3396 NAS 9-12041 Univ of Texas-School 01 public Health 3403 
Cardiovascular effect Public health ccology-air pollution 
P e n d  0bl;mlionr PI"& Obl&0""'" 
01/07/72-02/28/74 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $178,000 06/23/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL:$~I,~OO 
Plici. Inwrz. NASA Ted .  0fl;nr CASE Caregory P,!r#. Itiucl,. N l X A  Terh Ol/lcer CASE Cnmor? 
Mitchell, J. H. JSC/Hoffler, G. W. 53-Other Medical kvsrs ,  R. K. JSC/Fuller. C. E. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(72-970 970-51-12) (72-910 914-51-00) (21-770 127-00-00) (72-680 160-75-75) 
NCR 44-094-Wl Unir of Texas Health Center - Ssn Antonio 3397 
Control of brain amine levels in mice 
f i n d  Obl@or!onr 
06/10/72-06/30/74 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $40,390 
Pnn. Inw3l NASA Tech Ollrmr LjlX Caregory 
Morgan, W. W. JSC/Leach, C. 51-Biology 
(72-970 970-51-16) 
NAS 9-12640 Univ of Texas-Shohool of Public Health 3404 
Comparative health atatus studies 
Per<& oh,;~#r;"n, 
M/04/72-01/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $14,174 
Pdn. ,l#vcll. NASA Trrh Ofltcrpr C I S 5  Careban. 
Labarthe. D. R. JSC/Schneidcr, H. J. 53-Other Medical 
(72-910 914-50-W) 
NAS 9-12696 Univ of Texas-SchoOl of Puhlic Health 3405 
NCR 44096003 Unir of Texas Health Center - San Antonio 3398 Health applications 
Role of systemic & renal hernodynamics ? e n d  oblisa,20nr 
f i n d  Ob,tr#igorlon.r 05/12/72-1013 1/73 FY73: TOTAL: $146,5W 
08/01/73-12/31/73 FY73: $35.000 TOTAL: $35.000 ~ n , ,  ~ n r r r .  NASA Tech Ollrrrr CA SE Carego,? 
Pno. hwsl. NASA Tech OJficer CASE Carqorv Scallon. J. E. JSC/Fuller, C. E. 53-Other Medical 
Earley, L.  E. JSC/Jaeksan. M.  53-Other Medical JSC/Barnes, C. M .  
(72-970 970-51-12) (72-680 160-75-75) 
NAS 9-11384 Unir of Texarkhool  o l  Puhlir Health 3399 
Comparative medical study 
Pe"d Obllganlm", 
11/13/70-09/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $45,472 
Pnn. Inlr~r NASA Ttd. O/fl<i(r CASE (ulrgain 
Eilren. H. E. JSC/Wooley, B. C. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72-910 914-5000) 
NAS 9-12783 Univ of TexarSehool ol Puhlic Health 3406 
Probability of illness dcfinition 
Pm"d OMlgarrwu 
05/26/72-06/30/74 FY73: %40.000 TOTAL: $88,000 
Plin hurs l .  NASA Tech. OIfl~er CASE C@<~Y' I '  
Downs, J. D. JSC/McQurxn. I. L. 53-Other Medical 
(72-96C 961-50-00) 
NAS 9-12823 Univ of TexerSchool of Puhlic Heallh 3407 
NAS 9.11522 Univ of Texas-School of Public Health 3400 Public health applications of remote sensing to urban public 
Public health applications health 
P c o d  0bl;ganon' P e n d  Ow!gol..z.< 
01/27/71-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $37,998 06122172-10/31/73 ~ ~ 7 3 :  TOTAL: $36,171 
P",, ,nvc,,. NASA Ted Ol/mr CASE Carerev Pr!ri. blwrl. NASA l r i h  Ollrrrr CASE Caiqory 
Scanlon, J. E. JSCjFuller, C. E. 53-Other Medical Rush. M.  N. JSC/Fuller, C. E. 53-Other Medical 
(72.680 160.WW) (72-680 160-75-75) (72-680 160-75-75) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
TEXAS (Continued) 
NGR 44684-002 Univ of TexarSehool of Public Health 3408 
public health application of remote sensing on air degradation 
P e r ; d  0bl;x~l;ons 
06/22/72-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $19,400 
Prh. rnrrn. NASA Terh Ojjtca CASE Colcgory 
Chcn, C. T. JSC/Eandi, B. K.  39-Env Sei. NEC 
(72-9 10 914-50-00) 
NGR 44015603 West Texas %ale Uni~ersily 3409 
Geology of Marc Acidalium quadrangle MO-4 on Mars 
P c n d  Obii8*rionr 
04125173-03/31/74 FY73: $IO.WO TOTAL: $10.000 
Pnn h r r r .  NASA Tech Oflfccr CASE Colqory 
HQ-SL/ 32-Gelogical Sci 
(IO-8AO 384-50-80) 
UTAH 
NGR 45-001-011 Brigham Young University 3410 
Analysis and interpretation of magnetic field measurements 
between Earth and Mars received from Mariner I V  
Ptn'd Obl~lalhnf 
051 10165-09/30/73 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $186,571 
Pnn. lnvcrr. NASA Twh. 0 j j ; m  CASE Cornon 
Jones. D. E. HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 13-Physics 
HQ-SG/Schmerling, E. R. 
(10-850 385-36-00) 
NCR 45-001-032 Brigham Young University 3411 
Microwave studies of planetary atmospheres 
P r n d  obl;z.a,;"nr 
06/05/70-05/31/74 FY73: TOTAL: $16,100 
Pnn. bvr, , .  NASA Tech. O j j i i ?  CASE c.r":":,y 
Jones, D. E. IlQ-SLjBrunk, W. E. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellowr, R. F. 
(10-840 196-00-00) (10-840 196-41-82) 
NAS 5-21883 .. un#rrr~i ty . u l  Uiah 3412 
ERTS data user investigation of thc geology and hydrology of 
ulah and nevada by ERTS imagery 
P e r i d  0bl;~o';Ynr 
10/24/72-01/01/74 FY73: $36,967 TOTAL: $36,967 
Pnti liiw.~,. NASA Tech 0lli.rr CASE Calnor) 
Jensen, M. L. GSFC/Crump, E. W. 32-Gelogical Sci 
Bennrtt, R. 
Grey, D. C. 
(51-680 641- 14-03) 
NAS 61908 University of Utah 3413 
Data processing and participation in the NASA Wallops Spation 
meteorological iocket/Nimbus satellite data comparison project 
P l d  obl;llg,,ni"n, 
10/06/70-09/05/73 FY73: $63,500 TOTAL: $103.122 
Pnn Inwxz. NASA Tech. Oflie, CASE Carwagon 
Staffanson. F. L. WS/Spurling, J. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
WS/West, W. H. 
(53-680 607-07-W) 
NAS 9-11475 University of Utah 3414 
Pi support for the Apollo lunar sounder experiment 
P e n d  Obl<galims 
12/24/70-09/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $294,900 
Pnn. /nu$r. NASA Ted. Ofliiir CASE Cnrrrvry 
Ward. S. H.  JSC/Laffcrly, P. 31-Atmor Sei 
(72-910 914-49-W) 
NAS 9-12163 University of Utah 3415 
Scientific support for Apolla lunar rounder experiment 
rend "bl<Z"iunr 
W/13/71-12/31/73 FY73: $500,WO TOTAL: $1,286,448 
PNn. lnnsr NASA Trch Ofice, CASE Me80ry 
Ward. S. H. JSCjLafferty, P. E. 32-Gelogical ki 
(72-910 914-49-00) 
NAS 9-13322 University of Utah 3416 
Geology of Utah & Nevada 
P e n a l  OMT80r,rns 
03/10/73-06/30/74 FY73: $38,900 TOTAL: $38,900 
Prin l n r r r  NASA Twh. Ofl~ccr CASE Car%ory 
lensen. M. L. JSCjMiller. M .  L. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-9M 948-63-83) 
NGL 45003419 University of Utah 3417 
Investigation of combustion chemistry in composite rocket 
propellants 
P<"'d 0blip.lirn1 
12/06/65-12/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $236.247 
Prtn bvs8, .  NASA Tech O/Per  U S E  Colrlov 
Baer, A. D. HQ-RP/Wasrcl. R. A. 12-Chemistry 
Ryan. N.  D. 
(10-710 128-00-W) (10-710 128-32-90) 
N C L  45-003-025 University of Utah 3418 
lnvestigution of meteorological measurement techniques up to 
100 kilometers 
P r n d  Obl!#a,,onr 
12/22/65-11/01/73 FY73: $9,000 TOTAL: $589.727 
NGL 45-003-029 Unirerrily of Utah 3419 
The mechanics of fracture in viscoelastic media 
P?"d Obl le~l l rm 
05/18/6610/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $160.05 I 
Prtn Inw,, NASA Tmh, Onmr U S E  CaZqor). 
Williams, M .  L. HQ-KP/Wascl, R. A. 13-Physics 
(10-710 128-W-00) (10-710 128-32-86) 
NGL  45-00M37 University of Utah 3420 
Paramagnetic resonance eflect in viscoelastic materials 
Perid Obl~ganonr 
01/20/67-12/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $156,194 
P n r  hlvrrr .  NASA Tech Ofli<er CASE C#2V."TJ 
Devires. K. L. HQ-RP/Warel, R. A. 46-Mech Engr 
(l@710 128-WOO) (10-110 128-32-86) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
UTAH (Continued) 
NGR 45-003-085 University of Utah 3421 
Dcvelopment of techniques for mapping tectonic features of Mars 
from Mariner imagery 
Per id  Oh(?rargonon.r 
05/21/71-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
pan. nlwsr. N A S A   TI<^. o/f<rrr CASE cuzeory 
Wilson, R. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
Ward, S. H. HQ-SL/Murris, E. C. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NCR 45-003490 University of Utah 3422 
Lunar sample analysis 
Pertad 0MlgaNont.T 
02/08/72-01/31/74 FY73: $41.300 TOTAL: $68,000 
~ n n  Brwn. NA.7.4 Tech. 0,j'fcrr CASE C ~ ! F ~ U V  
Ward, S. H .  JSC/Harris, J. W. 32-Gelogicai Sci 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NGR 45403-093 University of Utah 3423 
Study a partial through crack on a plate of finite thickness 
Perid Ob,,~#no,,, 
03/21/72-02/29/74 FY73: TOTAL: $37.850 
Pl in  lnw.rl. NASA Tech. O/flc~r CASE Colezo?~ 
Folias, E. S. JSC/Foreman, R. G. 21-Mathematics 
(72-980 908-44-38) 
NGR 45-003-095 University of Utah 3424 
Analysis of the geologic cycle of Mxrs 
P r n d  
06129172-06/30/74 
P,;" ,nw,, 
Wilson, R. C. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
ObI~g~,lon, 
FY73: $10,000 TOTAL: 528,912 
NASA Tech. Oflmr CASE Cczuzur) 
HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelagical Sci 
HQ-SLjAilingham. J. W. 
NGR 45-002-008 Utah Stale Unirersily 3425 
Response 01 higher plants to ultraviolet light and other stress 
factors 
P l " d  oN!~a<i""' 
11/22/66-08/31/73 FY73: 510,000 TOTAL: $206.806 
Pnn. lnwlr. NASA Teih O f l i i i  CASE Coregary 
Salisbury. F.  B. HQ-SL/Yaung. K. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-64) 
NGR 45402-016 Utah State University 3426 
Application of the comparison principle to analysis of nonlinear 
systems 
Pen& Obi!gnnons 
06/24/70-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 545,551 
P h .  Inwsl. NASA T h .  Oflkcr CASE Calrgorj 
Gunderson, R. W. ARC/Dooiin. B. F. 49-Engr, NEC 
ARC/Meyer. G. 
(21-750 125-00.00) (21-750 135-19-02) 
VERMONT 
NAS 5-21753 Universiiy of Vermonl 3427 
Environmental study of ERTS-A imagery 
h"d Ohllgoriorlr 
06/09/72-07/31/73 FY73: $47,726 TOTAL: 552,226 
P n n  1nvrsr. NASA I r ~ h  Of/?<er CASE Cblerurr 
Lind, A. 0 .  GSFUJbajna, E. F. 32.Gelogieal Sci 
Henson. E. B. 
(51-680 641-14-04) (51.680 641-14-00) 
NGT 46-001-001 Univerrily of Vermont U2N 
Training of grsduatc students in  space-related science and 
technology 
Per id  Obl<garion~ 
03/25/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 5346,808 
~ n , ,  ~ , , ~ ~ r .  NASA ~ e r h  oflicer CASE (bugory  
Johnstone, D. 8. HQ-PY/Carlcr. C. H. 99-Muiti-Discip 
(10-370 1x1-04-00) 
VIRGINIA 
NAS 1-12152 Christopher Newporl College 3429 
Quality control checks of VGH night records 
Pen& "M,po,im 
02/23/73-06/30/73 FY73: $6.186 TOTAI.: $6,186 
Prin I,lwlr NASA Tech 0fl;rer (1YC Coregory 
McMurran, R. E. LARC/Jewel, J. W.. Jr. 41-Aero Engr 
LARCIMorris, G. J. 
(23-704 501-38-1 1) 
NAS 1-9461 College of William And Mary 3430 
Research in ohvsicai and life sciences 
, . 
P e n d  OM@ar!om 
08/l2/69-W/01/72 FY73: 1651.570 TOTAL: $256.302 
Prh?. !?!x.rr. NASA Tech. OJfimr CASE Cu(txury 
Warcum, C. R. LARC/Ycilgsr, P. R. 33-Oceanography 
LARC/Hunter. W. H. 
(23-970 970-32-20) (23-701 599-85-00) 
NAS 1-11808 College of William And Mary 3431 
Theoretical studies of nuclear reactions for radiation programs 
Per id  OM&ann,z.r 
06128172-05/12/15 FY73: TOTAL: $25,000 
Pti,i. I"*rrr. NASA Tech. Omcer CASZ Comory 
Remler, E .A.  LARC/Wilson, J .  W. 13-Physics 
LARC/Beck. S. M. 
(23-720 112-02-23) 
NGL  47-006455 College of William And Mary 3432 
Research on applied multidisciplinary sciences program 
P r n d  oMi8a,i"n, 
03/05/7i-01/31/74 FY73: 550,000 TOTAI.: $250,000 
Pr!ri. lnvrrr. NASA ?M O/lricr CASE Colclon. 
Sher, A. HQ-PYJKedding, E. K. YY-Multi-Dircip 
LARCIManin, D. J. 
(10.371 340-00-00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NGL 47406-058 Colle~e of William And Mary 3433 
Applied sclence program 
P c n d  OMisulib"3 
09/01/72-08/01/75 by73 $98,400 TOTAL $98,400 
Pnn. Invrr,. NASA Tech. 0Iflc.r CASE Calwory 
Sher, A. LARCJMarlin. D. J. 19-Phys Sci. NEC 
(23-701 599-85-00) 
NGR 47-006-010 College of Willipm And Mary 3434 
lnvcstigvli~n of pion & muon beam transport systems 
~ e " o d  ObiignmWr 
05/23/64-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $107,217 
Pns. Inwsl. NASA 7-A O,,?er CASE Calrgary 
Funaten, H ,  0. LARC/Smith, D. D. 13-Physics 
(23.742 124-00-00) (23-742 124-09-22) 
NGR 47-006-050 College of William And Mary 3435 
Precise measurement of charged defects in  I l l -V  compound 
P<nod 0bI;roriws 
n4/13/70-05/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 549,035 
Pnn. blwrr. NASA Ted. Ull l irr  CASE (brrgun 
Soest. J. F. LARC/Falcs, C. L. 13-Physics 
(23-740 129-02-21) (23-740 114-03-03) (23-742 124-00-00) 
NGR 41-006-054 College of William And Mary 3436 
Space-related mammalian radiology studies 
P r n d  oh',~~ti""r 
02/01/72-01/31/74 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $253,905 
Pail l l i r r s l  NASA Trllr Oflcrr CASE Culqury 
Aceto, H., Jr. JSC/Hoffman, R. A. 51-Biology 
HQ-MMIJoncs, W. L. 
(72-970 970-51-63) (10-770 127-49-02) 
NGR 47aO(r064 (blleep of William And Mary 3437 
Correlation or trace elcment levels with the vilriuus diseased states 
in humans 
Pen'nd Obll~n!#onl 
03/01/73-02/28/74 FY73: $35.000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Pn'ri. Inwn. NASA T r i h  0lI;er CASE Cnlegogory 
Jolly. R. K. WS/Haltoo. E. M.  59-Life Sci, NEC 
Welah, R. E. WS/Oberhaltzer. 3. D. 
(53-250 141 9302) 
NAS 1-4815 Hampton Institule 3438 
Conversion of government awned Oighf rreordr into numerical 
tabulation 
P e n d  Obi!~nnim5 
07/01/65-06/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: $7,162 
Prin l n w l  NASA Tech 0fl;cr.r CASE Cnlcgon 
LAKC/Jewel. J. W. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-760 126-0000) 
NAS 1-10898 Hampton Inrlitute 3439 
Conversion of government-owned flight records into numerical 
tabulation 
P..i* 0 6 1 ~ ~ ' i O " I  
06/01/7 1-06/30/73 FY73: $25,575 TOTAL: $51.775 
Prin Inu~z. NASA T ~ r h  Olflmr CASE L4mury 
LARC/Jewel, J. W., Jr.  41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-38-1 1) (23-763 133-0000) 
NGR 41420U1113 Hampton Inslitute 34411 
Lcsrning and working experience with January-term students 
h , t d  ob,;ra,;"nr 
01/02/73-02/01/73 FY73: $1,073 TOTAL: $1,073 
Plln ,""rrl. NASA Te<h OJficcrr CASE Caregory 
Horton, L. LARCIMartio, D. J. 39-Env Sci. NEC 
(23-701 599-85-00) 
NGR 47-020-005 Hampton Institute 3441 
High temperature kinetics studies of combustion procesress by 
the shock tuhe technique 
Period OMigorbnr 
03/21/73-05/31/74 FY73: 1615,000 TOTAL: $15,000 
Pnn. In,vrr. NASA r ich. Ofltc~r CASE Cotsrury 
HQ-PY/ 13-Physics 
(10-371 340M1-00) 
NGR 47-025401 Norlolk State College 3442 
Standards of rider comfort noise vibration and age of rider as 
factors 
P * , d  OMlgolron., 
05/14/73-06/30/74 FY73: 1643.000 TOTAL: $43,WO 
Pn, ,  Inwlr NASA Tech. OlPmr CASE (blrpurf 
Colcgate. R. L. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 62-Social Aspects 
LARC/hune, R. W. 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NAS 1-9434 Old Dominion University 3443 
Rescarch in physical and engineering sciences 
P r n d  obllaao"", 
07123169-11/01/72 FY73: $22.279 TOTAL: $825,804 
NAS 1-9635 Old Uominiun University 3444 
Studies relating to qiector performance, noise generation and 
supreision 
Period Ob,;ror#u,rr 
11/25/6')-07/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $24.815 
NAS 1-11lM Old Dominion University 3445 
Rcscarch in physical and life sciences 
P<nul OM,g~zla,a 
07124172-071 16174 FY73: $280,715 TOTAL: $280.715 
NAS 5-21816 Old Dominion Univorslty 3446 
ERTS data user investigation studies 
?"<nod Ub,;rc,;"n, 
08/04/72-02/01/74 FY73: $91,026 TOTAL: $91,026 
Pnn lnvrrr. NASA rich Dljmr U T E  CalWW 
Marshall, H. G. tiSFC/Fiheliy. A. W. 33-Oceanugraph~ 
Coneland. G. E. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
VIRGINIA (Continued)
NAS 9-13410 Old Dominion University 3447 NGR 47-003-043 Old Dominion University 3454
investigation of zero gravity boiling and condensing in mechanical Investigation of sources of errors in low density gas structure
refrigeration systems measurements
Period Obligations Period Obligations
05/01/73-04/30/74 FY73: $15,000 TOTAL: $15,000 10/01/70-11/30/73 FY73: $47,941 TOTAL: $120,586
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Keshock, E. G. JSC/French, B. O. 46-Mech Engr Pittman, M. A. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 13-Physics
(72-970 970-52-20) Brock, F. J.
Brock, F.
(23-704 501-06-10) (23-704 501-08-10)
NGL 47-003-007 Old Dominion University 3448
A theoretical and experimental investigation of vortex-sink rate
sensor NGR 47-003-048 Old Dominion University 3455
Period Obligations Exciton coupling in molecular crystals
08/31/67-05/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $133,459 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 03/08/71-07/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $40,885
Goglia, G. L. LARC/Hellbaum, R. F. 46-Mech Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(23-750 125-00-00) (23-750 125-19-08) Ake, R. L. LARC/Phillips, D. H. 13-Physics
(23-740 114-03-03) (23-740 129-02-21)
NGL 47-003-008 Old Dominion University 3449
Studies in heterocyclic synthesis NGR 47-003-052 Old Dominion University 3456
Period Obligations Graduate research program in aeronautics and air transporta-
07/05/67-05/01/74 FY73: $39,061 TOTAL: $188,579 tion
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categor' Period Obligations
Williams, R. L. LARC/Johnston, N. J. 12-Chemistry 05/12/71-09/02/74 FY73: $63,887 TOTAL: $280,984
LARC/Bell, V. L. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(23-704 501-21-22) (23-740 129-03-22) Roberts, A. S. LARC/Martin, D. J. 41-Aero Engr
(23-704 501-15-82) (23-760 126-13-10) (23-760 136-13-01)
NGL 47-003-012 Old Dominion University 3450
Theoretical description of soil-tire interaction under moving wheel NGR 47-003-068 Old Dominion University 3457
of aircraft Aerol studies
Period Obligations Period Obligations
05/15/68-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $139,960 12/11/72-10/01/73 FY73: $35,500 TOTAL: $35,500
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Cheng, R. LARC/Leland, T. J. 44-Civil Engr Harris, F. S. LARC/Hulten, W. C. 31-Atmos Sci
(23-760 126-00-00) (23-760 126-61-12) LARC/McCormick, M. P.
(23-704 501-08-10) (23-980 909-72-47) (23-680 160-44-64)
NGL 47-003-039 Old Dominion University 3451
Analysis of a cold jet on bodies of revolution in a subsonic free NGR 47-003-069 -Old Dominion University 3458
stream Laser holographic interferometric techniques for structure
Period Obligations inspection
12/01/70-11/01/73 FY73: $28,856 TOTAL: $95,659 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 09/22/72-09/01/73 FY73: $22,136 TOTAL: $22,136
Ousterhout, D. S. LARC/Gentry, G. L., Jr. 41-Aero Engr Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
LARC/Margason, R. J. Chu, W. P. LARC/McCormick, M. P. 13-Physics
(23-702 760-62-01) (23-760 721-00-00) (23-760 721-01-11) LARC/Goad, J. H., Jr.
(23-704 501-22-02) (23-830 180-32-51)
NGL 47-003-067 Old Dominion University 3452
Interdisciplinary investigation of atmospheric processes and NGR 47-003-071 Old Dominion University 3459
constituents of the mid-Atlantic coastal region Raman spectroscopy as a remote sensor of polyatomic ions in
Period Obligations sea & estuarine water
05/10/72-05/31/76 FY73: $75,000 TOTAL: $225,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 09/20/72-09/01/73 FY73: $10,460 TOTAL: $10,460
Kindle, E. C. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categorl
WS/Krieger, R. L. Bandy, A. R. LARC/Houghton, W. M.
(10-371 340-00-00) 33-Oceanography
(23-704 502-23-56)
NGR 47-003-040 Old Dominion University 3453
Electron emission induced by electric field of a laser beam NCR 47-003-077 Old Dominion University 3460
Period Obligations Study of stratospheric gases catalytically reacting on alumina
12/01/70-09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $13,186 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 02/21/73-01/31/74 FY73: $7,082 TOTAL: $7,082
Cox, J. L. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 13-Physics Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Categorn
LARC/Yeager, P. R. Cox, J. L. LARC/Outlaw, R. A. 13-Physics
(23-740 129-01-22) (23-980 909-72-47)
181
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VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NCR 47-003-078 Old Dominion University 3461 
Heavy-heavy nuclear reactions 
P l r i d  Obh~anonr 
02/01/73-06/30/74 FY73: $27,157 TOTAL: $27,157 
Pnn. Inw~,. NASA Terb O/lrer CASE Ca>etory 
Khandelwal. G. S. LARC/Wilson, J. W. 13-Physics 
(23-704 502-21-32) 
NGR 47-003-082 Old Dominion Unircnity 3462 
Optimum geometric configuration of n space shuttle materials 
laboratory 
h n d  o b t ~ ~ n , i m ,  
03/16/73-06/30/73 FY73: $44.997 TOTAL: $44,991 
?nn. lnnlr. NASA Tcrh O f l i i r  CdSE Carcrory 
Clay, F. P. I.ARC/Melli, L. T.. 11. 13-Physics 
Hueser, J. E. 
(23-850 188-36-56) (23-980 975-90-95) 
NCR 47-00%W Old Dominion University 3463 
Laboratory study of passenger subjective response to ideal and 
real vehicle vibration environments 
P e n d  0N;gor;ons 
05/02/73-0513 1/74 FY73: $37,990 TOTAL: $37.990 
Pq'm Inucr,. NASA Tech. Oflkcn CASE Colwor) 
Kirby. R. H .  LARC/Minson. 1. S. 69-Psych. NEC 
(23-704 501-29-12) 
NGT 47403-028 Old Dominion University 3464 
Summer faculty fellowship program in  engineering systems 
design 
Pr?id Obligaziunr 
11/14/69-03/31/74 FY73: $101,384 TOTAL: $366,640 
Prta (nwh< NASA Tech. "((in. CASE Colnory 
Goglia, G. L. HQ-PY/Caner, C. H. 49-Engr, NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NCT 47-003429 Old Dominion University 3465 
Summer faculty fellowship program in research 
PC"& ob,worronr 
i l / i4/69-03/3i/74 FY73: $105.257 TOTAL: 6450,390 
Pm'n h b r n .  NASA TI*. Oflt<<r CASE Colnor). 
Foglia, G. L.  HQ-PY/Carter: C. H. 49-Engr. NEC 
(10-371 340-00-00) 
NAS 1-10210 University of Virginia 3466 
Master agreement far research and development in the physical 
and life sciences and engineering 
PI,& Obl~~~<<", , '  
07/24/7&07/23/73 FY73: $23,580 TOTAL: 192.832 
Ps.i I"..,, re." o,,rer < 4 \, <o,,@>,, 
u ' l ~ ~ ~ c .  F .  1 1 41(< Ksll!. M L 45.k.c: Fngc 
(22-762  .I!-b&dI) ?I-702 7bb.81-31, (23-7IU 113.32.04, 
NAS 2-1554 University of Virginia 3467 
Biosatcllite projcct experiment p-1145 effect of weightlcssnesr an 
gross budy composition of the rat 
P e a l  obt;aariun, 
09/14/64-07/31/13 FY73: $37,994 TOTAL: $596,155 
Pnn, lnvrrr. NASA Tech Ofisr CASE C ~ 8 c ~ o r y  
Pitta, G. C. ARC/Oyama, J. 51-Biology 
(21-970 970-21-61) (21-870 883-WOO) (2G810 189-73-05) 
NAS 5-21412 University of Virginia 34M 
Supernova monitor experiment 
Pen& Obl<rc~iml 
05/03/71-08/31/73 FY73: 64,375 TOTAL: 19.375 
Pnn. tnr.a. NATA recrrh. Ofl<ccr CASE Cnlrsory 
Frederick. L.  W. GSFC/Bertsch, D. L. 99-Multi-Discip 
(51-850 188-46-54) 
NAS 9-12752 University of Virginia 3469 
Principal investigator support o f  the lunar altitude profile 
determination 
h n ' d  OM@ar<anr 
06/i3/72-07/0i/75 FY73: TOTAL: $83.745 
Pnn. Inn,,. N l S l  Tirh. O l j e r  CASE Cnrqory 
Junkins, J .  L. JSCIHardec, S. N. 13-Physics 
(72-910 914-4960) 
NGL 47-005414 University of Virginia 3470 
Multidisciplinary research in spa=-related sciences and technol- 
OgY 
Pen& , Obt?rc>imr 
06/12/&1-03/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: 11,200,000 
Pnn. bw5r  WAS1 Tech Olnmr CASE Corqon. 
Barnes. D. W. HQ-PYjRedding, E. R. 42-Astro Engr 
HQ-KTIRichards, J. 
(1&370 183-00-00) (If!-740 129-00-00) 
N C L  47405-050 Unirerrily of Virginis 3471 
Investigation of the dynamic rtability of thc rigid body rotor 
Pedurl O M < ~ Y " . ~  
05/31/66-08/01/74 FY73: $30,Ml0 TOTAL: $265.113 
Prrn lnvcrl NASA Teh. Oflinr CASE Carwo". 
Gunter. E. J. LERC/Cunningham, R. E. 
LERC/Anderron, W. J. 46-Mech Engr 
(22.704 501-24-10) (22-740 129-03-24) 
NGL 47-W5466 Unimrrity of Virginia 3472 
Studies in astronomy and related scientific and engineering 
fields 
Ye"& 0bIig.lrlo"r 
lO/lO/66-09/01/74 FY73: 1630,OW TOTAL: 5!61,256 
NGL 47405-098 University of Virginia 3473 
Study of numerical methodology for dynamic huckling of shell 
structures 
Per<& O ~ r g ~ n o " . ~  
03/07/69-09/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: 184,569 
NGL 47-005-108 University of Virginia 3474 
lnvestigiltion of topics ih structural dynamics 
P e r i d  Obt~~a~ronr  
05/01/69-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $49,000 
Pnn. lnvrrr. NASA Ted. O//tcrr CASE (blrrur). 
Haviland, J. K .  LARC/Rainey, A. G. d l - A m  Engr 
(23-760 l26-WL0QW (23-760 126-14-14) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NCL 47-06151 University 01 Virginia 3475 
Systems approach to establishing acceptance ride quality criteria 
P ~ n u l  OMearrons 
06/29/7005/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 1680.000 
Prir rnvrr!. NASA Tech OJfiicr CASE C o l w r )  
Allison, J .  L. LARC/Clevenson, S. A. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Stephens, D. C .  
(23-770 127-WOO) 
NCR 47-005-093 University of Virginia 3476 
investigation of the detcetivity of radialion-produced detects lcvcls 
on n- and p-type silicon and germanium 
Per id  Obll#l?,i0".~ 
M/10/68-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $61,472 
Ptin. bu~l. NASA Ted. OJficer CASE C d r ~ r ~  
Mattauch, R. J. LARC/Grass, C. 49-Engr, NEC 
LARC/Ochcltree. S. L. 
(23-750 125-00-00) (23-750 125-24-04) (23-750 115-24-08) 
NCR 47-005-112 University of Virginia 3477 
Development of the reacsrch potential of cold balance 
Pend  OMiprionr 
12/22/69-10/01/73 FY73: $60,000 TOTAL: $270,938 
Pdn. lnur r .  NASA lich. OJJ>cer CASE Carrgnr) 
Zapata. R. N .  LARC/Hamiet, I. L. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Kilgore. R. A. 
(23-7M 501-WO9) (23-760 126-63-12) (23-760 13613-01) 
NCR 47-W5-145 University of Virginia 3478 
Performance evaluation capabilities for the design of physical 
systems 
?rid OMllvtrvns 
M/22/70-05/11/74 FY73: 562,000 TOTAL: $119,910 
P m .  l m r 3 r .  NASA Tcrh O I I i i i  CASE Calmor) 
Pilkey. W. D. LARC/Scwall, J. L. 46-Mcch Engr 
LARC/Parrish, R. V. 
(23.704 502-32-02) (23.704 501-22-05) (23-742 124-M)-00) 
NGR 47-005-153 University of Virginia 3479 
Study of the use of controlled modulation ot optical imizgc to 
astrometrical problems 
P r d  OMunrronr 
02/i6/71-07/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: 1637.466 
Ptin lnrr,. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Calezory 
Frederick, L. W. HQ-SG/Roman, N. G. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SGlOtt. E.  J. 
(10-850 188-41-51) 
NCR 47-005-172 Univerdty of Virginia 3480 
Interpretation of surface features and surface processes on Mars 
Pend OM@@!ron.r 
03/03/71-08/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $68.190 
Pnn. Ir~usl. NASA T e d .  Oflie, CASE Cnrcgor). 
Dalan, R. HQ-SL/Allinghilm. J. W. 
HQ-SL/Dwornik. S. E. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(10840 384-5080) 
NGR 47-005-176 Univenily of Vir~inia 348 I 
Trace clement analysis of mineral reparates and determination 
of partition coefficients 
P c n d  o*,traminr 
06/07/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: 521,980 
Prin lrlrrrr. NASA Tech. Ofltcrr CASE Corrrvrr 
Alien. R. 0. HQ-SM/Bryaon, R. P. 32-Gelogicai Sci 
HQ-SM/Pamcroy, J. H. 
(10-810 195-42-67) (10-810 383-09-50) 
NCR 47-005-179 University of Virginia 3482 
Strerwa in  ablation heat shields 
P < N d  OM,~~,!M' 
08/15/71-08/14/12 FY73: TOTAL: 168,960 
Pr!,?. Inwll.  NASA Tech OJJ<ccr CASE Cal#rory 
Mmn.  J. E. LARC/Dow, M.  B. 21-Mathematics 
Sirnmonds, J. E. LARC/Tampkias, S. S. 
(23-742 117-07-03) 
NGR 47-005-181 University of Virginia 3483 
Model for predicting passenger acecptance of STOL transportation 
systems 
Pr;n lnrrrl  NASA Ted. Oflecrrr CASE Corqom 
Kuhlthau. A. R. LARC/Schaanaver. W. E., Jr. 
Jacobson. I .  D. 41-Acru Encr 
NCR 47-005-186 Umi~ersify of Virginia 3484 
Vestibular system in a sample of amphibian and reptilian 
species 
Per id  Oh,tra,lo", 
10/12/71-1i/i5/73 FY73: $14,719 TOTAL: $28,837 
Prin I n r ~ n  NASA Terh OIIi i ir  CASE Cdreror). 
Ebbeson, S. 0. ARC/Mahler, W. R. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(21-970 97G2i-53) 
NCR 47-005-202 University of Virginia 3485 
Flight research experiments to determine ride quality and passenger 
acceptance of air transportation 
P e r i d  OMiga,im., 
06/14/73-06/15/73 FY73: 548.018 TOTAL: $48,018 
PHn. Inns!. NASA Twh. 0flc.r CASE Cclegory 
Jacobson, I. D. FRC/Woif, T. D. 5 1-Biology 
Kuhlthau, A. R. 
(24.704 501-29-21) 
NCR 47-005-208 Unironity of Virginia 3486 
Effects of aircraft design an STOL ride quality simulator study 
P t H d  Ob~ig~rZw~,~ 
06/07/73-06/30/74 FY73: $24.746 TOTAL: $24,746 
Pno. Inr.?r. NASA Tech. Ofl<mr CASE C a l r b o ~  
LARC/ 41-Aero Engr 
(23-704 501-29-12) 
NGT 47405-005 University of Virginia 3487 
Training of graduate students in  space-related science and 
technology 
P m d  ONlp.z<enonl 
M/02/63-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $813,098 
P r i n  Inns,. NASA T e h .  O n - r  CASE Corsgory 
Whitehead. W .  D. HQPY/Carter. C. H. 99-Multi-Dircip 
(10-370 181-M)-00) 
183 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
VIRGINIA (Continued) 
NSR 47-06070 University of Virginia 3488 
A three-week bio-space twhnology training program at NASA 
Wallops Station 
Pen& Obl,~a,ion., 
04/27/67-12/01/71 FY73: $1.270 TOTAL: $205.965 
rnn. JOWS,. NASA red. oflker CASE cnmory 
Hendricks. E. H .  HQ-MM/Schmid. R. C. 
59-Life Sci. NEC 
(10-870 189-00-00) (10-370 181-00-00) 
NCL  47-002-LUIS Virginia Commonwealth llniversity 3489 
Radiation hazards to the eye 
P<dd OM!ga,lM, 
06/25/65-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $388,317 
Pnn. JnwSZ. NASA rerh Oflimr U S E  Corqory 
Ham, W. T. HQ-MM/Saunders, J.'F. 51-Biology 
HQ-MM/lones. W. L. 
(23-770 127-00-00) (10-770 12749-41) (10-970 970-11-63) 
NGL 47402-020 Virginia Commonwealth University 3490 
Microbiological pcrlormance testing on water management 
subsystem for a four man spilce capsule 
Penmi Oh,~~~, l" , , r  
04/25/68-05/01/75 FY73: TOTAL: $252.162 
Pnn. l n r a l  NASA T e d .  O//#<cr CASE Co(csury 
Dalton, H. P. LARCJWilkins, J. R. 5 I-Biology 
(23-770 127-00-00) (23-770 127-5341) (23-970 970-32-10) 
NCR 47-W2-018 Virginia Commonwealth University 349 1 
Maximum permissible skin dose of penetrating electron cadiillion 
in the outcr bslt 
Perk" 0bl;~ar;"ns 
05/20/68-03/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $337.000 
. . 
P n ' .  t n ~ r r .  NASA 1 4 .  Ofljer CASE Curqory 
Lippincott, S. W. HQ-MMJSaunderr, J. F. 51-Biology 
HQ-MM/Jones, W. L. 
(23-770 127-00-00) (23-770 127-49-41) (10-970 970- 11-63) 
NCR 47-002-038 Virginia Commonwealth Ilniuersity 3492 
Investigation of physiological & biochemical effects in man 
P < # d  Ob,lgo,iun, 
041 13172-06/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: S8.W 
Pn'n ,,,n?r. NASA Tech Oflj-r CASE Cnrrboq 
Pallerran. J. L. JSC/Rummel, I.  A. 53-Other Medical 
(72-9 10 9 14-51-00) 
NCR 47-002-041 Virginis Commonwealth University 3493 
lwmer eftects on pulyimidc prope~tics 
Penal O ~ I , ~ I I . " I  
09/15/72-06/30/74 FY73: $15,3W TOTAL: $15,3W 
rnn ~ , , ~ . ' r .  NASA T C ~  oflie, CASE C O , . ~ O ~ ~  
Slump, 8. L. LARC/Johnstan, N. J. 12-Chemistry 
LARC/Bell, V, 1.. 
(23-704 501-21-20) (23-704 501-21-26) (23-705 118-06-03) 
NAS 1-10233 Virginia Polylerhnic Institute 3494 
Effects of swirl and multiple injection points on co-axial mixing 
in  supersonic flow 
P < " d  ObJ@azionr 
01/24/70-12/24/73 FY73: $3,633 TOTAL: $66,9 19 
Pnn. lnvcll. NASA Ted.  Ofljer CASE Colrxory 
Sehetz, J. A. LARC/Russin, W. R. 41-Aera Engr 
LARCJAnderson, G .  Y. 
(23-704 501-0403) 
NAS 1-10646 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3495 
Rcsearch and development i n  the lilt sciiiencer, physical sciences, 
and engineering 
P e r l d  obllgarr",>., 
02/12/71-05/31/74 FY73: $186,076 TOTAL: $281,414 
NAS 3-14873 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3496 
Research on pion interactions with nuclei 
P."d oblipr;"", 
02/l 1171-I 1/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $21,910 
pnn. invrsc. NASA rerh oflt~er CASE Careson. 
Gotaw, K .  LERC/&rcaw, R. W. 13-Physics 
(22-740 129-02-23) 
NAS 521729 Virginia PolyIechnic Institute 2497 
Geological landform analysis in  the central piedmont of Virginia 
and North Carolina 
Perid obllg.,im, 
05102172-I 1/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $2,164 
Yrl?~. Inues,. NASA Tech. Oflf~a U S E  Cdrrgo~  
Glover, I,., Ill GSFC/Fihrlly, A. W. 32-Gclogical Sci 
(5 1-680 64 I- 14-00) 
NAS 61863 Virginia Polylechnic Institute 3498 
Remote sensing in agriculture 
P s n d  Ob?~ga#jms 
07/14/70-07/13/73 FY73: '621.810 TOTAL: $73,422 
Pnn. Inural. NASA Tech. O f M r  CASE C a l e u ~  
Pettry, D. E. WS/Bctllc, I .  F. 39-Enu Sei, NEC 
Hutchcsan. T. B. WS/Scott. J. H. 
NAS 9-12601 Virginia Polytechnic lnrtitute 3499 
Effects of Skylab environmenlill parameters an the intestinal flora 
of crew members 
Perid Ouir,,,!onr 
03/22/72-01/26/74 FY73: TOTAL: $99,950 
Prc,~. lnwrz NASA Tech Ofljr#r C ~ S E  Corrgon. 
Moore, W. E. ISCjMcQueen, 1. L. 53-Othcr Medical 
Holdeman, L. V. 
(72-YbU Ybl-5U-W) 
NAS 9-12630 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3500 
Viscous shock-layer method to pr td ia  surface pressure and heat 
transfer to distributions aver  two-dimensional nonanalytlc 
shapes 
P<"d Obl~~#llu", 
04/17/72-06/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $94,242 
~ n n .  ,nvrr. NASA ~ d .  ~ f l j n r  CA'FE CO,RU~J 
Lewis, C. H. JSC/Curry, D. M. 41.Aera Engr 
(72-920 982-42-00) (72-920 986-15-00) 
NGL  47-004-040 Virginia Polytechnic lnstirute 3501 
Study of electronic structure and spectra of IC  compounds 
P e n 4  obl;~',,;"", 
04/25/68-32/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: '644,413 
Plh.  rnw,,. NASA Tech. Oflice, CASE Cnrc80ry 
schug, J. C. LARC/Phillips, D. H. 12-Chemistry 
LARClHendricks, H. D. 
(23-740 129-00-00) (23-750 125-00-00) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NCL 47-004-067 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3502 
Measurement of the ground wind structure 
P c n d  oblig#rion, 
06/15170-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $267,000 
NGL 47404-080 Virginia Polytechnic lnsiilute 3503 
Synthesis, energetics, and chemical characterization of unusual 
molecules of interest in astronomy at temperatures below I W  K 
P."d obl!g.,;o"r 
04/19/7i~06/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $61,960 
~ r z n  b w ~ r  NASA rerh ofltrrr CASE rarrpory 
McGee, H .  A. HQ-SL/ I l-Astronomy 
(10-840 185-47-82) 
NGR 47-004.070 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 35M 
Laminar flow with suction downstream of a rearward-facing step 
in supersonic flow 
P<"d Obli~#ilonl 
10/01/70-09/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $59,307 
P ~ I I  lnrcl l .  NASA rmh. Ofljcer CASE Carqory 
Lewis, C. H. LARC/Swilnn. R. T. 41-Aera Engr 
LARC/Moss. J. N. 
(23-742 124-07-26) (23-742 117-07-03) 
NCR 47604076 Virginia Polytechnic lnrtitulo 3505 
Photoelastic influence of boundary layer effects 
P d  OMlgo,,onl 
03/16/71-09/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $38.683 
Y M .  bwx!. NASA Tech ofliccr CASE Colrgory 
Smith. C. W. LARCINewman. J. C., Jr.46-Mech Engr 
LARC/Poe, C. C.. Jr. 
(23-740 134-03-21) (23-76C 737-54-12) 
NCR 47404-082 Virginia Polytechnic Institub 3506 
Oridiltian behavior of dispersion-stabilized alloys rxposcd to a 
dynamic high temperature enviranmrnt 
P<r;d  Db!igario,rr 
04/23/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $50,877 
Pnn. I n w l .  W S A  T'rh Olfier CASE Caresor). 
Tenney, D. R. LARCfHerring. H. W.47-Materials Engc 
LARCIStein. B. A. 
NGR 47-004089 Virginia Polytechnic lnstitutc 3507 
Stability analysis of developing supersonic channel flow 
P w r d  oMigarin,~.r 
08/23/71-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $12,470 
Pnn. I "nrr  NASA Tech O/j;c,r CA.SE Ccinorf 
Leach. 1. W. LARCfNugrl, A. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-760 136-13-04) 
NCR 47-004090 Virginia Polytechnic lnslitute 3500 
Research program in aerandutics & air transportation systems 
Ou~~~nions  
07/0i/,?-;M"/30/73 FY73: $IOO.000 TOTAL: $i8Y,000 
~ n n .  Bwsl NASA Tkh. Ol/#rer CASE (brrgory 
Bandy, A. R. LARC/Martin, D. J. 41-Aero Engr 
Copeland. G. E .  
(23.704 501-15-82) (23-760 (36-13-01) 
NCR 47-004-091 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 35W 
Influence of polarization an millimeter wave propagation through 
rain 
P e r i d  oHifa,,m, 
Oi/O1/72-12/31/73 ~ ~ 7 ' 3 :  $20,003 TOTAL: $73,648 
Prtn , ? ~ # 5 r .  NASA 7erh 0fl;cw CA S€ Care8ory 
Bastian. C. W. GSFC/Hirschmann, E. 45-Elec Engr 
Stutrman. W. L. 
(51.620 164-21-72) (51-620 164-0658) 
NGR 47-004-093 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3510 
Study imn (2+) magnesium distribution in  synthetic and lunar 
caicic pyroxenes 
+'<nod ou(gcnonr 
12/01/71-09/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
Pr ln  Inns,. NASA Tech. Ofirrr CASE Col~rur).  
Gihbr, G. V. GSFC/Waller. L. S .  12-Chemistry 
(51-910 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 47604-097 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3511 
Diffusion behavior of a twa-phase metal matrix composite exposed 
to a high temperature environment 
P~r lnd Obl~~anUnr 
02/17/72-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $9.968 
Pr!n ,"err. NASA Terh Ufl<ccr CASE Carnor). 
Tenncy. D. R. LARC/Herring. H. W.47-Materials Engr 
LARC/Slein, B. A. 
(23-740 134-03-23) 
NCR 47-004-098 Virginia Polytechnic Inrtitute 3512 
The stability of motion of ratciiites with long flexible ap- 
pendages 
prria? Ob,~*~r~on, 
05/01/72-11/30/73 FY73: $10.625 TOTAL: $35,525 
Pnn lnrrrr. NASA Tech. O j i ~ < r  CASE Cor<#ol. 
Meiravitch, L. GSFC/Fedar, J. V. 42-Astro Engr 
GSFC/Bell, L. W. 
(5 I 4 5 0  877-1 1-00) (51-850 861-41-00) 
NCR N-006100 Virginia Polyechnie Instilure 3513 
The stability of motion of satellites with cavities partially filled 
with liquid 
P?"d 06,;~#rionr 
08/01/72-07/01/73 FY73'$24,9W TOTAL: $24,900 
Prln lnrrll. NASA Tech. Ofl<ccr CASE Colqoly  
Meirovitch, 1. GSFCfHrastar, 1. A. 42-Astro Engr 
Neyfeh, A. H. GSFC/Fedor, J. V. 
(5 1-680 1604452) 
NCR 47-004-101 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3514 
Mechanical behavior of composite reinforced melair 
P c " ~  OMll0lionl 
08/01/72-07/01/73 FY73: $28,854 TOTAL: $28.854 
~ n n  R w r .  WSA ~ c h .  O ~ ~ V V V V  CASE ca~ero~y 
Herakovich, C. T.  LARCfDavir. 1. G.. Jr. 
LARCIPride, R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
(23-704 501-22-03) 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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N C R  47404-102 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3515 
Study of dirfractiun effects in waveguide lens 
Plnal OM!pllanr 
09/01/72-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: 530,WO 
Ptin lnvrrz. NASA Rrh.  0lB~~r.r CASE Carrbuq 
Galindo, V. GSFCJDod, L. R. 45-Elec Engr 
Stutzman. W. L. 
(51-620 161-21-54) 
N G R  47-004-103 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3516 
Synthesis of rnultiplc shaped beam antenna patterns 
rrnnd obltgaliolil 
09/01/72-08/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $25,150 
Pnn. bw3z. NASA Tech. Olfi-r CASE Cutrgor). 
Slutzrnan, W. L. GSFC/Dod, L. R. 45-Elec Engr 
Galindo, V. 
(51-620 164.21-54) 
N C R  47-004-106 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3517 
Optimization of skin friction reduction in supersonic flow by 
fluid injection 
P?"d Obl(p~nnnl 
05/Ot/73-C4/30/74 FY73: $45,000 TOTAL: '645.000 
Pnr. lnvrr .  NASA Tech. OJt*r CASE Cuccgorp 
Schetz. J ,  A. LARCIBeckwith. I. E. dl-Aero E n ~ r  
 ~ 
Lewis, C. H. L A K C ) C ~ ~ ~ ~ .  A: M.  
(23-701 599-85-00) 
N G R  47604108 Virginia Polytechnic InstiNte 3518 
Correlation of creep rate with microstructural changes during 
high temperature crecp 
Pen@ oal!~#i~nn, 
06/08/72-09/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $54.863 
PNn Inuel~.  NASA Trch. O/ficsr CASE (b(r.wn' 
Lytton. I .  L. LARCjHerriog. H. W. 
LARCjStein. U. A. 47-Materials Engr 
(23-740 134-03-20) 
N C R  47-004-109 Virginia Polytechnic Inslitule 3519 
Propagation and instability of waves in ducls with varying cross 
sections 
Pd 'd  oM<gallonr 
09/01/72-08/01/73 FY73: $63.998 TOTAL: $63,998 
N G R  47-004-114 Virginia Polytechnic Institute 3520 
C~ash safety of general aviation aircraft 
P e a l  O b l < ~ s ~ ~ ~ n n ,  
09/01/72-12/31/73 FY73: $56,283 TOTAL: $56,283 
~ n n .  ~ l r r r a .  NASA TI*. offinr CASE carezogon. 
Melosh, R. J .  LARC/Haydnk, P.. J .  49-Engi. NEC 
Swift, G. W. (23-702 76060-01) 
N G R  4 7 - M I 1 6  V i r~ in ia  Polytechnic Institute 3521 
Investigation of digital Flight control systems 
J'<nu,1 obllparion, 
01/01/73- 12/31/73 FY73: $12,702 TOTAL: S12.702 
Pnn. h8wrl NASA Trih O l j e ?  CASE Camor). 
Hasdorff, I. LARC/Montgornery. R.C. 
Lutx ,  F. H .  LARC/Bird. J. D. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 766-75-02) 
N G L  47414-W9 Virginia Slate College 3522 
Numerical trcatrnent of sound propagation through a duct 
P e n 4  ob,;#anm, 
06/29/73-06/30/76 FY73: 550,500 TOTAL: $50,500 
P, ;~ .  h W r .  NASA 're<*. o m ,  CASE rarrgon. 
HQ-PY/ 21-Mathematics 
(1C-371 340-00-00) 
N G R  4 7 4 l & W  Virginia State College 3523 
Analysis of Martian surlace, its origin & theory 
Penorl OU@arionr 
01/24/72-12/14/73 FY73: $14,434 TOTAL: $22,234 
. . 
Prin Inw.rt. NASA Tech Olj<.rr CASE C n ~ ~ ~ o r y  
Gipson, M., J r .  HQ-SLJDwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogicai Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. J. W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 47-014405 Virginin State College 3524 
Numerical treatment of sound propagation through a duct 
?end o b l > ~ ~ , ; m '  
0511 1172-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $24.366 
Pn,r h z r r n .  #AS" Ted.  Ofljcer CASE Co,eaors 
Agrawal, K .  M. HQ-PY/Pohly, J. G. 41-Aero Engr 
LARC/Lansing, D. L. 
(10-371 340M00) 
N G R  47-014406 Virginia State College 3525 
Research program in nudcar md solid l a te  physics 
P d d  OMi8ut,ml 
07/03/72-08/01/73 FY73: $16.263 TOTAL: $16,263 
P h .  brrsl. NASA T c 4 .  Office7 CASE Corpgvry 
Shunoch, C. E. HQ-PY/Pohiy. J. G. 13-Physics 
LARCJBeck, S. M. 
f 10-37 1 340-00-00) 
NGR 47-014-007 Virginia Stale College 3526 
Industrial arts curriculum development 
Per id  Obllzanollr 
Ol/i5/73-01/14/74 FY73: $12,956 TOTAL: $12,956 
Pen h r r r  .\',:S,: ?=<;, S,??,c? CASE CoiegoV 
Vun Dyke, A. LARC/Mehrenr, H. E. 42-Astra Engr 
LARCfMartin, D. J. 
(23-701 599-85-00) 
N A S  1-9694 University of Washington 3527 
Participation i n  the sciance planning for the Viking 1975 mirrions 
in the area of meteorology 
Per;d ou;ga,;on, 
04/27/70-0313 1/77 FY73: $25,580 TOTAL: $50.4m 
Pn'n hu~l NASA Tech. OIfi<~r CASE coirbor). 
Leovy. C. 8. LARC/Sulfcn, G. A. 13-Physics 
(23-840 815-20-00) 
NASA'S UNlVERSlTY PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON (Continued) 
NAS 24541 University of Washington 3528 
Research on nature and properties of ceramic insulation 
~ e m d  OMUnrro,ir 
N/29/71-06/30/73 FY73: $52,477 TOTAL: $114,397 
, P r h ~  Inue~z. WAS" Tech Ofljrrr CASE Calrzur) 
Muellcr. J. 1. ARC/Goldstein, H. E. 47-Materials Engr 
ARC/Larron, H.  K .  
(10-704 502-31-50) 
NAS 24778 University of Washington 3529 
Remote sensing of salmon 
?#nod Obl!,rnllonr 
03/07/72-12/07/73 FY73: TOTAL: $50,000 
Prjn lnrrn. NASA Tech Oflkrr CASE Carrgory 
A R C 1  39-Env Sci. NEC 
NAS 9-13029 University of Warhinglon 3530 
Total body calcium analysis 
r e n a l  Obgunullr 
06/29/72-08/29/74 FY73: TOTAL: $99,986 
Pd". lnwrf. NASA TIrn Ofl<mr CASE CoZrgor,' 
Nelp. W. B. JSC/Rambaut, P. C. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
(72-970 970-51-14) 
NCL  48-002-044 University oi  Wnrhinglon 3531 
Multidisciplinary research in materials sciences with emphasis on 
investigation of inorganic nonmetallic ceramic materirla 
P 8 n d  ObI,~.anu"i 
06/28/73-05/31/76 FY73: 52W.000 TOTAL: $2,919,170 
Pnn. lnwr. NASA Tech. Ol/lrrr CASE Carrgory 
Muellcr. J. I. LERC/Lad. R. A. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-704 502-01-04) (10-740 129-00-00) (10-370 183-W-00) 
NCI. 48-002-010 University of Washington 3532 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of wind tunnel 
geometry, emphasizing factors pertinent to V /STOL vehicle 
testing 
Pet id  Obiigmlanr 
11/20/64-09/01/14 FY73: $30,000 TOTAL: $343,514 
P r i n  bw5l. NASA Tech OJficer C l  SE CaIcpr). 
Joppa, R. G. LARC/Heysan, H. H. 41-Aero Engr 
(23-702 76061-02) (23.760 721-00-00) (23-760 721-01-10) 
NGL  48-W2-035 Unirersity of Washington 3533 
A n  experimental investigation of wind tunnel teal limits for 
V/STOL type vehicles in wind tunnels w t h  curved walls 
r~nul O N ~ ~ . X ~ O N  
08/24/66-06/30/76 FY73: 628,994 TOTAL: $185,428 
PHn. lmuc5,. NASA Tech. 011"' CA SF Cnrr#oo. 
Rae, W. H. LARC/Heyson, H. H. 41-Acra Engr 
(23-702 76061-02) (23-702 760-72-01) (23-760 721-01-i0) 
NGL  48-002-W University of Washington 3534 
Generation of coherent radiation and the use of intense coherent 
radiation for generation of plasmas 
rend O M U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
05/19/67-11/14/73 FY73: $68,000 TOTAL: 16448,W 
Pnn. I n w ~ l .  NASA Tech. Olflccr CASE ( h m o r )  
Herlzberg. A- HQ-NS/Fleishman, M.  R. 13-Physics 
ARC/Hansm. C. F. 
(10-704 503.10-01) (10-740 129-01-22) 
NGL 48-002-047 University of Washington 3535 
Interaction shock wave and turbulent boundary laycr 
Penal O * l t ~ c ~ , r  
09/16/67-07/31/75 FY73: $52,500 TOTAL: $236,659 
P l l n  Invs~l. NASA Tech 0lfir.r CASE Celaor). 
Chiids, M .  F. ARC/Watson. E. C. 13-Physics 
(21.704 501-06-08) 
NGR 48602033 University of Washington 3536 
Study of intcrplanelary dust 
renal o h ~ r ~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~  
10/17/66-06/30/74 FY73: 540,000 TOTAL: $231.857 
P n n  Inn, , .  NASA Tmh. Oflirer CASE Cmregors 
Hudge. P. W. H@SG/Dubin. M .  Il-Astronomy 
HO-SGIHoltz. J. 
NGR 4fl-0112-073 University of Washington 3537 
Meteorology of Mars and Venus 
Period Obl!8a<iir 
05122/69-06/15/73 FY73: TOTAL: $8 1,900 
P f i  hnrr. NASA Teh O k r  CASE Carrgon, 
Leauy, C. 8. HQ-SL/Fcilows. R. F. 31-Atmor Sci 
HQ-SL/Easter. D. P. 
NGR W02-082 University of Washington 3538 
Regulation of blood flow distribution 
P?"d Oh/@.ga,M, 
03/26/70-06/01/13 FY73: TOTAL: $61,500. 
Pnrt lmu~f.  NASA Tech. OUFnr CASC Corcgow 
Powell, L. B. JSC/Jackson, M.  M. 59-Life Sci, NEC 
(72.770 127-49-17) (72-910 914-51-00) (72-770 127-00-00) 
NGR 48-002-085 Univerrity ol Warhinxton 3559 
Experimental and theoretical investigation of the simulation of 
atmospheric turbulence 
P<,jd obligo'~m5 
03/23/70-08/31/13 FY73: $59,701 TOTAL: $170,654 
rnn inrrr. NASA r e d .  olfimr CA.SE c.rc8.~ 
loppa, R. G. ARC/Kurkowski, R. L. 41-Aero Engr 
(21-704 501-26-02) 
NCR 48-002-lU7 University oi  WashingIan 3540 
High Reynolds numbers flows 
*nod ob,#g~l,o,r, 
01/28/71-02/15/73 FY73: $24,000 TOTAL: $114,000 
Pdn. !nnn. NASA Ted. Ofierr CASE Calepr). 
Russell, D. A. ARC/Treon, S. 41-Aera Eagr 
ARC/Jones, L. 
(21-704 501-06-09) (10-140 129-01-20) 
NGR 48-W2-125 University of Wsrhington 3541 
Study of large-scale winds & ionization in mesosphere 
hnal obI!gar<nnr 
07/01/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $50,000 
Pn'n Inwsr NASA Tech 0flic.s' CASE Co!<gory 
Leavy, C. B. GSFCjTreon. J. S. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Heath, D. F. 
(51-680 16044-55) (51-680 160-44-54) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON (Continued) 
NCR 48402-129 University of Washington 3542 
Carbon materials for aerospace refractory applicatioos 
P<,td "b,;~nnon,.~ 
09/10/71-05/31/74 FY73: SlO,WO TOTAL: 522,000 
Pm'n b v n l .  N 1 . U  Twh. O//?<rpr CASE Crnrxurr 
Firchbsch. D. B. LARC/Hcysun, H. H. 47-Materials Engr 
LARCjBucklry, J. D. 
(23-704 502-21-20) 
NGH 48-002-130 University of Washington 3543 
Models of primordial self-replicating systems 
P e n d  0Mlgolrvn.s 
071 19172-04jUl 175 FY73: $13,500 TOTAL: $I3,5Ml 
Prin Inurir. NASA Tech. 0flC.r CASE Cmegorj 
Gordon. M .  P. HQ-SL/Young, R. S. 51-Biology 
(10-840 192-55-61) 
NCR 48002.131 IJniucrsity 01 Washington 3544 
Csrdiovascular responses in chaired primate 
Ptnod obi*ocloor 
03/20/72-04/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $15,000 
P?;n b8ivri. NASA lri6 Ol/lczr CASE C#rnur? 
Schcr, A. M.  ARC/Sandler. H. 52-Clinical Med 
(21-970 970-21.12) 
NGR 48002-135 University of Washington 3545 
Cardiovascular rcsponser i n  primate and man 
. . . , ~ - 
-. ~ ~ ~ . - -  
Prrn. b>vir NASA Tech OJfiwr CASE Cerqegor) 
Scher, A. M .  JSC/Jackson, M.  M .  51-Biology 
(72-9 LO 9 14-51-00) 
NCR 48-002-139 University of Washinglon 3546 
Mars atmosphere dynamics related to Mariner 9 obscrvationr 
Penorl Ohtfralionr 
05/M/72-lZjl5/72 FY73: TOTAL: $3,082 
Pr! i  h#w.fr. NASA Tech OJfir~r CASE Carver! 
Leovy, C. B. ARCjReynolds, R. T.  11-Astronomy 
(21-850 188-41-51) 
NCR 48-002-141 Unirersity ol Washington 3547 
Graduate research program in aeronautics & air transporlation 
P m d  OMlpa,;enr 
051 10172-09/14/75 FY73: TOTAL: $130,000 
Pr!n f m u ~ r .  NASA Tech. OI,!cer CASE Co?qw) .  
Kippcnhan, C. J. ARC/Anderson, A. E, 41-Aeru Engr 
ARC/Watmn, E C. 
(21-760 136-63-02) 
NCR 48-002-142 University of Washington 3548 
Analysis ol continuum channel light curves 
P . d d  0bI~~#,l"", 
lOjO3/72-08/0lj73 FY73: $24.971 TOTAL: $24.97 1 
Pnn. I n r r ~ r .  NASA Tech On;-, CASE Carver? 
Greene, T. F. HQ-SLIBrunk. W. E. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SL/Fellaws, R. F. 
(10-840 196-41-80) 
NGR 48-002-144 University of Wadington 3549 
Study sound generation in subsonic rotors 
Per;& 0Mlsal;"nr 
06/09/72-12/14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $29,990 
Prin 6 > ~ . 1 r  NASA Terh O f l ! ~ ,  CASE rotesori 
Chalupnik, I .  D. ARC/Hadder. B. K. 41-Aero E,,~. 
AQC/Ateneio. A.  
NGR 48-002-149 Unirersily of Washington 3550 
Lunar sample analysis 
P<, ld  Obijrrl",,, 
lO/Ol/72-Ol/3l/74 FY73: $34,300 TOTAL: $34,300 
Prjm low.rt. NASA Terh Ofltcrrr CASE Cu,e#om 
Chose, S. JSCjHarris, J. W. 13-Physics 
(72-9 10 9 14-40-00) 
NCR 484U2-153 University of Washington 3551 
Cla~rification and mamine of planetary sails 
. .  - 
Pend obl;xlrlo,,.? 
02/12/73-1013 1/73 FY73: $3,000 TOTAL: $3,000 
Prill. Inrcrr. NAS1 'Tech OJjrer CASE Camom 
Vgolihi, F. C. HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E. 32-Gelogieal Sci 
HQ-SL/Allingham. I .  W. 
(10-840 384-50-80) 
NGR 48-002-161 University of Washington 3552 
Investigation of Mars atmospheric general circulation 
P I " d  OM~~a,;.., 
07/01/73-10/31/73 FY73: $5,166 TOTAL: $5.166 
Pnn. Inur~,. NASA Tech Officer CASE Cmetogon 
Leovy, C. B. ARC/Pallack. 1. B. 31-Atmos Sci 
ARC/Reynoldr, R. T. 
(21-840 185-47-67) 
NCT 48-OUZ-007 Unirerbity of Washington 3553 
Training of graduate students in space-related science and 
technology 
~ ~ 
P ~ n d  0bI;aulronr 
AjC9/63-08/0l/72 kY73: TOTAL: $749.928 . 
Prill. I,,nn. NASA r r i h  O f l k a  CASE Cnlrror~. 
McCarthy, J .  L. HO-PY/Carter. C. H. 99-Multi-Discip 
WEST VIRGINIA 
NGL 49-001-001 West Virginia University 3554 
Space-related studies in ~hyrical, life & engineering sciences 
. . 
P I I i d  0b;;PlW"' 
10/10/63-W/O1/72 FY73: TOTAL: S55O.OOo 
Prln lnvrr. NASA Tech. OUjrrr CASE CrrrdddF 
Wilson. M.  F. HQ-PY/Quinn. H. B. 99-Multi-Discip 
U"-PY/Reddine. E. R. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WEST VIRGINIA (Continued) 
N C L  4PWl419 West Virginia Unirersity 3555 '- N C R  50408-001 University of W i ~ n r i n  - Green Bay 3561 
Effect of changina aravitv & weinhtlcssnrss on vasopressin control Study of blood flow 
-.. , - 
systems r e r i d  obf j r~r<ow 
PC& ob,;@,ionr M/19/71-09/01/73 FY73: $17,300 TOTAL: $33,600 
06/02/6602/01/72 FY73: T O T A L  $135,344 ~ r t n  l*wn. NASA Tech OJJiiir CASE cazrpory 
~n,,. Inve5r. NASA T i h .  Ofltczr CASE Cazeggorv Kaufmar~, W. C. JSC/Waligora, J. M.  5 l-Biology 
Moran. W. H. ARC/Danellis, J. V. 52-Clinical Med JSC/Harrigan, D. J. 
(21-770 127-00-00) (10-770 127-00-W) (72-970 970-51-14) (72-9i0 914-50-00) 
d 
NGR 49-001-048 West Virginia University 3556 NAS l-6759 University of Wimnsin - Madison ' 3562 
Weightless analog study of particle deposition in human lung Design breadboard optics system 
P e t i d  0bi;~allm.~ P m d  Ob,;~160,;0"3 
W/28/70-M/30/75 FY73: $42,500 TOTAL: $222,450 01/04/72-05/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: 69,985 
P"n Invrr,. NASA Twh. Ofire? CASE CarWorY Pnn. lnverl NASA Tech. O # k r  CASE Calrgon. 
Leouy, C. B. ARCjPoilack, J. B. 52-Clinical Med kherb, F. ARC/Wolfe, J. H. IY-Phys Sci, NEC 
ARC/Reynolds, R. T. ARC/Mihalov. J. D .  
(21.970 97U2i-35) (21-770 127-MW) (21-770 127-49-40) (21-840 186-68-68) 
NCR 49-001-N West Virginia University 3557 
Analysis ol microwave radiometer measurement of a water tank 
surface 
P e n d  ob,<gc,,o,,s 
C!4/20/72-05/14/74 FY73: $31.994 TOTAL: $43.989 
NCR 49-Wl-061 West Virginia University 3558 
Technology to improve rural housing, utility system, and water 
sewage in  Wesl Virginia 
P<dd Ob,<g#no", 
OS/JI/73-12/31/73 FY73: $19,373 TOTAL: $19,373 
Prin l n v r r .  NASA Terh Olfier CA CE Cnrefoo. 
Steinhardt, E. LARC/Kirby, C. E. 39-Env ki, NEC 
(23-250 141-93-02) 
WISCONSIN 
NAS 2-7314 Ilniverrily of Wisconsin - Madison 3563 
Enviranmcntal factors controlling growth 
R r ; d  Obltpzhnz 
10/24/72-W/30/73 FY73: $I4,OW TOTAL: 614,000 
P , , ~ .  I ~ v ~ s ~ .  NASA 're&. ofljcer CASE cotcsuri 
Tibbetts, T. W. ARC/Taketa. S. T. 49-Engr, NEC 
(21-970 970-21-61) 
NAS 3-15485 Unirenity of Wisconsin - Madiron 3564 
Microwave metill thickness detector 
Per& OYlz#ziosa 
03/15/71-12/01/72 FY73: $4,321 TOTAL: $30,168 
Prjn 1,zrcrr. NASA Tech 0fl;crr CASE Calrgur,' 
Beyer, J. B. LERCjBarretf, C. A. 47-Materials Engr 
(22-740 129-03-28) 
NAS 5-1348 . University of Wisconsin - '~ad i%n 3565 
Design, development, lilbrication, lest, dala reduction and 
evrlualion of astronomical experiment 
P d d  ONlgn,!~", 
01/19/72-12/31/73 FY73: $798,WO TOTAL: $7,395,000 
P"". I""e,,. NASA Terh Oflrcer CASE Camov 
Code. A. D.  GSFC/White, W. A. il-Astronomy 
(51.850 831-22-00) 
NGR SOdOl-OW Msrquelte University 3559 NAS 5-11068 University of Wisconsin - M ~ d i w n  3566 
Study of problems relatihg to the precise determination of the IMP-H & J solar wind deuterium experiment 
altitude of a spin stabilized spacecrafi ~ ~ n d  ob,jgar;ons 
hnal ob,~pmum 05/06/68-08/W/72 FY73: $6,175 TOTAL: $423,875 
06/i1/68-12/31/72 FY73: . TOTAL: $80,975 Prnr rnwsr. NASA r e i h  ofljn, CASE C o r n o n  
~ n n .  bvclt. NASA ~ e h .  ollrrrr CASE cozrrory kherb, F. GSFC/Davis. M .  A. 13-Physics 
Foudriat. E. C. LARC/Dodgsn, J. A. 45-Elec Engr GSFC/Limberir, W. R. 
(23.750 125-00-00) (23-750 125-17-20) (51.850 861-41-W) 
N C R  50-001-010 Msrquelte llniversity 3560 NAS 5-11361 University of Wironsin - Madison 3567 
Study of improved time capabilities far geodetic satellites Investigation of  cosmic soft X-ray background radiation 
P d d  Ohli8allotir r e n d  ob,;o,im, 
03124169-03/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $12,618 12/21/70-12/30/73 FY73: S737,OW TOTAL: $1,461,285 
~ ~ , -  , ~ ~ , , 
Pdn. lnvrr,. NASA Tmh Ofl<<er CASE Carexor). Pdn. hvfr. NASA Tech. Ofir CASE c.rrgor,, 
Markowitz, W. HQ-ER/Swetnick. M. T. 13-Physics Kraushar, W. L. GSFC/Thole, J. M. 13-Physics 
HQ-ES/Milwitrky. B. Wollershine. R. GSFC/Donley, J. 0. 
(10.680 160.c@W) (10-680 160-79-51) (51-850 821-32-00) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WISCONSIN (Continued) 
NAS 5-11542 Univer,ity of Wisconsin - Madison 3568 
Meteorulogical mcasurementr from salrllite platforms 
h,W Ohllgalconr 
06/01/68-07/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $753,358 
NAS 5-21607 Unirrrsity ol Wisconsin - Madison 3569 
Development of spec!fication for a temperature sounder 
Perlad oh!;rn!;o,,.~ 
03/11/71-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $76.716 
P r i !  Inw.$r NASA Trih OMinr CA.SE Cal~sorv 
Suonii, i'. E. GSrC/Bs~~dcca. W. R. 31-Almos Sci 
(51-680 601-13-00) 
NAS 5-21650 University ol Wisonsin - Madimn 3570 
Studies o l  soundings and imaging mcilsuwmcnrs from geostalion- 
ary salellilrs 
*,id Obllg",;",. 
10/2Y/71-08/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1 11.000 
PRu Irjws. NASA r ich  Ofljcer CASE Car?#on. 
Suomi. V. E. GSFC/Bandeen, W. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51-680 160-44-51) (51-840 185-50-14) 
NAS 5-21754 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3571 
Regional land use planning process 
P*,!od ohlrgo,lm, 
06/29/72-04/30/74 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $52,223 
Pen. b , n l .  NASA T?<h Ofliiir CASE Caregory 
Clapp, 1. L. GSFC/Stonesifer. C .  R. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(51-680 641-14-07) (51-680 641-14-W) 
NAS 5-21794 Univernily of Wisconsin - Madison 3572 
Interactive man-computer system 
Pcnd 0N;mtlonr 
07/25/72-01/01/73 FY73: $199,020 TOTAL: 6199,020 
Pnn I,~w.,r. NASA Ted.  Ojprer CASE Cnzqory 
Erickson. R .  W. GSFC/Greaves, I. R. 31-Atmos Sci 
(51-680 61 1-13-00! 
NAS 521798 Unive~dty 01 W i r ~ n d n  - Madison 3573 
Studies of soundings and imaging measumments from geostalion- 
arv s.%tcllites 
Pend OMlbarioa 
08/01/72-08/01/73 FY73: $100,000 TOTAL: $1W,000 
Pnn I,zwsr NASA Ted. 0fftc.r CASE O~l 'pory  
Suomi, V E. GSFC/Bnndcc-, W. R. 31-Atrnos Sci 
(5 1-680 1604.51) 
NAS E l l 015  University of Wisconsin - Madison 3574 
Development & construction of an X-ray astronomy experiment 
per(G4 OMiga,mns 
09/30/66-12/01/77 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $977,616 
P"n. rmwxr. NASA Tech. Ofl<<e CASE C#I%U,Y 
Kraushaar. W. L. MSFC/Pondcr. T. W. Il-Astronomy 
MSFC/Rase, S. D. 
(62-960 948-80-81) 
NAS U-28733 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3575 
Metals melting and exothermic braising 
P#,?d obl~llgano,,, 
05/25/72-12/24/73 FY73: $32,000 TOTAL: $47.000 
Pr?n h v c r r .  NASA rerh 0Jfii.r CASE C e ~ e ~ a r y  
Adsms. C. M.  MSFC/Hoppes. R. V. 46-Mech Ener 
MSFC/Poorman. R. M. 
(62-960 948-9C-95) 
NAS 9-12306 Uni~ersity 01 Wisconsim - Madison 3576 
Gamma ray absorotiomctrv 
Pcrmd 0bllb.lnl.l 
lI/l7/71-11/12/72 FY73: TOTAL: $iO,000 
P n,,. ,,?,'err. .VASA Tech. Og!r?r CASE rarf~ar, 
Cilmrru~l. J. R.  JSCIRumhaut. P. C. 59-Lile Xi, NEC 
(72-960 948-60-90) 
NCL  50-002-001 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3577 
Space-rclilted reieilrch in theoretical chsmistry in  molscular 
quantum & ststialicill mechanics 
P#r/od Obl!##li,,!,r 
07/16/63-12/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $3,920,000 
Pnii b,irrr. NASA Tech. Ofl;t,?r CA Y E  C n r c p r ~  
Bock, R .  M. HQ-PY/Rrddihg, E. R. 12-Chemistry 
(10-370 183-00-W) 
NGL 56002-013 University of Wironain - Madison 3578 
Investigations and studies of ultraviolet stellar spectra and 
associatrd instrumentation 
period o b l t a e r i l  
05/20/M-03/U1/75 FY73. TOTAL: $1,603,420 
Prto hwr. NASA Terh  0Jjel.fr CASE Cocegurj 
Code, A. D. HQ-SGIBoggess, N. W. Il-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Raman, N. C. 
(10-850 188-M)-W) (10-850 879.11.~) (10.850 s ~ ~ - w - M ) )  
N C L  56002-044 University 01 Wisconsin - Madiwn 3579 
Research in cosmic and solar physics 
P < n d  OMlgn,innr 
10/25/65-1213 1/75 FY73: $166.000 TOTAL: $1,362,661 
P l j n  lnwN. N A S I  Tech. O f i r  CASE CorqOr). 
Kraushaar, W. L. HQ-SG/Roman. N. C .  1l.Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Ott, E. 1. 
(10-850 879-llnn! ( ~ n n s o  ~ssm-00 )  
NCL  50-002-078 Universily 01 Wixansin - Madison 3580 
Study of methods to effect a more complete and rapid detection 
of human infectious agents 
Pctiod OMlgatiunx 
06/15/67-05/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $138,213 
Prin kvrir. NASA Tech OJkr CASE CorqUrY 
Dick. E. C. ARC/Mandel. A. D. 51-Biology 
D'Aie-;ia, D. J. 
(21-770 127-00-00) (21-770 127-49-40) 
NGL 50-002-114 University of Wisconsin - Madim 3581 
Multidisciplinary studies of social, economic, and political impact 
of recent advances in satellite meteorology 
P?"d obl,g~81""1 
02/25/69-12/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $450.000 
Frin. Inusl.  NASA Tech. Off?<<, CAS8 Ca<,aOV 
Suomi, V. E. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39.Env ki, NEC 
HQ-ER/Tepper, M.  
(10-680 160-00-00) (10-370 183-W-00) (10-371 340-00-W) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
WISCONSIN (Continued)
NGL 50-002-127 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3582 NGR 50-002-162 University of Wisconsin - Madison 
3589
Multidisciplinary research in space science & engineering Solar wind physics
Period Obligations Period Obligations
12/19/69-07/01/74 FY73: $160,000 TOTAL: $645,000 01/26/71-12/31/74 FY73: $55,000 TOTAL: $150,619
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Prin. Invest. 
NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Clapp, J. L. HQ-PY/Vitale, J. A. 39-Env Sci, NEC Scherb, F. HQ-SG/Kavanagh, L. D., 
Jr. 13-Physics
(10-371 340-00-00) HQ-SG/Ott, E. J.(10-71(10-850 188-36-55) (10-850 188-36-53)
NGL 50-002-148 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3583
Lunar sample analysis NGR 50-002-166 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3590
Period Obligations Fracture of cylindrical structural 
members
02/01/71-01/31/76 FY73: $125,040 TOTAL: $394,040 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/01/71-11/01/71 FY73: TOTAL: $17,900
Haskin, L. A. JSC/Harris, J. W. 12-Chemistry Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(72-910 914-40-00) Johnson, M. W., Jr. LERC/Misencik, J. A. 49-Engr, NECLERC/Smith, G. T.
(22-742 124-08-42)
NGR 50-002-051 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3584
Applications of the direct photon absorption techniques for
measuring bone-mineral content NGR 50-002-170 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3591
Period Obligations Outer planets missions definition study
09/01/66-08/31/73 FY73: $75,000 TOTAL: $369,164 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 04/23/71-06/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $8,351
Cameron, J. R. ARC/Young, D. R. 52-Clinical Med Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(21-970 970-23-30) Suomi, V. E. HQ-SL/Mitz, M. A. 31-Atmos SciHQ-SL/Keller, J. W.
(10-840 186-68-68) (10-840 186-68-52)
NGR 50-002-109 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3585
Environmental factors regulating circadian rhythms in phaseolus
leaves NGR 50-002-174 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3592
Period Obligations Prevention of transmission of human respiratory virus
04/10/70-06/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $50,000 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 03/01/72-01/31/74 FY73:$27,870 TOTAL: $52,870
Tibbitts, T. W. HQ-MM/Saunders, J. F. 51-Biology Prin.Invest/31/74 FY73: $27,870 TOTCASE C$52,ego870Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(10-870 189-00-00) Dick, E. C. ARC/Mandel, A. D. 52-Clinical Med
(21-970 970-21-25)
NGR 50-002-116 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3586
A study of composite superconductors NGR 50-002-183 University of Wisconsin 
- Madison 3593
03/17/69-06/30/73 FY73: $28,497 TOTAL: $131,619 Tissue & fluid changes by radionuclide absorption
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category Period 
Obligations
Boom, R. W. LERC/Laurence, J. C.47-Materials Engr 04/24/72-06/30/74 FY73: $20,000 TOTAL: $40,000
Worzala, F. J. LERC/Coles, W. D. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
(22-704 503-10-02) Mazess, R. B. ARC/Young, D. R. 52-Clinical Med(21-970 970-23-30)
NGR 50-002-140 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3587
Solar radiation within clouds NGR 50-002-189 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3594
Period Obligations Cloud image processing for planetary 
flybys
07/30/70-08/31/73 FY73: $72,466 TOTAL: $292,091 Period Obligations
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 01/19/72-06/30/74 FY73: TOTAL: $19,297
Weinman, J. A. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
HQ-SL/Hipsher, H. F. Suomi, V. E. HQ-SL/Fellows, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci
(10-840 185-47-80) HQ-SL/Dwornik, S. E.(10-840 185-47-81)
NGR 50-002-160 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3588
Pattern recognition and information processing in a microelec-
tronic artificial neural network NGR 50-002-191 University of Wisconsin - Madison 3595
Period Obligations Elimination of microbial 
fora and its effect on immunity to
01/25/71-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $100,490 infection
Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category 
Period Obligations
Parmentier, R. D. ARC/Rosenfeld, S. A. 21-Mathematics 02/04/72-12/31/73 FY73: $37,300 TOTAL: $70,300Scott, A. C. Prin. Invest. NASA Tech. Officer CASE Category
Scott, A.C. Balish, E. ARC/Mandel, A. D. 
52-Clinical Med
(10-740 129-04-21) (21-750 115-04-60) (21-970 970-21-25)
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NCR 50002-199 Uni~ersilg 01 Wivconsin - Madison 3596 
Planevary missions to the planet Venus 
P & d  Dhiirnlollonr 
031 14172-07/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $1.282 
Pnn. In,ur#. NASA Ted. Ofl f r r  CASE C # ! o r y  
Weinman, J. A. HQ-SL/Fellaws, R. F. 31-Atmos Sci 
(10.840 186-68-63) 
NGR 5lL002-204 Umiv6rdty a1 Wiseansin - Madison 3597 
Noninvasive mcaaurrmcnl of central vrrluus pressurc 
P l ? < d  Ohl~#srionr 
05/08/72-M/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $I5,OOO 
P"n. lnvrr.  NASA Tech OjJrcr CASE Carqor). 
Weber. J .  C .  ARC/Sandler, H. 45-Eiec Engr 
ARC/Rasitano, S. 
(21-970 970-23-30) 
NCR 50-002-215 University of Wiseonsin - Madison 3598 
Investigation of cloud displacement data histicated model of the 
atmosphere 
R r r d  Oh,~*.,,,M, 
03/01/73-02/28/74 FY73: $39,634 TOTAL: $39,634 
Prim htu~!. NA.VA rmh. OJfl~er CASE Coieury 
Suomi, V. E. GSFC/Halem, M. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Durocher, N. L.  
(51-680 408-02-02) 
NAS 9-12931 Unirrrsity of Wisrunsin - Milwaukee 3599 
Clustering analysis of unknawn data 
Pcnod O b , ; ~ a l ~ o n ~  
06/23/72-Oh/ 14/73 FY73: TOTAL: $23.801 
Pr in  Inucss NASA Tech. Ojj<rrr CASE Cerqor) 
Northouse. R. A. JSC/Halmes, Q. A. 19-Phys Sei, NEC 
Eiger, D. 
(72-9 I 0  924-22-00) 
NCR 50-007-001 University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee 3W0 
Dynamic response and flow visuillization analyses for helicopter 
rotor blades 
R,ud oh'raari""" 
01/02/71-01/01/74 FY73: $44,950 TOTAL: $134,889 
Pnn I n w ~ l .  NASA rrrh Ofliiii CASE Colszur) 
Bratanow. T. LARC/Ward. J. F. 41-Aera Engr 
LARC/Young, W. H. 
(23-702 760-63-02) (23-760 721-WOO) (23-760 721-60- 11) 
WYOMING 
NAS 5-21799 University of Wyoming 3601 
Analysis of ERTS-A imagery 
Per!& o b i ~ x ~ r e , r ~  
06/27/72-06/01/74 FY73: $77.000 TOTAL: 693.000 
Prin lnurrr NASA Ted .  Ojlililir CASE Calego~  
Houston. R. S. GSFC/Stoncsifer, C. R. 32-Celogical Sci 
(51-680 641- 14-03) (51.680 641-14-00) 
NAS 5-21818 University of Wyoming 3602 
Cooperative study of the geology of a test rite in  ice-free 
of Antarctica 
Pend OhItgailuns 
IO/i1/72-01/01/74 FY73: $7,002 TOTAL: $7,002 
Pen. hu~r. NASA Ted. Ofl<crr CASE ~mlexor? 
Houslon, R. S. GSFC/Fihelly. A.  W. 32-Gclogieai Sci 
(51-680 641-14-03) 
N A S  5-2.3028 University of Wyoming 3603 
OSO-J experiment definition study 
P # n d  O M l d ~ l l M ,  
10/22/71-01/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $24,963 
Plh.  inre,,. NASA T I F ~  oflwer C"Sf ca:c:~guri 
Pepin, T.  J. GSFC/Thoie, J. M. 31-Atmos Sci 
GSFC/Douley, J. L. 
(51-850 821-32-00) 
NAS 9-13298 University of Wyoming 3fQ4 
Multidisciplinary study of Wyoming test sites 
Prrwd Obi,b~,i0"" 
03/27/73-1013 1/74 FY73: $88,800 TOTAL: $88,800 
P,<" b W S l  NASA Tprh Ofiwr CASE Culcpon. 
tiouston, R. S. JSC/Miller, M. L. 32-Gelogical Sci 
(72-960 948-63-83) 
NGL 51-001-010 Unirerslty of Wyoming 3605 
Relative and absolute intensity measurement of microwave spectral 
lines in pure and dilute gases 
Pcrrod 0hi i~ar ;un~ 
03/09/67-12/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $181,129 
Prin ,nue~,. N.4.q" Ted.  Ofltccrr CASE Calerory 
Rhineharl. E. A. LARC/White, W. F. 13-Physics 
(23-770 127-00-00) 
NGR 51-001-028 University of Wyoming 3606 
Air-hornc aerosol measurements associated with clear-air 
turbulence 
P I n d  Obi,gennn, 
05/05/70.09/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $53,57 1 
Pnn. I n w ~ r  NASA Twh. Ojjicc, CASE Ce$clucS 
Rosen, I. M. LARC/Hultcn. W. C. 31-Atmos Sci 
LAKC/McCormick. M.  P. 
(23-760 126-00-00) (23-760 126-61-13) 
NCR 51601033 University of Wyoming 3607 
Magnetospheric mudulation effects on solar cosmic rays 
P c r l d  Obl@ol!o,#.~ 
01/29/71-08/31/73 FY73: TOTAL: $28,950 
Pnn hlnrr NASA Ted. OlJcrrr CASE Cal~~bory 
Ho!man. D. HQ-SG/Hz!linbeck. D .  R. 13.Pt.,.:,'. ,a& 
HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 
(10.850 385-50-00) 
NGR 51-001-035 University of Wyoming 3608 
Search for relativistic magnetic charger in cosmic rays 
Period Oh,;zmnnnr 
02/03/71-12/31/73 FY73: $33.986 TOTAL: $69.986 
P m .  ~ ~ K I I .  #ASA Tech. Ofl<<er CASE CnRBO',' 
Tompkins. D. R.. Jr. HQ-SG/Opp. A. G. I l-Astronomy 
HQ-SG/Kavanagh. L. D. 
(10-850 188-46-52) 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WYOMING (Continued) 
NGR 51401-036 Univenily of Wyoming 36U9 NGR 52163401 University of New Brunswiek 3614 
Measurement of meteoric dust from the lear jet Determination o f  N O 2  molecular parameters nrcessary for 
PI.M n ~ , ~ ~ ~ , , ~ ~ .  almosoheric slant oath transmittance calcuiatianr "" 
05/17/'fi09/01/72 FY73: $.18,000 TOTAL: $52,778 peed owigorron.~ 
?,in. ,nw~r NASA ~ m h  ofl~rcr CASK c o ~ n o ~  08/ 10/72-08/0 1/73 FY73: $35.000 TOTAL: $35,000 
Hackwcli, J. A.  ARC/Maron, R. H. 31-Atmas Sci rr(n h w ~ r .  NASA r i c h  olll,,er CIS?; c0rcgor) 
ARC/Cameron, R. M.  Young. C. LARC/Reiehle, H. C.,  Ir. 31-Atmas Sci 
(21-850 352-02-011 (I0R50 352-02-01) LARC/Russell, J. M.. Ill 
NGK 51-001-045 University of Wyoming 3610 NGL 52-026-001 University of Toronlo 3615 
Dustsonde support for clear-air turbulence and air pollution Study cxchangc processes undergone by various molecules on 
studies striking at satellite velocilies 
Pernod Ob;j~a!ionl Per id  0M;~"r;unr 
07/01/72-06/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: 524.847 03121163-02101173 FY73: TOTAL: $182.220 
, , , . 
P l i n  ,,lvclr. NASA Tech OXfksr CASE Car*o,)) Pr jn  lnverr. NASA Tkh.  OXf;<er CASE C a l w r i  
Rosen, J. M. LARC/Hulten, W. C. 31-Atmos Sci French, T. 8. HQ-RA/Gessow, A. 41-Aera Engr 




NAS $1925 Unirrrrity of Chile 3616 
Maintcnilnce & operation of minitrack facilities 
NCL 51483-009 College 01 Virgin lrlandr 3611 ~ ~ ~ ' d   oh!^^^^?^^ 
Reflection spectroscopy of lunar samples (Apoilo 14-19) 02/28/7 1-06/30/73 FY73: S2,830,W0 
~ e r r d  ouigariol,.~ TOTAL: $14,501,668 
05/05/71-01/01/74 FY73: TOTAL: $68,642 pnn. lnwlr NASA Tcth Ofliiir CASE Culryor? 
Pnn. diws,. NASA Tech Oflcsr CASE (brpgory Detigny, E. GSFCjChristie, C. J. 31-Atmos Sci 
McCord. T. 8. JSCJHarris, J. W. 19-Phys Sci, NEC (51.500 311-20-10) (51-500 312-02-22) 
Adams. J. 8. 
Johnson, T. V. 
(72-910 914-40-00) 
NGR 52483-003 College of Virgin Islands 3612 
ECUADOR 
 tigatio gat ion of spectral reflectance properties of  lunar and 
pianclilry surfaces NAS 5-21224 National Polythechnic Institute 3617 
P f n d  Ob,;ra,lonl 
FY73: TOTAL: $134.239 Training program in techniques requircd for NASA operations C4/30/69-1213 1/74 Per id  Ob!lgolmtir 
P n n  1 n u 5 r  "AS" Tezh oflrro CASE Caryyury 
HQ-SM/Bryson, R. P. 32-Gelogicsl Sci 02/16/71-02/15/71 FY73: $50,000 TOTAL: $145,000 Adilms. J. B. 
HQ-SM/Allenby, R. I .  Pnn. bw.,r. NASA Tec'h. Oflker CASE (brrson Orcllana, I .  R. GSFC/McKeehan, H.  B. 49-Enyr, NEC (10.8 10 195-00-00) (10-8 10 195-42-66) (10-8 10 383-09-50) (51-500 311-20-10) (51-5W 311-01-19) 
CANADA GREAT BRITAIN 
NGR 52-133-001 lava1 Unirersily 3613 NGR 52-14@002 Loughborough University 01 Technology 3618 
Kb-87 gas cell study Broadband noise generation by rotating blades 
P " n d  Obl;8alr"m Pend Obll~anonc 
01/09/70-03/31/73 FY73: $15,290 TOTAL: 635.290 03/12/71-12/31/72 FY73: TOTAL: $33,000 
Pnn. b i w l  NASA Tech. Of/fcer CASE Calwsrr Pnn. Inw~r .  NASA Tech. Oljrrr CASE C . l n o n  
Yanier. I. GSFC/Major, F. G. 45-EIPC Engr Lawson. M. V. LARC/Cawthorn. J. M. 41-Aero Engr 
GSFC/Pelera, H .  E. LARC/Hubbilrd, H .  H. 
(51-750 lL5-21-iO) (23-760 126-61-14) (23-760 126-9X-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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NAS 2-5157 University of Notlingham 3619 
Tissue growth & reconstruction under conditions of spaa flight NEW ZEALAND 
P e t i d  Obi~p8ionr 
11/26/68-11/01/71 FY73: $70'OW NGR 52.0l)f.OClf Unirersily of Auckland 
Pri?~. Inw5l. NASA Tech. Of lk r  CASE Colrgur). 3624 
Weinhrcn, K. ARC/Feller, D. D. 5 i-Biology lnvcstigiltion of the propagation of radio signals from ilrtifieial 
(21-770 708-00-00) (21-770 708-40-01) (21-770 127-49-37) satellites 
Pl,tod Obil~#nonr 
03/31/60-11/30/72 FY73: TOTAL: $108,610 
Pdn. l n r c l l .  NASA Tech OUinr CASE Carqur) 
Titheridge, J. E. HQ-SG/Schmcrling. E. R. 31-Almas Sci 
HQ-SG/Hallcnbeck, D. R. 
(10.850 385-36-W) (10850 873-WW) (1%850 188-WOO) 
ISRAEL 
NORWAY 
NCR 52-012-006 Ismael lnrlilute of Technology 3620 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using active controls 
PeHd Obl~orlonr 
Oi/24/72-01/01/73 FY73: TOTAL: $13.174 
?n'n 0,w.sr. NASA Tcih Olfl<lr CASE Corrgol) 
Ni~sim, E. LARC/ 41-Aera Engr 
(23-760 136-14-02) 
NCR 51-155002 Uniuerrily of Oslo 3625 
Photochemical madeis of the upper ~lrir losphere and the 
mesosphere 
Pen'd  OM!##lionl 
02/00/32-04/30/73 FY73: TOTAL: $10.000 
Pnri blwr,. NASA Tech. O l f i ~ r  CASE Cmqoo 
Hernvedt. E .  GSFC/Theon. J. S. 31-Atrnos Sci 
GSFC/Bandeen, W. R. 
(5 1-680 16%44-55) 
ITALY PERU 
NASW 2211 Univrrrily of Milan 3621 NASW Universily of Peru 3626 
OFO-A post-mission data analysis and ground experimentation Operation of tracking station 
study Peed Obi!gm<oM 
perid OM@,,O,U I2/0l/68-06/Ol/79 FY73: $60.000 TOTAL: 163,237,512 
W/13/71-02/01/72 FY73: TOTAL: $87,518 YM. lnv18. WASA Tmh. olflmr CASE Corrgogor). 
Yn,t I r ~ r . , r .  NASA Ted. O/flcer CASE Cnterororr GSFC/ 49-Engr. NEC 
Guaitierotti, T. WS/Rorri, L. C. 61-Biol Aspects (51-620 636-18-W) (51-500 31%2%23) 
Rocca, E. 
Rracchi, F. 
(53-770 735-01-01) (53-770 735-W-W) 
SWEDEN 
NASW 1761 Unirorsity of Rome 3622 
Launching and associated services at San Marco ranb.c 
Peed OM!*anon,., 
08/21/7012/01/71 FY73: $597,600 TOTAL: $1,690,200 
" .  
rrln. rrirni. M S A  Tech. Of l i i i  C.:SE Coiqor). 
HQ-SV/ 49-Engr, NEC 
(10830 490-02-01) (10-830 490-01-01) 
NASR V 4  Upprala University 3627 
Investigating the highly ionized spectra of nitrogen and oxygen 
P r r i d  obllgollonr 
12/01/65-05/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: 156.481 
P?!# lnwrl NI.7" Terh Ofltwr CASE C~~e#orr 
Backasten, K. HQ-SG/ 12-Chemistry 
(10-850 188-00-00) 
NGR 52-028-4 Upprala Univerrily 3628 
NASW 2135 University uf Rome 3623 Inner ear research 
Backup data acquisilion ~ ~ n d  Obliplto~r 
~ r n d  ohligdnonr 12/01/72-11/30/73 FY73: $15,OW TOTAL: 1615.000 
10/21/71-06/01/12 FY73: TOTAL: $50,OM) PY!.I. rnlel,. NASA ~ w h  ofl!',rr CASE C a , w  
PI&. ,,,us ,A,. NASA Tech OflTmr CASE Carczon. Engstrom, H. ARC/Mehlcr. W. R. 59-Life Sci. NEC 
HQ-TN/ 42-Artro Engr ARC/Winter, D. 
( 1 0 5 ~  31 I-W-mj (21.970 970-21.1 1) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
WEST GERMANY 
NSC: 305 [Jnirerrity of Munich 3619 
Inveaigation of atmuspheric properties based upon cvaluillion 
of infrared radiation data obtained from Tiros satellites 
P M < d  0u;aorronr 
11/01/65-11/01/76 FY73: TOTAL: 65,000 
Ytin lllvn. NA.51 Trrh Olflccr CASE (b(exorv 
Moller, F. HQ-ER/ 31-Atmas Sci 
(1C680 160-00-00) 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDlX A 
CROSS INDEX BY GRANTICONTRACT NUMBER 
Entries are arranged alphanumerically . Grants are identifiable by 
prefix letters NGF. NGL. NGR. NGT and NSC . All other prefixes 
denote contracts . 
GRANT/  GRANT/ GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT A C C  CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . NUMBER NO NUMBER NO . 
AF306 24144 . . . . . . .  1950 
NAS 1-4815 .............. 3438 
NAS 1-5722 ................ 1787 
................ NAS 1-6860 2412 
NAS 1-8141 ................ 2024 
NAS 1-9349 ............... 2679 
NAS 1-9434 ................ 3443 
NAS 1-9461 ................ 3430 
NAS 1-9506 ................ 3274 
NAS 1-9603 ................ 2893 
NAS 1-9635 ................ 3444 
NAS 1-9680 ................ 3121 
NAS 1-9682 ................ 1258 
NAS 1-9683 ................ 2743 
N A S  1-9684 ................ 2246 
NAS 1-9685 ................ 3283 
NAS 1-9689 ................ 2879 
NAS 1-969 1 ............... 2247 
NAS 1-9692 ................ 1259 
NAS 1-9693 ................ 1779 
NAS 1-9694 ................ 3527 
NAS 1-9697 ................ 2490 
NAS 1-9699 ................ 3358 
NAS 1-9701 ................ I260 
NAS 1-9702 ................ 2248 
NAS 1-9703 ................ 1176 
NAS 1-9705 ................ 2622 
NAS 1-9812 ................ 2249 
NAS 1-9958 ................ 2424 
NAS 1-10040 .............. 2955 
NAS 1-10048 .............. 2048 
NAS 1-10075 .............. 2623 
NAS 1-10090 .............. 2803 
NAS 1-10107 .............. 1465 
NAS 1-10210 .............. 3466 
NAS 1-10233 .............. 3494 
.............. NAS 1-10277 2894 
NAS 1-10282 .............. 2804 
NAS 1-10341 .............. 2087 
NAS 1-10373 .............. 1518 
NAS 1-10388 .............. 1649 
NAS 1-10492 .............. 2217 
NAS 1-10493 .............. 2849 
NAS 1-10511 .............. 2491 
NAS 1-10646 .............. 3495 
.............. NAS 1-10677 2250 
NAS 1-10693 .............. 2251 
NAS 1-10898 .............. 3439 
NAS 1-10967 .............. 3152 
.............. NAS 1-11092 2252 
.............. NAS 1.11104 2982 
NAS 1-11105 .............. 2983 
NAS 1-11231 .............. 2624 
NAS 1-1 1257 .............. 2025 
NAS 1-1 1267 .............. 1825 
NAS 1-1 1276 .............. 3241 
NAS 1-11297 .............. 3134 
N A S  1-11543 .............. 2625 
N A S  1-11676 .............. 2492 
NAS 1-1 1707 .............. 3445 
N A S  1-11808 .............. 3431 
N A S  1-11854 .............. 1257 
NAS 1-11855 .............. 2693 
NAS 1-1 1869 .............. 3232 
NAS 1-11871 .............. 3044 
N A S  1-12045 .............. 3063 
NAS 1-12055 .............. 1973 
NAS 1-12106 .............. 1624 
NAS 1-12152 .............. 3429 
NAS 1-12304 ..... :........ 1724 
NAS 1-12311 .............. 1177 
N A S  1-12468 .............. 2015 
NAS 2-1298 ................ 1650 
NAS 2-1554 ................ 3467 
NAS 2-1677 ................ 1261 
NAS 2-1750 ................ 1262 
NAS 2-2216 ................ 1251 
N A S  2-2320 ................ 1263 
NAS 2-2432 ................ 3099 
NAS 2-2640 ................ 1109 
NAS 2-3082 ................ 3394 
NAS 2-3303 ................ 1264 
N A S  2-4151 ................ 2573 
NAS 2-4671 ................ I265 
NAS 2-5143 ................ 1266 
N A S  2-5157 ................ 3619 
NAS 2-5587 ................ 1267 
NAS 2.5601 ................ 1908 
N A S  2-5602 ................ 1523 
N A S  2-5603 ................ 2026 
NAS 2-5604 ................ 11 13 
N A S  2-5606 ................ 1178 
NAS 2-5608 ................ 1598 
NAS 2-5610 ................ 2782 
N A S  2-5643 ................ 2744 
NAS 2-5668 ................ 1443 
NAS 2-5795 ................ 2681 
N A S  2-5826 ................ 1444 
NAS 2-595 1 ................ 2253 
NAS 2-6015 ................ 2425 
NAS 2-6057 ................ 2426 
NAS 2-6064 ................ 2027 
N A S  2-M)65 ................ 2745 
N A S  2-6067 ................ 2927 
NAS 2-6158 ................ 1268 
NAS 2-6175 ................ 2254 
NAS 2-6217 ................ 1269 
N A S  2-6234 ................ 1270 
NAS 2-6265 ................ 1114 
NAS 2-63 12 ................ 3064 
NAS 2-6332 ................ 1271 
NAS 2-6340 ................ i826 
NAS 2-6434 ................ 3280 
NAS 2-6437 ................ 2255 
NAS 2-6447 ................ l l IS 
NAS 2-6484 ................ 2682 
N A S  2-6485 ................ 1372 
NAS 2.6491 ................ 1272 
NAS 2-6541 ................ 3528 
NAS 2-6551 ................ 1909 
N A S  2-6552 ................ 1524 
NAS 2-6553 ................ 2028 
NAS 2-6556 ................ 1179 
NAS 2-6558 ................ 1599 
NAS 2-6560 ................ 2783 
NAS 2-6585 ................ 1625 
NAS 2-6614 ................ 3211 
NAS 2-6615 ................ 1626 
NAS 2-6624 ................ 1864 
NAS 2-6632 ................ 1569 
NAS 2-6633 ................ 1445 
NAS 2-6634 ................ 2956 
NAS 2-6644 ................ 2218 
NAS 2-6649 ................ 1466 
N A S  2-6657 ................ I446 
NAS 2-6684 ................ 2895 
NAS 2-6700 ................ 1865 
NAS 2-6705 ................ 2626 
NAS 2-6706 ................ 1273 
NAS 2-6717 ................ 1373 
NAS 2-6740 ................ 1180 
NAS 2-6759 ................ 3562 
NAS 2-6763 ................ 1447 
NAS 2-6778 ................ 3529 
NAS 2-6779 ................ 2957 
NAS 2-6791 ................ 1467 
N A S  2-6792 ................ 2958 
NAS 2-6802 ................ 1984 
N A S  2-6813 ................ 2805 
N A S  2-6916 ................ 1525 
NAS 2-7059 ................ 1584 
NAS 2-7078 ................ 2564 
NAS 2-7126 ................ 1274 
1 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
................ N A S  2-7152 1448 
................ NAS 2-71 59 1374 
................ NAS 2-7187 2627 
................ NAS 2-7199 1275 
................ N A S  2-7205 1276 
................ N A S  2-7251 1468 
................ N A S  2-7262 2256 
................ NAS 2-7273 3000 
................ NAS 2-7314 3563 
................ NAS 2-7326 1570 
................ NAS 2-7342 1449 
................ NAS 2-7350 2628 
................ NAS 2-7396 1627 
................ NAS 2-7435 3284 
................ NAS 2-7439 2257 
................ NAS 2-7440 I469 
................ N A S  2-7476 11  16 
................ N A S  2-7503 1450 
NAS 2-7516 ................ 1451 
NAS 2-7519 ................ I452 
NAS 2-7562 ................ 1375 
N A S  2-7567 ................ 1376 
N A S  2-7615 ................ 2629 
N A S  2-7616 ................ 1252 
NAS 2-7620 ................ 2258 
NAS 2-7637 ................ 1277 
NAS 2-7648 ................ 2259 
N A S  2-7655 ................ 2885 
N A S  2-7684 ................ 2260 
N A S  3-6926 ................ 2709 
N A S  3-8545 ................ 3180 
NAS 3-12426 .............. 1239 
NAS 3-13200 .............. 2493 
N A S  3-14336 .............. 1278 
N A S  3-14362 .............. 1279 
N A S  3-14873 .............. 3496 
NAS 3.15085 .............. 3564 
NAS 3-15383 .............. 1827 
NAS 3.17213 .............. 1628 
" O C 1  ?!AS 3-17353 .................. 
N A S  3-17357 .............. 2013 
N A S  3-17855 .............. 3065 
NAS 3-17857 .............. 1600 
NAS 5-1348 ................ 3565 
N A S  5-1810 ................ 2630 
NAS 5-1925 ................ 3616 
NAS 5-3838 ................ 2494 
NAS 5-3931 ................ 1651 
NAS 5-9074 ................ 2029 
NAS 5-9075 ................ 3359 
N A S  5-9G46 ................ 19 10 
NAS 5-9097 ................ 1470 
NAS 5-9098 ................ 1471 
N A S  5-9112 ................ 3360 
NAS 5-9274 ................ 2219 
NAS 5-9275 ................ 2694 
N A S  5-9276 ................ 2676 
NAS 5-9305 ................ 2601 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
................ N A S  5-9306 2427 
N A S  5-9307 ................ 1652 
N A S  5-9309 ................ 1280 
NAS 5-931 1 ................ 3361 
NAS 5-9312 ................ 1181 
................ N A S  5-9314 2695 
N A S  5-9317 ................ 3212 
................ NAS 5-9327 1653 
N A S  5-9328 ................ 2428 
................ N A S  5-9366 1911 
N A S  5-9444 ................ 3362 
NAS 5-9558 ................ 2683 
................ NAS 5-9883 1674 
.............. NAS 5-10102 1281 
NAS 5-10167 .............. 1472 
.............. NAS 5-10362 1377 
N A S  5-10363 .............. 1526 
.............. NAS 5-10364 1527 
NAS 5-10387 .............. 3322 
NAS 5-11002 .............. 2261 
N A S  5-1 lW3 .............. 3363 
N A S  5-1 101 1 .............. 3364 
N A S  5-11037 .............. 1912 . 
NAS 5-11038 .............. 1378 
N A S  5-1 1039 .............. 2030 
N A S  5-11054 .............. 2609 
NAS 5-1 1060 .............. 2495 
N A S  5-1 1062 .............. 2262 
N A S  5-11063 .............. 2147 
NAS 5-11061 .............. 2031 
NAS 5-1 1066 .............. 1182 
NAS 5-1 1067 .............. 1913 
N A S  5-1 1068 .............. 3566 
NAS 5-11073 .............. 2429 
N A S  5-1 1074 .............. 2032 
NAS5-11080 .............. 1528 
NAS 5-1 1081 .............. I529 
N A S  5-11082 .............. 2263 
N h S  5-11128 ............. 2430 
N A S  5-11167 .............. 2033 
N A S  5-11173 .............. 2496 
N A S  5-11174 .............. 2431 
NAS 5-11191 .............. 1749 
N A S  5-1 1265 .............. 2034 
N A S  5-11276 .............. 2610 
N A S  5-1 1279 .............. 2035 
NAS 5-11303 .............. 1866 
N A S  5-11309 .............. 2432 
N A S  5-11310 .............. 2497 
N A S  5-11361 .............. 3567 
N A S  5-11362 .............. 2717 
N A S  5-1 1363 .............. 1654 
N A S  5-11376 .............. 2433 
N A S  5-1 1380 .............. 2434 
NAS5-11387 .............. 1282 
NAS 5-11405 .............. I655 
NAS 5-11406 .............. 3365 
N A S  5-11407 .............. 3366 
GRANT/ 
CONTRAIT  ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 5-11415 .............. 2129 
NAS 5-1 1425 .............. 1117 
NAS 5-1 1426 .............. 2088 
NAS 5-1 1431 .............. 2036 
NAS 5-11438 .............. 2498 
NAS 5-11444 .............. Ill8 
NAS 5-11450 .............. 22M 
NAS 5-11456 .............. Ill9 
NAS 5-11542 .............. 3568 
N A S  5-1 1674 .............. 1473 
N A S  5-1 1687 .............. 2499 
N A S  5-11694 .............. 2611 
NAS 5-11909 .............. 2265 
N A S  5-11911 .............. 3242 
NAS 5-1 1947 .............. 2266 
NAS 5-11988 .............. 3243 
N A S  5-20282 .............. 2567 
NAS 5-21038 .............. 2435 
N A S  5-21055 .............. 1530 
NAS 5-21 147 .............. 2436 
NAS 5-21224 .............. 3617 
NAS 5-21394 .............. 2718 
N A S  5-21412 .............. 3468 
N A S  5-21418 .............. 2122 
N A S  5-21432 .............. 2684 
N A S  5-21433 .............. 2685 
NAS 5-21484 .............. 1120 
N A S  5-21505 .............. 1601 
N A S  5-21555 .............. 3132 
N A S  5-21607 .............. 3569 
N A S  5-21650 .............. 3570 
NAS 5-21661 .............. 1121 
NAS 5-21666 .............. 2806 
N A S  5-21684 .............. 1283 
NAS 5-21714 .............. 1284 
N A S  5-21720 .............. 3275 
N A S  5-21726 .............. 3155 
.............. NAS 5-21729 3497 
.............. NAS 5-21732 2896 
.............. NAS 5-21733 1285 
.............. NAS 5-21749 2602 
.............. NAS 5-21753 3427 
NAS 5-21754 .............. 3571 
.............. N A S  5-21756 2589 
.............. NAS 5-21771 I519 
.............. NAS 5-21773 1985 
.............. NAS 5-21774 3149 
.............. N A S  5-21775 1286 
.............. NAS5-21777 1122 
NAS 5-21778 .............. 1620 
.............. NAS 5-21781 2746 
NAS 5-21784 .............. 1725 
N A S  5-21785 .............. 1986 
NAS 5-21791 .............. 2267 
.............. N A S  5-21792 2797 
N A S  5-21793 .............. 2798 
NAS 5-21794 .............. 3572 
NAS 5-21795 .............. 1914 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 5-21798 .............. 3573 
NAS 5-21799 ............. 3601 
NAS 5-21812 ........... 1113 
NAS 5-21813 ............ 2394 
NAS 5-21816 ............. 3446 
NAS 5.21817 ............ 2530 
NAS 5-21818 .............. 3602 
NAS 5-21819 .............. 1124 
NAS 5-21820 ........... 1125 
NAS 5-21822 ............. 2049 
NAS 5-21826 .............. 2587 
NAS 5-21827 .............. 1379 
NAS 5-21831 .............. 3012 
NAS 5-21833 .............. 1093 
NAS 5-21834 ............. 2413 
NAS 5-21837 .............. 1726 
NAS 5-21844 .............. 2747 
NAS 5-21849 .............. 1126 
NAS 5-21850 .............. 1881 
NAS 5-21852 .............. 2037 
NAS 5-21857 .............. 3244 
NAS 5-21870 .............. 2597 
NAS 5-21873 .............. 3156 
NAS 5.21875 .............. 3157 
NAS 5-21876 .............. 1074 
NAS 5-21880 .............. 1987 
NAS 5.21881 ......... 2531 
NAS 5-21882 .............. 3158 
NAS 5-21883 .............. 3412 
NAS 5-21884 .............. 1287 
NAS 5-21886 .............. 2748 
NAS 5-21892 .............. 1731 
NAS 5-21914 .............. 2437 
NAS 5-21917 .............. 2268 
NAS 5-22042 .............. 2719 
NAS 5-22066 .............. 2123 
NAS 5-22071 .............. 2130 
NAS 5-22121 .............. 1127 
NAS 5-22167 .............. 1094 
NAS 5-22203 .............. 2686 
NAS 5-22219 .............. 2687 
NAS 5.23001 .............. 2688 
NAS 5-23004 .............. 1705 
NAS 5.23006 .............. 2438 
NAS 5-23028 .............. 3603 
NAS 5-23030 .............. 1380 
NAS 5-23031 .............. 1381 
NAS 5-23054 .............. 2590 
NAS 5-23085 .............. 1095 
NAS 5-231 12 .............. 2038 
NAS 5-231 17 .............. 1288 
NAS 5-23125 .............. 2591 
NAS 5-23133 .............. 3066 
NAS 5-23174 .............. 2089 
NAS 5-23176 .............. 1128 
NAS 5-23 184 .............. 3367 
NAS 5.23190 .............. 1675 
.............. NAS 5.23199 2220 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 5-23205 .............. 1289 
NAS 5-23230 .............. 2439 
NAS 5-23236 .............. 2749 
.............. NAS 5-23237 2148 
NAS 5-23249 .............. 1250 
NAS 5-23254 .............. 2631 
NAS 5-23263 .............. 2612 
NAS 5-23267 .............. 2440 
NAS 5-23273 .............. 2500 
NAS 61667 ................ 3213 
NAS. 61863 ................ 3498 
NAS 6-1908 ................ 3413 
NAS 6-1932 ................ 1096 
NAS 6-1967 ................ 2050 
NAS 6-2058 ................ 2441 
NAS 62067 ................ 2198 
NAS 8-1517 ................ 1075 
NAS 8-1523 ................ 1788 
NAS 8-2481 ................ 2269 
NAS8-2571 ................ 1076 
NAS 8-5414 ................ 2545 
NAS 8-1 1101 .............. 2632 
NAS 8-1 1242 .............. 1828 
NAS 8-1 1249 .............. 1077 
NAS 8-11389 .............. 1829 
NAS 8-1 1497 .............. 2532 
NAS 8-20003 .............. 2090 
NAS 8-20106 .............. 2918 
NAS 8-20163 .............. 1009 
NAS 8-20172 .............. 1078 
NAS 8-20228 .............. 2.142 
NAS 8-20247 .............. 1789 
NAS 8-20765 .............. I010 
NAS 8-21015 .............. 3574 
NAS 8-21086 .............. 2443 
NAS 8-21 140 .............. 3067 
NAS 8-21377 .............. 2533 
NAS 8-21572 .............. 1129 
NAS 8-23071 .............. 2633 
NAS 8-24015 .............. 1988 
NAS 8-24364 .............. 2270 
NAS 8-24365 .............. 2271 
NAS 8-24585 .............. 2272 
NAS 8-24612 .............. 1036 
NAS 8-24810 .............. 2485 
NAS 8-24818 .............. 1011 
NAS 8-24865 .............. 2784 
NAS 8-24908 .............. 1037 
NAS 8-24953 .............. 1038 
NAS 8-25055 .............. 1039 
NAS 8-25101 .............. 1040 
NAS 8-25102 .............. 1041 
NAS 8-25 120 .............. 1042 
NAS 8-25562 .............. 1079 
NAS 8-25601 .............. 2016 
NAS 8-25705 .............. 1290 
NAS 8-25750 .............. 1043 
NAS 8.26055 .............. 1044 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 8-26084 .............. 2574 
NAS 8-26146 .............. 2830 
NAS 8-26190 .............. 1012 
NAS 8-26193 .............. 1013 
NAS 8-26234 .............. 1629 
NAS 8-26379 .............. 3245 
.............. NAS 8-26402 1474 
NAS 8-26551 .............. 1630 
NAS 8-24579 .............. 1014 
NAS 8-26580 .............. 1015 
NAS 8-26600 .............. 2994 
NAS 8-26601 .............. 2919 
NAS 8-26658 .............. 1830 
NAS 8-26749 .............. 2534 
NAS 8-26751 .............. 3246 
NAS 8-26752 .............. 1016 
NAS 8-26758 .............. 1585 
............... NAS 8-26773 1045 
NAS 8-26793 .............. 1046 
NAS 8-26795 .............. 1047 
NAS 8-26832 .............. 1790 
NAS 8-26839 .............. 2273 
NAS 8-26840 .............. 2274 
NAS 8-26841 .............. 2720 
.............. NAS 8.26842 1531 
NAS 8-26843 .............. 2575 
NAS 8-26844 .............. 1183 
NAS 8-26845 .............. 2501 
NAS 6-26927 .............. 3096 
NAS 8-26929 .............. 2444 
NAS 8-26930 .............. 1017 
NAS 8-2699 1 .............. 1048 
NAS 8-27181 .............. 1049 
NAS 8-27277 .............. 1676 
NAS 8-27296 .............. 3159 
NAS 8-27301 .............. 1091 
NAS 8-27333 .............. 1291 
NAS 8-27334 .............. 3068 
NAS 8-27336 .............. 1050 
NAS 8-27375 .............. 1831 
NAS 8-27387 .............. 3160 
NAS 8-27403 .............. 1184 
NAS 8-27405 .............. 2721 
NAS 8-27406 .............. 1292 
NAS 8-27407 ..... : ....... 1914 
NAS 8-27408 .............. 1382 
NAS 8-27624 .............. 2275 
NAS 8-27664 .............. 1018 
NAS 8-27681 .............. 1832 
NAS 8-27687 .............. 2634 
NAS 8-27733 .............. 2276 
NAS 8-27792 .............. 1051 
NAS 8-27799 .............. 1587 
NAS 8-27804 .............. 1130 
NAS 8-27809 .............. 1052 
NAS 8-27827 .............. 1019 
NAS 8-27863 .............. 1131 
NAS 8-27931 .............. 3323 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
.............. NAS 8-27950 I867 
.............. NAS 8-27970 2722 
.............. NAS 8-27972 2277 
.............. NAS 8-27974 1532 
.............. NAS 8-27975 2278 
.............. NAS 8-27976 2576 
.............. NAS 8-27977 2502 
.............. NAS 8-27978 1185 
.............. NAS 8-28015 1533 
.............. NAS 8-28019 1080 
.............. NAS 8-28028 1186 
.............. NAS 8-28046 1187 
.............. NAS 8-28055 2279 
.............. NAS 8-28058 1008 
.............. NAS 8-28060 3146 
.............. NAS 8-28071 1053 
.............. NAS 8-28097 1054 
.............. NAS 8-28098 1081 
.............. NAS8-28110 1020 
.............. NAS 8-28112 I055 
.............. NAS 8-28148 1833 
NAS 8-28180 .............. 1082 
NAS 8-28189 .............. 2280 
NAS 8-28202 .............. 2585 
NAS 8-28215 .............. 1834 
NAS 8-28216 .............. 1677 
NAS 8-28230 .............. 2568 
NAS 8-2823 1 .............. 2995 
NAS 8-28248 .............. 1056 
NAS 8-28249 .............. 1057 
NAS 8-28251 .............. 3161 
NAS 8-28262 .............. 1021 
NAS 8-28264 .............. 2841 
NAS 8-28294 .............. 2445 
NAS 8-28304 .............. 1058 
NAS 8-28305 .............. 1602 
NAS 8-28306 .............. 2281 
NAS 8-28307 .............. 2831 
NAS 8-28310 .............. 1475 
NAS 8-28358 .............. 1476 
NAS 8-28366 .............. 1022 
NAS 8-2841 1 .............. 2282 
NAS 8-28511 .............. 3324 
NAS 8-28512 .............. I059 
NAS 8-28545 .............. I060 
NAS 8-28573 .............. 1188 
NAS 8-28577 .............. 2635 
NAS 8-28588 .............. 1061 
NAS 8-28590 .............. 1631 
NAS 8-28591 .............. 1835 
NAS 8-28592 .............. 2446 
NAS 8-28654 .............. 3050 
NAS 8-28655 .............. 1632 
NAS 8-28659 .............. 3006 
NAS 8-28660 .............. 3 141 
NAS 8-28661 .............. 1132 
NAS 8-28722 .............. 1092 
NAS 8-28732 .............. 2283 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 8-28733 .............. 3575 
.............. NAS 8-28734 1693 
.............. NAS 8-28735 1836 
NAS 8-28736 .............. 1062 
.............. NAS 8-28737 3034 
NAS 8-28764 .............. 3181 
.............. NAS 8-28833 2535 
NAS 8-28900 .............. 2215 
.............. NAS 8-28954 IOh3 
.............. NAS 8-28955 2101 
NAS 8-28957 .............. 2105 
NAS 8-29012 .............. 2091 
.............. NAS 8-29026 2112 
NAS 8-29036 .............. 2536 
.............. NAS 8-29073 2395 
.............. NAS 8-29187 2284 
NAS 8-29239 .............. 2636 
NAS 8-29256 .............. 3021 
NAS 8-29271 .............. 3 162 
NAS 8-29286 .............. 2884 
NAS 8-29313 .............. 1189 
NAS 8-29316 .............. 1064 
NAS 8-29317 .............. 1065 
NAS 8.29460 .............. 3182 
NAS 8-29494 .............. 1083 
NAS 8-29501 .............. 1066 
NAS 8-29542 .............. 1067 
NAS 8-29543 .............. 1068 
NAS 8-29566 .............. 1133 
NAS 8-29578 .............. 2807 
NAS 8-29582 .............. 3247 
NAS 8-29583 .............. 1633 
NAS 8-29584 .............. 3163 
NAS 8-29603 .............. 1383 
NAS 8-29616 .............. 2710 
NAS 8-29632 .............. 3 164 
NAS 8-29650 .............. 1069 
NAS 8-29702 .............. 2723 
NAS 8-29703 .............. 2724 
NAS 8-29704 .............. 1384 
NAS 8-29707 .............. 2928 
NAS 8-29724 .............. 2285 
NAS 8-29745 .............. 2842 
NAS 8-29778 .............. 1765 
NAS 8-29823 .............. 2486 
NAS 8-29847 .............. 1603 
NAS 8-29852 .............. 1023 
NAS 8-29860 .............. 1837 
NAS 8-29900 .............. 1084 
NAS 8-29936 .............. 1085 
NAS 8-29937 .............. 1086 
NAS 8-29939 .............. 1859 
NAS 8-29953 .............. 1087 
NAS 8-30159 .............. 1070 
NAS 8-30175 .............. 3007 
NAS 8-30216 .............. 1071 
NAS 8-30244 .............. 1072 
NAS 8-30511 .............. 1621 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 9-1208 ................ 2039 
NAS 9-4065 ................ 2286 
................ NAS 9-5632 1293 
NAS 9-5884 ................ 3214 
NAS 9-5886 ................ 2149 
NAS 9-5911 ................ 3215 
NAS 9-5957 ................ 2725 
NAS 9-5964 ................ 3368 
NAS 9-6037 ................ 2726 
NAS 9-6164 ................ 16M 
NAS 9-6823 ................ 2287 
NAS 9-7153 ................ 3354 
NAS 9-7222 ................ 1889 
NAS 9-7280 ................ 3188 
NAS 9-7313 ................ 1294 
NAS 9-7779 ................ 2598 
NAS 9-7801 ................ 1385 
NAS 9-7887 ................ 1915 
NAS 9-7889 ................ 1386 
NAS 9-8084 ................ 3051 
................ NAS 9.8109 3189 
................ NAS 9-8242 2288 
................ NAS 9-8328 2289 
................ NAS 9-8795 3273 
................ NAS 94806 1387 
NAS 9-9053 ................ 3248 
................ NAS 9-9104 3285 
................ NAS 9-9209 2552 
................ NAS 9-9270 3286 
................ NAS 9-9285 3249 
................ NAS 9-9317 2104 
.............. NAS 9-9433 .: 1172 
................ NAS 9-9522 2897 
................ NAS 9-9690 3023 
NAS 9-9695 ................ 2959 
NAS 9-9696 ................ 29M) 
................ NAS 9-9755 3281 
NAS 9-9766 ................ 3250 
................ NAS 9-9851 3287 
NAS 9-9964 ................ 2707 
................ NAS 9-9974 i97j 
.............. NAS 9-10261 2051 
.............. NAS 9-10268 2290 
.............. NAS 9.10380 2785 
.............. NAS 9-10401 3052 
NAS 9-10410 .............. 3369 
.............. NAS 9-10415 1838 
NAS 9-10428 .............. 3216 
.............. NAS 9.10494 3135 
NAS 9-10509 .............. 1388 
NAS 9-10537 .............. 3190 
NAS 9-10566 .............. 3385 
NAS 9-10579 .............. 1295 
NAS 9-10657 .............. 2750 
NAS 9-10658 .............. 2291 
NAS 9-10670 .............. 1534 
NAS 9-10748 .............. 2292 
NAS 9-10749 .............. 2293 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 9-10754 .............. 2294 
NAS 9-10823 .............. 1989 
N A S  9-10835 .............. 1477 
NAS 9-10844 .............. 1694 
N A S  9-10930 .............. 1389 
NAS 9-10947 .............. 3288 
NAS 9-10955 .............. 2553 
NAS 9-10976 .............. 3325 
NAS 9-10986 .............. 2092 
NAS 9- 11024 .............. 1390 
N A S  9-1 1025 .............. 1701 
N A S  9-11030 .............. 2751 
NAS 9-1 1045 .............. 2592 
NAS 9-11082 .............. 3326 
N A S  9-1 1088 .............. 3389 
NAS 9-11117 .............. 3355 
NAS 9-I1118 .............. 3386 
NAS 9-11 119 .............. 3356 
NAS 9-1 1155 .............. 3251 
NAS 9-1 1162 .............. 3276 
NAS 9-11201 .............. 3191 
NAS 9-11266 .............. 1391 
N A S  9-1 1276 .............. 3289 
.............. NAS 9-1 1303 3252 
.............. NAS 9-1 1327 3192 
.............. NAS 9-11329 1097 
.............. NAS 9-1 1339 2102 
NAS 9-1 1367 .............. 2503 
N A S  9-11384 .............. 3399 
NAS9-I1419 .............. 3327 
NAS 9-11436 .............. 1791 
N A S  9-1 1454 .............. 1190 
.............. NAS 9-11475 3414 
N A S  9-1 1522 .............. 3400 
.............. NAS 9-11528 2131 
.............. N A S  9-1 1540 2295 
.............. N A S  9-1 1555 2296 
N A S  9.11562 .............. 2411 
.............. N A S  9-1 1575 1695 
.............. NAS 9-11607 2537 
.............. N A S  9-1 1640 2850 
NAS 9-1 1658 .............. 3253 
NAS9-11676 .............. 3290 
NAS 9-11690 .............. 2924 
NAS 9-11691 .............. 1916 
N A S  9-11701 .............. 3401 
NAS 9- 1175 1 .............. 2727 
NAS 9-11753 .............. 3193 
N A S  9-1 1764 .............. 2297 
N A S  9-1 1815 .............. 1098 
N A S  9-11827 .............. 3217 
NAS 9- 11839 .............. 2792 
N A S  9-1 1845 .............. 3291 
N A S  9.1 1&(6 .............. 2868 
N A S  9-1 1855 .............. 3 194 
NAS 9.11872 .............. 1819 
N A S  9.11884 .............. 1134 
N A S  9-11885 .............. 3292 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS9-11895 .............. 2577 
NAS 9-1 1907 .............. 1478 
.............. NAS 9'1 1931 3254 
.............. NAS 9-11941 1696 
.............. N A S  9-11994 2886 
.............. NAS 9- 12005 1392 
.............. NAS 9-12040 3402 
.............. N A S  9-12041 3403 
.............. NAS 9-12050 3255 
NAS 9-12061 .............. 2052 
NAS 9-12074 .............. 3370 
.............. NAS 9-12078 1882 
NAS 9-12093 .............. 3293 
.............. N A S  9-12168 3415 
.............. N A S  9-12217 3294 
NAS 9-12236 .............. 1479 
.............. NAS 9-12270 1191 
.............. NAS 9-12280 1890 
.............. NAS 9-12289 2298 
.............. NAS 9-12296 3390 
.............. NAS 9- 12306 3576 
NAS 9-12334 .............. 2299 
NAS 9-12338 .............. 2504 
N A S  9-12352 .............. 2093 
.............. NAS 9-12369 2554 
.............. NAS 9-12434 3256 
.............. NAS 9-12446 1951 
.............. NAS 9-12459 1952 
.............. NAS9-12466 1586 
.............. NAS 9-12485 2300 
.............. NAS 9-12492 3186 
.............. NAS 9-12526 2555 
NAS 9-12539 .............. 2786 
NAS 9-12557 .............. 2787 
NAS 9-12560 .............. 2505 
.............. NAS 9.12563 2406 
NAS 9-12564 .............. 2407 
NAS 9-12568 .............. 3328 
NAS 9-12585 .............. 1192 
NAS 9-12586 .............. 3257 
N A S  9-12601 .............. 3499 
NAS9-12613 .............. 1135 
NAS 9-12630 .............. 3500 
NAS 9.12640 .............. 3404 
.............. NAS 9-12646 3295 
NAS 9.12649 .............. 1099 
.............. N A S  9-12650 3296 
.............. NAS 9-12671 3258 
NAS 9-12692 .............. 3297 
.............. NAS 9.12696 3405 
NAS 9-12720 .............. 2696 
NAS 9-12728 .............. 3 195 
.............. N A S  9-12749 2072 
N A S  9-12752 .............. 3469 
NAS 9-12757 .............. 1480 
.............. NAS 9-12770 2869 
NAS 9-12775 .............. 3277 
NAS 9-12776 .............. 3218 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
.............. NAS 9-12777 3298 
.............. N A S  9-12783 3406 
NAS 9-12823 .............. 3407 
.............. NAS 9-12840 1193 
.............. N A S  9-12870 2708 
.............. N A S  9-12872 2447 
.............. NAS 9-12889 3183 
.............. N A S  9-12912 3219 
.............. N A S  9-12919 3329 
.............. NAS 9-12931 3599 
.............. NAS 9-12941 2103 
.............. NAS 9-12949 3330 
.............. NAS 9-12966 2113 
.............. NAS 9-12972 1634 
.............. NAS 9-12999 3371 
.............. N A S  9-13029 3530 
.............. NAS 9.13042 3357 
.............. N A S  9-13058 1706 
.............. NAS 9-13068 3299 
.............. N A S  9-13089 3187 
.............. N A S  9-13093 2961 
.............. N A S  9-13102 3391 
.............. NAS 9-13134 3300 
.............. N A S  9-13139 3196 
.............. NAS 9-13142 1635 
.............. NAS 9-13143 3392 
.............. NAS9-13176 3331 
N A S  9-13196 .............. 1175 
.............. NAS 9-13207 2301 
.............. NAS 9-13221 3206 
.............. NAS 9-13262 3301 
.............. N A S  9-13271 2053 
.............. NAS 9-13273 2054 
.............. NAS 9-13274 2599 
N A S  9-13298 .............. 3604 
NAS 9.13301 .............. 1990 
NAS 9-13306 .............. 3302 
NAS 9-1331 1 .............. 2603 
NAS9-13312 .............. 3332 
NAS9-13313 .............. 2040 
NAS 9.13321 .............. 2898 
NAS 9-13322 .............. 3416 
N A S  9-1333 1 .............. 2055 
NAS 9.13332 .............. 2414 
NAS 9-13337 .............. 3150 
NAS 9-13344 .............. 1727 
NAS 9.13347 .............. 2056 
NAS 9.13349 .............. 3259 
NAS 9.13356 .............. 2808 
NAS 9-13357 .............. 1296 
N A S  9-13360 .............. 3008 
NAS 9-13363 .............. 2538 
NAS 9.13364 .............. 2752 
NAS 9.13370 .............. 2221 
NAS 9-13374 .............. 3260 
NAS 9-13380 .............. 1991 
NAS 9.13394 .............. 1622 
NAS 9-13405 .............. 2506 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NAS 9-13406 .............. 3069 
NAS 9-13410 .............. 3447 
NAS 9-13436 .............. 2556 
NAS 9-13452 .............. 3197 
NAS 9-13457 .............. 3303 
NAS 9-13462 .............. 3304 
NAS 9- 13482 .............. 3027 
NAS 9-13504 .............. 1453 
NAS 9-13512 .............. 3372 
NAS 9-13540 .............. 3198 
NAS 9- 13545 .............. 3261 
N A J l w ~ 1 > 5  ................ 1792 
NAS10-2948 ................ 1817 
NASIC-7399 ................ 2689 
NAS10-7791 ................ 1793 
NASI0-8051 ................ 1794 
NASl0-8354 ................ 3142 
NASIO-8375 ................ 1839 
NAS12-2265 ................ 2307 
NASR 138 .................. 1136 
NASR 141 .................. 2962 
NASR 174 .................. 3627 
NASR 188 .................. 1244 
NASR 199 .................. 2829 
NASK 229 .................. 1732 
NASR 242 .................. 3333 
NASW 7 ..................... 3626 
NASW 1761 ............... 3622 
NASW 1869 ............... 1605 
NASW 1964 ............... 3001 
NASW 2055 ............... 1750 
NASW 2135 ............... 3623 
NASW 2197 ............... 2302 
NASW 221 1 ............... 3621 
NASW 2213 ............... 2593 
NASW 2216 ............... 1297 
NASW 2275 ............... 2697 
NASW 2276 ............... 2303 
NASW 2283 ............... 1137 
NASW 2291 ............... 3104 
NASW 2307 ............... 1697 
NASW 2326 ............... 1868 
NASW 2353 ............... 1976 
NASW 2358 ............... 1678 
NASW 2360 ............... 1606 
NASW 2362 ............... 1679 
NASW 2366 ............... 2753 
NASW 2379 ............... 3003 
NASW 2399 ............... 2698 
NASW 2401 ............... 1860 
NASW 2412 ............... 2304 
NASW 2435 ............... 2963 
NASW 2444 ............... 1751 
NASW 2445 ............... 2754 
NASW 2467 ............... 1977 
NASW 2512 ............... 3W4 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NASW 2516 ............... 1698 
NASW 2524 ............... 2305 
NGF 12-001-102 ......... 1869 
NGL 01-002-064 ......... 1088 
NGL 01-008-001 ......... 1073 
NGL 02-001-063 ......... 1100 
NGL 02-001-092 ......... 1101 
NGL 03-001-W1 ......... 1110 
NGL 03-002-002 ......... 1138 
NGL 03-002-006 ......... 1139 
NGL 03-002-017 ......... 1140 
NGL03-002-019 ......... 1141 
NGL 03-002-081 ......... 1142 
NGL 03-002-122 ......... 1143 
NGL 03.002.191 ......... 1144 
NGL 03-002-313 ......... 1145 
NGL 04-001-007 ......... 1173 
NGL 05-002-002 ......... 1194 
NGL 05-002-003 ......... 1195 
NGL 05-002-005 ......... 1196 
NGL 05-002-007 ......... 1197 
NGL 05-002-034 ......... 1198 
NGL 05-002-069 ......... 1199 
NGL 05-002-100 ......... I200 
NGL 05-002-105 ......... 1201 
NGL 05-002-134 ......... 1202 
NGL 05-002-136 ......... 1203 
NGL 05-002-140 ......... 1204 
NGL 05-002-187 ......... 1205 
NGL 05-002-188 ......... 1206 
NGL 05-002-190 ......... 1207 
NGL 05-002-207 ......... 1208 
NGL 05-002-229 ......... 1209 
NGL 05-003-003 ......... 1393 
NGL 05-003-012 ......... 1394 
NGL 05-003-016 ......... 1395 
NGL 05-003-017 ......... 1396 
NGL 05-003-024 ......... 1397 
NGL 05-003-079 ......... 1398 
NGL 05-003-220 ......... 1399 
NGL 05-003-230 ......... 14W 
NGL 05-003-272 ......... 1401 
NGL 05-003-286 ......... 1402 
NGL 05-003-404 ......... 1403 
NGL 05-003409 ......... 1404 
NGL 05-003-410 ......... 1405 
NGL 05-003-497 ......... 1406 
NGL 05-004-Oiri ......... 1454 
NGL 05-OM-008 ......... 1455 
NGL 05-OM-031 ......... 1456 
NGL 05-005-003 ......... 1535 
NGL 05-005-004 ......... 1536 
NGL 05-005-007 ......... 1537 
NGL 05-007-002 ......... 1481 
NGL 05-007-003 ......... 1482 
NGL 05-007-W4 ......... 1483 
NGL 05-007-005 ......... 1454 
NGL 05-007-006 ......... 1485 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGL 05-007-046 ......... 1486 
NGL 05-007-066 ......... 1487 
NGL 05-007-190 ......... 1488 
NGL 05-007-195 ......... 1489 
NGL 05-007-287 ......... 1490 
NGL 05-007-330 ......... 1491 
NGL 05-007-338 ......... 1492 
NGL 05-007-367 ......... 1493 
NGL 05-007-379 ......... 1494 
NGL 05-WB-005 ......... 1520 
NGL 05-009-002 ......... 1538 
NGL 05-009-004 ......... 1539 
NGL 05-009-005 ......... 1540 
NGL 05-009-025 ......... 1541 
NGL 05-009-079 ......... 1542 
NGL 05-009-103 ......... 1543 
NGL 05-009-109 ......... 1544 
NGL 05-W9-I48 ......... 1545 
NGL 05-009-150 ......... 1546 
NGL05-009-154 ......... 1547 
NGL 05-009-230 ......... 1548 
NGL 05-010-019 ......... 1574 
NGL 05-010-020 ......... 1575 
NGL 05-018-003 ......... 1607 
NGL 05-018-044 ......... 1608 
NGL 05-018-118 ......... lWi  
NGL 05-020-007 ......... 1298 
NGL 05-020-008 ......... 1299 
NGL 05-020-014 ......... 13W 
NGL05-020-015 ......... 1301 
NGL 05-020-073 ......... 1302 
NGL 05-020-103 ......... 1303 
NGL 05-020-134 ......... 1304 
NGL 05-020-165 ......... 1305 
NGL05-020-176 ......... 1306 
NGL 05-020-223 ......... 1307 
NGL 05-020-232 ......... 1308 
NGL 05-020-242 ......... 1309 
NGL 05-020-243 ......... 1310 
NGL 05-020-250 ......... 1311 
NGL 05-020-272 ......... 1312 
NGL 05-020-275 ......... 1313 
NGL05-020-305 ......... 1314 
NGL 05-020-326 ......... 1315 
NGL 05-020-397 ......... 1316 
NGL 05-020-401 ......... 1317 
NGL 05-020-420 ......... 1318 
NGL05-020-498 ......... 1319 
NGL 05-020-582 ......... 1320 
NGL 05-025-014 ......... 1571 
NGL 05-046-002 ......... 1253 
NGL 05-061-OM ......... I580 
NGL 05-076-001 ......... 1240 
NGL 06-001-015 ......... 1623 
NGL 06-002-063 ......... 1636 
NGL 06-003-052 ......... 1656 
NGL 06003-057 ......... 1651 
NGL 06-003-064 ......... 1658 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGL 06-003-200 ......... 1659 
NGL 06-004-078 ......... 1680 
NGL 06004-096 ......... 1681 
NGL 07-002-002 ......... 1699 
NGL 07-004-005 ......... 1707 
NGL 07-004-043 ......... 1708 
NGL07-W-103  ......... I709 
NGL 07-009-003 ......... 1691 
NGL 09-005-067 .......... I735 
NGL 09-010-008 ......... 1752 
NGL 09-010-030 ......... 1753 
NGL 09-010-053 ......... 1754 
NGL 09-01 1-006 ......... 1767 
NGL 09-011-017 ......... 1768 
NGL 09-011-046 ......... 1769 
NGL 10-005-WS ......... 1795 
NGL 10-005-008 ......... 1796 
NGL 10-005-022 ......... 1797 
NGL 10-005-039 ......... 1798 
NGL 10-005-049 ......... 1799 
NGL 10-005-080 ......... 1800 
......... NGL 10-005-089 1801 
......... NGL 10-005-127 1802 
......... NGL IO-007-010 1807 
......... NGL 11-001-009 1820 
......... NGL 11-002-004 1840 
......... NGL 11-002-062 I841 
......... NGL 11-002-083 1842 
......... NGL 11-002-085 1843 
......... NGL 11-002-096 1844 
......... NGL I l-008-001 1857 
......... NGL 12-001-011 1870 
NGL 12-001-042 ......... 1871 
......... NGL 12-001-046 I872 
......... NGL 12-001-057 1873 
......... NGL 14M)I-001 1917 
NGL 14-001-005 ......... 1918 
NGL 14-001-006 ......... 1919 
NGL 14-001-009 ......... 1920 
NGL 14-001-010 ......... 1921 
NGL 14-001-012 ......... 1922 
NGL 14-001-060 ......... 1923 
NGL 14.001.167 ......... 1924 
NGL 14-001-169 ......... 1925 
NGL 14-001-171 ......... 1926 
NGL 14.001.258 ......... 1927 
NGL 14-004-028 ......... 1885 
NGL 14-005-074 ......... 1953 
NGL 14-005-140 ......... 1954 
NGL 14.007.016 ......... 1891 
NGL 14-037-041 ......... I892 
NGL 14-007-058 ......... 1893 
NGL 14.007.062 ......... 1894 
NGL 14.007.081 ......... 1895 
NGL 15-003-002 ......... 1978 
NGL 15.003.077 ......... 1979 
NGL 15.003.1 17 ......... 1980 
NGL 15.004.025 ......... 2017 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
......... NGL 15-005-003 1992 
......... NGL 15-005-094 1993 
NGL 15-005-1 12 ......... 1994 
......... NGL 15-005-140 1995 
......... NGL 15-005-175 1996 
......... NGL 15-005-186 1997 
......... NGL 16-001-02 2041 
......... NGL 16-001-043 2042 
......... NGL 16-002-005 2019 
......... NGL 17-001-026 2047 
......... NGL 17-002-001 2057 
......... NGL 17-004-024 2058 
NGL 18-001-003 ......... 2073 
NGL 18-001-042 ......... 2074 
NGL 19-001-024 ......... 2094 
......... NGL 19-001-059 2095 
......... NGL 19-001-068 2096 
NGL 19-001-097 ......... 2097 
......... NGL 19-001-105 2098 
......... NGL 19-002-027 21 14 
......... NGL 21-002-005 2150 
......... NGL 21-002-008 2151 
NGL 21-002-029 ......... 2152 
NGL 21-002-033 ......... 2153 
NGL 21-002-167 ......... 2154 
NGL 21-002-214 ......... 2155 
NGL 21-002-367 ......... 2156 
NGL 22-007-006 ......... 2222 
......... NGL 22-007-012 2223 
NGL 22-007-053 ......... 2224 
......... NGL 22-007-069 2225 
NGL 22-007-101 ......... 2226 
......... NGL 22-007-1 17 2227 
NGL 22-007-136 ......... 2228 
NGL 22-007-228 ......... 2229 
NGL 22-007-247 ......... 2230 
NGL 22-009-002 ......... 2308 
NGL 22-009-003 ......... 2309 
NGL 22-009-010 ......... 2310 
NGL 22-009-013 ......... 23 11 
NGL 22-009-014 ......... 2312 
NGL 22-009-015 ......... 2313 
NGL 22-009-016 ......... 2314 
NGL 22-009-019 ......... 2315 
NGL 22-009-025 ......... 23 16 
NGL 22-009- 124 ......... 2317 
NGL 22-009-125 ......... 2318 
NGL 22-009-156 ......... 2319 
NGL 22-009-187 ......... 2320 
NGL 22-009-304 ......... 2321 
NGL 22-009-308 ......... 2322 
......... NGL 22-009-309 2323 
NGL 22-M)9-334 ......... 2324 
NGL 22-009-337 ......... 2325 
NGL 22-009-383 ......... 2326 
......... NGL 22-009-521 2327 
NGL 22-009-548 ......... 2328 
NGL 22-W9-571 ......... 2329 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
......... NGL 22-009-638 2330 
......... NGL 22-009-640 2331 
......... NGL 22-010-018 2396 
......... NGL 22-010-023 2397 
......... NGL 22-010-025 2398 
......... NGL 22-010-029 2399 
......... NGL 22-010-089 2400 
......... NGL 22-01 1-025 2382 
......... NGL 22-017-006 2408 
......... NGL 23-004-083 2415 
......... NGL 23.005.005 2448 
......... NGL 23-005-010 2449 
......... NGL 23-005-183 2450 
......... NGL 23-005-275 2451 
......... NGL 23-005-336 2452 
......... NGL 24-005-008 2507 
NGL 24-005-009 ......... 2508 
NGL 24-005-160 ......... 2509 
NGL 24-005-225 ......... 2510 
......... NGL 24-005-263 2511 
NGL 25-001-028 ......... 2539 
NGL 25-001-032 ......... 2540 
NGL 25-001-040 ......... 2541 
NGL 25-005-007 ......... 2546 
NGL 26-ON-021 ......... 2557 
NGL 26-006-016 ......... 2548 
NGL 26-006-021 ......... 2549 
NGL 26-LM8-054 ......... 2578 
NGL 26-008-057 ......... 2579 
NGL 26-M)8-065 ......... 2580 
NGL 28-004-020 ......... 2594 
NGL 30-002-018 ......... 2613 
NGL 30-002-021 ......... 2614 
NGL 31-001-003 ....:.... 2637 
NGL 31-001-005 ......... 2638 
NGL 31-001-007 ......... 2639 
NGL 31-WI-I09 ......... 2640 
NGL 31-001-119 ......... 2641 
NGL 31-001-129 ......... 2642 
NGL 31-001-146 ......... 2643 
......... NGL 31-001-155 2644 
NGL 31-001-252 ......... 2645 
NGL 31-001-283 ......... 2646 
NGL 31-003-020 ......... 2680 
NGL 31-006-010 ......... 2620 
NGL 31-006-011 ......... 2621 
NGL 32-003-001 ......... 2690 
NGL 32-003-069 ......... 2691 
NGL 32-004-01 1 ......... 2699 
NGL 32-004-042 ......... 2700 
NGL 32-001-063 ......... 2701 
NGL 32-ON-0&1 ......... 2702 
NGL 33-006-020 ......... 2823 
NGL 33-007-075 ......... 2716 
NGL 33-008-009 ......... 2728 
NGL 33-008-012 ......... 2729 
NGL 33-M)8-098 ......... 2730 
NGL 33-008-1 18 ......... 2731 
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GRANT/ GRANT/ GRANT/
CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACC CONTRACT ACCNUMBER NO. NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO.
NGL 33-008-182 
......... 2732 NGL 38-003-010 ......... 3024 NGL 45-003-029 
......... 3419NGL 33-010-005 ....... 2755 NGL 38-003-022 ......... 3025 NGL 45-003-037 ......... 3420NGL 33-010-042 ......... 2756 ..................
NGL 33-010-042 
. 2756 NGL 38-003-024 
......... 3026 NGL 47-002-005 
......... 3489
NGL 33-010-054 ......... 2758 NGL 39-002-023 ......... 3035 NGL 47-002-020 ......... 3490NGL 33-010-064 ......... 2759 NGL 39-004-020 ......... 3045 NGL 47-003-007 ......... 3448
NGL 33-010-070 ......... 2760 NGL 39-006-001 ......... 3049 NGL 47-003-008 ......... 3449L 47-003-012 
......... 3450NGL 33-010-082 ......... 2761 NGL 39-007-007 ......... 3053 NGL 47-003-012 ......... 3450NGL 33-010-171 ......... 2762 NGL 39-007-040 ......... 3054 NGL 47-003-067 ......... 3452NGL 33-010-186 ......... 2763 NGL 39-009-002 ......... 3070 NGL 47-004-040 ......... 3501NGL 33-011-001 ......... 2788 NGL 39-009-003 ......... 3071 NGL 47-004-067 ......... 3502NGL 33-013-029 ... 2711 NGL 39-009-007 ......... 3072 NGL 47-004-080 
......... 3503NGL 33-013-034 ......... 2712 NGL 39-009-010 ......... 3073 NGL 47-005-014 
......... 3470NGL 33-013-040 
......... 2713 NGL 39-009-015 
. 3074 NGL 47-005-050 
......... 3471NGL 33-015-035 ......... 2851 NGL 39-009-023 ......... 3075 NGL 47-005-066 
......... 3472NGL 33-015-036 ......... 2852 NGL 39-009-032 ......... 3076 NGL 47-005-098 
......... 3473NGL 33-015-066 ......... 2853 NGL 39-009-121 ......... 3077 NGL 47-005-108 ......... 3474NGL 33-015-082 
.. 2854 NGL 39-009-172 ......... 3078 NGL 47-005-151 ......... 3475NGL 33-015-130 
.. 2855 NGL 39-010-001 ......... 3100 NGL 47-006-055 ......... 3432NGL 33-015-174 ... 2856 NGL 39-010-097 
. 3101 NGL 47-006-058 
......... 3433NGL 33-016-013 
.. 2809 NGL 39-011-013 ......... 3105 NGL 47-014-009 ......... 3522NGL 33-016-119 
.. 2810 NGL 39-011-030 ......... 3106 NGL 48-002-004 ......... 3531NGL 33-016-149 
......... 2811 NGL 39-011-035 
......... 3107 NGL 48-002-010 ......... 3532NGL 33-018-003 
.. 2832 NGL 39-011-080 ......... 3108 NGL 48-002-035 
......... 3533NGL 33-018-007 
.. 2833 NGL 39-011-085 ......... 3109 NGL 48-002-044 
......... 3534NGL 33-018-017 ......... 2834 NGL 40-002-015 
. 3122 NGL 48-002-047 
......... 3535NGL 33-018-091 
.. 2835 NGL 40-002-042 ......... 3123 NGL 49-001-001 ......... 3554NGL 33-019-003 .. 2880 NGL 40-002-059 ......... 3124 NGL 49-001-019 ........ 3555NGL 33-022-082 ......... 2871 NGL 40-002-080 ......... 3125 NGL 50-002-001 ........ 3577NGL 33-022-090 ......... 2872 NGL 41-002-003 
......... 3143 NGL 50-002-013 
......... 3578NGL 33-022-108......... 2873 NGL 42-001-004 
......... 3147 NGL 50-002-044 
......... 3579NGL 33-183-012 
.. 2843 NGL 42-003-007 ......... 3151 NGL 50-002-078 ........ 3580NGL 34-001-001 
.. 2887 NGL 43-001-006 ......... 3165 NGL 50-002-114 ........ 3581NGL 34-002-017 
.. 2899 NGL 43-001-021 
......... 3166 NGL 50-002-127 ........ 3582NGL 34-002-032 
.. 2900 NGL 43-001-056 ......... 3167 NGL 50-002-148 
......... 3583NGL 34-002-042 ......... 2901 NGL 43-001-075 ......... 3168 NGL 51-001-010 
......... 3605NGL 34-002-055 ......... 2902 NGL 43-001-086 ......... 3169 NGL 52-026-001 ........ 3615NGL 34-002-084 ......... 2903 NGL 44-001-001 ......... 3262 NGL 52-083-009 
......... 3611NGL 34-002-095 ......... 2904 NGL 44-001-044 ......... 3263 NGR 01-001-007 ........ 1000NGL 34-002-098 ......... 2905 NGL 44-004-001 . 3373 NGR 01-001-013 .. 1001NGL 34-003-040 ......... 2920 NL 44-004-026 ......... 3374 NGR 01-001-014 ........ 1002NGL 34-003-041 2921 NGL 44-004-130 ........ 3375 NGR 01-001-017 1003NGL 36-003-002 ......... 2929 NGL 44-005-021 ......... 3305 NGR 01-001-018 ........ 1004NGL 36-003-04 ......... 2930 NGL 44-005-041 ......... 3306 NGR 01-001-020 ........ 1005NGL 36-003-094 ......... 2931 NGL 44-005-090 ......... 3307 NGR 01-001-021 ........ 1006NGL 36-004-014 ......... 2984 NGL 44-005-184 ......... 3308 NGR 01-001-023 ........ 1007NGL 36-008-051 ......... 2964 NGL 44-006-001 ......... 3220 NGR 01-003-008 ........ 1024NGL 36-008-093 ......... 2965 NGL 44-006-012 ......... 3221 NGR 01-003-036 
........ 1025NGL 36-008-109 ......... 2966 NGL 4-006-033 ......... 3222 NGR 01-005-003 ........ 1031NGL 36-008-117......... 2967 NGL 44-006-12 ......... 3223 NGR 01-005-010 
........ 1032NGL 36-008-138 ......... 2968 NGL 44-007-006 ......... 3233 NGR 01-005-00 ........ 103NGL 36-027-001 
......... 2932 NGL 44-007-042 
......... 3234 NGR 01-005-012 .. 1033NGL 36-027-032 
......... 2933 NGL 44-012-006 
......... 3334 NGR 01-00-0 
........ 1034
NGL 44-012-055 3337 NGR 01-010-01 ........ 1035NGL 38-002-032 ......... 3014 NGL 44-012-133 
. 3338 NGR 02-001-001 1102NGL 38-002-039 ......... 3015 NGL 45-003-019 ......... 3417 NGR 02-001-087 ........ 1103NGL 38-002-053 
......... 3016 NGL 45-003-025 ......... 3418 NGR 02-001-088 ........ 1104
8
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 02-001-093 ........ 1105 
NGR 02-001-094 ........ 1106 
NGR 02-001-099 ...... 1107 
NGR 03-001-057 ........ 111 1 
NGR 03-002-071 ........ 1146 
NGR 03-002-107 ........ 1147 
NGR 03-002-153 ........ 1148 
NGR 03-002-155 ........ 1149 
NGR 03-002-171 ........ 1150 
NGR03-002-180 ........ 1151 
NGR 03-002-184 ........ 1152 
NGR03-002-193 ........ 1153 
NGR 03-002-213 ........ 1154 
NGR 03-002-219 ........ 1155 
NGR 03-002-236 ........ 1156 
NGR 03-002-237 ........ 1157 
NGR 03-002-258 . . . .  1158 
NGR 03-002-269 ........ 1159 
NGR 03-002-270 ........ 1164 
NGR 03-002-274 ........ 1161 
NGR 03-002-275 ........ 1162 
NGR 03-002-277 ........ 1163 
NGR 03-002-309 ........ 1164 
NGR 03-002-331 ........ 1165 
NGR 03-002-332 ........ 1166 
NGR 03-002-333 ........ 1167 
NGR 03-002-334 ........ 1168 
........ NGR 03-002-354 1169 
NGR 03-002-356 ........ 1170 
........ NGR 01-001-039 1174 
........ NGR 05-002-03 1 1210 
........ NGR 05-002-114 1211 
NGR 05-002-117 ........ 1212 
........ NGR 05-002-121 1213 
........ NGR 05-002-142 1214 
........ NGR 05-002-156 1215 
NGR 05-002-158 ........ 1216 
........ NGR05-002.159 1217 
........ NGR 05-002-160 1218 
NGR 05-002-181 ........ 1219 
........ NGR 05-002-185 1220 
......... NGR 05-002.219 1221 
NGR 05-002.220 ........ 1222 
NGR 05-002-225 ......... 1223 
NGR 05-002-230 ........ 1224 
NGR 05-002-239 ........ 1225 
NGR 05-002-249 ........ 1226 
NGR 05-002-256 ........ 1227 
NGR 05-002-259 ........ 1228 
NGR 05-002-281 ........ 1229 
NGR 05-002-284 ........ 1230 
NGR 05-002-294 ........ 1231 
NGR 05-002-302 ........ 1232 
NGR 05.002-307 ........ 1233 
NGR 05-WZ-308 ........ 1234 
NGR 05-002-310 ........ 1235 
NGR 05.002.316 ........ 1236 
NGR 05.003.020 ........ 1407 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 05-003-143 1408 
NGR 05-003-239 ........ 1409 
NGR 05-003-302 ...:... 1410 
........ NGR 05-003-309 141 1 
NGR 05-003-376 ........ 1412 
........ NGR 05-003-402 1413 
NGR 05-003-406 ........ 1414 
........ NGR 05-003-418 1415 
NGR 05-003-431 ........ 1416 
NGR 05.003-432 ........ 1417 
NGR 05-003-435 ........ 1418 
NGR 05-003-445 ........ 1419 
NGR 05-003-447 ........ 1420 
NGR 05-003-450 ........ 1421 
........ NGR 05-003-45 1 1422 
........ NGR 05-003-452 1423 
........ NGR 05-003453 1424 
NGR 05-003458 ........ 1425 
NGR 05-003-459 ........ 1426 
NGR 05-003-460 ........ 1427 
NGR 05-003-462 ........ 1428 
NGR 05-003-470 ........ 1429 
NGR 05-003-471 ........ 1430 
NGR 05-003-478 ........ 1431 
NGR 05-003-480 ........ 1432 
NGR 05-003-486 ........ 1433 
NGR 05-003-499 ........ 1434 
NGR 05-003-5 10 ........ 1435 
NGR 05-003-51 1 ........ 1436 
NGR 05-003-512 . : .... 1437 
NGR 05-003-538 ........ 1438 
NGR 05-003-553 ........ 1439 
NGR 05-003-559 ........ 1440 
NGR 05-OM-006 ........ 1457 
NGR 05-004-026 ........ 1458 
NGR 05-004-035 ........ 1459 
........ NGR 05-004-05 1 1460 
........ NGR 05-004-074 1461 
........ NGR 05-W-076 1462 
........ NGR 0 5 - W 0 8 0  1463 
NGR 05-005-005 ........ 1549 
NGR 05-007-091 ........ 1495 
NGR 05-007-122 ........ 1496 
NGR 05-007-215 ........ 1497 
NGR 05-007-221 ........ 1498 
NGR 05-007-276 ........ 1499 
NGR 05-007-283 ........ 1500 
NGR 05-007-289 ........ 1501 
NGR 05-007-291 ........ 1502 
NGR 05-007-292 ........ 1503 
........ NGR 05-007-301 1504 
NGR 05-007-305 ........ 1441 
NGR 05-007-317 ........ I505 
NGR 05-007-323 ........ 1506 
NGR 05-007-326 ........ 1507 
NGR 05-007-327 ........ 1508 
NGR 05-007-328 ........ 15W 
NGR 05-007-329 ........ 1510 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 05-007-337 ........ 1511 
........ NGR 05-007-345 1512 
........ NCR 05-007-351 1513 
NGR 05-007-352 ........ 1514 
........ NGR 05-007-359 1515 
........ NGR 05-007-395 1516 
........ NGR 05-W8-022 1521 
........ NGR 05-008-029 1522 
........ NGR 05-009-032 I550 
........ NGR 05-009-075 1551 
........ NGR 05-009-076 1552 
........ NGR 05-009-081 1553 
........ NGR 05-009-083 1554 
........ NGR 05-009-110 1555 
........ . NGR 05-009-142 1556 
........ NGR 05-009-152 1557 
NGR 05-009-170 ........ 1558 
NGR 05-009-177 . . . . .  1559 
........ NGR 05-009-178 1560 
........ NGR 05-W-180 1561 
........ NGR 05-009-188 1562 
........ NGR 05-009-190 1563 
........ NGR 05-009- 192 1564 
NGR 05-009-197 ........ 1565 
NGR 05-W-I98 ........ 1566 
NGR 05-009-218 ........ 1567 
NGR 05-010-025 ........ 1576 
NGR 05-010-035 ........ 1577 
NGR 05-010-062 ........ 1578 
........ NGR 05-010-081 1579 
NGR 05-013-010 ........ 1245 
NGR 05-013-023 ........ 1246 
........ NGR 05-017-010 1588 
NGR 05-017-019 ........ 1589 
NGR 05-017-023 ........ I590 
NGR 05-017-027 ........ 1591 
NGR 05-017-028 ........ 1592 
........ NGR 05-017-029 1593 
NGR 05-017-031 ........ 1594 
NGR 05-017-033 ........ 1595 
NGR 05-017-034 ........ 1596 
NGR 05-017-037 ........ 1597 
NGR 05-018-122 ........ 1610 
NGR 05-018-138 ........ 1611 
NGR 05-018-140 ........ 1612 
NGR 05-018-178 ........ 1613 
NGR 05-018-180 ........ 1614 
NGR 05-018-181 ........ 1615 
NGR 05-018-185 ........ 1616 
NGR 05-020-001 ........ 1321 
NGR 05-020-004 ........ 1322 
NGR 05-020-019 ........ 1323 
NGR 05-020-066 ........ 1324 
NGR 05-020-267 ........ 1325 
NGR 05-020-288 ........ 1326 
NGR 05-020-330 ........ 1327 
NGR 05-020-335 ........ 1328 
NGR 05-020-345 ........ 1329 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR US-020-405 1330 
........ NGR 05-020-407 1331 
........ NGR 05-020-435 1332 
........ NGR 05-020-452 1333 
........ NGR 05-020-456 1334 
........ NGR 05-020-507 1335 
........ NGR 05-020-510 1336 
........ NGR 05-020-512 1337 
........ NGR 05-020-514 1338 
........ NGR 05-020-526 1339 
........ NGR 05-020-529 1340 
NGR 05-020-530 ........ I341 
NGR 05-020-543 ........ 1342 
NGR 05-020-547 ........ 1343 
NGR 05-020-549 ........ 1344 
NGR 05-020-559 ........ 1345 
NGR 05-020-569 ........ 1346 
NGR 05-020-575 ........ 1347 
NGR 05-020-576 ........ 1348 
NGR 05-020-578 ........ 1349 
NGR 05-020-579 ........ 1350 
NGR 05-020-583 ........ 1351 
NGR 05-020-592 ........ 1352 
NGR 05-020-615 ........ 1353 
NGR 05-020-622 ........ 1354 
NGR 05-020-632 ........ 1355 
NGR 05-020-633 ........ 1356 
NGR 05-020-634 ........ 1357 
NGK 05-020-644 ........ 1358 
NGR 05-020-649 ........ 1359 
NGR 05-020-659 ........ 1360 
NGR 05-020-662 ........ 1361 
NGR 05-020-663 ........ 1362 
NGR 05-020-671 ........ 1363 
NGR 05-020-676 ........ 1364 
NGR 05-025-007 ........ 1572 
NGR 05-025-008 ........ 1573 
NGR 05-041-012 ........ 1464 
NGR 05-046-01 1 ........ 1254 
NGR 05-046-015 ........ 1255 
NGR 05-U602G ........ I256 
NGR 05-058-003 ........ 1249 
NGR 05-061-006 ........ 158 1 
NGR 05-061-014 ........ 1582 
NGR 05-061-015 ........ 1583 
NGR 05-062-002 ........ 1248 
NGR 05-071-002 ........ 1241 
NGR 05-071-005 ........ 1242 
NGR 05-071-008 ........ 1243 
NGR 06-002-075 ........ 1637 
NGR 06-002-094 ........ 1638 
NGR 06-002-095 ........ 1639 
NGR 06-002-098 ........ I640 
NGR 06-002-102 ........ 1641 
NGR 06-002-1 12 ........ I642 
NGR 06-002-1 19 ........ I643 
NGR 06-002-127 ........ 1644 
NGR 06-002-128 ........ I645 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 06-002-147 ........ 1646 
........ NGR 06-002-166 1647 
NCR 06003-069 ........ 1660 
........ NGR 06-003-092 1661 
NGR 06-003-127 ........ 1662 
NGR 06-003-160 ........ 1663 
........ NGR 06-003-176 1664 
NCR 06-003-177 ........ 1665 
NGR 06-003-179 ........ 1666 
NCR 6003-181 ........ 1667 
NGR 06-003-184 ........ 1668 
NGR 06-003-185 ........ 1669 
NGR 06-003-199 ........ 1670 
NGR 06-003-201 ........ 1671 
NGR 06-003-205 ........ 1672 
NGR 06-003-208 ........ 1673 
NGR 06-004-058 ........ 1682 
NGR 06-004-060 ........ 1683 
NGR 06-004-068 ........ 1684 
NGR 06-004-114 ........ 1685 
NCR 06-004-125 ........ 1686 
NGR 06-004-128 ........ 1687 
NGR 07-002-058 ........ 1700 
NGR 07-004-039 ........ 1710 
NGR 07-004-010 ........ 1711 
NGR 07-004-029 ........ 1712 
NGR 07-004-034 ........ 1713 
NGR 07-004-035 ........ 1714 
NGR 07M12-039 ........ 17 15 
NGR 07-004-109 ........ 1716 
........ NGR 07-004-134 1717 
NGR 07-004-144 ........ 1718 
NGR 07-004-146 ........ 1719 
NGR 07-006157 ........ 1720 
NGR 07-006-004 ........ 1702 
NGR 07-006-W6 ........ 1703 
NGR 07-006-008 ........ 1704 
NGR 07-010-002 ........ 1690 
NGR 07-01 1-001 ........ 1692 
.. lvun 08-001-016 ........ ~ 7 i x  
NGR 08-001-029 ........ 1729 
NGR 08-002-001 ........ 1721 
NGR 08-002-003 ........ 1722 
NGR 08-002-005 ........ 1723 
NGR 09-003-014 ........ 1733 
NGR 09-003-015 ........ 1734 
NGR 09-005-022 ........ I736 
NGR 04-005-06: ........ 1737 
NGR 09-005-072 ........ 1738 
NGR 09-005-076 ........ 1739 
NGR 09-005-077 ........ 1740 
NGR 09-005-098 ........ 1741 
NGR 09-005-099 ........ 1142 
NGR 09-009-0'24 ........ 1766 
NGR 09-010-058 ........ 1755 
NGR 09-010-OM ........ I756 
NGR 09-010-M4 ........ 1757 
NGR 09-010-078 ........ 1758 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 09-010-080 ........ 1759 
NGR 09-010-085 ........ 1760 
NGR 09-010-090 ........ 1761 
NGR 09-011-004 ........ 1770 
NGR 09-011-022 ........ 1771 
NGR 09-01 1-039 ........ 1772 
NGR 09-01 1-052 ........ I773 
NGR 09-01 1-053 ........ 1774 
........ NGR 09-050-001 1744 
NGR 09-050-003 ........ 1745 
NGR 09-050-W7 ........ 1746 
NGR 09-050-010 ........ 1747 
NGR 09-050-013 ........ 1748 
NGR lO-W4-0l8 ........ 1780 
NGR 10-006041 ........ 1781 
NGR 10-004-056 ........ I782 
NGR 10-004-071 ........ 1783 
NGR 10-005-057 ........ 1803 
NGR 10-005-169 ........ 1804 
NGR 10-005-176 ........ 1805 
NGR 10-005-182 ........ 1806 
NGR 10-007-008 ........ 1808 
NGR 10-007-052 ........ 1809 
NGR 10-007-054 ........ 1810 
NGR 10-007-070 ........ 1811 
NGR 10-007-088 ....... 1812 
NGR 10-007-089 ........ 1813 
NGR 10-007-097 ........ 1814 
NGR 10-008-028 ........ 1818 
NGR 10-015-008 ........ 1778 
NGR 10-019-004 ........ 1785 
NGR 10-019-009 ........ I186 
NGR 10-022-001 ........ 1777 
NGR 11-001-012 ........ 1821 
NGR 11-001-016 ........ 1822 
NGR 11-001-045 ........ 1823 
NGR 11-002-081 ........ 1845 
NGR 11-002-133 ........ 1846 
NGR 11-002-145 ........ I847 
NGR 11-002-146 ........ 1848 
NGR 11-002-157 ........ 1849 
NGR 11-002-158 ........ 1850 
NGR 11-002-159 ........ 1851 
NGR 11402-166 ........ 1852 
NGR 11-002-169 ........ 1853 
NGR 11-002-177 ........ 1854 
NGR 1 1-003-020 ........ 1861 
NGR 11-W3-033 ........ 1862 
NGK 11-003-037 ........ 1863 
NGR l l-008-WZ ........ 1858 
NGR 32-001-075 ........ 1874 
NGR 12-001-083 ........ 1875 
NGR 12-001-097 ........ 1876 
NGR 12-00-109 ........ 1877 
NGR 12-001-111 ........ 1878 
NGR 13-001-008 ........ 1883 
NCR 13-001-014 ........ 1884 
NGR 14-WIM18 ........ I928 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 14-001-135 ....... 1929 
NGR 14-001-147 ........ 1930 
NGR 14-001-148 ........ 1931 
NGR 14-001-164 . . .  1932 
NGR 14-001-166 ........ 1933 
NGR 14-001-173 ........ 1934 
NGR 14-001-188 ........ 1935 
NGR 14-001-190 ... : .... 1936 
NGR 14-001-193 ........ 1937 
NGR 14001-194 ........ 1938 
NGR 14-001-196 ........ 1939 
NGR 14-001-199 ........ 1940 
NGR 14-001-203 ........ 1941 
NGR 14-001-211 ........ 1942 
NGR 14-001-224 ........ 1943 
NGR 14-001-225 ........ 1944 
NGR 14-001-227 ........ 1945 
NGR 14-001-249 ........ 1946 
NGR 14-004-008 ........ 1886 
NGR 14-004-049 ........ 1887 
NGR 14-005-002 ........ 1955 
NGR 14-005-W ........ 1956 
NGR 14-005-010 ........ 1957 
NGR 14-005-013 . . . .  1958 
NGR 14-005-138 ........ 1959 
NGR 14-005-144 ........ 1960 
NGR 14-005-149 ........ 1961 
NGR 14-005-175 ........ 1962 
NGR 14-005-176 ........ 1963 
NGR 14-005-177 ........ 1964 
NGR 14-005-181 ........ 1965 
NGR 14-005-183 ........ 1966 
NGR 14-005-189 ........ 1967 
NGR 14-005-192 ........ 1968 
NGR 14-005-193 ........ 1969 
........ NGR 14-005-194 1970 
NGR 14-005-202 ........ 1971 
NGR 14-007-048 ........ 1896 
NGR 14-007-069 ........ 1897 
NGR 14-007-071 ........ 1898 
........ NGR 14-007-084 1899 
NGR 14.007.114 ........ 1900 
........ NGR 14-007-122 1901 
NGR 14-007-129 ........ I902 
NGR 14-008-026 ........ 1907 
NGR 14-012-004 ........ 1948 
NGR 16012-026 ........ 1949 
NGR 15-003-007 ........ 1981 
NGR 15.003.105 ........ 1982 
NGR 15-003-118 ........ 1983 
NGR 15-005-058 ........ 1998 
NGR 15-005-069 ........ 1999 
NGR 15-005-106 ........ 2WO 
NGR 15.005.119 ........ 2001 
NGR 15-005-129 ........ 2002 
NGR 15-005-147 ........ 2003 
NGR 15-005-152 ........ 2004 
NGR 15.005.157 ........ 2005 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 15-005-162 2006 
........ NGR 15.WS.IM 2007 
........ NGR 15-005- 174 2008 
........ NGR 15-005-180 2W9 
........ NGR 15-008-008 2014 
NGR 16001-031 ........ 2043 
........ NGR 16-001-094 2044 
........ NGR 16-001-102 2045 
........ NGR 16-002-029 2020 
........ NGR 16-002-036 2021 
........ NGR 16-002-038 2022 
........ NGR 17-002-042 2059 
........ NGR 17-002-052 2060 
........ NGR 17-002-071 2061 
........ NGR 17-002-072 2062 
........ NGR 17-002479 2063 
........ NGR 17-002-089 2064 
........ NGR 17-002-095 2065 
........ NGR 17-002-107 2066 
........ NGR 17-003-018 2070 
........ NGR 17-003-020 2071 
........ NGR 17-004-027 2067 
........ NGR 18-001-035 2075 
NGR 18-001-058 ........ 2076 
NGR 18-001-060 ........ 2077 
NGR 18-001-068 ........ 2078 
NGR 19-001-012 ........ 2099 
NGR 19-001-085 ........ 2100 
NGR 19-002-030 ........ 2115 
NGR 19-002-032 ........ 21 16 
NGR 19-002-038 ........ 21 17 
NGR 19-005-003 ........ 2107 
NGR 19-005-006 ........ 2108 
NGR 19-005-008 ........ 2109 
NGR 19-005-009 ........ 2110 
NGR 19-007-002 ........ 21 19 
NGR 19-007-004 ........ 2120 
NGR 19-011-007 ........ 2080 
NGR 19-011-008 ........ 2081 
NGR 19-01 1-009 ........ 2082 
NGR 19-011-012 ........ 2083 
NGR 19-011-013 ........ 2084 
NGR 19-011-014 ........ 2085 
NGR 19-011-016 ........ 2086 
NGR 19-013-002 ........ 2106 
NGR 19.014.WI ........ 2111 
NGR 19-015-001 ........ 2079 
NGR 20-006-016 ........ 2121 
NGR 21-001-001 ........ 2132 
NGR 21-001-024 ........ 2133 
NGR 21-001-037 ........ 2134 
NGR 21-001-080 ........ 2135 
NGR 21-001-084 ........ 2136 
NGR 21-001-097 ........ 2137 
NGR 21-001-107 ........ 2138 
NGR 21-001-111 ........ 2139 
NGR 21-001-119 ........ 2140 
NGR 21-002-002 ........ 2157 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 21-002-003 2158 
NGR 21-002-007 ........ 2159 
........ NGR 21-002-010 2145 
........ NGR 21-002-040 2146 
........ NGR 21-002-066 2160 
........ NGR 21-002-073 2161 
........ NGR 21-002-096 2162 
........ NGR 21-002-197 2163 
........ NGR 21-002-199 2164 
........ NGR 21-002-206 2165 
........ NGK.21.002.216 2166 
........ NGR 21-002-218 2167 
........ NGR 21-002-219 2168 
........ NGR 21-002-224 2169 
........ NGR 21-002-229 2170 
........ NGR 21-002-266 2171 
........ NGR 21-002-267 2172 
........ NGR 21-002-270 2173 
........ NGR 21-002-285 2174 
........ NGR 21-002-291 2175 
........ NGR 21-002-296 2176 
........ NGR 21-002-301 2177 
........ NGR 21-002-303 2178 
........ NGR 21-002-308 2179 
NGR 21-002-311 ........ 2180 
NGR 21-002-316 ........ 2181 
........ NGR 21-002-317 2182 
........ NGR 21-002-329 2183 
........ NGR 21-002-335 2184 
........ NGR 21-002-344 2155 
NGR 21-002-345 ........ 2186 
........ NGR 21402-350 2187 
NGR 21-002-351 ........ 2188 
NGR 21-002-355 ........ 2189 
NGR 21-002-358 ........ 2190 
NGR 21-002-368 ........ 2191 
NGR 21-002-378 ........ 2192 
NGR 21-002-390 ........ 2193 
NGR 21-002-391 ........ 2194 
NGR 21-W2-399 ........ 2195 
NGR 21-002-400 ........ 2196 
NGR 21-009-033 ........ 2141 
NGR 21-023-001 ........ 2128 
NGR 21-027-001 ........ 2124 
NGR 21-027-004 ........ 2125 
NGR 21-027-010 ........ 2126 
(NGR 21-119-001 ........ 2199 
NGR 21-1 19-002 ........ 2200 
NGR 21-119-003 ........ 2201 
NGR 22-003-017 ........ 2202 
NGR 22-003-018 ........ 2203 
NGR 22-003-019 ........ 2204 
NGR 22-003-027 ........ 2205 
NGR 22-003-028 ........ 2206 
NGR 22-004-018 ........ 2208 
NGR 22-004-021 ........ 2209 
NGR 22-004-024 ........ 2210 
NGR 22-004-025 ........ 2211 
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
........ NGR 22-004-027 2212 
........ NGR 22-004-030 2213 
......... NGR 22-004-035 2214 
........ NGR 22-007-137 2231 
........ NGR 22-007-138 2232 
........ NGR 22-007-172 2233 
........ NGR 22-007-175 2234 
........ NGR 22-007- 176 2235 
NGR 22-007-191 ........ 2236 
NGR 22-007- 199 ........ 2237 
NGR 22-007-202 ........ 2238 
NGR 22-007-203 ........ 2239 
NGR 22-007-21 1 ........ 2240 
NGR 22-007-240 ........ 2241 
NGR 22-007-242 ........ 2242 
NGR 22-007-256 ........ 2243 
NGR 22-009-005 ........ 2332 
NGR 22-009-018 ........ 2333 
NGR 22-009-102 ........ 2334 
NGR 22-009-207 ........ 2335 
NGR 22-009-277 ........ 2336 
NGR 22-009-3 12 ........ 2337 
NGR 22-009-339 ........ 2338 
NGR 22-009-350 ........ 2339 
NGR 22-009-366 ........ 2340 
NGR 22-009-372 ........ 2341 
NGR 22-009-378 ........ 2342 
NGR 22-009-421 ........ 2343 
NGR 22-009-473 ........ 2344 
NGR 22-009-517 ........ 2345 
NGR 22-009-526 ........ 2346 
NGR 22-009-535 ........ 2347 
NGR 22-009-540 ........ 2348 
NGR 22-009-543 ........ 2349 
NGR 22-009-551 ........ 2350 
NGR 22-009-583 ........ 2351 
NGR 22-009-597 ........ 2352 
NGR 22-009-605 ........ 2353 
NGR 22-009-618 ........ 2354 
NGR 22-009-619 ........ 2355 
NGR 22-009-625 ........ 2356 
NGR 22-009-626 ........ 2357 
NGR 22-009-627 ........ 2358 
NGR 22-009-637 ........ 2359 
NGR 22-009-646 ........ 2360 
NGR 22-009-658 ........ 2361 
NGR 22-009-672 ........ 2362 
NGR 22-009-693 ........ 2363 
NGR i i - W - b y 4  ........ 2364 
NGR 22-W9-701 ........ 2365 
NGR 22-009-718 ........ 2366 
NGR 22-009-723 ........ 2367 
NGR 22-009-726 ........ 2368 
NGR 22-009-727 ........ 2369 
NGR 22-009-731 ........ 2370 
NGR 22-009-733 ........ 2371 
NGR 22-009-735 ........ 2372 
NGR 22-009-781 ........ 2373 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 22-009-782 ........ 2374 
NGR 22-009-785 ........ 2375 
NGR 22-009-786 ........ 2376 
NGR 22-009-805 ........ 2377 
........ NGR 22-010-039 2401 
NGR 22-010-052 ........ 2402 
NGR 22-010-054 ........ 2403 
NGR 22-010-063 ........ 2404 
NGR 22-010-016 ........ 2405 
NGR 22-01 1-069 ........ 2383 
NGR 22-011-070 ........ 2384 
NGR 22-011-072 ........ 2385 
NGR 22-01 1-073 ........ 2386 
NGR 22-01 1-077 ........ 2387 
NGR 22-012-026 ........ 239 1 
NGR 22-012-028 ........ 2392 
NGR 22-012-030 ........ 2393 
NGR 22-017-023 ........ 2409 
NGR 22-017-024 ........ 2410 
NGR 22-018-006 ........ 2245 
NGR 22-031-002 ........ 2390 
NGR 22-091-002 ........ 2216 
NGR 23-002-001 ........ 2423 
NGR 23-004-056 ........ 2416 
NGR 23-004-068 ........ 2417 
NGR 23-004-069 ........ 2418 
NGR 23-004-085 ........ 2419 
NGR 23-004-089 ........ 2420 
NGR 23-005-015 ........ 2453 
NGR 23-005-094 ........ 2454 
NGR 23-005-151 ........ 2455 
NGR 23-005-185 ........ 2456 
NGR 23-005-201 ........ 2457 
NGR 23-005-320 ........ 2458 
NGR 23-005-360 ........ 2459 
NGR 23-005417 ........ 2460 
NGR 23-GO5427 ........ 2461 
NGR 23-005-463 ........ 2462 
NGR 23-005-4M ........ 2463 
NGR 23-005-470 ........ 2464 
NGR 23-005-477 ........ 2465 
NGR 23-005-487 ........ 2466 
NGR 23-005-523 ........ 2467 
NGR 23-005-528 ........ 2468 
NGR 23-005-536 ........ 2469 
NGR 23-005-537 ........ 2470 
NGR 23-005-538 ........ 2471 
NGR 23-005-540 ........ 2472 
NGR 23-005-543 ........ 2473 
NGR 23-005-540 ... ; .... 2474 
NGR 23-005-549 ........ 2475 
NGR 23-005-559 ........ 2476 
NGR 23-005-561 ........ 2477 
NGR 23-005-563 ........ 2478 
NGR 23-005-599 ........ 2479 
NGR 23-005-602 ........ 2480 
NGR 23-006057 ........ 2487 
NGR 23-054-006 ........ 2422 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 24-005-W6 ........ 2512 
NGR 24-005-050 ........ 2513 
NGR 24-005-1 1 1  ........ 2514 
NGR 24-005-180 ........ 2515 
NGR 24-005-196 ........ 2516 
NGR 24005-198 ........ 2517 
NGR 24005-223 ........ 2518 
NGR 24-005-231 ........ 2519 
NGR 24-005-248 ........ 2520 
NGR 24-005-253 ........ 2521 
NGR 24-005-267 ........ 2522 
NGR 24-005-275 ........ 2523 
NGR 25-001-050 ........ 2542 
NGR 25-002-018 ........ 2544 
NGR 25-005-005 ........ 2547 
NGR 25-011-001 ........ 2528 
NGR 25-011-002 ........ 2529 
NGR 26-001-012 ........ 2565 
NGR 26-001-016 ........ 2566 
NGR 26-003-026 ........ 2569 
NGR 26-003-057 ........ 2570 
NGR 26-003-069 ........ 2571 
NGR 26-004-025 ........ 2558 
NGR 26-004-084 ........ 2559 
NGR 26-004-095 ........ 2560 
NGR 26-W097  ........ 2572 
NGR 26-004-098 ........ 2561 
NGR 26-004-099 ........ 2562 
NGR 26-004-100 ........ 2563 
NGR 26-006-039 ........ 2550 
NCR 26-008-001 ........ 2581 
NCR 26-008-069 ........ 2582 
NCR 27-001-040 ........ 2586 
NGR 27-002-006 ........ 2588 
NGR 28-004-021 ........ 2595 
NGR 29-001-039 ........ 2596 
NGR 30-001-001 ........ 2604 
NGR 30-MI-030 ........ 2605 
NGR 30-001-040 ........ 2606 
NGR 30-001-MI ........ 2607 
NGR 30-002-052 ........ 2615 
NGR 30-002-054 ........ 2616 
NGR 30-002-074 ........ 2617 
NGR 30-002-087 ........ 2618 
NGR 30-002-088 ........ 2619 
NGR31-001-001 ........ 2647 
NGR 31-001-074 ........ 2648 
NGR 31-001-142 ........ 2649 
NGR 31-001-151 ........ 2650 
NCR 31-001-152 ........ 2651 
NGR 31-001-170 ........ 2652 
NGR 31-001-185 ........ 2653 
NGR 31-001-197 ........ 2654 
NGR 31-001-200 ........ 2655 
NGR 31-001-202 ........ 2656 
NGR 31-001-205 ........ 2657 
NGR 31-001-208 ........ 2658 
NGR 31-001-221 ........ 2659 
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NGR 31-001-230 ........ 2660 
NGR 31-001-236 ........ 2661 
NGR 31-001-241 ........ 2662 
NGR 31-001-242 ........ 2663 
NGR 31-001-263 . . .  266-4 
NGR 31-001-267 ........ 2665 
NGR 31-001-272 ........ 2666 
NGR 31-001-274 ........ 2667 
NGR 31-001-276 ........ 2668 
NGR 31-001-277 ........ 2669 
NGR 3 1-001-307 ........ 2670 
NGR 31-004-049 ........ 2678 
NGR 32-003-037 ........ 2692 
NGR 32-004-026 ........ 2703 
NGR 32-004-062 ........ 2704 
NGR 32-004-068 ........ 2705 
NGR 33-006-047 ........ 2824 
NGR 33-006-062 ........ 2825 
NGR 33-006-068 ........ 2826 
NGK 33-006-070 ........ 2827 
NGR 33-008-102 ........ 2733 
NGR 33-008-106 ........ 2734 
NGR 33-008-125 ........ 2735 
NGR 33-008-146 ........ 2736 
NGR 33-008-158 ........ 2737 
NGR 33-008-168 ........ 2738 
NGR 33-008-169 ........ 2739 
NGR 33-008- 174 ........ 2740 
NGR 33-008-177 ........ 2741 
NGR 33-010-051 ........ 2764 
NGR 33-010-071 ........ 2765 
NGR 33-010-081 ........ 2766 
NGR 33-010-101 ........ 2767 
NGR 33-01%108 ........ 2768 
NGR 33-010-127 ........ 2769 
........ NGR 33-010-137 2770 
NGR 33-010-145 ........ 2771 
NGR 33-010-146 ........ 2772 
........ NGR 33-010-lhl 2773 
NGR 33-010-166 ........ 2774 
NGR 33.010.169 ........ 2775 
NGR 33-010-178 ........ 2776 
NGR 33-010-179 ........ 2777 
NGR 33-010-182 ........ 2778 
NGR 33-010-188 ........ 2779 
NGR 33-010-189 ........ 2780 
NGR 33-011-017 ........ 2789 
NGR 33-011-031 ........ 2790 
NGR 33-011-043 ........ 2791 
NGR 33-013-053 ........ 2714 
NGR 33-013-063 ........ 2715 
NGR 33-015-002 ........ 2844 
NGR 33-015-016 ........ 2845 
NGR 33.015.068 ........ 2857 
NGR 33.015.108 ........ 2846 
NGR 33.015.133 ........ 2858 
NGR 33.015.139 ........ 2859 
NGR 33.015.140 ........ 2860 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NGR 33-015-141 ........ 2861 
NGR 33-015-149 ........ 2862 
NGR 33-015-154 ........ 2863 
NGR 33-015-160 ........ 2864 
NGR 33-015-163 ........ 2865 
NGR 33-015-166 ........ 2866 
NGR 33-015-169 ........ 2867 
NGR 33-016-102 ........ 2812 
NGR 33-016-131 ........ 2813 
NGR 33-016-167 ........ 2814 
NGR 33-016-174 ........ 2815 
NGR 33-016-177 ........ 2816 
NGR 33-016-179 ........ 2817 
NGR 33-016-181 ........ 2818 
........ NGR 33-016-193 2819 
NGR 33-016-197 ........ 2820 
NGR 33-016-201 ........ 2821 
NGR 33-018-148 ........ 2836 
NGR 33-018-152 ........ 2837 
NGR 33-018-183 ........ 2838 
NGR 33-018-188 ........ 2839 
NGR 33-019-002 ........ 2881 
NGR 33-019-126 ........ 2882 
NGR 33-019-127 ........ 2883 
NGR 33-022-125 ........ 2874 
NGR 33-022-139 ........ 2875 
NGR 33-022-150 ........ 2876 
NGR 33-151-006 ........ 2799 
NGR 33-183-003 ........ 2847 
NGR 33-183-004 ........ 2848 
NGR 33-192-001 ........ 2795 
NGR 33-202-001 ........ 2800 
NGR 33-209-002 ........ 2796 
NGR 33-219-002 ........ 2870 
NGR 33-230-001 ........ 2801 
NGR 33-230-002 ........ 2802 
NGR 34-001-041 ........ 2888 
NGR 34-002-108 ........ 2906 
NGR 34-002-1 15 ........ 2907 
NGR 34-002-172 ........ 2908 
NGR 34-002-175 ........ 2909 
NGR 34-002-177 ........ 2910 
NGR 34-002-179 ........ 29 11 
NGR 34-002-180 ........ 2912 
NGR 34-002-184 ........ 2913 
NGR 34-002-188 ........ 2914 
NGR 34-002-193 ........ 2915 
NGR 34-002-195 ........ 2916 
NGR 34-003-048 ........ 2922 
NGR 34-012-003 ........ 2891 
NGR 34-012-004 ........ 2892 
NGR 35-001-012 ........ 2925 
NGR 36003-100 ........ 2935 
NGR 36004-054 ........ 2985 
NGR 36004-055 ........ 2986 
NGR 36004-056 ........ 2987 
NGR 36-W4-061 ........ 2988 
NGR 36-W4-063 ........ 2989 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
NOR 36004-064 ........ 2990 
NGR 36-004-065 ........ 2991 
........ NGR 36-004-069 2992 
........ NOR 36-007-027 2953 
........ NGR 36W8-004 2969 
NGR 36-008-080 ........ 2970 
NGR 36-008-144 ........ 2971 
........ NGR 36-008-161 2972 
NOR 36-008-163 ........ 2973 
NGR 36-008-168 ........ 2974 
NGR 36-008-169 ........ 2975 
........ NGR 36-008-177 2976 
NGR 36-008-193 ........ 2977 
NGR 36-008-197 ........ 2978 
NGR 36-009-017 ........ 2981 
NGR 36-01%022 ........ 2996 
NGR 36-010-024 ........ 2997 
NGR 36-027-008 ........ 2936 
NGR 36-027-021 ........ 2937 
NGR 36-027-028 ........ 2938 
NGR 36-027-035 ........ 2939 
NGR 36-027-038 ........ 2940 
NGR 36-027-040 ........ 2941 
NGR 36-027-047 ........ 2942 
NGR 36-027-050 ........ 2943 
NGR 36-027-051 ........ 2944 
NGR 36-027-052 ........ 2945 
NGR 36-027-053 ........ 2946 
NCR 36-028-004 ........ 2998 
NGR 36-028-006 ........ 2999 
NCR 36-033-001 ........ 2949 
NGR 36-033-002 ........ 2950 
NGR 36-033-003 ........ 2951 
NGR 37-002-096 ........ 3002 
........ NGR 37-008-002 3009 
NGR 37-008-003 ........ 3010 
NGR 38-002-013 ........ 3017 
NGR 38-W2-018 ........ 3018 
........ NGR 38-002-048 3q19 
NGR 38-003-020 ........ 3027 
NGR 38-003-025 ........ 3028 
NGR 38-003-034 ........ 3029 
NGR 38-003-035 ........ 3030 
NGR 38-003-036 ........ 3031 
NGR 38-010-005 ........ 3011 
NGR 39-004-038 ........ 3046 
NGR 39-004-041 ........ 3047 
NGR 39-004-042 ........ 3048 
NGR 39-007-01 1 ........ 3055 
NGR 39-007-043 ........ 3056 
NGR 39-007-056 ........ 3057 
NGR 39-007-061 ........ 3058 
NGR 39-007-064 ........ 3059 
NGR 39-007-066 ........ 3060 
NGR 39-007-067 3061 . ........ 
NGR 39-009-034 ........ 3079 
NGR 39-009-077 ........ 3080 
NGR 39-009-123 ........ 3081 
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NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO. NUMBER NO.
NGR 39-009-132 ........ 3082 NGR 43-003-012 ........ 3153 NGR 44-012-225 ........ 3348
NGR 39-009-162 ........ 3083 NGR 43-003-015 ........ 3154 NGR 44-012-240 ........ 3349
NGR 39-009-180 ........ 3084 NGR 44-001-081 ........ 3264 NGR 44-012-255 ........ 3350
NGR 39-009-183 ........ 3085 NGR 44-001-095 ........ 3265 NGR 44-015-003 ........ 3409
NGR 39-009-184 ........ 3086 NGR 44-017-004 ........ 3282
NGR 39-009186 3087 NGR 44-001-106 ........ 3266 NGR 44-029-003 3205NGR 39-009-186 ........ 3087 NGR 44-029-003 ........ 3205
NGR 39-009-204 ........ 3088 NGR 44-001-117 ........ 3267 NGR 44-033-002 ........ 3207
NGR 39-009-210 ........ 3089 NGR 44-001-125 ........ 3268 NGR 44-033-014 ........ 3208
NGR 39-009-218 ........ 3090 NGR 44-001-149 ........ 3269 NGR 44-033-015 ........ 3209
NGR 39-009-270 ........ 3092 NGR 44-003-044 ........ 3199 NGR 44-073-003 ........ 3240
NGR 39-010-114 ........ 3102 NGR 44-003-053 ........ 3200 NGR 44-081-001 ........ 3204
NGR 39-010-123 ........ 3103 NGR 44-003-054 ........ 3201 NGR 44-084-002 ........ 3408
NGR 39-011-113 ........ 3110 NGR 44-003-057 ........ 3202 NGR 44-088-002 ........ 3393
NGR 39-011-129 ........ 3111 NGR 44-004-030 ........ 3376 NGR 44-090-001 ........ 3387
NGR 39-011-137 ........ 3112 NGR 44-004-116 ........ 3377 NGR 44-094-001 ........ 3397
NGR 39-011-138 ........ 3113 NGR 44-004-117 ........ 3378 NGR 44-094-003 ........ 3398
NGR 39-011-146 ........ 3114 NGR 44-004-120 ........ 3379 NGR 44-095-001 ........ 3203
NGR 39-011-150 ........ 3115 NGR 44-004-121 ........ 3380 NGR 45-001-011 ........ 3410
NGR 39-011-156 ........ 3116 NGR 44-004-124 ........ 3381 NGR 45-001-032 ........ 3411
NGR 39-011-164 ........ 3117 NGR 44-004-133 ........ 3382 NGR 45-002-008 ........ 3425
NGR 39-012-001 ........ 3097 NGR 44-004-150 ........ 3383 NGR 45-002-016 ........ 3426
NGR 39-012-024 ........ 3098 NGR 44-005-002 ........ 3309 NGR 45-003-085 ........ 3421
NGR 39-018-002 ........ 3032 NGR 44-005-091 ........ 3310 NGR 45-003-090 ........ 3422
NGR 39-027-002 ........ 3033 NGR 44-005-120 ........ 3311 NGR 45-003-093 ........ 3423
NGR 39-087-001 ........ 3036 NGR 44-005-125 ........ 3312 NGR 45-003-095 ........ 3424
NGR 39-087-003 ........ 3037 NGR 44-005-127 ........ 3313 NGR 47-002-018 ........ 3491
NGR 39-087-021 ........ 3038 NGR 44-005-131 ........ 3314 NGR 47-002-038 ........ 3492
NGR 39-087-026 ........ 3039 NGR 44-005-133 ........ 3315 NGR 47-002-041 ........ 3493
NGR 39-087-036 ........ 3040 NGR 44-005-137 ........ 3316 NGR 47-003-040 ........ 3453
NGR 39-087-037 ........ 3041 NGR 44-005-162 ........ 3317 NGR 47-003-043 ........ 3454
NGR 39-087-047 ........ 3042 NGR 44-005-181 ........ 3318 NGR 47-003-048 ........ 3455
NGR 40-002-088 ........ 3126 NGR 44-005-188 ........ 3319 NGR 47-003-052 ........ 3456
NGR 40-002-093 ........ 3127 NGR 44-006-137 ........ 3224 NGR 47-003-068 ........ 3457
NGR 40-002-112 ........ 3128 NGR 44-006-142 ........ 3225 NGR 47-003-069 ........ 3458
NGR 40-002-116 ........ 3129 NGR 44-006-144 ........ 3226 NGR 47-003-071 ........ 3459
NGR 40-002-123 ........ 3130 NGR 44-006-148 ........ 3227 NGR 47-003-077 ........ 3460
NGR 40-004-022 ........ 3133 NGR 44-006-156 ........ 3228 NGR 47-003-078 ........ 3461
NGR 40-00002 ........ 3131 NGR 44-006-169 ........ 3229 NGR 47-003-082 ........ 3462
NGR 41-001-024 ........ 3136 NGR 44-006-170 ........ 3230 NGR 47-003-083 ........ 3463
NGR 41-001-027 ........ 3137 NGR 44-007-028 ........ 3235 NGR 47-004-070 ........ 3504
NGR 41-001-031 ........ 3138 NGR 44-007-037 ........ 3236 NGR 47-004-076 ........ 3505
NGR 41-001-036 ........ 3139 NGR 44-007-049 ........ 3237 NGR 47-004-082 ........ 3506
NGR 41-002-026 ........ 3144 NGR 44-007-052 ........ 3238 NGR 47-004-089 ........ 3507
NGR 41-002-034 ........ 3145 NGR 44-009-025 ........ 3271 NGR 47-004-090 ........ 3508
NGR 41-00-001 ........ 3140 NGR 44-009-030 ........ 3272 NGR 47-004-091 ........ 3509
NGR 42-001-006 ........ 3148 NGR 44-011-050 ........ 3278 NGR 47-004-093 ........ 3510
NGR 43-001-023 ........ 3170 NGR 44-012-003 ........ 3395 NGR 47-004-097 ........ 3511
NGR 43-001-102 ........ 3171 NGR 44-012-147 ........ 3388 NGR 47-004-098 ........ 3512
NGR 43-001-114 ........ 3172 NGR 44-012-151 ........ 3396 NGR 47-004-100 ........ 3513
NGR 43-001-115 ........ 3173 NGR 44-012-152 ........ 3339 NGR 47-004-101 ........ 3514
NGR 43-001-116 ........ 3174 NGR 44-012-165 ........ 3340 NGR 47-004-102 ........ 3515
NGR 44-012-202 ........ 3342
NGR 43-001-127 ........ 3176 NGR 44-012-209 ........ 3343 NGR 47-004-106 ........ 3517
NGR 43-001-134 ........ 3177 NGR 44-012-215 ........ 3344 NGR 47-004-108 ........ 3518
NGR 43-001-135 ........ 3178 NGR 44-012-219 ........ 3345 NGR 47-004-109 ........ 3519
NGR 43-002-031 ........ 3184 NGR 44-012-221 ........ 3346 NGR 47-004-114 ........ 3520
NGR 43-002-034 ........ 3185 NGR 44-012-224 ........ 3347 NGR 47-004-116 ........ 3521
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NGR 47-005-093 ........ 3476 NGR 50-002-215 ........ 3598 NGT 17-002-044 ......... 2069
NGR 47-005-112 ........ 3477 NGR 50-007-001 ........ 3600 NGT 19-002-002 ......... 2118
NGR 47-005-145 ........ 3478 NGR 50-008-001 ........ 3561 NGT 21-001-004 ......... 2142
NGR 47-005-153 ........ 3479 NGR 51-001-028 ........ 3606 NGT 21-002-254 ......... 2197
NGR 47-005-172 . 3480 NGR 51-001-033 ........ 3607
NGR 47-005-176 ........ 3481 NGR 51-001-035 ........ 3608 NGT 21-025-006 ......... 2144
NGR 47-005-179 ........ 3482 NGR 51-001-045 ........ 3610 NGT 22-003-001 ......... 2207NGR 51-001-045 ........ 3610
NGR 47-005-181 ........ 3483 NGR 52-001-001 ........ 3624 NGT 22-007-008 ......... 2244
NGR 47-005-186 ........ 3484 NGR 52-012-006 ........ 3620 NGT 22-011-003 ......... 2388
NGR 47-005-202 ........ 3485 NGR 52-028-004 ........ 3628 NGT 23-004-004 ......... 2421
NGR 47-005-208 ........ 3486 NGR 52-083-003 ........ 3612 NGT 23-005-018 ......... 2481
NGR 47-006-010 ........ 3434 NGR 52-133-001 ........ 3613 NGT 23-006-001 ......... 2488
NGR 47-006-050 ........ 3435 NGR 52-140-002 ........ 3618 NGT 24-005-012 ......... 2524
NGR 47-006-054 ........ 3436 NGR 52-155-002 ........ 3625 NGT 24-005-078 ......... 2525
NGR 47-006-064 ........ 3437 NGR 52-163-001 ........ 3614 NGT 25-001-002 ......... 2543
NGR 47-014-004 ........ 3523 NGT 01-002-002 ......... 1089 NGT 26-006-001 ......... 2551
NGR 47-014-005 ........ 3524 NGT 01-002-080 ......... 1090 NGT 26-008-005 ......... 2583
NGR 47-014-006 ........ 3525 NGT 01-003-001 ......... 1026 NGT 29-001-002 ......... 2600
NGR 47-014-007 ........ 3526 NGT 01-003-044 ......... 1027 NGT 30-001-003 ......... 2608
NGR 47-020-003 ........ 3440 NGT 01-003-045 ......... 1028 NGT 31-001-009 ......... 2671
NGR 47-020-005 ........ 3441 NGT 02-001-007 ......... 1108 NGT 31-004-002 ......... 2677
NGR 47-025-001 ........ 3442 NGT 03-001-002 ......... 1112 NGT 32-004-004 ......... 2706
NGR 48-002-033 ........ 3536 NGT 03-002-008 ......... 1171 NGT 33-006-003 ......... 2828
NGR 48-002-073 ........ 3537 NGT 05-002-009 ......... 1237 NGT 33-008-013 ......... 2742
NGR 48-002-082 ........ 3538 NGT 05-003-023 ......... 1442 NGT 33-012-002 ......... 2793
NGR 48-002-085 ........ 3539 NGT 05-007-019 ......... 1517 NGT 33-016-014 ......... 2822
NGR 48-002-107 ........ 3540 NGT 05-009-008 ......... 1568 NGT 33-018-010 ......... 2840
NGR 48-002-125 ........ 3541 NGT 05-018-085 ......... 1617 NGT 33-022-005 ......... 2877
NGR 48-002-129 ........ 3542 NGT 05-018-127 ......... 1618 NGT 33-022-097 ......... 2878
NGR 48-002-130 ........ 3543 NGT 05-020-016 ......... 1365 NGT 34-001-003 ......... 2889
NGR 48-002-131 ........ 3544 NGT 05-020-228 ......... 1366 NGT 34-002-097 ......... 2917
NGR 48-002-135 ........ 3545 NGT 05-020-295 ......... 1367 NGT 34-003-001 ......... 2923
NGR 48-002-139 ........ 3546 NGT 05-020-361 ......... 1368 NGT 35-001-001 ......... 2926
NGR 48-002-141 ........ 3547 NGT 05-020-409 ......... 1369 NGT 36-003-007 ......... 2947
NGR 48-002-142 ........ 3548 NGT 05-020-412 ......... 1370 NGT 36-004-003 ......... 2993
NGR 48-002-144 ........ 3549 NGT 06-002-002 ......... 1648 NGT 36-008-006 ......... 2979
NGR 48-002-149 ........ 3550 NGT 06-004-008 ......... 1688 NGT 36-027-011 ......... 2948
NGR 48-002-153 ........ 3551 NGT 08-001-002 ......... 1730 NGT 37-003-044 ......... 3005
NGR 48-002-161 ........ 3552 NGT 09-005-093 ......... 1743 NGT 38-002-001 ......... 3020
NGR 49-001-048 ........ 3556 NGT 09-011-001 ......... 1775 NGT 39-002-002 ......... 3043
NGR 49-001-056 ........ 3557 NGT 09-011-051 ......... 1776 NGT 39-007-003 ......... 3062
NGR 49-001-061 ........ 3558 NGT 10-004-008 ......... 1784 NGT 39-009-011 ......... 3093
NGR 50-001-009 ........ 3559 NGT 10-007-077 ......... 1815 NGT 39-009-141 ......... 3094
NGR 50-001-010 ........ 3560 NGT 11-001-005 ......... 1824 NGT 39-011-075 ......... 3118
NGR 50-002-051 ........ 3584 NGT 11-002-006 ......... 1855 NGT 43-001-002 ......... 3179
NGR 50-002-109 ........ 3585 NGT 11-002-064 ......... 1856 NGT 44-005-114 ......... 3320
NGR 50-002-116 ........ 3586 NGT 12-001-005 ......... 1879 NGT 44-005-115 ......... 3321
NGR 50-002-140 ........ 3587 NGT 14-001-015 ......... 1947 NGT 44-006-003 ......... 3231
NGR 50-002-160 ........ 3588 NGT 14-004-002 ......... 1888 NGT 44-007-002 ......... 3239
NGR 50-002-162 ........ 3589 NGT 14-005-017 ......... 1972 NGT 44-011-001 ......... 3279
NGR 50-002-166 ........ 3590 NGT 14-007-004 ......... 1903 NGT 44-012-009 ......... 3351
NGR 50-002-170 ........ 3591 NGT 15-004-002 ......... 2018 NGT 46-001-001 ......... 3428
NGR 50-002-174 ........ 3592 NGT 15-00NGT 47-003-028 ......... 3464
NGR 50-002-183 ........ 3593 NGTNGT 47-003-029 ......... 3465
NGR 50-002-189 ........ 3594 NGT 15-005-061 ......... 2011 NGT 47-005-005 ......... 3487
NGR 50-002-191 ........ 3595 NGT 16-001-004 ......... 2046 NGT 48-002-007 ......... 3553
NGR 50-002-199 ........ 3596 NGT 16-002-002 ......... 2023 NSG 305 .................. 3629
NGR 50-002-204 ........ 3597 NGT 17-002-006 ......... 2068 NSG 310 .................. 2389
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GRANT/ 
CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO . 
..................... NSG 583 3384 
......... NSR 05-002-071 1238 
......... NSR 05-013-008 1247 
......... NSR 05-018-087 1619 
......... NSR 05-020-500 1371 
NSR 06004-063 ......... 1689 
......... NSR 09-010-019 1762 
......... NSR @-010-021 1763 
......... NSR 09-010-027 1764 
......... NSR 10-007-087 1816 
NSR 12-001-019 ......... 1880 
NSR 14-007-037 ......... 1904 
......... NSR 14-007-050 1905 
NSR 14-007-103 ......... 1906 
......... NSR 15-005-037 2012 
NSR 21-001-077 ......... 2143 
......... NSR 22-009-073 2378 
......... NSR 22-009-654 2379 
......... NSR 23-005-364 2482 
......... NSR 23-005-376 2483 
NSR 23-005-480 ......... 2484 
......... NSR 23-006-037 2489 
NSR 24-005-238 ......... 2526 
NSR 24-005-245 ......... 2527 
NSR 26-008-036 ......... 2584 
NSR 31-001-127 ......... 2672 
NSR 31-001-259 ......... 2673 
......... NSR 31-001-286 2674 
......... NSR 31-001-901 2675 
NSR 33-010-055 ......... 2781 
......... NSR 33-012-006 2794 
NSR 41-001-025 ......... 2890 
NSR 36-007-013 ......... 2954 
NSR 36-008-108 ......... 2980 
NSR 39-009-135 ......... 3095 
NSR 39-011-OH ......... 3119 
NSR 39-01 1-074 ......... 3120 
NSR 44-012-120 ......... 3352 
NSR 44-012-206 ......... 3353 
NSR 47-005-070 ......... 3488 
SNPN-54 .................... 2380 
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CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
The Fields used here are specified by Amendment J, "Standard Classification 
of Fields of Sciencc and Engineering," to Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) Circular A-46, "Standards for Statistical Surveys." Field codes are 
interpreted as follows: 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES ENVIRONMENTAI SCIENCES 
(Terrertnol and extraterrrxcnal, 
I1 ASTRONOMY 
12 CHEMISTRY 31 ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES 
13 PHYSICS 32 GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
19 PHYSICAL 33 OCEANOGRAPHY 
SCIENCES. NEC' 39 ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCES. NEC* 
MA THEMA ncs 
21 ANY DISCIPLINE(S) 
LIFE SCIENCES SOCIAL SCIENCES 
51 BIOLOGY 71 ANTHROPOLOGY 
52 CLINICAL MEDICAL 72 ECONOMICS 
53 OTHER MEDICAL 73 HISTORY 
59 LIFE SCIENCES, NEC* 74 LINGUISTICS 
75 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
76 SOCIOLOGY 
79 SOCIAL SCIENCE, NI 
PSYCHOLOGICAL OTHER SCIENCES*' 
61 BIOLOGICAL 
62 SOCIAL ASPECTS 99 ALL DISCIPLINE(S) 
69 PSYCHOLOGICAL, NEC* 
~ 
49 ENGINEERING. NEC' 
*Not Elsewhere Classified (For interdisciplinary prolrcts and others not listed by discipline name) 
"For interdisciplinary which cannot be classified within any of the preceding main fields 
Abbreviations used in  the "Technical Officer Locations" column are 
in the prefatory pages. 
TECH 
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER U)C  INVESTIGATOR 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlV 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-CHIC0 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CITY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
Naumann. R. J .  
McDonald, F. B 
Brunk, W. E. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Da Silva, A. J .  
Kenimer 
Dabbs. J. R. 
Talley, D. 
Krome, H. 0. 
Reichman, E. J. 
Polter, R. A. 
Roman, N. G .  
Weldon, J.  M. 
Roman, N. G .  
Boggess. N. W. 
Weldon, J .  M. 
Opp, A. G .  
Roman, N. G. 
Kelsall, T. 
Roman, N. G .  
Calahan. H. D. 
Chasc, R. H. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Baese, R. W. 
Dubin, M. 
Wdawial. T .  A. 
Stothers, R. B. 
MSFC Harwell. K. E. 
GSFC Thornabene, H. S. 
HQ-SL Jones, D. E. 
ARC Werner, M. W. 
JSC Zirin, H. 
LARC Niculett, M. A. 
MSFC Stone,, E. C. 
MSFC Garmire. G .  P. 
MSFC Stone, E. C. 
MSFC Zirin, H. 
MSFC Garmire, G. 
HQ-SG Neugebaucr. G. 
HQ-SG Zirin. H. 
HQ-SG Oke. J .  B. 
HQ-SG Neugebauer. G. 
HQ-SG Lcighton, R. B. 
HQ-SG Vogt, R. E. 
HQ-SG Garmire, G .  P. 
HQ-SF Thorne. K. S. 
HQ-SG Garmire. G .  P. 
HQ-SG Zirin, H. 
HQ-SG Zirin, H. 
HQ-SL Muhleman. D. 0. 
HQ-SL Munch. G. 
HQ-SL Muhlcman, D. 0. 
HQ-SL Westphal, J. A. 
ARC Regas. 1. L. 
HQ-SG Johnson, F. M. 
MSFC Bidelman. W. 




















NGR 05-002- 142 





NSR 05-002-07 1 
NGL 05-002-003 
NGL 05-002-140 
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TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT AC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NC
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Donley, J. L. GSFC Novick, R. NAS 5-11362 271
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Potter, R. A. MSFC Novick, R. NAS 8-26841 272
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Neuschaefer, R. W. MSFC Angel, J. R. NAS 8-27405 272
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Lavender, R. E. MSFC Novick, R. NAS 8-27970 272
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Neuschafer, R. W. MSFC Novick, R. NAS 8-29702 272
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Novick, R. NGR 33-008-102 272
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Novick, R. NGR 33-008-125 27:
11 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Novick, R. NGR 33-008-158 27:
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Cameron, R. M. ARC Houck, J. R. NGR 33-010-081 27(
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Cameron, R. M. ARC Harwit, M. O. NGR 33-010-146 27;
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Mason, R. H. ARC Houck, J. R. NGR 33-010-182 27;
11 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Greisen, K. 1. NGR 33-010-145 27,
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Hall, C. F. ARC Weinberg, J. L. NAS 2-5610 27'
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Hall, C. F. ARC Weinberg, J. L. NAS 2-6560 27'
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Hardee, S. N. JSC Mercer, R. D. NAS 9-12557 271
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Chisolm, W. L., Jr. MSFC Weinberg, J. L. NAS 8-24865 27'
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Dubin, M. HQ-SG Hemenway, C. L. NGL 33-011-001 27,
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Dubin, M. HQ-SG Weinberg, J. L. NGR 33-011-017 27,
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Dubin, M. HQ-SG Greenberg, J. M. NGR 33-011-043 27'
11 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Esenwein, G. F. HQ-SM Mercer, R. NGR 33-011-031 27'
11 FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE McDonald, F. B. GSFC Whiteside, H. NGR 09-050-001 17'
11 FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY McDowell, H. NGR 09-050-010 17'
11 FLORIDA STATE UNIV Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Hunt, R. H. NGR 10-004-056 17:
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. W. HQ-SG Goldberg, L. NGL 22-007-006 22
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Dalgarno, O. NGL 22-007-136 22
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Goldberg, L. NGR 22-007-202 22:
11 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Goldberg, L. NGR 22-007-211 22
11 HAVERFORD COLLEGE Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Greene, L. C. NGL 39-006-001 30
11 HOUSTON BAPTIST COL Bonner, G. JSC Modisette, J. L. NGR 44-081-001 32
11 HOWARD UNIVERSITY Jackson, W. M. GSFC Kumar, C. K. NGR 09-011-052 17'
11 INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Johnson, H. R. NGL 15-003-002 19
11 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Baugher, C. R. MSFC Gotwols, B. L. NGR 21-001-024 21
11 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Crosswhite, H. M. NGR 21-001-084 21
11 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE Browning, R. K. GSFC Huggett, R. W. NAS 5-11426 20
11 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE Browning, R. K. GSFC Huggett, R. W. NAS 5-23174 20
11 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Huggett, R. W. NGR 19-001-012 20
11 LA STATE U-SHREVEPT Giuli, R. T. JSC Moss, T. A. NAS 9-9317 21
11 MASS INST OF TECH Cameron, R. M. ARC Mc Lord, T. B. NGR 22-009-718 23
11 MASS INST OF TECH Kull, F. J. GSFC Marshall, R. E. NAS 5-11002 22
11 MASS INST OF TECH Wrublik, D. P. GSFC Clark, G. W. NAS 5-11450 22
11 MASS INST OF TECH Giuli, R. T. JSC Weiss, R. NAS 9-8328 22
11 MASS INST OF TECH Potter, R. A. MSFC Bradt, H. NAS 8-26839 22
11 MASS INST OF TECH Power, J. A. MSFC Lewin, W. H. NAS 8-26840 22
11 MASS INST OF TECH Bodie, W. G. MSFC Bradt, H. V. NAS 8-27972 22
11 MASS INST OF TECH Jordan, W. MSFC Lewin, W. H. NAS 8-27975 22
11 MASS INST OF TECH Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Weiss, R. NGR 22-009-526 2:
11 MASS INST OF TECH Dubin, M. HQ-SG McCord, T. B. NGR 22-009-583 2:
11 MASS INST OF TECH HQ-SG Kraushaar, W. NSR 22-009-073 2:
11 MASS INST OF TECH Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Clark, G. W. NSR 22-009-654 2:
11 MASS INST OF TECH Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL McCord, T. B. NGR 22-009-473 2:
11 MASS INST OF TECH Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Pettengill, G. H. NGR 22-009-672 2:
11 MASS INST OF TECH Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Press, F. NGL 22-009-187 2:
11 MONTANA STATE UNIV Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Nordivedt, K., Jr. NGR 27-001-040 2'
11 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Oosterhout, J. D. GSFC Chavez, R. NAS 5-21433 2(
11 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Liefeld, R. J. NGL 32-003-069 2(
11 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Smith, B. A. NGL 32-003-001 2t
11 NEW YORK INST TECH Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Stroke, G. W. NGR 33-230-002 2.
11 NO CAROLINA STATE U Dubin, M. HQ-SG Manring, E. R. NGL 34-002-042 25
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OREGON STATE UNlV 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 
I1 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
II PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
I I  P R l h C l l O h  LNIVtRSITY 
I I  P R I t C t  IOV LVlVtRSlTY 
I I  P R I V C t l O U  L \ l \  tRSITY 
I \  PRIUCF ION LNl \  tRSITY 
I1 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
11 PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
I I RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
I1 RICE UNIVERSITY 
I1 RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
I1 RUTGERS UNIV-NEWARK 
SO IlhlV-BATON ROUGE 
STAKtORD LhIVFRSITI '  
S I A h t O R D  IJNIVCHSITY 
S r A h F D R D  IIhlVtKSITY 
S I A U t D R D  L.'NIVI'HSITY 






STANFORD L hIVFKSlTY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 





UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Stone, K. G .  
Mansur. S. R. 
Henire, K. G. 
Kondo, Y. 
Boggess, N. W 
Roman. N. G .  
High, R. W. 
Rasool, S. 1. 
Kupperian, J. E. 
Boggess, A., 111 
Reichmann. E. 
Bordelon, C. S. 
Hamilton. E. C. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Roman. N. G. 
Sures, A. H. 
Surer, A. H. 
Roman, N. G. 
Sures, A. H. 
Roman. N. G. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Roman, N. G .  
Dubin, M. 
Gray. J. W. 
Thole. 1. M. 
Dubin. M. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Stone, R. G .  
Wrublik, K. P. 
Decher, R. 
Power, J. A. 
Weldon, J .  M. 
011, E. J. 
Opp, A. G .  
Boggess, N. W. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Weldon, 1 .  M. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Mason, R. H. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Stothers, R. 
Brunk. W. E. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Kelsall, T. 
Dubin, M. 
Parnell. T. A. 
Hagyard, M. 
Konradi, A. 
Hall, C.  F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M.  
Cameron, R. M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAI. 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Kaula, W. M. 
GSFC Mintzer. D. 
JSC Ray. J. W. 
JSC Hynek. J. A. 
JSC Hynek, J. A.  
HQ-MT Henire, K.  G .  
HQ-SG Huang. S. S. 
HQ-SG Bahng. J .  D. 
HQ-SG Hcnize, K. G .  
JSC Schmitt, R .  A. 
GSFC Gross. S. H. 
GSFC Spilzcr, L., Jr. 
GSFC Lowrance, J. 
MSFC Morton, D. C. 
MSFC Danielson, R. E. 
MSFC Lawrance, J. L. 
HQ-SG Spilzr ,  L., Jr. 
HQ-SG Daniclson, R. E. 
HQ-SG Danielson, R. E. 
HQ-SG Spitzer, L.. Jr .  
HQ-SG Spitzer, L. 
HQ-SC Morton, D. C. 
HQ-SG Lowmnce, J. L. 
HQ-SL Smith, W. H. 
HQ-SG Andrew, K. L. 
HQ-9.3 Hudson, J. B. 
WS Freeman, J. W. 
GSFC Rouy, A. L. 
HQ-SG Carroll, B. 
HQ-PY Chakkalakal, D. A. 
GSFC Peterson, A. M. 
GSFC Hofstadter, R. 
MSFC Everitt, C. 
MSFC Hofsfadter, K. 
HQ-SG Sturrock, P. A. 
HQ-SG Spicer. W. E. 
HQ-SG Hofstadter, R. 
HQ-SG Pelrosian, V. 
HQ-SG Sturrach, P. 
HQ-SG Wilcox, J.  
HQ-SL Bracewell, R. N. 
ARC Gebel, W. 
ARC Gebel, W. 
GSFC Owen, T. 
HQ-PY Kaa, Y. H. 
H O S L  Owen, T. 
HQ-SL Owen, T. 
HQ-SG Meisel, D. D. 
HQ-SG Bahn, J. L. 
MSFC Guenther, G .  A. 
MSFC Wu, S. T. 
J SC 
ARC Gehrels. T. 
ARC Baker, L. R. 
ARC Kuiper. G. P. 
ARC Johnson. H. L. 
ARC Larsan. H. P. 
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TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT AC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NC
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Cameron, R. M. ARC Larson, H. P. NGR 03-002-334 116
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Cameron, R. M. ARC Johnson, H. L. NGR 03-002-354 116
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Browning, R. K. GSFC Bowen, T. NAS 5-11425 111
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Chin, E. S. GSFC Marathy, A. S. NAS 5-11456 111
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Boggess, N. W. GSFC Kuiper, G. P. NAS 5-21484 112
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Stecher, T. P. GSFC Kuiper, G. P. NAS 5-22121 112
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Browning, R. K. GSFC Bowen, T. NAS 5-23176 112
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Hoffman, W. F. GSFC Lee, T. A. NGR 03-002-180 11:
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Draper, L. T. GSFC Johnston, H. L. NGR 03-002-184 11.
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Atkins, H. L. MSFC Simmons, M. J. NAS 8-21572 11;
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Bickel, W. NGL 03-002-017 11,
II UNIV OF ARIZONA Dubin, M. HQ-SG Gehrels, A. M. NGL 03-002-081 11'
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Bowen, T. NGR 03-002-071 11I
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Ashworth, C. D. HQ-SG Gehrels, A. M. NGR 03-002-193 11:
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Low, F. J. NGR 03-002-269 11:
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Low, F. J. NGR 03-002-277 11,
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Sobieski, S. HQ-SG Weymann, R. J. NGR 03-002-309 lh
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Kuiper, G. P. NGL 03-002-002 11.
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Roemer, E. NGL 03-002-122 11,
II UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Gehrels, A. M. NGR 03-002-219 11.
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Johnson, H. L. NGR 03-002-236 11.
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Kuiper, G. P. NGR 03-002-270 11
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Johnson, H. L. NGR 03-002-274 11
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Mitz, M. A. HQ-SL Gehrels, A. M. NGR 03-002-275 11
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Low, F. J. NGR 03-002-356 11
11 UNIV OF ARIZONA Bryson, R. B. HQ-SM Tiftt, W. G. NGR 03-002-153 11
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Cameron, R. M. ARC Townes, C. H. NGR 05-003-432 14
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Cameron, R. M. ARC Townes, C. H. NGR 05-003-511 14
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Thole, J. M. GSFC Boyer, C. S. NAS 5-23031 13
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Robbins, D. E. JSC Bowyer, C. S. NAS 9-11024 13
II UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Dabbs, J. R. MSFC Alvarez, L. NAS 8-27408 13
II UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Price, P. B. NGR 05-003-376 14
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Townes, C. H. NGR 05-003-402 14
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Bowyer, C. S. NGR 05-003-450 1"
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Kelsall, T. HQ-SG Silk, J. 1. NGR 05-003-453 1'
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Weldon, J. M. HQ-SG Phillips, J. G. NGR 05-003-499 1'
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Anderson, K. A. NGR 05-003-510 1,
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Alvarez, L. W. NGR 05-003-553 1,
11 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Townes, C. H. NGR 05-003-452 1'
!1 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Field, G. B. NGR 05-003-459 1,
11 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Lafferty, P. E. JSC Coleman, P. J., Jr. NAS 9-12236 1'
11 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Oertel, G. K. HQ-SG Alley, L. H. NGL 05-007-046 1"
11 UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE Opp, A. G. HQ-SG White, R. S. NGR 05-008-022 1.
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Thole, J. M. GSFC Peterson, L. E. NAS 5-11080 1.
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Thole, J. M. GSFC Peterson, L. E. NAS 5-11081 1.
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Power, J. A. MSFC Peterson, L. E. NAS 8-26842 1.
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Jordan, W. E. MSFC Peterson, L. A. NAS 8-27974 1.
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Fountain, W. F. MSFC Hudson, H. S. NAS 8-28015 1.
II UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Opp, A. G. HQ-SG Peterson, L. E. NGL 05-005-003 1.
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Burbidge, G. R. NGL 05-005-004 1
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Gillet, F. C. NGL 05-009-230 1
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Dubin, M. HQ-SG Alfven, H. NGR 05-009-110 1
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Aucremanne, M. J. HQ-SG McIlwain, C. E. NGR 05-009-188 1
11 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Brunk, W. E. HQ-SL Gillett, F. C. NGR 05-009-142 1
11 UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ Ott, E. J. HQ-SG Wampler, E. J. NGR 05-061-006 1
11 UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Wampler, E. J. NGR 05-061-014 1
11 UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ Boggess, N. W. HQ-SG Rank, D. M. NGR 05-061-015 1
11 UNIV OF CHICAGO Mason, R. H. ARC Harper, D. A. NGR 14-001-211
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UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV COLOR.\OO-BOLVH 




I:VI\' COLOKADO.BOI OH 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV OF  HAWAll 
UNlV OF  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNIV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNIV MARYLAND-BALT 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Cameron. R. M. 
Parker, R. A. 
Dabbs. J. R. 
Opp, A. G. 
Opp, A. G .  
Opp. A. G .  
Dubin. M. 
Kelsall, T. 
Weldon. J. M. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Brooks, D. R. 
Weldon, J .  M. 
Weldon. J. M. 
Roman. N. G. 
Roman, N. G .  
Brunk. W. E. 
Kondo. Y. 
Hallenbeck, D. R. 
Brandt, J. C. 
McGuire, J. P. 
Weldon. J. M. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Roman, N. G .  
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Brunk, W. E.  
Strickland. A. T. 
Strickland. A. T. 
Robbins, 0. E. 
Cour Palais, B. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Ousley, G .  W. 
Bowker, D .  E. 
Brunk, W. E.  





Weldon, J. M. 
Opp, A. G .  
Roman, N. G .  
Weldan, J. M. 
Opp, A. G. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Weldon. J. M. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Pel& D. T. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Kelsall. T .  
Weldon, J .  M. 
Oerlel, G .  K. 
Cameron. R .  M. 
Cameron. R .  M. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U I C  1NVESTlGAMR 
ARC Harper, D .  A. 
JSC O'Dell, C. R. 
MSFC Meyer, P. 
HQ-SG Parker, E. N. 
HQ-SC Meyer. P. 
HQ-SG Simpson. J .  A. 
HQ-SG O'Dell, C. R. 
HQ-SG Hobbs, L. M. 
HQ-SG Blake, R. L. 
HQ-SG Odell, C. R. 
LARC Hergel, P. 
ARC 
HO-SG Smith, S. J. 
HQSG R ~ " x ,  W. A. 
HQ-SG Lillie, C. F. 
HQ-SG Lillie, C. F .  
HO-SG 
HQ-SL Murcray, D. G .  
J SC 
HQ-SG Carr, T. D. 
GSFC Wolstencroft. R. D .  
MSFC 
HQ-SG Jefferies, J .  T: 
HQ-SG Jefferics. J. T. 
HQ-SG Jefferics. J. T. 
HQ-SL Jefferies. J. T. 
HQ-SL Sinton, W. M. 
HQ-SL Sinton. W. M. 
HQ-SL Jelferiea, J .  T. 
HQ-SM Jefferies, J. T. 
HQ-SM Jefferies, J. T. 
JSC Goodmas. C. 
JSC Eisner, M. 
HQ-SL Dichel, J. R. 
GSFC Gurnetl, D. A. 
LARC Van Allen, J .  A. 
HQ-SL Ncff, J .  A. 
HQ-SL Neff, 1. F. 
HQ-SG Misner. C. W. 
GSFC Erickson, W. C. 
GSFC Kundu, M. R. 
HQ-SG Opik, E. J. 
HQ-SG Miller, M. H. 
HQ-SG Earl, J. A. 
HQ-SG Griem, H. R. 
HQ-SG Kunder, M. R. 
HQ-SG Gloeckler, G .  
HQ-SG Currie, D. G .  
HQ-SG Strong, J .  
HQ-SG Hueuenin, G .  R. 
HQ-SL Irvine. W. M. 
GSFC Carignan, G .  R. 
HQ-SG Mohler. 0. C. 
HQ-SG Hiltner. W. A. 
HQ-SG Teske, R. G .  
HQ-SG Haddock, F .  T .  
ARC Ney, E. P. 
ARC Ney. E. P. 
GRANT/ 












NAS 1-1 1105 
NAS 2-1298 
NGL 06-003-057 



































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND E 
INSTlTUTlON 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
I MINN-h4NPI.S-ST P.4111. 
U MIUS-htNP1.S-ST PAlJl. 
IJ MINN.M\PI.S.FI' PAUI. 
I. M I N N - h l N P I S S I  PA111 
UNlV OF  MONTEVALLO 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
OYIV S t W  HAMPSHIKF 
I.'NIV NEW HAMPSHIKF 
Ll'cIV U E X  H,\MPSHIRF 
C'cIV NEU HAMPSHIKk 
IJhIV NEW IIAMPSHIRk 
ONIV NEW HAMPSHIRt 
IJKIV O F  NEW MEXICO 
CUI\  OKCGOS-FUGt \t 
UNlV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
L hIV O t  ROCtlFSTt H 
UNlV O t  ROClIFSTt K 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 














UNlV O F  TOLEDO 
IJNIV O F  VIRGIN1.A 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 





UNlV O F  WYOMING 







ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
BROOME COMMUNITY COL 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Krome. H. 0. 
Krome. H. 0. 
OPP. A. G. 
Dubin, M .  
Roman, N. G. 
Hoover, R. B. 
Kalet. M. W. 
Trainor, J. H. 
Wainscotl, F. H. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Opp, A. G .  
Opp. A. G .  
Dubin, M. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Sobieski. S. 
Cameron, R. M. 
011. E. J. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Poppolf, L. 
Lansing. D. L. 
Mason. R. H. 
Potter. A. E. 
Mansur, S. R. 
Sobieski, S. 
Weldon, J .  M. 
Boggess. N. W. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Roman, N. G. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Strickland, A. T. 
Strickland. A. T. 
Butler, P. 
Opp. A. G .  
Opp. A. G .  
Dubin, M. 
?.cman, N. G. 
Roman, N. G. 
Reynolds, R. T. 
Dubin, M. 
Brunk, W. E. 
White, W. A. 
Ponder, T. W. 
Boggess, N. W. 
Roman, N. G. 
Opp, A. G .  
Dabbs, J. R.  
Krome, H. 0. 
OPP, A. G .  
Boggess, N. W. 
Kondo, Y. 
Aahworlh, C. D .  
Harris, J. W. 
Verostko, C. E. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C  INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Waddinglon, C. J. 
MSFC Waddington, C. J. 
HQ-SG Waddington, C.  J. 
HQ-SG Nier, A. 0. 
HQ-SG Luyten, W. J .  
MSFC Foreman, J. W.. Jr. 
GSFC Samson, J. A. 
GSFC Webber. W. R. 
GSFC Arnoldy, R. L. 
HQ-SG Chupp, E. L. 
HQ-SG Chupp. E. L. 
HQ-SG Webber, W. R. 
HQ-SG Webber, W. R. 
HQ-SG Peterson, A. W. 
ARC Donnelly. R. J. 
HQ-SL Faul, H. 
HQ-SG Gerjuoy, E. 
ARC Pipher, J. L. 
HQ-SG Baumeiter, P. W. 
HQ-SG Clark, A. 
ARC Barker. W. A. 
LARC Gruschka, H. G .  
ARC Ulrich. B. T. 
JSC Smith, H. J. 
JSC Henize. K. G. 
HQ-SG Vanden Bout, P. A. 
HQ-SG Lamben, D. L. 
HQ-SG Evans, D. S. 
HQ-SL Smith. H. J. 
HQ-SL Douglas. J.  N. 
HQ-SL Smith, H. J. 
HQ-SL lngenon, F. E. 
HQ-SL Smith, H. J .  
HQ-SM Smith, H. J. 
HQ-SM Mulholland. J. D. 
GSFC Palmeira, R. A. 
HQ-SG McCracken, K. G .  
HQ-SG Allum. F. R. 
H O S G  Wilt, A. 0. 
HQ-SC Frediick, L. W. 
HQ-SG Frederick, L. W. 
ARC Leouy, C. 9. 
HQ-SG Hodpe. P. W. 
HQ-SL GreGo, T. F. 
GSFC Code, A. D. 
MSFC Kraushaar, W. L. 
HQ-SG Code, 4. D. 
HQ-SG Krsushsar, PI. L. 
HQ-SG Tompkins, D. R.. Jr. 
HQ-SL McGee, H. A. 
MSFC Israel, M. H. 
MSFC Israel, M. H. 
HQ-SG Klarmann, J. 
HQ-SG Friedlander, M. W. 
JSC Page, T. 
HQ-SF Page, T. 
JSC Moore. C. B. 










NAS 5-23125 . 
NAS 5-11276 . 
NAS 5-11694 
NCL 30-002-018 2 
NGL 30-002-021 2 
NGR 30002-052 ; 
NGR 30-002.0117 ; 
NGR 32-W4-068 i 
NGR 38-003-035 .' 
NGR 39-010-123 2 
NGR 39-011-150 : 
NGR 33-019-127 5 
NGL 33-019-003 5 
NGR 33-019-126 2 
NGR 05-017-027 1 
NGL 43-001-075 3 
NGR 44-012-240 3 
NAS 9-11419 3 
NAS 9-13176 3 
NGR 44-012-209 3 
NGR 44-012-215 3 
NSR 44-012-206 3 
NASR 242 3 
NGL 44-012-055 3: 
NGR 44-012-152 3: 
NGR 44-012-194 3. 
NGR 44-012-202 3: 
NGR 44-012-165 3: 
NGR44-012-219 3. 
NAS 5-9075 3. 
NGR 44-004-121 3: 
NGR 44-004-133 3: 
NGR 36-010-022 2: 
NGL Ji-W5-066 3' 
NGR 47-WS-I53 3 
NGR 48-W2-139 3: 
NGR 48-W2-033 3. 
NGR 48-002-142 3: 
NAS 5-1348 3: 
NAS 8-21015 31 
NGL 50-002-013 31 
NGL 50-CC2-W4 3: 
NGR 51-001-035 3f 
NGL 47-W4-080 3: 
NAS 8-26843 2' 
NAS 8-27976 2: 
NGR 26-W8-001 25 
NGR 26-008-069 25 
NGR 07-006-006 17 
NGR 07-OIM004 17 
NGR 03-001-057 1 1  





























































NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
(.'ORUEl L IK\IVLKSII Y 
C0RUEI.L [K\IVLKSI IY 
Ct l ) tHAL CI IY  COI I1'(;1. 
CkI)tRAL CITY COI II 'GI.  






JOHKS HOPKIXS IIKI\' 
L t l l l G l l  LUIVfKSITY 
LEHIGH I.'UIVTRSITY 
MASS INST Or. TECll  
M.4SS IKST OF TFCH 
M.4SS IKST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS IKST OF  TECII 
MASS INST OF  TCCII 
MASS IKST OF  TCCll 
MOKI.IIOIISK COLICGC 
NO DAKOTA STATE UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
ORFiiON ST.4Tt UKIV 
POI Y IUST BROOKLYU 
POMONA COLLEGE 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M COL 
PKIPICI TOY L UIVkKSI 1 Y 
PKIKCI TON L UIVt HSI I Y 
PKIKCLTON L \I\'t.HSI I Y 
PKINCI TON L \I\'k.KSI I Y 
KLUSStLAtK I'OI.Y.hY 
5.1 JOStPl l  C O I - < O h \  
STAUCORD L hlVEKSITY 
STAUtORD L hlVtKSITY 
S T h U t O R D  L hIVFKSITY 
S l U t O R D  L h I \ t K S I T \  
STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEMPLE UNlVERSlTY 
TEXAS TECH UNIV 
UNIV ALA-BIRMINGHAM 







Hansen, F. C. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris. J. W .  
Young, R. S. 
Wydeven, T. 1. 
Quattrone, P. D. 
Qualtrone, P. D. 
Harris. J. W. 
Thom, K. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Young, R. S. 
Halprcrt, G. 
Mundy, J. R. 
McAvoy, N. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, I. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Geib, D. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Quatlrone, P. D .  
Quatlrone, P. D. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Geisch, D. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Smith, R. E. 
Hall, L. B. 
Johnston, N. J. 
Tuttle, F. B. 
Young. R. S. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Pohly. J. G .  
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Ponnamperuma, C.  
Pannamfcruma. C. 
Billingham. J. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Young. R. S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Lad, R. A. 
Wilson, C.  
Young, R. S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Wydeven, T. J. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Harris, J. W. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Mason, E. A. 
JSC Silver. L. T. 
JSC Wasxrburg, G. J .  
HQ-SL Wegner. P. A. 
ARC Spitze, L. A. 
ARC Yeager, E. 
ARC Yeager. E. 
JSC Radcliffe, S. V. 
HQ-NS Novick, R. 
JSC Morrison, G. H. 
HO-SL Saean. C. 
GSFC ~ i t t i n g h a m ,  W. C.  
GSFC Ne. G. 
. 
GSFC Filipeseu. N. 
JSC Hays, J .  F. 
JSC Hays, J .  F .  
JSC Meinschein, W. G. 
JSC Meioscheio, W. G .  
HQ-SL Hayes, J. M. 
HQ-SL Eugster, H. P. 
JSC Goldstein, J. 1. 
MSFC Vanderhoff, J .  W. 
ARC Reid, R. C. 
ARC Reid, R. C. 
JSC Biemann. K. 
JSC Burns, R. G. 
LARC Biemann. K. 
MSFC Gatos, H. C. 
HQ-SL Biemann, K. 
HQ-SL Rich, A. 
MSFC Meredeth, C. W. 
HQ-SL Hill, T. W. 
LARC Williams, R. L. 
HQ-FE Williamson, S. E. 
HQ-SL Eirich, F. R. 
LARC Baird, A. K. 
HQ-PY Stubblefield, C. T. 
JSC Brown, G .  E. 
JSC Hollister, L. S. 
LERC Glassman, I. 
MSFC 
HQ-SL Ferris, J. P. 
HQ-SL Murphy, M. E. 
A. ARC Kuhlmann, K. F .  
A. ARC Giese, A. C. 
ARC Taube, H. 
HQ-SL Von Eshleman, V. R 
HQ-SL Danielli, J. F.  
JSC Schaeffer, 0. A. 
JSC Funkhouscr, J .  
LERC Labes, M. M.  
LARC Gully, A. J: 
HQ-SL Lamy, J. C., Jr. 
JSC Nagy, B. 
ARC Merrill, R. P. 
JSC Calvin, M. 
JSC Calvin, M. 
















































































































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND EN( 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DETROIT 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV 01: IIOL.'STO\ 
C h lV  01: IlOllSTOY 
I. h1V I L L I ~ O I S - C ~ ~ ~ C ( I O  
Lh1V ILLISOIS-LKHAl\i\ 
I hIV MARYI 4%1).COI. I'K 
I h1V MARVI.AUI).COI. I'K 
IIhIV MARVI.AUU.<'OI. I'K 
I U1V MhRSl.AUU.( 'OI.  I'K 
UNlV O F  MlAMl 
UNIV O F  MlAMl 
UNIV O F  MIAMI 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV OREGON-EUGENE 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNIV O F  SO CAROLINA 
UNlV SO MlSSlSSlPPl 
UNlV TEXASDALLAS 
UNlV O F  TULSA 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UPPSALA UNIVERSITY 
VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
\1K(ilKl4 POI Y IhST 
\ ' IR( i lh l4  POI Y lhST  
WORCESTER POLY INST 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 







BOWlE STATE COLLEGE 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlV 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Young, R. S. 
Chang, S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Young. R. S. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Reinesch, R. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Antoine, A. C. 
Quattrone, P. D 
Young, R. S. 
Schell, J. T. 
Harris, J. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Thorn. K. 
Conrath, B. J. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Sirnonenu, R. J .  
Geib, D. S. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Yaung, R. S. 
Young, R. S. 
Lanford. W. E. 
Yaung, R. S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Soffen. G. A. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Young, R. S. 
Johnston, N. J .  
Harris, J .  W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Wasel, R. A. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Redding, E. R. 
Johnston, N. J. 
Walter, L. S. 
Phillips, D .  H. 
Shapira, J. 
Harris, J. W. 
Morgan, S. H., Jr .  
Pohly, J. G .  
Pohly, J. C .  
Frary, S. G .  
Jones, B. P. 
Holland, R. H. 
Danchenko, V. 
Hallenbeck, D. R. 
Caruso, A. J. 
Kavanagh, L. D.,  Jr. 
TECH 
O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SL Jukes, T. H. 
ARC Kaplan, I. R. 
JSC Wasson. J. T. 
JSC Arnold, J. R. 
JSC Mar t i ,K.  
ISC Engei, A. E. 
HQ-SL Miller, S. L. 
HQ-SM Waggoner, J. A. 
ARC Evleth, E. M. 
JSC Clayton, R. N. 
LERC Wells, A. F. 
ARC Ross, L. W. 
HQ-SL Szulka, A. 
MSFC Patterson, E. P. 
JSC Oro, I. 
HQ-SL Bskor,  R. S. 
HQ-SL Boyer, J. H. 
HQ-NS Miley, G .  H. 
GSFC Ponnarnperuma, C. 
JSC Ponnarnperurna, C.  
LERC Sengers, J. V. 
HQ-SL Ponnamperurna, C. 
JSC Fox. S. W. 
HQ-SL Fox, S. W. 
HQ-SL Harada. K. 
LARC Stedman, D. H. 
HQ-SL Swain, F. M. 
JSC Manuel, 0. K. 
JSC Keil, K. 
LARC Keil, K. 
JSC Isenhour, T. L. 
JSC Coler, G. G .  
JSC Cohcn, A. J. 
HQ-SL Rohlfing, D. L. 
LARC Thames, S. F.  
JSC Helsley. C. E. 
JSC Barker, C.  
HQ-RP Baer. A. D. 
ISC Haskin, L. A. 
HQ-PY Back. R. M. 
HQ-SG Bockasten, K. 
LARC Stump, B. L. 
GSFC Gibbs, C .  V. 
LARC Schug, J. C. 
ARC Weiss, A. 
JSC Skinner, B. J. 
MSFC George, M .  C. 
HQ-PY George, M. C. 
HQ-PY Lee, C. T. 
ARC 
MSFC McNutt, R.  C. 
MSFC Vachon. R. I. 
MSFC Fitzpatrick, P. M. 
GSFC Fang, P. 
HQ-SG Eather. R.  H. 
HQ-SG 
GSFC Bhatia, M. S. 




NGR 05-003460 1427 
NAS 2-7440 1469 
NGL 05-007-367 1493 
NGL 05-009-148 1545 
NGL 05-009-150 1546 
NGR 05-009-152 1557 
NGR 05-009-218 1567 
NGR 05-009-197 1565 
NGL 05-061-004 1580 
NGL 14-001-169 1925 
NGR 07-002-058 1700 
NGR 06-004-125 1686 
NGR 23-002-001 2423 
NAS 8-20247 1789 
NGR 44-005-125 3312 
NGR 44-005-091 3310 
N G R  14-012-004 1948 
NGR 14-005-183 1966 
NAS 5-23237 2148 
NGR 21-002-329 2183 
NGR 21402-344 2185 
NGR 21-002-317 2182 
NGR 10-007-088 1812 
NGR 10-007-008 1808 
NGR 10-007-052 1809 
NGR 23-005-599 2479 
NGR 24-005-275 2523 
NGR 26003-057 2570 
NGL 32-W4-063 2701 
NAS 1-11855 2693 
NGR 34-003-028 2922 
NGL 38-003-024 3026 
NGR 39-011-138 3113 
NGR 41-002-034 3145 
NGR 25-005-005 2547 
N G R  44-004-117 3378 
NGR 37-008-002 3009 
NGL 45-003-019 3417 
NGL 50-002-148 3583 
NGL 50-002-001 3577 
NASR 174 3627 
NGR 47-002-041 3493 
NGR 47-004-093 35 10 
NGL 47-004-040 3501 
NGR 22-017-023 2409 
NGR 07-004-134 1717 
NGR 01-WI-007 IWO 
NGR 01-001-017 1003 
NGR 01-001-020 1005 
NAS 2-2640 1109 
NAS 8-28058 1008 
NAS 8-26579 1014 
NAS 8-28366 1022 
N G R  22-003-019 2204 
NGR 22-003-017 2202 
NGR 22-004-035 2214 
N G R  21-027-010 2126 
NGR 45-001-011 3410 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
I E L D  
70DE INSTITUTION 
13 BROWN UNIVERSITY 
13 BROWN UNIVERSITY 
13 CALlF INST O F  TECH 
13 CALlF INST OF  TECH 
13 CALIF INST O F  TECH 
13 CALlF INST OF  TECH 
13 CALlF INST OF  TECH 
13 CALlF INST OF  TECH 
13 CALlF INST OF  TECH 
13 CALlF INST OF  TECH 
I3 CALIF INST O F  TECH 
13 CALlF INST OF  TECH 
13 CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
13 CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 
13 CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 
13 CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
13 CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
13 CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
13 CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
C4TIIOI.IC UhlVERSlrY 
CEUTR.\I. ST IlhlV-OHIO 
CITY COLLEGE OF U Y 
CITY COI.LECiC O t  X Y 
CLARK I.KIVERSIIY 
COL OF HOLY CHViS 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF  WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 













DARTMOUTH COLLEGE - ~~ 
DELAN':\RC ST.\Tt COI. 





GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA lNST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
TECHNlCAl 
OFFICER 
Coates, R. J. 
Walker, G .  H. 
Hall. C.  F. 
Hall. C. F .  
Meese, K. J. 
Davis. M. A. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Wasel. R. A. 
Kavanagh, L. D. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Breitwierer, R. 
Shulman, A. R. 
Walker, G .  H. 
O'Keefe, J. A. 
Harris, I. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Schutl, J. B. 
Fichlel, C.  E. 
Deissler, R. G .  
Kavanagh. L. D. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Putre, H. 
Thom, K. 
Urban. E. W. 
Paul, F .  W. 
Wilson, J. W. 
Smith, D. D. 
Fales. C. L. 
Harris, J. W. 
Laurence, J. C. 
McLean, J. T. 
Harris, J. W. 
Strangway, D. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Allario, F. 
Laurence, J. C. 
Laurence, J. C. 
Hallenbeck, D. R. 
Meese, K .  J. 
Hallenbeck, D. R. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Pohly, J. G. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Trombka, I. J. 
Ahrendt, M H. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Smith, R. E. 
Kerr, J. H. 
TECH 
OFF F IRSI  PRINCIPAL 
l D C  INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Heller, G .  S. 
LARC Loferski, J. J. 
ARC Munch, G. 
ARC Munch, G.  
GSFC Stone, E. C. 
GSFC Stone, D. C. 
JSC Burnet, D. 
ISC Epstein, S. 
LARC Liepmann, H. W. 
H Q R P  Knauss, W. G .  
HQ-SG Davis, L. 
HQ-SL Vogl, R. E. 
LERC Luke, K. P. 
GSFC Lee. S. R. 
LARC Milnes, A. G .  
GSFC Cooper, A. R. 
JSC Radcliffe, S. V. 
JSC Cooper. R.  A. 
GSFC Tarnoyasu. T. 
GSFC c r a n n i ,  H. 
LERC Liny. S C.  
HQ-SG  hang, Y. C. 
HQ-PY Hartzler, E. A. 
LERC Pfeffer, R. 
HQ-NS Tchen. C. M.  
MSFC McEvoy, J .  P. 
GSPC Guntcr, R. C.  
LARC Remler, E. A. 
LARC Funsten, H. 0. 
LARC Soest, J .  F. 
JSC Lindsay. W. A. 
LERC Wilmsen. C. W. 
GSFC Mohr, E. I. 
JSC Horai, K. 
JSC Horai. K. 
JSC Horai. K. 
JSC Gold, T. 
LARC Sagan. C. 
LARC Seebass, A. R. 
LPRC Cool. T. A. 
LERC Ashcroft, N. W. 
LERC Ruoff. A. L. 
HQ-RE Tang, C. L. 
HQ-SG Brice. N. M. 
GSFC Laaspcre, T. 
HQ-SG Sonnerup, B. U. 
HQ-PY Helmy. E. M. 
HQ-PY Helmy, E. M. 
HQ-SL Soberman. R. K. 
GSFC O'Foghludha, F. 
HQ-FE Reynolds, T. D. 
JSC Adams. J. B. 
GSFC 
JSC Wasilewski. P 
MSFC 
MSFC 
MSFC Justus, C.  G .  




NGL 40-002-042 3123 
NGR 40-002-093 3127 
NAS 2-5606 1178 
NAS 2-6556 1179 
NAS 5-9312 1181 
NAS 5-1 1066 1182 
NAS 9-12270 1191 
NGL 05-002-190 1207 
NGR 05-002-220 1222 
NGL 05-002-005 1196 
NOR 05-002-259 1228 
NGR 05-002-225 1223 
NOR 05-013-010 1245 
NGR 39-087-037 3041 
NGR 39-087-021 3038 
NGR 36-003-100 2935 
NGR 36-027-021 2937 
NGR 36-027-028 2938 
NGR 09-005-072 1738 
NGR 09-005-077 1740 
NGR 09-005-076 1739 
NGR 09-W5-063 1737 
NGR 36-033-001 2949 
NGL33-013-029 2711 
NGL 33-013-034 2712 
NAS 8-28900 2215 
NGR 22-091-002 2216 
NAS 1-11808 3431 
NGR 47-006-010 3434 
NGR 47-006-050 3435 
N C R  06-002-119 1643 
NGR 06-002-094 1638 
NGR 21-023-001 2128 
NGR 33-008-169 2739 
NGR 33-008-174 2740 
NGR 33-008-177 2741 
NGR 33-010-137 2770 
NAS 1-9683 2743 
NGL 33-010-054 2758 
NGL 33-010-064 2759 
NGR 33-01@188 2779 
NGR 33-010-189 2780 
NGR 33-01@051 2764 
NGR 33-010-161 2773 
NAS 5-9305 2601 
NGR 30-001-040 2606 
NGR 08-002-001 1721 
NGR 08-002-005 1723 
NGR 39-OM-042 3048 
NGR 34-001-041 2888 
NSR 34-001-025 2890 
NGL 31-W&Oll 2621 
NAS 5-11191 1749 
NGR 09-010-080 1759 
NAS 8-1 1242 1828 
NAS 8-1 1389 1829 
NAS 8-26658 1830 
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CiRAMBl I h G  COLLEGE 






JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHSS IIOPKI>S USlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
KENT STATE UNlV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
M\SS I N S I  O F  Tt.CH 
M,\SS ISST 0 1  TECH 
MASS INST 01. TkCH 
MASS INST 01: TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MAS% ISST OF  I t (  H 
MASS I NST O F  TLCH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MONTANA STATE UNlV 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 






OHIO STATE UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOM1N:SN UNIV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Pohly, J. C .  
Pohly, J .  G. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
Staff, W. 0. 
Plotkin, H. H. 
Buckley, D .  H. 
Okeefe, J. A. 
Mentall, J. E. 
Diaz, A. V. 
McFadin, L. B. 
Weinberg, I. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Brown. G .  V. 
Kondo, Y. 
Harris, J. W. 
Craddodi. W. 
Swetnick, M. T. 
Davis, M. A. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Randall. J. L. 
Dalins. I. 
Meson. J. K. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Roman, N. G .  
Kauanagb, L. D., Jr. 
Milz, M. A. 
Blue, J .  W. 
Dccher, R. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Goldm, R. L. 
Hendricks. H. D. 
Tham, K. 
I b a m ,  K. 
Johnson, C.  
Harris. 1. W. 
Lad. R. A. 
Eandi. B. K. 
Haggard, K. V. 
Outlaw. R. A. 
Oullaw, R. A. 
Phillips. D. H. 
McCormick. M. P. 
Oullaw. R. A. 
Wilson, J. W. 
Melfi, L. T., Jr. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harrir, J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Roberts, W. T. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-PY Terrell, J. 
HQ-PY Cross, M. A. 
HQ-PY Narasimhamurty H, A 
HQ-SG Cummings. W. D. 
HQ-PY 
GSFC Goldberg, L. 
GSFC Bloembergen, N. 
LERC Whmlcr, D. R. 
GSFC Thorpe, A. N. 
GSFC Thorpe, A. N. 
LARC Hayes, J. M. 
JSC Fastie. W. G .  
HQ-RW Feldman. C. 
HQ-SL Krimigis, S. M. 
LERC Johnson, D. L. 
JSC McCluskey, G. E., Jr. 
JSC Sclar. C. B. 
JSC Jones, W. V. 
HQ-ER Markowitz, W. 
GSFC Bridge. H. S. 
JSC Simmons. G .  
JSC Wcstphal, W. B. 
MSFC Hoversten, E. V. 
MSFC Gatos. H. C. 
HQ-MT 
HQRE Kennedy. R. S. 
HQ-SG Bridge. H. S. 
HQ-SG Bridge, H. S. 
HQ-SG Clark, C .  W. 
HQ-SG Bridge, H. S. 
HQ-SL Shapiro, I. I. 
LARC 
LERC Kalyal, 0. 
MSFC Hendricks. J. B. 
HQ-PY Spight, C. 
JSC Goldstein, J. 1. 
LARC Monteith, L. K .  
HQ-NS Bennett. W. H. 
HQ-NS Hassan. H. 
GSFC Weiss, K. 
JSC Perry, C .  H. 
LERC Waber. J. T. 
HQ-RR Cambel. A. B. 
JSC Haskell, R. E. 
LARC Nerem, R. M. 
LARC Cox, J .  L. 
LARC Yiltman, M. A. 
LARC Ake, R. L. 
LARC Chu, W. P. 
LARC Cox. J. L. 
LARC Khandelwal, G .  S. 
LARC Clay, F. P. 
JSC Schmitt, R. A. 
JSC Roy, R. 
JSC Muan, A. 
JSC Smith, D. K. 
MSFC Quinn, R. G .  




NGR 19-011-009 2082 
NGR 19-011-014 2085 
NCR 19-011-016 2086 
NGR 19-011-W7 2080 
N C R  47-020-WS 3441 
NAS 5-9274 2219 
NGL 22-007-1 17 2227 
NAS 3-17353 2952 
N C L  09-011-006 1767 
NGR 09-011-MM 1770 
NAS 1-12055 1973 
NAS 9.11528 2131 
NGR 21-009-033 2141 
NGR 21-001-097 2137 
NGR 36-007-021 2953 
NGR 39-007-061 3058 
NGR 39-W7-OH 3059 
NAS 9-10986 2092 
NGR 50-001-010 3560 
NAS 5-11062 2262 
NGR 22-009-540 2348 
NGR 22-009-597 2352 
NAS 8-27733 2276 
NGL 22-009-125 2318 
NGR 22-009-735 2372 
NGL 22-009-013 2311 
NGL 22-009-015 2313 
NGR 22-009-312 2341 
NGR 22-009-785 2375 
NGR 22-009-786 2376 
NGR 22-009-626 2357 
NAS 1-6860 2412 
NGR 23-004-056 2416 
NAS 8-28202 2585 
NCR l l-W-002 1858 
NAS 9-9522 2897 
NGL 34-002-098 2905 
NGL 34-002-017 2899 
NGR 34-002-177 2910 
NGL 22-01 1-025 2382 
NCR 22-011-069 2383 
NGL 14-007-081 1895 
NSR 14-007-037 19M 
NGR 23-054-W6 2422 
NGR 36.008-163 2973 
NGR 47.003-040 3453 
NGR 97-003-043 3454 
NGR 47-003-048 3455 
NGR 47-003-069 3458 
NGR 47-003-077 3460 
NGR 47-003-078 3461 
NGR 47-003-082 3462 
NGL 3&002-039 3015 
NGR 39-009-183 3085 
NGR 39-009-184 3086 
NGR 39-009-186 3087 
NGR 39-009-132 3082 
NGL 39-009-002 3070 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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:LD 
3DE INSTITUTION 




















SO CAROLINA ST COL 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
I3 STAN1 ORD U h l V t  KSI1 Y 
I 3  S T \ \ f O R D  U h l V t R \ I I Y  
S r A U t O R D  UNlVtKSITY 
SIANkORO UICIVtKSITY 
STA\FOKD UUIVtKi lTY 
STASFORD UYIVtKSl lY 
STANFORD UUIVt KSITI 
STr\hFOKI) US1Vt KSIIY 
STA\tOKIl  UNIVt RSll Y 
STANtOKI> IJNIVtKSITY 
S T A \ ~ O K V  C \ I V t R i l T Y  
S T A V ~ U H D  L'UlVtKSIl )  
S T A Z ~ O R V  UNIVFRSIIY 
STANFOKI) UUlVtKSlTY 
ST,\KtOKI) UhlVFKSlrY 
STANI.OKI) U h I \  C KSlrY 
STATE UNIV U Y - H I I I  &I. 
STATE U\IV hY-HIJkkAL 
STATE U VY-STONY BRK 
SrATF L' NY.STONY HRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STIVFNS IUST O F  1I:CH 
SYKACUSE I:UIVFRSl'rY 
'r.ALLADF.ti4 C0Ll . l  (iF 
lAI . I .ADl ( i4  COLl F(iF 
TtUSESSfF  TECH I '  
TthNESSI: t  TFCH U 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 







Kourtides, D. A. 
Harris, I. W. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Hoell, J. M., Jr. 
Harrison, H. H. 
Strickland, A. T.  
Poller, A. E. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J.  W. 
Harris, J.  W. 
Yeager. P. R. 
Davidson, M. C. 
Eichelrnan, W. F. 
Harris. J. W. 
Hudson, R. D. 
Hudson, R. D. 
Kavanagh, L. D .  
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Peters, P. N. 
Pohly. J. G .  
Hall, C.  F. 
Sandler, H .  
Poppa, H. R. 
Hickey. D. H. 
Meese, K. J. 
Stone, R. G .  
Harris, J. W. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Decher, R. 
Potter, R. A. 
Weinberg, I. 
Harrisan, H. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Kavansgh, L. D., Jr.  
Fellows, R. F. 
Harris, J. W. 
Allen, R. E. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Solfen, G .  A. 
Weldon, J. M. 
Harrison. H. 
Mayes, W. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Cartcr, C. H. 
Dibattisla, J. D .  
Hardesty, C. A. 
Richmond, R. G .  
Stebbinr, F. J. 
Nawakowski, M .  F. 
Weinberg, I. 
Bannister, T. C. 
Kroes, R. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Gurevilch, M. 
ARC Sirignano, W. A. 
JSC Hargraves, R. B .  
LARC Hargraves, R. B. 
LARC Kelly, A. J. 
HQ-NS Kelly, A. 
HQ-SM Dicke, R. H. 
JSC Landgrebe. D. A. 
JSC Taylor, L. A. 
JSC Meyer, H. 0. 
JSC Taylor. L. A. 
LARC 
LARC Schwarz. H. J. 
MSFC Wiedemeier. H. T. 
JSC Freeman. J. W. 
JSC Adams. J. A. 
JSC Stebbings, R. F. 
JSC Walters, G .  K .  
HQ-SG Stebbins, R. F. 
HQ-SG Dessler. A. J. 
HQ-PY Payne. J. E. 
MSFC Weilzenkamp, L. A. 
HQPY Johnson, J. A. 
HQ-PY 
ARC Von Eshleman, V. R. 
ARC Anliker. M. 
ARC Pound, G .  M. 
ARC Kararncheti, K. 
GSFC Helliwell, R. A. 
GSFC Peterson, A. M. 
JSC Nur, A. 
LARC Levinthal, E. C. 
MSFC Debra. D. B. 
MSFC Fairbanks, W. M. 
HQ-RL Kararncheti, K. 
HQ-RW Little. W. A. 
HQ-NS Fairbanks, W. M. 
HQ-SG Helliwell. R. A. 
HQ-SG Spreiter. J. R. 
HQ-SL Gierasch, P. J .  
JSC Cadenhead, D. A. 
MSFC Bigazzi, P. E. 
JSC Papike, J. 
JSC Caner. N. L. 
LARC Owens, T. 
HQ-SG Stroke. G .  W. 
HQ-NS Meissner. H. 
LARC Dosanjh, D. 
HQ-PY George, M. C. 
HQ-PY Morrison, R. A. 
LARC Kinslow. R. 
LARC McLennan. W. D. 
JSC Smathers. J .  B. 
JSC Stricklin, J .  A. 
MSFC Porter. W. A. 
H Q R W  Herman". A. M. 
MSFC Reams, F. M. 
MSFC Davis. J. H. 
GRANT/ 
C O N T R A V  ACC 
NUMBER NO. 
NAS 8-29256 3021 
NAS 2-6705 2626 
NGR 31-001-208 2658 
NAS 1-9705 2622 
NGR 31-001-263 2664 
NGR 31-001-151 2650 
NGR 31-001-202 2656 
NGL 15-005-112 1994 
NGL 15-005-175 1996 
NGR 15-005-157 2005 
NGR 15-005-164 2007 
NGR 15-005-174 2008 
NGL 07-009-003 169 1 
NAS 8-26146 2830 
NAS 9-5911 3215 
NGR 44-006-144 3226 
NGR 44-006-156 3228 
NGR 44-006-169 3229 
NGL 44-006-012 3221 
NGR 44-006-137 3224 
NGR 41-006-001 3140 
NAS 8-28060 3146 
NGR 19-WS-W3 2107 
NGR 19-005-009 2110 
NAS 2-4671 1265 
NGL 05-020-223 1307 
NGR 05-020-569 1346 
NGR 05-020-676 1364 
NAS 5-9309 1280 
NAS 5-23205 I289 
NGR 05-020-633 1356 
NAS 1-9682 1258 
NAS 8-27333 1291 
NGR 05-020-019 1323 
NGL 05-020-275 1313 
NGL 05-020-242 1309 
NGL 05-020-015 1301 
NCL 05-020-008 1299 
NGR 05-020-330 1327 
NGL 05-020-103 1303 
NGR 33-183-004 2848 
NAS 8-29745 2842 
NGL 33-015-130 2855 
NGR 33-015-154 2863 
NAS 1-10493 2849 
NGR 33-015-068 2857 
NGL 31-003-020 2680 
NGL 33-022-082 2871 
NCR 01-007-001 1029 
NGR 01-007-004 1030 
NAS 1-10967 3152 
NGR 43-W3-012 3153 
NAS 9-12586 3257 
NGL 44-001-044 3263 
NAS 8-26379 3245 
NGL 19-002-027 21 14 
NGR 01-005-003 1031 
NAS 8-24612 1036 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
I3 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
13 UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
13 UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
13 UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
13 UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
13 UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
13 UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
13 UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
I3 UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
13 UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
13 UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
13 UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
13 UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
13 UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
13 UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
13 U ARKANSAS-MONTICELO 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
I3 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALLF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
13 UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
I3 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
13 UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Parnell, T. A. 
Naumann, R. 
Hagyard. M. 
Costes, N. C. 
Kroes, R. L. 
Jones, B. P. 
Parntll, T. A. 
Lacy, L. L. 
Pelers, P. N. 
Hodges, 8. 
Wills, F. D .  
Decher, R. 
Smith, R. E. 
Smith, R. E. 
Davidsan. M. C. 
Urban, E. W. 
Bannister, T. C. 
Schafer, C. 
Eby, P. B. 
Kavanagh, L. D. 
Kavanagh, L. D. 
Hall. C. F. 
Meese, K. J. 
Craddack, W. 
Griner, D. B. 
Wyman, C. L. 
Kurtz, R. L. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Hardee. N. 
Billman, K .  W. 
Madden, J .  1. 
Thole, J. M. 
Northrap. T. G .  
Harris. J. W. 
Harrir, J .  W. 
Chose, S. 
Harris, J. W. 
Ondrak, B. T. 
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr.  
Oertel. G .  K. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Hallenbeck. D. 
Milz, M .  A. 
Harris. J.  W. 
Dyal, P. 
Hall, C. F. 
Meese, K. J. 
Meese, K. J .  
Northrop, T. G .  
Hardec, S. N. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Kavanagh. L. D. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Gregory, J .  C. 
MSFC Todd. F .  C. 
MSFC Wu, S. T. 
MSFC Chung. T .  J. 
MSFC Davis, J. H. 
MSFC Horner. J. M. 
MSFC Gregory, J .  C. 
MSFC Otto. G .  H. 
MSFC Gregory, I. G. 
MSFC Polge, R. J .  
MSFC Eglitis. A. 
MSFC Karr, G .  R. 
MSFC WU, S. T. 
MSFC Wu, S. T. 
MSFC Walter, H. U. 
MSFC Otto, G .  
MSFC 
MSFC Miyagawa. I. 
MSFC De'Smet. D. J. 
MSFC Coulter. C. A. 
HQ-SG Akasofu. S. I. 
HQ-SG Davis, T. N. 
ARC Gehrels. T. 
GSFC L'Heureux, J. J. 
JSC Krider, E. P. 
MSFC Tifft. W. G. 
MSFC Shack, R. V. 
MSFC Jacobs, S. F. 
MSFC Bier, M. 
HQ-SG Fan. C. Y. 
JSC Delton. R. A. 
ARC Gustafson. T. K .  
GSFC Anderson, R. A. 
GSFC Heckman, H. H. 
GSFC Kaufman. A. N. 
JSC Reynolds, J. H. 
JSC Price, P. B. 
JSC 
JSC Morrison, H. F. 
MSFC Price. P. B. 
HQ-SG Anderson, K. A. 
HQ-SG Silver, S. 
HQ-SG Anderson. K. A. 
HQ-SG Mozer, F. S. 
HQ-SG Coleman, P. J., Jr. 
HQ-SL Anderson, K. A. 
JSC MacGregar, I. D. 
ARC Schubert, G.  
ARC Coleman, P. J .  
GSFC Coleman. P. J. 
GSFC Coleman, P. J. 
GSFC Wong, A. Y. 
JSC Kaula. W. M. 
JSC Wetherill, G .  W. 
JSC Anderson, 0. L. 
JSC Kaplan, 1. R. 
JSC Wasson, J. 




NAS 8-24953 1038 
NAS 8-25055 1039 
NAS 8-25101 1040 
NAS 8-25102 1041 
NAS 8-26793 1046 
NAS 8-27181 1049 
NAS 8-27336 1050 
NAS 8-27809 1052 
NAS 8-28071 1053 
NAS 8-28545 1060 
NAS 8-28954 1063 
NAS 8-29316 1064 
NAS 8-29501 1066 
NAS 8-29543 1068 
NAS 8-29650 1069 
NAS 8-30244 1072 
NAS 8-11249 1077 
NAS 8-28098 1081 
NAS 8-29494 1083 
NAS 8-29900 1084 
NGR 02-001-001 1102 
NGR 02-001-087 1103 
NAS 2-5604 1113 
NAS 5-11444 11 18 
NAS 9-1 1884 1134 
NAS 8-27804 1130 
NAS 8-27863 1131 
NAS 8-28661 1132 
NAS 8-29566 1133 
NGR 03-002-107 1 147 
NAS 9-13196 1175 
NGR 05-003-559 1440 
NAS 5-11038 1378 
NAS 5-23030 1380 
NGL 05-003-220 1399 
NGL 05-003-409 1404 
NGL 05-003-410 1405 
NGR 05-W3-486 I433 
NGR 05-003-512 1437 
NAS 8 29603 !?8? 
NGL 05-003-017 1396 
NGL 05-003-230 1400 
NGR 05-003-239 1409 
NGR 05-003-480 1432 
NGR 05-007-305 1441 
NGR 05-003-458 1425 
NGR 05-004-076 1462 
NAS 2-6791 1467 
NAS 2-7251 1468 
NAS 5-9097 1470 
NAS 5-9098 1471 
NGL 05-007-066 1487 
NAS 9-12757 1480 
NGL 05-007-287 1490 
NGL 05-07-330 1491 
NGR 05-007-289 1501 
NGR 05-007-291 1502 
NGL 05-007-004 1483 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
4IELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Kavanagh, L. D. HQ-SG Kennel, C. F. NGL 05-007-190 1488
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Hallenbeck, D. HQ-SG Siscol, G. L. NGR 05-007-304 1504
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Mitz, M. A. HQ-SL Coleman, P. J., Jr. NGR 05-007-327 1508
13 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Strickland, A. T. HQ-SM Kaula, W. M. NGR 05-007-283 1500
13 UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE Temkin, A. GSFC Poe, R. T. NGL 05-008-005 1520
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Hall, C. F. ARC Fillius, R. W. NAS 2-5602 1523
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Hall, C. F. ARC Fillius, R: W. NAS 2-6552 1524
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Carrion, W. J. GSFC Helstom, C. W. NGL 05-009-079 1542
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Harris, J. W. JSC Arrhenius, G. O. NGL 05-009-154 1547
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Kavanagh, L. D. HQ-SG Mcllwain, C. E. NGL 05-005-007 1537
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Helstrom, C. W. NGR 05-009-075 1551
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Axford, W. 1. NGR 05-009-081 1553
13 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Mitz, M. A. HQ-SL Axford, W. I. NGR 05-009-177 1559
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Hall, C. F. ARC Simpson, J. A. NAS 2-5601 1908
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Hall, C. F. ARC Simpson, J. A. NAS 2-6551 1909
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Meese, K. J. GSFC Meyer, P. NAS 5-9096 1910
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Meese, K. J. GSFC Simpson, J. A. NAS 5-9366 1911
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Ferer, B. H. GSFC Simpson, J. A. NAS 5-11037 1912
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Davis, M. A. GSFC Simpson, J. D. NAS 5-11067 1913
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Harris, J. W. JSC Anders, E. NGL 14-001-167 1924
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Harris, J. W. JSC Smith, J. V.. NGL 14-001-171 1926
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Harris, J. W. JSC Fernandez-Moran, H. NGR 14-001-166 1933
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Harris, J. W. JSC Hafner, S. S. NGR 14-001-173 1934
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Hallenbeck, D. HQ-SG Simpson, J. A. NGR 14-001-188 1935
13 UNIV OF CHICAGO Mitz, M. A. HQ-SL Simpson, J. A. NGR 14-001-196 1939
13 UNIV OF CINCINNATI Brown, G. V. LERC Joiner, W. C. NGR 36-004-054 2985
13 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Staff, W. O.- GSFC Rense, W. A. NAS 5-3931 1651
13 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Meese, K. J. GSFC Barth, C. A. NAS 5-9307 1652
13 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Meese, K. J. GSFC Thomas, G. E. NAS 5-9327 1653
13 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Donley, J. L. GSFC Brunner, E. C. NAS 5-11363 1654
13 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Harris, J. W. JSC Larson, E. E. NGR 06-003-181 1667
13 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Hutchby, J. A. LARC Chernow, F. NGR 06-003-205 1672
13 UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR Kavanagh, L. D. HQ-SG Speiser, T. W. NGR 06-003-092 1661
13 UNIV OF DELAWARE Harris, J. W. JSC Glass, B. P. NGR 08-001-029 1729
13 UNIV OF DENVER Hobbs, R. W. GSFC Edrich, J. NAS 5-23190 1675
13 UNIV OF DENVER Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Patel, V. L. NGR 06-004-058 1682
13 UNIV OF DENVER Kavanagh, L. D. HQ-SG Roederer, J. G. NGR 06-004-060 1683
13 UNIV OF FLORIDA Thom, K. HQ-NS Schneider, R. T. NGL 10-005-089 1801
13 UNIV OF HOUSTON Harris, J. W. JSC Oro, J. NGR 44-005-127 3313
13 UNIV OF HOUSTON Bonner, G. JSC Hildebrandt, A. F. NGR 44-005-137 3316
13 UNIV OF HOUSTON Strangway, D. W. JSC Vant Hull, L. L. NGR 44-005-162 3317
13 UNIV OF HOUSTON Soffen, G. A. LARC *Oro, J. NAS 1-9685 3283
13 UNIV OF IDAHO Scott, W. JSC Stewart, R. NAS 9-12078 1882
13 UNIV OF IOWA Hall, C. F. ARC Van Allen, J. A. NAS 2-5603 2026
13 UNIV OF IOWA Hall, C. F. ARC Van Allen, J. A. NAS 2-6553 2028
13 UNIV OF IOWA Ferer, B. H. GSFC Frank, L. A. NAS 5-9074 2029
13 UNIV OF IOWA Davis, M. A. GSFC Frank, L. A. NAS 5-11039 2030
13 UNIV OF IOWA Limberis, B. R. GSFC Frank, L. A. NAS 5-11064 2031
13 UNIV OF IOWA Madden, J. S. GSFC Gurnett, D. A. NAS 5-11074 2032
13 UNIV OF IOWA Longanecker, G. W. GSFC Gurnett, D. A. NAS 5-11167 2033
13 UNIV OF IOWA Eaker, H. L. GSFC Frank, L. A. NAS 5-11265 2034
13 UNIV OF IOWA Davis, M. A. GSFC Gurnett, D. A. NAS 5-11431 2036
13 UNIV OF IOWA Coffee, C. W., Jr. LARC Van Allen, J. A. NAS 1-11257 2025
13 UNIV OF IOWA Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. HQ-SG Van Allen, J. A. NGL 16-001-002 2041
13 UNIV OF IOWA Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Montgomery, D. C. NGL 16-001-043 2042
13 UNIV OF KENTUCKY Harris, J. W. JSC Ehmann, W. D. NGR 18-001-058 2076
13 UNIV OF KENTUCKY Harris, J. W. JSC Birkebah, R. C. NGR 18-001-060 2077
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  MAINE-ORONO 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
USlV MAKYI.AVD.COI PK 
USlV MAKYL.4ND-COI. PK 
lJNlV MARYl.AND-('01. PK 
lINI\' MAKYLAND-(101. PK 
lJUI\ MARYLAND-COI. PK 
LNIV ~ ~ A R Y L A K D - C O I .  PK 
UNI\' MAKYLAKI>-COI. PK 
UKIV MARYLAXI)-COI. PK 
UKIV MD-FASI'KU SHORE 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
UNIV MICH-AUK AKROK 
UK1V MICII-ANh AKHOK 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARHOK 
UVlV MICII-ANN ARHOK 
CSlV MICII-ANN ARBOR 
U MISK-MNPLS-ST PALL 
U MINK-MUPLS-ST PALL 
U MIVN-MUPLS-ST P 4 l  I 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUI 
U MIVN-MNPIS-Sr  PAUI. 
C MINS-MNPIS-SI  PAIII. 
U MINN-MWPLS-ST PAC!I. 
II  M I h N - M S P L S S T  PAIJI. 
I1 MlhV-MSPLS-ST l'AI.1. 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNlV MO-KANSAS CITY 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV OREGON-EUGENE 
UNlV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 










Davis, M. A. 
Richard, H. L. 
Major, F .  G .  
Ogilvie, K. W. 
Teegarden, B. J. 
Patch, R. W. 
Gessow, A. 
Kavanagh, L. D. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Strickland, A. T. 
Major, F.  G .  
Harris, J. W. 
Meese, K .  J. 
Meese. K .  J. 
Spencer, N. W. 
Madden. J. J. 
Devries, L. L. 
Staff, W. 0. 
Madden, J .  J. 
Longanecker, G .  W. 
White, C.  E. 
Harris, I. W. 
Harris, J. W. 
Kavanagh, L. D. 
Kavanagh, L. D. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Lehmann, J .  
Aikin, A. C. 
Donley. J. L. 
Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
Kavanagh. L. D.. Jr. 
Thole, J. M. 
Mecse, K.  J.  
Parnell, T. A. 
WhiLifig. E. E. 
Harris. J. W. 
Ternkin. A. 
Harris. J. W. 
Bailey, J. V. 
Parnell, T. A. 
Hall, C. F .  
Hall, C. F. 
Bannister. T. C. 
Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
Calahan, H .  D .  
Plotkin, H.  H. 
Weldon, J .  M. 
Potler. A. E. 
Meese, K. J. 
Eichelman, W. F .  
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPA 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-RW Clark, A. H. 
GSFC Gloeckler, G. 
GSFC Hochuli. U. E. 
GSFC Alley, C. 0. 
GSFC Coplan, M. A. 
GSFC Gloeckler. G .  
LERC Miller, M. H. 
HQ-RA Melnik, W. L. 
HQ-SG Tidman, D. A. 
HQ-SG Malthrws, D. L. 
HQ-SG Wilkerson, T. D. 
HQ-SM Currie, D. G .  
GSFC Singh, G .  
JSC Haggerty, S. E. 
GSFC Reber, C. A. 
GSFC Reber, C. A. 
GSFC Carignan, G .  R. 
GSFC Haddock, F. T. 
MSFC Cicerone, R. J .  
GSFC Epney, 0. 
GSFC Kellogg. P. J .  
GSFC Cahill. L. I.. Jr. 
GSFC Kellogg, P. J. 
GSFC 
JSC Pepin. R. 0. 
JSC Munhy, V. R. 
HQ-SG Winckler, J. R. 
HQ-SG Winckler, J. R. 
HQ-SG Cahill. L. J. 
HQ-SG Cahill. L. J. 
HQ-ER Querry, M. R. 
GSFC Samson, J .  A. 
GSFC Chupp, E. L. 
HQ-SG Arnoldy, R. I. 
HQ-SG Lockwood, J. A. 
GSFC Leavilt, C. P. 
GSFC Regener, V. H. 
ARC Clark, F. C. 
MSFC Childs, C .  B. 
4P.C Crasrrnano. 3. 
JSC Weill, D. F. 
GSFC Altman, M. 
GSFC Gejuoy. E. 
JSC Fuller, M. 
JSC Benton, E. V. 
MSFC Benton, E. V. 
ARC Judge. D. L. 
ARC Judge, D. L. 
JSC 
MSFC Wilcar, W. R. 
HQ-SG Lntriligalor, D. S. 
HQ-SG Intriligator, D. S. 
GSFC Shofner, F .  M. 
HQ-SG Sellin, I. A. 
JSC Barnes, P. G. 
GSFC Hanson, W. B. 
GSFC 
JSC Hoffman, J. H. 
GRANT/ 
.L  CONTRACT ACC 
NUMBER NO. 
NGR 20-006-016 2121 
NAS 5-1 1063 2147 
NGR 21-002-216 2166 
NGR 21-002-218 2167 
NGR 21-002-291 2175 
NGR 21-002-316 2181 
NGL 21-002-167 2154 
NGR 21-002-303 2178 
NGL 21-002-005 2150 
NGR 21-002-308 2179 
NGR 21-002-311 2180 
NGR21-002-267 2172 
NGR 21-119-001 2199 
NGL 22-010089 2400 
NAS 5-9306 2427 
NAS 5-9328 2428 
NAS 5-11073 2429 
NAS 5-11174 2431 
NAS 8-28294 2445 
NAS 5-3838 2494 
NAS 5-1 1060 2495 
NAS 5-1 1173 2496 
NAS 5-11310 2497 
NAS 5-23273 2500 
NGL 24-005-225 2510 
NGR 24005-223 2518 
NGL 24-005-008 2507 
NGR 24-005-1 11 2514 
NGR 24-005-180 2515 
NGR 24-005-253 2521 
NGR 26-001-012 2565 
NAS 5-23054 2590 
NAS 5-11054 2609 
NGR 30-002-054 2616 
NGR 30-002-074 2617 
NAS 5-9275 2694 
NAS 5-9314 2695 
NGL 34-003-011 2921 
NAS 8-26601 2919 
NGR 38-003-036 303! 
NGL 38-003-022 3025 
NGL 39410-001 3100 
NGL 39-01 1-035 3107 
NGR 3Y-011-129 3111 
NAS 9-12466 1586 
NAS 8-26758 1585 
NAS 2-5608 1598 
NAS 2.6558 I599 
NAS 9-6164 1601 
NAS 8-29847 1603 
NGR 05-018-181 1615 
NGR 05-018-185 1616 
NGL 43-Wl-056 3167 
NGR 43-001-114 3172 
NAS 9-12568 3328 
NAS 5-93 11 3361 
NAS 5-9444 3362 
NAS 9-10410 3369 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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IELD 
IDE  INSnTUTlON 
13 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 
13 UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
I3 UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
13 UNlV O F  UTAH 
13 UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
13 UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
13 UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
13 UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
13 UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
13 UNlV WlSC-MADISON 
13 UNlV WISC-MADISON 
13 UNlV WISC-MADISON 
13 UNlV OF  WYOMING 
13 UNlV O F  WYOMING 
13 VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
13 VIRGINIA POLY INST 
13 VIRGINIA POLY INST 
13 VIRGINIA STATE COL 
13 WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
13 WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
13 WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
13 WAYNE STATE UNlV 
13 WAYNE STATE UNlV 
13 WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
13 WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
13 WICHITA STATE UNlV 
13 YALE UNIVERSITY 
13 YALE UNIVERSITY 
19 CALIF INST OF  TECH 
I9 CALIF INST OF  TECH 
19 CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 
COLLEGE OF  WM Br MARY 
I9 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
19 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
19 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
19 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
19 CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
19 HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
19 JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
19 LlNFlELD COLLEGE 
19 MASS INST O F  TECH 
19 MASS INST O F  TECH 
19 MASS INST O F  TECH 
19 MASS INST O F  TECH 
19 MASS INST O F  TECH 
19 MASS INST O F  TECH 
19 MASS INST O F  TECH 
19 MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 
19 MORGAN STATE COLLEGE 
19 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
19 NEW YORK INST TECH 
19 NO CAROLINA STATE U 
19 OHlO STATE UNlV 
19 OHlO STATE UNlV 
19 OHlO STATE UNlV 
19 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
19 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Harris, J .  W. 
Eichelman, W. F .  
Wasel, R. A. 
Hardee, S. N. 
Watson, E. C. 
Harris, J. W. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Fleishman, M. R. 
Davis, M. A. 
Thole, J. M. 
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
White, W. F .  
Hallenbeck, D. R. 
Hohl, F. 
Zorumski, W. E. 
Bercaw, R. W. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Harris. J. W. 
Jones, J .  H. 
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr. 
Brandhorst, H. W. 
Huffaker. R. M. 
Eichelman. W. F. 
Strickland, A. T. 
Rice, E. J. 
Poltkin, H .  H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Walfe. J .  H. 
Eichelman, W. F .  
Lynch. T. J. 
Harris. J. W. 
Martin, 0. J .  
Thaddeus, P. 
Smith. 0. E. 
Eichleman, W. F .  
White, T. T. 
Brysan, R. P. 
Trombka, J. 1. 
Dubin, M. 
Smith, A. L. 
Bonavita, N. L. 
Salrberg, I. M. 
Stewart, E. B. 
Cubley, D. 
Holley, M. H. 
Taylor, R. T. 
Adams, W. R. 
Kirby, R. R. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Bissell, E. E. 
Mangus. J. D. 
Hers, R. V. 
Smith, D. E. 
Nance, R. L. 
Murphy, J .  P. 
Greene, E. P. 
lahnslon, N. J .  
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
JSC Carter, J. L. 
HQ-SG Reaney, R. C. 
JSC Latham, G. V. 
HQ-RP Williams. M. L. 
JSC Junkins, J. L. 
ARC Childs. M. F. 
JSC Ghose. S. 
LARC Leovy, C. B. 
HQ-NS Hertzberg, A. 
GSFC Scherb, F. 
GSFC Kraushar, W. L. 
HQ-SG Scherb, F. 
LARC Rhinehan, E. A. 
HQ-SG Hafman, 0. 
LARC Roos, C. E. 
LARC Nayfeh, A. H. 
LERC Gotow. K. 
HQ-PY Shonoch, C. E. 
JSC Walker, R.  M. 
MSFC Rodin, E. Y. 
HQ-SG Abraham Shraune, B. 
LERC Wang. E. Y. 
MSFC Thomson, J. A. 
JSC Faller. J. E. 
HQ-SM Faller. J. E. 
LERC Eversman, W. 
GSFC Lamb. W. E. 
HQ-PY Wildl, R. 
ARC Intriligator, D. S. 
JSC Scott. R. F. 
GSFC Helgerl, H. J. 
JSC McCord. T. B. 
LARC Sher. A. 
GSFC Woltjer, L. 
GSFC Sykes, L. R. 
JSC Langseth. M. G. 
JSC Talwani, M. 
HQ-SM Gold, T. 
GSFC Fcrguson, G .  A. 
HQ-SG Fastie, W. G. 
LERC Swanson, L. W. 
GSFC Venti. J. 
GSFC Counselman, C. C., I l l  
JSC Simmons, M. G .  
JSC Simmons, D. G. 
JSC Harper, J. 
LARC Covert, E. E. 
MSFC Galos, H. C.  
JSC Manderscheid, L. V. 
HQ-PY Proctor, N. K. 
GSFC Lawrence, R. H. 
GSFC Stroke, G .  W. 
LARC Hassan, H. A. 
GSFC Rapp, R. H. 
JSC Mueller, I. 1. 
HQ-ES Mueller, I. I. 
GSFC Coflman, E. G .  




NGR 44-004-1 16 3377 
NSG 583 3384 
NAS 9-13143 3392 
NGL 45-003-029 3419 
NAS 9-12752 3469 
NGL 48-002-047 3535 
NGR 48-002-149 3550 
NAS 1-9694 3527 
NGL 48-002-041 3534 
NAS 5- 11068 3566 
NAS 5-11361 3567 
NGR 50.002-162 3589 
NGL 51-001-010 3605 
NGR 51-001-033 3607 
NGR 43-002-03 1 3 184 
NGR 47-W1- 109 3519 
NAS 3-14873 3496 
NGR 47-014-006 3525 
NGL 26-008-065 2580 
NAS 8-26084 2574 
NGL 26-008-057 2579 
NGR 23-006-057 2487 
NAS 8-248 10 2485 
NAS 9-1 1025 1701 
NGR 07-006-008 1704 
NGR 17-003-018 2070 
NGR 07-004-035 1714 
NCR 07-004-029 1712 
NAS 2-6740 1180 
NAS 9-1 1454 1190 
NGR 41-001-036 3139 
NGL 52-083-009 361 1 
NGL 47-006-058 3433 
NGL 33-008-012 2729 
NGR 33-008-146 2736 
NAS 9-6037 2726 
NAS 9-11751 2727 
NGL 33-010-005 2755 
NGRW-011-022 1771 
NGR 21-001-001 2132 
NGR 38-010-005 301 1 
NAS 5-1 l9W 2265 
NAS 5-1 1947 2266 
NAS 9-10748 2292 
NAS 9-1 1540 2295 
NAS 9-11555 2296 
NAS 1-9812 2249 
NAS 8-28306 2281 
NAS 9-13332 2414 
NGT 21-025-006 2144 
NAS 5-23001 2688 
NGR 33-230-001 2801 
NGR 34-002-115 2907 
NGR 36-008- 161 2972 
NAS 9-13093 2961 
NGL 36-008-093 2965 
NGR 31-031-170 2652 
NGR 31-001-221 2659 
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TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
19 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Stine, H. A. ARC Incropera, F. P. NGR 15-005-129 2002
19 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Fihelly, A. W. GSFC Baumgardner, M. F. NAS 5-21785 1986
19 RENSSELAER POLY-NY Adams, W. R. MSFC Wiedemeier, H. NAS 8-28307 2831
19 RICE UNIVERSITY Eichelman, W. F. JSC Reasoner, D. L. NAS 9-5884 3214
19 SO DAKOTA STATE UNIV Kirby, R. R. JSC Myers, V. I. NAS 9-13337 3150
19 STANFORD UNIVERSITY . Donaldson, R. ARC Angell, J. B. NGR 05-020-543 1342
19 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Hughes, W. E. GSFC King, G. NGL 05-020-165 1305
19 STANFORD UNIVERSITY White, T. T. JSC Lyon, R. J. NAS 9-13357 1296
19 STATE U NY-STONY BRK Hughes, W. E. GSFC Tuan, H. S. NGL 33-015-066 2853
19 TEXAS A&I UNIVERSITY . Johnston, D. A. JSC Speed, F. M. NGR 44-073-003 3240
19 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Adams, W. R. MSFC Walter, H. U. NAS 8-28304 1058
19 UNIV ARKANSAS-FAYETV Ragent, B. ARC Testerman, M. K. NGL 04-001-007 1173
19 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Miller, M. JSC Mitchell, J. K. NAS 9-11266 1391
19 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Strangway, D. W. JSC Morrison, H. F. NGR 05-003-447 1420
19 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Roman, N. G. HQ-SG Tounes, C. H. NGL 05-003-272 1401
19 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Adams, W. R. MSFC Yue, A. S. NAS 8-28310 1475
19 UNIV OF CHICAGO Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Simpson, J. A. NGR 14-001-224 1943
19 UNIV OF GEORGIA MSFC NAS 8-29939 1859
19 UNIV OF HOUSTON White, T. T. JSC Hayre, H. S. NAS 9-13462 3304
19 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Hill, R. O. JSC Wong, K. W. NAS 9-12446 1951
19 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA HQ-RR Worley, W. J. NGR 14-005-010 1957
19 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Bowhill, S. A. NGR 14-005-181 1965
19 UNIV OF KANSAS White, T. J. JSC Yarger, H. L. NAS 9-13271 2053
19 UNIV OF KANSAS Kirby, R. JSC Eagleman, J. R. NAS 9-13273 2054
19 UNIV OF KANSAS White, T. T. JSC Moore, R. K. NAS 9-13331 2055
19 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Smith, D. E. GSFC Currie, D. G. NGR 21-002-390 2193
19 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Eichelman, W. F. JSC Weber, J. NAS 9-5886 2149
19 UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK Redfield, M. HQ-MT Alley, C. O. NGR 21-002-285 2174
19 UNIV SAN FRANCISCO Tremor, J. W. ARC Benton, E. V. NAS 2-7059 1584
19 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Adams, W. R. MSFC Wilcox, W. R. NAS 8-28305 1602
19 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Nelson, E. D. GSFC Heikkila, W. J. NAS 5-9112 3360
19 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Eichelman, W. F. JSC Johnson, J. S. NAS 9-5964 3368
19 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Eichelman, W. F. JSC Hoffman, J. H. NAS 9-12074 3370
19 UNIV WISC-MADISON Wolfe, J. H. ARC Scherb, F. NAS 2-6759 3562
19 UNIV WISC-MILWAUKEE Holmes, Q. A. JSC Northouse, R. A. NAS 9-12931 3599
21 AMERICAN UNIVERSITY HQ-RE NASR 229 1732
21 APPALACHIAN STATE U Falls, L. W. MSFC Carter, M. C. NAS 8-29286 2884
21 AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN JSC Fitzpatrick, P. M. NGR 01-003-036 1025
21 BOWIE STATE COLLEGE GSFC NAS 5-21418 2122
21 BOWIE STATE COLLEGE Bremer, H. O. GSFC Bannister, P. J. NAS 5-22066 2123
21 BOWIE STATE COLLEGE Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Srivastava, S. NGR 21-027-004 2125
21 BOWIE STATE COLLEGE HQ-PY NGT 21-027-009 2127
21 BROWN UNIVERSITY Doolin, B. F. ARC Lasalle, J. P. NGL 40-002-015 3122
21 CAL STATE U-FULLERTN Velez, C. E. GSFC Pierce, S. NGR 05-071-005 1242
21 CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON Ballard, T. B. LARC Snelsire, R. W. NGR 41-001-024 3136
21 FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE Alterescu, S. GSFC Schwarz, R. A. NGR 09-050-013 1748
21 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Leybold, H. A. LARC Hanagud, S. V. NGR 11-002-169 1853
21 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Rosenfeld, S. A. HQ-RE Book, R. V. NGR 22-007-176 2235
21 IOWA STATE UNIV Rakich, J. V. ARC Tannehill, J. C. NGR 16-002-038 2022
21 LEHIGH UNIVERSITY Illg, W. LARC Erdogan, F. NGR 39-007-011 3055
21 MASS INST OF TECH Jones, M. E. JSC Ragan, R. NAS 9-6823 2287
21 MASS INST OF TECH Rosenfeld, S. A. HQ-RE Phillips, N. NASW 2276 2303
21 NO CAROLINA STATE U Armstrong, E. S. LARC Sagan, H. NGL 34-002-032 2900
21 NO CAROLINA STATE U Turner, R. E. LARC Moore, C. J. NGR 34-002-184 2913
21 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE HQ-ER Gora, E. K. NGR 40-005-002 3131
21 RICE UNIVERSITY Baker, K. JSC Lynn, S. NAS 9-12776 3218
21 SOUTHERN METHODIST U HQ-RW Walsh, J. E. NGR 44-007-028 3235
21 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Rosenfeld, S. A. ARC McCarthy, J. NSR 05-020-500 1371
16
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3DE INSTITUTION 
21 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
21 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
21 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
21 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
21 TEXAS TECH UNlV 
21 TEXAS TECH UNlV 
21 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
21 UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
21 UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
21 UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
21 UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
21 UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
21 UNlV O F  HAWAII 
21 UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
21 UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
21 UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
21 UNlV O F  KANSAS 
21 UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
21 UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
21 UNIVMARYLANO-COL PK 
21 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
21 UNIV MO-COLUMBIA 
21 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
21 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
21 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 
21 UNlV O F  UTAH 
21 UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
21 UNlV WISC-MADISON 
21 VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
21 VIRGINIA STATE COL 
31 BOSTON COLLEGE 
31 BROWN UNIVERSITY 
31 CALIF INST O F  TECH 
31 CALIF INST O F  TECH 
31 CAL STATE U-S DIEGO 
31 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
31 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
31 COLORADO STATE UNlV 
31 COLORADO STATE UNlV 
31 COLORADO STATE UNIV 
3 1  COLORADO STATE UNlV 
31 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
31 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
31 CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
31 CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
31 CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
31 CORNELL UNlVERSlTY 
31 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
31 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
31 DREXEL UNIVERSITY 
31 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY 
31 FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY 
31 FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
31 GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
31 GRAMBLING COLLEGE 
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
31 HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
;S INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND E 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Creveling, C. J. 
Pease, P. B. 
Damon, E. P. 
Daman, E. P. 
MacDonald, R. B. 
Eandi. B. K. 
Ruff, R. C. 
Zimmerman. C. R. 
Smith. M. C. 
Rosenleld, S. A. 
Morakis, J. 
Baker, K. 
Glynn, P. C. 
Harmon. T. J. 
Grunby, E. I. 
Greene, E. P. 
Pontious, C. E. 
Inghan, H. L. 
Dawson, C. T. 
Velez, C. E. 
Fchlbcrg, E. 
Baker, K. 
Foreman. R. G. 
Duw. M. B. 
Rosenfeld. S. A. 
King. C. A. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Soffen, G. A. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Gloria, H. R. 
Whitten, R. C. 
Solomonson, V. V. 
Wexler, R. 
Dragg, J. 
Sweet, G .  E. 
Eichlcman, W. F. 
Neuschafer, R. W. 
Conrath, B. J .  
Pearce, F .  
Fellows, R. F. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Sshmerling, E. R. 
Sweet, G .  E. 
Levin. R. R. 
Heath, D. F. 
Soffen. G .  A. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Pohly, J.  G .  
Soffen, G .  A. 
Fellows, R. F. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
lQC INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Foster, G .  H. 
GSFC Foster. G .  H. 
GSFC Simmons, D. B. 
GSFC Simmons, D. B. 
JSC Odell. P. L. 
JSC Coherly, W. A. 
MSFC Todd, F. C. 
MSFC Cliung. T .  J. 
ARC 
ARC Greene. P. H. 
H O R A  Pellicciaro, E. J .  
HQ-RA Adomian, G .  
GSFC Peterson, W. W. 
ISC Decell, H. 
ISC Michnlopauloa, C. D. 
ARC 
WS Haralick, R. M. 
GSFC Chu, Y. 
GSFC Chu, Y. 
HQ-RE Miller, I. 
MSFC Powers, W. F. 
JSC Tranter, W. H. 
GSFC Nacory, P. E. 
MSFC Tapley, B. D .  
JSC Odell, P. L. 
JSC Folias. E. S. 
LARC Mann, J. E. 
ARC Parmentier, R. D 
MSFC Bradshaw. C. 
HQ-PY 
ARC Eather. R. H. 
LARC Mutch, T. A. 
JSC Burnett, D. S. 
HQ-SL Murray, B. C. 
GSFC 
ARC Miller. A. 
ARC Miller. A. 
GSFC Reiter, E. R. 
GSFC Vonder Haar. T. H. 
JSC Smith, J .  
LARC Vander Haar. T. H. 
JSC Latham, G. H 
MSFC Angel, J. R.  
.
GSFC Gierasch, P. J. 
JSC Gold, T. 
HQ-SL Sagan, C. 
HQ-SL 
HQ-sc Morgan. M. G. 
HQ-SG Laaspere, T. 
LARC House, F. B. 
JSC Greenberg, J. M 
GSFC McElaney. J. H. 
LARC Herr, S. K. 
HQ-SL Edwards, H. D. 
HQ-PY Giljendar, N. 
GSFC 
LARC McElroy, M. B. 




NGR 33-022-125 2874 
NGR 33-022-150 2876 
NAS 5-1 1911 3242 
NAS 5-11988 32.13 
NAS 9-12775 3277 
NGR M-011-050 3278 
NAS 8-26773 1045 
NAS 8-27792 I051 
NAS 2-6916 1525 
NGR 14-001-199 1940 
NGR 08-001-016 1728 
NGR 11-003-020 1861 
NGL 32-001-046 1872 
NAS 9-12777 3298 
NGR 44-005-120 3311 
AF306 24144 1950 
NAS 6-1967 2050 
NGR 21-002-197 2163 
NGR 21-002-206 2165 
NGR 21-002-270 2173 
NAS 8-26929 2444 
NAS 9-13436 2556 
NGR 44-012-255 3350 
NAS 8-27931 3323 
NAS 9-13512 3372 
NGR 45-003-093 3423 
NGR 47-005-179 3482 
NGR 50002-160 3588 
NAS 8-28764 3181 
NGL 47-014-009 3522 
NGR 22-003-027 2205 
NAS 1-9680 3121 
NAS 9.12585 1192 
NGR 05-002-117 1212 
NAS 5-23249 1250 
NAS 2-7616 1252 
NGR 05-046-020 1256 
NGR 06-002-098 I640 
NGR 06-002-102 1641 
NAS 9-12972 1634 
NAS 1-12106 1624 
NAS 9-5957 2725 
NAS 8-29703 2724 
NAS 5-23236 2749 
NAS 9-10657 2750 
NGL 33-010-082 2761 
NGL 33-010186 2763 
NGR 30001-030 2645 
NGR 3GL00l-041 2607 
NAS 1-11871 3044 
NAS 9-12539 2786 
NGR 07-010-002 1690 
NAS 1-9693 1779 
NGL ll-002-004 1840 
NGR 19-011-013 2084 
NAS 5-23 199 2220 
NAS 1-10492 2217 
NGL 22-007-228 2229 
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FIELD 
CODE INS'IlTUTION 
JOHUS IIOPKI\S I NI\ 
KAUS4S STA1t  L hlV 
MASS INST O F  TkCH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O b  TECH 
MASS lNST Ol- TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O t  TECH 
NkW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NkW YORK UNIVERSITY 
\ t i %  YOKh L N I V t K S I l \  
\ t .U  \ O K h  L hIVtKSIT\  
OLL) DOMI\IO\ L\ IV 
O K t G O \  S l . 4 l  t L \ l \ '  
Ibt . \ \SYL\ANl.% YlA'l t .  I.' 
I ' tUUSI  L\ANI.% YIAI'C L 
I B t \ \ S I l  \ A k l %  \ l A l P .  t.' 
I 'FN\SYI.iAhI% \TAlk.  t.' 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 







STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 







UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 






Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Findlay, J. A. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Wilheit, T. T. 
Jastrow, R. 
Eichclman, W. F. 
Howell, J. Q. 
Dodgen, J. A. 
Beyerle, F. J. 
Roman, N. G .  
Fellows, R. F. 
Harndt, D. 1. 
Fellows, K. F. 




Freeman, R. S. 
Hulten, W. C. 
Reichle, H. G., Jr. 
Fichtl, G .  
Fichtl, G .  H. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Grant. T. L. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Tolefson, H .  B. 
Grant. T. 
Schmcrling. E. R. 
Schmerling. E. K. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Fcllows. R. F. 
Mitz. M. A. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Ehernberger, L. J .  
Vaughn. W. W. 
Fichtl, G .  H. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Stolarik, J .  D .  
Gray. J. W. 
Dubin, M. 
Dubin, M. 
Hovia, W. A. 
Curran. R. J. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Fellows, K. t. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Craddock. W. 
Neuschafer, R. W. 
Dubin, M. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
H Q S L  Goody, R. M. 
HQ-SL Goody, R. M. 
GSFC Doering, J .  P. 
HQ-SL Williams, G .  
GSFC 
GSFC Barrett. A. H. 
GSFC Lorenz. E. 
JSC Toksoz, M .  N. 
LARC Staelin. D. H. 
LARC Phillips. N. A. 
MSFC Sinskey, A. J .  
HQ-SG Shapiro, I. I .  
HQ-SL Lewis, J. S. 
HQ-SL Crowston, W. B. 
HQ-SL Peltengill, G .  H. 
HQ-SL Shilpiro, 1. I. 
GSFC Schotland, R. M. 
CSFC Schaeffer, 0. A. 
GSFC Spar, J .  
LARC Korer, S. A. 
LARC Harris, F .  S. 
LARC Olsson, L. E. 
MSFC Blackadar. A. K. 
MSFC 
HQ-SG Nisbet, J.  S. 
HQ-SG Kendall. R.  F. 
HQ-SG Hale, L. C. 
HO-SG Gross. A. H. 
HQ-SL Gross. S. H. 
ARC Modestino. J. W. 
HQ-SL Harteck, P. 
LARC Pallrnann, A. J .  
ARC Von Eshleman, V. R. 
HQ-SG Crawford, F. W. 
HQ-SG Darosa. A. V. 
HQ-SG Helliwell, R. A. 
HQ-SL Von Eshleman, V. R. 
HQ-SL Tyler, G. L. 
HQ-SL Varanasi, P. 
HQ-SL 
FRC koggins, J. R. 
MSFC koggins, J. R. 
MSFC Brundidge, K. C. 
HQ-SL Plass, C. M. 
ARC Akarofu, S. I. 
ARC Sivjee, G .  G .  
GSFC Wescott. E. M. 
WS Davis, T. N. 
HQ-SG Wescott, E. M. 
HQ-SG Rornick, G .  J.  
GSFC Coffee", D. L. 
GSFC Herman, B. M. 
HQ-SL Gehrels, A. M. 
HQ-SL Hoenig, S. A. 
HQ-SG Titheridge, J. E. 
JSC Alvarcr, L. W. 
MSFC Alvarez, L. 




NGR 22-W7-240 22 
NGR 22-W7-242 22 
NAS 5-11415 21 
NGL 17-001-026 2p 
NAS 5-11082 22 
NGR 22-009-421 23 
N C R  22-049-727 23 
NAS 9-12334 22 
NAS 1-10693 22 
NAS 1-11092 22 
NAS 8-2841 I 22 
NGR 22-009-366 23 
N C L  22-009-521 23 
NCR 22-009-619 23 
NGR 22-009-693 23 
NGR 22-009-694 23 
NAS 5-21666 28 
NGL 33-016-013 28 
NGR 33-016-174 28 
NAS 1-10282 28 
NGR 47-003-068 3 : 
NGR 38-002-048 30 
NAS 8-21 140 30 
NAS 8-27334 30 
NGL 39-009-003 30 
NGL 39-004-032 30 
NGR 39-009-218 30 
NGR 33-006-047 28 
NGR 33-006-068 28 
NGR 33-018-188 28 
NGL 33-018-007 28 
NGL 26-006-016 25 
NAS 2-7126 I2 
NGL 05-020-176 13 
NGR 05-020-001 I3 
NGR 05-020-288 13 
NGL 05-020-014 13 
NGR 05-020-529 I3 
NGR 33-015-139 28 
NGR33-015-169 2: 
NGR 44-001-081 32 
NAS 8-26751 31 
NAS 8-29582 32 
NGR 44-WI-117 32 
NGR 02-001-B3 I I 
NGR02-001-BY II  
NAS 5-23085 I (  
NAS 6-1932 I (  
NGR 02-W1-088 11 
NGK02-001-094 11 
NAS 5-21661 I I 
NGR 03-W2-I55 11 
NASR 138 I I 
NGL 03-002-019 11 
NGR 52-001-001 36 
NAS 9-7801 l?  
NAS 8-29704 l? 
NGR 05.003-309 14 
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UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGFLES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALLF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
I SIV C.41 I I - S \ V  DII (10 
CSI\ '  C,\I.II-S*U 1)11'(,O 
UNlV CALIF-SXU DII..(nU 
L-IV C A L I I : . S ~ N  r)ll.(,o 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF' CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHILE 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
( \ I \  COLORADOHOI.DK 
I1\ IV COLOR4DO-HOI.I>H 
I1 \ IV COLORADO-HOI.I)H 
I h l \  COLORADO-HOI I ) U  
CVIV COLOR.\DO-HOI I ) K  
UUlV COLORADO-HOI.I>K 
UNlV O F  DAYTON 
UNlV OF  DENVER 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV OF  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




~ e l l o w i  R. F. 
Wriglcy, R. C. 
Bandecn. W. R. 
Halem, M. 
Kopia, L. P. 
Kavanagh. L. D., Jr  
Fellows, R. F. 
Reichle, H. G. 
Wainscolt, F. W., II 
Wales, R. 
Wales. R.  0. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Shenk, W. E. 
Theon, J. S. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Christie, C. J. 
Findlay, J .  A. 
Spiers, R. B. 
Dubin, M. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Smith, R. E. 
Russell, 1. M., III 
Toft, P, D. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Lawrence, J .  D. 
Abid, G .  E. 
Brace, L. H. 
Arking, A. 
Uubin, M. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Pohly, 1. G .  
Niemann, H. B. 
Pelz. D .  T.  
Spencer, N. W. 
Spencer. N. W. 
Wright, D .  U., Jr. 
Theon. J. S. 
Findlay, I. A. 
Wexler, R. 
Eandi, 8. K .  
Reichle, H. G .  
Russell, 1. M., I l l  
Russell, J. M., I l l  
Smith, R. E. 
Roberts, W. T. 
Schmerling, E. R. 




OFF  FLRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SG Mozer, F .  S. 
HQ-SL Pimental, G .  C. 
ARC Goldman, C. R. 
GSFC Minlz, Y. 
GSFC Mintr, Y. 
LARC Sekcra, 2. 
HQ-SG Holzer, R. E. 
HQ-SL Russell, C. T. 
LARC Behar. J.  V. 
GSFC Mcllwain. C. E. 
GSFC Mcllwain, C. E. 
GSFC McIlwain, C. E. 
HQ-SG Fejer, J. A. 
GSFC Fujita, T. T. 
GSFC Lindzen, R. S. 
HQ-SL Knollenberg, R. G. 
HQ-SL Kaplan, L. D. 
GSFC Detigny, E. 
GSFC Barth. C. A. 
LARC Barth, C. A. 
HQ-SG Barth, C. A. 
HQ-SL Barth, C. A. 
HQ-SL Barth, C. A. 
HQ-SL Lillie, C. F. 
HQ-SL Thomas, G .  E. 
MSFC Engler, N. A. 
LARC Murcray, D. G .  
KSC Uman, M .  A. 
HQ-SL Green, A. S. 
HQ-SG Sheldon, W. R. 
HQ-SG Yen, K. C. 
HQ-SG Bowhill, S. A. 
JSC Moore, R. K. 
LARC Zeller, E. J. 
GSFC Laster, H. 
GSFC Matthewr, 0. L. 
GSFC Rosenleld, A. 
HQ-SG Poultney, S. K. 
HO-SM Pai, S. I. 
HQ-PY Bngh, G. 
GSFC Carignan, G .  R. 
GSFC Carignan, G .  R. 
GSFC Hays, P. 
GSFC Carignan. G. B. 
GSFC Horvalh, R. 
GSFC Mason, C. 1. 
GSFC Hays, P. M. 
GSFC Barlman, F. L. 
JSC Stolarki, R.  S. 
LARC Hays, P. B. 
LARC Bartman, F. L. 
LARC Bartman. F .  L. 
MSFC Carignan, G .  R. 
MSFC Samir, U. 
HQ-SG Nagy, A. F. 
HQ-SG Samir, U. 
HQ-SG Hays, P. B. 






































NGL 2 1-002-033 
N C R  21-002-096 

























APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
31 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Liu, V. C. NGR 23-005-094 2454
31 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Nagy, A. F. NGR 23-005-548 2474
31 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Carignan, G. R. NGR 23-005-561 2477
31 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Findlay, J. A. GSFC Nier, A. 0O. NAS 5-11438 2498
31 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Trichel, M. C. JSC Kellogg, P. J. NAS 9-11367 2503
31 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Hudson, R. D. JSC Nier, A. O. NGR 24-005-231 2519
31 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Soffen, G. A. LARC Nier, A. 0O. NAS 1-9697 2490
31 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Melfi, L. T. LARC Nier, A. 0O. NAS 1-10511 2491
31 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Melfi, L. T. LARC Nier, A. 0O. NAS 1-11676 2492
31 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Nier, A. 0O. NGL 24-005-009 2508
31 UNIV OF MUNICH HQ-ER Moller, F. NSG 305 3629
31 UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Samson, J. A. NGR 28-004-021 2595
31 UNIV NEW BRUNSWICK Reichle, H. G., Jr. LARC Young, C. NGR 52-163-001 3614
31 UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Lockwood, J. A. NGR 30-002-088 2619
31 UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN Pitts, D. E. JSC Sasaki, Y. NAS 9-13360 3008
31 UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN Turner, R. E. MSFC Inman, R. L. NAS 8-28659 3006
31 UNIV OREGON-EUGENE Cameron, R. M. ARC Donnelly, R. J. NGR 38-003-034 3029
31 UNIV OF OSLO Theon, J. S. GSFC Hesstvedt, E. NGR 52-155-002 3625
31 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Dubin, M. HQ-SG Donahue, T. M. NGR 39-011-113 3110
31 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Fite, W. L. NGL 39-011-013 3105
31 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Zipf, E. C. NGL 39-011-030 3106
31 UNIV OF PITTSBURGH Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Biondi, M. A. NGR 39-011-137 3112
31 UNIV OF SO CAROLINA Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Durig, J. R. NGL 41-002-003 3143
31 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Judge, D. L. NGR 05-018-138 1611
31 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Maxworthy, T. NGR 05-018-178 1613
31 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Judge, D. L. NGR 05-018-180 1614
31 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Ensor, G. GSFC Rehder, J. B. NAS 5-21726 3155
31 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Gailer, N. M. NGL 43-001-006 3165
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Jackson, J. E. GSFC Hoffman, J. H. NAS 5-11003 3363
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Jackson, J. E. GSFC Heikkila, W. J. NAS 5-11011 3364
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Findlay, J. A. GSFC Hoffman, J. H. NAS 5-11406 3365
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Findlay, J. A. GSFC Hanson, W. B. NAS 5-11407 3366
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Golden, T. S. GSFC McClure, J. P. NAS 5-23184 3367
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Soffen, G. A. LARC Hanson, W. B. NAS 1-9699 3358
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Heikkila, W. J. NGR 44-004-030 3376
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Hanson, W. B. NGR 44-004-120 3379
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Heikkila, W. J. NGR 44-004-124 3381
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Schmerling, E. R. HQ-SG Heikkila, W. J. NGR 44-004-150 3383
31 UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Johnson, F. S. NGL 44-004-001 3373
31 UNIV TEXAS-DAI.I.AS Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Jnhnn,, F. S. NGL 44-004-026 3374
31 UNIV OF UTAH Lafferty, P. JSC Ward, S. H. NAS 9-11475 3414
31 UNIV OF UTAH Henry, R. M. LARC Staffanson, F. L. NGL 45-003-025 3418
31 UNIV OF UTAH Spurling, J. F. WS Staffanson, F. L. NAS 6-1908 3413
31 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Pollack, J. B. ARC Leovy, C. B. NGR 48-002-161 3552
31 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Treon, J. S. GSFC Leovy, C. B. NGR 48-002-125 3541
31 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Leovy, C. B. NGR 48-002-073 3537
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Nordberg, W. GSFC Suomi, V. E. NAS 5-11542 3568
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Bandeen, W. R. GSFC Suomi. V. E. NAS 5-21607 3569
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Bandeen, W. R. GSFC Suomi, V. E. NAS 5-21650 3570
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Greaves, J. R. GSFC Erickson, R. W. NAS 5-21794 3572
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Bandeen, W. R. GSFC Suomi, V. E. NAS 5-21798 3573
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Halem, M. GSFC Suomi, V. E. NGR 50-002-215 3598
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Weinman, J. A. NGR 50-002-140 3587
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Mitz, M. A. HQ-SL Suomi, V. E. NGR 50-002-170 3591
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Suomi, V. E. NGR 50-002-189 3594
31 UNIV WISC-MADISON Fellows, R. F. HQ-SL Weinman, J. A. NGR 50-002-199 3596
31 UNIV OF WYOMING Mason, R. H. ARC Hackwell, J. A. NGR 51-001-036 3609
31 UNIV OF WYOMING Thole, J. M. GSFC Pepin, T. J. NAS 5-23028 3603
20
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND EN( 
FIELD 
CODE INSTlTUTlON 
UNlV OF  WYOMING 
UNIV OF  WYOMING 










BROWS UN1\ I:KSIlY 
BROWS UNIVLHSI IY 
BROWU UNIVCHSI IY 
CALIF INST 01; Il:CII 
CALIF INST 01. TECll  
Cf\LIF IKST 01: TECH 
CALIF IKST or TECH 
C h L l r  IKST OF TECII 
ChLlF  IKST OF TCCH 
c , \ L l r  IKST or TECH 
ChLIl .  ISST OF TECH 
C h L l f  IVST O r  TECH 
ChLII: IUST O r  T t C H  
( 'h l  IF IUST O F  T L O I  
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 
COLORADO SCH O F  MlNE 
COLORADO SCH OF MlNE 













JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 




LONG ISLAND UNIV, 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Hulten, W. C. 
Hulten. W. C.  
Byvik, C. E. 
Eichelman, W. F. 
Findlay. J .  A. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Fellows, R. F. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Young, R. S. 
Bryron, R. P. 
Harris, J. W. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Allingham, J. W. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bates, J. R. 
Harris, J. W. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Mitz, M. A. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Owornik. S. E. 
Brysan, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Stonesifer, G .  R. 
Miller, M. 
Mason, C. C. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Szajna, E. W. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Miller. M. L. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Harris, J.  W .  
Gcib, D. S. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Brysan, R. P. 
Harris, J. W. 
Harris, J.  W. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Szajna, E. F. 
Hogan, 1. S. 
Tewart, R. S. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Stonesifer, G .  R. 
Ensar, G .  J. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Rasen, J. M. 
LARC Rosen. J. M. 
LARC Wighiman, J. P. 
JSC Walker, R. M. 
GSFC Walker, J. W. 
HQ-SG Walker, 1. C. 
HQ-SL Cross, R. J., Jr. 
HQ-SM Moore, C. B. 
ARC Eather, R. H. 
HQ-SL Margulis, L. 
HQ-SM Brewer. T. 
JSC Rutherford. M. J. 
HQ-SL Mutch, T. A. 
HQ-SL Mutch, T. A. 
HQ-SM Head, J .  W. 
JSC Silver. L. T. 
JSC Ahrens, T. J. 
LARC Anderson, D. L. 
HQ-SL Murray. B. C. 
HQ-SL Leighton, R. B. 
HQ-SL Murray. B'C. 
HQ-SL Anderson, D. L. 
HQ-SL Shoemaker. E. M. 
HQ-SL A.dersan, D. L. 
HQ-SM Anderson, D .  L. 
HQ-SM Ahrens. T. J. 
HQ-SM Ingcrsoll, A. P. 
HQ-SM Green, J. 
HQ-SM Adams, I. B. 
GSFC Reeves, R. G. 
JSC Lee, K. 
JSC Striffler, W. D. 
HQ-SM Dalziel, I. W. 
GSFC Hardy, E. E. 
HQ-SL 
HQ-SM Turcotte, D. L. 
HQ-SM Kuckes, A. F. 
JSC Stoiber. R. E. 
HQ-SM Adams. J .  B. 
HQ-SL Poller, D .  B. 
JSC Frondel, C. 
HQ-SL Borghoorn. E. S. 
HQ-SM Hays, J .  F. 
GSFC 
HQ-SG 
HQ-SM Marcus. A. H. 
JSC Sclar. C. 6. 
JSC Goldstein. J. 1. 
HQ-SM Goldstein, J. 1. 
GSFC Yost. E. 
G S F C  Yost, E. 
JSC Wing, C.  G .  
HQ-SL Barrett, A. H. 
HQ-SL Thomas, T. B. 
HQ-SL McGetchin. T. R. 
HQ-SM McCord, T. B. 
GSFC Ingels, F. M. 




NGR 51-001-028 3606 
NGR 51-001-045 3610 
NAS 1-10646 3495 
NAS 9- 11895 2577 
NAS 5-23004 1705 
NGR 07-004-109 1716 
NGL 07-004-043 1708 
NGL 03-001-001 1110 
NGR 22-003-018 2203 
NGR 22-004-025 221 1 
NGR 22-004-027 2212 
NGR 40-002-123 3130 
NGR 40-002-088 3126 
NGR 40-002-112 3128 
NGR 40-002-1 16 3 129 
NGR 05-002-159 1217 
NGR 05-002-307 1233 
NAS 1-9703 1176 
NGR05-002-156 1215 
NGR 05-002-181 1219 
NGR 05-002-230 1224 
NGR 05-002-249 1226 
NGR 05-002-302 1232 
NGR 05-002-316 1236 
NGL 05-002-069 1199 . 
NGL 05-002-105 1201 
NGR 05-002-158 1216 
NGR 05-013-023 1246 
NGR 52-083-003 3612 
NAS 5-21778 1620 
NAS 9-13394 1622 
NAS 9-13142 1635 
NGR 33-008-106 2734 
NAS 5-21886 2748 
NASW 2445 2754 
NGR 33-010-108 2768 
NGR 33-010-178 2776 
NAS 9-13311 2603 
NGL 31-006-010 2620 
NGR 33-192-001 2795 
NGR 22-007-191 2236 
NGL 22-007-069 2225 
NGR 22-007-175 2234 
NAS 5-21795 1974 
NGR 21-001-119 2140 
NGR 21-001-080 2135 
NAS 9-8084 305 1 
NAS 9-10401 3052 
NGR 39-007-043 3056 
NAS 5-21793 2798 
NGR 33-151-006 2799 
NAS 9-10749 2293 
NGL 22-009-016 2314 
NGR 22-009-625 2356 
NGR 22-009-637 2359 
NGR 22-009-350 2339 
NAS 5-21817 2530 
NAS 5-21732 2896 
FIELD 
CODE 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B C R O S S  INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE A N D  ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
NWN ST U-LOUISIANA 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 





5 0  I).\KOTA SCIlL MlK1.S 
S T h Y t O K D  CNI\ERSITY 
S T 4 \ t O H D  UNIVERSITY 
S l 'A \ tOHD UNIVfRSIlY 
S T A h t O K D  L1NI\'FRSI I Y 
S T A h t O K D  UUI\'ERSI IY 
S l A h t O R D  UNIVI:KSII'Y 
S l A l t  LXIV XS-BLII.AL 
ST U NY COL-GENESCO 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 




t U I V  Al.A.l'USCALOOS4 
LNlV AIA- I  L SC'.ALOOSA 
liNlV Al.i\SKA-I'AIRBNKS 
IIKIV Al.i\SKA-IAIRRUKS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
U S l \  CAI I t .BtKKfLCY 
IJSI \  C41 IC.BtKKCLCY 
I:\[\ C41.1C.BtKKtLEY 
I!\[\ CAI IC-BtKKCLTY 
IINI\ CAI It-BtRKC1.EY 
I.'NI\ CAI IC-BtRKCIEY 
I:NI\ CAI I F - B t R K f l F Y  
[:XI\ CAI IF-BLRK1.I 1 Y 
UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 
UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 
OUI\ CAI IF-L \ S G t l  LS 
L.NI\' CAI 1t.L ,\N<G1 1.1 \ 
lJNI\ C A I I t - L  ,\UGl 11.5 
U h l \ '  CAI l t - L  \ N G I  L l \  
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Nance. R. L. 
Norman, P. 
Murphy, J. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Miller, M. L. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Brjson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Mcese, K. J. 
Harris. J. W. 
Harris. J. W. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Hovis, W. A. 
Crump. E. W. 
Crump. E. W. 
Hensley, W. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Hardee, S. N. 
Potter, A. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Stonesifer, G. R 
Bensko, 1.. Jr. 
Bensko, J., Jr. 
Crump, E. W. 
Laidley, R. 
Young, R. S. 
Bryson, R. P. 
lufer. E. J. 
Crump, E. W. 
Harris, J.  W. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Wales. R. 0. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Young, R. S. 
Young, K. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Milz, M. A. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
W C  INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SL Dehon, R. A. 
HQ-SM Hynek. J. A. 
JSC Mueller. I. I. 
JSC Ghosh. S. K. 
HQ-ES Mueller, I. I. 
HQ-SM Schmitt, R. A. 
JSC McMurtry, G. J. 
HQ-SM Gold. D. P. 
H F S M  Phinney, R. A. 
HQ-SM Lipschutz, M. E. 
GSFC Anderson, H. 
JSC Heymann, D. 
JSC Powell. B. N. 
HQ-SM Rahn, P. H. 
GSFC Lyon, R. J. 
GSFC Rich, E. I. 
GSFC Lyon. R. P. 
JSC Lyon, R. J. 
HQ-SL Howard, A. D. 
HQ-SL Howard. H. T. 
HQ-SL King, J. S. 
JSC Young. R. A. 
JSC Toler, R. W. 
HQ-SM Rowe. M. W. 
HQ-SL Parsley, R. L. 
HQ-SL Meyer, J. D. 
GSFC Henry, H. R .  
MSFC Hughes. T. H. 
MSFC Stow. S. H. 
GSFC Belan, A. E. 
JSC Forbes. K. B. 
HQ-SL Nagy, B. 
HQ-SM Kuiper, G .  P. 
ARC Bhattacharyya, B. K. 
GSFC Colwell. R.  N. 
JSC Alvarez, L. W. 
J SC 
HQ-SL Calvin, M. 
HQ-SL Calvin, M. 
HQ-SL Anderson. K. A. 
HQ-SM Mitchell. J. K. 
HQ-SG Hurley, J. P. 
HQ-SM Borg, R. J .  
GSFC Coleman. P. J. 
JSC Schopl. J. W. 
JSC Libby, W. F. 
HQ-SL Libby, W. F. 
HQ-SL Kaplan, I. R. 
HQ-SL Lingenfelter, R. E. 
HQ-SL Wetherill, G. W. 
HQ-SM Kaula. W. M. 
HQ-SM Wetherill, G .  W. 
HQ-SM Kennedy, C .  C. 
HQ-SM Stein. W. A. 
HQ-SM Coleman. P. J. 
HQ-SM Arrhenius, G. 
HQ-SM Arnold, 1. R. 




NGR 19-013-002 2106 
NGL 14-007-016 1891 
NAS 9-9695 2959 
NAS 9-9696 2960 
NASW 2435 2963 
NGL 38-002-020 3013 
NAS 9-13406 3069 
NGL 39-039-010 3073 
NGR 3)-001-214 2667 
NGL 15-005-140 1995 
NAS 5-9317 3212 
NGL 44-006-127 3223 
NGR 44-006-142 3225 
NGR 42-001-006 3148 
NAS 5-21733 1285 
NAS 5-21775 1286 
NAS 5-21884 1287 
NAS 9-7313 I294 
NGR 05-020-267 1325 
NGR 05-020-649 1359 
NGR 33-015-108 2846 
NAS 9-12770 2869 
NAS 9-13545 3261 
NGR 44-001-152 3270 
NGR 19-002-032 21 16 
NGR 19-002-038 21 17 
NAS 5-21876 1074 
NAS 8-29936 1085 
NAS 8-29937 1086 
NAS 5-21833 1093 
NGL 02-001-063 11OO 
NGR 03-002.171 1150 
NGL 03-002-191 1144 
NAS 2-7159 1374 
NAS 5-21827 1379 
NAS 9-8806 1387 
NAS 9-12005 1392 
NGL 05-003-003 1393 
NCR 05-003-302 1410 
NCR 05-003-431 1416 
NGR 05-003-406 1414 
NGR 05-004-006 1457 
NGR 05-004-074 1461 
NAS 5-1 1674 1473 
NGR 05-007-292 1503 
N C R  05-007-345 1512 
NGR 05-W7-215 1497 
NGR 05-W7-221 1498 
NGR 05-007-317 1505 
NGR 05-007-326 1507 
NGL 05-007-002 148 1 
NGL 05-007-005 1484 
NGL 05-007-006 1485 
NGR 05-007-329 1510 
NGR 05-007-351 1513 
NGL O5-W9-m2 1538 
NGL 05-009-004 1539 
















APPENDIX B CROS 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  IDAHO 
UNlV OF  IDAHO 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV OF  MASS-AMHERST 
L \ I \ '  O t  MASS AMHtK\T  
LUIV O t  MASS AMHFRST 
UNlV OF  MIAMI 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV OF  MONTANA 
UNlV OF  NEVADA-RENO 
CUIV O t  \k.U MlXlCO 
LUlV O t  \EU MLXICO 
UUlV O t  NEW MtXlCO 
UUI\ 0Kt.CiOU.l U(8I:UI: 
C N I V  O K E C ~ O U - I  u r ~ I . \ l .  
UUlV OKECiOU-I U(ll.Nl: 
UUI\' OKFtiOU-1UCI:UF 
UNI\' O t  I'ITISllUK(;H 
IJNlV O t  I'ITTSBIJKGll 
IJNI\' O t  I'IT'ISBUK(;II 
UNlV OF  SANTA CLARA 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV T tX\S -4USTIU 
LYI \  TEXAS-AIJSI IV 
CVI\  TEX\S-AUSI'IY 
U \ I \  TEXhS-AUSTIh 
UNlV TEXAS-EL PASO 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNIV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF  VERMONT 
UNlV OF  VIRGINIA 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
S INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE A N D  ENGINEERING 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Young, R. S. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Harris. J .  W. 
Young. K. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Morrison. D. A. 
Bryson. R. P. ' 
Stonesifcr, G .  R. 
Miller, M. 
Schnetder, C. C. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Young. R. S. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Harris, J. W. 
Crump, E. W. 
Miller, M. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Brysan, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Slrangway, D .  W 
Dvhrnik, S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Brysan, R. P. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Berbert, J. H. 
Durnbach, J .  E. 
Miller, M. 
Young, R. S. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Crump, E. W. 
Lalferty, P. E. 
Miller, M. L. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Dwornik. S. E. 
Dwornik, S. E. 
Szajna, E. F. 
Allingham, J .  W. 
TECH 
O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U J C  INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SM Arnold. J .  R. 
HQ-SM Mani, K. 
JSC Tillon, G .  R. 
HQ-SL Cloud, P. E. 
HQ-SL Pealc, S. J. 
HQ-SM Fisher, R. V. 
HQ-SL Turkevich, A. L. 
HQ-SL Anders, E. 
HQ-SM Andcrs, E. 
HQ-SM Grossman, L. 
HO-SL Peterson. J. E. 
H&SL Peterson, J. E. 
CSFC 
HQ-SL Herz, N. 
H O S L  Howard, J .  H., 111 
JSC King, E. A. 
HQ-SL Oro, J. 
H q S L  King, E. A., Jr. 
HQ-SM King, E. A., Jr. 
JSC Reid, R. R. 
HQ-SM Hall, W. B. 
GSFC Happin, R. A. 
JSC Hoppin, R. A. 
GSFC Weidner, 1. R. 
HQ-SL Hartsharn, J .  H. 
HQ-SL McGill. G. E. 
HQ-SM McGill, G. E. 
HQ-SL Muller, G .  
HQ-SL Smith. C. I. 
HQ-SM Evans, B. J. 
JSC . Banerjee. S. K. 
GSFC Weidman. R. M. 
JSC Quade, J. 
HQ-SL Elston, W. E. 
HQ-SM Keil, K. 
HQ-SM Keil, K. 
JSC Blank, H .  R. 
HQ-SL Gales, G .  G .  
HQ-SM Gales, G .  G .  
HQ-SM Weill, D. F. 
HQ-SL Hapke, B. 
HQ-SM Hapke. El. W. 
HQ-SM Fuller, M. 
HQ-SL Greeley, R. 
CSFC Tupn, B. 
JSC Brown. L. F. 
JSC Baker, V. R. 
HQ-SL Parker, P. L. 
HQ-SM Clabaugh, S. E 
HQ-SM Holfer, J. M. 
GSFC Jcnsen, M. L. 
JSC Ward, S. H. 
JSC Jensen, M. L. 
JSC Ward, S. H. 
HQ-SL Wilson. R. C. 
HQ-SL Wilson. K. C. 
GSFC Lind. A. 0. 




NGR 05-005-005 1549 
NGR 05-009-170 1558 
NGR 05-010-081 1579 
NGR 05-010-035 1577 
NGR 05-010-062 1578 
NGL 05-010-019 1574 
NGR 14-001-135 1929 
NGR 14-001-203 1941 
NGL 14-001-010 1921 
NGR 14-001-249 1946 
NGR 06-003-177 1665 
NGR 06-003-199 1670 
NAS 5-9883 1674 
NGR 11-003-033 1862 
NGR 11-003-037 1863 
NGL 44-005-184 3308 
NGR 44-005-002 3309 
NGR 44-005-131 3314 
NGR 44-005-188 3319 
NGR 13-001-008 1883 
NGR 13-001-014 1884 
NAS 5-21852 2037 
NAS 9-13313 2040 
NGR 21-002-368 2191 
NGR 22-010-054 2403 
NGR 22-010-076 2405 
NGR 22-010-052 2402 
NGR 10-007-054 1810 
NGR 23-005-563 2478 
NGR 23-005-537 2470 
NGR 24-005-248 2520 
NAS 5-21826 2587 
NAS 9-13274 2599 
NGR 32-004-062 2704 
NGL 32-004-01 1 2699 
NGL 32-004-064 2702 
NAS 9-9690 3023 
NGR 38-003-025 3028 
NGL 38-003-010 3024 
NGR 38-003-020 3027 
NGR 39-011-146 3114 
NGL 39-011-085 3109 
NGR 39-011-156 3116 
NGR 05-017-037 1597 
NSR 44012-120 3352 
NAS9-12919 3329 
NAS 9-13312 3332 
NGR 44-012-225 3348 
NGL 44012-045 3336 
NGR 44-012-147 3388 
NAS 5-21883 3412 
NAS 9-12168 3415 
NAS 9-13322 3416 
NGR 45-003-090 3422 
NGR 45-003-085 3421 
NGR 45-003-095 3424 
NAS 5-21753 3427 
NGR 47-W5- 172 3480 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
32 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Allen, R. O. NGR 47-005-176 3481
32 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Vgolihi, F. C. NGR 48-002-153 3551
32 UNIV WISC-MADISON Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Clapp, J. L. NAS 5-21754 3571
32 UNIV OF WYOMING Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Houston, R. S. NAS 5-21799 3601
32 UNIV OF WYOMING Fihelly, A. W. GSFC Houston, R. S. NAS 5-21818 3602
32 UNIV OF WYOMING Miller, M. L. JSC Houston, R. S. NAS 9-13298 3604
32 VIRGINIA POLY INST Fihelly, A. W. GSFC Glover, L., III NAS 5-21729 3497
32 VIRGINIA STATE COL Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Gipson, M., Jr. NGR 47-014-004 3523
32 WEST TEXAS ST UNIV HQ-SL NGR 44-015-003 3409
32 WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST JSC NAS 9-12563 2406
32 WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST JSC NAS 9-12564 2407
32 YALE UNIVERSITY JSC Clark, S. P. NGR 07-004-039 1715
32 YALE UNIVERSITY Burk, W. E. HQ-SL Carter, N. L. NGR 07-004-010 1711
32 YALE UNIVERSITY Young, R. S. HQ-SL McAlester, A. L. NGR 07-004-034 1713
32 YALE UNIVERSITY Allingham, J. W. HQ-SL Skinner, B. J. NGR 07-004-144 1718
32 YALE UNIVERSITY Dwornik, S. E. HQ-SL Skinner, B. J. NGR 07-004-157 1720
32 YALE UNIVERSITY Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Skinner, B. J. NGL 07-004-103 1709
33 CITY COLLEGE OF N Y Brown, S. C. MSFC Pierson, W. T. NAS 8-29616 2710
33 COLLEGE OF WM & MARY Yeager, P. R. LARC Harcum, E. R. NAS 1-9461 3430
33 COLORADO STATE UNIV Gedney, R. T. LERC Veckers, R. S. NAS 3-17213 1628
33 LONG ISLAND UNIV Szajna, E. J. GSFC Yost, E. NAS 5-21792 2797
33 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY Brown, S. C. MSFC Pierson, W. J. NAS 8-29578 2807
33 OLD DOMINION UNIV Fihelly, A. W. GSFC Marshall, H. G. NAS 5-21816 3446
33 OLD DOMINION UNIV Houghton, W. M. LARC Bandy, A. R. NGR 47-003-071 3459
33 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Mc Pherson, T. M. JSC Burnett, N. C. NAS 9-13349 3259
33 TULANE UNIVERSITY Tilton, E. L. JSC NAS 9-12966 2113
33 UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS Smith, W. S. GSFC Staley, G. NAS 5-22167 1094
33 UNIV OF ARIZONA Stonesifer, G. R. GSFC Hendrickson, J. R. NAS 5-21777 1122.
33 UNIV OF DELAWARE Fihelly, A. W. GSFC Szekielda, K. H. NAS 5-21784 1725
33 UNIV OF DELAWARE Byrns, Z. JSC Szekielda, K. NAS 9-13344 1727
33 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Hovis, W. A. GSFC Yentsch, C. S. NAS 5-21813 2394
39 ALABAMA A&M UNIV McDonough, G. MSFC Sharma, G. C. NGR 01-001-014 1002
39 ALABAMA A&M UNIV Pohly, J. H. HQ-PY Manager, M. C. NGR 01-001-018 1004
39 ALABAMA A&M UNIV Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Golden, M. S. NGR 01-001-023 1007
39 AMERICAN UNIVERSITY Fihelly, A. W. GSFC MacLeod, N. H. NAS 5-21892 1731
39 AUSTIN STATE UNIV Forbes, C. D. JSC NAS 9-12492 3186
39 BETHUNE-COOKMAN COL Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Poonai, P. NGR 10-022-001 1777
39 CALIF INST OF TECH LARC NAS 1-12311 1177
39 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE Arvesen, J. C. ARC Weaver, E. C. NGR 05-046-015 1255
39 CENTRAL ST UNiV-OHIO Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Rubin, D. NGR 36-033-002 2950
39 CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON Hall, J. B., Jr. LARC Hestor, J. C. NAS 1-11297 3134
39 COLORADO SCH OF MINE Park, A. B. HQ-ER Lee, K. NGL 06-001-015 1623
39 COLORADO STATE UNIV Turner, R. E. MSFC Sadeh, W. Z. NAS 8-28590 1631
39 COLORADO STATE UNIV Sloan, J. C. MSFC Marschner, B. W. NAS 8-28655 1632
39 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Szajna, E. J. GSFC Dethier, B. E. NAS 5-21781 2746
39 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Hicks, R. D. JSC Hardy, E. E. NAS 9-13364 2752
39 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Vitale, J. A. HQ-PY Liang, T. NGL 33-010-171 2762
39 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE Szajna, E. F. GSFC Simpson, R. B. NAS 5-21749 2602
39 DILLARD UNIVERSITY Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Rogers, R. NGR 19-015-001 2079
39 DUDLEY OBSERVATORY Reina, B., Jr. JSC Hemenway, C. L. NAS 9-10380 2785
39 FLORIDA INST OF TECH Lee, W. H. KSC Nevin, T. A. NGR 10-015-008 1778
39 FLORIDA TECH UNIV Lee, W. H. KSC Miller, H. A. NGR 10-019-004 1785
39 FLORIDA TECH UNIV Lee, W. H. KSC Nimmo, B. G. NGR 10-019-009 1786
39 HAMPTON INSTITUTE Martin, D. J. LARC Horton, L. NGR 47-020-003 3440
39 HOWARD UNIVERSITY Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Ferguson, G. A. NGL 09-011-046 1769
39 ILL INST OF TECH Bryson, R. P. HQ-SM Higgins, G. T. NGR 14-004-049 1887
39 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE McDonough, G. F. MSFC Modlin, D. G., Jr. NAS 8-29012 2091
39 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Whitehurst, C. A. NGL 19-001-097 2097
24
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'IELD 
XJDE INSTITUTION 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS 
LOYOLA UNIV-LA 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHEASTERN UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 







SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
SO I.NIV-NEW ORLL \US 
S r % r w o K u  I I ~ I V E R S I T !  
SrANFOKI) UtiIVERSll Y 
SIAUFOKI) UtiIVCRSII Y 
CTAUFOKI) UNIVERSITY 
STASFOKI) CUlVtKSl rY  
STATE L KY-STOYY HKK 
ST4TL U NY-STOSY HKK 
TFXhS  A&M IIt iIVt KSIIV 
TEXAS A&M CUlVt  KSl'lY 
rFx.Zs A&M I J U I V ~  K S I I Y  
TFXAS A&M U\IVl-KSITY 
TFXAS T tCI I  U h I \  
TIILANt I INlVtKSl l  Y 
IJNIV hL\-tIUS'1SVILI.E 
IINIV AL,\-HUN I5VII.I.E 
Il t i lV 4L.ASK.A-tAIKHNKS 
IlUlV ALASKA-CAIKHI\KS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UhIV CAl.lr-Bl-RKFLC'I 
U t i I \ '  CAI . IF .B~KKCLE\  
V\IV CAI . IF -BIKK~.LE\  




UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
TECH GRANT/ 
TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CQNTRACI ACC 
OFFICER U)C INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO. 
Vitale. J. A. 
McDonough, G. F. 
McDonough. G. F. 
Szajna, E. J .  
Vitale. J .  A. 
Stonesifer, G .  R. 
McDonough, G .  F. 
Mooneyhan, 0. W. 
Redding, E. R. 
Byrns. 2. H. 
Neustadler, H. E. 
Hicks, R. D. 
Lehmann, J .  
Vitale, J. A. 
Crump, E. W. 
Vitale, J .  A. 
Srajna. E. F. 
Mechelay. J.  E. 
Bryson. R. P. 
Fihelly. A. W. 
Hicks. R.  D. 
Hicks, R. 
Vitale. J. A. 
Eichelman, W. F.  
Quinn, H. B. 
Stoncsifer, G .  R. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Wecks, E. 
Lafferty, P. E. 
Roberts, W. T. 
Schmerling. E. R. 
Bryson, R. P. 
Hardee, S. N. 
Belles, F. E. 
Arvesen, J .  C. 
Potlcr, A. E. 
Walkinshaw, C.  H. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Fihelly, A: W. 
McDonough, G .  F. 
Dalins, I. 
Hamby. H. G .  
Trichel. M. C. 
Vitale. J. A. 
Stonesiler, G .  R. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Poppoff. I. G. 
Poppoff, I. G .  
Poppoff, I. G. 
Laffcny, P. 
Taketa, S. T. 
Gloria, H. R. 
Crump, E. W. 
Lafferty, P. 
Schmerling, E. R. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Vitale, 1. A. 
Fihelly, A. W. 
HQ-PY Whitehursl, C. A. 
MSFC Saussy, G. A. 
MSFC Christman, J .  F. 
GSFC Anderson, A. 
HQ-PY Boylan, M. G. 
GSFC Bouchillon, C. W. 
MSFC McKee. J. c., Jr. 
MTF Bouchillon, C. W. 
HQ-PY Brown. L. R. 
JSC Pierson, W. J., Jr. 
LERC Hoydysh. W. G .  
JSC Welby, C.  
HQ-ER Now>ak. W. B. 
HQ-PY Kindle. E. C. 
GSFC Srnionson, G. H.  
HQ-PY Poullon, C. E. 
GSFC McMunry, G .  J .  
JSC Fitzgerald, A. 
HQ-SM Deffeyes 
GSFC McDonnld, R. B. 
JSC Silva, L. F. 
JSC Haffer, R. M. 
HQ-PY Landgrebe. D. A. 
JSC Law, F. 
HQ-PY Schleusener, R. A 
GSFC Meyers, V. I. 
HQ-PY Lucas, E. C. 
JSC Kovach, R. L. 
JSC Howard, H. T .  
MSFC Helliwell, R. A. 
HQ-SG Craft, T. A. 
HQ-SM Kovach. R. L. 
JSC Owen, T. 
LERC Berlad, A. L. 
ARC Plass. G. N. 
JSC Rouse, J. W. 
JSC Halliwell, R. S. 
HQ-PY Rouse, J .  W. 
GSFC Miller, W. D. 
MSFC Hidalpo, J .  V. 
MSFC ~ c ~ a r t y ,  V. 
MSFC 
JSC Davis. T. N. 
HQ-PY Belan, A. C. 
GSFC Smith. E. L., Jr. 
HQ-PY Johnson. J. D .  
ARC Colwell, R. N. 
ARC Colwell, R. N. 
ARC . Colewell, R. N. 
JSC Anderson, K. A. 
ARC Mazelis, M. 
ARC Pilts, J .  N. 
GSFC Lewis. L. N. 
JSC Arnold. J. R. 
HQ-SG Daryenik, J. R. 
JSC Anders, E. 
HQ-PY Ines, J .  D. 
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  IDAHO 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
I!UI\' MIC'H-AUS ARBOK 
IINIV MICH-,\US AKBOK 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV MO-KANSAS CITY 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
CUlV ULHRASKA-LIUCLK 
UhIV 01 NEVADA-RI:SO 
UNlV 01. NkVAD4-RINO 
C >I\' 01; Pl:U\S> L\'ANIA 
UNlV SO MISSISSIPPI 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
L \IV TI.\NESStL:-KNOXV 
UNIV TI.KUFSStE-KhOXV 
UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
ALABAMA ABM UNlV 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
CATHOiiC UNIVtKSl I Y 
CHKISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
CLARKSON COL O F  TECH 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
GEORGE WASHINGTGN ii 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Johnson, R. W. 
Paludan. C. T. 
Crump, E. W. 
Watson, V. R. 
Stonesifer, G .  R. 
Vitale. J. A. 
Arversen. J. C. 
Everton, E. R. 
Park. A. B. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Slarr, W. L. 
Slonesifer. G .  R. 
Vitale. J. A. 
Crump, E. W. 
Amsbury, D. L. 
Wilson. J. W. 
Vilale. J. A. 
Ensor. G. J. 
Ensor, G. J .  
Messer, C. W. 
Baker, M. F. 
Fuller. C. E. 
Fuller, C. E. 
Eandi. 8. K. 
Vitale. J .  A. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Bettle, J .  F. 
Kirby. C. E. 
Pahly. J. G .  
Yates. E. C.. Jr. 
Aiken, T. N. 
Carter, C. H. 
Roudebush. W. H. 
Stroud, W. J. 
Anderson, B. H. 
Holdeman, J. D. 
Anderson, B. H. 
Deissler, R. G .  
Gessow. A. 
Jewel, J .  W., Jr. 
Stroud, W. J. 
Doggetl, R. V.. Jr. 
Grobmar, J.. 
Jones, I. P. 
Fulton, R. E. 
ieybold, H. A. 
Shearin. J .  G. 
Mulac. R. W. 
Fulton, R. E. 
Hubbard, H. H. 
Morse, H. A. 
Peterson, J .  P. 
Evans, J. S. 
Bushnell. D. M. 
Boatright, W. B. 
Priem. R. J. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
UJC INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Klernas. V. 
MSFC Howard, W. A. 
GSFC Tisdale, E. W. 
ARC Ray, R. M. 
GSFC Barr. B. G .  
HQ-PY Barr. B. G .  
ARC Anding, D. C. 
WS Thompson, F. J. 
HQ-ER Cook, J. J. 
HQ-PY Cahill, L. J., Jr. 
HQ-SS 
GSFC Drew, J. V. 
HQ-PY Drew. J. V. 
GSFC Tueller, P. A. 
JSC Quade, 1. 
LARC Shen, B. S. 
HQ-PY Pinson, J. W. 
GSFC Bodcnheimer, R. E. 
GSFC De'Selrn. H. R. 
MSFC Shahrakh, F. 
JSC Hoffman. J. H. 
JSC Davis, E. M. 
JSC Severs. R. K. 
JSC Chen, C. T. 
ARC 
HQ-PY Suorni. V. E. 
HQ-PY Clapp. J. L. 
WS Penry, D. E. 
LARC Steinhardt. E. 
HQ-PY Lowsine, L. 
LARC Murino. L. 
ARC Harris. G. 1. 
HQ-PY Cole, D. 
HQ-RA Liepmann, H. W. 
LARC Kichcr, T.  P. 
LERC Reshotko. E. 
LERC Greber, I. 
LERC Reshotko, E. 
LERC Ling, S. C. 
HQ-RA Ling. S. C. 
LARC McMurran, R. E. 
LARC Thornton. W. A. 
LARC Rudisill, C. S. 
LERC Yang. T. T. 
MSFC Karaki. S. 
LARC Friedman, M. B. 
LARC Gallagher, R. H. 
LARC FreuJmthal. A. M. 
LARC Liebowitz. H. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
LARC Liebowitz, H. 
ARC Wu, J .  
LARC Horton, W. H. 
LARC Huang. A. B. 
LARC Huang, A. B. 
LARC Bangert, L. H. 




NAS 1-12304 1724 
NAS 8-28216 1677 
NAS 5-21850 1881 
NGR 14-W5-202 1971 
NAS 5-21822 2049 
NGL 17-004-024 2058 
NAS 2-6015 2425 
NAS 62058 244 1 
NSR 23-005-480 2484 
NGL 24-003-263 251 1 
NAS 2-7078 2564 
NAS 5-21756 2589 
NGL 28-004-020 2594 
NAS 5-21870 2597 
NAS 9-7779 2598 
NGR 39-010.114 3102 
NGL 25-005-007 2546 
NAS 5-21875 3157 
NAS 5-21882 3158 
NGR 43-W)-115 3\73 
NAS 9-12999 337 1 
NAS 9-12040 3402 
NAS 9.12041 3403 
NGR 44-084-002 3408 
NAS 2-6778 3529 
NGL 50-002-114 3581 
NGL 50-002-127 3582 
NAS 6-1863 3498 
NGR 49-001-061 3558 
NGR 01-001-013 I001 
NGR 22-004-030 2213 
NGR 05-002-239 1225 
NGL 05-002-229 1209 
NGL 05-002-002 1194 
NGL 36003-002 2929 
NGL 36027-032 2933 
NGR 36027-008 2936 
NGR 36-027438 2940 
NGR 09-005-099 1742 
NGL 09-005-067 1735 
NAS 1-12152 3429 
NGL 33-007-075 2716 
NGR 41-001-027 3137 
NGR 41-001-031 3138 
NAS 8-26234 1629 
NGL 33-008-098 2730 
NGL 33-010-070 2760 
NGR 09-010-058 1755 
NGR W-010-064 1756 
NGR 09-010-074 1757 
NGR 09-010-078 1758 
NGR 09-010.085 1760 
NAS 2-6340 1826 
NGL 11-002-096 1&24 
NGR 11-002-157 1849 
NGR 11-002-159 1851 
NGR 11-002-177 1854 
NGL 11-002-083 1842 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FlELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 





ILL INST O F  TECH 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
ISRAEL INST OF  TECH 
LOUGHBOROUGH U TECH 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS IUST O t  T t C H  
MASF ISST O t  T t (  H 
MASS INST O t  I t ( ' t l  
MASS IKST O t  I't('l1 
MASS )\ST O t  'Ik(:II 
MASS INST O t  I FCll 
MASS IUST O t  'IE(.Il 
MASS IXST O t  'IE('II 
MASS IKST O t  I t ( t l  
MASS IKST O t  I E('I4 
MASS INST O t  lE('lI 
M ~ S S  IUST vt r t c l l  
MASS IUST vt r t x I I  
MASS 1\s1 01 
MASS IKST OC TLCIl 
MASS IKST O t  TkCH 
MASS IYST O t  TLCII 
M \ S S  IUST O t  TLC'II 
M A S S  IVST O t  T1:CII 
MASS IKST O t  TI Cl1 
MASS IKST OC TI:CH 
MASS INST O t  TI:CH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UF\V YORK UUIVCRSII '~  
K F W  Y O R K  o V I v c R s I r ) '  
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
N O  CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
h O  C.AROI.INA STATE I 
\OR rIItAS1EKK UNlV 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 




Jewel, J. W. 
Jewel, J. W., Jr. 
Fedor, J .  V. 
Pohly, J .  G .  
Taylor, M. F. 
Kuller, P. 
Britsch, W. R. 
Sandercock, D .  M. 
Cawthorn, J. M. 
Teineira, C. 
O~rniston, R. A. 
Johnson, N. S. 
Rabbott, J .  P., Jr. 
Rabbotl. J. P., Jr. 
Schmitz, F .  H. 
CorsigBa, V. R. 
halai ,  K. J. 
Fuller, J .  F. 
Whitten, J .  B. 
Cawthorn. J.  M.  
Rainey. A. G .  
Mace, W. D. 
Barger, R. L. 
SLone, R. W., Jr. 
Phillips, W. H. 
Kyser, A. C. 
Stewart, E. C. 
Evvard. J. C. 
Chiarita, P. T. 
Holdeman, J. D. 
Baumeister, K .  J. 
Reynolds, J. M.  
Gessow, A. 
Weinstein, L. M. 
Morrisette, E. L. 
Glaese, J .  R. 
Caradonnn, F. X. 
Hicks. R. M. 
Fetterman, D. E. 
Huber, P. W. 
South. J. C., Jr. 
Maestrello. L. 
Dunavant, J. C.  
Hefner. J. N. 
McLaughlin, M. D. 
Hamilton, H. H. 
Thomson, R. C. 
Crane. H. L. 
Imig. L. A. 
Hamilton, H. H., 11 
Cooper, P. A. 
Grobman, J. S. 
McCroskey, W. J. 
Naurnann. E. C. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-RA Huang. A. B. 
LARC 
LARC 
CSFC Bainum, P. M. 
HQ-PY Bainum, P. M. 
LERC Loran, Z. 
ARC Vogel, J. M. 
LERC Serovy, G. K .  
LERC Serovy, G. K. 
LARC Nissim, E. 
LARC Lowson, M. V. 
JSC Daniel, L. R., Jr. 
ARC Tang, P. 
ARC Schlundl, R. W. 
ARC Ham, N. D. 
ARC Simpson, R. W. 
ARC Widnall, S. E. 
ARC Widnrll, S. E. 
FRC Whitaker, H. P. 
JSC Hoag, D. 
LARC Young, L. R. 
LARC Pierce, A. D. 
LARC Dcyst, J. J .  
LARC Simpson, R. W. 
LARC Toong, T. G .  
LARC Young, L. R. 
LARC Markey, W. 
LARC Mar, J. W. 
LARC Deyst, J. J .  
LERC Kerrebrock, J. L. 
LERC Witner, E. A. 
LERC Fay, J. A. 
LERC I n ~ a r d ,  K. U. 
MSFC ~ & k ,  G. C.  
HQ-R 
HQ-RW Melcher, J. R. 
LARC Krzywoblocki, M. Z 
LARC Foss, J. F. 
MSFC Thompson, J. F. 
ARC Isom, M. P. 
ARC Garabedian, P. R. 
LARC Ferri. A. 
LARC Ferri. A. 
LARC Garabedian, P. R. ' 
LARC Ferri, A. 
LARC Zakkay, V. 
LARC Zikkay, V. 
LARC Ferri. A. 
LARC Smetana, F. 0. 
LARC Dejarnette. F. R. 
LARC Chang. T. S. 
LARC Smetana. F. 0. 
LARC Fahmy, A. A. 
LARC Dejaarnette. F. R. 
LARC Rosxttos. J. N. 
LERC Kovitz. A. A. 
ARC Velkofl. H. R. 




NGL 11-002-062 1841 
NAS 1-4815 3438 
NAS 1-10898 3439 
NGR 09-01 1-039 1772 
NGR 09-OIIQ53 1774 
NGL 14-004-028 1885 
NGR 16-002-029 2020 
NGL 16-002-005 2019 
NGR 16-W2-036 2021 
NGR 52-012-06 3620 
NGR 52-140-W2 3618 
NAS 9.12352 2093 
NAS 2-6175 2254 
NAS 2-6437 2255 
NAS 2-7262 2256 
NAS 2-7620 2258 
NAS 2-7684 2260 
NGR 22-009-605 2353 
NGL 22-009-548 2328 
NAS 9-13207 2301 
NGL 22-039-025 2316 
NGL 22-009-334 2324 
NGL 22-009-571 2329 
NGL 22-009-640 2331 
NGR 22-W-618 2354 
NGR 22-009-701 2365 
NGK 22-W9-731 2370 
NGK 22-009-781 2373 
NGR 22-009-782 2374 
NGL 22-W9-383 2326 
NGR 22-W-339 2338 
NGR 22-009-378 2342 
NGK 22-009-805 2377 
NAS 8-24585 2272 
NASW 2524 2305 
NGL 22-009-014 2312 
NGR 23-004-085 2419 
NGR 23-004-089 2420 
NAS 8-28833 2535 
NAS 2-6813 2805 
NGR 33-016-201 2821 
NGL 33-016-119 2810 
NGR 33-016-131 2813 
NGR 33-016-167 2814 
NGR 33-016-177 2816 
NGR 33-016-179 2817 
NGR 33-016-181 2818 
N C R  33-016193 2819 
NAS 1-9603 2893 
NAS 1-10277 2894 
NGL 34-002-084 2903 
NGR 34-002-179 2911 
NGR 34-002-180 2912 
N C R  34-002-193 2915 
NGR 22-011-073 2386 
NGR 14-007-114 1900 
NAS 2-6779 2957 
NGL 36-008-109 2966 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
41 OHlO STATE UNlV 
41 OHlO UNIVERSITY 
41 OLD DOMINION UNIV 
41 OLD DOMINION UNlV 
41 OLD DOMINION UNlV 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
41 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PRlh(.'C. IOU I.'\I\'k.KSITY 
PRIYt'C ION I:UIVk KSlTY 
PRI \ t ' k rON I!NlVtKSlTV 
PRIU(.'C. I O S  I14:I\'CKSIT\' 
PR lN(b1OU I : \ l \ tKSITY 
PRlht.'k. TON I:UIVtKSITY 
PRlX( ' t  I'ON ILUIVtllSITI' 
PRI\Ck 1OY .1!NIVtKSITV 
I'RIUCk 10s IIUIVCKSITY 
PRIUCli IOU I. \ I \  bKSITY 
41 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 





ROSE-HULMAN I'NST TEC 












STEVENS INST O F  TECH 
TEXAS A&M UNlVEKSlTY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 








Mace, W .  D. 
Maynard, J. D. 
Gentry, G .  L., Jr. 
Martin, D. 1. 
Morse, H. A. 
Hubbard. H. H. 
Heyson, H .  H. 
Heidmann, M. F.  
Britsch, W. R. 
Stone, J.  R. 
khulherr, R. M. 
Wild, J .  W. 
Gussett, T. D. 
Franklin, 1. A. 
Ormiston, R. A. 
Gaspers, P. A,, Jr.  
Smith, G. A. 
Strand. L. 
Crane, H.  L. 
Crane, H. L. 
Hassell, J. L., Jr. 
Hilton, D .  A. 
Mace, W. D. 
Maestrello, L. 
Pricm, R. J .  
Lieblein. S. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Gray, V. H. 
Clever, W. W.. 111 
Margason, R. J. 
Landrum, E. J. 
Poferl. D. J .  
Anderson, B. H. 
Elliott, J. R. 
Gentry, G .  L., Jr. 
Fulton, R. E. 
Yaggy, P. F. 
Vause, C. R. 
Doolin, 0.  F. 
Kelley. M. 
Pnsley. L. L. 
Chapman, D. R. 
Thomas, C .  L. 
Kordes, E. E. 
Rainey, A. G .  
Reed, W H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Batterson, S. A. 
Moseley, W. C., Jr. 
Moseley. W. C., Jr. 
Jenkins, L. W. 
Chamis, C. C. 
Soderman, P. T. 
Guest, S. H. 
Kenyon, G .  C. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U)C 1NVESTlCATOR 
HQ-RA Neren, R. M. 
LARC McFarland. R. H. 
LARC Barna, P. S. 
LARC Ousterhour, D. S. 
LARC Roberts, A. S. 
ARC Arndl, R.  A. 
LARC Reethof. G .  
LARC Eisenhuth, J .  I. 
LERC Lakshminarayana, B. 
LERC Lakshminarayana, B. 
LEKC Arndt, R.  E. 
HQ-MT Kaplan, M. H. 
HQ-MT Kaplan, M. H. 
ARC Durbin, E. J. 
ARC Seckel. E. 
ARC Dawell, E. H. 
ARC Dowell, E. H. 
ARC Durbin, E. J .  
JPL Summerfield, M. 
LARC Seckel, E. 
LARC Seckel, E .  
LARC Seckel, E. 
LARC Hayes, W. D. 
LARC Graham, D. 
LARC Summerlield, M .  
LERC Harrye, D. T. 
LERC Mellor, G .  L. 
LERC Moon, F .  C. 
LERC Summerlield, M. 
MSFC Dowell. E. H. 
LARC Skifstad. J. G .  
LARC Marshall, F. S. 
LERC Lecuyer, M. R. 
LERC Hoffman, J. D. 
LARC Kaufman. H. 
LARC Roper, A. T. 
LARC Rhodes, I .  L. 
ARC 
ARC Brysan, A. E., Jr. 
ARC Karamcheli, K .  K. 
ARC Bryson, A. E. 
ARC Bryson. A. R. 
ARC Kruger. C. H. 
ARC Reynolds, W. C.  
ARC Powell, J .  D. 
FRC Mclntosh, S. C., Jr. 
LARC Ashley, H. 
LARC Hcrrtzlann, G.  
HQ-PY Pettit, J .  M. 
LARC Ehrlich, I. R. 
JSC Lowy, S. H. 
JSC Cavin, R. K., 111 
JSC Norton, D. J. 
LERC Thornton, H. R. 
ARC Cole, J .  
MSFC bozo ,  C. S,  
ARC Horonjeff, R. 




NGL 36008-1 17 2967 
NGR 36-009-017 298 1 
NAS 1-9635 3444 
NGL 47-003-039 3451 
NGR 47-003-052 3456 
NAS 2-6312 3064 
NGL 39-009-121 3077 
NGL 39-009-172 3078 
NAS 3-17855 3065 
NGL 39-OW-007 3072 
NGR 39-009-270 3092 
NGR 39-0W-162 3083 
NGR 39-009-210 3089 
NAS 2-7187 2627 
NAS 2-7350 2628 
NAS 2-7615 2629 
NGR 31-001-197 2654 
NGR 31-001-277 2669 
NGL 31-001-109 2640 
NAS 1-10075 2623 
NAS 1-11231 2624 
NAS 1-11543 2625 
NGL 31-001-119 2641 
NGL 31-001-252 2645 
NGR 31-001-241 2662 
NGL 31-001-155 2644 
NGR 31-001-074 2648 
NGR 31-001-267 2665 
NGR31-001-307 2670 
NAS 8-28577 2635 
NGL 15-005-094 1993 
NGR 15-005-119 2001 
NGR 15-005-147 2003 
NGR 15-005-162 2006 
NGR 33-018-183 2838 
NGR 15-008-008 2014 
NGL 26-006-021 2549 
NAS 2.3303 1264 
NAS 2-5143 1266 
NAS 2-6158 1268 
NGL 05-020-007 1298 
NGR 05-020-526 1339 
NGR 05-020-583 135 1 
NGR 05-020-622 1354 
NGR 05-020-663 1362 
NGL 05-020-498 1319 
NGL 05-020-243 1310 
NCiL 05-020-397 1316 
NGT 05-020-361 1368 
NAS 1-9349 2679 
NAS 9-9766 3250 
NAS 9-1 1303 3252 
NAS 9-1 1658 3253 
NGR 44-001-149 3269 
NGR 22-012-028 2392 
NGR OI-005-010 1032 
NAS 2-67 17 1373 
NGL 05-003-016 1395 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIFSAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
L h1V CAI.Ik,S.\ti DIEGO 
L h1V CAI.Ik,S B,\RB,\RA 
C PIlV OF CIZLIPIKATI 
UNIV O F  CI\CINNATI 
U41V O F  CI\<INPIATI 
U S I V O F  C l h C l \ K 8 i I l  
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  DAYTON 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
I . \ I \ '  ILLINOIS-IJRH4U4 
I.\IV ILLIUOIS-I.'RH,\U4 
C hIV 1LLIUOIS.CRRANA 
LPIIV ILLI\OISL RBAKA 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNLV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
UNlV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 








Peterson, V. L. 
Yaggy. P. F. 
Pelerson, V. 
Rediess, H. A. 
Rcdiess, H. A. 
Fulton, R. E. 
Bland, S. R. 
Nachlsheim, P. 
Gloss, B. B. 
Harris, I. E. 
Queijo, M. J. 
Davis, R. C. 
Harris, J. E. 
Prust, H. W., Jr. 
Deissler, R. G .  
Kurzhals. P. R. 
Fichtl, G .  H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Margason, R. J. 
Swann, R. T. 
Morgan, H. L. 
Stickle. J. W. 
Anderson, B. H. 
Karchmer, A. M. 
Marek, C. J. 
Jones, S. L. 
Loschke, P. C. 
Lamar, J. E. 
Crane, H. L. 
Walah, T. M. 
Campkll ,  J. F .  
Pride, R. A. 
Corsiglia, V. R. 
Chyu. W. J .  
Gaspers, P. A. 
Saunders, J. F. 
Pohly, J .  G .  
Dittmar, J. H. 
McCarty. J. L. 
Czarnecki. K. R. 
Miller. C. D. 
Smith. R. E. 
Campbell. R.  A .  
stephen$. J .  B. 
Marvin, J. G .  
Hruly, R. 
Pfyl, F. A. 
Weinstain, L. 
Dorsch, R. G .  
Heyson, H. H. 
Bland, S. R. 
Fetterman, D. E. 
Ludwig, L. P. 
Ditlmar, J. H. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
IQC INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Talbot, L. 
ARC Draper, H. A. 
ARC Cole. J.  D. 
FRC Balakrishnan, A. V. 
FRC Balakrishman, A. V. 
LARC Schmit, L. A. 
LARC Cole, J. D. 
ARC Libby, P. A. 
ARC Libby, P. A. 
LARC Libby, P. A. 
LARC Bossel, H. H. 
LARC Davis, R. T. 
LARC Wells. W. R. 
LARC Sobel, L. H. 
LARC Davis, R. T. 
LERC Tabakoff, W. 
LERC Ubcroi, M. S. 
HQ-RE Lindorff, D. P. 
MSFC Engler. N. A. 
HQ-PY Blackledge, J. P. 
LARC Fearn, R. L. 
MSFC 
LARC Clausing. A. M. 
LARC Ormsbee, A. 1. 
LARC Ormsbee, A. 1. 
LERC Chow, W. L. 
LERC Jones, B. G .  
LERC Strehlaw, R. A. 
GSFC Van Allen, J. A. 
FRC Raskam, J. 
LARC Raskam, J. 
LARC Kohlman, D .  L. 
LARC Lenzen. K. H. 
LARC Lan, C. T. 
LARC Lenzen, K. H. 
ARC Plotkin, A. 
ARC Yang, Y. C. 
ARC Weisshaar, T. A. 
HQ-MM Melnik, W. L. 
HQ-PY Nagarajon, N. 
LERC Mani, R.  
GSFC 
LARC Clark. S. R. 
LARC Sichel, M. 
LERC Clark. S. K. 
MSFC McWatters, K. D .  
MSFC Pazdcra; J. S. 
MSFC Canficld. J. M. 
ARC Owen, F. K. 
ARC Dunn, W. R. 
ARC Cheng, D .  Y. 
LARC Laufer, J. 
LERC Laufer, J. 
LARC Braun. G .  W. 
LARC Wu, J.  M. 
LARC Chaudhuri. S. N. 
LERC Milligan. M. W. 




NCR 05-003-451 1422 
NAS 2-5668 1443 
NGR 05-007-323 1506 
NGL 05-007-379 1494 
NGR 05-007-122 1496 
NGR 05-007-337 1511 
NGR 05-007-395 1516 
NGL 05-009-025 1541 
NGR 05-009-190 1563 
NGR 05-OW-178 1560 
NGR 05-010-025 1576 
NAS 1-11104 2982 
NGR 36-004-061 2988 
NGR 36-004-065 2991 
NGR 36-004-069 2992 
NGR 36-004-064 2990 
NGR 06-003-208 1673 
N C L  07-002-002 1699 
NAS 8 -26W 2994 
NGL 06-004-096 1681 
NGL 10-005-127 1802 
NAS 8-26832 1790 
NGR 14-005-138 1959 
NGR 14-035-144 1960 
NGR 14-005-194 1970 
NGL 14-005-140 1954 
NGR 14-005-177 1964 
NGR 14-005-193 I969 
NAS 5-231 12 2038 
NGR 17-002-095 2065 
NGR 17-002-071 2061 
NGR 17-002-072 2062 
NGR 17-002-079 2063 
NGR 17-002-107 2066 
NGR 17-004-027 2067 
NGR 21-002-266 2171 
NGR 21-002-350 2187 
NGR 21-002-391 2194 
NGR 21-002-003 2158 
NGR 21-119-002 2200 
NGR 22-010-063 2404 
NAS 5-23230 2439 
NGL 23-005-010 2449 
NGR 23-005-523 2467 
NGR 23-005-417 2460 
NAS 8-28592 2446 
NAS 8-28230 2568 
NAS 8-30175 3007 
NGR 05-017-029 1593 
NGR 05-017-031 1594 
NGR 05-017-033 1595 
NGR 05-018-140 1612 
NAS 3-17857 1600 
NGL 43-001-086 3169 
NGR 43-001-102 3171 
NGR 43-001-124 3175 
NGR 43-001-023 3170 





























































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UUIV ItXAS..\I 'STIU 
UNlV ItXAS.AU\TIU 
UNIV O F  TORONTO 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNIV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNlA 
UNlV O F  VlRGlNIA 
UNlV WISC-MILWAUKEE 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY lNST 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 






CITY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 










Dorsch, R. G .  
Dods, I. B., Jr. 
Goodrich, W. D. 
Gessaw, A. 
Yates, E. C.. Jr. 
Rainey, A. G .  
Hamlet. I. L. 
Schoanover. W. E., 
Kurkowski. R. L. 
Treon, S. 
Anderson. A. E. 
Hodder. B. K. 
Heyson, H. H .  
Heyson. H. H. 
Ward. J.  F. 
Dietrich, D. A. 
Curry, D .  M. 
Russin, W. R. 
Swann. R. T .  
Nagel, A. L. 
Martin. D. J .  
Beckwith, I. E. 
Montgomery. R. C. 
Pohly, J. G. 
Ormiston, R. A. 
Lamar, J. E. 
Lcwallen, J. M. 
Hethcoat, J. P. 
Waifes, H. B. 
Paddack, S. J .  
Paddack, S. J .  
Kerslake, W. R. 
Serafini, J .  S. 
Tarver, P. 
Tarver, P. 
Kerr, I .  H. 
Hrudy. R. J. 
Duck, K. 1. 
Barbieri, R. W. 
Tribble, E. L., Jr. 
Jones, M. E. 
Car ,  K. J .  
Smith, E. E., Jr. 
Barbieri, R. W. 
Bohon, H. L. 
Mullin, 1. P. 
Schwenk, F. C. 
Oyama, J. 
Lidston, J. M. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U J C  INVESTIGATOR 
LERC Maus. J. R.  
ARC Panton, R. L. 
JSC Bertin, J. 1. 
HQ-RA French, T. B. 
LARC Haviland, J. K. 
LARC Haviland, J .  K.  
LARC Zapata. R. N. 
Jr. LARC Kuhlthau, A. R. 
LARC 
ARC Joppa, R. G .  
ARC Rusvcll, D. A. 
ARC Kippenhm. C. J .  
ARC Chalupnik, J. D. 
LARC lappa, R. G .  
LARC Rae, W. H. 
LARC Bratanow. T. 
LERC Tatom, J .  W. 
JSC Lewis, C. H. 
LARC Schetz, J .  A. 
LARL Lewis, C. H. 
LARC Leach, J. W. 
LARC Bandy, A. R. 
LARC Schetz, J .  A. 
LARC Hasdorff. I. 
HQ-PY Agrawal, K. M .  
ARC Hahennemscr, K. H. 
LARC Snyder, M. H. 
JSC Shaw, W. A. 
MSFC Bennett. A. G .  
MSFC Cochran, J. E. 
GSFC Renard, M. L. 
GSFC Renard, M. L. 
LERC 
LERC Wilbur, P. J. 
LERC Wilhelm, H. E. 
HQ-SL Wehe, R. L. 
HQ-SL Wehe, R. L. 
MSFC Shackelford. R. G .  
ARC Gilmore, J. P. 
GSFC Edelbrum, T.  E. 
GSFC Markey, W. R. 
JSC DriswII, D. C. 
JSC Sears, N. 
JSC Sears, N. E. 




HQ-SS Biemann, K.  
ARC Bumgarner. R. A. 
GSFC 
GSFC Lion. P. M. 
LARC Dowell, E. H. 
HQ-RP Jahn. R. G .  
HQ-NS Kelly, A. J. 
ARC 
ARC Bensch, K. G .  




NGR 43-001-135 3178 
NGR 44012-221 3346 
NAS 9-10976 3325 
NGL 52-026-001 3615 
NGL 47-005-098 3473 
NGL 47-005-108 3474 
NGR 47-005-112 3477 
NGR 47-005-181 3483 
NGR 47-005-208 3486 
NGR 48-002-085 3539 
NGR 48-002-107 3540 
NGR 48-002-141 3547 
NGR 48-002-144 3549 
NGL 48-002-010 3532 
NGL 48-002-035 3533 
NGR 50-007-001 3MX) 
NGR 43-002-034 3185 
NAS 9-12630 3500 
NAS 1-10233 3494 
NGR 47-004-070 3504 
NGR 47-004-089 3507 
NGR 47-004-090 3508 
NGR 47-004-106 3517 
NGR 47-004-1 16 3521 
NGR 47-014-005 3524 
NAS 2-4151 2573 
NGR 17-003-020 2071 
NCR 01-003-008 1024 
NAS 8-27664 1018 
NAS 8-28110 I020 
NGR 39-087-001 3036 
NGR 39-087-026 3039 
NAS 3-6926 2709 
NGR 06-002-112 1642 
NGR 06-002-147 1646 
NASW 2366 2753 
NSR 33-010-055 2781 
NAS 8-27375 1831 
NAS 2-7439 2257 
NAS 5-21791 2267 
NGR 22-009-207 2335 
NAS 9-4065 2286 
NAS 9-8242 2288 
NAS 9-10268 2290 
NAS 9-1 1764 2297 
NAS 1-10677 2250 
NAS R-2481 2269 
NAS 8-27624 2275 
NGR 22-009-102 2334 
NAS 2-5795 2681 
NAS 5-9558 2683 
NGR 31-001-152 2651 
NGL 31-001-146 2643 
NGL 31-001-005 2638 
NGR 31-001-230 2660 
NAS 2-1750 1262 
NAS 2-6234 1270 
NAS 5-21684 1283 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 









UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 




UNlV OF  VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
3 ILL INST O F  TECH 
3 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
3 PRAIRIE VIEW A&M COL 
3 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNIV O F  SO CAROLINA 
WORCESTER POLY INST 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlY 

















Farquhnr, R. W. 
Farquhar, K. W. 
Barbieri, R. W. 
Smith, R. E. 
Ghaffari. A 
Hady, W. F. 
Parker, J .  R. 
Michaels. T. S. 
Redding, E. R. 
Fedor. J .  V. 
Hrastar. J. A. 
Mehrens. H. E. 
Bannistcr, T. C. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Ragsdale, R. G .  
Wydevcn. T. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Pezdirtr, G .  F .  
McHatton. A. D. 
Jaax, J. R. 
Pohly, J .  G .  
Wydeven, T. J. 
McPherson, W. 
Price, H. L. 
Qualtrone, P. D. 
Easter, R. W. 
Ellis, W. E. 
Jorolan, A. E. 
Shapira, J. 
Scott, C .  D. 
Camp. D. W. 
Leland. T. J. 
Amesbury, D. A. 
Bendcr, M. J. 
Long. E. R., Jr. 
Doran. B. J. 
Emens, F. H. 
Saunders, G .  H. 
Lowery, D. 0. 
Polites. M. E. 
Graves, J. R. 
White, J. B. 
Borelli, M. T. 
Vallely, D. P. 
Priem. R. J. 
Schaefer, D .  H. 
Inman, R. A. 
Hoffman, L. 8. 
Hughes, W. E. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
GSFC Breakwell, J. V. 
GSFC Breakwcll. J. V. 
GSFC Breakwell, J. V. 
MSFC Hermann, R. 
MSFC 
MSFC 
JSC Kuiper, G .  P. 
HQ-SG Meinel, A. B. 
ARC Morrison, H. F 
LERC Walker. R. D. 
MSFC 
GSFC Richard. J .  P 
MSFC 
HQ-TN 
LERC Milligan, M. W. 
MSFC Hung, J. C. 
HQ-RE Tapley, B. D. 
HQ-PY Barnes. D. W. 
GSFC Meirovilch, L. 
GSFC Meiravitch, L. 
LARC Van Dyke, A. 
MSFC Slermole, F. J. 
HQ-PY Sabu, D. D. 
LERC Weinslein, H. 
ARC Engel. A. J. 
HQ-PY Sahel, M. S. 
LARC Gillham, J .  K. 
LARC Gillham, J .  K. 
JSC Davis, S. H. 
HQ-PY Watson, M. M. 
ARC Bell. A. T. 
MSFC Yue, A. S. 
LA,RC Chartoll. R. P. 
ARC Ross, L. W. 
LERC Walker. R. D.. Jr. 
JSC Winnick. J .  
WTR Bonnell, R. D. 
ARC Weiss. A. H. 
JSC Rosner. D. E. 
MSFC Cermak. J. E. 
LARC Cheng, R. 
JSC Graff, W. J. 
JSC Karara, H. M. 
LARC Cullen, E. 
MSFC Nagle, H. T.. Jr. 
MSFC Irwin, J. D. 
MSFC Graf, E. R. 
MSFC Honnell, M. A. 
MSFC Boland. J. S. 
MSFC Honnell, M. A. 
MSFC Irwin, J .  D. 
MSFC Russell, D. W. 
MSFC Phillips, C. L. 
LERC Reardon. F. H. 
GSFC Lee, S. H. 
MSFC Casasent, D. 
ARC Jellnik, F. 




NAS 5-21714 1284 
NGK 05-020507 1335 
NGR 05-020-592 1352 
NAS 8-28248 1056 
NAS 8-1517 1075 
NAS 8-257 1 1076 
NAS 9-12613 1135 
NASW 2283 1137 
NAS 2-6485 1372 
NGR 10-005-182 1806 
NAS 8-1523 1788 
NGL 21-002-214 2155 
NAS 8-20106 2918 
NASW 2135 3623 
NGR 43-001-127 3176 
NAS 8-27296 3159 
NGL 44-012-008 3335 
NGL 47-005-014 3470 
NGR 47-W-098 35 12 
NGR 47-004-100 3513 
NGR 47-014-007 3526 
NAS 8-3051 1 1621 
NGR 19-011-012 2083 
NGR 14-004-008 1886 
NGR 39-009-123 3081 
NGR 44-033-015 3209 
NGR 31-001-200 2655 
NGR 31-001-272 2666 
NAS 9-11827 3217 






























APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
45 DUKE UNIVERSITY Rodriguez, G. E. GSFC Wilson, T. G. NGL 34-001-001 288745 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Wright, M. I. KSC Webb, R. P. NAS10-8375 1839
45 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Gilreath, M. C. LARC Bomar, S. H., Jr. NAS 1-11267 1825
45 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Eskew, M. H. LARC Tapia, M. A. NGR 11-002-158 1850
45 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Kerr, J. H. MSFC Walsh, J. R. NAS 8-28148 1833
45 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Kerr, J. H. MSFC McSweeney, A. NAS 8-28215 1834
45 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Kerr, J. H. MSFC Callor, W. R. NAS 8-28591 1835
45 GEORGIA INST OF TECH Kerr, J. H. MSFC Hart, R. K. NAS 8-29860 183745 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Lalli, V. R. LERC Brockett, R. W. NGR 22-007-172 2233
45 HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY Swift, C. T. LARC Weissman, R. S. NGR 33-209-002 279645 LAVAL UNIVERSITY Major, F. G. GSFC Vanier, J. NGR 52-133-001 3613
45 LOWELL TECH INST Lalli, V. R. LERC Burger, P. NGR 22-018-006 2245
45 MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY Dodgen, J. A. LARC Foudriat, E. C. NGR 50-001-009 355945 MASS INST OF TECH ARC NAS 2-7648 2259
45 MASS INST OF TECH Anliker, J. E. ARC Burns, S. K. NGL 22-009-304 2321
45 MASS INST OF TECH Flaherty, J. B. GSFC Ogletree, E. G. NAS 5-21917 2268
45 MASS INST OF TECH Soffen, G. A. LARC Shapiro, I. T. NAS 1-9702 2248
45 MASS INST OF TECH Whitten, J. B. LARC Sheridan, T. B. NGL 22-009-002 2308
45 MASS INST OF TECH Fales, C. L. LARC Penfield, P. NGL 22-009-337 2325
45 MASS INST OF TECH Smolensky, S. HQ-PA Zannetos, Z. S. NGL 22-009-309 2323
45 MISSISSIPPI STATE U Guynes, B. V. MSFC McDaniel, W. L., Jr. NAS 8-21377 253345 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Flowers, J. GSFC Snow, L. L. NAS 5-21432 2684
45 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Arndt, G. D. JSC Carden, F. F. NGR 32-003-037 2692
45 NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR Schlimmer, G. E. KSC Bumgarner, R. A. NAS10-7399 2689
45 NO CAR A&T STATE U Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Madan, R. N. NGR 34-012-003 2891
45 NO CAR A&T STATE U Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Williams, L. NGR 34-012-004 2892
45 NO CAROLINA STATE U Hendricks, H. D. LARC Monteith, L. K. NGR 34-002-172 290845 NO CAROLINA STATE U Croswell, W. F. LARC Kauffman, J. F. NGR 34-002-188 2914
45 NO CAROLINA STATE U Godlewski, M. P. LERC Hauser, J. R. NGR 34-002-195 2916
45 NORTHEASTERN UNIV Meyers, I. T. LERC NAS12-2053 2381
45 NORTHWESTERN UNIV Painter, J. H. LARC Schaefer, B. M. NGR 14-007-129 190245 OHIO STATE UNIV Hirschmann, E. GSFC Ksienski, A. A. NGR 36-008-080 297045 OHIO STATE UNIV Croswell, W. F. LARC Peters, L. NAS 1-10040 295545 OHIO STATE UNIV Croswell, W. F. LARC Richmond, J. H. NGL 36-008-138 296845 OHIO STATE UNIV Croswell, W. F. LARC Peters, L., Jr. NGR 36-008-144 297145 OHIO STATE UNIV Painter, J. H. LARC Peake, W. H. NGR 36-008-169 297545 OHIO STATE UNIV Croswell, W. F. LARC Peters, L., Jr. NGR 36-008-177 297645 OHIO STATE UNIV HQ-RE Peters, H. J. NASR 141 296245 OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV Moul, M. T. LARC Rhoten, R. P. NGR 37-002-096 300245 POLY INST BROOKLYN Brown, J. P. GSFC Pickholtz, R. L. NGL 33-006-020 282345 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY GSFC NAS 5-23254 263145 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Bordelon, C. S. MSFC Danielson, R. E. NAS 8-29239 263645 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Lynch, T. J. GSFC Wintz, P. A. NGR 15-005-106 200045 PURDUE UNIVERSITY Alford, W. L. GSFC Wintz, P. A. NGR 15-005-152 200445 RICE UNIVERSITY Youngblood, J. L. JSC Tittel, F. K. NGR 44-006-170 323045 SOUTHEASTN MASS UNIV Kutz, R. L. GSFC Chen, C. H. NGR 22-031-002 2390
45 SOUTHERN METHODIST U Brown, J P rGSFC Gupta, S. C. NGR 44-007-037 3236
45 SOUTHERN METHODIST U Bracalente, E. M. LARC Gupta, S. C. NGR 44-007-049 3237
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Donaldson, R. W. ARC Wise, K. D. NAS 2-6491 1272
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Anliker, J. E. ARC Lai, D. C. NGR 05-020-575 1347
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Lumb, D. R. ARC Lusignan, B. B. NGR 05-020-659 1360
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Baker, J. GSFC Villard, O. G. NAS 5-10102 1281
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Soffen, G. A. LARC Tyler, G. L. NAS 1-9701 1260
45 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Alexovich, R. LERC Lusignan, B. B. NAS 3-14362 1279
45 STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL Weber, F. H. MSFC Schmitt, E. NAS 8-28264 2841
45 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Arndt, G. D. JSC Haden, C. R. NAS 9-9285 3249
45 TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY Walsh, T. M. LARC Rouse, J. W., Jr. NAS 1-11276 3241
45 TEXAS TECH UNIV Day, J. L. JSC Portnoy, W. M. NAS 9-11162 3276
32
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UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV ILLINOlSURBANA 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  RHODE ISLAND 
UNlV O F  RHODE ISLAND 
UNlV O F  SO CAROLINA 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 





UNLV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNLV WISC-MADISON 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
YOUNGSTOWN STATE u 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF LNST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
TECH GRANT/ ' 
TECHNICAL O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC 
OFFICER U)C  INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO. 
Pohly, J. G .  
Ernens, F. H. 
Randall. J. L. 
Durreu, R. H. 
Trichel, M. C.  
Schwenk. F. C.  
Wales. R. 
Lynch. T. J. 
Lynch, T. J. 
Kutz, R. 
Lehrnann, J. 
Moorehead, R. W. 
Eggers, D. S. 
Amdt, G. D. 
Golden, T. S. 
Potter. A. E. 
Schaefer. D .  H. 
Hurt, C. R. 
Pease. P. B. 
Rolinski, A. J. 
Hughes. W. E. 
Bavuso, S. J. 
Croswell, W. F. 
Deerkoski. L. F. 
Rochelle, R.  W. 
Fripp, A. L. 
Hallam, K. L. 
Lehrnann, J .  
Lowery, D .  0. 
Kutz, R. L. 
Kutz, R. L. 
Ellsworth, J. D. 
Borelli, M. T. 
Ippolito. L. J. 
Brunk, W. E. 
Kelly. W. L. 
Sandler, H. 
Hirschmann, t. 
ood ,  L. R. 
D0d. L. R. 
Johnson, J.  W. 
Schaefer. D. H. 
Holrnes, H. K. 
Pahly. J. G .  
Misencik, J. A. 
Evvard. J. C.  
Gross, L. A. 
Gross, L. A. 
Scibbe, H. W. 
McCornb, H. M. 
Evvnrd, J. C. 
Kirkpalrick, J .  P. 
Misencik, J .  A. 
Priern, R. J. 
Miller, C. 
Evvard, J. C. 
HQ-PY Terrill, G .  R. 
MSFC Houts, R. C. 
MSFC Webb, W. E. 
MSFC Dudgeon, J .  E. 
JSC Davis. T. N. 
H P N S  Schultz, D. G .  
GSFC Mozer. F. S: 
GSFC Algazi, V. R. 
GSFC Algazi, V. R. 
GSFC Balakrishnan. A. 
HQ-ER Baird. J. R. 
JSC Shehadeh. N. M. 
JSC Hayre. H. S. 
JSC Sirnpson. R. S. 
GSFC Yeh, K .  C. 
JSC Moore, R. K. 
GSFC Rao. T. R. 
GSFC Hochuli, U. E. 
GSFC Pugsley, J. H. 
GSFC Monopoli, R. V. 
GSFC 
GSFC Hnddad, G .  I. 
LARC Meyer, J. F .  
LARC Tai, C. T. 
GSFC Zierner. R.  E. 
GSFC 
GSFC Massey, J. L. 
LARC Gajda, W. J., Jr. 
GSFC Nudelrnan, S. 
HQ-ER Sadasiv, G .  
MSFC Fellers, R. G .  
GSFC Oavisson, L. D. 
GSFC Davisson. 1. D. 
MSFC Hung, J. C. 
MSFC Gonzalez, R. C.  
GSFC Straiton, A. W.  
HQ-SL Cogdell, J. R.  
LARC White, E. J.  
ARC Webcr. J. C. 
GSFC Bastian. C. W. 
GSFC Galindo. V. 
GSFC Stulzrnan, W. L. 
LARC Balanis, C. A. 
GSFC Barker, R. C.  
LARC Zuckerwar, A. J .  
HQ-PY Weathers, G .  D. 
LERC Mylonns, C. 
LERC Rannie, W. D. 
MSFC Acosta, A. J. 
MSFC Acosta, A. T. 
LERC Nypan, L. J. 
LARC Swedlow, J .  L. 
LERC Reshotko, E. 
ARC Jones, T. B. 
LERC Smith, F. W. 
LERC Mitchell, C. E. 
MSFC Childs. D. W. 














NAS 9- 11845 
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GFORGlh  INST OF  T t C H  
GtORGIA INST O t  1 t C H  
GtORGIA INST O t  l t C H  
H4RVARD C.UIVtKSITY 
LEHIGII UNIVtKSl l \  
MASS INST O t  I'FCH 
MASS I\ST O t  T t C H  
MASS IUST O t  T t C H  
MASS INST O t  It( H 
MASS lhST  O t  I t (  H 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
h O R T H t h S T t K h  UhIV 
KORTHH t S T t R h  CUlV 
OLD VOMIhIOU U\IV 
OLD VOMlhlO'. U\IV 
Pk'.'.SYLVAhIA S'l',\l k L 
Pt'U\.SYLVANl.\ S l 'ATt  L 
PLhl\SYLVl\hl.\ ST.%Tt U 
PtNKSYLVAhlA STATt  U 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M COL 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 














UNlV CALLF-S BARBARA 
UNlV OF  CINCINNATI 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV OF  KENTUCKY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICii-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
UNIV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
UNlV OF  SANTA CLARA 





Thomson, R. G .  
Simon, W. E. 
Jones, W. R.. Jr. 
Priem, R. J. 
McCombjr, H. G .  
Fichtcr, W. B. 
Poorman, R. M .  
Counter, D .  N. 
Hoppes, R. V. 
Clarke, W. D. 
Thornton, W. G .  
Miller, D. J. 
Albers, 1. A. 
Fleming, D. P. 
Koudebush. W. H. 
Cavigan, F. X. 
Zaretsky. E. V. 
French. B. 0. 
Hellbaum, R. F.  
Bement, L. J. 
Schoonover. W. E., 
Priem. R. J .  
Compitella. F. 
Pohly. J. C .  
Priem. R. J .  
Mark, C. P. 
Dietrich, M. W. 
Fryer, T.  B. 
Chapman, D .  R. 
Colladay, R. S. 
Graham, R. W. 
Priem, R. J. 
Pricm, R. J. 
Fedderson. W. E. 
Wilhold, G .  A. 
Jones, J. H. 
Allurns. S. L. 
Reed. T. G .  
Guest, S. H. 
Corliss, L. 
Lancaster, E. R. 
Stewart, W. L. 
Dorsch, R. G. 
Hofller, C .  W. 
Laurence, J. C.  
Patterson, I. W. 
Fichter, W. B. 
Priem, K. J. 
-Priem. R. J. 
Eandi. B. K. 
Chambers. A. B. 
Hellbaum, R. F. 
GTOSS, K.  W. 
Stine. H. 
Chisel, D. 
Larson, P. A. 
Fichtl, G .  H. 
Fichtl. G .  H. 
TECH 
O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U ) C  INVESTIGATOR 
LARC Monirner. R.  W. 
JSC Black. W. Z. 
LERC Winer, W. 0. 
LERC Zinn, B. T. 
LARC Budiansky, B. 
LARC Sih, G .  C. 
MSFC Masubuchi, K. 
MSFC Sheridan, T. B. 
MSFC Masubuchi. K. 
MSFC Saosar, K. 
MSFC Woodin, A. 
HQ-NS Sheridan, T. B. 
LERC Foss, J. F. 
LERC Stifller, A. K.  
HQ-RA Haydysh, W. E. 
HQ-NS Nowak, W. B. 
LERC Ching. H.  S. 
JSC Kcshock, E. G. 
LARC Goglia. G .  L. 
LARC Neuben, V. H. 
Jr. LARC Park. W. H. 
LERC Faeth. G .  M. 
HQ-RP Lakshminarayana, B. 
HQ-PY Yeh. H. Y. 
LERC Ehresman, C. M. 
HQ-RV Dewitt. D .  P. 
I E K C  Coy, J. J .  
ARC Angcll. J. B. 
ARC Ferziger. J. 
LERC Kays, W. M. 
LERC Kays, W. M. 
LERC Purdy, K. R. 
LERC O'Hara. J. C.  
JSC Sellers, J .  P. 
MSFC Shih, C. C. 
MSFC Pao, S. P. 
MSFC Shih, C. C. 
MSFC Shih, C. C. 
MSFC Doughty, J. 0. 
ARC Hoflman, M. S. 
GSFC Mitchell. T. P. 
LERC Tabakofl, W. 
LERC Jones, B. G .  
JSC Carlcr, W. M. 
LERC Spain, I. 
MSFC Crasrley, F. R. 
LARC Alkins, A. G. 
LERC Nicholls. J. A. 
LERC Nicholls, J. A. 
JSC Winnick, J. 
ARC Miles, J .  8. 
LARC Richards, C. G 
MSFC Mueller, T. J .  
ARC Cheng, D. Y. 
ARC Ian. M. R. 
MSFC Elliotl, J. M. 
MSFC Frost. W. 




NGR 39-W4-041 3047 
NAS 9-10415 1838 
NAS 3-15383 I827 
NGL 11-002-085 1843 
NGL 22-007-012 2223 
NGR 39-007-066 3060 
NAS 8-24365 2271 
NAS 8-28055 2279 
NAS 8-28732 2283 
NAS 8-29187 2284 
NAS 8-29724 2285 
NGR 22-009-658 2361 
NGR 23-W4-068 2417 
NGR 25-001-050 2542 
NGL 33-016-149 2811 
NGR 22-01 1-077 2387 
NGR 14-007-084 1899 
NAS 9-13410 3447 
NGL 47-003-007 3448 
NAS 1-12045 3063 
NGR 39-009-256 3091 
NGR 39-009-077 3080 
NSR 39-009-135 3095 
NGR 44-033-016 3210 
NGR 15-005-058 1998 
NSR 15-W5-037 2012 
NAS 3-17357 2013 
NGL 05-020-401 1317 
NGL 05-020-420 1318 
NAS 3-14336 1278 
NGL 05-020-134 1304 
NGR 43-003-015 3154 
NGR 19-002-030 2115 
NCR 01-005-017 1034 
NAS 8-28249 1057 
NAS 8-28588 1061 
NAS 8-28736 1062 
NAS 8-30159 1070 
NAS 8-28180 1082 
NCR 05-W4-051 1460 
NGL 05-010-020 1575 
NCR 36004055 2986 
NCR 14-005-149 1961 
NAS 9.12749 2072 
NCR 21-002-400 2196 
NAS 8-29073 2395 
NGR 23.005428 2468 
NGL 23-W5-336 2452 
NGR 23-005-536 2469 
NGR 26-004-098 2561 
NGR 26-004-097 2572 
NGR 32-004-026 2703 
NAS 8-25601 2016 
NGR 05-017-019 1589 
NGR 05-017-023 1590 
NAS 8-28722 IW2 
NAS 8-27387 3160 
NAS 8-29584 3163 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 





UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF  VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF  VIRGINIA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 
CASt  \VC.STERV RFSFRVT 
CASt  WtSTFRh  K1:SFKVF 
CASt  U'tSTERN RESERVE 
CASt  WtSTERh  RESERVE 
GtOKCl t  UASHIUGTOU U 
G t O R t i l A  INST OF TECH 
KENT STATE UNlV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
P tNI \SYL\Ah lA  STATL L 






SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
47 SOLTHLRU MtTH0I ) IS I  L 
47 SOLTHLRU MF IHOI)ISr I 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 






UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV OFCONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV OF  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF  TULSA 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Ellsworth. J. D. 
Goodrich. W. D. 
Wasel, R. A. 
Sewall, J .  L. 
Cunningham, R. E. 
Hoppes, R. V. 
Newman. J. C.. Jr. 
Brown, W. F., Jr. 
Misencik, J .  A. 
Quatinetz, M. 
Ashbrook, R. L. 
Gray, H. R. 
Gray, H. R. 
Martin, D. J .  
Hasemeyer, E. A. 
Newman. J. C., Jr. 
Ashbrook, R. L. 
Misencik. J. A. 
Harris. J. W. 
Quatinetz. M. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Williams. D. P. 
Buckley, J .  D. 
Gray. H. 
H i rxhk rg ,  M. H. 
Lewallen. J. M. 
Howe. J .  T. 
Lad. R. A. 
Miller. C. D. 
Youngblood. J. L. 
Lad. R. A. 
Fripp. A. L. 
Breckenridgc, R. A. 
Breckenridgc, R. A. 
Nelson, H. G .  
Williams. D. P. 
Whittenkrgcr, J .  D. 
Lad, R. A. 
Levine, S. R. 
Johnson, R. L. 
Kraes, R. 
Reese, 0. Y. 
Boese, A. 
Davidson. M. C. 
Gilbreath. W. P. 
Johnson, R. L. 
Olson. W. T. 
Hasemeyer, E. A. 
Reece. 0. Y. 
Lad. R. A. 
Lad. R. A. 
Sanders, W. A. 
Centolanzi, F. J. 
Freche, J. C. 
Stepka, F. S. 
Stephens, J. R. 
How.  J. T. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRlNClPP 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
MSFC Hung, J. C. 
JSC Bertin. J. J. 
HQ-RP Devices. K. L. 
LARC Pilkey. W. D. 
LERC Gunter. E. J. 
MSFC Adams, C.  M. 
LARC Smith, C. W. 
LERC Low. J. R. 
LERC Law, J. R., Jr. 
LERC Ebert; L. B. 
LERC Wallace, J. F. 
LERC Troiano, A. R. 
LERC Hehemann, R. H. 
LARC Liebawilz, H. 
MSFC Brown, J. L. 
HQ-RR Brawn, G .  H. 
LARC Wei, R.  P. 
LERC Krafl, R. W. 
LERC Wei. R.  P. 
JSC Uhlmann, D. R. 
LERC Grant, N. J. 
MSFC Gator, H. C. 
ARC Benron, R. B. 
LARC Manning, C. R. 
LERC Beck, F. H. 
LERC Zamrik, S. Y. 
JSC Ych, H. Y. 
ARC Dewitt, D. P. 
LERC Wiberly, S. E. 
LERC Ling, F .  F. 
JSC Rabson. T .  A. 
LERC Rorschach, H. E. 
LARC Chu, T. L. 
LARC Chu, T. L. 
LARC Chu, T. L. 
ARC Tiller, W. A. 
ARC Barnett, D. M. 
LERC Sherhy, 0. D. 
LERC Seigle, L. L. 
LERC Seigle, L. L. 
LERC Kellbr, D. V. 
MSFC Davis, J. H. 
MSFC Roy, U. 
MSFC Walter, H. 
MSFC Castle, J .  G. 
ARC Douglass, D. L. 
LERC Amstutz, H. C. 
LERC Harness. D .  
MSFC Katahis. T .  2. 
MSFC' o t to ,  H. E. 
LERC Hren. J. J .  
LERC Hummel, R. E. 
LERC Leipold. M. H. 
ARC Yang, J. C. 
LERC Wilson. D. J. 
LERC Eckert. E. R. 
LERC Meier. G .  H. 


































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UNlV OF WASHINGTON 
UN lV  OF WASHINGTON 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
\'IK(oIhI.\ P01.Y I h S I  
\'IKCoIhIA POL Y IUSI  
VIRGINIA POLY INSl '  
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY 
CAL STATE U-CHIC0 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
(:01 OK4UO \TATE I J h I V  
COHYIL I .  L l \ l \  t K 5 I I )  
COK i L L L  IJhlVk.K5II Y 
I)KIXI;I. I:UIVt.KSI'IY 
GI.OK(il: U4SHI\CI10'. L 
C,I.OK(ilA IYSI  O t  I t C H  
Cil.OK(il4 I \ S I  O t  I t C H  
(;I.OK(il,\ I \ S I  O t  T tCH  
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
LAMAR UNIVERSITY 
1 4 STAT) L -BAT  ROL(;C 
I A  S14TI: I . .H, \  I KOL1(iC 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
hlASS IUST 0) l t C l l  
hllSSISSII'PI \I \ T t  U 
N A T  POLYTECHNIC INST 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHIO STATE UN lV  
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UN lV  
OLD DOMINION UNlV 











Goldstein, H .  E. 
Heyson. H. H. 
Lad, R. A. 
Barrett, C. A. 
Laurence, J. C. 
Allen, R. V.  
Herring. H. W. 
Herring. H. W. 
Davis. J. G . .  Jr. 
Herring. H. W. 
Gllsworth, T. D. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
kasholtz, R. G. 
Townsend, D. P. 
Usher, R. J. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Batson, B. H. 
Wempe, T. E. 
Hrastar, J. A. 
Vitale. J. A. 
Long, W. C. 
Moore, J .  V. 
Jones. W. R.. Jr. 
Kascsk, A. F. 
Masrer, C. C. 
Kascak, A. F. 
Lewallen, J. M .  
Anderson, G. Y. 
Swann, R. T. 
Johnson, D. L. 
Quinn, H. B. 
Doolin, 8. F. 
Hasemyer, E. A. 
Jones. C. S. 
Michaels. T. S. 
Hollis, B. R., Jr. 
McKceharn, H. B. 
Van Ness, J. C. 
Lanlz, P. A. 
Oosterhout, J. 
Cawthorn, J. M .  
Carter, C. H. 
Lester, H. C. 
Royall, J. F. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Janow, C. 
Gregory, T. J. 
Moss, J .  D. 
Vilale. J. A. 
Tarver, P. 
Vitale, J. A. 
Kenyon. G. C. 
Jones, 1. L. 
Carter. C. H. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
ARC Muellcr. J. I. 
LARC Fischbach. D. B. 
LERC Mucller. J. I. 
LERC Bcyer, J. B. 
LERC Boom. R. W. 
MSFC Kinser, D .  L. 
LARC Tenney, D .  R. 
LARC Tenney, D .  R. 
LARC Herakovich, C. T. 
LARC Lytton, J. L .  
MSFC Boland, J. S., I11 
HQ-PY Vachan, R. I. 
HQ-PY O'Brien, J. F. 
LERC Maxwell, B. R. 
LERC Allen, C. W. 
LERC Boltz, R. E. 
HQ-PY Prahl. J. M. 
HQ-PY Fang. B. T. 
JSC Schilling, D. L. 
ARC Cermak, J. E. 
GSFC Alfriend. K. T. 
HQ-PY McHanus, H. N.  
LARC Matcovich, T. J. 
GSFC Kahn, W. K. 
LERC Winer, W. 0. 
LERC Kallfelz, J. M .  
LERC Williams, J. R. 
LERC Clement, J. D. 
JSC Cherry, L. B. 
LARC Grover, F.R.  
LARC Pikc, R. W. 
LARC Whitehurst. C. A. 
HQ-PY Whitehurst, C. A. 
ARC Newton, G. C.. Jr. 
MSFC Masubuchi, K. 
MSFC Gilmare. J. P. 
NSO-N 
HQ-RE Markcy. W. R. 
MSFC Gassaway, J. D. 
GSFC Orcllana, J. K. 
ARC Lawrence, H. R. 
GSFC Sayles. A ,  11. 
GSFC Sayles. A ,  Jr. 
LARC Pearson, R. G. 
HQ-PY Hart, F. 
LARC Bailey, C. D .  
LARC Hill, H. 
IIQ-PY Goglia. G, i. 
HQ-PY Goglia. G. L. 
HQ-RE Shearer, I .  L. 
ARC Garrett, R. E. 
MSFC Schoenhals, R. J. 
HQ-PY Modrey, J. 
HQ-SL Yerarunis, S. W. 
HQ-PY Myers, V. I. 
ARC Shevill, R. S. 
ARC Adams, I. L. 




NAS 2-654 1 
NGR 48-002-129 




























NGL  19-001-059 
NGL  19-001-068 





















NGL  33-01849 1 







APPENDIX B CROS 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 



























































UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARlZONA 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




UNlV OF  PERU 
UNlV OF  ROME 
UNlV OF  SANTA CLARA 
UNlV OF  SANTA CLARA 
UNlV OF  SO CAROLINA 
UNlV OF  SO FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNIV O F  TOLEDO 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UTAH STATE UNlV 
VANDERBILT UNlVtRSTY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VOUNGSTOWN STATE U 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
BOWLING G R N  STATE U 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST OF  TECH 
CAL STATE U-SAN FRAN 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
TECH 
TECHNICAL OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
OFFICER LQC INVESTIGATOR 
Carter, C. H. 
Janow. C. 
Rasdall. J. L. 
Cour-Palais, B. G .  
Devries. L. L. 
Smith, R. E. 
Clarke, W. D. 
Carter, C.  H. 
Kascak, A. F. 
Seltzer, S. M. 
Dee=, J. H. 
Jorolan, A. E. 
Oerlel, G .  K .  
Eandi, B. K .  
Carter, C. H .  
Carter, C. H .  
Dell, M. E. 
Laurence, J. C. 
Carter. C. H. 
Tripp, J. S. 
Tripp, J. S. 
Littles, J. W. 
Wainscott; F .  H. 
Chambers. A. B. 
Coe, C. F. 
Flatley, T. W. 
Doolin, B. F .  
Seltzer, S. M. . 
Jachimowski, C. J. 
Hayduk, R. J. 
Carter, C. H. 
Eandi, B. K. 
Willoh, R. G .  
Clevenson. S. A. 
Gross. C. 
Taketa, S. 1. 
Miscncik, J. A. 
Doolin, B. F. 
Hayduk, R. J .  
Charak, M. T. 
Gray, D. L. 
Haines, R. F .  
Jacobs, G .  J .  
Miquel, I. 
Winter, D. 
Johnson, R. D. 
Young, R. S. 
MacElray, R. D 
Saunders, J .  F .  
Pohly, J. G .  
Ferguson, J. K. 
HQ-PY Berrhnder, D. 
HQ-RE Kalman. R. E .  
MSFC Schutz. V. K. 
JSC Rodenberger, C.  A. 
MSFC Wu, S. T. 
MSFC Rao, G .  L. 
MSFC Hill, J. L. 
HQ-PY Raney. D. C. 
ARC 
LERC Perkins, H. C. 
MSFC Likins, P. W. 
KSC Farber, E. A. 
KSC Farber, E. A. 
LARC 
HQ-SG Schneider, R. T. 
JSC Huang, C. 1. 
HQ-PY Huang. C. 1. 
HQ-PY Huang. C. J. 
JSC Moore. R. K. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
LERC Spain, I. L. 
HQ-PY Emad, F. P. 
LARC Zeigler, B. P. 
LARC Zeigler. B. P. 
MSFC Merte, H., Jr. 
GSFC Winckler, J.  R. 
ARC Miles. J. B. 
ARC Rechtien. R .  D.  
GSFC Taylor, J .  M. 
GSFC 
HQ-SV 
ARC Siljak, D. D .  
MSFC Siliak, D. D. 
LARC  inno or, L. N. 
LARC Oline, L. W. 
HQ-PY Kaprielian, Z.  A. 
JSC 
LERC Leininger, G .  G .  
LARC Allison, J. L. 
LARC Mattauch, R. J. 
ARC Tibbetts, T. W. 
LERC Johnson, M. W., Jr. 
ARC Gunderson, R. W. 
LERC 
LARC Melosh, R. J. 
HQ-RO Ticlcman, H. W. 
LARC Zuckcrwar. A.  J. 
ARC Deckcr, T. A. 
HQ-ER MacKay. R. S. 
ARC Oster, 1. 1. 
ARC Strurnwasscr. F .  
ARC Horowitz, N. H. 
HQ-SL Horowitz,N. H. 
ARC 
ARC Decicca, B. T. 
HQ-MM Decicca, B. T. 
HQ-PY Craft, T. J. 




NGT 05-02&412 1370 
NGL 05-02&073 1302 
NAS 8-26927 3096 
NGR 44-001-106 3266 
NAS 8-25750 1043 
NAS 8-29317 1065 
NAS 8-28019 1080 
NGT 01-002-080 1090 
NAS 2-6447 1115 
NGR 03-002-213 1154 
NAS 8-28358 1476 
NASIO-I255 1792 
NAS10-805 1 1794 
NAS 1-5722 1787 
NGL 10-005-049 1799 
NGL 44-005-090 3307 
NGT 44-005-1 14 3320 
NGT 44-005-115 3321 
NAS 9-13347 2056 
NGR 17-002-052 2060 
NGK 21-002-358 2190 
NGT 21-002-254 2197 
NGR 23-005-427 2461 
NGR 23-005-602 2480 
NAS 8-20228 2442 
NAS 5-11687 2499 
NGR 26-004-095 2560 
NGK 26-003-026 2569 
NGR 26-003-069 2571 
NASW 7 3626 
NASW 1761 3622 
NGR 05-017-010 1588 
NAS 8-27799 1587 
NGR 41-002-026 3144 
NGR 10-008-028 1818 
NGT 05-018-127 1618 
NGL 44-012-133 3338 
NGR 36-01&024 2997 
NGL 47-005-151 3475 
NGR 47-005-093 3476 
NAS 2-7314 3563 
NGR 50-002-166 3590 
NGR 45-002-016 3426 
NAS 3-8545 3180 
NGR 47-004-1 14 3520 
NGL 47-004-067 3502 
NGR 36-028-006 2999 
NGR 44-003-057 3202 
NGR 22-004-024 2210 
NAS 2-6067 2927 
NGR 05-002-031 1210 
NGR 05-002-308 1234 
NGR05-002-121 1213 
NAS 2-2216 1251 
NGR 09-005-098 1741 
NGR 09-005-022 1736 
NGR 36-033-003 2951 




NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTION 
COLLEGE OF  WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
C0K ' J I I . I .  I . ' \ l \ tKSITY 
!>ZY'!M<?!'TH CGLLkSE 
1)1.1.4W4Rk S l 'A l ' t  COL 
1 : ~ S l R h  hllCHltiRN UNIV 
I.MOKY L h l \  tREITY 
I M O K I  1 \ I \  tKSITY 
I MOK) 1 \ I \ tKSITY 
I I OKIV4 S l A l t  UkIV 
I I ORIV.4 S l Z l t  UK1V 
I I O R I D A  S l Z l t  UbIV  
GEORGETOWN UNIV 
HARDIN-SIMMONS UNlV 
JACKSON STATE COL 
LA STATt  U-BAT ROUGE 
[.A SI A11 l l . hkW OKLNS 
LZ Sl4 '11  I l - \ t U  OKLXS 
M,\SF INS1 O k  I t C H  
MhSS lUSl  OC I t < ' l l  
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
M T  SINAI SCH O F  MED 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 







STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 










UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Bell, N. L. 
Tremor. J. W. 
Winter, D. L. 
Holton, E. M. 
Saunden, I .  F. 
Tremor, J .  W. 
Geib, D. S. 
.., :-.... 
,,,,,L=,, D. L. 
Piccialo, G .  L. 
Taylor, G .  R. 
Winter, D .  L. 
Anliker, J. E. 
Holton, E. M. 
Fedderson, W. E. 
Young, R. S. 
Yauna, R. S. 
~ r u ~ n i c k .  A  C. 
Hall, L. B. 
Dunlap. W. A. 
Weisoman. N. W. 
Pohly. J. G .  
Kirnzey, S. L. 
Walkinshaw. C. H. 
Walkinshaw, C.  H. 
Winget, C.  M. 
Soffen, G. A. 
Young, R. S. 
Harrison. G .  A. 
Dunlap. W. A. 
Geib. D. S. 
Young, R. S. 
De'Vincenza, D. 
Walkinshaw. C. H. 
Williams. B. A. 
Young. R. S. 
Tremor, J .  W. 
Miquel, J. 
Solfen, G.  A. 
Young, R. S. 
Vaughn, C. R. 
Jacobs. R. G .  
Taylor, G. R. 
Walkinshaw, C. H. 
Walkinshaw, C. H. 
Jackson. M. M. 
Newsam, B. D 
Young, R. S. 
Young. R. S. 
Winget, C. M.  
Oyarna, J. 
Holton, E. M. 
Tremor, J. W. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
JSC . Acelo, H., Jr. 
ARC Adam, D. D .  
ARC Baker, R. 
ARC Ogg, J. E. 
WS Jordan, J. P. 
HQ-MM Lell, J. T. 
ARC Steward, F. C.  
HQ-SL Duxbury, J .  M. 
ARC Lyun, C, .I. 
GSFC Bush, V. N. 
JSC Valz, P. A. 
ARC Bourne. G .  H. 
ARC Perachio. A. A. 
WS Popovic, V. P. 
JSC Haythorn, W. W. 
HQ-SL Gaflron, H. 
HQ-SL Larock, P. A. 
MSFC Leise. E. M. 
HQ-SL Foster, T. L. 
ARC Tashjian. A. H. 
ARC Neff, W. D. 
HQ-PY Nelson, F.  
JSC Wilkens, B. 
JSC Laseter, J .  L. 
JSC Laseter, J. L. 
ARC Bowditch, P. N. 
LARC Rich. A. 
HQ-SL Erickson, A. E. 
ARC Rule. A. H. 
ARC Grosch, D .  S. 
HQ-SL Curl, C.  H. 
HQ-SL Casida, L. E., Jr. 
ARC Ward. C. H. 
JSC Ward, C. H. 
ARC Von Beaumont, W. 
HQ-SL Yapp, J. H. 
ARC 
ARC 
ARC Pillendrigh, C.  S. 
ARC Bensch, K. G .  
LARC Lcderberg, .I. 
HQ-SL Lederberg. J. 
WS Williams. T. C. 
HQ-ER Danielli. J.  F. 
HQ-ER Williams, T. C. 
JSC Foster. B. G. 
JSC Halliwell. R. S. 
JSC Kuykendall, W. E., Jr. 
JSC Spodick, D. H. 
HQ-MM Pauly, J .  E. 
ARC Pace, N. 
HQ-SL McLaron, A. D. 
HQ-SL Jukes. T. 
ARC Evans, J .  S. 
ARC Smith, A. H. 
WS Smith, R. E. 
HQ-MM Ingraham, J. L. 

















































NAS 9-1 193 1 













APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
:IELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
-ODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
51 UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES Winter, D. . ARC French, J. D. NGL 05-007-195 1489
51 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Harmount, T. ARC Miller, S. L. NGR 05-009-032 1550
51 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Saunders, J. F. HQ-MMBaily, N. A. NGL 05-009-103 1543
51 UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN Danellis, J. V. ARC Dallman, M. NAS 2-6632 1569
51 UNIV OF CHICAGO Daunton, N. G. ARC Fernandez, C. NGR 14-001-225 1944
51 UNIV OF HAWAII Taketa, S. T. ARC Siegal, S. M. NAS 2-6624 1864
51 UNIV OF HAWAII Young, R. S. HQ-SL Siegel, S. M. NGL 12-001-042 1871
51 UNIV OF HOUSTON Miquel, J. ARC Oro, J. NAS 2-7435 3284
51 UNIV OF HOUSTON Walkinshaw, C. H. JSC Venketeswaran, S. NAS 9-13262 3301
51 UNIV OF HOUSTON Taylor, G. R. JSC Clark, W. H., Jr. NAS 9-13306 3302
51 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Williams, B. A. ARC Heath, J. E. NGR 14-005-192 1968
51 UNIV OF IOWA Schillinger, G. ARC Wunder, C. C. NAS 2-6064 2027
51 UNIV OF IOWA Oyama, J. ARC Wunder, C. C. NGR 16-001-031 2043
51 UNIV OF IOWA MSFC NAS 9-1208 2039
51 UNIV OF KANSAS HQ-SL Himes, R. H. NGR 17-002-042 2059
51 UNIV MARYLAND-BALT Jacobs, G. J. HQ-ER Grenell, R. G. NGR 21-002-040 2146
51 UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST Saunders, J. F. HQ-MM Nordin, J. H. NGL 22-010-029 2399
51 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Rummel, J. A. JSC Halberg, F. NAS 9-13405 2506
51 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Hall, L. B. HQ-SL Pflug, I. J. NGL 24-005-160 2509
51 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Young, R. S. HQ-SL Schmidt, E. L. NGR 24-005-198 2517
51 UNIV MO-COLUMBIA Holton, E. M. WS Musacchia, X. J. NGL 26-004-021 2557
51 UNIV MO-COLUMBIA WS South, F. E. NGR 26-004-025 2558
51 UNIV OF MONTANA Jacobs, G. J. HQ-ER Craighead, J. J. NGR 27-002-006 2588
51 UNIV NEVADA-L VEGAS Young, R. S. HQ-SL Tew, R. W. NGR 29-001-039 2596
51 UNIV OF NOTTINGHAM Feller, D. D. ARC Weinbren, K. NAS 2-5157 3619
51 UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA Zill, L. P. ARC Brown, A. H. NAS 2-2432 3099
51 UNIV OF ROCHESTER Soffen, G. A. LARC Vishniac, W. NAS 1-9689 2879
51 UNIV OF ROCHESTER Young, R. S. HQ-SL Vishniac, W. V. NGR 33-019-002 2881
51 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Jackson, M. M. JSC Meehan, J. P. NGR 05-018-122 1610
51 UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL Belleville, R. E. HQ-MM Henry, J. P. NGL 05-018-003 1607
51 UNIV TEX-DENTAL BRCH Buchanan, P. JSC Shannon, I. L. NAS 9-10566 3385
51 UNIV TEX-DENTAL BRCH Buchanan, P. JSC Brown, L. R. NAS 9-11118 3386
51 U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA Leach, C. JSC Morgan, W. W. NGR 44-094-001 3397
51 U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL ARC NAS 2-3082 3394
51 U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL Tremor, J. W. ARC Montgomery, P. O., Jr. NGR 44-012-003 3395
51 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Oyama, J. ARC Pitts, G. C. NAS 2-1554 3467
51 UNIV OF VIRGINIA Wolf, T. D. FRC Jacobson, I. D. NGR 47-005-202 3485
51 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Jackson, M. M. JSC Scher, A. M. NGR 48-002-135 3545
51 UNIV OF WASHINGTON Young, R. S. HQ-SL Gordon, M. P. NGR 48-002-130 3543
51 UNIV WISC-GREEN BAY Waligora, J. M. JSC Kaufman, W. C. NGR 50-008-001 3561
51 UNIV WISC-MADISON Mandel, A. D. ARC Dick, E. C. NGL 50-002-078 3580
51 UNIV WISC-MADISON Saunders, J. F. HQ-MM Tibbitts, T. W. NGR 50-002-109 3585
51 UTAH STATE UNIV Young, R. S. HQ-SL Salisbury, F. B. NGR 45-002-008 3425
51 VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U Wilkins, J. R. LARC Dalton, H. P. NGL 47-002-020 3490
51 VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U Saunders, J. F. HQ-MM Ham, W. T. NGL 47-002-005 3489
51 VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U Saunders, J. F. HQ-MM Lippincott, S. W. NGR 47-002-018 3491
51 WAYNE STATE UNIV Krupnick, A. C. MSFC Brown, R. K. NAS 8-29823 2486
51 YALE UNIVERSITY Young, R. S. HQ-SL Morowitz, H. J. NGR 07-004-009 1710
52 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Alexander, W. C. JSC Johnson, P. C. NAS 9-7280 3188
52 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Leach, C. S. JSC Campbell, B. O. NAS 9-10537 3190
52 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Day, J. L. JSC Frost, J. D. NAS 9-11327 3192
52 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Smith, M. C., Jr. JSC Nichols, B. L. NAS 9-12728 3195
52 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Kimzey, S. L. JSC Nichols, B. L. NGR 44-003-053 3200
52 BOSTON UNIVERSITY Hoffler, G. W. JSC Chobanion, A. V. NGR 22-004-021 2209
52 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Rambaut, P. C. JSC Lutwak, L. NAS 9-11030 2751
52 GEORGETOWN UNIV Mandel, A. D. ARC Gray, I. NGR 09-009-024 1766
52 HARDING COLLEGE Olree, H. D. JSC NAS 9-9433 1172
52 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Arnoldi, L. B. HQ-JG Hershberg, P. 1. NGR 22-007-203 2239
39
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MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO TEXAS STATE UNlV 





UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  HOUSTON 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV OF  MIAMI 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV OF  NEW MEXICO 
U TEX CANCER CENTER 
UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 





WAKE FOREST UNlV 
WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
WEST VIRGINiA UNiV 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED CDL 






JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 






Vinogrrd, S. P. 
Winget, C. M. 
Haffler. G .  W. 
Belleville. R. E. 
Bailey, J. V. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Sandler, H. 
Sandler, H. 
Ernikos-Danells, J. V. 
Feller, D. D .  
Sandler, H. 
Hoffman, R. A. 
Dolkas, C. 
Lcach, C. S. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Delucchi, M. R. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Jackson, M. M. 
Schneider. H. J. 
Schneider, H. J .  
Schneider, H. J .  
Edge, P. M., Jr. 
Leach, C. S. 
Amoldi, L. B. 
Sandlcr, H. 
Brockett, R. M. 
Moaley. E. C. 
Alexander, W. C. 
Sandler, H. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Leach, C. 
Sandler, H. 
Young, D. R. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Young, D. R. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Alexander, W. C. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Poiiaek, J .  B. 
Mandel. A. D. 
Kimzcy. S. L. 
Shumate, W. H. 
Kimzey, S. L. 
Sandler, H. 
Sandler, H. 
Harmaker, W. E. 
Fitch, R. C. 
Young, D. R. 
Sandler, H. 
Gross, F. C. 
Heideibaugh. N. D. 
Oyama, J. 
Oyama, J. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Danellis, J. 
Greenleaf, J. E. 
Sandler, H. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGAMR 
HQ-MM Maickel, R. P. 
ARC Wurtman, R. J. 
JSC Lees, R. S.  
HQ-MM khmil t ,  F. 0. 
JSC Post, J. 
J SC 
ARC Wells, M. K. 
ARC Harrison, D. C. 
ARC Levine, S. 
ARC Degrazia, J .  A. 
ARC Harrison, D. C. 
JSC Hightower, D. 
ARC Sheikholislam, B. 
JSC Beljan, J. R. 
ARC Tilles, J. G. 
JSC Kales. A. 
ARC Dallman. M. F. 
ARC Maibaeh. H. I. 
JSC Earlcy. L. E. 
JSC Zlatkis, A. 
JSC Zlatkis, A. 
JSC Zlatkis, A. 
LARC Ades, H. W. 
JSC Epstein. M. 
HQ-JG French. J. R.. Jr. 
ARC Hahn, A. W. 
JSC Gardner, R. L. 
JSC Mitchell, 0. A,, Jr. 
JSC Hampton, J .  K.. Jr. 
ARC Stone, H. L. 
JSC Rilrmann, S. E. 
JSC Ritrmann. S. E. 
ARC Scher, A. M.  
ARC Cameron, J. R. 
ARC Dick, E. C .  
ARC Mazess, R. 0. 
ARC Balish, E. 
JSC Hutchins. P. M. 
ARC Moran, W. H. 
ARC Leovy, C. B. 
ARC Evans, A. S. 
JSC Criswell, B. S. 
JSC Roessler. R. 
J SC 
ARC KO, W. H. 
ARC Reis, D. J. 
ARC Vagel, F. S. 
JSC Waibaisht, M. L. 
ARC Tashjian, A. H., Jr. 
ARC Hawlhorne, E. W. 
GSFC Rubin, R. J. 
JSC Karel, M .  
ARC Clarke, D. L. 
ARC Lim, D. J. 
ARC Marks, B. M. 
ARC Barchas, J. D. 
ARC Luetscher, J. A. 




NGL 15-003-117 198C 
NGR 22-009-627 2351 
NAS 9-12289 2291 
NGR 22-009-018 233: 
NGR 33-016-102 281; 
NAS 9-13221 3206 
NGR 36008-193 297; 
NGL 05-020-305 131q 
NGL 05-020-326 131 
NGR 05-020-578 1341 
NGR 05-020-634 135i 
NAS 9-9053 324': 
NAS 2-7342 1445 
NAS 9-13504 145: 
NGR 05-041-012 146 
NAS 9-10835 147: 
NAS 2-7326 157( 
NGR 05-025-008 157: 
NGR 05-025-007 157; 
NAS 9-12093 329: 
NAS 9-13068 3295 
NAS 9-13457 330: 
NGL 14-005-074 195: 
NGR 10-007-097 181' 
NGR 23-005- 185 24% 
NGR 26-004-099 256; 
NAS 9-12720 269f 
NAS 9-7 153 335' 
NGR 44-090-031 338; 
NGR 44-088-032 339: 
NAS 9-1 1088 3381 
NAS 9-12296 339C 
NGR 48-002-131 354 
NGR 50-002-051 358' 
NGR 50-002-114 359; 
NGR 50-002-183 359: 
NGR 50-002-191 359: 
NAS 9-1 1690 292' 
NGL 49-001-019 355: 
NGR 49-001-048 3556 
NGR 07-004-146 171: 
NAS 9-13139 319f 
NAS 9-13452 319; 
NGR 44-003-044 3191 
NGR 36-027-053 2941 
NGR 33-010-179 217., 
NAS 2-7655 288: 
NAS 9-1 1994 2886 
NGR 22-001-256 224. 
NGL 09-01 1-017 1761 
NAS 5-22071 213C 
NAS 9.12485 230( 
NAS 2-6634 295( 
NAS 2-6792 295: 
NGR 36-008-168 297' 
NAS 2-7637 127; 
NGR 05-020-456 133 
NGR 05-020-615 135: 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
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TECH GRANT/
"IELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
53 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Rummel, J. JSC Lederberg, J. NGR 05-020-632 1355
53 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Oyama, J. ARC Goldman, M. NAS 2-6763 1447
53 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Winget, C. M. ARC Beljan, J. R. NAS 2-7152 1448
53 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Winget, C. M. ARC Chapman, L. F. NAS 2-7519 1452
53 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Sandler, H. ARC Carlson, L. D. NGL 05-004-031 1456
53 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Young, D. R. ARC Beljan, J. R. NGR 05-004-080 1463
53 UNIV CALIF-DAVIS Jackson, M. M. JSC Carlson, L. D. NGR 05-004-026 1458
53 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Billingham, J. ARC West, J. B. NGL 05-009-109 1544
53 UNIV OF HOUSTON Walkinshaw, C. H. JSC Venketeswaran, S. NAS 9-10947 3288
53 UNIV OF HOUSTON Jackson, J. T. JSC Sheer, D. H. NAS 9-11885 3292
53 UNIV OF HOUSTON Chassey, C. E. JSC Gupta, V. D. NAS 9-13134 3300
53 UNIV ILLINOIS-CHICGO Kimzey, S. L. JSC Guttman, H. N. NGR 14-012-026 1949
53 UNIV MISS-MEDL CNTR Rummel, J. A. JSC Milhorn, H. T., Jr. NGR 25-002-018 2544
53 UNIV MO-KANSAS CITY Rummel, J. A. JSC Bryant, P. J. NGR 26-001-016 2566
53 UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA Michel, E. L. JSC Lambertsen, C. J. NGL 39-010-097 3101
53 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Sandler, H. ARC Mancini, R. E. NGR 05-017-028 1592
53 UNIV OF SANTA CLARA Sandler, H. ARC Mancini, R. E. NGR 05-017-034 1596
53 U TEX CANCER CENTER Benson, R. E. JSC Jahns, M. F. NAS 9-11117 3355
53 UNIV TEXAS-GALVESTON Kimzey, S. L. JSC Lockhart, L. H. NAS 9-13102 3391
53 U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA Jackson, M. JSC Earley, L. E. NGR 44-094-003 3398
53 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH Fuller, C. E. JSC Scanlon, J. E. NAS 9-11522 3400
53 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH Schneider, H. J. JSC Labarthe, D. R. NAS 9-12640 3404
53 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH Fuller, C. E. JSC Scallon, J. E. NAS 9-12696 3405
53 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH McQueen, J. L. JSC Downs, J. D. NAS 9-12783 3406
53 UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH Fuller, C. E. JSC Rush, M. N. NAS 9-12823 3407
53 U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL Hoffler, G. W. JSC Mitchell, J. H. NGR 44-012-151 3396
53 UNIV OF WEST FLORIDA Fuller, C. E. JSC Edmisten, J. A. NAS 9-11872 1819
53 VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U Rummel, J. A. JSC Patterson, J. L. NGR 47-002-038 3492
53 VIRGINIA POLY INST McQueen, J. L. JSC Moore, W. E. NAS 9-12601 3499
53 WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY Rambaut, P. C. JSC Ballingler, W. F. NSR 26-008-036 2584
59 ALBANY MED COLLEGE Harris, E. S. JSC Coulston, F. NAS 9-9964 2707
59 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Harris, E. S. JSC . NAS 9-8109 3189
59 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Leach, C. S. JSC Johnson, P. C. NAS 9-11201 3191
59 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Delucchi, M. R. JSC Frost, J. D. NAS 9-11855 3194
59 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Leach, C. S. JSC Di'Ferrante, N. NAS 9-13540 3198
59 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Shumate, W. H. JSC Kellaway, P. NGR 44-003-054 3201
59 BOSTON UNIVERSITY McKinney, V. L. HQ-MM Fulton, G. P. NGR 22-004-018 2208
59 BRYN MAWR COLLEGE Patton, M. ARC Yarczower, M. NGR 39-018-002 3032
59 CALIF INST OF TECH Kvenvolden, K. A. ARC Bonner, J. NGR 05-002-310 1235
59 CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE Stewart, J. D. ARC Clarke, B. NGL 05-046-002 1253
59 COLLEGE OF WM & MARY Holton, E. M. WS Jolly, R. K. NGR 47-006-064 3437
59 CORNELL UNIVERSITY Szajna, E. F. GSFC McNair, A. J. NAS 5-21844 2747
59 FORDHAM UNIVERSITY Moseley, E. C. JSC Kubis, J. F. NAS 9-11839 2792
59 GEORGE WASHINGTON U Baker, C. E. LERC Schiff, H. I. NSR 09-010-027 1764
59 GRAMBLING COLLEGE Lewallen, J. M. JSC Foster, B. R. NGR 19-011-008 2081
59 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Leavitt, W. F. ARC Burgess, W. A. NGL 22-007-053 2224
59 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Young, D. ARC Hegstid, D. M. NGL 22-007-101 2226
59 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Smith, M. C. JSC Hegsted, D. M. NAS 9-13370 2221
59 HOWARD UNIVERSITY Chen, W. T. HQ-PY Deloatch, E. M. NGT 09-011-051 1776
59 MASS INST OF TECH Chambers, A. B. ARC Yankovitch, D. NAS12-2265 2307
59 MASS INST OF TECH Daunton, N. G. ARC Tauber, H. NGL 22-009-308 2322
59 MASS INST OF TECH Winter, D. L. ARC Schmitt, F. O. NGR 22-009-726 2368
59 MASS INST OF TECH Wempe, T. ARC Curry, R. E. NGR 22-009-733 2371
59 MASS INST OF TECH Heidelbaugh, N. D. JSC Labuza, T. P. NAS 9-10658 2291
59 MASS INST OF TECH Rambaut, P. C. JSC Scrimshaw, N. S. NAS 9-10754 2294
59 MASS INST OF TECH Lang, R. H. HQ-MM Young, L. R. NGL 22-009-156 2319
59 MISSISSIPPI STATE U Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Bouchillon, C. W. NGL 25-001-028 2539
59 OHIO STATE UNIV Leon, H. A. ARC Weiss, H. S. NGR 36-008-004 2969
41
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OHIO STATE UNlV 








ST U NY-UPST ME@ CTR 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS WOMANS UNlV 
TEXAS WOMANS UNlV 
TUFTS UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 





UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
U MIhU.M\PLS-ST PAUI 
U MlhU.hlhPLS.ST P4UI  
UNIV MO-COLC MBlA 
Uh lV  MO.COLLMRIA 
C\IV M0.COLUMBIA 
L UI\' MO.COLUMHI-2 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
U 0KL.A.HtALTH CI.UTtK 
C'UIV Ob SOCTHTKX CAI 
UUIV Tk.U\tSSCT-KWOXV 
C TI X ('ANCLR C1.h I'IK 
UNI\' TI'X-I'L B IIFAI 'TH 
Uh lV  TI:X.I'C1B IITAI.'TH 
UNlV OF  VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 












Homick, J. L. 
Hcidelbaugh, N. D .  
Danellis, J. V. 
Hewilt, J. E. 
Dunlap, W. A. 
Kvenvoldcn, K. A. 
Chang, S. 
Mehler. W. R. 
Leach, C.  S. 
Stonesifer. G .  R. 
Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
Hewill, J. E. 
Rambaul, P. C.  
Harrison, G .  A. 
Stonesiler, G .  R. 
Stonesiler, G .  R. 
Newwm, B. D. 
Rambaut, P. 
Winget, C. M. 
Winget. C. W. 
Homick, 1. L. 
Haines, R. F. 
Anliker, J. E. 
Zill, L. P. 
Jacobs, G .  J .  
Mieszkuc, B. J. 
Holland, I. M.  
Mieszkuc, B. J. 
Geib, D. S. 
Heidclbaugh. N. D .  
Henire, K. C .  
Rummel, J .  A. 
Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
Kvenvoldcn, K. A. 
Kimzey. S. L. 
Raybaut. P. C. 
Rambaut. P. C. 
Saunders, J. F. 
Heidelhanph, N. D. 
Saundcrs. J. F. 
Ensor, G .  J. 
Rummel, J. A. 
Woaley. B. C. 
Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
Mahler. W. R. 
Schmid, R. C. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Jackson, M. M. 
Rambaul, P. C. 
Mehler, W. R. 
Haffler. G .  W. 
Wydeven, T. 
Winget, C. M. 
Belleville, R. E. 
Winter, D. L. 
Jacobs, G .  J. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U3C INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-MM Ellingson, H. V. 
JSC Kales,A. 
ISC Haugh, C. G .  
ARC Davidson, J. 
ARC Herman, M. M. 
ARC Snyder, S. B. 
ARC Bonner, W. A. 
ARC Loew. G .  H. 
ARC Chow, K. L. 
JSC Miller, M. 
GSFC Rouse, J. W., Jr. 
JSC Burns, E. E. 
ARC Mack, P. B. 
JSC Mack, P. B. 
ARC Rule, A. H. 
GSFC McCinnies, W. G. 
GSFC Lowe. C. H. 
ARC Pace, N. 
JSC Calloway, D. 
ARC Beljan, J. R. 
ARC Evans. J. W .  
JSC Markham, C. H. 
ARC Harris, J .  L. 
ARC Galambos, R. 
ARC Stolckenucs, W. 
HQ-SB Moran, H. F. 
JSC Kenyon, A. J. 
JSC Kenyon, A. J .  
JSC Kenyon, A. J .  
HQ-SL Folwme, C.  E. 
JSC Cox, J .  E. 
JSC Eianer. M. E. 
JSC Halberg. F. 
JSC Labuza, T.  P. 
ARC Gehrke, C.  W. 
JSC Mengcl. C. E. 
JSC Luckey, T. D. 
JSC Rambaut, P. C. 
HQ-MMSchiflman, R. H. 
.!SC iiariune. T. E. 
 
HQ-PY 
HO-MM Mcehan. J. P 
CSFC Parks, W. L. 
JSC Mitchell, B. A,. Jr. 
JSC Eitzen. H. E. 
JSC Chambers, L. A. 
ARC Ebbeson, S. 0. 
HQ-MM Hendricki, C, H. 
JSC Nelp, W. B. 
JSC Powell, L. B. 
JSC Cameron, J.  R. 
ARC Engstrom, H. 
JSC Smith, R. F .  
ARC Zwicbel, I. 
ARC Ashman, P. U. 
HQ-MM Ferstcr. C. B. 
ARC Perachio, H. A. 




NSR 36-008-108 2980 
NCR 39-009-204 3088 
NAS 9-10823 1989 
NAS 2-6217 1269 
NAS 2-6332 1271 
NAS 23205 1276 
NGL 05-020-582 1320 
NGR 05-02@405 1330 
NGR 05-020-435 1332 
NAS 9-11846 2868 
NAS 5-21857 3244 
NAS 9-12434 3256 
NAS 2-6434 3280 
NAS 9-9755 3281 
NGR 22-012-030 2393 
NAS 5-21812 1123 
NAS 5-21819 1124 
NGR 05-003-470 1429 
NAS 9-10930 1389 
NAS 2-6657 1446 
NAS 2-7503 1450 
NAS 9-1 1907 1478 
NGK 05-009-192 1564 
NGR 05-009-198 1566 
NGL 05-025-014 1571 
NGL 14-001-012 1922 
NAS 9-10844 1694 
NAS 9-11575 1695 
NAS 9-11941 1696 
NGR 12-001-109 1877 
NAS 9-11676 3290 
NAS 9-12692 3297 
NAS 9-12338 2504 
NAS 9-12560 2505 
NGR 26004-100 2563 
NAS 9-9209 2552 
NAS 9-10955 2553 
NAS 9-12369 2554 
NGR 26-004-084 2559 
NAS 9-IlOd5 2592 
NGT 37-003-044 3005 
NSR 05-018-087 1619 
NAS 5-21873 3156 
NAS 9-11119 3356 
NAS 9-1 1384 3399 
NAS 9-11701 3401 
NGR 47-005- 186 3484 
NSR 47-005-070 3488 
NAS 9.13029 3530 
NGR 48-002-082 3538 
NAS 9.12306 3576 
NGR 52-028-OM 3628 
NAS 9-12889 3183 
NGL 22-017-006 2408 
NGR 19-007-OM 212'3 
NGR 09-003-015 1734 
NGR 11-001-012 1821 
N C R  22-007-138 2232 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
TECH GRANT/
FIELD TECHNICAL OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL CONTRACT ACC
CODE INSTITUTION OFFICER LOC INVESTIGATOR NUMBER NO.
61 HARVARD UNIVERSITY Belleville, R. E. HQ-MM Kelleher, R. T. NGR 22-007-137 2231
61 INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN Cawthorn, J. M. LARC Neff, W. D. NGL 15-003-077 1979
61 JACKSON STATE COL Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Perkins, J. NGR 25-011-002 2529
61 NO CAROLINA STATE U Cawthorn, J. M. LARC Levere, T. E. NGL 34-002-095 2904
61 NORTHEASTERN UNIV Anliker, J. E. ARC Terman,.M. NGR 22-011-070 2384
61 TRINITY UNIVERSITY Daunton, N. G. ARC Thach, J. S. NGR 44-017-004 3282
61 UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO Winter, D. L. ARC Galambos, R. NGR 05-009-083 1554
61 UNIV OF KENTUCKY Anliker, J. E. ARC McCoy, D. F. NGR 18-001-068 2078
61 UNIV OF KENTUCKY Belleville, R. E. HQ-MM Lange, K. O. NGL 18-001-003 2073
61 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Schillinger, G. ARC Von Baumgarten A, R. J. NAS 2-6057 2426
61 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Shillinger, G. L. ARC Von Baumgarten A, R. NGR 23-005-201 2457
61 UNIV OF MILAN Rossi, L. C. WS Gualtierotti, T. NASW 2211 3621
61 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL Winget, C. M. ARC Halberg, F. NGR 24-005-006 2512
61 U TEX CANCER CENTER Moseley, E. C. JSC Mitchell, B. A., Jr. NAS 9-13042 3357
62 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Edge, P. M., Jr. LARC Borsky, P. N. NGL 33-008-118 2731
62 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Patton, R. M. ARC Findley, J. D. NGR 21-001-107 2138
62 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Patton, R. M. ARC Findley, J. D. NGR 21-001-111 2139
62 NORFOLK STATE COL Pohly, J. G. HQ-PY Colegate, R. L. NGR 47-025-001 3442
62 TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIV Fedderson, W. E. JSC Sells, S. B. NGR 44-009-030 3272
69 BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL Shumate, W. M. JSC Roessler, R. NAS 9-11753 3193
69 FORDHAM UNIVERSITY Fedderson, W. E. JSC Kubis, J. F. NSR 33-012-006 2794
69 OLD DOMINION UNIV Mixson, J. S. LARC Kirby, R. H. NGR 47-003-083 3463
69 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Tanner, T. A., Jr. ARC Atkinson, R. C. NGR 05-020-547 1343
69 STANFORD UNIVERSITY Schumate, W. H. JSC Barckas, J. D. NGR 05-020-576 1348
69 TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIV Huff, E. ARC Evans, S. NGR 44-009-025 3271
69 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE. Watters, H. H. MSFC Rogers, J. G. NAS 8-28512 1059
69 UNIV OF FLORIDA Anliker, J. E. ARC Webb, W. B. NGR 10-005-057 1803
69 UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA Tanner, T. A. ARC Donchin, E. NGR 14-005-175 1962
69 UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR Vernikos-Danell, J. ARC Valenstein, E. S. NGR 23-005-487 2466
69 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Fedderson, W. E. JSC Helmreich, A. L. NGR 44-012-224 3347
69 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Watters, H. H. MSFC Helmreich, K. NAS 8-28511 3324
72 AUSTIN STATE UNIV Dornbach, J. JSC Baker, R. D. NAS 9-13089 3187
72 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Ginzberg, E. NGR 33-008-168 2738
72 LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE MSFC NAS 8-20003 2090
72 MISSISSIPPI STATE U MSFC NAS 8-11497 2532
72 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Gruber, M. HQ-NS Layton, J. P. NGR 31-001-185 2653
72 UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI MSFC NAS 8-5414 2545
72 UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN Dornbach, J. JSC NAS 9-12949 3330
73 JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV Emme, E. M. HQ-AA NSR 21-001-077 2143
73 UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE Sorensen, V. C. MSFC Beltz, J. S. NAS 8-26055 1044
73 UNIV OF FLORIDA Russo, J. F. KSC Lomask, M. NAS10-7791 1793
73 UNIV OF HOUSTON Grimwood, J. M. JSC Swenson, L. S. NAS 9-9104 3285
75 BOSTON COLLEGE Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Bruce, B. N. NGR 22-003-028 2206
75 DREXEL UNIVERSITY Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Hagerty, W. W. NGL 39-004-020 3045
75 GEORGE WASHINGTON U HQ-KT Cantor, H. NASW 2055 1750
75 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY Langford, J. HQ-MR Drucker, E. E. NGR 33-022-139 2875
75 UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY Tanner, T. A., Jr. ARC Laporte, T. R. NGR 05-003-471 1430
75 UNIV OF MIAMI Frutkin, A. W. HQ-I Harvey, M. L. NGR 10-007-089 1813
75 UNIV OF NEW MEXICO Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Rosenthal, A. H. NGL 32-004-042 2700
75 UNIV N CAR-CHPL HILL Quinn, H. B. HQ-PY Faust, R. G. NGL 34-003-040 2920
75 UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV Morris, J. D. HQ-PY James, L. B. NGR 43-001-116 3174
76 TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV JSC NAS 9-8795 3273
76 UNIV OF MIAMI Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Harvey, M. L. NGR 10-007-070 1811
76 XAVIER UNIV-LA Carter, C. H. HQ-PY Fulwiler, J. H. NGR 19-007-002 2119
79 GEORGE WASHINGTON U Redding, E. R. HQ-PY Mayo, A. L. NGL 09-010-030 1753
79 NORTHWESTERN UNIV Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Radnor, M. NGL 14-007-058 1893
79 OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV Miller, S. A. ARC Wiggins, K. NAS 2-7273 3000
79 SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY Morris, J. D. HQ-PY Barzelay, M. E. NGL 33-022-090 2872
43
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE A N D  ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
79 UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
99 ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
99 AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
99 BOSTON COLLEGE 
99 CALIF INST O F  TECH 
99 CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
99 CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
99 CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 
99 CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
99 CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
99 CITY COLLEGE OF  N Y 
99 COLLEGE OF  WM & MARY 
99 COLORADO STATE UNlV 
99 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
99 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
99 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
99 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
99 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
99 DUKE UNIVERSITY 
99 EMORY UNIVERSITY 
99 FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
99 FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
99 GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
99 GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
99 GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
99 GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
99 GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
99 GEORGIA INST O F  T t C H  
99 HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
99 HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
99 ILL INST OF  TECH 
99 INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
99 INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
99 IOWA STATE UNlV 
99 JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
99 LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
99 MASS INST O F  TECH 
99 MASS INST O F  TECH 
99 MASS INST O F  TECH 
99 MASS INST OF  TECH 
99 MASS INST O F  TECH 
99 MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
99 MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
99 MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
99 MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
99 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
99 NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
99 NO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
99 NORTHEASTERN UNlV 
99 NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
99 NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
99 NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
99 OHIO STATE UNlV 
99 OKLAHOMA STATE UNlV 
99 OLD DOMINION UNlV 
99 OREGON STATE UNlV 
99 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
99 PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Hudson, R. 0. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Caner. C. H. 
Ludwig. G .  
Carter, C. H. 
Adams, J.  J .  
Redding. E. R. 
Caner, C. H. 
Levine. A. L. 
Levine, A. L. 
Thaddeus, P. 
Carter. C. H.  
Caner, C. H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Hamilton, J .  T. 
Vitale, J .  A. 
Carter, C. H. 
Vitale, J 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Silverman. D. 
Redding. E. R. 
Redding, E. R. 
Polenleld. K. h 
Enders. J .  H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Kent. M. I. 
Mooneyhan, D. 
Caner, C. H. 
Jones. W. L. 
Caner, C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Morris. J .  D. 
Carter, C. H. 
Brandon, F. D. 
Carter, C. H. 
Collin, E. E. 
Cone, C. D .  
Carter, C. H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
TECH 
O F F  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
UJC INVESTIGATOR 
JSC Holland, W. E. 
HQ-PY Burke, W. J. 
HQ-PY Parker, W. V. 
HQ-PY Aronoff, S. 
HQ-PY Pings, C. J. 
HQ-FE Dean, C. T. 
HQ-FE Dean, C. T.  
HQ-PY Strehler, A. F. 
GSFC Glaser. E. L. 
HQ-PY Thomas, K. H. 
LARC Mekel, R.  
HQ-PY Sher, A. 
HQ-PY B~agonier, W. H. 
GSFC 
GSFC Burlingame, A. 
GSFC Foley, H. M. 
HQ-PY Robey. R. C.  
HQ-PY Hornig, J .  F .  
HQ-PY Harmon, F. 
HQ-PY Lester, C. T. 
HQ-PY Keirs, R. J. 
HQ-PY Finley. J. 
HQ-KT Wright, P. 
HQ-PA Kothrock, A.  M. 
HQ-PA Rothrock, A. M. 
HQ-PY Hansen, A. G .  
HQ-PY Webb, S. C. 
HQ-PY Hansen. A. G .  
HQ-PY McFarland, R. A. 
HQ-PY Miller, C. L. 
HQ-PY Grad, A. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT 
HQ-PY Zallarano. D .  J.  
HQ-PY Kimball, A. W. 
HQ-PY Stout. R. D. 
HQ-EC Harrington. J. V. 
HQ-PY Harrington. J.  V. 
HQ-PY Harrington. J. V. 
U" RE 6" Ar - - .  
..Y- uZ..,.,- crrua, A. 
HQ-RO Simpon. R. 
HQ-PY Minkel, C.  W. 
MSFC Bouchillan, C. W. 
W. MTF Bouchillan, C. W. 
HQ-PY McKee, I .  C., Jr. 
LARC Pierson, W. J .  
HQ-PY Ragmini ,  J. R. 
HQ-PY Smi!h, G .  S. 
HQ-PY Essigmann, M. W. 
HQ-PY Rubenstein, A. H. 
HQ-PY Baker, R. H. 
HQ-RM Adnor, M. R. 
HQ-PY Roaden, A. 
HQ-FE Wiggins, K. E. 
LARC 
HQ-PY Hansen, H. P. 
HQ-PY Ebaugh. P. 
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APPENDIX B CROSS INDEX BY FIELD O F  SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
FIELD 
CODE INSTITUTION 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 








RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
SOCTHEASTY S l A  l t (01. 
SOUTHCAST\ sm rc. c o ~ .  
U)UTtlER1\ MLTHOUIST I1 
SOUTIICR\ MkTHOUIS'I U 
STANFORD IIhIV1:USIl'Y 
STANFORD LI1\I\'I.USI IY 




TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS TECH UNlV 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
CNIV AL,\. I LSCALOOSA 
CNIV ALA.TLSCALOOSA 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 




UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 




Carler, C. H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Fihelly, A. W. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Rcdding, E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Hallcy. H. L. 
Rcdding, E. R. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carler, C. H. 
Carler, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Johnston. D. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Stonesifer. G .  R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Quinn. H. B. 
Redding. E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Redding. E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Harrison, H. H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carlson, J. M.  
Carter, C. H. 
Orrick, D. W. 
Orrick. D. W. 
Glassman. S. J .  
Vitale, J. A. 
Carter, C. H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carlson, J. M.  
Pirtle, M. W. 
Carter, C. H. 
Huntoon, H. H. 
Colton. P. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter. C .  H. 
TECH 
OFF  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
LOC INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-PY Reethof, G. 
HQ-PY Giordano, A. B. 
HQ-FE Hcindel, R. H. 
HQ-PY Pittendrigh, C. S. 
GSFC Hoffcr, R. M. 
HQ-PY Andrews. F. N. 
HQ-PY Waling, J. L.. 
HQ-PY Wiberley, S .  E. 
HQ-PY Stebbings. R. F. 
HQ-PY Gordon. W. E. 
HQ-PY Torrcy. H. C.  
HQ-PY Eigel, E. G . ,  Jr.  
HQ-KT Gold, C. H. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-PY Denton. J. C .  
HO-PY Albritlon. C. C.. Jr. 
HQ-KT 
HO-PY Moses. L. 
HQ-PY ~ e t t i t , ' ~ .  M. 
HQ-PY Peltlit, 1. M. 
HQ-PY Hough, W. H. 
HQ-PY Honey, J. C. 
JSC Hartley, H. 0. 
HQ-PY Graves, L. 
HQ-PY Deener, D. R.  
HQ-PY Rush. J.  E. 
HQ-PY Whitchurd, R. 
HQ-PY Rodgers, E. 
HQ-PY Rae, K.. M.  
GSFC Slaler, P. N. 
HQ-PY Rhodes, H. D. 
HQ-PY Anderson, K. A. 
HQ-PY Anderson, K. A. 
HQ-PY Elbcrg, S. S. 
HQ-PY Libby, W. F. 
HQ-PY Libby, W. F. 
HQ-PY York, H. F. 
HQ-PY Simpsan, J. A. 
HQ-PY O'Connell, C. D. 
HQ-NS Cohen, M.  
HQ-PY Gustan, R. L. 
HQ-PY Wessel, R. H. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT 
HQ-PY Kilpatrick, F. P. 
HQ-KT Kattenstette, J.  P. 
HQ-KT Kattenstette, J.  P. 
HQ-KT Kattenstette, J. P. 
HQ-PY Ezra, A. A. 
HQ-PY Evers, N. H. 
HQ-PY Grinter, L. E. 
HQ-KT Park, M. K .  
ARC Litchenberger. W. 
HQ-PY Garter, W. 
JSC Zuckerman, J. V. 
JSC Zuckerman, J. V. 
HQ-PY Allred, J. C. 
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INSTITUTION 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV OF  KANSAS 
UNlV OF  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
UNlV O F  MlAMl 
UNIV O F  MlAMl 
UNlV O F  MlAMl 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV O F  NEVADA-RENO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
LNIV OF  PITTSHUKCitl 
UNIV OF PITTSRI.'KGII 
I l h lV  OF  PITTSBIIRGtl 
UNIV O f  PITTSBIIRGII 
UhIV OF PITTSBLIRGtl 
UWIV OF  SO FLORIDA 
UKIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
LNIV OF SOllTHFRN CAI. 
UhIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
L h I V  TENNCSSEC-KNOXV 
L h1V TEhNCSSEC-KUOXV 
UNlV TEX.\SAUSTIN 
UhIV TCXASDAIIAS  
L hIV OF VERMONl 
L hIV O f  VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF  VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF  WASHINGTON 
WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Schmcrling, E. R 
Carter, C.  H. 
Jones, W. L. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C.  H. 
Caner, C. H. 
Alford, W. L. 
Quinn, H. 8. 
Floyd. !. C. 
Carlaon. J. M. 
Redding. E. R. 
Caner. C. H. 
Johnson, I. L. 
Adams, J. A. 
Caner. C. H. 
Caner. C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Thornc, M. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carlson. J. M. 
Holley, H. L. 
Carter. C. H.  
Carter. C. H. 
Carter. C. H. 
Carlson, J .  M. 
Caner. C. H. 
Allenby, R. J .  
Carlson. 1. M. 
Holley. H. L. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C.  H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Redding, E. R. 
Carter, C. H. 
Bertsch, D .  L. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Silverman, D. 
Carter, C. H. 
Carter, C. H. 
Quinn, H. B. 
TECH 
OFF FIRST PRINCIPAL 
U ) C  INVESTIGATOR 
HQ-SG Deschamps, G .  A. 
HQ-PY Spriesterbach, D. C. 
LARC Moore. R. K. 
HQ-PY Barr, B. G .  
HQ-PY Ellermeier, R. D. 
HQ-PY Smith, W. P. 
GSFC Deutsch, E. S. 
GSFC Weidner, J. R. 
HQ-PY Rheindolt, W. S.  
WS 
HQ-KT Harvey, M. L. 
HQ-PY Man, E. H. 
HQ-PY Harvey, M. L. 
JSC Powers, W. F. 
LARC Hawe, R. M .  
HQ-PY Hay, G .  E. 
HQ-PY Crawford, B., Jr. 
HQ-PY Anderson, G. W. 
HO-FE K a m .  0. W. 
HQ-PY ~ ' B r i e n ,  T. D. 
HO-KT 
HQ-KT Shinnick, W. A 
HQ-PY Steger, A. 
HQ-PY Ingram, J .  C. 
HO-PY Beichncr. P. E. 
HQ-KT 
HO-KT Kent. A. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-PY Stone, D. C. 
HQ-SM Mitroff, I. 
HQ-FE 
HQ-KT Ehrcnreich. J. W. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-PY Bichael, H. 
HQ-PY Reining, H., Jr. 
HQ-PY Thomas, C. 0. 
HQ-PY Smith, H. A. 
HQ-PY Ellison, F. P. 
HQ-PY Johnson, F. S. 
HQ-PY Johnstone, D. R.  
GSFC Frederick, L. W. 
HQ-PY Whitehead, W. D. 
HQ-PY Mcearthy, J. L. 
HQ-EC Morgan, R. P. 
HQ-PY Marrow, R. E. 
HQ-KT Prince, B. W. 
HQ-PY Burnham, F .  B. 




NGR 14-005-W9 1956 
NGT 16-001-004 2046 
NAS 1-10048 2048 
NGL 17-002-001 2057 
NGT 17-002-006 2068 
NGT 17-002-044 2069 
NGR 21-002-351 2188 
NGR 21-002-399 2195 
NGL 21-002-008 2151 
NAS 62067 2198 
NSR 10-007-087 1816 
NGL 10-007-010 1807 
NGT 10-W7-077 1815 
NAS 9-12872 2447 
NSR 23-005-364 2482 
NGT 23-005-018 2481 
NGT 24-005-012 2524 
NGT 24-005-078 2525 
NASW 2213 2593 
NGT 29-001-002 2600 
NASW 2275 2697 
NASW 2399 2698 
NGT 32-004-004 2706 
NGT 34-003-001 2923 
NGT 15-W-002 2018 
NASW 2291 3104 
NSR 39-01 1-064 3119 
NSR 39-011-074 3\20 
NGT 39-01 1-075 3118 
NGL 39-011-080 3108 
NASIO-2948 1817 
NASW 1869 1605 
NASW 2360 1606 
NGL 05-018-044 1608 
NGT 05-018-085 1617 
NGL 43-001-021 3166 
NGT 43-001-002 3 179 
NGT 44-012-M)9 335 1 
NGL 44-OM-130 3375 
NC-T 16 001-001 3428 
NAS 5-21412 3468 
NGT 47-005-W5 3487 
NGT 48-002-007 3553 
NGL 26-008-054 2578 
NGT 26-008-W5 2583 
NSR 23-006-037 2489 
NGT 23-006-001 2488 
NGL 49-MI-0oI 3554 
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APPENDIX C 
C R O S S  INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
Technical Officers are usually located at the NASA installation funding a 
particular grant or contract. Abbreviations used for locations are: ARC, 
Ames Research Center; FRC, Flight Research Center; GSFC, Goddard 
Space Flight Center; KSC, Kennedy Space Center, JSC, Johnson Space 
Center; LARC, Langley Research Center; .LERC, Lewis Research Center; 
MSFC, Marshall Space Flight Center; WS, Wallops Station and HQ, 
Headquarters. The HQ designator carries suffixed letters identifying individual 
Headquarters offices; an explanation of these identificrs and full addresses 
for all installations may be found  i n  the prefatory pages. The key for the 
"Field Code" column is in  Appendix B. 
TECH 
OFF TECHNICAL 









































Haines, R. F. 
Patton, R. M. 
Bader, M. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Haughney, L. C. 
Miquel, J .  
Tremor. J .  W. 
Doolin, B. F. 
Hanscn, F. C. 
Patton, M. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall, C. F. 
Spahr, J. R. 
Mihalov, J. D. 
Wollc, J. H. 
Murphy, J. 
Winter, D. 
Aiken, T. N. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Gillespie, C. M. 
Johnson, R. D. 
Kvenvolden, K. A. 
Bocse. R. W. 
Gloria, H. R. 
Slewart. J .  D. 
Wydeven. T. J. 
Arvesen. J. C. 
Millard. J. P. 
Whitten. R .  C. 
Quattrone. P. D. 
Quattrone. P. D. 
Sandler. H. 
MacElroy. R. D .  
Bell. N. L. 
Sebesla, P. D. 
Tremor, J. W. 
Wemw. T. E. 
Kirkpatrick, J. P. 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 




BOWLING GRN STATE U 
BOWLING GRN STATE U 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
BROWN UNIVtRSITY 
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST 01: TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-CHIC0 
CAL STATE U-SAN FRAN 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO. 
NAS 2-2640 
NCR 44-003-057 Decker, T. A. 
NGR M-003-057 Decker. T. A. 
NGR 22-003-018 Eather, R. H. 
NGR 22-003-018 Eather, R. H. 
NGR 22-003-027 Eather, R. H. 
NAS 2-6067 Osler, I .  1. 
NAS 2-6067 Ostcr, I. I. 
NGL 4a032-015 Lasalle, J. P. 
NGL 40-002-059 Mason, E. A. 
NGR 39-018-W2 Yarczower, M. 
NAS 2-5606 Munch, G .  
NAS 2-6556 Munch, G .  
NAS 2-6556 Munch, G .  
NAS 2-6740 Intriligatar, D. S. 
NAS 2-6740 Intriligator, D. S. 
NGL 05-002-229 Cole, D .  
NGR 05-CQ2-031 Strumwasaer, F. 
NGR 05-002-239 Harris, G. L. 
NGR 05-002-281 Werner, M. W. 
NGR 05-002-281 Werner, M. W. 
NGR 05-002-308 Horowilr, N. H. 
NGR 05-002-310 Bonner, J. 
NGL 05-076-001 Regas, I .  L. 
NAS 2-2216 
NAS 2-7616 Miller, A. 
NGL 05-046-032 Clarke, B. 
NGR 05-046-01 1 Spitze, L. A. 
NGR 05-046-015 Weaver, E. C. 
NGR 05-046-015 Weaver, E. C. 
NGR 05-046-020 Miller, A. 
NGR 36-027-050 Yeager, E. 
NGR 36-027-052 Yeager, E. 
NGR 36-027-053 KO, W. H. 
NGR 09-005-098 Decicco, B. T. 
NAS 2-6585 Adam, D. D. 
NAS 2-6585 Adam. D. D. 
NAS 2-6615 Baker, R. 
NAS 2-7396 Ccrrnak, J. E. 
NGR 06-002-127 Junes. T. B. 
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Wilbur, A. C. 
Klein. H. P. 
Winler. D. L. 
Hoffman, L. B. 
Tremor. J. W. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Gillcspie. C. M. 
Mason, R. H. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Sandler, H. 
Mason, R. H. 
Camcrbn, R. M. 
Winter, D .  L. 
Hall, C. F. 
Hall. C. F. 
Harmaker, W. E. 
Wintcr, D .  L. 
Wintcr. D. L. 
Anliker, J .  E. 
Mandel, A. D. 
Morse. H. A. 
Dunlap, W. A. 
Leavitt, W. F. 
Young. D. 
Billiman. K. 
Young, D .  R. 
Sandler. H. 
Weisaman, N. W. 
Kutler. P. 
Lamax, H. 
Rakich, J. V. 
Patlon. R. M. 
Patton, R. M. 
Winget, C. M: 
Ormislon. R. A. 
Morse. H. A. 
Bretol, R. N. 
Johnson, N. S. 
Rabbotl, J. P., Jr. 
Johnson, W, X. 
Hrudy. R. J. 
Rabbott, J .  P.. Jr. 
Schmitz. F. H. 
Boxwell. D. A. 
Quatlroue, P. D. 
Chambers, A. B. 
Sadoff, M. 
Lumb, D. R. 
Sadoff, M. 
Erzberger, H. 
Daolin, B. F. 
Anlikcr, J. E. 
Daunton, N. G .  
Qualtrone, P. D. 
Corsiglia, V. R. 
Rossow, V, J ,  
Vernikos Danell, 1. 
INSTITUTION 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 


















GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
IOWA STATE UNIV 
JOHhS HOPKI\S U h l V  
JOHhS IlOPKlNS U h l V  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS ISST OF TFCtI 
MASS IKST or T r c l l  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
3lhSS IKST 01. TI:CH 
MASS INS1 01. 1 LCH 
MASS IKSI 01 TL( H 
MASS l U S l  OC TliCH 
MASS l U S l  OC TECH 
MASS l U S l  O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTlGAMR 
NGR 06-002-127 Jones, T. B. 
NGR 06-002-166 Ogg, J .  E. 
NGR 06-002-166 Ogg, J .  E. 
NAS 2-5643 Jellnik, F. 
NAS 2-6065 Steward. F. C.  
NGR 33-010-081 Houck. J .  R. 
NGR 33-010-081 Houck. J .  R. 
NGR 33-010-146 Harwit, M. 0. 
NGR 33-010-146 Harwil, M. 0. 
NGR 33-010-179 Reis, D. J. 
NGR 33-010-182 Houck. J. R. 
NGR 33-010-182 Houck, J. R. 
NGR 30-001-001 Lyon, C. J .  
NAS 2-5610 Weinberg, J .  L. 
NAS 2-6560 Weinbcrg, J .  L. 
NAS 2-7655 Vogcl, F. S. 
NGR 11-001-012 Perachio, H. A. 
NGR 11-001-016 Bourne, G .  H. 
NGR I I-001-045 Perachio, A. A. 
NGR 09-009-024 Gray, I. 
NAS 2-6340 Wu. J. 
NAS 2-6644 Tashjian, A. H. 
NGL 22-007-053 Burgess. W. A. 
NGL 22-001-101 Hegstid. D. M. 
NGL 22-007-117 Bloembergen. N. 
NGR 22-007-256 Tashjian, A. H., Jr. 
NGL W-011-017 Hawthorne, E. W. 
NGR 15-003-007 Neff, W. D .  
NGR 16-002-029 Vogel, J. M .  
NGR 16-002-029 Vogel, J. M. 
NGR 16-002-038 Tannehill, J. C. 
NGR 21-001-107 Findley, J. D. 
NGR 21-001-111 Findley, J. D. 
NAS 2-5951 Bawdilch, P. N. 
NAS 2-6175 Tang. P. 
NAS 2-6175 Tong. P. 
NAS 2-6437 Schlundt. R. W. 
NAS 2-6437 Schlundt. R. W. 
NAS 2-7262 Ham. N. D. 
NAS 2-7262 Ham, N. D. 
NAS 2-7439 Gilmore, J. P. 
NAS 2-7620 Simpson, R. W. 
NAS 2-7648 
NAS 2-7684 Widnall, S. E. 
NAS 2-7684 Widnall, S. E. 
NASI2-2265 Yankovilch, D. 
NASI2-2265 Yankovitch, D. 
NGL 22-009-002 Sheridan. T. B. 
NGL 22-009-013 Kennedy, R. S. 
NGL 22-009-025 Young, L. R. 
NGL 22-009-124 Newton, G. C., Jr. 
NGL 22-009-124 Newton. G .  C . ,  Jr. 
NGL 22-009-304 Burns, S. K. 
NGL 22-009-308 Tauber, H. 
NGR 22-009-312 Reid, R. C. 
NGR 22-009-605 Widnall, S. E. 
NGR 22-009-605 Widnall, S. E. 
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TECH 
OFF 





























































Winget. C. M. 
Cameron, R. M .  
Gillespie. 1. M., Jr. 
Qualtrone, P. D .  
Winter, D .  L.  
Billingham, J. 
Wempe, T. 
Harrison. G. A. 
Yelka, N. D. 
Van Ness. J. C. 
Gabris, E. A. 
McCroskey, W. J. 
Caradonna, F. X. 
Hicks, R. M .  
Dunlap, W. A. 
Williams, D. P. 
Anliker, J .  E. 
Oyama, J. 
Mehler, W. 
Morse, H .  A. 
McCroskey, W. J. 
Oyama, I. 
Leon, H. A. 
Danellis, J. V. 
Sandler, H. 
Miller, S. A. 
King. L. D.  
Borgrnan, D. C. 
Morse. H. A. 
Smith, G .  A. 
Wydeven, T. 
Kourlides, D .  A. 
Parker, J .  A. 
Corliss, L. D. 
Gossett, T. D. 
Franklin. J. A. 
Ormiston. R. A. 
Morse, H. A. 
Gaspers, P. A., Jr.  
Smith, G. A. 
Meyer. G. 
Green, M .  J. 
Howe, J. T. 
Sline, H .  A. 
Gregory, T. J. 
Grant, T. L .  
De'Vinoenra, D. 
Williams, 6. A. 
Greenleaf. J .  E. 
Hall, C. F. 
Nunarnaker, R. R. 
Yaggy. P. F. 
Tremor, J. W. 
Vause. C. R. 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
M T  SINAI SCH OF M E D  
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
U t H '  MEX ST l - ! .AS CK 
NLH' YORK Lh IV tRS ITY  
U tH '  YORK UNlVLKSlTY 
X L H  YORK LUIVtKSITY 
NO CAROLI \ \  Sl'A TE U 
h O  ChROl. l \A SIATC U 
NORTHEASTERN UN lV  
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STATE UN lV  
OHlO STATE UNIV 
OHlO STATE UN lV  
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STATE UN lV  
OHlO STATE UNIV 
OHlO STATE UN lV  
OKLAHOMA STATE UN lV  
OKLAHOMA STATE U N l V  
PtN\;SYL\AKI.4 ST:\IF I: 
PF\\SYLVANlA ST.\'IE I: 
PtUNSYIVAUIA S T .  fC I 1  
Pt \hSYI.VANlA S l  A T 1  C 
I'KIUCI. I O N  L N I V t  KSITY 
I'RIUCFTOV UNI \  k,HSI'I Y 






P R I \ C t l O \  IJ\IVERSITl 
PR INCt lON  IIKlVERSlTY 






ST LOL'IS IJNI\'ERSITI 
ST LOUIS I lNlVERSlTl  
STAhtOKI) UYIVERSITl 




STA\FORI) I IKIVERSl ' I l  
S1 AhFORI) I lh lVERSI I  l 
S l A N t O K D  Uh lV tKSlTY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
























NGR 36-008- 168 


































Wurtman, R. J .  52 
Mc Lord, T. B. I1  
M c  Lord. T, B. I1  
Reid, R. C. 12 
Schmin. F. 0. 59 
Schmilt. F. 0. 59 
Curry, R. E. 59 
Rule. A. H. 5 1 
Bumgarner, R. A. 42 
Lawrence. H. R. 49 
Lawrence. H. R. 49 
Isom, M. P. 41 
Isom, M. P. 41 
Garabedian. P. R. 41 
Grosch, D. S. 51 
Bcnson, R. B. 47 
Terman, M. 61 
Clarke, D. L. 53 
Clarke, D. L. 53 
Velkoff. H. R. 41 
Velklkoff, H. R. 41 
Lim, D. J.  53 
Weiss, H .  S. 59 
Marks, B. M .  53 
Wells, M. K .  52 
Wiggins, K .  79 
Wigpins, K. 79 
Amdl, R. A. 41 
Arndt, R. A. 41 
Shearer. J. L. 49 
Engel. A. J .  43 
Sirignano, W. A. 13 
Sirignana, W. A. 13 
Durbin, E. J.  41 
Durbin, E. 1. 41 
kckel; E. 4 1 
Dowell, E. H. 4 1 
Dowell, E. H. 41 
Dowell, E. H.  41 
Durbin, E. J .  41 
Durbin, E. J .  41 
Dewitl, D. P. 47 
Dewitt, D. P. 47 
Incropera, F. P. 19 
Garrett, R. E. 49 
Modestino, J .  W. 3 1 
Ward, C. H. 5 1 
Van Beaumonl, W. 5 1 





Von Eshlernan, V. R. 13 
Von Eshlernan, V. R. 13 
Bryson, A. E., Jr. 41 
Piltendrigh, C. S. 5 1 
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TECHNICAL 
OFFICER 
Schmitz, F. H. 
Winget, C .  M. 
Danellis, J .  V. 
Oyama, 1. 
Platt, W. T. 
Miquel, 1. 
Hewitt, J.  E. 
Donaldson. R. W. 
Tombs. N. C. 
Miquel, 1. 
G ~ a n t ,  T. 
Kenyon, G .  C.  
Galloway. T. L. 
Dunlap, W. A. 
Dancllis, J. 
Doolin, B. F. 
Stewan, E. 
Sandlrr, H. 
Ponnamperuma. C. A. 
Sandler, H. 
Ernikos-Danells, J. V. 
Fryer, T. B. 
Chapman, D. R. 
Kvenvolden, K. A. 
Ponnamferuma, C. A. 
Jones, I. L. 
Chang, S. 
Kvenvoldcn, K. A. 
Mehler, W. R. 





Tanner, T. A., Jr. 
Patton, R. M. 
Williams, D. P. 
Nelson, H. G. 
Poppa. H. R. 
Anliker, J .  E. 
Feller, D. D. 
Neville, E. D. 
Rubesin, M. W. 
Presley, L. L. 
Sandler, H. 
Chapman, D. R. 
Rubesin, M. W. 
Sandler. H. 
Lumh, D. R. 
Williams. D. P. 
Thomas, C. L. 
Jones. R. T. 
Hickey, D .  H. 
Rasenfeld. S,  A. 
Mason, R. H. 
Cameron, R. M. 
Gillespie. C. M. 
























































STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE 
NAS 2-6158 Karamcheti. K.  K 
NAS 2-6217 Davidson, 1. 
NAS 2-6217 Davidson, I. 
NAS 2-6234 Bensch, K. G .  
NAS 2-6234 Bensch, K. G .  
NAS 2-6332 Herman, M .  M. 
NAS 2-6332 Herman, M. M. 
NAS 2-6491 Wise, K. D. 
NAS 2-6491 Wise. K. D. 
NAS 2-6706 Bensch, K.  G .  
NAS 2-7126 Von Eshleman, V. 
NAS 2-7199 Shevill, R. S. 
NAS 2-7199 Shevill, R. S. 
NAS 2-7205 Snyder, S. 8. 
NAS 2-7637 Barchas, J .  D. 
NGL 05-020-007 Bryson, A. E. 
NGL 05-020-073 Kalman. R. E. 
NGL 05-O2U223 Anliker, M. 
NGL 05-020-250 Kuhlmann. K. F. 
NGL 05-020-305 Harrison, D .  C. 
NGL 05-020-326 Levine, S. 
NGL 05-020-401 Angell. J.  B. 
NGL 05-020-420 Ferziger, 1. 
NGL 05-020-582 Bonner, W. A. 
NGR 05-020-335 Giese, A. C. 
NGR 05-020-345 Adams, J. L. 
NGR 05-020-405 Loew, G .  H. 
NGR 05-020-405 Loew, G .  H. 
NGR 05-020-435 Chow, K. L. 
NGR 05-020-456 Luetscher, J .  A. 
NGR 05-020-514 Taube, H. 
NGR 05-020-514 Taube, H. 
NGR 05-020-526 Bryson, A. R. 
NGR 05-020-543 Angell, J .  B. 
NGR 05-020-547 Atkinson, R. C. 
NGR 05-020-547 Atkinson, R. C. 
NGR 05-020-549 Tiller, W. A. 
NGR 05-020-549 Tiller, W. A. 
NGR 05-020-569 Pound, G. M. 
NGR 05-U2U575 Lai, D. C.  
NGR 05-020-578 Degrazia. J. A. 
NGR 05-020-578 Degrazia. J. A. 
NGR 05-020-583 Kruger. C. H. 
NGR 05-020-583 Kruger. C. H. 
NGR 05-020-615 Meindl. J.  D. 
NGR 05-020-622 Reynolds, W. C. 
NGR 05-020-622 Reynolds. W. C. 
NGR 05-020-634 Harrison, D. C. 
NGR 05-020-659 Lusigoan, B. B. 
NGR 05-020-662 Barnelt. D. M. 
NGR 05-020-663 Pawell, I. D. 
NGR 05-020-663 Powell, J. D. 
NGR 05-020-676 Karamcheti, K. 
NSR 05-020-500 McCarthy. J .  
NGR 33-015-140 Gebel. W. 
NGR 33-015-140 Gebel, W. 
NGR 33-015-166 Gebel, W. 
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TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
ARC Arvesen, J. C. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGR 44-001-125 Plass, G. N. 39 3268
ARC Larson, H. K. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGR 44-001-125 Plass, G. N. 39 3268
ARC Patton, M. TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIV NGR 44-009-025 Evans, S. 69 3271
ARC Huff, E. TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIV NGR 44-009-025 Evans, S. 69 3271
ARC Hewitt, J. E. TEXAS WOMANS UNIV NAS 2-6434 Mack, P. B. 59 3280
ARC Dunlap, W. A. TEXAS WOMANS UNIV NAS 2-6434 Mack, P. B. 59 3280
ARC Patton, R. M. TRINITY UNIVERSITY NGR 44-017-004 Thach, J. S. 61 3282
ARC Daunton, N. G. TRINITY UNIVERSITY NGR 44-017-004 Thach, J. S. 61 3282
ARC Soderman, P. T. TUFTS UNIVERSITY NGR 22-012-028 Cole, J. 41 2392
ARC Harrison, G. A. TUFTS UNIVERSITY NGR 22-012-030 Rule, A. H. 59 2393
ARC Haughney, L. C. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-093 Akasofu, S. 1. 31 1105
ARC Haughney, L. C. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-099 Sivjee, G. G. 31 1107
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-5604 Gehrels, T. 13 1113
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-6265 Gehrels, T. 11 1114
ARC UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-6447 49 1115
ARC Hall, C. F. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 2-7476 Baker, L. R. 11 1116
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-258 Kuiper, G. P. 11 1158
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-277 Low, F. J. 11 1163
ARC Gillespie, C. M., Jr. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-331 Johnson, H. L. 11 1165
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-331 Johnson, H. L. 11 1165
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-332 Larson, H. P. 11 1166
ARC Gillespie, C. M., Jr. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-332 Larson, H. P. 11 1166
ARC Gillespie, C. M., Jr. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-333 Johnson, H. L. 11 1167
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-333 Johnson, H. L. 11 1167
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-334 Larson, H. P. 11 1168
ARC Gillespie, C. M., Jr. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-334 Larson, H. P. 11 1168
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-354 Johnson, H. L. 11 1169
ARC Ragent, B. UNIV ARKANSAS-FAYETV NGL 04-001-007 Testerman, M. K. 19 1173
ARC lufer, E. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-6485 Morrison, H. F. 42 1372
ARC Kenyon, G. C. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-6717 Horonjeff, R. 41 1373
ARC Galloway, T. L. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-6717 Horonjeff, R. 41 1373
ARC Wilbur, A. C. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7159 Bhattacharyya, B. K. 32 1374
ARC lufer, E. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7159 Bhattacharyya, B. K. 32 1374
ARC Poppoff, 1. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7562 Colwell, R. N. 39 1375
ARC Tremor, J. W.. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7562 Colwell, R. N. 39 1375
ARC Tremor, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7567 Colwell, R. N. 39 1376
ARC Poppoff, I. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 2-7567 Colwell, R. N. 39 1376
ARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-016 Desoer, C. A. 41 1395
ARC Stewart, E. C. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-016 Desoer, C. A. 41 1395
ARC Newsom, B. D. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-024 Pace, N. 51 1397
ARC Poppoff, I. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-404 Colewell, R. N. 39 1403
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-432 Townes, C. H. 11 1417
ARC Mason, R. H. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-432 Townes, C. H. 11 1417
ARC Peterson, V. L. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-451 Talbot, L. 41 1422
ARC Wydeven, T. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-462 Bell, A. T. 43 1428
ARC Newsom, B. D. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-470 Pace, N. 59 1429
ARC Tanner, T. A., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-471 Laporte, T. R. 75 1430
ARC Nagel, D. C. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-471 Laporte, T. R. 75 1430
ARC Wydeven, T. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-478 Merrill, R. P. 12 1431
ARC Cameron, R. M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-511 Townes, C. H. 11 1436
ARC Gillespie, C. M., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-511 Townes, C. H. 11 1436
ARC Hansen, C. F. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-559 Gustafson, T. K. 13 1440
ARC Billman, K. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-559 Gustafson, T. K. 13 1440
ARC Yaggy, P. F. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-5668 Draper, H. A. 41 1443
ARC Winget, C. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-5826 Evans, J. S. 51 1444
ARC Taketa, S. T. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-6633 Mazelis, M. 39 1445
ARC Winget, C. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 2-6657 Beljan, J. R. 59 1446








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA1§ UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCAI 
TECH 
OFF  



























Billman, K .  W. 
Milndel, A. D. 
Szalai, K. J. 
Deels, D. A. 
Kordes. E. E. 
Ehernberger, L. J. 
Rediess, H. A. 
Rediess, H. A. 
Loschke, P. C. 
Wolf, T. D .  
Fihelly, A. W. 
Danchenko, V. 
Schileler, D. H. 
Bremer. H. 0. 
McDonald, F. B. 
Boldl, E. A. 
Velez, C. E. 
Caruro, A. J. 
Conler, R. J. 
Meese, K. J. 
Davis, M. A. 




MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OF  KANSAS 




BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 
HOH'IF. STATE COLLEGE 
IIOW'IF. ST\TE COLLECiE 
HOH'IF STAT[ COLLCGE 
HOH'IF STATF. COLLEGE 
HOWIF STATE COLLCCiL 
HROH'N IINIVERSITS 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CAL STATE U-S DlEGO 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGR 07-004-035 Lamb. W. E. 
NGR 07-004-146 Evans, A. S. 
NGL 22-009-548 Whitaker, H. P. 
NGL 22-009-548 Whitaker, H. P. 
NGL 05-020-498 Mclntosh, S. C., Jr. 
NGR 44-001-081 Scoggins, J .  R. 
NGL 05-007-379 Balakrishnan, A. V. 
NGR 05-007-122 Balakrishman, A. V. 
NGR 17-002-095 Roskam. J. 
NGR 47-005-202 lacabsan, I. D. 
NAS 5-21892 MacLeod, N. H. 
NGR 22-003-019 Fang, P. 
NGR 22-003-019 Fang, P. 
NAS 5-21418 
NAS 5-22066 Bannisler, P. J. 
NGR 21-027-001 Thornahene, H. S. 
NGR 21-027-001 Thornabene, H. S. 
NGR 21-027-004 Srivastava, S. 
NGR 21-027-010 Bhatia. M. S. 
NGL 40-002-042 Heller, G. S. 
NAS 5-9312 Stone, E. C. 
NAS 5-11066 Stone, D. C. 
NGR 05-071-005 Pierce, S. 
NAS 5-23249 
CiSI:C Pad~laik,  S J CARNEGlL.MLLLO\ U\IV NtiR 39.117-lUI Krnaru, M I 
GSFC Pddddck. S J CAKNL(ilL.MLLLOU UXIV NGR 39.087-026 Rcndnt. M. I 
(iS1.C Srhacfrr. I) II CARNEGlE.MLLLOU UhIV \ t iR  3u.1187-1136 Lcc. S H 
GSCC Scronr. J P .  Ill C,\RNEGlE.%lELLOii L NIV \GR 39.lN7-1131, 1.w. S. H.  
.
GSFC Shukman. A. R. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV NGR 39-087-037 k c .  S. R. 
GSFC Ludwig, G. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGL 36-027-001 Glaser, E. L. 
GSFC O'Keefe. J. A. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-003-100 Coopcr. A. R 
GSFC Schutl. J. B. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-072 Tomoyasu, T. 
G S t C  Schlch. M. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NtiR W-005-072 lomo!3\~.  T 
GSFC Kn~llcn. I> A C4TlIOLIC I.'SlVERSITY NtiR 011-005-077 Cranncl H 
GSFC Fichtel, C. E. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-077 Crannel, H. 
GSFC Slothers. R. B. CITY COLLEGE OF  N Y NGL 33-013-040 Lea, R. M. 
GSFC Thaddcur. I' CITY COLLEGE OF S S \(iL 13-013.lUO Lea. R M. 









Lynch. T. J. 
Paul, F. W. 
Slonemfer, G. R. 
Solomonson, V. V. 
Wexler, R. 
McLan ,  J. T. 
Donley, J. L. 
Burrowbridae. D. R 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
COL O F  HOLY CROSS 
COLORADO SCH O F  MINE 
COLORADO STATE UXIV 
COLORADO STATt  UNlV 
COLIIMBIA CSlON COL 
COLIIMBIA CUIVERSITY 







NAS 5-1 1362 
NAS 5-1 1362 
~~ ~ 
GSkC 'Thaddeus. I' COLUMBI.\ UUlVERSlTY NAS 5-21394 















Piper. G .  
Smith, D. E. 
Szajna, E. J. 
hajna ,  E. F. 
Szajna, E. W. 
Conrath, B. J .  
COLCIMBIA U\IVERSITY 
COLIIMBIA UNIVERSITY 


















~ e l g e r t ,  H. J. 
Gunter. R. C. 
Reeves, R. G .  
Reiter, E. R. 
Vonder Haar, T. H. 






Foley, H. M. 
Foley, H. M. 
Sykes, L. R. 
Dethier, B. E. 
McNair, A. 1. 
Hardy, E. E. 














































































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




GSFC Hughes, W. E. 
GSFC Degnan, J. J.  
GSFC Hrasvar, J .  A. 
GSFC Meese. K. J. 
GSFC Szajna, E. F. 
GSFC Predmore, R. E. 
GSFC Picciola, G .  L. 
GSFC Aikin, A. C. 
GSFC Fascuitti, E. R. 
GSFC Rodriguez, G .  E. 
GSFC Trombka, I. 1. 
GSFC Hrath, D. F. 
GSFC McDonald, F. B. 
GSFC Ormes, J. F. 
GSFC Hennigan. T. J. 
GSFC Halpert, G .  
GSFC Mundy, J. R. 
GSFC Allcresu, S. 
GSFC Friedman, D. S. 
GSFC 
GSFC McAvay, N. 
GSFC Plotkin, H. H. 
GSFC Moore, 1. V. 
GSFC Staff, W. 0. 
GSFC 
GSFC Plotkin, H. H. 
CSFC Okr rk ,  1. A. 
GSFC Mentall. J. E. 
GSFC Trombka, J .  I. 
GSFC Schmadeback, R. 
GSFC Fedor, J. V. 
GSFC Jackson. W. M. 
GSFC Donn. B. 
CSFC 
GSFC Findlav. J. A 
. . 
GSFC Grimes, D .  W. 
GSFC Friedman, D. S. 
GSFC Cross, F. C. 
GSFC Major, F. G .  
GSFC Peters, H. E. 
GSFC Szajna, E. J. 
GSFC Szajna, E. F. 
GSFC Hogan, J .  S. 
CSFC Hanscn, J. 
GSFC Ormes, J .  F. 
GSFC Browning, R. K. 
GSFC Browning, R. K. 
GSFC Janniche, P. A. 
GSFC Kull. F .  J. 
GSFC Davis, M. A. 
GSFC 
GSFC Wrublik, D. P. 
GSFC Townsend, M. R. 
GSFC Bonavito, N. L. 
GSFC Salzberg, I. M. 
GSFC Zufall, S. 2. 
GSFC Duck. K. I. 
GSFC Flaherty, J. B. 
INSTITUTION 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
C O R h t L L  I \ I \  t KSIlY 
C O R h t L L  L I\I\'FKSIIY 
D4RTMOL 1 H C 0 l . l  l ( i l  
OARTMOL TH C'Ol.l.l.(iL 
I)ELAW,\RL STAl t COI. 
I)TLAW:\Rt S I A I E  c.01. 




F41RTIF.I D UNIVERSITY 
FCI)I.KAI ClTY C O L L t G t  
FIUI:KAI ClTY COLLECiE 
FI:DLKAI. ClTY COLLEGE 
F EI>I'K4L CI I'Y COLLEGE 
~ t . I ) I .KAI .  CI I \ COILCGC 
tFI>I.KAI. CI I \ COI.LCGC 
t F  I)k.KAI ('I 1Y C O l l  ECir 
GFOKGI' U A S I I I V G T O ~ ~  I.' 
GFOKGI: H'ASIIINGTOV I 1  
G t U K G k  W4SHlh(;10\ 1 





HOHAKI) U \ lV tKSI lY  
HOH',\KI) L\ I \FRSlTY 
HOWAKI) L hl \FKSlTY 
HOWAKI) C \ I \ERSITY 
IIOH'.\RU C UI\ FKSlTY 
IIOWARD UKl\  tK5I  I Y 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS IIOI'KlhS UhIV 
JOlIt iS IIOPKIKS LhIV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
IAVAL. ILINIVFRSITY 
LAVAL UNIVERSITY 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGL 33-010-047 Mclsaac, P. R. 
NGR 33-010-051 Tang, C. L. 
NGR 33-010-169 Alfriend, K.  T. 
NAS 5-9305 Laaspere, T. 
NAS 5-21749 Simpson. R. B. 
NGR 08-002-001 Helmy. E. M. 
NGR 08-002-003 Bush. V. N. 
NGR 08-002-005 Helmy, E. M. 
NGL 34-001-001 Wilson, T .  G .  
NGL 34-001-001 Wilson, T. G .  
NGR 34-001-041 O'Foghludha, F. 
NGR 07-010-002 McElaney, J. H. 
NGR 09-050-001 Whiteside, H. 
NGR 09-050-001 Whiteside, H. 
NGR 09-050-003 Notlingham, W. C. 
NGR 09-050-003 Notlingham, W. C. 
NGR 09-050-007 Ng, G. 
NGR 09-050-013 Schwan, R. A. 
NGR 09-050-013 Schwarz, R. A. 
NAS 5-11191 
NGL 09-010-008 Filipeseu, N. 
NGL 09-010-W8 Filipeseu, N. 
NGR 09-010-090 Kahn. W. K .  
NAS 5-9274 Goldberg. L. 
NAS 5-23199 
NGL 22-007-117 Bloembergen. N. 
NGL 09-011-006 Thorpc. A. N. 
NGR 09-01 1-004 Thorpe, A. N. 
NGR 09-011-022 Ferguson, C .  A. 
NGR 09-011-022 Ferguson, G .  A. 
NGR 09-011-039 Bainum, P. M .  
NGR 09-011-052 Kumar, C. K. 
NGR 09-011-052 Kumar, C. K. 
NAS 5-21795 
NAS 5-11415 Doerinp, J. P 
NAS 5-11415 Daering, J. P. 
NAS 5-22071 Rubin, R. J. 
NAS 5-22071 Rubin, R. J. 
NGR 52-133-00! Vanier, J.  
NGR 52-133-001 Vanier, J .  
NAS 5-21792 Yosl. E. 
NAS 5-21793 Yosl, E. 
NGR 33-151-006 Yost, E. 
NGR 33-151-006 ' Yost, E. 
NAS 5-11426 Huggelt, R. W. 
NAS 5-1 1426 Huggett, R.  W. 
NAS 5-23174 Huggell, R. W. 
NAS 5-23174 Huggell, R. W. 
NAS 5-1 1002 Marshall, R. E. 
NAS 5.11062 Bridge, H. S. 
NAS 5-1 1082 
NAS 5.11450 Clark, G .  W. 
NAS 5-11450 Clark, G .  W. 
NAS 5-11909 Venli, J. 
NAS 5-1 1947 Counselman, C. C., I l l  
NAS 5-11947 Counselman, C. C., I l l  
NAS 5-21791 Edelbaum, T. E. 
































































APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
GSFC Barbieri, R. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-207 Markey, W. R. 42 2335
GSFC Lefferts, E. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-207 Markey, W. R. 42 2335
GSFC Wilheit, T. T. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-421 Barrett, A. H. 31 2343
GSFC Jastrow, R. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-727 Lorenz, E. 31 2369
GSFC Halem, M. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-727 Lorenz, E. 31 2369
GSFC Ashworth, C. D. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-785 Clark, G. W. 13 2375
GSFC Szajna, E. J. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NAS 5-21834 Anderson, A. 39 2413
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 5-21817 Ingels, F. M. 32 2530
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. MISSISSIPPI STATE U NAS 5-21881 Bouchillon, C. W. 39 2531
GSFC Mundy, J. R. MORGAN STATE COLLEGE NGT 21-025-006 Proctor, N. K. 19 2144
GSFC McKeehan, H. B. NAT POLYTECHNIC INST NAS 5-21224 Orellana, J. R. 49 3617
GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 5-9558 42 2683
GSFC Flowers, J. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 5-21432 Snow, L. L. 45 2684
GSFC Oosterhout, J. D. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 5-21433 Chavez, R. 11 2685
GSFC Lantz, P. A. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 5-22203 Sayles, A., Jr. 49 2686
GSFC Oosterhout, J. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 5-22219 Sayles, A., Jr. 49 2687
GSFC Bissell, E. E.- NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 5-23001 Lawrence, R. H. 19 2688
GSFC Conrad, R. W. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NAS 5-23001 Lawrence, R. H. 19 2688
GSFC Mangus, J. D. NEW YORK INST TECH NGR 33-230-001 Stroke, G. W. 19 2801
GSFC Ostrow, H. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21666 Schotland, R. M. 31 2806
GSFC Halem, M. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGL 33-016-013 Schaeffer, O. A. 31 2809
GSFC Hansen, J. E. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGL 33-016-013 Schaeffer, O. A. 31 2809
GSFC Holan, J. S. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-174 Spar, J. 31 2815
GSFC Halem, M. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-174 Spar, J. 31 2815
GSFC Temkin, A. NO CAR A&T STATE U NGR 34-012-003 Madan, R. N. 45 2891
GSFC Ensor, G. J. NO CAROLINA STATE U NAS 5-21732 Welby, C. W. 32 2896
GSFC Johnson, C. NORTHEASTERN UNIV NGL 22-011-025 Weiss, K. 13 2382
GSFC NORTHEASTERN UNIV NSG 310 Kaula, W. M. 11 2389
GSFC Fitzpatrick, J. F. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGL 14-007-058 Radnor, M. 79 1893
GSFC Stone, R. G. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-071 Mintzer, D. 11 1898
GSFC Hirschmann, E. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-080 Ksienski, A. A. 45 2970
GSFC Smith, D. E. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-161 Rapp, R. H. 19 2972
GSFC Carpenter, L. H. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-161 Rapp, R. H. 19 2972
GSFC Fihelly, A. W. OLD DOMINION UNIV NAS 5-21816 Marshall, H. G. 33 3446
GSFC Crump, E. W. OREGON STATE UNIV NAS 5-21831 Smionson, G. H. 39 3012
GSFC Ragland, T. M. OREGON STATE UNIV NAS 5-21831 Smionson, G. H. 39 3012
GSFC Szajna, E. F. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NAS 5-23133 McMurtry, G. J. 39 3066
GSFC Brown, J. P. POLY INST BROOKLYN NGL 33-006-020 Pickholtz, R. L. 45 2823
GSFC Rasool, S. I. POLY INST BROOKLYN NGR 33-006-062 Gross, S. H. 11 2825
GSFC Hogan, J. S. POLY INST BROOKLYN NGR 33-006-062 Gross, S. H. 11 2825
GSFC Kupperian, J. E. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 5-1810 Spitzer, L., Jr. 11 2630
GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 5-23254 45 2631
GSFC Barbieri, R. W. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-152 Lion, P. M. 42 2651
GSFC Greene, E. P. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-170 Coffman, E. G. 19 2652
GSFC Boggess, A., III PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NSR 31-001-286 Lowrance, J. 11 2674
GSFC Fihelly, A. W. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21773 McDonald, R. B. 39 1985
GSFC Fihelly, A. W. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21785 Baumgardner, M. F. 19 1986
GSFC Fihelly, A. W. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NAS 5-21880 Hoffer, R. M. 99 1987
GSFC Lynch, T. J. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15-005-106 Wintz, P. A. 45 2000
GSFC Alford, W. L. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15-005-152 Wintz, P. A. 45 2004
GSFC Donn, B. RENSSELAER POLY-NY NGL 33-018-017 Hudson, J. B. 11 2834
GSFC Meese, K. J. RICE UNIVERSITY NAS 5-9317 Anderson, H. 32 3212
GSFC Thole, J. M. RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK NAS 5-9276 Rouy, A. L. 11 2676
GSFC Donley, J. D. RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK NAS 5-9276 Rouy, A. L. 11 2676
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. SO DAKOTA STATE UNIV NAS 5-21774 Meyers, V. I. 39 3149
GSFC Kutz, R. L. SOUTHEASTN MASS UNIV NGR 22-031-002 Chen, C. H. 45 2390
GSFC Rochelle, R. W. SOUTHEASTN MASS UNIV NGR 22-031-002 Chen, C. H. 45 2390
GSFC Brown, J. P. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGR 44-007-037 Gupta, S. C. 45 3236
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TECH 
OFF  TECHNICAL 
LOC OFFICER 
GSFC Meese, K. J. 
GSFC Baker. J. 
GSFC Stone, R. G .  
GSFC Lidston. J. M. 
GSFC Kant, S. 
GSFC Lefferts. E. J. 
GSFC Farquhar. R. W. 
GSFC Hovis. W. A. 
GSFC Crump. E. W. 
GSFC Crump, E. W. 
GSFC Wrublik, K. P. 
GSFC Stone, R. G. 
GSFC Hughes, W. E. 
GSFC Farquhar, R. W. 
GSFC Barbieri, R. W. 
GSFC Hughes. W. E. 
GSFC Stothers, R. 
GSFC Thaddeus. P. 
GSFC Mangus, J. D. 
GSFC Creveling, C. I. 
GSFC Pease, P. B. 
GSFC Pritchard, J. A. 
GSFC Gridley, D. H. 
GSFC Damon. E. P. 
GSFC Damon. E. P. 
GSFC Slonesifer, G. R. 
GSFC Fihelly. A. W. 
GSFC Stoncsifcr, G. R. 
GSFC Crump, E. W. 
GSFC Ragland, T. M. 
GSFC Smith, W. S. 
GSFC Stolarik. J. D. 
GSFC Heppner. J .  P. 
GSFC Janniche, P. A. 
GSFC Browning, R. K. 
GSFC Meese, K. I. 
GSFC Chin. E. S. 
GSFC Boggess. N. W. 
GSFC Hamilton, T. 
GSFC iiuvia, W. A .  
GSFC Stonesiler, G .  R. 
GSFC Slonesiler. G. R. 
GSFC Stanesifer, G. R. 
GSFC Stoneifer, G .  R. 
GSFC Slonesifer, G. R. 
GSFC Slecher, T. P. 
GSFC Browning, R. K. 
GSFC Cu::an, R. I .  
GSFC Hoffman, W .  F. 
GSFC Stothers. R. 
GSFC Ahercrombie, R. 
GSFC Draper, L. T. 
GSFC Wales. R. 
GSFC Madden, 1. J .  
GSFC Crump, E. W. 
GSFC Thule, J. M. 
GSFC Douley. J .  L. 
GSFC Douley, J. L. 
INSTITUTION 
S T A ~ ~ O R D  UNIVERSITY 














STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 







UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNiV OF AKiZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 








CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NAS 5-9309 Helliwell, R. A. 
NAS 5-10102 Villard. 0. G.  
NAS 5-11387 Peterson, A. M. 
NAS 5-21684 Breakwell, J. V. 
NAS 5-21684 Breakwell, J. V. 
NAS 5-21714 Breakwcll, J. V. 
NAS 5-21714 Breakwell. J. V. 
NAS 5-21733 Lyon. R. J. 
NAS 5-21775 Rich, E. I. 
NAS 5-21884 Lyon, R. P. 
NAS 5-231 17 Hofstadter, R. 
NAS 5-23205 Peterson, A. M. 
NGL 05-020-165 King, G. 
NGR 05-020-507 Breakwell, J. V. 
NGR 05-020592 Breakwell, J .  V. 
NGL 33-015-066 Tuan, H. S. 
NGL 33-015-082 Owen, T. 
NGL 33-015-082 Owen, T.  
NGR 33-015-068 Stroke, G .  W. 
NGR 33-022-125 Foster, G .  H. 
NGR 33-022-150 Foster, G. H. 
NGR 33-022-150 Foster, G. H. 
NAS 5-11911 Simmons, D. B. 
NAS 5-1 1911 Simmons. D. B. 
NAS 5-1 1988 Simmons. D .  B. 
NAS 5-21857 Rouse. J. W., Jr.  
NAS 5-21720 Miller, W. D. 
NAS 5-21876 Henry. H. R. 
NAS 5-21833 Belon, A. E. 
N 4 S  5-21833 Belon. A. E. 
NAS 5-22167 Staley, G .  
NAS 5-23085 Wescott, E. M. 
NAS 5-23085 Wescotl, E. M. 
NAS 5-1 1425 Bowen, T. 
NAS 5-1 1425 Bawen, T. 
NAS 5-11444 L'Heureux, J. I. 
NAS 5.11456 Marathy, A. S. 
NAS 5-21484 Kuiper, G .  P. 
NAS 5.21484 Kuiper, G .  P. 
NAS 5-2i66i Cofieen, D. i. 
NAS 5-21777 Hendrickran, J.  R. 
NAS 5-21812 McGinnics, W. G .  
NAS 5-21819 Lowe, C. H. 
NAS 5-21820 Smith, E. L.. Jr. 
NAS 5-21849 Slater, P. N. 
NAS 5-22121 Kuiper, G. P. 
NAS 5-23176 Bowen, T. 
NGR C3-M2-155 Hcrman, B. M. 
NGR 03-002-180 Lee, T. A. 
NGR 03-002-180 Lee, T. A. 
NGR 03-002-184 Johnston. H. L. 
NGR 03-M2-184 Johnston, H. L. 
NAS 5-10362 Mozer, F. S. 
NAS 5-11038 Anderson, R. A. 
NAS 5-21827 Colwell, R. N. 
NAS 5-23030 Heckman. H. H. 
NAS 5-23030 Heckman, H. H. 
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OFF TECHNICAL 
M C  OFFICER 
GSFC Tholc. J. M. 
GSFC Northrop, T. G .  
GSFC Plotkin, H. H. 
GSFC Miller, J ,  E, 
GSFC Lynch. T. J. 
GSFC Lynch, T. 1. 
GSFC Mccse. K. J. 
GSFC Meex, K. J .  
GSFC Kutz, R. 
GSFC Wales, R. 0. 
GSFC Northrop, T. G .  
GSFC Mentzer, R. H. 
GSFC Bandeen, W. R. 
GSFC Halem, M. 
GSFC 
GSFC Crump. E. W. 
GSFC Temkin, A. 
GSFC Wainscoll, F .  W.. I1 
GSFC Wales, R. 
GSFC Thole, J. M. 
GSFC Donley, J. 
GSFC Donley, J. 
GSFC Thole. J. M. 
GSFC Wales, R. 0. 
GSFC Carrion, W. J. 
GSFC Lancaster, E. R. 
GSFC Meere. K. J .  
GSFC Meesc, K .  I. 
GSFC Ferer, B. H. 
GSFC Davis, M. A. 
GSFC Shenk. W. E. 
GSFC Theon, 1. S. 
GSFC Wexler. R. 
GSFC Christie, C. J. 
GSFC Staff, W. 0. 
GSFC Meese, K.  J. 
GSFC Meese, K. J .  
GSFC Donley, J. L. 
GSFC Scott, D. H. 
GSFC Grimcs. D. W. 
GSFC Findlay, J.  A. 
GSFC Fihelly, A. W. 
GSFC ~ ihe l& ,  A. W. 
GSFC 
GSFC Habbs. R. W. 
GSFC Brandt,.J. C. 
GSFC Morakia, J .  
GSFC Crump, E.  W. 
GSFC Golden, T. S. 
GSFC Ferer, B. H. 
GSFC Davis, M .  A. 
GSFC Limberis, B. R. 
GSFC Madden, J. S. 
GSFC Longanecker, G .  W. 
GSFC Eaker, H. L. 
GSFC Ousley, G. W. 
GSFC White, C. E. 








UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 








UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
UNlV O F  IDAHO 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV OF  IOWA 
GRANT/ 







































NAS 5-1 1363 
NAS 5-11363 
NAS 5-1 1405 















NAS 5-1 1279 
NAS 5-1 1279 
NAS 5-11431 
Boyer. C. S. 
Kauiman, A. N. 
Tounes, C. H. 
Algazi. V. R. 
Algari, V. R. 
Algazi, V. R. 
Coleman, P. J .  
Coleman, P. J .  
Balakrishnan, A. V. 
Coleman, P. J. 
Wang, A. Y. 




Lewis, L. N. 
Poe, R. T. 
Mcllwain, C. E. 
Mcllwain, C.  E. 
Peterson, L. E. 
Peteraon, L. E. 
Peterson, L. E. 
Peterson, L. E. 
Mcllwain, C. E. 
Helstorn, C. W. 
Mitchell, T. P. 
Mcyrr, P. 
Simpson, J. A. 
Simpsan, J. A. 
Simpsan, J. D. 
Fujita, T. T. 
Lindzcn. R. S. 
Lindzcn, R. S. 
Detigny. E. 
Rense. W. A. 
Barth, C. A. 
Thomas. G .  E. 
Brunncr, E. C.  
Brunner. E. C. 
Barth, C. A. 
Barth, C. A. 
Szekielda. K. H. 
Klemas, V. 
Edlich, J. 
Wolstencroit. R.  D. 
Peterson, W. W. 
Tisdale, E. W. 
Yeh. K. C. 
Frank, L. A. 
Frank, L. A. 
Frank, L. A. 
Gurnett, D. A. 
Gurnett, D. A. 
Frank, L. A. 
Gurnett, D. A. 
Gurnett, D. A. 
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TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
GSFC Szajna, E. F. UNIV OF VERMONT NAS 5-21753 Lind, A. O. 32 3427
GSFC Bertsch, D. L. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NAS 5-21412 Frederick, L. W. 99 3468
GSFC Donn, B. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NGL 47-005-066 Fredrick, L. W. 11 3472
GSFC Heath, D. F. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-125 Leovy, C. B. 31 3541
GSFC Treon, J. S. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGR 48-002-125 Leovy, C. B. 31 3541
GSFC White, W. A. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-1348 Code, A. D. 11 3565
GSFC Davis, M. A. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-11068 Scherb, F. 13 3566
GSFC Limberis, W. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-11068 Scherb, F. 13 3566
GSFC Donley, J. O. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-11361 Kraushar, W. L. 13 3567
GSFC Thole, J. M. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-11361 Kraushar, W. L. 13 3567
GSFC Nordberg, W. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-11542 Suomi, V. E. 31 3568
GSFC Bandeen, W. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21607 Suomi, V. E. 31 3569
GSFC Bandeen, W. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21650 Suomi, V. E. 31 3570
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21754 Clapp, J. L. 32 3571
GSFC Greaves, J. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21794 Erickson, R. W. 31 3572
GSFC Bandeen, W. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NAS 5-21798 Suomi, V. E. 31 3573
GSFC Halem, M. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-215 Suomi, V. E. 31 3598
GSFC Durocher, N. L. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-215 Suomi, V. E. 31 3598
GSFC Stonesifer, G. R. UNIV OF WYOMING NAS 5-21799 Houston, R. S. 32 3601
GSFC Fihelly, A. W. UNIV OF WYOMING NAS 5-21818 Houston, R. S. 32 3602
GSFC Thole, J. M. UNIV OF WYOMING NAS 5-23028 Pepin, T. J. 31 3603
GSFC Douley, J. L. UNIV OF WYOMING NAS 5-23028 Pepin, T. J. 31 3603
GSFC Fihelly, A. W. VIRGINIA POLY INST NAS 5-21729 Glover, L., III 32 3497
GSFC Hirschmann, E. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-091 Bostian, C. W. 45 3509
GSFC Walter, L. S. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-093 Gibbs, G. V. 12 3510
GSFC Fedor, J. V. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-098 Meirovitch, L. 42 3512
GSFC Bell, L. W. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-098 Meirovitch, L. 42 3512
GSFC Fedor, J. V. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-100 Meirovitch, L. 42 3513
GSFC Hrastar, J. A. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-100 Meirovitch, L. 42 3513
GSFC Dod, L. R. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-102 Galindo, V. 45 3515
GSFC Dod, L. R. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGR 47-004-103 Stutzman, W. L. 45 3516
GSFC Findlay, J. A. YALE UNIVERSITY NAS 5-23004 Walker, J. W. 31 1705
GSFC Grimes, D. W. YALE UNIVERSITY NAS 5-23004 Walker, J. W. 31 1705
GSFC Strong, J. P., III YALE UNIVERSITY NGL 07-004-005 Barker, R. C. 45 1707
GSFC Schaefer, D. H. YALE UNIVERSITY NGL 07-004-005 Barker, R. C. 45 1707
GSFC Poltkin, H. H. YALE UNIVERSITY NGR-07-004-035 Lamb, W. E. 13 1714
JPL Lewicki, G. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-009-033 Feldman, C. 13 2141
JPL Strand, L. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-109 Summerfield, M. 41 2640
JPL King, J. SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE NGR 19-005-006 Chakkalakal, D. A. 11 2108
JPL Rembaui, A. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-242 Little, W. A. 13 1309
JPL Rembaum, A. TULANE UNIVERSITY NGL 19-002-027 Hermann, A. M. 13 2114
JPL Moore, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-199 Greene, P. H. 21 1940
JPL Lewicki, G. UNIV OF MAINE-ORONO NGR 20-006-016 Clark, A. H. 13 2121
JPL Zmuidzinas, J. S. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-270 Miller, J. 21 2173
JPL Jordan, J. F. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGL 44-012-008 Tapley, B. D. 42 3335
JSC Harris, E. S. ALBANY MED COLLEGE NAS 9-9964 Coulston, F. 59 2707
JSC Harris, J. W. ARIZONA STATE UNIV NGR 03-001-057 Moore, C. B. 12 1111
JSC Lewa!!en, J. M. AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NGR 01-003-008 Shaw, W. A. 42 1024
JSC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN NGR 01-003-036 Fitzpatrick, P. M. 21 1025
JSC Forbes, C. D. AUSTIN STATE UNIV NAS 9-12492 39 3186
JSC Dornbach, J. AUSTIN STATE UNIV NAS 9-13089 Baker, R. D. 72 3187
JSC Alexander, W. C. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-7280 Johnson, P. C. 52 3188
JSC Harris, E. S. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-8109 59 3189
JSC Leach, C. S. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-10537 Campbell, B. O. 52 3190
JSC Leach, C. S. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-11201 Johnson, P. C. 59 3191
JSC Day, J. L. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-11327 Frost, J. D. 52 3192
JSC Shumate, W. M. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-11753 Roessler, R. 69 3193
JSC Delucchi, M. R. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-11855 Frost, J. D. 59 3194
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JSC Smith, M. C., Jr. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-12728 Nichols, B. L. 52 3195
JSC Kimzey, S. L. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-13139 Criswell, B. S. 53 3196
JSC Shumate, W. H. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-13452 Roessler, R. 53 3197
JSC Leach, C. S. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NAS 9-13540 Di'Ferrante, N. 59 3198
JSC Kimzey, S. L. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NGR 44-003-044 53 3199
JSC Kimzey, S. L. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NGR 44-003-053 Nichols, B. L. 52 3200
JSC Shumate, W. H. BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL NGR 44-003-054 Kellaway, P. 59 3201
JSC Hoffler, G. W. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-021 Chobanion, A. V. 52 2209
JSC Harris, J. W. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGR 40-002-123 Rutherford, M. J. 32 3130
JSC Eichelman, W. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 9-11454 Scott, R. F. 19 1190
JSC Eichelman, W. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 9-12270 Burnet, D. 13 1191
JSC Eichelman, W. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 9-12585 Burnett, D. S. 31 1192
JSC Da Silva, A. J. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 9-12840 Zirin, H. 11 1193
JSC Harris, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-187 Silver, L. T. 12 1205
JSC Harris, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-188 Wasserburg, G. J. 12 1206
JSC Harris, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-190 Epstein, S. 13 1207
JSC Bates, J. R. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-159 Silver, L. T. 32 1217
JSC Harris, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-307 Ahrens, T. J. 32 1233
JSC Harris, J. W. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGL 36-027-057 Radcliffe, S. V. 12 2934
JSC Harris, J. W. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-021 Radcliffe, S. V. 13 2937
JSC Harris, J. W. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-028 Cooper, R. A. 13 2938
JSC Batson, B. H. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGR 33-013-063 Schilling, D. L. 49 2715
JSC Ferguson, J. K. CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON NAS 9-10494 Guthrie, R. K. 51 3135
JSC Harris, J. W. COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND NGL 52-083-009 McCord, T. B. 19 3611
JSC Hoffman, R. A. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NGR 47-006-054 Aceto, H., Jr. 51 3436
JSC Miller, M. COLORADO SCH OF MINE NAS 9-13394 Lee, K. 32 1622
JSC Dragg, J. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 9-12972 Smith, J. 31 1634
JSC Mason, C. C. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 9-13142 Striffler, W. D. 32 1635
JSC Harris, J. W. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-119 Lindsay, W. A. 13 1643
JSC Benson, R. E. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-128 Lett, J. T. 51 1645
JSC Eichleman, W. F. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 9-5957 Latham, G. H. 31 2725
JSC Eichleman, W. F. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 9-6037 ' Langseth, M. G. 19 2726
JSC White, T. T. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11751 Talwani, M. 19 2727
JSC Harris, J. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-169 Horai, K. 13 2739
JSC Strangway, D. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-174 Horai, K. 13 
2740
JSC Harris, J. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-177 Horai, K. 13 2741
JSC Pearce, F. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 9-10657 Gold, T. 31 2750
JSC Rambaut, P. C. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11030 Lutwak, L. 52 2751
JSC Smith, M. C. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11030 Lutwak, L. 52 2751
JSC Hicks, R. D. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NAS 9-13364 Hardy, E. E. 39 2752
JSC Harris, J. W. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-137 Gold, T. 13 
2770
JSC Harris, J. W. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-166 Morrison, G. H. 12 
2774
JSC Miller, M. L. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NAS 9-13311 Stoiber, R. E. 32 
2603
JSC Reina, B., Jr. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NAS 9-10380 Hemenway, C. L. 39 2785
JSC Levin, R. R. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NAS 9-12539 Greenberg, J. M. 
31 2786
JSC Hardee, S. N. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NAS 9-12557 Mercer, R. D. 11 
2787
JSC Fitch, R. C. DUKE UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11994 Walbaisht, M. L. 53 
2886
JSC Taylor, G. R. EASTRN MICHIGAN UNIV NAS 9-11562 Volz, P. A. 51 
2411
JSC Harris, J. W. FAIRLEIGH-DICKNSON U NGL 31-006-011 Adams, J. B. 
13 2621
JSC Fedderson, W. E. FLORIDA STATE UNIV NGR 10-004-071 Haythorn, W. W. 
51 1783
JSC Moseley, E. C. FORDHAM UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11839 Kubis, J. F. 59 
2792
JSC Fedderson, W. E. FORDHAM UNIVERSITY NSR 33-012-006 Kubis, J. F. 
69 2794
JSC Harris, J. W. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NGR 09-010-080 Wasilewski, P. 13 1759
JSC Simon, W. E. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 9-10415 Black, W. Z. 46 
1838
JSC Lewallen, J. M. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-008 Foster, B. R. 59 2081
JSC Benson, R. E. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-008 Foster, B. R. 
59 2081
JSC Bogard, D. D. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-012 Sabu, D. D. 43 
2083
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JSC Olree, H. D. HARDING COLLEGE NAS 9-9433 52 1172
JSC Smith, M. C. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NAS 9-13370 Hegsted, D. M. 59 2221
JSC Harris, J. W. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-247 Hays, J. F. 12 2230
JSC Harris, J. W. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-191 Frondel, C. 32 2236
JSC Harris, J. W. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-199 Hays, J. F. 12 2237
JSC Bonner, G. HOUSTON BAPTIST COL NGR 44-081-001 Modisette, J. L. 11 3204
JSC Harris, J. W. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NAS 9-9974 Meinschein, W. G. 12 1975
JSC Harris, J. W. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NGR 15-003-105 Meinschein, W. G. 12 1982
JSC McFadin, L. B. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NAS 9-11528 Fastie, W. G. 13 2131
JSC Lewallen, J. M. LAMAR UNIVERSITY NGR 44-029-003 Cherry, L. B. 49 3205
JSC Eggleston, J. M. LAMAR UNIVERSITY NGR 44-029-003 Cherry, L. B. 49 3205
JSC Harris, J. W. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NAS 9-8084 Sclar, C. B. 32 3051
JSC Harris, J. W. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NAS 9-10401 Goldstein, J. I. 32 3052
JSC Harris, J. W. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-056 Goldstein, J. 1. 12 3057
JSC Kondo, Y. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-061 McCluskey, G. E., Jr. 13 3058
JSC Harris, J. W. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-064 Sclar, C. B. 13 3059
JSC Craddock, W. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 9-10986 Jones, W. V. 13 2092
JSC Eandi, R. D. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 9-10986 Jones, W. V. 13 2092
JSC Moseley, W. M. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 9-12352 Daniel, L. R., Jr. 41 2093
JSC Teixeira, C. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 9-12352 Daniel, L. R., Jr. 41 2093
JSC Kimzey, S. L. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NGR 19-001-085 Wilkens, B. 51 2100
JSC Walkinshaw, C. H. LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS NAS 9-11339 Laseter, J. L. 51 2102
JSC Wooley, B. G. LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS NAS 9-11339 Laseter, J. L. 51 2102
JSC Wooley, B. C. LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS NAS 9-12941 Laseter, J. L. 51 2103
JSC Walkinshaw, C. H. LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS NAS 9-12941 Laseter, J. L. 51 2103
JSC Giuli, R. T. LA STATE U-SHREVEPT NAS 9-9317 Moss, T. A. 11 2104
JSC Tribble, E. L., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-4065 Driscoll, D. C. 42 2286
JSC Jones, M. E. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-6823 Ragan, R. 21 2287
JSC Jones, M. E. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-8242 Sears, N. 42 2288
JSC Giuli, R. T. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-8328 Weiss, R. 11 2289
JSC Cox, K. J. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-10268 Sears, N. E. 42 2290
JSC Heidelbaugh, N. D. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-10658 Labuza, T. P. 59 2291
JSC Smith, M. C. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-10658 Labuza, T. P. 59 2291
JSC Stewart, E. B. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-10748 Simmons, M. G. 19 2292
JSC Tewart, R. S. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-10749 Wing, C. G. 32 2293
JSC Rambaut, P. C. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-10754 Scrimshaw, N. S. 59 2294
JSC Cubley, D. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-11540 Simmons, D. G. 19 2295
JSC Holley, M. H. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-11555 Harper, J. 19 2296
JSC Smith, E. E., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-11764 Olsen, E. 42 2297
JSC Hoffler, G. W. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-12289 Lees, R. S. 52 2298
JSC Eichelman, W. F. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-12334 Toksoz, M. N. 31 2299
JSC Heidelbaugh, N. D. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-12485 Karel, M. 53 2300
JSC Fuller, J. F. MASS INST OF TECH NAS 9-13207 Hoag, D. 41 2301
JSC Harris, J. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-540 Simmons, G. 13 2348
JSC Harris, J. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-543 Biemann, K. 12 2349
JSC Harris, J. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-551 Burns, R. G. 12 2350
JSC Harris, J. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-597 Westphal, W: B. 13 2352
JSC Harris, J. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-646 Uhlmann, D. R. 47 2360
JSC Kirby, R. R. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NAS 9-13332 Manderscheid, L. V. 19 2414
JSC Arndt, G. D. NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR NGR 32-003-037 Carden, F. F. 45 2692
JSC Byrns, Z. H. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NAS 9-13356 Pierson, W. J., Jr. 39 2808
JSC Bailey, J. V. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-102 Post, J. 52 2812
JSC Barnes, C. A. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-102 Post, J. 52 2812
JSC Golden, R. L. NO CAROLINA STATE U NAS 9-9522 Goldstein, J. I. 13 2897
JSC Hicks, R. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NAS 9-13321 Welby, C. 39 2898
JSC Kimzey, S. L. NO TEXAS STATE UNIV NAS 9-13221 52 3206
JSC Harris, J. W. NORTHEASTERN UNIV NGR 22-011-069 Perry, C. H. 13 2383
JSC Mansur, S. R. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NAS 9-7222 Ray, J. W. 11 1889
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JSC Harris, J. W. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NGR 33-015-154 Carter, N. L. 13 2863
JSC Leach, C. S. ST U NY-UPST MED CTR NAS 9-11846 Miller, M. 59 2868
JSC Hardee, S. N. ST U NY COL-GENESCO NAS 9-12770 Young, R. A. 32 2869
JSC Johnston, D. A. TEXAS A&I UNIVERSITY NGR 44-073-003 Speed, F. M. 19 3240
JSC Lewallen, J. M. TEXAS A&I UNIVERSITY NGR 44-073-003 Speed, F. M. 19 3240
JSC Hoffman, R. A. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-9053 Hightower, D. 52 3248
JSC Arndt, G. D. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-9285 Haden, C. R. 45 3249
JSC Moseley, W. C., Jr. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-9766 Lowy, S. H. 41 3250
JSC Potter, A. E. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11155 Rouse, J. W. 39 3251
JSC Moseley, W. C., Jr. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11303 Cavin, R. K., 111 41 3252
JSC Jenkins, L. W. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11658 Norton, D. J. 41 3253
JSC Taylor, G. R. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-11931 Foster, B. G. 51 3254
JSC Walkinshaw, C. H. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-12050 Halliwell, R. S. 39 3255
JSC Heidelbaugh, N. D. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-12434 Burns, E. E. 59 3256
JSC Richmond, R. G. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-12586 Smathers, J. B. 13 3257
JSC Ehlers, H. K. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-12586 Smathers, J. B. 13 3257
JSC Wooley, B. C. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-12671 Halliwell, R. S. 51 3258
JSC Walkinshaw, C. H. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-12671 Halliwell, R. S. 51 3258
JSC Mc Pherson, T. M. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-13349 Burnett, N. C. 33 3259
JSC Walkinshaw, C. H. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-13374 Kuykendall, W. E., Jr. 51 3260
JSC Potter, A. E. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 9-13545 Toler, R. W. 32 3261
JSC Stebbins, F. J. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGL 44-001-044 Stricklin, J. A. 13 3263
JSC Johnston, D. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGR 44-001-095 Hartley, H. O. 99 3265
JSC Lewallen, J. M. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGR 44-001-095 Hartley, H. O. 99 3265
JSC Cour-Palais, B. G. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NGR 44-001-106 Rodenberger, C. A. 49 3266
JSC Fedderson, W. E. TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIV NGR 44-009-030 Sells, S. B. 62 3272
JSC TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV NAS 9-8795 76 3273
JSC Day, J. L. TEXAS TECH UNIV NAS 9-11162 Portnoy, W. M. 45 3276
JSC MacDonald, R. B. TEXAS TECH UNIV NAS 9-12775 Odell, P. L. 21 3277
JSC Baker, K. TEXAS TECH UNIV NAS 9-12775 Odell, P. L. 21 3277
JSC Eandi, B. K. TEXAS TECH UNIV NGR 44-011-050 Coherty, W. A. 21 3278
JSC Rambaut, P. C. TEXAS WOMANS UNIV NAS 9-9755 Mack, P. B. 59 3281
JSC Smith, M. C. TEXAS WOMANS UNIV NAS 9-9755 Mack, P. B. 59 3281
JSC Jackson, M. M. TUFTS UNIVERSITY NGR 22-012-026 Spodick, D. H. 51 2391
JSC Tilton, E. L. TULANE UNIVERSITY NAS 9-12966 33 2113
JSC Fedderson, W. E. TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE NGR 01-005-017 Sellers, J. P. 46 1034
JSC Trichel, M. C. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NAS 9-11329 Davis, T. N. 45 1097
JSC Trichel, M. C. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NAS 9-11815 Davis, T. N. 39 1098
JSC Kunradi, A. UNIV ALASKA-1-AIRBNKS NAS 9-12649 11 1099
JSC Laidley, R. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGL 02-001-063 Forbes, R. B. 32 1100
JSC Morrison, D. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGL 02-001-063 Forbes, R. B. 32 1100
JSC Craddock, W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 9-11884 Krider, E. P. 13 1134
JSC Mendell, W. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NAS 9-12613 Kuiper, G. P. 42 1135
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-237 Nagy, B. 12 1157
JSC Hardee, N. U ARKANSAS-MONTICELO NAS 9-13196 Delton, R. A. 13 1175
JSC Craddock, W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-7801 Alvarez, L. W. 31 1385
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-7889 Calvin, M. 12 1386
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-8806 Alvarez, L. W. 32 1387
JSC Lafferty, P. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-10509 Anderson, K. A. 39 1388
JSC Rambaut, P. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-10930 Calloway, D. 59 1389
JSC Smith, M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-10930 Calloway, D. 59 1389
JSC Robbins, D. E. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-11024 Bowyer, C. S. 11 1390
JSC Miller, M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-11266 Mitchell, J. K. 19 1391
JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NAS 9-12005 32 1392
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-409 Reynolds, J. H. 13 1404
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-410 Price, P. B. 13 1405
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-418 Calvin, M. 12 1415
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-435 Burlingame, A. L. 12 1418
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JSC Strangway, D. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-447 Morrison, H. F. 19 1420
JSC Ghose, S. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-486 13 1433
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-512 Morrison, 
H. F. 13 1437
JSC Leach, C. S. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NAS 9-13504 Beljan, J. R. 52 1453
JSC Jackson, M. M. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-026 Carlson, L. 
D. 53 1458
JSC Hoffler, G. W. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-026 Carlson, 
L. D. 53 1458
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-076 MacGregor, 
I. D. 13 1462
JSC Delucchi, M. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 9-10835 Kales, 
A. 52 1477
JSC Beckman, E. L. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 9-10835 Kales, 
A. 52 1477
JSC Homick, J. L. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 9-11907 Markham, C. H. 
59 1478
JSC Lafferty, P. E. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 9-12236 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 11 1479
JSC Hardee, S. N. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 9-12757 Kaula, W. M. 13 1480
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-287 Wetherill, G. W. 13 1490
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-330 Anderson, O. L. 13 1491
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-367 Wasson, J. T. 12 1493
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-289 Kaplan, I. R. 13 1501
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-291 Wasson, J. 13 1502
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-292 Schopf, J. W. 32 1503
JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-345 Libby, W. F. 
32 1512
JSC Lafferty, P. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NAS 9-10670 Arnold, J. R. 
39 1534
iSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-148 Arnold, J. R. 12 1545
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-150 Marti, K. 12 1546
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-154 Arrhenius, G. O. 13 1547
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-152 Engel, A. E. 12 1557
JSC Jackson, M. M. UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN NGR 05-025-007 Earley, L. E. 52 1572
JSC Hoffler, G. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN NGR 05-025-007 Earley, L. E. 52 1572
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA NGR 05-010-081 Tilton, G. R. 32 1579
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 9-7887 Anders, E. 39 1915
JSC Parker, R. A. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 9-11691 O'Dell, C. R. 11 1916
JSC Bonner, G. P. UNIV OF CHICAGO NAS 9-11691 O'Dell, C. R. 11 1916
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-167 Anders, E. 13 1924
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-169 Clayton, R. N. 12 1925
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-171 Smith, J. V. 
13 1926
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-166 Fernandez-Moran, 
H. 13 1933
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGR 14-001-173 Hafner, S. S. 13 1934
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR NGR 06-003-181 Larson, E. E. 13 1667
JSC Mieszkuc, B. J. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NAS 9-10844 Kenyon, A. J. 59 1694
JSC McQueen, J. L. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NAS 9-10844 Kenyon, A. J. 59 1694
JSC Alexander, W. C. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NAS 9-11575 Kenyon, A. J. 59 1695
JSC Holland, J. M. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NAS 9-11575 Kenyon, A. J. 59 1695
JSC Mieszkuc, B. J. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NAS 9-11941 Kenyon, A. J. 
59 1696
JSC Byrns, Z. UNIV OF DELAWARE NAS 9-13344 
Szekielda, K. 33 1727
JSC Harris, J. W. UNIV OF DELAWARE NGR 08-001-029 Glass, B. P. 13 1729
JSC Kondo, Y. UNIV OF FLORIDA NAS 9-11436 11 1791
JSC Grimwood, J. M. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-9104 Swenson, L. 
S. 73 3285
JSC Moorehead, R. W. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-9270 Shehadeh, 
N. M. 45 3286
JSC Eggers, D. S. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-9851 Hayre, H. S. 
45 3287
JSC Walkinshaw, C. H. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-10947 Venketeswaran, S. 53 3288
JSC Wooley, B. C. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-10947 
Venketeswaran, S. 53 3288
JSC Huntoon, H. H. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-11276 Zuckerman, 
J. V. 99 3289
JSC Heidelbaugh, N. D. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-11676 Cox, J. E. 59 3290
JSC Arndt, G. D. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-11845 Simpson, 
R. S. 45 3291
JSC Jackson, J. T. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-11885 Sheer, D. 
H. 53 3292
JSC Schneider, H. J. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-12093 
Zlatkis, A. 52 3293
JSC Cotton, P. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-12217 
Zuckerman, J. V. 99 3294
JSC -Amesbury, D. A. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-12646 Graff, W. J. 
44 3295
JSC Erb, R. B. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-12646 Graff, W. 
J. 44 3295
JSC Buckel, C. A. UNIV OF HOUSTON NAS 9-12650 
Holland, W. E. 79 3296
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UNlV OF MASS-AMHERST 
V?!' OF %$:A?,:: 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
IlNlV MICII-AV\ AKBOK 
U Mlh\ -MFiPI  S-ST I'4LL 
U hl lU\-MNPI S-ST I'4CL 
U MIXh-MhPI  S-ST I'ACL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV MISS-MEDL CNTR 








CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NAS 9-12650 Holland, W. E. 
NAS 9-12692 Eisncr, M. E. 
NAS 9-12777 Deccll, H. 
NAS 9-13068 Zlatkis, A. 
NAS 9-13134 Gupta, V. D. 
NAS 9-13262 Venketeswaran, S. 
NAS 9.13306 Clark, W. H., Jr. 
NAS 9-13457 Zlatkis, A. 
NAS 9-13462 Hayre, H. S. 
NGL 44-005-041 Goodman, C. 
NGL 44-005-090 Huang, C. J. 
NGL 44-005-184 King. E. A. 
NGR 44-005-120 Michalopoulos, C. D .  
NGR 44-005-125 Oro, J. 
NGR 44-005-127 Oro, J. 
N C R  44-005-137 Hildebmndt, A.  F. 
NGR 44005-162 Vant Hull, L. L. 
NCR 44-005-181 Eisner, M. 
NGR 44-005-181 Eisner, M. 
NAS 9-12078 Stewart, R. 
NGR 13-001-008 Reid, R. R. 
NGR 14-012-026 Guttman, H. N. 
NAS 9-12446 Wong, K. W. 
NAS 9-12459 Karara. H.  M. 
NAS 9-13313 Hoppin, R. A. 
NAS 9-10261 Moore. R. K .  
NAS 9-12061 Moore. R. K. 
NAS 9-13271 Yarger, H. L. - 
NAS 9-13273 Eagleman, J.  R. 
NAS 9-13331 Moore, R. K.  
NAS 9-13347 Moore, R. K .  
NAS 9-13347 Moore, R. K. 
NAS 9-12749 Camr ,  W. M. 
NGR 18-001-058 Ehmann, W. D. 
NCR 18-001-060 Birkebah. R. C. 
NAS 9-5886 Weber, I. 
NGR 21-002-329 Ponnamperuma, C. 
NGL 22-010-089 Haggeny, S. E. 
..-" ." -"" !run rv-uv,-"as Fox, S. W. 
NGR 1&007-097 Epstein. M. 
NAS 9-12872 Powers, W. F. 
NGR 23-005-559 Stolarski, R. S. 
NAS 9-11367 Kellogg, P. J. 
NAS 9-12338 Halberg, F. 
NAS 9-12560 Labura, T. P. 
NAS 9-13405 Halberg, F. 
NCL 24-005-225 Pepin, R: 0. 
NGR 24-005-223 Murthy, V. R. 
NGR 24-005-231 Nier, A. 0. 
NGR 24-005-248 Banerjee, S. K .  
NGR 25-002-018 Milhorn, H. T., JT. 
NCR 25-002-018 Milhorn, H. T., Jr. 
NAS 9-9209 Mengel, C. E. 
NAS 9-9209 Mengel, C. E. 
NAS 9-10955 Luckey. T. D. 
NAS 9-12369 Rambaut. P. C. 
NAS 9-12526 Winnick, J. 
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Fuller, C. E. 
Heidelbaugh, N. D. 
Fuller, C. E. 
Fuller. C. E. 
Schneider, H. J. 
Fuller. C. E. 
Bnrnes, C.  M. 
McQueen. J. L. 
Fuller, C.  E. 
Eandi, B. K. 
Holfler. G .  W. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Lallerty, P. 
Lafferty. P. E. 
Miller, M. L. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Foreman, R. G .  
Hardee, S. N. 
Rambnut, P. C.  
Jackson, M. M. 
Jackson. M. M. 
Harris, J. W. 
Fuller, C.  E. 
Barnes, C. M. 
Horrigan, D. J. 
Waligorn. J. M. 
Rambaut, P. C. 
Harris, J. W. 
Holmes, Q. A. 
Miller, M. L. 
Hafller, G .  W. 
Rummel, J .  A. 
McQueen, J. L. 
Curry. D. M. 
Alexander, W. C.  
Leach. C. S. 
Eichclman, W. F. 
Harris, 1. W. 
Rambaul, P. C. 
Eichelmao, W. F. 
Kondo, Y. 
SCUD. C. D. 
Harris, J .  W. 
Norman, R. L. 
Gayle. J. B. 
Lee, W. H. 
Lee, W. H. . 
Gayle. J. B. 
Gayle, J. B., Jr. 
Lee, W. H. 
Wright, M. I. 
Boggs, W. H. 
MacKey, A. J. 
Schlimmer, G .  E. 
Deere. J. H. 
INSTITUTION 
I:NIV r t x - P C ~  H ~ L T H  
UNlV I tX-PUB H t h L T H  
I I K I V  r t x - P U B  H ~ A L T H  
IJNI\ ' l tX-PUB HFALTH 
I.'SIV I tX-PUB HF.ALTH 
UUlV TtX-PUN Ht,ALTH 
LNlV 1 tX-P l lB  HtALTH 
1ItiI\ TtX-PI. 'B HtALTH 
Ilh'lV T tX-PUB Htr\LTH 
LVIV 1 t X - P L B  HtALTt l  
U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL 
UNlV OF  TULSA 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNlV OF  UTAH 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF WASHLNGTON 
UNlV OF  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WEST FLORIDA 
UNlV OF  WEST FLORIDA 
UNlV WISC-GREEN BAY 
UNlV WISC-GREEN BAY 
I I \ I \  WISC-MADISON 
IIUIV UISC-hll\DISON 
UNlV WlSC-MILWAUKEE 
UNlV O F  WYOMING 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
VlRGINlA COMNWLTH U 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 




WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST 





FLORIDA lNST O F  TECH 
FLORIDA INST O F  T t C H  
FLORlDA TECH UNlV 
FLORIDA TECH UNlV 
FLORlDA TECH UNIV 
FLORIDA TECH UNlV 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
UNlV OF  FLORIDA 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE 
NAS 9-11522 Scanlon, J .  E. 53 
NAS 9-11701 Chambers. L. A. 59 
NAS 9-12040 Davis, E. M. 39 
NAS 9- 12041 Severs. R. K. 39 
NAS 9-12640 Labarthe, D. R. 53 
NAS 9-12696 Scallon, J. E. 53 
NAS 9-12696 Scallon, 1. E. 53 
NAS 9-12183 Dawns, J. D .  53 
NAS 9-12823 Rush. M. N. 53 
NOR 44-086002 Chen, C. T. 39 
NGR 44-012-151 Mitchell, J. H. 53 
NGR 37-008-002 Barker, C. 12 
NAS 9-11475 Ward. S. H. 31 
NAS 9-12168 Ward, S. H. 32 
NAS 9-13322 Jensen. M. L. 32 
NGR 45-003-090 Ward, S. H. 32 
NGR 45-003-093 Folias, E. S. 21 
NAS 9-12752 Junkins, J .  L. 13 
NAS 9-13029 Nelp. W. B. 59 
NGR 48-002-0R2 Powell, L. B. 59 
NCR 48-002-135 Scher, A. M. 51 
NGR 48-002-149 Chose, S. 13 
NAS 9-11872 Edmistcn, J .  A. 53 
NAS 9-11872 Edmisten, J. A. 53 
NGR 50-008-WI Kaufman, W. C. 5 1 
NGR 50-008-W1 Kaufman, W. C. 51 
NAS 9-12306 Cameron. J. R. 59 
NGL 50-002-148 Haskin. L. A. 12 
NAS 9-12931 Northouse, R. A. 19 
NAS 9-13298 Houston, R. S. 32 
NAS 9.12889 Smith, R. F .  59 
NGR 47-002-038 Patterson, 1. L. 53 
NAS 9-12601 Moore. W. E. 53 
NAS 9-12630 Lewis, C. H. 4 1 
NAS 9-1 1690 Hutchins, P. M. 52 
NAS 9-1 1690 Hutchins, P. M. 52 
NAS 9-1 1895 Walker, R. M. 31 
NGL 26-008-065 Walker, R. M. 13 
NSR 26-008-036 Ballingler, W. F. 55 
NAS 9-11025 Faller, J. E. I3 
NGR 07-006-006 Page, T. I I 
NAS 9-12563 32 
NAS 9-12564 32 
NAS 9-13058 Rosner, D. E. 43 
NGR 07-MI4639 Clark, S. P. 32 
NGR 07-004-134 Skinner, 8. 1. 12 
NGR 10-022-001 Poanai. P. 39 
NGR 10-015-008 Nevin. T. A. 39 
NGR 10-015-008 Nevin, T. A. 39 
NGR 10-019-004 Miller, H. A. 39 
NGR 10-019-004 Miller, H. A. 39 
NGR 10-019- Nimma. B. G. 39 
NGR IO-019.009 Nimmo, B. G .  39 
NAS10-8375 Webb, R. P. 45 
NASIO-8315 Webb, R. P. 45 
NAS10-7399 Bumgarner, R. A. 45 
NASIO-7399 Bumgarner, R. A. 45 
NASIa1255 Farber. E .  A. 49 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
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'ECH 
IFF  TECHNICAL 



























































Alkins. J. R. 
Hawkins. G .  M. 
Rusro, J. F. 
Jorolan. A. E. 
Toft, P. D. 
Carraway, A. J. 
Boggs. W. H. 
Jorolan, A. E. 
Long, E. R., Jr.  
Yates, E. C.,  Jr. 
Lesler, H. C. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Meador, W. E., Jr. 
Conway, E. J.  
Walker, G .  H. 
Soffen, G .  A. 
Kenimer 
Hubbard, H. 
McComb, H. M. 
Walker. G .  H. 
Conway, E. J. 
Stroud. W. J. 
Jewel, J. W.. Jr. 
Morris, G .  J. 
Moul. M. T. 
Adams. J .  J .  
Stroud. W. J. 
Hall, J. B., Jr. 
Ballard, T. B. 
Murray, N. D. 
Doggett, R. V., Jr. 
Ycager, P. R. 
Hunter, W. H. 
rkck, S. M. 
Wilson, J. W. 
Marlin, D. J .  
Martin, D .  J. 
Smith, D. D. 
Fales, C. L. 
Sweet, G. E. 
Worcrner, C. V. 
Carlron. H. W. 
Edge, P. M., Jr. 
Cawthorn. J. M. 
Soffen. G. A. 
Carlson, H. 
Allario, F. 
Fulton, R. E. 
Sweet. G .  E. 
Long, W. C. 
Pitts. F. L. 
Thomsan, R. G .  
Soflen, G .  A. 
Martin. D. J.  
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV OF  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNIV O F  SO CAROLINA 








CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CkKNI.GIC-Mtl  1 0 h  I VIV 
CAKVFGIC-Mtl I O V  lJNlV 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
ClTY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
ClTY COLLEGE O F  N Y 





COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE OF  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 










FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 



























































F a r k r ,  E. A. 
Lomask, M. 
Lomask, M. 
Farber, E. A. 
Uman, M. A. 
Uman, M. A. 
Bonnell, R. D. 




Mutch, T. A. 
Mason. E. A. 
Lolerski,,J. J. 
Loferski. J. J. 
Anderson. D. L 
Nicolett, M. A. 
Liepmann. H. W. 
Liepmann, H. W. 
Swedlow. J. L. 
Milnes, A. G. 
Milnes. A. G. 
Kicher, T .  P. 
McMurran, R. E. 
McMurran, R. E. 
Mekt.1, R. 
Mekel, R. 
Thornton. W. A. 
Hestor, J. C.  
Snelsire, R. W. 
Snelsire, R. W. 
Rudisill, C. S. 
Harcum, E. R. 
Harcum, E. R. 
Remler, E. A. 
Rembr, E. A. 
Sher, A. 
Sher, A. 
Funsten, H. 0. 
Soest, J .  F. 
Vonder Haar, T. H. 
Vondcr Haar, T. H. 
Friedman, M. 8. 
Friedman, M. B. 
Borsky. P. N. 
Borsky, P. N. 
Sagan. C. 
Seebass, A. R. 
Seebass, A. R. 
Cool, T. A. 
Gallagher. R. H. 
House, F. B. 
Matcovich, T .  J. 
Matcovich, T. J.  
Mortimer, R. W. 




NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
O F F  TECHNICAL 
W C  OFFICER 
LARC Royall, J. F. 
LARC Phillips, E. P. 
LARC Leybold, H. A. 
LARC Shearin. J. G .  
LARC Hubbard. H. H. 
LARC Mulac. R. W. 
LARC Fulton. R. E. 
LARC Stephens, W. B. 
LARC Hubbard, H. H. 
LARC Gilreslh, M.  C. 
LARC Croswell, W. F. 
LARC Peterson, 1. P. 
LARC Evans. J .  S. 
LARC Anderson, G .  Y. 
LARC Michaels, T. S. 
LARC Eskew, M.  H. 
LARC Bushnell, D. M. 
LARC Harris. J .  E. 
LARC Davidsan, J. R.. Jr. 
LARC Leybold. H. A. 
LARC Boatrighl, W. B. 
LARC Anderson, G .  Y. 
LARC Jewel. J. W. 
LARC Jewel. J. W., Jr.  
LARC Martin, D. J. 
LARC Soffen, G .  A. 
LARC McCombjr, H. G .  
LARC Stephens, W. B. 
LARC Swift, C. T. 
LARC Diaz, A. V. 
LARC Cawlhorn, J. M.  
LARC 
LARC Newman, J .  C., Jr. 
LARC Illg. W. 
LARC ~ i d e r i c k ,  G .  L. 
LARC Poe, C. C. 
LARC Fichtcr, W. B. 
LARC Cawlhorn. J. M. 
LARC Hubbard. H. H. 
LARC Anderson. G .  Y. 
LARC Swann, R. T. 
LARC Johnson, D. L. 
LARC Dodgen. J .  A. 
LARC Safien, G ,  A. 
LARC Soffen, G. A. 
LARC Soffen. G .  A. 
LARC Taylor, R. T. 
LARC 
i A R C  Howell, J .  Q. 
LARC Dodgen, J .  A. 
LARC Rusaell. J. M., I11 
LARC Whitten. J. B. 
LARC Whitten. J .  B. 
LARC Cawthorn, J .  M. 
LARC Maglieri, D. J .  
LARC Breckenridge, R. A. 
LARC Fates, C. L. 
LARC Rainey. A. G .  
INSTITUTION 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
CiEORGlA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGlA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST OF  TECH 




ISRAEL INST OF TECH 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LOUGHBOROUGH U TECH 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MARVI t T T F  LI\IVFPSll Y 
MASS IhST OOt I t C I l  
MASS I\ST O t  IECH 
MASS INST Ok TCCII 
h lASS INST O t  TCCll 
MAS\ [ \ST  O F  TFCH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTlGATOR 
NGL 09-010-053 Liebowilz, H. 
NGR 09-010-058 Freudenthal, A. M. 
NGR 09-010-058 Freudenthal, A. M .  
NGR 09-010-064 Liebowitz, H. 
NGR 09-010-064 Liebowitz, H. 
NGR 09-010-074 Liebowitz, H. 
NGR 09-010-078 Liebowilz, H. 
NGR 09-010-078 Liebowitz, H. 
NGR 09-010-085 Liebowitr, H. 
NAS 1-11267 Bomar, S. H., Jr. 
NAS 1-11267 Bomar, S. H., Jr. 
NGL 11-002-096 Horton, W. H. 
NGR 11.002-157 Huang, A. B. 
NGR 11-002-157 Huang, A .  B. 
NGR 11-002-158 Tapia, M. A. 
NGR 11-002-158 Tapia, M. A. 
NGR 11-002-159 Huang, A. B. 
NGR 11-002-159 Huang, A. B. 
NGR 11-002-169 Hanagud, S. V. 
NGR 11-002-169 Hanagud, S. V. 
NGR 11-002-177 Bangert, L. H. 
NGR 11-002-177 Bangert, L. H. 
NAS 1-4815 
NAS 1-10898 
NGR 47-020-003 Honon, L. 
NAS 1-10492 McElroy, M.  B. 
NGL 22-W7-012 Budiansky. B. 
NGL 22-007-012 Budiansky, B. 
NGR 33.209-002 Weissman. R. S. 
NAS 1-12055 Hayes, J. M. 
NGL 15-003-077 Nelf, W. D. 
NGR 52-012-006 Nissim, E. 
NGL 39-007-040 Wei, R. P. 
NGR 39-W7-011 Erdogan, F. 
NGR 39-007-011 Erdogan. F .  
NGR 39-007-066 Sih, G. C.  
NGR 39-007-066 Sih, G .  C. 
NGR 52-140-002 Lowson, M. V. 
NGR 52-140-002 Lowson, M. V. 
NAS i-10341 Groves, F.  R. 
NGL 19-001-059 Pike, R. W. 
NGL 19-001-068 Whitehursl, C. A. 
NGR 50-001-W9 Foudriat. E. C. 
NAS 1-9684 Biemann, K. 
NAS 1-9691 Rich, A. 
NAS 1-9702 Shapiro, I. T. 
NAS 1-98 12 Covert, E. E. 
?!AS 1-10677 
NAS 1-10693 Staelin, D. H. 
NAS 1-11092 Phillips, N. A. 
NAS 1-11092 Phillips, N. A. 
NGL 22-00'-002 Sheridan, T. B. 
NGL 22-009-025 Young, L. R. 
NGL 22-W-334 Pierce, A. D. 
NGL 22-009-334 Pierce, A. D. 
NGL 22-009-337 Penficld, P. 
NGL 22-CC9-337 Penfield, P,  































































NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM -
APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
'ECH GRANT/
)FF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
.OC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
-ARC Mace, W. D. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-640 Simpson, R. W. 41 2331
ARC Mace, W. D. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-640 Simpson, R. W. 41 2331
ARC Carlson, H. W. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-618 Toong, T. G. 41 2354
ARC Barger, R. L. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-618 Toong, T. G. 41 2354
ARC Stone, R. W., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-701 Young, L. R. 41 2365
ARC Queijo, M. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-701 Young, L. R. 41 2365
ARC Gera, J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-731 Markey, W. 41 2370
-ARC Phillips, W. H. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-731 Markey, W. 41 2370
-ARC Kyser, A. C. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-781 Mar, J. W. 41 2373
-ARC Mikulas, M. M., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-781 Mar, J. W. 41 2373
ARC Stewart, E. C. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-782 Deyst, J. J. 41 2374
ARC MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NAS 1-6860 13 2412
ARC Weinstein, L. M. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NGR 23-004-085 Krzywoblocki, M. Z. 41 2419
,ARC Young, W. H., Jr. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NGR 23-004-085 Krzywoblocki, M. Z. 41 2419
,ARC Morrisette, E. L. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NGR 23-004-089 Foss, J. F. 41 2420
-ARC Jones, W. L. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NAS 1-10090 Pierson, W. J. 99 2803
-ARC Freeman, R. S. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NAS 1-10282 Korer, S. A. 31 2804
-ARC Fetterman, D. E. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGL 33-016-119 Ferri, A. 41 2810
.ARC Huber, P. W. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-131 Ferri, A. 41 2813
ARC Henry, J. R. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-131 Ferri, A. 41 2813
-ARC Bland, S. R. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-167 Garabedian, P. R. 41 2814
ARC South, J. C., Jr. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-167 Garabedian, P. R. 41 2814
ARC Maestrello, L. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-177 Ferri, A. 41 2816
ARC McDaid, E. P. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-177 Ferri, A. 41 2816
-ARC Whitehead, A. H., Jr. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-179 Zakkay, V. 41 2817
ARC Dunavant, J. C. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-179 Zakkay, V. 41 2817
-ARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-181 Zakkay, V. 41 2818
ARC Bertram, M. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-181 Zakkay, V. 41 2818
-ARC Kirkham, F. S. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-193 Ferri, A. 41 2819
ARC Hefner, J. N. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGR 33-016-193 Ferri, A. 41 2819
LARC Stone, R. W. NORFOLK STATE COL NGR 47-025-001 Colegate, R. L. 62 3442
LARC Fripp, A. L. NO CAR A&T STATE U NGR 34-012-004 Williams, L. 45 2892
LARC Crane, H. L. NO CAROLINA STATE U NAS 1-9603 Smetana, F. O. 41 2893
LARC McLaughlin, M. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NAS 1-9603 Smetana, F. O. 41 2893
LARC Hamilton, H. H. NO CAROLINA STATE U NAS 1-10277 Dejarnette, F. R. 41 2894
LARC Armstrong, E. S. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-032 Sagan, H. 21 .2900
LARC Bird, J. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-032 Sagan, H. 21 2900
LARC Edge, P. M. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-055 Pearson, R. G. 49 2902
LARC Cawthorn, J. M. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-055 Pearson, R. G. 49 2902
LARC Thomson, R. G. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-084 Chang, T. S. 41 2903
LARC Cawthorn, J. M. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-095 Levere, T. E. 61 2904
LARC Edge, P. M., Jr. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-095 Levere, T. E. 61 2904
LARC Miller, W. E. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-098 Monteith, L. K. 13 2905
LARC- Hendricks, H. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-098 Monteith, L. K. 13 2905
LARC Buckley, J. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-108 Manning, C. R. 47 2906
LARC Hess, R. V. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-115 Hassan, H. A. 19 2907
LARC Allario, F. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-115 Hassan, H. A. 19 2907
LARC Hutchby, J. A. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-172 Monteith, L. K. 45 2908
LARC Hendricks, H. D. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-172 Monteith, L. K. 45 2908
LARC Crane, H. L. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-179 Smetana, F. O. 41 2911
LARC Stickle, J. W. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-179 Smetana, F. 0O. 41 2911
LARC Roderick, G. L. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-180 Fahmy, A. A. 41 2912
LARC Imig, L. A. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-180 Fahmy, A. A. 41 2912
LARC Turner, R. E. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-184 Moore, C. J. 21 2913
LARC Sullivan, E. M. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-184 Moore, C. J. 21 2913
LARC Bailey, M. C. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-188 Kauffman, J. F. 45 2914
LARC Croswell, W. F. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-188 Kauffman, J. F. 45 2914
LARC Hamilton, H. H., II NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-193 Dejaarnette, F. R. 41 2915
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LARC Cooper, P. A. NORTHEASTERN UNIV NGR 22-011-073 Rossettos, J. N. 41 238(LARC Painter, J. H. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-129 Schaefer, B. M. 45 1902LARC Croswell, W. F. OHIO STATE UNIV NAS 1-10040 Peters, L. 45 2955LARC Naumann, E. C. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-109 Bailey, C. D. 41 2966LARC Croswell, W. F. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-138 Richmond, J. H. 45 2968LARC Jones, J. E. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-138 Richmond, J. H. 45 2968LARC Cockrell, C. R. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-144 Peters, L., Jr. 45 2971LARC Croswell, W. F. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-144 Peters, L., Jr. 45 2971LARC Haggard, K. V. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-163 Nerem, R. M. 13 2973LARC Painter, J. H. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-169 Peake, W. H. 45 2975LARC Croswell, W. F. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-177 Peters, L., Jr. 45 2976LARC Bailey, M. C. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-177 Peters, L., Jr. 45 2976LARC Lester, H. C. OHIO STATE UNIV NGR 36-008-197 Bailey, C. D. 49 2978LARC Mace, W. D. OHIO UNIVERSITY NGR 36-009-017 McFarland, R. H. 41 2981LARC Mace, W. D. OHIO UNIVERSITY NGR 36-009-017 McFarland, R. H. 41 2981LARC Moul, M. T. OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV NGR 37-002-096 Rhoten, R. P. 45 3002LARC Cone, C. D. OLD DOMINION UNIV NAS 1-9434 99 3443LARC Maynard, J. D. OLD DOMINION UNIV NAS 1-9635 Barna, P. S. 41 3444LARC Royall, J. F. OLD DOMINION UNIV NAS 1-11707 Hill, H. 49 3445LARC Hellbaum, R. F. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-007 Goglia, G. L. 46 3448LARC Johnston, N. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-008 Williams, R. L. 12 3449LARC Bell, V. L. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-008 Williams, R. L. 12 3449LARC Leland, T. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-012 Cheng, R. 44 3450LARC Gentry, G. L., Jr. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-039 Ousterhout, D. S. 41 3451LARC Margason, R. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGL 47-003-039 Ousterhout, D. S. 41 3451LARC Yeager, P. R. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-040 Cox, J. L. 13 3453LARC Outlaw, R. A. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-040 Cox, J. L. 13 3453LARC Outlaw, R. A. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-043 Pittman, M. A. 13 3454LARC Phillips, D. H. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-048 Ake, R. L. 13 3455LARC Martin, D. J. OLD DOMINION UNIV. NGR 47-003-052 Roberts, A. S. 41 3456LARC Hulten, W. C. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-068 Harris, F. S. 31 3457LARC McCormick, M. P. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-068 Harris, F. S. 31 3457LARC Goad, J. H., Jr. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-069 Chu, W. P. 13 3458LARC McCormick, M. P. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-069 Chu, W. P. 13 3458LARC Houghton, W. M. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-071 Bandy, A. R. 33 3459LARC Outlaw, R. A. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-077 Cox, J. L. 13 3460LARC Wilson, J. W. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-078 Khandelwal, G. S. 13 3461LARC Melfi, L. T., Jr. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-082 Clay, F. P. 13 3462LARC Mixson, J. S. OLD DOMINION UNIV NGR 47-003-083 Kirby, R. H. 69 3463LARC Reichle, H. G., Jr. OREGON STATE UNIV NGR 3 8-002-048 Oisson, L. E. 31 3019LARC Melli, S. H. OREGON STATE UNIV NGR 38-002-048 Olsson, L. E. 31 3019LARC Bement, L. J. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NAS 1-12045 Neubert, V. H. 46 3063LARC Hubbard, H. H. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-121 Reethof, G. 41 3077LARC Lansing, D. L. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-121 Reethof, G. 41 3077LARC Heyson, H. H. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-172 Eisenhuth, J. J. 41 3078LARC Schoonover, W. E., Jr. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-256 Park, W. H 46 3091LARC Conner, D. W. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-256 Park, W. H. 46 3091LARC Soffen, G. A. POMONA COLLEGE NAS 1-11854 Baird, A. K. 12 1257LARC Soffen, G. A. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-9705 Hargraves, R. B. 13 2622LARC Crane, H. L. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-10075 Seckel, E. 41 2623LARC Crane, H. L. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11231 Seckel, E. 41 2624LARC Stickle, J. W. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11231 Seckel, E. 41 2624LARC Judd, J. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11543 Seckel, E. 41 2625LARC Hassell, J. L., Jr. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11543 Seckel, E. 41 2625LARC Sullivan, E. M. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-109 Summerfield, M. 41 2640LARC Henderson, H. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-119 Hayes, W. D. 41 2641LARC Hilton, D. A. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-119 Hayes, W. D. 41 2641LARC Bohon, H. L. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-146 Dowell, E. H. 42 2643
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LARC Mace, W. D. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-252 Graham, D. 41 2645
LARC Mace, W. D. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-252 Graham, D. 41 2645
LARC Pezdirtz, G. F. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-200 Gillham, J. K. 43 2655
LARC Johnston, N. J. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-221 Gillham, J. K. 19 2659
LARC Bell, V. L. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-221 Gillham, J. K. 19 2659
LARC Maglieri, D. J. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-241 Summerfield, M. 41 2662
LARC Maestrello, L. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-241 Summerfield, M. 41 2662
LARC Hoell, J. M., Jr. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-263 Kelly, A. J. 13 2664
LARC McHatton, A. D. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-272 Gillham, J. K. 43 2666
LARC Margason, R. J. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGL 15-005-094 Skifstad, J. G. 41 1993
LARC Landrum, E. J. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15-005-119 Marshall, F. S. 41 2001
LARC Harris, J. E. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15-005-119 Marshall, F. S. 41 2001
LARC PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGR 15-005-174 13 2008
LARC Yeager, P. R. RENSSELAER-CONN NGL 07-009-003 Schwarz, H. J. 13 1691
LARC Wood, G. M. RENSSELAER-CONN NGL 07-009-003 Schwarz, H. J. 13 1691
LARC Bird, J. D. RENSSELAER POLY-NY NGR 33-018-183 Kaufman, H. 41 2838
LARC Elliott, J. R. RENSSELAER POLY-NY NGR 33-018-183 Kaufman, H. 41 2838
LARC Gentry, G. L., Jr. ROSE-HULMAN INST TEC NGR 15-008-008 Roper, A. T. 41 2014
LARC Margason, R. J. ROSE-HULMAN INST TEC NGR 15-008-008 Roper, A. T. 41 2014
LARC Tolefson, H. B. ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY NGL 26-006-016 Pallmann, A. J. 31 2548
LARC Fulton, R. E. ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY NGL 26-006-021 Rhodes, J. L. 41 2549
LARC Fripp, A. L. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NAS 1-11869 Chu, T. L. 47 3232
LARC Ayers, W. G. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NAS 1-11869 Chu, T. L. 47 3232
LARC Robertson, J. B. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGL 44-007-042 Chu, T. L. 47 3234
LARC Breckenridge, R. A. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGL 44-007-042 Chu, T. L. 47 3234
LARC Bracalente, E. M. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGR 44-007-049 Gupta, S. C. 45 3237
LARC Painter, J. H. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGR 44-007-049 Gupta, S. C. 45 3237
LARC Crouch, R. K. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGR 44-007-052 Chu, T. L. 47 3238
LARC Breckenridge, R. A. SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGR 44-007-052 Chu, T. L. 47 3238
LARC Soffen, G. A. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 1-9682 Levinthal, E. C. 13 1258
LARC Soffen, G. A. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 1-9692 Lederberg, J. 51 1259
LARC Soffen, G. A. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NAS 1-9701 Tyler, G. L. 45 1260
LARC Rainey, A. G. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-243 Ashley, H. 41 1310
LARC Reed, W. H., III STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-243 Ashley, H. 41 1310
LARC Runyan, H. L. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-397 Herrmann, G. 41 1316
LARC Reed, W. H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-397 Herrmann, G. 41 1316
LARC Soffen, G. A. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NAS 1-10493 Owens, T. 13 2849
LARC Batterson, S. A. STEVENS INST OF TECH NAS 1-9349 Ehrlich, 1. R. 41 2679
LARC Mayes, W. SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY NGL 33-022-082 Dosanjh, D. 13 2871
LARC Dibattista, J. D. TENNESSEE TECH U NAS 1-10967 Kinslow, R. 13 3152
LARC Kinard, W. H. TENNESSEE TECH U NAS 1-10967 Kinslow, R. 13 3152
LARC Crouch, R. K. TENNESSEE TECH U NGR 43-003-012 McLennan, W. D. 13 3153
LARC Hardesty, C. A. TENNESSEE TECH U NGR 43-003-012 McLennan, W. D. 13 3153
LARC Walsh, T. M. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11276 Rouse, J. W., Jr. 45 3241
LARC Howell, J. E. TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY NAS 1-11276 Rouse, J. W., Jr. 45 3241
LARC Wilson, C. TEXAS TECH UNIV NAS 1-9506 Gully, A. J. 12 3274
LARC Kopia, L. P. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 1-10107 Sekera, Z. 31 1465
LARC Beatty, M. E. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NAS 1-10107 Sekera, Z. 31 1465
LARC Fulton, R. E. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-337 Schmit, L. A. 41 1511
LARC Bland, S. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-395 Cole, J. D. 41 1516
LARC Bennett, R. M. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-395 Cole, J. D. 41 1516
LARC Reichle, H. G. UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE NAS 1-10373 Behar, J. V. 31 1518
LARC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-178 Libby, P. A. 41 1560
LARC Bertram, M. H. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-178 Libby, P. A. 41 1560
LARC Gloss, B: B. UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA NGR 05-010-025 Bossel, H. H. 41 1576
LARC Harris, J. E. UNIV OF CINCINNATI NAS 1-11104 Davis, R. T. 41 2982
LARC Beckwith, I. E. UNIV OF CINCINNATI NAS 1-11104 Davis, R. T. 41 2982
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LARC Bell, V. L. 
LARC Anderson, G .  Y. 
LARC Russin. W. R. 
LARC Byvik, C. E. 
LARC Phillips. D. H. 
LARC Hendricks, H. D. 
LARC Moss, J. N. 
LARC Swan", R. T. 
LARC Newman. J. C. ,  Jr. 
LARC Pee, C. C.. Jr. 
LARC Stein, B. A. 
LARC Herring, H. W. 
LARC Nagel, A. L. 
LARC Martin, D. J. 
LARC Herring, H. W. 
LARC Stein, B. A. 
LARC Pride, R. A. 
LARC Davis, J. G.. Jr. 
LARC Beckwith, I .  E. 
LARC Carey, A. M. 
LARC Stein. B. A. 
LARC Herring, H. W. 
LARC Zorurnski, W. E. 
LARC Lansing, D. L. 
LARC 
LARC Hayduk, R. J. 
LARC Montgomery, R. C. 
LARC Bird. 1. D. 
LARC Lansing, D. L. 
LARC Beck, S. M.  
LARC Martin, D. J. 
LARC Mehrens, H. E. 
LARC Johnson, J. W. 
LARC Kendall, B. M. 
LARC Kirby, C.  E. 
LARC Lamar. J. E. 
LARC Polhamu, E. C.  
LARC Holmes, H. K. 
LARC Gray, D. L. 
LERC Misencik, J. A. 
LERC Smith, G .  T. 
LERC Katsanis, T. 
LERC Seasholtz, R. G .  
LERC Evvard, J. C. 
LERC Townsend, D. P. 
LERC Breitwieser, R. 
LERC kibbe ,  H. W. 
LERC Anderson, W. J. 
LERC Priem, R. J. 
LERC Brown, W. F., Jr. 
LERC Miwncik. J.  A. 
LERC Smith. G .  T. 
LERC Evvard, J. C. 
LERC Quatinetz. M. 
LERC Anderson, B. H. 
LERC Holdeman, J .  D. 
LERC Ashbrook, R. L. 
LERC Anderson, B. H. 
INSTITUTION 
VlRGlNIA COMNWLTH U 
VlRGlNIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY lNST 
VlRGlNlA POLY lNST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 
VlRGINlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VlRGlNlA POLY lNST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA W L Y  INST 
VIRGINIA W L Y  INST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY LNST 
VlRGlNlA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POlY IUST 
VIRC;lNl.\ POlV IUST 
VlRGlNlA STATE COL 
VlRGlNlA STATE COL 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 
VlRGlNlA STATE COL 
WEST VlRGlNlA UNIV 
WEST VlRGlNIA UNIV 
WEST VlRGlNlA UNIV 
WICHITA STATE UNIV 
WICHITA STATE UNlV 
YOUNGSTOWN STATE U 





CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-CHIC0 
CAL STATE U-LC BEACH 
CAI. S l A l ' t  U - S R T H R D G t  
CAI. STATE U-SH I 'HRDGt 




CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGR 47-002-041 Stump, B. L. 
NAS 1-10233 Schetz. J. A. 
NAS 1-10233 khetz.  J. A. 
NAS 1-10646 Wightman, J. P. 
NGL 47-004-040 Schug, J. C. 
NGL 47-004-040 Schug, J. C. 
NGR 47-004-070 Lewis, C. H. 
NGR 47-004-070 Lewis, C. H. 
NGR 47-004-076 Smith, C. W. 
NGR 47-004-076 Smith, C. W. 
NGR 47-004-082 Tenney, D. R. 
NGR 47-004-082 Tenney, D. R. 
NGR 47-004-089 Leach, J. W. 
NGR 47-004-090 Bandy. A. R. 
NGR 47-004-097 Tenney, D. R. 
NGR 47-004-097 Tenney, D. R. 
NGR 4 7 a - 1 0 1  Herakovich, C. T. 
NGR 47-004-101 Herakovich, C. T. 
NGR 47-004-106 Schetz, J. A. 
NGR 47-004-106 Schetz, J. A. 
NGR 47-004-108 Lylton, J. L. 
NGR 47-004-108 Lytton, I. L. 
NGR 47-004-109 Nayfeh, A. H. 
NGR 47-004-109 Nayleh, A. H. 
NGR 47-004-1 14 Melosh, R. J.  
NGR 47-004-114 Melosh. R. J. 
NGR 47-004-116 Hasdorff. I. 
NGR 47-004-116 Hasdorff. I. 
NGR 47-014-005 Agrawal. K. M. 
NGR 47-014-006 Shonoch, C. E. 
NGR 47-014-007 Van Dyke, A. 
NGR 47-014007 Van Dyke. A. 
NGR 49-001-056 Balanis, C. A. 
NGR 49-001-056 Balanis. C. A. 
NGR 49-001-061 Steinhardt. E. 
NGR 17-003-020 Snyder, M. H. 
NGR 17-003-020 Snyder, M. H. 
NGR 36028-034 Zuckerwar, A. J. 
NGR 36028-006 Zuckerwar, A. J. 
?!GL 40-002-080 Mylocras, C.  
NGL 40-002-080 Mylonas, C.  
NGR 39-027-002 Maxwell. B. R. 
NGR 39-027-002 Maxwell. B. R. 
NGL 05-WZ-136 Rannie. W. D. 
NAS 3-12426 Allen, C. W. 
NGR 05-013-010 Luke, K. P. 
NGR 05-062-002 Nypan, L. J. 
NGR 0-062-002 Nypan, L. J. 
NGR 05-058-003 Reardon. F. H. 
NGR 39-087-003 Law,  J. R. 
NGR 39-087-047 Low, J. R.. Jr. 
NGR 39-087-047 Law, 1. R.. Jr. 
NGL 36003-064 Reshotko, E. 
NGL 36-003-094 Ebcrt, L. B. 
NGL 36-027-032 Resholko. E. 
NGR 36027-008 Greber, I. 
NGR 36027-035 Wallace, J. F. 
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LERC Gray, H. R. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-040 Troiano, A. R. 47 2941
LERC Ashbrook, R. L. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-040 Troiano, A. R. 47 2941
LERC Usher, R. J. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-047 Boltz, R. E. 49 2942
LERC Gray, H. R. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-051 Hehemann, R. H. 47 2944
LERC Andrews, C. W. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NGR 36-027-051 Hehemann, R. H. 47 2944
LERC Deissler, R. G. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-076 Ling, S. C. 13 1739
LERC Deissler, R. G. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-099 Ling, S. C. 41 1742
LERC Grimes, H. H. CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO NGR 36-033-001 Hartzler, E. A. 13 2949
LERC Raquet, C. A. CENTRAL-ST UNIV-OHIO NGR 36-033-002 Rubin, D. 39 2950
LERC Fordyce, J. S. CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO NGR 36-033-003 Craft, T. J. 51 2951
LERC CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NAS 3-6926 42 2709
LERC Putre, H. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGL 33-013-029 Pfeffer, R. 13 2711
LERC Grobmar, J. CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON NGR 41-001-031 Yang, T. T. 41 3138
LERC Feehasr, A. F. CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON NGR 41-001-031 Yang, T. T. 41 3138
LERC Gedney, R. T. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 3-17213 Veckers, R. S. 33 1628
LERC Misencik, J. A. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGL 06-002-063 Smith, F. W. 46 1636
LERC Smith, G. T. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGL 06-002-063 Smith, F. W. 46 1636
LERC Brown, G. V. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-094 Wilmsen, C. W. 13 1638
LERC Laurence, J. C. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-094 Wilmsen, C. W. 13 1638
LERC Priem, R. J. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR.06-002-095 Mitchell, C. E. 46 1639
LERC Kerslake, W. R. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-112 Wilbur, P. J. 42 1642
LERC Serafini, J. S. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-147 Wilhelm, H. E. 42 1646
LERC Evvard, J. C. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-042 Moore, F. K. 46 2756
LERC Laurence, J. C. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-188 Ashcroft, N. W. 13 2779
LERC Brown, G. V. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-188 Ashcroft, N. W. 13 2779
LERC Coles, W. D. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-189 Ruoff, A. L. 13 2780
LERC Laurence, J. C. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-189 Ruoff, A. L. 13 2780
LERC Baker, C. E. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NSR 09-010-027 Schiff, H. I. 59 1764
LERC Jones, W. R.,.Jr. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 3-15383 Winer, W. O. 46 1827
LERC Priem, R. J. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGL 11-002-083 Zinn, B. T. 41 1842
LERC Priem, R. J. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGL 11-002-085 Zinn, B. T. 46 1843
LERC Jones, W. R., Jr. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-133 Winer, W. O. 49 1846
LERC Kascak, A. F. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-145 Kallfelz, J. M. 49 1847
LERC Ragsdale, R. G. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-145 Kallfelz, J. M. 49 1847
LERC Masser, C. C. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-146 Williams, J. R. 49 1848
LERC Kascak, A. F. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGR 11-002-166 Clement, J. D. 49 1852
LERC Lalli, V. R. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-172 Brockett, R. W. 45 2233
LERC Buckley, D. H. HIRAM COLLEGE NAS 3-17353 Wheeler, D. R. 13 2952
LERC Taylor, M. F. ILL INST OF TECH NGL 14-004-028 Loran, Z. 41 1885
LERC Ragsdale, R. G. ILL INST OF TECH NGL 14-004-028 Loran, Z. 41 1885
LERC Ragsdale, R. G. ILL INST OF TECH NGR 14-004-008 Weinstein, H. 43 1886
LERC Britsch, W. R. IOWA STATE UNIV NGL 16-002-005 Serovy, G. K. 41 2019
LERC Sandercock, D. M. IOWA STATE UNIV NGR 16-002-036 Serovy, G. K. 41 2021
LERC Brown, G. V. KENT STATE UNIV NGR 36-007-027 Johnson, D. L. 13 2953
LERC Ashbrook, R. L. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGL 39-007-007 Kraft, R. W. 47 3053
LERC Misencik, J. A. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-067 Wei, R. P. 47 3061
LERC Smith, G. T. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NGR 39-007-067 Wei, R. P. 47 3061
LERC Brettwieser, R. LINFIELD COLLEGE NGR 38-010-005 Swanson, L. W. 19 3011
LERC Smith, A. L. LINFIELD COLLEGE NGR 38-010-005 Swanson, L. W. 19 3011
LERC Lalli, V. R. LOWELL TECH INST NGR 22-018-006 Burger, P. 45 2245
LERC Quatinetz, M. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-003 Grant, N. J. 47 2309
LERC Evvard, J. C. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-383 Kerrebrock, J. L. 41 2326
LERC Chiarito, P. T. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-339 Witner, E. A. 41 2338
LERC Kemp, R. H. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-339 Witner, E. A. 41 2338
LERC Holdeman, J. D. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-378 Fay, J. A. 41 2342
LERC Baumeister, K. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-805 Ingard, K. U. 41 2377
LERC Rice, E. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-805 Ingard, K. U. 41 -2377
LERC Blue, J. W. MICHIGAN STATE UNIV NGR 23-004-056 Katyal, O. 13 2416
33
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF  TECHNICAL 
LOC OFFICER 
LERC Albers, J. A. 
LERC Luidens. R. W. 
LERC Cunningham, R. E. 
LERC Fleming, D .  P. 
LERC Neustadter. H. E. 
LERC Fordyce. J.  S. 
LERC Ragsdale. R. G .  
LERC Gadlewski, M. P. 
LERC Meycrs. I .  T. 
LERC Lad. R. A. 
LERC Bambakidis. G. 
LERC Anderson. W. J .  
LERC Zaretsky, E. V. 
LERC Grobman, J .  S. 
LERC Gray, H. 
LERC Heidmann, M. F .  
LERC Gelder, T. F. 
LERC Brilsch, W. R. 
LERC Hirschberg. M. H. 
LERC Priem, R. J. 
LERC Stone. J. R. 
LERC 
LERC 
LERC Priem, R. J. 
LERC Lieblein, S. , 
LERC Saule, A. V. 
LERC Johns, R. H. 
LERC Chamis, C. C. 
LERC Gray. V. H. 
LERC Priem. R. J. 
LERC Poferl. D .  J. 
LERC Anderson, 6 .  H. 
LERC Lad, R. A. 
LERC Miller. C. D. 
LERC Weiss. S. 
LERC Lad, R. A. 
LERC Dietrich, M. W. 
LERC Colladay, R. S. 
LERC Alexovich, R. 
LERC Gratram, R. W. 
LERC Whittenbergcr, J .  D. 
LERC Blankenship, C. P. 
LERC Lad, R. A. 
LERC Levine, S. R. 
LERC Belles, F .  E. 
LERC Gordon, S. 
LERC Buckley, D. H. 
LERC Johnson, R. L. 
LERC Lad, R. A. 
LERC Fryburg. G .  C. 
LERC Priem, R. J. 
LERC Priem, R. J. 
LERC Chamis, C. C. 
LERC Sullivan, T. L. 
LERC Priem. R. J. 
LERC Kascak, A. F. 
LERC Johnson, R. L. 
LERC Swikert. M. A. 
INSTITUTION 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
KO ('AROl.l\.\ S l A l k  L 
NOKIHt , \S lkK\  L \ l V  
KORI H W t S l t K h  UhIV 
N O R I H W t S l t K h  UhIV 
NORTllWESTLRh Uh lV  
NORTII\VESTER\ CKIV 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 






















STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE 
NGR 23-004-068 Foss, J .  F. 46 
NGR 23-004-068 Foss, J .  F .  46 
NGR 25-001-050 Sliftler, A. K. 46 
NGR 25-001-050 Stimer, A. K. 46 
NGR 33-016-197 Hoydysh, W. G .  39 
NGR 33-016-197 Hoydysh. W. G .  39 
NGR 34-002-177 Hassan, H. 13 
NGR 34-002-195 Hauser, 1. R. 45 
NAS12-2053 45 
NGL 14-007-081 Waber, J. T. 13 
NGL 14-007-081 Waber, J. T. 13 
NGR 14-007-084 Ching, H. S. 46 
NGR 14-007-084 Ching. H. S. 46 
NGR 14-007-114 Kovitz, A. A. 4 1 
NGL 36W8-051 Beck, F.  H. 47 
NAS 3.17855 Lakshminarayana, B. 41 
NAS 3-17855 Lakshminarayana, B. 4 1 
NGL 39-009-007 Lakshminarayana, B. 41 
NGR 39-009-034 Zamrik, S. Y. 47 
NGR 39-009-077 Faeth, G .  M. 46 
NGR 39-009-270 Arndt. R.  E. 41 
NGL 31-001-129 Glassman, I. 12 
NGL 31-001.124 Glassman. I .  12 
NGL 31-001.155 Harrye, D. T. 41 
NGR 31-001-074 Mellor, G. L. 41 
.NGR 31-001-074 Mcllor, G. L. 41 
NGR 31-001-267 Moan, F. C.  4 1 
NGR 31-001.267 Moon, F. C. 4 1 
NGR 31-001-307 Summerfield, M. 4 1 
NGR 15-W5-058 Ehresman, C. M. 46 
NGR 15605.147 b u y e r ,  M.  R. 4 1 
NGR 15-W5-162 Hoffman, J. D. 4 1 
NGL 33-018-003 Wiberly, S. E. 47 
NGR 33-018-152 Ling, F. F.  47 
NGR 33-018-152 Ling, F. F.  47 
NGL 44-M)600I Rorschach, H. E. 47 
NAS 3-17357 -Cay.  J. 1. 46 
NAS 3-14336 Kayr, W. M. 46 
NAS 3-14362 Lusignan, B. B. 45 
NGL 05.020-134 Ksys. W. M. 46 
NGR 05-020-671 Sherby, 0. D. 47 
NGR 05-020-671 Sherby, 0. D. 47 
NGL 33-015-035 Scigle. L. L. 47 
NGR 33-015-160 Seigle, L. L. 47 
NGR 33-015-163 Berlad, A. L. 39 
NGR 33-015-163 Berlad, A. L. 39 
NGL 33-022-108 Keller. D. V. 47 
NGL 33-022-108 Kellcr, D. V. 47 
NGR 39-012-024 Labes. M. M.  I2 
NGR 39-012-024 Labes, M. M. 12 
NGR 43-003-015 Purdy. K. R. 46 
NGR 43-003-015 Purdy, K. R. 46 
NGR 44-001-149 Thorntan. H. R. 41 
NGR 44-001-149 Thornton. H. R. 41 
NGR 19-002-030 O'Hara. J. C. 46 
NGR 03-002-213 Perkins, H. C. 49 
NGL 05-007-338 Amstutz. H. C. 47 
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LERC Feiler, C. E. 
LERC Rice. E. J. 
MSFC Morgan, S. H.. J r .  
MSFC Kent, M.  I .  
MSFC Reed, B. R. 
MSFC Paludiln, T. 
MSFC McDanough, G. 
MSFC Peters, P. N. 
MSFC Kent, M. I. 
MSFC Kurlz, R. L. 
MSFC Lowrey, D. 0. 
MSFC Deringlon, J. C. 
MSFC Smith, 0. E. 
MSFC Falls. L. W. 
MSFC Frary, S. G. 
MSFC Williams, J. R. 
MSFC Jones, C. S. 
MSFC Doran, B. J. 
MSFC Emens, F. H. 
MSFC Maynard, E. 
MSFC Mixon, W. R. 
MSFC Saunders, G.  H. 
MSFC Naumann, R. J. 
MSFC Clifton, S. 
MSFC Thomas, L .  J. 
MSFC Lowcry, D. 0. 
MSFC Joncs, B. P. 
MSFC Miller. E. R. 
MSFC Brawn, H. E. 
MSFC Poliles, M .  E. 
MSFC Graves, J. R. 
MSFC Lanier. J. R. 
MSFC Yearwood, H. E. 
MSFC White, J. B. 
MSFC Hethcoat, I. P. 
MSFC Barelli, M. T. 
MSFC Carroll, S. N. 
MSFC Justia, D. W. 
MSFC Waites. H. B. 
MSFC Vaiiely, D. P. 
MSFC Justice, D. W. 
MSFC Naumann, R. J. 
MSFC Holland, R. H .  
MSFC Ellsworth, T. D. 
MSFC Wiur, R. L .  
MSFC Jones, J. 0. 
MSFC Dabbs, J. R. 
MSFC Talley, D .  
MSFC Jones. 1. B. 
MSFC Cochran, 1. 
MSFC Krome, H. 0. 
MSFC Reichman. E. J. 
MSFC Schwindt, P. J. 
MSFC Strong, J. A. 
MSFC Gross, L. A. 
MSFC Potter. R. A. 
MSFC Jones. J. B. 
MSFC Strong, J. S. 
INSTITUTION 
WICIIII. srxrk UKIV 
W I C I I I l A  STATI: UKIV  
ALABAMA A & M  U N l V  
ALABAMA A & M  U N l V  
A L A B A M  ,\AM I:SI\ 
ALABAMA A&hl U \ I V  
ALABAMA A & M  UNlV  




AIIHIIRK UF.I\ ' .ALBLRh 
ALHI IRK LFilV..\UBL'Rh 
41 'Hl lRS LUIV..\UBUKN 
AlJHl lRU UUIV.hUBUKN 
AlJHl lRU UUIV. , \UBlHN 
,\I.'BIIRh CNIV.AUBCK\ 
AI.'HI RU UUIV.,\UBL K \  
,\LHI.RN I . 'NI \ -4UBCKU 
AUHI 'KU I. 'NI\-AUBIJRU 
Alll l I. 'RS I 'SIV- . \ I lBUR\ 
AIIHUR\ I \I\ ' -AIJBIIRK 
AI IHUK\ IISI\-AI:B11RS 
4 U t l l  K \  I I \ I \ - A I B I I R S  
\ U B l  KK I IK l \ -4L 'H IJRX 
AUBCKN I I N I \ - A U H I I R N  
-\UBUKh U N I \ - A I J B I R k  
AUHUKh U h I L - A U H I R k  
4UBUK\ L KIV-AI,'HI'KI\ 
4 L H U K \  L h I V - A L H I K K  
4Utl IJKU L N I \ - A l l H I ! R N  
AI IHUKU LUIV-AUHI IKN 
AUHI 'KU L IU I \ -4UHI IKU 
~ i - n .  K \  L \ I ~ - ~ L ~ L ' K \  
AI. 'HLKU C U I \ - A U B l  K U  
ALHI:KU C Y I \ - A U B I K U  
4UHI:K\ 121\'-AiJHI1KU 
ALIHIJKY I \ IV -AUt l l JKh  
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
CAL lF  INST OF TECH 
CAL lF  INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECi i  
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
CAL lF  INST OF TECH 
CAL lF  INST OF TECH 
CALIF  INST OF TECH 
C A L l F  INST OF TECH 
C A L l F  INST OF TECH 
CALIF  INST OF TECH 
CAL lF  INST OF TECH 




N G R  17-003-018 





























































George, M. C. 
George, M. C. 
Lowsine, L. 
Sharma, G.  C. 
Sharma, G. C. 
George, M. C. 
Manager, M.  C. 
Lee, C. T. 
Weathers, G.  D. 
Golden, M. S. 
Carter. M.  C. 
Carter. M.  C. 
McNutt. R. C. 
McNutt, R. C. 
Nagle, H. T., Jr. 
Nagle, H. T., Jr. 
Irwin, 1. D. 
Irwin, J. D. 
Graf, E. R. 
Graf, E. R. 
Harwell. K. E. 
Harwell, K. E. 
Honnell. M .  A. 
Honnell. M .  A. 
Vachon, R. I. 
Vachon, R. I. 
Boland, J. S. 
Boland, J. S. 
Honnell, M. A .  
Honnell, M. A.  
Irwin, I. D. 
Irwin, 1. D. 
Bennett, A. G. 
Russell, D. W. 
Russell, D. W. 
Cochran, J. E. 
Cochran, J. E. 
Phillips, C. L. 
Phil l ip, C. L. 
Fitzpatrick, P. M.  
Fitzpatrick, P. M.  
Boland, J. S., Ill 
Boland, J. S., Ill 
Stone, E. C. 
Stone, E. C. 
Garmirc, G. P. 
Garmire, G.  P. 
Stone. E. C. 
Stone, E. C. 
Zirin. H. 
Zirin, H. 
Acosta, A. J. 
Acosta, A. 1. 
Garmire, G. 
Garmire, G. 
































































APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
MSFC Gross, L. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NAS 8-29313 Acosta, A. T. 46 1189
MSFC Inman, R. A. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV NAS 8-28737 Casasent, D. 45 3034
MSFC Inman, R. I. CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV NAS 8-28737 Casasent, D. 45 3034
MSFC Miller, E. R. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NAS 8-29707 Bidelman, W. 11 2928
MSFC Wdowial, T. A. CASE WESTERN RESERVE NAS 8-29707 Bidelman, W. 11 2928
MSFC Brown, S. C. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NAS 8-29616 Pierson, W. T. 33 2710
MSFC Fichtl, G. H. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NAS 8-29616 Pierson, W. T. 33 2710
MSFC Lacy, L. L. CLARK UNIVERSITY NAS 8-28900 McEvoy, J. P. 13 2215
MSFC Urban, E. W. CLARK UNIVERSITY NAS 8-28900 McEvoy, J. P. 13 2215
MSFC Bannister, T. C. COLORADO SCH OF MINE NAS 8-30511 Stermole, F. J. 43 1621
MSFC Richard, B. COLORADO SCH OF MINE NAS 8-30511 Stermole, F. J. 43 1621
MSFC Huffaker, R. M. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-26234 Karaki, S. 41 1629
MSFC Jones, I. P. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-26234 Karaki, S. 41 1629
MSFC Miller, C. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-26551 Childs, D. W. 46 1630
MSFC Turner, R. E. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-28590 Sadeh, W. Z. 39 1631
MSFC Cummings, R. E. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-28590 Sadeh, W. Z. 39 1631
MSFC Turner, R. E. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-28655 Marschner, B. W. 39 1632
MSFC Sloan, J. C. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-28655 Marschner, B. W. 39 1632
MSFC Camp, D. W. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-29583 Cermak, J. E. 44 1633
MSFC Walker, R. W. COLORADO STATE UNIV NAS 8-29583 Cermak, J. E. 44 1633
MSFC Potter, R. A. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-26841 Novick, R. 11 2720
MSFC Neuschaefer, R. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-27405 Angel, J. R. 11 2721
MSFC Lavender, R. E. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-27970 Novick, R. 11 2722
MSFC Jones, J. B. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-27970 Novick, R. 11 2722
MSFC Jones, J. B. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-29702 Novick, R. 11 2723
MSFC Neuschafer, R. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-29702 Novick, R. 11 2723
MSFC Neuschafer, R. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-29703 Angel, J. R. 31 2724
MSFC Jones, J. B. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NAS 8-29703 Angel, J. R. 31 2724
MSFC Daniels, J. L., Jr. DILLARD UNIVERSITY NGR 19-015-001 Rogers, R. 39 2079
MSFC Chisolm, W. L., Jr. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NAS 8-24865 Weinberg, J. L. 11 2784
MSFC Krupnick, A. C. GEORGETOWN UNIV NAS 8-29778 Leise, E. M. 51 1765
MSFC Allen, R. E. GEORGETOWN UNIV NAS 8-29778 Leise, E. M. 51 1765
MSFC GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-11242 13 1828
MSFC GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-11389 13 1829
MSFC Smith, R. E. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-26658 Justus, C. G. 13 1830
MSFC Fichtl, G. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-26658 Justus, C. G. 13 1830
MSFC Burke, H. D. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-27375 Shackeiford, R. G. 42 1831
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-27375 Shackelford, R. G. 42 1831
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-27681 Shackelford, R. G. 13 1832
MSFC Pitts, E. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-27681 Shackelford, R. G. 13 1832
MSFC Smith, H. F. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28148 Walsh, J. R. 45 1833
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28148 Walsh, J. R. 45 1833
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28215 McSweeney, A. 45 1834
MSFC Smith, H. F. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28215 McSweeney, A. 45 1834
MSFC Smith, H. F. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28591 Callor, W. R. 45 1835
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28591 Callor, W. R. 45 1835
MSFC Hasemeyer, E. A. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28735 Brown, J. L. 47 1836
MSFC McPherson, W. B. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-28735 Brown, J. L. 47 1836
MSFC Pitts, E. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-29860 Hart, R. K. 45 1837
MSFC Kerr, J. H. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NAS 8-29860 Hart, R. K. 45 1837
MSFC McKannan, E. C. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-009 Terrell, J. 13 2082
MSFC Kroes, R. L. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-016 Narasimhamurty H, A. 13 2086
MSFC Duncan, B. J. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-024 Gotwols, B. L. 11 2133
MSFC Baugher, C. R. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-024 Gotwols, B. L. 11 2133
MSFC Snyder, R. S. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NAS 8-28654 Vanderhoff, J. W. 12 3050
MSFC Cantrell, J. P. LEHIGH UNIVERSITY NAS 8-28654 Vanderhoff, J. W. 12 3050
MSFC LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NAS 8-20003 72 2090

































































Daniels, J. L.. Jr. 
Kent, M. I. 
Daniels, J. L.. Jr. 
McDonough, G. F. 
McDonough. G. F. 
Smollen, J. W., Ill 
Hasemyer, E. A. 
Parks, P. G. 
Siler, H. L. 
Paorman. R. M.  
Reynolds, J. M.  
Fields, S. 
Potter, R. A. 
Power, J .  A. 
Randall. J. L. 
Marrero, P. J. 
Gustin, R. A. 
Bodie, W. G. 
Jordan, W. 
Jones. J. B. 
Vallely, D.  P. 
Counter, D. N. 
Snyder, R. S. 
Adams, W. R. 
Johnston. M.  H. 
Scoll, F. E. 
Beyerle, F. J. 
Hopper, R. V. 
Poorman, R. M.  
Caunler, D. N. 
Clarke, W. D.  
Thornton, W. G 
Cline, S. 
Gainis. B. J. 
Jones. C. S. 
Dalins. 1. 
Stern, H. E. 
St~ydcr, R, S.  
Guynes. B. V. 
Vallely. 0. P. 
Kcnnedy. B. W. 
Hollis, B. R.. Jr. 
Glaese. J. R. 
Buchanan. H. J. 
Daniels. J. L.. I:. 
McDonough, G. F. 
Balch, J.  
Kent. M.  I. 
Kent, M.  I. 
Urban, E. W. 
Decher, R. 
Smith, R. E. 
Kent, M.  I. 
Shriver, E. L. 
Fichtl, G. H. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
X C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
INSTITUTION 
I A  STATE [.-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE I.'-R,\T ROLCiE 
LA SIATF. IJ-hkM' ORINS 
L.4 $141'1 1 - U F H  OR1 SS 
LOYOLA UNIV-LA 
LOYOLA UNIV-LA 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INSTOF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST QF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
M.455 IUST O F  TECH 
M4SS IUST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lNST OF TECll 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS lhST OF TFCl l  
M:\SS ISST 01. rI-cII 
MASS INST 01. '1 t C H  
iv4xS.i i S S i  u1. ILCH 
MISSISSIPPI STATli I: 
MISSISSIPPI ST\TF L 
MISSISSIPPI Sl'.\ l t U 
MISSISSIPPI S1.X 11- V 
MISSISSIPPI S l  A1 t L 
MISSISSIPI'I STATt C 
MISSISSIPPI STATt C 
MlSSlSSlPFi STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MONTANA STATE UNIV 



































NAS 8-2841 1 
NAS 8-2841 1 
NAS 8-28732 
NAS 8-28732 










Modlin, D .  G., Jr. 
Whitehurst, C. A. 
Saussy, G. A. 
Saussy, G. A. 
Chistman, J .  F. 




Masubuchi. K .  
Lark, G. C. 
Lark, G. C. 
Bradt, H.  
Lewin, W. H. 
Hovcrslen, E. V. 
Hovcrslen, E. V. 
Bradt, H. V. 
Bradt, H. V. 
Lewin, W. H. 
Lewin, W. H. 
Sheridan, T. B. 
Sheridan, T. B. 
Gatos, H. C. 
Gatos, H. C. 
Gatos. H. C. 
Sinskey, A. 1. 







Gilmore, J.  P. 
Gilmore, J. P. 
Gatos, H. C. 
Gatos. H. C. 
NGR 22-009-517 Galos, H.  C 


















McDaniel, W. L.. Jr. 
McDaniel, W. L., Jr. 
Gassaway, J. D. 
Gassaway, J .  D. 
Thompson, J. F. 
Thompson, J. F. 
McKee, J. C., Jr. 
McKee, J. C., Jr. 
Bouchillon, C. W. 
Bouchillon, C. W. 
Brown, L. R. 
Hendricks, J. B. 
Hendricks, J. B. 
Meredeth, C. W. 
Meredeth, C. W. 
Spight. C. 
























NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
l F F  TECHNICAL 
O C  OFFICER 
MSFC Brown, S. C. 
MSFC Fichtl, G. 
MSFC Kautman, J.  
MSFC Fichtl, G .  H. 
MSFC Roberts, W. T. 
MSFC Gary. A. 
MSFC Craven, P. 
MSFC 
MSFC Reichrnann, E. 
MSFC Zwiener, J. 
MSFC Spangler, D. E. 
MSFC Bordelon, C. S. 
MSFC Clever, W. W., Ill 
MSFC Beranik, R. G .  
MSFC Spangler, D. E. 
MSFC Bordclon, C. S. 
MSFC Hamillon, E. C. 
MSFC Digesu, F. E. 
MSFC Moss, J. D. 
MSFC Davidson, M. C. 
MSFC Arnelt, G .  M. 
MSFC Davidson, M. C. 
MSFC Adams, W. R. 
MSFC Urban, E. W. 
MSFC Peters. P. N. 
MSFC Jones, J. 
MSFC Kent, M. I .  
MSFC McDonnough. G .  
MSFC Decher, R. 
MSFC Decher. R. 
MSFC Jones. R.  E. 
MSFC Power, J. A. 
MSFC Poller, R. A. 
MSFC Roberts, W. T. 
MSFC Wojlalik. F. S. 
MSFC Weber, F. H. 
MSFC Allen. R. E. 
MSFC Krupnick. A. C. 
MSFC Reinboll, E. J .  
MSFC Rasdall, J. L. 
MSFC Dalins, I. 
MSFC Horton, J.  
MSFC Rull, R. 
MSFC Nawakowski, M. F 
MSFC Vaughn, W .  W. 
MSFC Turner, R. E. 
MSFC Camp, D. W. 
MSFC Fichtl, G .  H. 
MSFC McDonough. G .  F. 
MSFC Daniels, J .  L., Jr. 
MSFC Kent, M. 
MSFC Bannister. T. C. 
MSFC Guest, S. H. 
MSFC Kenl. M. I. 
MSFC Krupnick, A. C. 
MSFC Bannister, T. C. 
MSFC Kroes, R. 
MSFC Parnell, T. A. 
INSTITUTION 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PORTLAND STATE UNlV 


















Blackadar, A. K. 
Blackadar, A. K. 
Quinn, R. G .  
Gurevitch, M. 
Gurevilch. M. 
Morton. D. C. 
Morlon, D. C. 














P R I S C t l O N  IlVIVl~.KSITY Y 4 S  8.276h7 Dansl*t,, R. t I I 
PKIYCt.IOU OVIVFRSITY N4S  a-2n577 Duuell. t H. 41 
PKIhCCIOX U\IVCRSITS h n S  h-?a577 Douell. t .  H I I 









SO CAROLINA ST COL 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
SO UNIV-BATON ROUGE 








STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 





TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 






















































Danielson. R. E. 
Lowrance, J. L. 
Lowrance, J. L. 
Schoenhals. R. J. 
Wiedemeier, H. T. 
Wiedemeier, H. T. 
Wiedcmeier, H. 
Wiedemeier, H. 
Payne. J .  E. 
Weilzenkarnp, L. A 
Johnson. J. A. 
Watson, M. M. 
Lucas, E. C. 
Everiu. C. 
Debra, D. B. 
Debra, D. B. 
Hofstadter, R. 
Fairbanks, W. M. 
Helliwell, R. A. 
Lusignan, B. B. 
Schmitt. E. 
Bigazzi, P. E. 
Bigarzi, P. E. 
Schutz, V. K. 
Schutr, V. K. 
George, M. C. 
Morrison, R. A. 
Potter, W. A. 
Porter, W. A. 
Scogginr, J .  R. 
Scoggins, 1. R. 
Brundidge, K. C. 
Brundidge, K. C. 
Hidalgo, J. V. 
Hidalgo, J. V. 
Reams, F. M. 
Reams, F. M. 
Lenzo, C. S. 
Lenzo, C. S. 
Terrill, G. R. 
Davis, J .  H. 
Davis, J. H. 























APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACCLOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
MSFC Oran, W. A. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-24908 Guenther, G. A. 11 1037MSFC Oran, W. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-24953 Gregory, J. C. 13 1038MSFC Parnell, T. A. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-24953 Gregory, J. C. 13 1038MSFC Naumann, R. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25055 Todd, F. C. 13 1039MSFC Espy, P. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25055 Todd, F. C. 13 1039MSFC Jones, B. P. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25101 Wu, S. T. 13 1040MSFC Hagyard, M. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25101 Wu, S. T. 13 1040MSFC Costes, N. C. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25102 Chung, T. J. 13 104
MSFC Peasley, Q. D. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25102 Chung, T. J. 13 1041MSFC Kroes, R. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25120 Davis, J. H. 47 1042MSFC Devries, L. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25750 Wu, S. T. 49 1043MSFC Smith, R. E. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-25750 Wu, S. T. 49 1043MSFC Akens, D. S. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26055 Beltz, J. S. 73 1044MSFC Sorensen, V. C. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26055 Beltz, J. S. 73 1044MSFC Ruff, R. C. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26773 Todd, F. C. 21 1045MSFC Kroes, R. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26793 Davis, J. H. 13 1046MSFC Lacy, L. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26793 Davis, J. H. 13 1046MSFC Stern, H. E. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26795 McCarty, V. 39 1047MSFC Dalins, I. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26795 McCarty, V. 39 1047MSFC Reese, O. Y. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-26991 Roy, U. 47 1048MSFC Jones, B. P. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-27181 Horner, J. M. 13 1049MSFC Parnell, T. A. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-27336 Gregory, J. C. 13 1050MSFC Oran, W. A. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-27336 Gregory, J. C. 13 1050MSFC Young, R. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-27792 Chung, T. J. 21 1051MSFC Zimmerman, C. R. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-27792 Chung, T. J. 21 1051MSFC Lacy, L. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-27809 Otto, G. H. 13 1052MSFC Urban, E. W. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-27809 Otto, G. H. 13 1052MSFC Peters, P. N. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28071 Gregory, J. G. 13 1053
MSFC Hagyard, M. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28097 Wu, S. T. 11 1054MSFC Jones, B. P. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28097 Wu, S. T. 11 1054MSFC Aldrich, B. R. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28112 Walter, H. 47 1055MSFC Boese, A. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28112 Walter, H. 47 1055MSFC Smith, R. E. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28248 Hermann, R. 42 1056MSFC Devries, L. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28248 Hermann, R. 42 1056MSFC Reed, T. G. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28249 Shih, C. C. 46 1057MSFC Wilhold, G. A. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28249 Shih, C. C. 46 1057MSFC Adams, W. R. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28304 Walter, H. U. 19 1058
MSFC Bannister, T. C. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28304 Walter, H. U. 19 1058MSFC Strong, J. S. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28512 Rogers, J. G. 69 1059MSFC Watters, H. H. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28512 Rogers, J. G. 69 1059MSFC Hodges, B. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28545 Polge, R. J. 13 1060MSFC Wesson, R. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28545 Polge, R. J. 13 1060MSFC Wilhold, G. A. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28588 Pao, S. P. 46 1061MSFC Jones, J. H. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28588 Pao, S. P. 46 1061MSFC Allums, S. L. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28736 Shih, C. C. 46 1062MSFC Hastings, L. J. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28736 Shih, C. C. 46 1062MSFC Wills, F..D. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-28954 Eglitis, A. 13 1063MSFC Decher, R. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29316 Karr, G. R. 13 1064MSFC Urban, E. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29316 Karr, G. R. 13 1064MSFC West, G. S., Jr. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29317 Rao, G. L. 49 1065MSFC Smith, R. E. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29317 Rao, G. L. 49 1065
MSFC Smith, R. E. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29501 Wu, S. T. 13 1066
MSFC Tellries, H. B. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29501 Wu, S. T. 13 1066
MSFC Zwiener, J. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29542 Castle, J. G. 47 1067MSFC Davidson, M. C. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29542 Castle, J. G. 47 1067
MSFC Smith, R. E. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29543 Wu, S. T. 13 1068
MSFC Davidson, M. C. UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE NAS 8-29650 Walter, H. U. 13 1069
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MSFC Ellsworth, J. D. 
MSFC Thompson. Z. 
MSFC Thornton, W. G .  
MSFC Borelli, M. T. 
MSFC Fichtl, G .  H. 
MSFC Alexander, M. 
MSFC Thompson, 2. 
MSFC Ellsworth, J .  D. 
MSFC Messer, C. W. 
MSFC Fehlberg, E. 
MSFC Watlers. H. H. 
MSFC Ponder, T. W. 
MSFC Rose, S. D. 
MSFC Poarman, R. M. 
MSFC Hoppes. R. V. 
MSFC King, C. A. 
MSFC Wesson, R. L. 
MSFC Caruso, S. V. 
MSFC Allen, R. V. 
MSFC Jones, J. H. 
MSFC Wilhold, G .  A. 
MSFC Jones, J. 
MSFC Dabbs, J. R. 
MSFC Krome, H. 0. 
MSFC Cochran, J. 
MSFC Huffaker. R. M. 
MSFC Krupnick, A. C. 
MSFC Allen, R. E. 
MSFC McDonough, G .  
MTF Mooneyham. D. W. 
MTF Wolverton, B. C. 
MTF Mooneyhan. D. W. 
MTF Mooneyhan, D. W. 
MTF Mooneyhan, D .  W. 
MTF Maoneyhan, D. W. 
NSO-N 
WS Hollon, E. M. 
WS Oberholtzer. J. D. 
WS Jackson. E. B. 
WS Holton. E. M. 
WS Holton. E. M. 
WS Krieger. R. L. 
WS Wcs1, W. W. 
WS Gray, J. W. 
WS Vaughn, C. R. 
WS Gray, J. W. 
WS Halton, E. M. 
WS Jackson, E. B. 
WS Milliner, C. F.. Jr. 
WS Curtis, C. M. 
WS Harmon, T. J. 
WS Floyd, J. C. 
WS Denton, S. R.. 
WS Raine, A. 
WS Lacheman, E. R., Jr 
WS Maurer. H. E. 
WS Evenon. E. R. 

























U A Y S E  STATE L N1\ 
H'AYSE STATt  L XI\ 
WAYNE STATE UNlV 
XAVIER UNIV-LA 
JACKSO\ S T \  Ib  COI. 
JACKSON S r h  If  ( OL 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPI'I SrATf.  I 1  
UhIV SO MISSISSIPPI 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
C O L L t t i t  Of  \%M & MARY 
C0LOKAI)O STATE LVIV 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
EMORY UNIVERSITY 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 





UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV O F  MILAN 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 































NGR 25-01 1-002 
NGL 19-001-105 


























Hung, 1. C. 
Hung, 1. C. 
Gonzalez, R. C. 
Gonzalez, R. C. 
Frost, W. 
Frost. W. 
Hung. J. C. 
Hung, J. C.  
Shahrokh. F .  
Tapley, B. D. 
Helmreich, K. 
Kraushaar, W. L. 
Kraushaar, W. L. 
Adams, C. M. 
Adams, C.  M. 
Bradshaw, C. 
Bradshaw, C. 
Kinser, D. L. 
Kinser. D. L. 
Rodin, E. Y. 
Rodin, E. Y. 
Israel, M. H. 
Israel, M. H. 
Israel. M. H. 
Israel. M. H. 
Thomaon. J. A. 
Brown, R. K. 
Brown, R. K. 
Fulwiler. J. H. 
Nelson, F. 
Perkins, J .  
Whitehutst, C .  A. 
Bouchillon, C. W. 
Bouchillon, C. W. 
Pinson. J. W. 
Jolly, R. K. 
Jolly, R. K. 
Jordan, J .  P. 
Jordan. J. P. 
Popovic, V. P. 
Kindle. E. C. 
Freeman, J. W. 
Frccman, J .  W. 
Williams, T. C.  
Davis, T. N. 
Smith, R. E. 
Smith, R. E. 
Bowhill, S. A. 
Haralick, R. M. 
Haralick, R. M. 
Nagarajon, N. 
Singh. G .  
Thompson, F. J. 




NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF  TECHNICAL 
W C  OFFICER 
WS Holton, E .  M. 
WS Jackson. E. B. 
WS 
WS Spurling, J .  F. 
WS West, W. H. 
WS Scoll. J. H. 
WS Beltle. J. F. 
HQ-AA Ernme, E. M. 
HQ-EC Verastko. C. E. 
HQ-EC Silverman, D. 
HQ-EC Andrus, A. G .  
HQ-EC Silverman. D. 
HQ-ER Jacobs, G .  J. 
HQ-ER Park. A. B. 
HQ-ER Jacobs, G .  J. 
HQ-ER Swetnick, M. T. 
HQ-ER Lehmann, J. 
HQ-ER 
HQ-ER 
HQ-ER Jacobs, R. G .  
HQ-ER Lehmann. J. 
HQER Jacobs, G .  J. 
HQ-ER Lehmann, J .  
HQ-ER Jacobs, G .  J .  
HQ-ER Park. A. B. 
HQ-ER Ahmajan, A. M. 
HQ-ER Lehmann, J. 
HQ-ER Jacobs, G. J. 
HQ-ER Park, A. B. 
HQ-ER 
HQ-ER Lchmann, J. 
HQ-ER Tepper, M. 
HQ-ES Milwiwky, B. 
HQ-ES Murphy, J .  P. 
HQ-ES Murphy, J .  P. 
HQ-FE 
HQ-FE 
HQ-FE Ahrendt, M. H. 
HQ-FE Collin, E. E. 
HQ-FE Rich, W. k. 
HO-FE Tuttle. F. B. 
HQ-FE 
HO-FE Thorne. M 
HQ-FE 
HQ-I Barnes, R. 
HQ-I Frutkin, A. W. 
HQ-JG Amoldi, L. B. 
HQ-JG Limoncclli, D. D 
HQ-JG Mockbee, 1. 
HQ-JG Arnoldi, L. B. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT Hamilton, J .  T. 
HQ-KT Ault, L. A. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT Philips, R. J .  






UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNLV OF UTAH 
VIRGINIA POLY LNST 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
RROOME COMMUNITY COL 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 





STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 





UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MO-KANSAS CITY 
UNlV O F  MONTANA 
UNlV O F  MONTANA 
UNIV O F  MUNICH 
UNlV O F  RHODE ISLAND 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
M A R Q U E X E  UNIVERSITY 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNlV 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PRATT INSTITUTE 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV O F  SO FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
HARVARD LlNlVERSITY 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV MLCH-ANN ARBOR 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 




SOUTHEASTN STATE COL 
































































Musacchia, X. J. 
Musacchia, X. J. 
South, F. E. 
Staffanson, F. L. 
Staffanson, F. L. 
Peltry. D. E. 
Pettry, D. E. 
Forsythe, R. K. 
Harrington, J. V. 
Harringtan, J. V. 
Morgan, R. P. 
MacKay, R. S. 
Lee. K. 
Herrnstein, R. J .  
Markowitz, W. 
Nowak, W. B. 
Gora, E. K. 
Danielli, J. F. 
Williams, T. C. 
Barzelay, M. E. 
Colewell, R. N. 
Baird, J. R. 
Grenell, R. G. 
Cook, J. J .  
Cook, J. J .  
Querry, M .  R. 
Craigbead, J .  J. 
Craighead, J .  J. 
Moller, F. 
Sadasiv. G .  
Suomi, V. E. 
Markowitz, W. 
Mucller. I. 1. 
Mueller, I. 1. 
Dean, C. T. 
Dean, C. T. 
Reynolds, T.  D. 
...- 
waggins, K. E. 
Wiggins, K .  E. 
Williamson, S. E. 
Heindcl, R.  H. 
Kopp, 0. W. 
Blackledge, J .  P. 
Harvey, M. L. 
Hershbirg. ?. 1. 
Herahberg, P. I. 
French. J. R.. Jr. 




Rubenstein, A. H. 
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H Q K T  Carlson, J. M. 
HQ-KT Hamilton, J. T. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT Orrick, D. W. 
HQ-KT Orrick, D. W. 
HQ-KT Carlson, J .  M. 
HQ-KT Carlson. J .  M. 
HQ-KT Glassman, S. J.  
HQ-KT Carlson. J. M. 
HQ-KT Phillips, R. J. 
HQ-KT Philips, R. J. 
HQ-KT Carlson, J. M. 
HQ-KT Carlson. J.  M. 
H Q K T  Philips, R. J. 
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. 
HQ-KT Carlson, J. M. 
HQ-KT Holley, H. L. 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT 
HQ-KT Carlson, J. M. 
HQ-KT Philips, R.  J. 
HQ-KT Carlson. J. M. 
H Q K T  Holley, H. L. 




HQ-PA Smolensky. S. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly. 1. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J.  G.  
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carler, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carler, C.  H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Morris, J.  D. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly. J .  G .  
HQ-PY 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Caner, C. H. 
HQ-PY Caner, C. H. 
HQ-PY Cartec, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G.  
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
H Q P Y  Pohly. 1. G. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale. S. A. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PV Morris, J .  D. 
INSTITUTION 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNIV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  GEORGlA 
UNlV O F  MlAMl 
UNlV OF  MlAMl 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNIV OF  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV OF  VIRGINIA 
WAYNE STATE UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
hLABAMA A&M UKlV 







BOH'IE S l  ATE COI I FGE 
B O N l t  S I . \ T t  C O I I F G C  
CALIF INST 01 I FCII 
CALIt  INST O t  I'FCII 
CARNFGIE-MLI I O h  UNIV 
CASt  WESTLKK RFSCRVC 
C h S t  WESTEKK RFSKRVK 
CATHOIIC' CNIVFRSITY 
CENI 'K\ l .  S1 UKIV-OHIO 
CEUIKAI ST UKIV-OHIO 
CENTRAL ST VNIV-OHIO 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
COLOKADO SCI-1 O F  h l l h C  




CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 



























































Kotlenslette, J .  P. 
Kottenstette, J .  P. 
Kottenstette. J. P. 
Kattenstene, J. P. 
Kottenstette. J. P. 
Park, M. K. 
Park, M. K. 
Harvey, M. L. 
Harvey, M. L. 
Shinnick, W. A. 
Kenl, A 
Ehrenreich, J. W. 
Ehrenreich, J. W. 
Barnes, D. W. 
Prince, B. W. 
Rothrock. A. M. 
Rothrock, A. M. 
Zannetos, Z. S. 
Lowsine, L. 
George, M. C. 
Manager, M. C. 
Lee, C. T. 
Weathers, G. D. 
Golden, M. S. 
Burke. W. J .  
Parker, W. V. 
Vachon, R. I. 
O'Brien, J. F. 
Poonai, P. 




Pings, C. J. 
Strehler, A. F. 
Thomas, R. H. 
Prahl. J. M. 
Fang, B. T. 
Hamler, E. A. 
Rubin, D. 
Craft, T. J .  
Sher. A. 
Lee, K. 





NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
DIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF  TECHNICAL 
IQC OFFICER 
HQ-PY Morris, J .  D.  
HQ-PY Caner, C. H. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J .  A. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Carler, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J .  G .  
HQ-PY Pahly. J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. 0. 
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G. 
HQ-PY Carter, C.  H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C.  H. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J .  A. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Vitale. J. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Huff, V. N. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Chen, W. T. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
H Q P Y  Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J .  G. 
HQ-PY Carter, C.  H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Quinn, H. 8. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
H O P Y  Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pahly, J. G.  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G .  
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Vilale, J. A. 







DELAWARE STATE COL 





FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 
FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
GtORGI :  H'ASHI%GTO% I1 
GEORGIA INST OF TECH 
GtORGlA IXSI  OF T i C H  






HAMPTON IUSTlTlll  E 
HARVARD VKIVCRSITY 
HO\I I K D  1 hIVCRSITY 





ILL INST OF  TECH 
IOWA STATE UNLV 
JACKSON STATE COL 
JACKSON STAT,  COL 
JOHNS IiOPKINS CNIV 
LEHIGH UNlVERSlTY 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MICHIGAN STATE UNLV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
MISSISSIPPI SThTC U 
?4ISSISSIPl'I ST.\TF 0 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
NORFOLK STATE COL 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 




CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGR 33-W8-168 Ginzberg, E .  
NGT 33-008-013 Robey. R. C. 
NGL 33-01&17I Liang, T. 
NGR 33-01&071 McHanus, H. N. 
NGT 30-001-003 Hornig, J .  F.  
NGR 08-002-001 Helmy. E. M. 
NGR 08-002-005 Helmy. E. M. 
NGR 19-015-001 Rogers, R. 
NGL 3 9 - W 0 2 0  Hageny, W. W. 
NGT 34-001-003 Harmon. F .  
NGT 11-001-005 Lester. C. T. 
NGR 09-05&010 McDowell, A. 
NGT 10-004-008 Keirs. R. J. 
NGT 33-012.002 Finley, J. 
NGL 09-010-030 Mayo. A. L. 
NGR LI-002-081 Hansen. A. G .  
NGT 11-002-006 Webb, S. C. 
NGT 11-002-064 Hansen, A. G. 
NGR 19-011-009 Terrell, J.  
NGR 19-011-012 Sabu. D. D. 
NGR 19-011-013 Gajendar, N. 
NGR 19-011-014 Cross, M. A. 
NGR 19-011-016 Narasimharnurty H, 
NGR 47-02@005 
NGT 22-007-008 McFarland. R. A. 
NGL 09-011-M6 Ferguson, G .  A. 
NGR 09-011-039 Baioum, P. M. 
NGR 09-011-053 Bainum, P. M. 
NGR 09-011-053 Bainurn, P. M. 
NGT 09-01 1-001 Miller, C. L. 
NGT 09-01 1-051 Deloavh, E. M. 
N C T  14-OM-002 Grad, A. 
NGT 16-002-002 Zaffarano, D. J. 
NGR 25-011-001 Nelson. F. 
NGR 25-011-002 Perkins, J. 
NGT 21-Wl-M)4 Kirnball, A. W. 
NGT 39-001-003 Stout, R. D. 
NGL 19401-024 Whit~hurst. C. A. 
NGI. 19-MI-024 ?Uitehi;:st, C. A. 
NGL 19-001-097 Whitehurst, C. A. 
NGL 19-001-105 Whitehurst. C. A. 
NGL 22-009-019 Harrington, J. V. 
NGL 22-009-638 Harrington, 1. V. 
NGL 23-004-083 Boylan. M. G .  
NGT 23-004-004 Minkel, C. W. 
NGL 25401-028 Bouchillon, C. W. 
NGL 25-001-040 Rrown, L. P. 
NGT 25-001-002 McKee, J. C., Jr. 
NGR I I-008-Mn Spight. C. 
NGT 21-025-006 Proctor, N. K. 
NGT 33-016-014 Ragauini, J. R. 
NGR 47-025-001 Colegate, R.  L. 
NGR 34-012-003 Madan. R. N. 
NGR 34-012-004 Williams, L. 
NGT 34-002-097 Hart. F. 
NGT 35-001-001 Smith, C .  S. 
NGR 22-011-072 Nowak. W. B. 
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF TECHNICAL 
I D C  OFFICER 
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. 
HQ-PY Morris. J. D. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQPY Vitale. J. A. 
H Q P Y  Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Caner. C. H. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Quinn, H. B. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Vitale. J. A. 
HQ-PY Vitale. J. A. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
H Q P Y  Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Quinn, H. B. 
H Q P Y  Caner. C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Caner. C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J .  G. 
HQ-PY Quinn. H. B. 
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. 
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, 1. G .  
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
HQ-PY 
HQ-PY Pohly. J. G.  
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY, Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter. C. H. 
HQ-PY 
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C.  H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Vitale. J. A. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. 
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G .  
H Q P Y  Redding. E. R. 
HQ-PY Redding. E. R. 





OHIO STATE UNlY 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
O L D  DOMINION UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNIV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PEUNSYLVAKIA S'I'ATE L 
IYUSSYLVAKIA S I A  rk I: 
I'EN\SYLVANIA STA I'l U 
I'OLY IVST BROOKIYN 
I'KAIRlt VIEW A&M COI 
PRAlKl t  VlEU A&M COI. 
PKAlRlt  V l t U  ,\&M COI. 










RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK * 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 
SO CAROLINA ST COL 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
SO D,\KOTA STAI I. I U I \  
SOLTHCRK MI: I'IIOUIST L 
SOUTIICRK METIIOI>ISr I '  
SO LUIV.BATON ROUGI: 
SO LUIV.BATON R0llC;l. 
SO UUIV-BATOPI R O l G l .  
\O UNIV-BATOU ROllGF 
SO II\lV-NEW ORLEAKS 
T A h F O K I )  LNIVERSITY 
STANFOKI) L NlVkRSlTY 
STANFOKI) LKIVERSITY 
S'IANFOKI) I hIVtRSITY 
S'IAKFORI) L hIVtKSITY 
S ~ A \ I - O R I >  I . \ I V ~ R S I T Y  
SI'A'll: I! NY-SIONY BRK 
SYK4CllSl.~ IJhIVtRSITY 
SYK4COSl' I Ih lVtRSlTY 
SYRACOSI. UKlVtRSlTY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 




































































Rubenstein, A. H. 
Baker, R. H. 
Roaden, A. 
Kindle. E. C. 
Goglia, G .  L. 
Goglia, G. L. 
Poulton, C.  E. 
Hansln, H. P. 
Ebaugh, P. 
Ebaugh. P. 
Howell, B. F., Jr. 
Roethof, G. 
Giardano, A. B. 
Stubblrcfield, C. T. 
Sohel, M. S: 
Yeh, H. Y. 
Pittendrigh, C. S. 
Landgrebe, D. A. 
Landgrebe, D. A. 
Modrey, J. 
Andrews. F. N. 
Waling. 1. L. 
Wiberley, S. E. 
Stebbings, R. F. 
Stehbings. R. F. 
Gordon, W. E. 
Torrey. H. C. 
Elgel. E. G., Jr. 
Payne, J. E. 
Schleusener, R. A. 
Myers, Y. I. 
Denton, J. C. 
Albritton, C. C., Jr. 
Johnson. J. A. 
Chakkalakal. D. A. 
Watson, M. M. 
Lucas. E. C. 
Moses, L. 
Pettit, J. M. 
Petltit, J. M. 
Pettit, J. M. 
Adams, J.  L. 
Bcrshader, D. 
Kao, Y. H. 
Barrelay, M. E.  
Hough, W. H. 
Honey, J. C. 
George. M. C. 
Morrisan, R. A 
Rouse. J. W. 
Graves, L. 
Dcener, D.  R. 
Terrill, G. R. 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
HQ-PY U OKLA-HEALTH CENTER NGT 37-003-044 59 3005
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF PITTSBURGH NGT 39-011-075 Stone, D. C. 99 3118
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGL 05-018-044 Bichael, H. 99 1608
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGT 05-018-085 Reining, H., Jr. 99 1617
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGT 05-018-127 Kaprielian, Z. A. 49 1618
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI NGL 25-005-007 Pinson, J. W. 39 2546
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGL 43-001-021 Thomas, C. O. 99 3166
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGL 43-001-021 Thomas, C. O. 99 3166
HQ-PY Morris, J. D. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGR 43-001-116 James, L. B. 75 3174
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV NGT 43-001-002 Smith, H. A. 99 3179
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGT 44-012-009 Ellison, F. P. 99 3351
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS NGL 44-004-130 Johnson, F. S. 99 3375
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF VERMONT NGT 46-001-001 Johnstone, D. B. 99 3428
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NGL 47-005-014 Barnes, D. W. 42 3470
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NGT 47-005-005 Whitehead, W. D. 99 3487
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGT 48-002-007 McCarthy, J. L. 99 3553
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGL 50-002-001 Bock, R. M. 12 3577
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGL 50-002-114 Suomi, V. E. 39 3581
HQ-PY Vitale, J. A. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGL 50-002-127 Clapp, J. L. 39 3582
HQ-PY VIRGINIA STATE COL NGL 47-014-009 21 3522
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. VIRGINIA STATE COL NGR 47-014-005 Agrawal, K. M. 41 3524
HQ-PY Pohly, J. G. VIRGINIA STATE COL NGR 47-014-006 Shonoch, C. E. 13 3525
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGL 26-008-054 Morgan, R. P. 99 2578
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGT 26-008-005 Morrow, R. E. 99 2583
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. WAYNE STATE UNIV NGT 23-006-001 Burnham, F. B. 99 2488
HQ-PY Quinn, H. B. WEST VIRGINIA UNIV NGL 49-001-001 Wilson, M. F. 99 3554
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. WEST VIRGINIA UNIV NGL 49-001-001 Wilson, M. F. 99 3554
HQ-PY Carter, C. H. XAVIER UNIV-LA NGR 19-007-002 Fulwiler, J. H. 76 2119
HQ-PY Redding, E. R. YALE UNIVERSITY NGR 07-004-029 Wildt, R. 13 1712
HQ-MA Allenby, R. J. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-027 Brewer, T. 32 2212
HQ-MA Pomeroy, J. H. CAL STATE U-LG BEACH NGR 05-013-023 Green, J. 32 1246
HQ-MA Allenby, R. J. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-106 Dalziel, I. W. 32 2734
HQ-MA Roberson, F. I. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NGR 33-011-031 Mercer, R. 11 2790
HQ-MA Pomeroy, J. H. ILL INST OF TECH NGR 14-004-049 Higgins, G. T. 39 1887
HQ-MA Allenby, R. J. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-274 Phinney, R. A. 32 2667
HQ-MA Pomeroy, J. H. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NGL 15-005-140 Lipschutz, M. E. 32 1995
HQ-MA Allenby, R. J. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-197 Waggoner, J. A. 12 1565
HQ-MA Pomeroy, J. H. UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR NGR 23-005-537 Evans, B. J. 32 2470
HQ-MA Pomeroy, J. H. " UNIV OREGON-EUGENE NGL 38-003-010 Goles, G. G. 32 3024
HQ-MA Allenby, R. J. YALE UNIVERSITY NGL 07-004-103 Skinner, B. J. 32 1709
HQ-MM Belleville, R. E. AMERICAN UNIVERSITY NGR 09-003-015 Ferster, C. B. 61 1734
HQ-MM McKinney, V. L. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-018 Fulton, G. P. 59 2208
HQ-MM Deutsch, S. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-018 Fulton, G. P. 59 2208
HQ-MM Coburn, K. R. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-022 Decicco, B. T. 51 1736
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-022 Decicco, B. T. 51 1736
HQ-MM Jones, W. L. COLLEGE OF WM & MARY NGR 47-006-054 Aceto, H., Jr. 51 3436
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. COLORADO STATE UNIV NGR 06-002-128 Lett, J. T. 51 1645
HQ-MM Brownstein, H. S. GEORGE WASHINGTON U NSR 09-010-027 Schiff, H. I. 59 1764
HQ-MM Belleville, R. E. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-137 Kelleher, R. T. 61 2231
HQ-MM Vinograd, S. P. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NGL 15-003-117 Maickel, R. P. 52 1980
HQ-MM Lang, R. H. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-156 Young, L. R. 59 2319
HQ-MM Vinograd, S. P. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-156 Young, L. R. 59 2319
HQ-MM Belleville, R. E. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-018 Schmitt, F. O. 52 2333
HQ-MM Pecoraro, J. N. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-312 Reid, R. C. 12 2337
HQ-MM Link, M. M. OHIO STATE UNIV NSR 36-008-108 Ellingson, H. V. 59 2980
HQ-MM Brownstein, H. OHIO STATE UNIV NSR 36-008-108 Ellingson, H. V. 59 2980
HQ-MM UNIV ARKANSAS-FAYETV NGR 04-001-039 Pauly, J. E. 51 1174
HQ-MM UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGL 05-004-002 Ingraham, J. L. 51 1454
49
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION
TECH GRANT/
OFF TECHNICAL CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC
LOC OFFICER INSTITUTION NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO.
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-103 Baily, N. A. 51 1543
HQ-MM Jones, W. L. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-103 Baily, N. A. 51 1543
HQ-MM Belleville, R. E. UNIV OF KENTUCKY NGL 18-001-003 Lange, K. 0O. 61 2073
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-003 Melnik, W. L. 41 2158
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST NGL 22-010-029 Nordin, J. H. 51 2399
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV MO-COLUMBIA NGR 26-004-084 Schiffman, R. H. 59 2559
HQ-MM Belleville, R. E. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NGL 05-018-003 Henry, J. P. 51 1607
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL NSR 05-018-087 Meehan, J. P. 59 1619
HQ-MM Schmid, R. C. UNIV OF VIRGINIA NSR 47-005-070 Hendricks, E. H. 59 3488
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. UNIV WISC-MADISON NGR 50-002-109 Tibbitts, T. W. 51 3585
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U NGL 47-002-005 Ham, W. T. 51 3489
HQ-MM Jones, W. L. VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U NGL 47-002-005 Ham, W. T. 51 3489
HQ-MM Jones, W. L. VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U NGR 47-002-018 Lippincott, S. W. 51 3491
HQ-MM Saunders, J. F. VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U NGR 47-002-018 Lippincott, S. W. 51 3491
HQ-MR Langford, J. SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY NGR 33-022-139 Drucker, E. E. 75 2875
HQ-MT MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-735 13 2372
HQ-MT NORTHWESTERN UNIV NGR 14-007-069 Henize, K. G. 11 1897
HQ-MT Schulherr, R. M. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-162 Kaplan, M. H. 41 3083
HQ-MT Keith, E. L. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-162 Kaplan, M. H. 41 3083
HQ-MT Schaefer, H. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-210 Kaplan, M. H. 41 3089
HQ-MT Wild, J. W. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGR 39-009-210 Kaplan, M. H. 41 3089
HQ-MT Redfield, M. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-285 Alley, C. O. 19 2174
HQ-MT Markey, M. F. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-285 Alley, C. O. 19 2174
HQ-R MASS INST OF TECH NASW 2524 41 2305
HQ-RA Roudebush, W. H. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-002 Liepmann, H. W. 41 1194
HQ-RA Gesson, A. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-002 Liepmann, H. W. 41 1194
HQ-RA Roudebush, W. H. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGL 09-005-067 Ling, S. C. 41 1735
HQ-RA Gessow, A. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGL 09-005-067 Ling, S. C. 41 1735
HQ-RA Gessow, A. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGL 11-002-062 Huang, A. B. 41 1841
HQ-RA Roudebush, W. H. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY NGL 33-016-149 Haydysh, W. E. 46 2811
HQ-RA Gessow, A. OHIO STATE UNIV NGL 36-008-117 Neren, R. M. 41 2967
HQ-RA UNIV OF DELAWARE NGR 08-001-016 Pellicciaro, E. J. 21 1728
HQ-RA Rosenfeld, S. A. UNIV OF GEORGIA NGR 11-003-020 Adomian, G. 21 1861
HQ-RA Gessow, A. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-303 Melnik, W. L. 13 2178
HQ-RA Gessow, A. UNIV OF TORONTO NGL 52-026-001 French, T. B. 41 3615
HQ-RD Cherry, G. W. MASS INST OF TECH NASW 2412 Simpon, R. 99 2304
HQ-RE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY NASR 229 21 1732
HQ-RE CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-051 Tang, C. L. 13 2764
HQ-RE Rosenfeld, S. A. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-176 Book, R. V. 21 2235
HQ-RE Rosenfeld, S. A. MASS INST OF TECH NASW 2276 Phillips, N. 21 2303
HQ-RE Michaels, T. S. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-010 Markey, W. R. 49 2310
HQ-RE Meson, J. K. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-013 Kennedy, R. S. 13 2311
HQ-RE Rosenfeld, R. A. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-535 Guzman-Arenas, A. 99 2347
HQ-RE OHIO STATE UNIV NASR 141 Peters, H. J. 45 2962
HQ-RE Janow, C. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NGL 39-009-023 Shearer, J. L. 49 3075
HQ-RE Janow, C. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-073 Kalman, R. E. 49 1302
HQ-RE Kurzhals, P. R. UNIV OF CONNECTICUT NGL 07-002-002 Lindorff, D. P. 41 1699
HQ-RE Pontious, C. E. UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK NGR 21-002-270 Miller, J. 21 2173
HQ-RE Michaels, T. S. UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN NGL 44-012-008 Tapley, B. D. 42 3335
HQ-RL STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-275 Karamcheti, K. 13 1313
HQ-RM Brandon, F. D. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NSR 14-007-103 Adnor, M. R. 99 1906
HQ-RM Wisniewski, R. J. NORTHWESTERN UNIV NSR 14-007-103 Adnor, M. R. 99 1906
HQ-RO Enders, J. H. MASS INST OF TECH NASW 2412 Simpon, R. 99 2304
HQ-RO Charak, M. T. VIRGINIA POLY INST NGL 47-004-067 Tieleman, H. W. 49 3502
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-005 Knauss, W. G. 13 1196
HQ-RP Compitello, F. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NSR 39-009-135 Lakshminarayana, B. 46 3095
HQ-RP Levine, R. S. PENNSYLVANIA STATE U NSR 39-009-135 Lakshminarayana, B. 46 3095
HQ-RP Lazar, J. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-005 Jahn, R. G. 42 2638
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HQ-RP Mullin, J. P. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGL 31-001-005 Jahn, R. G. 42 2638
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. UNIV OF UTAH NGL 45-003-019 Baer, A. D. 12 3417
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. UNIV OF UTAH NGL 45-003-029 Williams, M. L. 13 3419
HQ-RP Wasel, R. A. UNIV OF UTAH NGL 45-003-037 Devires, K. L. 46 3420
HQ-RR KENT STATE UNIV NSR 36-007-013 Brown, G. H. 47 2954
HQ-RR NORTHWESTERN UNIV NSR 14-007-037 Cambel, A. B. 13 1904
HQ-RR UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-010 Worley, W. J. 19 1957
HQ-RV Mark, C. P. PURDUE UNIVERSITY NSR 15-005-037 Dewitt, D. P. 46 2012
HQ-RW Weinberg, I. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-009-033 Feldman, C. 13 2141
HQ-RW Gessow, A. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-014 Melcher, J. R. 41 2312
HQ-RW PURDUE UNIVERSITY NSR 15-005-037 Dewitt, D. P. 46 2012
HQ-RW SOUTHERN METHODIST U NGR 44-007-028 Walsh, J. E. 21 3235
HQ-RW Weinberg, I. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-242 Little, W. A. 13 1309
HQ-RW Weinberg, I. TULANE UNIVERSITY NGL 19-002-027 Hermann, A. M. 13 2114
HQ-RW Weinberg, I. UNIV OF MAINE-ORONO NGR 20-006-016 Clark, A. H. 13 2121
HQ-NS Thom, K. CITY COLLEGE OF N Y NGL 33-013-034 Tchen, C. M. 13 2712
HQ-NS Thom, K. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGL 33-008-009 Novick, R. 12 2728
HQ-NS Thom, K. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-064 Cool, T. A. 13 2759
HQ-NS Johnsen, E. G. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-658 Sheridan, T. B. 46 2361
HQ-NS Miller, D. J. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-658 Sheridan, T. B. 46 2361
HQ-NS Thornm, K. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGL 34-002-017 Bennett, W. H. 13 2899
HQ-NS Thom, K. NO CAROLINA STATE U NGR 34-002-177 Hassan, H. 13 2910
HQ-NS Gavigan, F. X. NORTHEASTERN UNIV NGR 22-011-077 Nowak, W. B. 46 2387
HQ-NS Schwenk, F. C. NORTHEASTERN UNIV NGR 22-011-077 Nowak, W. B. 46 2387
HQ-NS Harrison, H. H. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-151 Kelly, A. 13 2650
HQ-NS Gruber, M. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-185 Layton, J. P. 72 2653
HQ-NS Schieb, W. S., Jr. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-185 Layton, J. P. 72 2653
HQ-NS Gerstein, N. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-230 Kelly, A. J. 42 2660
HQ-NS Schwenk, F. C. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY NGR 31-001-230 Kelly, A. J. 42 2660
HQ-NS Harrison, H. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-015 Fairbanks, W. M. 13 1301
HQ-NS Harrison, H. STEVENS INST OF TECH NGL 31-003-020 Meissner, H. 13 2680
HQ-NS Schwenk, F. C. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-006 Schultz, D. G. 45 1139
HQ-NS Hintze, A. S. -UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-006 Schultz, D. G. 45 1139
HQ-NS Harrison, H. H. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-009 Cohen, M. 99 1920
HQ-NS Thom, K. UNIV OF FLORIDA NGL 10-005-089 Schneider, R. T. 13 1801
HQ-NS Thom, K. UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA NGR 14-005-183 Miley, G. H. 12 1966
HQ-NS Fleishman, M. R. UNIV OF WASHINGTON NGL 48-002-044 Hertzberg, A. 13 3534
HQ-SB Jacobs, G. J. UNIV OF CHICAGO NGL 14-001-012 Moran, H. F. 59 1922
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. BOSTON COLLEGE NGR 22-003-017 Eather, R. H. 13 2202
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. BOSTON COLLEGE NGR 22-003-017 Eather, R. H. 13 2202
HQ-SG BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-035 13 2214
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV NGR 45-001-011 Jones, D. E. 13 3410
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV NGR 45-001-011 Jones, D. E. 13 3410
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-007 Neugebauer, G. 11 1197
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-007 Neugebauer, G. 11 1197
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-034 Zirin, H. 11 1198
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-034 Zirin, H. 11 1198
HQ-SG Aucremanne, M. J. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL05-002-134 Oke, J. B. 11 1202
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 'CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-134 Oke, J. B. 11 1202
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-207 Neugebauer, G. 11 1208
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-207 Neugebauer, G. 11 1208
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-142 Leighton, R. B. 11 1214
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-142 Leighton, R. B. 11 1214
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-160 Vogt, R. E. 11 1218
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-160 Vogt, R. E. 11 1218
HQ-SG Burcher, E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-219 Garmire, G. P. 11 1221
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-219 Garmire, G. P. 11 1221
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-256 Thorne, K. S. 11 1227
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HQ-SG Roman, N. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-256 Thorne, K. S. 11 1227
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-259 Davis, L. 13 1228
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-259 Davis, L. 13 1228
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-284 Garmire, G. P. 11 1230
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-284 Garmire, G. P. 11 1230
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-294 Zirin, H. 11 1231
HQ-SG Calahan, H. D. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-294 Zirin, H. 11 1231
HQ-SG Chase, R. H. CALIF INST OF TECH NSR 05-002-071 Zirin, H. 11 1238
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. CALIF INST OF TECH NSR 05-002-071 Zirin, H. 11 1238
HQ-SG Dubin, M. CAL STATE U-FULLERTN NGR 05-071-002 Johnson, F. M. 11 1241
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-063 Whang, Y. C. 13 1737
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NGR 09-005-063 Whang, Y. C. 13 1737
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-102 Novick, R. 11 2733
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-102 Novick, R. 11 2733
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-125 Novick, R. 11 2735
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-125 Novick, R. 11 2735
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-158 Novick, R. 11 2737
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY NGR 33-008-158 Novick, R. 11 2737
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-145 Greisen, K. 1. 11 2771
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-145 Greisen, K. I. 11 2771
HQ-SG Fellows, R. F. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-161 Brice, N. M. 13 2773
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-161 Brice, N. M. 13 2773
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NGR 30-001-030 Morgan, M. G. 31 2605
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NGR 30-001-030 Morgan, M. G. 31 2605
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NGR 30-001-040 Sonnerup, B. U. 13 2606
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NGR 30-001-040 Sonnerup, B. U. 13 2606
HQ-SG Schmcrling, E. R. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NGR 30-001-041 Laaspere, T. 31 2607
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. DARTMOUTH COLLEGE NGR 30-001-041 Laaspere, T. 31 2607
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NGL 33-011-001 Hemenway, C. L. 11 2788
HQ-SG Dubin, M. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NGL 33-011-001 Hemenway, C. L. 11 2788
HQ-SG Dubin, M. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NGR 33-011-017 Weinberg, J. L. 11 2789
HQ-SG Dubin, M. DUDLEY OBSERVATORY NGR 33-011-043 Greenberg, J. M. 11 2791
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE NGR 09-050-010 McDowell, H. 11 1747
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-007 Cummings, W. D. 13 2080
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. GRAMBLING COLLEGE NGR 19-011-007 Cummings, W. D. 13 2080
HQ-SG Weldon, J. W. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-006 Goldberg, L. 11 2222
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-006 Goldberg, L. 11 2222
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-136 Dalgarno, O. 11 2228
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGL 22-007-136 Dalgarno, O. 11 2228
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-202 Goldberg, L. 11 2238
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-202 Goldberg, L. 11 2238
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-211 Goldberg, L. 11 2240
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. HARVARD UNIVERSITY NGR 22-007-211 Goldberg, L. 11 2240
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. HAVERFORD COLLEGE NGL 39-006-001 Greene, L. C. 11 3049
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. HAVERFORD COLLEGE NGL 39-006-001 Greene, L. C. 11 3049
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NGL 15-003-002 Johnson, H. R. 11 1978
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN NGL 15-003 002 Johnson, H. R. 11 1978
HQ-SG Dubin, M. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-001 Fastie, W. G. 19 2132
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-001 Fastie, W. G. 19 2132
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-084 Crosswhite, H. M. 11 2136
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-084 Crosswhite, H. M. 11 2136
HQ-SG JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV NGR 21-001-119 32 2140
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NGR 19-001-012 Huggett, R. W. 11 2099
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE NGR 19-001-012 Huggett, R. W. 11 2099
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-015 Bridge, H. S. 13 2313
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NGL 22-009-015 Bridge, H. S. 13 2313
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-366 Shapiro, I. 1. 31 2340
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. MASS INST OF TECH NGR 22-009-372 Bridge, H. S. 13 2341
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HQ-SG Schmcrling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG Boggess. N. W. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., JT. 
HQ-SG Schmerling. E. R. 
HQ-SG 
HQ-SC Boggess, N. W. 
HQSG Roman. N. G .  
H Q S G  Ashworth, C. D. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SG Oertel, G .  K. 
HQ-SG Weldan, J. M. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Miller, R. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Calahan, D .  
HQ-SC 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. 
H Q S G  Hallenbeck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG 011, E. J .  
HQ-SG Ott. E. J. 
HQ-SF Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., l r .  
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SC Roman. N. G .  
H Q S G  Holtz, J. R. 
X Q S G  Aucremanne. M. J. 
HQ-SG Sures. A. H. 
HQ-SG Sures, A. H. 
HQ-SG Aucremanne. M. J. 
HQ-SG Aucremanne. M. 1. 
HQ-SG Roman. N. G. 
HQ-SG Sures, A. H. 
HQ-SG Aucremanne. M. J.  
HQ-SG On, E. J. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SC Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG Oertel, G .  
H Q S C  Dubin. M. 
H Q S C  Kavanagh, L. D. 
H Q S G  Schmerling. E. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling. E. R. 
HQ-SG Kavnnagh. L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG Oubin, M. 
HQ-SG McDonald, M. E. 
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
INSTITUTION 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST OF  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MONTANA STATE UNlV 
MONTANA STATE UNlV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NEW YORK INST TECH 
NEW YORK INST TECH 
N O  CAROLINA STATE U 






PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PLNNSYI .V&hl .  STATE U 
Ptl\NSYI.V,\NI& STATE L1 
PI Kl\SVI.VA'cl& ST:\Tt L 
PFKKSYI.VA\I.\ STATt  U 
PFNNSYI.VANIA STATE U 
PFNNSYI.V;\NI\ S I A T t  U 
POI Y INST BROOKLYN 
POI Y IUST BROOK1 Y S  
PRINCI IOK IJUIVk.KSITY 
PRINCCIOV IIUIVkKSITY 
PRIKCf lOV I!UIVkKSITY 
PRISCFION I.YIVtKSITY 
PRINCFTON I.'NIVFRSI 1Y 
PRINCFIOU ilUIVk.KSITY 


















M N T R A C T  FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGR 22-009-372 Bridgc, H. S. 
NGR 22-009-526 Weiss. K. 
NGR 22-009-526 Weiss. R. 
NGR 22-C09-583 McCord. T .  B. 
NGR 22-009-785 Clark, G. W. 
NGR 22-009-786 Bridge, H. S. 
NGR 22-009-786 Bridge, H. S. 
NSR 22-009-073 Kraushaar, W. 
NSR 22-009-654 Clark, G. W. 
NSR 22-009-654 Clark, G. W. 
NGR 27-001-040 Nordivedt, K., Jr. 
NGR 27-001-040 Nordivedt. K.. Jr. 
NGL 32-003-069 Liefeld, R. J. 
NGL 32-003-069 Licfcld. R. J. 
NGR 33.230002 Stroke. G .  W. 
NGR 33-230002 Stroke. G .  W. 
NGL 34-002-042 Manring, E. R. 
NGL 34-002-042 Manring. E. R. 
NGL 14-007-041 Huang, S. S. 
NGL 14-007-041 Huang, S. S. 
NGR 14-007-122 Bahng, J .  D .  
NGR 14-007-122 Bahng, J .  D. 
NSR 14-007-050 Henize, K. G .  
NGL 39-009-002 Ross, W. J. 
NGL 39-009-002 Ross, W. J. 
NGL 3 9 9 - 0 0 3  Nisbet, J. S. 
NGL 39-009-003 Nisbet. J. S. 
NGL 39-009-032 Kendall, R. F. 
NGL 39-009-032 Kendall, R. F. 
NGR 39-009-218 Hale. L. C. 
NGR 39-009-218 Hale, L. C. 
NGR 33-006-047 Gross, A. H. 
NGR 33-006-047 Gross, A. H. 
NGL 31-001-007 Spitzcr, L., Jr. 
NGL 31-001-W Spitzer, L., Jr. 
NGR 31401-001 Danielson, R. E. 
NGR 31-001-001 Danielson, R. E. 
NGR 31-001-142 Danielson, R. E. 
NGR 31-001-142 ~an i e l son ,  R. E. 
NGR 31-001-236 Spitzer. L.. Jr. 
NGR 31-001-236 Spitzer, L., Jr. 
NSR 31-001-127 Spitzer, L. 
NSR 31-001-127 Spitzer, L. 
NSR 31-001-259 Morton, D. C. 
NSR 31-001-259 Morlon, D. C. 
NSR 31-001-901 Lowrance, J. L. 
NSR 31-001-901 Lowrance, J. L. 
NGL 15-005-003 Andrew, K. L. 
NGL 15-005-003 Andrew, K.  L. 
NGL 33-018-017 Hudson, J. B. 
NGL 44-006-012 Stebbins, R. F. 
NGL 44-006-012 Stebbins, R. F. 
NGR 44-006- 137 Dessler, A. J. 
NGR 44-006- 137 Dessler, A. J. 
NGR 31-004-049 Carroll, B. 
NGR 31-004-049 Carroll, B. 
NGL 05-020-008 Helliwell, R. A. 
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HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-014 Von Eshleman, V. R. 31 1300
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-176 Crawford, F. W. 31 1306
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-176 Crawford, F. W. 31 1306
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-272 Sturrock, P. A. 11 1312
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGL 05-020-272 Sturrock, P. A. 11 1312
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-001 Darosa, A. V. 31 1321
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-001 Darosa, A. V. 31 1321
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-066 Spicer, W. E. 11 1324
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-066 Spicer, W. E. 11 1324
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-288 Helliwell, R. A. 31 1326
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-288 Helliwell, R. A. 31 1326
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-330 Spreiter, J. R. 13 1327
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-330 Spreiter, J. R. 13 1327
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-407 Craft, T. A. 39 1331
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-407 Craft, T. A. 39 1331
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-452 Hofstadter, R. 11 1333
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-452 Hofstadter, R. 11 1333
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-510 Petrosian, V. 11 1336
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-510 Petrosian, V. 11 1336
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-512 Sturrach, P. 11 1337
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-512 Sturrach, P. 11 1337
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-559 Wilcox, J. 11 1345
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STANFORD UNIVERSITY NGR 05-020-559 Wilcox, J. 11 1345
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. STATE U NY-STONY BRK NGR 33-015-068 Stroke, G. W. 13 2857
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. ST U NY COL-GENESCO NGR 33-219-002 Meisel, D. D. 11 2870
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. ST U NY COL-GENESCO NGR 33-219-002 Meisel, D. D. 11 2870
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. TEMPLE UNIVERSITY NGR 39-012-001 Bohn, J. L. 11 3097
HQ-SG Dubin, M. TEMPLE UNIVERSITY NGR 39-012-001 Bohn, J. L. 11 3097
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-001 Akasofu, S. I. 13 1102
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-001 Akasofu, S. 1. 13 1102
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-087 Davis, T. N. 13 1103
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-088 Wescott, E. M. 31 1104
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-088 Wescott, E. M. 31 1104
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS NGR 02-001-094 Romick, G. J. 31 1106
HQ-SG Aucremanne, M. J. UNIV OF ARIZONA NASW 2283 Meinel, A. B. 42 1137
HQ-SG Chase, R. H. UNIV OF ARIZONA NASW 2283 Meinel, A. B. 42 1137
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-017 Bickel, W. 11 1140
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-017 Bickel, W. 11 1140
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGL 03-002-081 Gehrels, A. M. 11 1142
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-071 Bowen, T. 11 1146
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-071 Bowen, T. 11 1146
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-107 Fan, C. Y. 13 1147
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-107 Fan, C. Y. 13 1147
HQ-SG Ashworth, C. D. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-193 Gehrels, A. M. 11 1153
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-193 Gehrels, A. M. 11 1153
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-258 Kuiper, G. P. 11 1158
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-269 Low, F. J. 11 1159
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-269 Low, F. J. 11 1159
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-277 Low, F. J. 11 1163
HQ-SG Sobieski, S. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-309 Weymann, R. J. 11 1164
HQ-SG Aucremanne, M. J. UNIV OF ARIZONA NGR 03-002-309 Weymann, R. J. 11 1164
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. UNIV OF AUCKLAND NGR 52-001-001 Titheridge, J. E. 31 3624
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV OF AUCKLAND NGR 52-001-001 Titheridge, J. E. 31 3624
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-017 Anderson, K. A. 13 1396
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-017 Anderson, K. A. 13 1396
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-230 Silver, S. 13 1400
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-230 Silver, S. 13 1400
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGL 05-003-272 Tounes, C. H. 19 1401
54
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HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-239 Anderson, K. A. 13 1409
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-239 Anderson, K. A. 13 1409
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-309 Cunningham, L. E. 31 1411
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-376 Price, P. B. 11 1412
IQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-376 Price, P. B. 11 1412
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-402 Townes, C. H. 11 1413
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-402 Townes, C. H. 11 1413
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-445 Mozer, F. S. 31 1419
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-445 Mozer, F. S. 31 1419
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-450 Bowyer, C. S. 11 1421
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-450 Bowyer, C. S. 11 1421
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-453 Silk, J. I. 11 1424
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-453 Silk, J. 1. 11 1424
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-480 Mozer, F. S. 13 1432
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-480 Mozer, F. S. 13 1432
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-499 Phillips, J. G. 11 1434
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-499 Phillips, J. G. 11 1434
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-510 Anderson, K. A. 11 1435
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-510 Anderson, K. A. 11 1435
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-553 Alvarez, L. W. 11 1439
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-003-553 Alvarez, L. W. 11 1439
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-007-305 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 13 1441
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY NGR 05-007-305 Coleman, P. J., Jr. 13 1441
HQ-SG UNIV CALIF-DAVIS NGR 05-004-006 Hurley, J. P. 32 1457
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-004 Coleman, P. J. 13 1483
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-004 Coleman, P. J. 13 1483
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-046 Alley, L. H. 11 1486
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-190 Kennel, C. F. 13 1488
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGL 05-007-190 Kennel, C. F. 13 1488
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-276 Holzer, R. E. 31 1499
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-276 Holzer, R. E. 31 1499
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-304 Siscol, G. L. 13 1504
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES NGR 05-007-304 Siscol, G. L. 13 1504
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE NGR 05-008-022 White, R. S. 11 1521
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE NGR 05-008-022 White, R. S. 11 1521
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-003 Peterson, L. E. 11 1535
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-003 Peterson, L. E. 11 1535
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-004 Burbidge, G. R. 11 1536
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-004 Burbidge, G. R. 11 1536
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-007 McIlwain, C. E. 13 1537
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-005-007 Mcllwain, C. E. 13 1537
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-230 Gillet, F. C. 11 1548
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGL 05-009-230 Gillet, F. C. 11 1548
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-075 Helstrom, C. W. 13 1551
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-075 Helstrom, C. W. 13 1551
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-076 Fejer, J. A. 31 1552
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-076 Fejer, J. A. 31 1552
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-081 Axford, W. 1. 13 1553
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-081 Axford, W. 1. 13 1553
HQ-SG Dubin, M. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-110 Alfven, H. 11 1555
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-180 Daryenik, J. R. 39 1561
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-180 Daryenik, J. R. 39 1561
HQ-SG Aucremanne, M. J. UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO NGR 05-009-188 McIlwain, C. E. 11 1562
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ NGR 05-061-006 Wampler, E. J. 11 1581
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ NGR 05-061-006 Wampler, E. J. 11 1581
HQ-SG Aucremanne, M. J. UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ NGR 05-061-014 Wampler, E. J. 11 1582
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ NGR 05-061-014 Wampler, E. J. 11 1582




OFF  TECHNICAL 
LOC OFFICER 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Kavanagh. L. D. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G .  
HQ-SG Opp, A. G .  
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G .  
HQ-SG Dubin. M. 
HQ-SG Buggcss, N. W. 
HQ-SG Roman. N. G. 
HQ-SG Kelsall, T. 
HQSG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Oenel, G .  K. 
HQ-SG Schmerling. E. R. 
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. 
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J .  M. 
HQSG Oertel, G .  K. 
HQ-SG Fellows. R. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
H Q S G  Weldon, J. M. 
H@SG Ott, E. J. 
HQ-SG Schardt. A. W. 
HQ-SC Kavanagh, L. D. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. 
HQ-SG Kelrall, T. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. 
HQ-SG Oerlel, G. K. 
HQ-SG Hdlenbeck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Oerlel, G .  K. 
HQ-SG Weldan, J. M. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Oerlel, G. K .  
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Holtz, J .  R. 
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SG Eaton. P. T. 
HQ-SG Schmerling. E. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling. E. R.  
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R.  
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R .  
HQ-SG Kelsilll, T .  
HQ-SG Roman. N. G .  
H Q S G  Schmerling, E. R. 
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UNlV CALIF-S CRUZ 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNLV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 




L hlV C'OLOKAVO.BOLDR 
C h lV  COLOKADO.BOLDR 
C'NIV C'OLOKAVO.BOLDR 






UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HAWAll 
UNIV O F  HAWAll 
UNIV OF  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
LNIV I I  I.INi)lS.I.KtlANA 
CNI\ I1 LlKOlS.I:KHAKA 
UNIV I I  LINOIS-IIKHANA 




UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
U N I V O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV MARYLAND-BALT 
UNlV MARYLAND-BALT 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGR 05-061-015 Rank, D. M. 
NGL 14-001-001 Parker, E. N. 
NGL 14-001-001 Parker, E. N. 
NGL 14-001-005 Meyer, P. 
NGL 14-001-005 Meyer, P. 
NGL 14-001-006 Simpson, J. A. 
NGL 14-001-006 Simpson, J. A. 
NGL 14-001-060 O'Dell, C. R. 
NGL 14-001-060 O'Dell, C. R. 
NGR 14-001-147 Habbs, L. M. 
NGR 14-001-147 Hobbs, L. M. 
NGR 14-001.164 Blake, R. L. 
NGR 14-001-I64 Blake, R. L. 
NGR 14-001-188 Simpson, J. A. 
N C R  14-001-188 Simpson, J. A. 
NGR 14-001-190 Odell. C. R. 
NGL 06-003-057 Smith, S. J. 
NGL 06-003-057 Smith, S. J. 
NGL 06-003-064 Barth. C. A. 
NGL 06-003-064 Barth. C. A. 
NGR 06003-069 Rense, W. A. 
NGR 06-003-069 Rense, W. A. 
NGR 06-003-092 Speiser, T. W. 
NGR 06-003-092 Speiser, T. W. 
NGR 06-003-176 Lillie, C. F. 
NGR 06-003-176 Lillie, C. F. 
NGR 06-003-179 Lillie, C. F.  
NGR 06-003-179 Lillie, C. F. 
NGR 06-003-185 
NGR 06-004-058 Patel, V. L. 
NGR 06-004-058 Patel, V. L. 
NGR 06-004-060 Roederer, J. G .  
NGR 06-004-060 Roederer, J. G .  
NGL 10-005-049 Schneider, R. T. 
NGR 10-005-176 Carr, T. D. 
NGR 10-005-176 Carr, T. D. 
NGL 12-001-011 Jefferies, J. T.  
NGL 12-001-01 1 Jefferies, J. T. 
NGR 12-001-075 Jefferies. J. T. 
NGR 12-001.075 Jefferies. J. T. 
NGR 12-001-1 l l Jefferies, J. T. 
NGR 12-001-lll Jeflcries. 1. T. 
NGR 44-005-133 Sheldon. W. R. 
NGR 44-005-133 Sheldon. W. R. 
NGR 14-005-002 Ycn, K. C.  
NGR 14-005-002 Yen, K. C.  
NGR 14-005 009 Dcschamps, G. A.  
NGR 14-005-009 Deschamps, G .  A. 
NGR 14-005.013 Bowhill. S. A.  
NGR 14-005-013 Bowhill. S. A.  
NGR 14-005-181 Bowhill. S. A. 
NGL 16-001-002 Van Allen. J. A. 
NGL 16-001-002 Van Allen. J. A. 
NGL 16-001-043 Montgomery, D. C. 
NGL 16-001-043 Montgomery. D. C. 
NGR 21-002-010 Misner, C. W.  
NGR 21-002-010 Misner, C. W. 
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HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D .  R. 
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. 
HQ-SG Dubin. M. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Ott. E. 
HQ-SG Roman. N. G .  
HQ-SG Sobieski, S. 
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. 
HQ-SG Roman. N. G .  
HQ-SG Oertel, G .  K. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr.  
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. 
HQ-SG Calahan, H. D. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Oertel, G. K 
HQ-SG 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Sobieski, S. 
HQ-SG Weldon, J. M. 
HQ-SG Oerlel, G. K. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Boggess. N. W. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Hallenbeck. D. R. 
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G .  
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Ott, E. J. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. 
HQ-SG 
HQ-SG Dubin, M.  
HQ-SG Calahan. D. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. 
HQ-SG 011, E. J .  
HQ-SG Holtz, J. 
HQ-SG Dubin, M. 
HQ-SG Bog&ess. N. W. 
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Ott, E. J .  
HQ-SG Roman, N. G .  
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr.  
HQ-SG Ott. E. J. 
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. 
HQ-SG Hallenbeck, D. R. 
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. 
HQ-SG Kavnnagh. L. D .  
HQ-SG 
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D.. Jr. 
INSTITUTION 
UhIV NEW H,\MPSHIRC 
U \ I \  U C W  HAMPSIIIKE 
UhIV YEW IIAMPSIIIKF 
U h l V  2E\ \  IIAMPSIIIRF 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 






I NIY 1tXAS.AUSTIK 
I. NIV ItXAS-AUSTIN 
I NIV I tXAS-&USTIN 













UNIV OF  TOLEDO 
UNlV O F  TOLEDO 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV OF  WASHINGTON 







UNlV OF  WYOMING 
UNlV OF  WYOMING 
UNlV OF  WYOMING 






































NGR 44-004 124 
NGR 44-OW-124 
NGR 44-OW-133 
NGR 44-OW- 133 
























Lockwood, J. A. 
Webber. W. R. 
Lockwood, J. A. 
Lockwood, J. A. 
Peterson, A. W. 
Peterson, A. W. 
Donahue, T. M. 
Donahue, T. M. 
Gerjuay, E. 
Gerjuay, E. 
Baumeister, P. W. 
Baumeister, P. W. 
Clark, A. 
Clark, A. 
Inlriligator, D .  S. 
Intriligatar. D. S. 
Intriligator, D. S. 
Inlriligator, D. S. 
Sellin. I. A. 
Sellin. I .  A. 
Smith, H. J. 
Vanden Bout, P. A. 
Vanden Bout, P. A. 
Lambert, D. L. 
Lambert, D. L. 
Evans, D. S. 
Evans, D. S. 
Heikkila, W. J. 
Heikkila, W. J. 
Hanson, W. B. 
Hanson, W. B. 
McCracken, K. G .  
Heikkila, W. J. 
Heikkila, W. J. 
Allurn, F. R. 
Allurn, F .  R. 
Heikkila, W. J. 
Heikkila. W. J. 
Reaney, R. C. 
Witt, A. D. 
Witt, A. D. 
Fredrick, L. W. 
Frederick, L. W. 
Frederick, L. W. 
Hadge, P. W. 
Hodge, P. W. 
Code, A. D. 
Code, A. D. 
Kraushaar, W. L. 
Kraushaar, W. L. 
kherb .  F. 
Scherb. F. 
Hofman, D .  
Holman, D .  
Tompkins, D. R.. Jr. 
Tompkins, D. R.. Jr. 
Bockasten, K .  
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HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGL 26-008-057 Abraham Shraune, B. 13 2579
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D., Jr. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGR 26-008-001 Klarmann, J. 11 2581
HQ-SG Opp, A. G. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGR 26-008-001 Klarmann, J. 11 2581
HQ-SG Boggess, N. W. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGR 26-008-069 Friedlander, M. W. 11 2582
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY NGR 26-008-069 Friedlander, M. W. 11 2582
HQ-SG Roman, N. G. WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY NGR 07-006-004 Page, T. 11 1702
HQ-SG Ashworth, C. D. WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY NGR 07-006-004 Page, T. 11 1702
HQ-SG Schmerling, E. R. YALE UNIVERSITY NGR 07-004-109 Walker, J. C. 31 1716
HQ-SG Kavanagh, L. D. YALE UNIVERSITY NGR 07-004-109 Walker, J. C. 31 1716
HQ-SL Young, R. S. BOSTON UNIVERSITY NGR 22-004-025 Margulis, L. 32 2211
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV NGR 45-001-032 Jones, D. E. 11 3411
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV NGR 45-001-032 Jones, D. E. 11 3411
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGR 40-002-088 Mutch, T. A. 32 3126
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGR 40-002-088 Mutch, T. A. 32 3126
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGR 40-002-112 Mutch, T. A. 32 3128
HQ-SL Morris, E. C. BROWN UNIVERSITY NGR 40-002-112 Mutch, T. A. 32 3128
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-003 Muhleman, D. O. 11 1195
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-003 Muhleman, D. O. 11 1195
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-140 Munch, G. 11 1204
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NGL 05-002-140 Munch, G. 11 1204
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-114 Muhleman, D. O. 11 1211
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-114 Muhleman, D. O. 11 1211
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-117 Murray, B. C. 31 1212
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-117 Murray, B. C. 31 1212
HQ-SL Young, R. S. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-121 Horowitz, N. H. 51 1213
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-156 Murray, B. C. 32 1215
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-156 Murray, B. C. 32 1215
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-181 Leighton, R. B. 32 1219
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-181 Leighton, R. B. 32 1219
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-185 Westphal, J. A. 11 1220
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-185 Westphal, J. A. 11 1220
HQ-SL Keller, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-225 Vogt, R. E. 13 1223
HQ-SL Mitz, M. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-225 Vogt, R. E. 13 1223
HQ-SL Mitz, M. A. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-230 Murray, B. C. 32 1224
HQ-SL Keller, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-230 Murray, B. C. 32 1224
HQ-SL Morris, E. C. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-249 Anderson, D. L. 32 1226
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-249 Anderson, D. L. 32 1226
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-302 Shoemaker, E. M. 32 1232
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-302 Shoemaker, E. M. 32 1232
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-316 Anderson, D. L. 32 1236
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. CALIF INST OF TECH NGR 05-002-316 Anderson, D. L. 32 1236
HQ-SL Young, R. CAL STATE U-FULLERTN NGR 05-071-002 Johnson, F. M. 11 1241
HQ-SL Young, R. S. CAL STATE U-FULLERTN NGR 05-071-008 Wegner, P. A. 12 1243
HQ-SL Tarver, P. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NASW 2366 Wehe, R. L. 42 2753
HQ-SL Herman, D. H. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NASW 2366 Wehe, R. L. 42 2753
HQ-SL CORNELL UNIVERSITY NASW 2445 32 2754
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-082 Sagan, C. 31 2761
HQ-SL CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGL 33-010-186 31 2763
HQ-SL Young, R. S. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-101 Sagan, C. 12 2767
HQ-SL Geib, D. S. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NGR 33-010-127 Duxbury, J. M. 51 2769
HQ-SL Tarver, P. CORNELL UNIVERSITY NSR 33-010-055 Wehe, R. L. 42 2781
HQ-SL Mitz, M. A. DREXEL UNIVERSITY NGR 39-004-042 Soberman, R. K. 13 3048
HQ-SL Keller, J. W. DREXEL UNIVERSITY NGR 39-004-042 Soberman, R. K. 13 3048
HQ-SL Young, R. S. FLORIDA STATE UNIV NGR 10-004-018 Gaffron, H. 51 1780
HQ-SL Young, R. S. FLORIDA STATE UNIV NGR 10-004-041 Larock, P. A. 51 1781
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. FLORIDA STATE UNIV NGR 10-004-056 Hunt, R. H. 11 1782
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. FLORIDA STATE UNIV NGR 10-004-056 Hunt, R. H. 11 1782
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F. GEORGIA INST OF TECH NGL 11-002-004 Edwards, H. D. 31 1840
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HQ-SL Fellows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. 
HQ-SL Gallagher, S. G .  
HQ-SL Hall, L. B. 
HQ-SL Geib, D. S. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Geib, D. S. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL -Mitz. M. A. 
HQ-SL Keller, J. W. 
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Geisch, D. S. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows. R. F .  
HQ-SL Hipaher, H. F. 
HQ-SL Harnett, D. J. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. 
HQ-SL Keller, J. W. 
HQ-SL Milr, M. A. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E .  
HQ-SL Allingham. J. W. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F .  
HQ-SL Fellows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. t. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Gallagher. S. B. 
HQ-SL Hall, L. B. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. 
HQ-SL Geib. D. S. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Tarver, P. 
HQ-SL Herman. D. H. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
H Q S L  Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
INSTITUTION 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HAMILTON COLLEGE 




HAR\'AHL) I hIVtRSITY 
HARVAHO IlNlVtKSlTY 
HARVAKI) IJhIVCRSITY 
IIARVARI) L NIVtRSITY 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
KANSAS STATE UNlV 
KANSAS STATE UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS LNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST 01: TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS C R  
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
NO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
N W N  ST U-LOUISIANA 
NWN ST U-LOUISIANA 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 








ST JOSEPH COL-CONN 




CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGL 11-002-004 Edwards. H. D. 
NGR 33-192-001 Poller, D. B. 
NGR 33-192-001 Poller, D. B. 
NGR 44-095-001 Foster, T. L. 
NGR 44095-001 Foster, T.  L. 
NGL 22-007-069 Borghoorn, E. S. 
NGL 22-M7-228 Goody. R. M. 
NGL 22-007-228 Goody. R. M. 
NGR 22-007-240 Goody. R. M. 
NGR 22-007-242 Goody, R. M. 
NGR 15-003-118 Hayes, J. M. 
NGR 21-001-037 Eugster, H. P. 
NGR 21-001-097 Krimigis, S. M. 
NGR 21-001-097 Krimigis, S. M. 
NGL 17-001-026 Williams, G .  
NGL 17-001-026 Williams, G .  
NGL 22-009-016 Barrett, A. H. 
NGL 22-0091521 Lewis, J. S. 
NGR 22-009-005 Biemann, K. 
NGR 22-009-005 Biemann, K. 
NGR 22-009-277 Rich, A. 
NGR 22-009-473 McCord, T. B. 
NGR 22-009-473 McCord, T. B. 
NGR 22-009-619 Crowston, W. B. 
NGR 22-009-619 Crowston, W. B. 
NGR 22-009-625 Thomas, T. B. 
NGR 22-009-625 Thomas, T. 0.  
NGR 22-009-626 Shapiro, I. I. 
NGR 22-009-626 Shapiro, I .  1. 
NGR 22-009-637 McGetchin. T. R. 
NCR 22-W9-637 McGelchin. T. R. 
NGR 22-009-672 Peltengill, G .  H. 
NGR 22-009-672 Pettengill, G .  H. 
NGR 22-009-693 Peltengill, G. H. 
NGR 22-009-694 Shapiro, I. I. 
NGR 23-004-069 Erickson, A. E. 
NGL 32-003-001 Smith. B. A. 
NGL 32-003-001 Smith. 8. A. 
NGR 35-001-012 Hill. T. W. 
NGR 35-001-012 Hill, T. W. 
NGR 19-013-002 Dehon. R. A. 
NGR 19-013-002 Dehon. R. A. 
NGR 38.002-013 Curl, C. H. 
NGR 39-009-180 Casida, 1. E., Jr. 
NGR 33-006068 Gross, S. H .  
NGR 33-006-068 Gross, S. H. 
NGR 33-006-070 Eirich, F. R. 
NGR 31-001-242 Smith. W. H. 
NGR 31-001-242 Smith. W. H. 
NGL 33-018-007 Harleck, P. 
NGL 33-018-007 Harteck, P. 
NGL 13-018-OYI Yerarunia, S. W. 
NGL 33-018-091 Yerazunis, S. W. 
NGR 33-018-148 Ferns, J. P. 
NGR 07-011-001 Murphy. M. E. 
NGR 14-W8-026 Yopp, J. H. 
NGL 05-020-014 Von Eshleman, V. R. 
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF TECHNICAL 
U)C OFFICER INSTITUTION 
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL 
HQ-SL Mitz, M. A. 
HQ-SL Keller. J .  W. 
HQ-SL Keller, J. W. 
HQ-SL Mitz, M. A. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. 
HQ-SL Dwornik. S. E. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Allingham. J. W. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunt, W. E. 
HQ-SL ~ello&s, R. F. 
HQ-SL Keller, J. W. 
HQ-SL MiQ, M. A. 
HQ-SL 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F .  
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F .  
H O S L  Morris, E. C. 
H O S L  Dwornik. S. E. 
H Q S L  Dwornik, S. F.. 
H Q S L  Allingham. J .  W. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Hipsher, H. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows. R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk. W. E. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL MiQ, M. A. 
HQ-SL Keller, 1. W. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Young. R. S. 
HQ-SL Fellows, R. F. 
HQ-SL Hipshcr, H. F .  
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. 
HQ-SL Morris, E. C. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SL Brunk, W. E. 













STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 






UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 






U \ I \  CALIF.BtRKtLEY 
U\1\ C.%LIF.BtRKtLEY 
LNI \  CALII:.BERKELEY 
L >I\  CALII'.BERKELEY 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD 
NUMBER INVE!XIGAMR , CODE 
NCL 05-020-103 Gierasch. P. J. 
NGL 05-020-582 Bonnrr, W. A. 
NGR 05-020-W4 Lederberg. J. 
NCR 05-020-267 Howard, A. D. 
NGR 05-020-529 Tyler, G .  L. 
NCR 05-020-529 Tyler, C .  L. 
NGR 05-020-530 Von Erhlemnn, V 
NGR 05-020-530 Von Eshleman, V, 
NGR 05-020-644 Bracewell, R. N. 
NGR 05-020-644 Bracewell, R. N. 
NGR 05-020-649 Howard, H. T. 
NGR 05-020-649 Howard, H. T. 
NGR 33-015-002 Danielli. J. F. 
NGR 33-015-108 King, J .  S. 
NGR 33-015-108 King, J .  S. 
NGR 33-015-139 Varanasi, P. 
NGR 33-015-141 Owen. T. 
NGR 33-015-141 Owen, T. 
NGR 33-015-149 Owen, T. 
NGR 33-015-149 Owen, T. 
NGR 33-015-169 
NGR 44-001-117 Plass, G .  M. 
NGR 44-001-1 17 Plass, G .  M. 
NGR 19-002-032 Parsley. R. L. 
NGR 19-002-032 Parsley. R. L. 
NGR 19-002-038 Meyer, J. D. 
NGR 19-002-038 Meyer, J. D. 
NGR 01-010-001 Lacey, J .  C., Jr. 
NASR 138 Gchrels. A. M. 
NGL 03-002-002 Kuiper. G. P. 
NGL 03-002-002 Kuiper. G. P. 
NGL 03-W2-019 Hocnig, S. A.  
NGL 03-002-019 Hocnig, S. A. 
NGL 03-002-081 Gehrels, A. M. 
NGL 03-002-122 Roerner. E. 
NGR 03-002-171 Nagy. B. 
NGR 03-002-219 Gehrels. A. M. 
NGR 03-002-219 Cehrels. A. M. 
NGR 03-W2-236 Johnson. H. L. 
NGR 03-002-236 Johnson. H. L. 
NCR 03-002-270 Kuiper. C .  P. 
NCR 03-002-270 Kuiper, C .  P. 
NCR 03-002-274 Johnson, H. L. 
NCR 03-002-275 Gehrels. A. M. 
NCR 03-002-275 Gehrels. A. M. 
NCR 03-002-356 Low, F. J. 
NCR 03-002-356 Low, F. J. 
NCL 05-003-W3 Calvin, M. 
NCL 05-003-079 McLaron, A. D. 
NCL 05-003-286 Pimental, C .  C. 
NGL 05-003-286 Pimental, C .  C. 
NGR 05-003-020 Jukes, T. 
NGR 05-003-302 Calvin. M. 
NGR 05-003-302 Calvin. M. . 
NGR 05-003431 Anderson, K. A. 
NGR 05-003431 Anderson, K. A. 
NGR 05-003-452 Townes, C. H. 
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APPENDIX C C R O S S  INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF TECHNICAL 
M C  OFFICER INSTITUTION 
HQ-SL Burk. W. E.  
HQ-SL Young, R. S. 
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. 
HQ-SL Morris, E. C. 
HQ-SL Allingham, J. W. 
HQ-SL Dwornik, S. E. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy. J .  H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby. R. J. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J.  
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J.  
HQ-SM Esenwein, C .  F. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J.  
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. I. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy, J. H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. I. 
HQ-SM Allcnby. R. I. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby. R. I. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy. J. H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
H Q S M  Allenby. R. I. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. I. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Strickland. A. T. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
H Q S M  Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQSM Bryson, R. P. 







ARIZONA STATE UNlV 




CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 













ILL INST O F  TECH 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 






SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL FIELD ACC 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR CODE NO. 
NCR 07-004-010 Carter, N. L. 
NGR 07-004-034 McAlester, A. L. 
NCR 07-004-144 Skinner, B. J. 
NCR 07-004-144 Skinner, 8. J. 
NGR 07-004-157 Skinner, B. J. 
NCR 07-004-157 Skinner, B. J. 
NGL 03-001-001 Moore. C. 8. 
NCL 03-001-001 Moore. C. 8. 
NCR 22-004-027 Brewer, T. 
NGR 40002-116 Head, J. W. 
NGR 40002-116 Head, J. W. 
NGL 05-002-069 Anderson. D. L. 
NGL 05-002-069 Anderson. D. 1. 
NGL 05-002-105 Ahrcna, T. J .  
NGL 05-W2-105 Ahrens, T. J .  
NGR 05-002-158 lngersall, A. P. 
NCR 05-002-158 lngersoll, A. P. 
NCR 05-013-023 Green, J. 
NCR 52-083-003 Adams, I. B. 
NGR 52-083-003 Adams, J. B. 
NGR 33-008-106 Dalricl, I. W. 
NGL 33-010-005 Gold, T. 
N C L  33-010-005 Cold, T. 
NCR 33-010-108 Turcolle, D. L. 
NCR 33-010-108 Turcalle, D. L. 
NCR 33-010-178 Kuckes. A. F. 
NCR 33-010-178 Kuckes, A. F. 
NCR 33-011-031 Mercer, R. 
NCL 31-W6-010 Adams, J. B. 
NCL 31-006-010 Adams, J. B. 
NCR 22-007-175 Hays, J. F. 
NCR 22-007-175 Hays. J. F. 
NGR 14-004-049 Higgins, C .  T. 
NGR 21-001-080 Marcus, A. H. 
NGR 21-001-080 Marcus, A. H. 
NCR 39-007-043 Goldstein, J. I. 
NCR 39-007-043 Goldstein. J. I. 
NCL 22-009-187 Press. F. 
NCL 22-009-187 Press. F. 
NCR 22-009-350 McCord. T. B. 
NCR 22-009-350 McCord. T. B. 
NGL 14-007-016 Hynek, J. A. 
NCL 14-007-016 Hynek, 1. A. 
NCL 38-002-020 Schmitt, R. A. 
NCL 38-002-020 Schmitt, R. A. 
NCL 39-009-010 Gold. D. P. 
NCL 39-009-010 Gold. D. P. 
NCL 31-001-003 Delfeycs 
NCL 31-001-003 Delfeycs 
NGR 31-001-202 Dicke, R. H. 
NGR 31-001-274 Phinney. R. A. 
N C L  15-005-140 Lipschutz, M. E. 
NCR 42-001LW6 Rahn. P. H. 
NCR 42-001-006 Rahn. P. H. 
N C L  05-02&232 Kavach, R.  L. 
N C L  05-020-232 Kovach, R.  L. 
NCR 44-001-152 Rowe. M. W. 
NGR 44-001-152 Rowe, M. W. 
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HQSM Allenby. R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HOSM Bryson, R. B. 
HQ-SM Allehby. R. J .  
HQ-SM Snich ,  D. 
HQ-SM Bryon, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby. R. J. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Brysun, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy, J .  H. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy, J. H. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy, J. H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy, 1. H. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J .  
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy, J.  H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Brysoo, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J .  
HQ-SM Pomeroy. J. H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy. J.  H. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy. J. H. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J .  
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Pomeray. J. H. 
HQ-SM Pomeroy. J. H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J .  
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J .  
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J .  
INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 





UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
L \ I \  ( \ I  I C  1 ANCIFI t S  
I \ I \  ( A l  11.1 ANCItLtS 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNI\ C,\I.IF-I, A \ G t L t S  
Uh lV  <:,\I IF-I. A \ t i t L t S  
UNI\ (:AI.IF-S.4\ D l t t i O  
UYI\ CAI.IF-SAh D l t t i O  
UNIV C,\I.IF-SAh D l t t i O  
UYI\ C,\LIF-SAh DltCiO 
UUlV C,\Llt-SAh DIEGO 
UUI\ CALIt -SAh DIEGO 
LlNl\ CALIF-SAK DIEGO 
UUI\ C,\LIF-SAF. DIEGO 
LUIV CALIF.SAN DIEGO 
C \IV CALIF-SAN DIFGO 
U\IV CALIF-SAN DITGO 
C \ I \  CALIF-S BARBAKA 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
UNIV OF  HAWAll 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF  IDAHO 
UNlV OF  IDAHO 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MAHYIA\;V.COL PI: 
UNlV OF MASS-AMHERST 
UNIV OI. M4SS-AMHERST 
UNlV hllCH-,\\N ,\REOR 
UNIV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNIV O F  NEW MEXICO 




UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
GRANT/ 
CONTRACT FIRST PRINCIPAL 
NUMBER INVESTIGATOR 
NGL 03-002-191 Kuiper, G .  P. 
NGL 03.002-191 Kuiper. G .  P. 
NGR 03-002-153 Tiftt, W. G .  
NGR 03-002-153 Tifll, W. G .  
NGR 05-003-406 Mitchell, J. K. 
NGR 05-003-406 Mitchell, J. K.  
NGR 05-004-074 Barg, R. 1. 
NGR 05-004-074 Borg, R. J. 
NGL 05-007-W2 Kaula, W. M. 
NGL 05-007-W2 Kaula, W. M. 
NGL 05-007-005 Wetherill, G .  W. 
NGL 05-007-005 Wetherill, G .  W. 
NGL 05-007-006 Kennedy. G .  C. 
NGL 05-007-006 Kennedy. G .  C. 
NGR 05-007-283 Kaula, W. M. 
NGR 05-007-329 Stein, W. A. 
NGR 05-007-329 Stein, W. A. 
NGR 05-007-351 Coleman, P. J. 
NGR 05-007-351 Coleman. P. J. 
NGL 05-009-002 Arrhenius. G .  
NGL 05-009-002 Arrhenius, G .  
NGL 05-009-004 Arnold. J. R. 
NGL 05-W9-004 Arnold. J. R. 
NGL 05-W9-005 Suess, H. E. 
NGL 05-009-005 Suess, H. E. 
NGR 05.005-005 Arnold, J.  R. 
NGR 05-005-005 Arnold, J.  R. 
NGR 05-009-170 Marti, K. 
NGR 05-009-170 Marti, K. 
NGR 05-W9-197 Waggoner, J. A. 
NGL 05-010-019 Fisher, R. V. 
NGL 05-010-019 Fisher, R. V. 
NGL 14-001-010 Anders. E. 
NGL 14-001-010 Anders, E. 
NGR 14-001-249 Grossman. L. 
NGR 14-001.249 Grossman, L. 
NASW 2326 Jefferies, J. T. 
N G F  12-001-102 Jefferies, J. T. 
NGR 44-005-188 King, E. A., Jr. 
NGR 44-005-188 King, E. A., Jr. 
NGR 13-001-014 Hall, W. B. 
NGR 13-001-014 Hall, W. B. 
NGR 21-002-267 Currie, D. G .  
NGR 21-002-296 Pai, S. I. 
NGR 22-010-052 Mffiill, G .  E. 
NGR 22-010-052 McGill, G .  E. 
NGR 23-005-537 Evans, B. J. 
NGL 32-W-01 I Keil, K, 
NGL 32-004-011 Keil, K. 
NGL 32-004-064 Keil, K. 
NGL 32-W4-OM Keil, K. 
NGL 38-003-010 Coles. G. G .  
NGR 38-003-020 Weill, D. F. 
NGR 38-003-020 Weill, D. F. 
NGL 39-011-080 Mitroff, I .  
NGL 39-01 1-080 Mitrofl, I. 
NGL 39-011-085 Hapke, B. W.  
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APPENDIX C CROSS INDEX BY TECHNICAL OFFICER LOCATION 
TECH 
OFF TECHNICAL 
M C  OFFICER 
HQ-SM Pomeroy, J.  H. 
HQ-SM Bryson. R. P. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Allenby, R. J.  
HQ-SM Pomcroy, J .  H. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SM Strickland, A. T. 
HQ-SM Bryson, R. P. 
HQ-SS 
HQ-SS Starr. W. L. 
HQ-SV 
INSTITUTION 
UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 
C \IV 0 1  PITTSRLRGH 




IJNlV TEX.\S-EL PAS0  
UNlV TEXAS-EL PAS0  
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNIV MO-KANSAS CITY 
UNlV O F  ROME 














N C R  07-006-008 









Clabaugh. S. E. 
Clabaugh. S. E. 
Smith, H. J .  
Mulholland, J .  D. 
Hoffer, J.  M. 
Hoffer, J.  M. 
Allen, R .  0. 
Allen. R. 0. 
Faller, J. E. 
Skinner, 8. J.  





































NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX D 
CROSS INDEX BY RTOP (Research and Technology Operating Plans) 
Each en t ry  represents a single grant or  contract and there is one RTOP listed 
for each grant or  contract. However, several grants or contracts may carry 
the same RTOP. The installation listed provided funding associated with the 
RTOP. A brief explanation of the RTOP system of notation appears i n  the 
urefatory pages. 
RTOP INSTAL 

















































CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
PRATT INSTITUTE 
UNlV O F  SO FLORIDA 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNlV 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE 
TEXAS SOUTHERN UNlV 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
KENT STATE UNlV 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
CAL STATE U-SACRAMEN 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
CLARK UNIVERSITY 
lJNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
ACC RTOP INSTAL 

















































UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
LAVAL UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
UNlV CALlt-SAN DlEGO 
CAL STATE U-LG BEACH 
CITY COLLEGE O F  N Y 
ILL INST O F  TECH 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 




OREGON STATE UNlV 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
CLARKSON COL O F  TECH 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
I.,\ STATE II-tlAT ROUCir 
MICHIGAU STAT) LNIV 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNIV O F  VIRGINIA 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
COLORADO SCH O F  MINE 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
DREXEL UNlVERSlTY 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
UNlV O F  SO FLORIDA 






APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER
RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
125-00-00 ARC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2744 125-24-04 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2461
125-00-00 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1317 126-00-00 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1266
125-00-00 ARC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1590 126-00-00 ARC UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 1443
125-00-00 ARC UTAH STATE UNIV 3426 126-00-00 LARC CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 3035
125-00-00 ERC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1024 126-00-00 LARC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2760
126-00-00 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1755126-00-00 LARC HAMPTON INSTITUTE 3438125-00-00 ERC BROWN UNIVERSITY 3123 126-00-00 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2249125-00-00 ERC CALIF INST OF TECH 1200 126-00-00 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2324
125-00-00 ERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2932 126-00-00 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3444
125-00-00 ERC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2757 126-00-00 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3450
125-00-00 ERC MASS INST OF TECH 2323 126-00-00 LARC ROSE-HULMAN INST TEC 2014
125-00-00 ERC MASS INST OF TECH 2325 126-00-00 LARC ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY 2549
125-00-00 ERC NORTHEASTERN UNIV 2382 126-00-00 LARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1316
125-00-00 ERC POLY INST BROOKLYN 2823 126-00-00 LARC SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 2871
125-00-00 ERC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 2000 126-00-00 LARC UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 1576
125-00-00 ERC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1305 126-00-00 LARC UNIV OF KANSAS 2061
125-00-00 ERC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1408 126-00-00 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3474
125-00-00 ERC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2450 126-00-00 LARC UNIV OF WYOMING 3606
125-00-00 ERC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 3167 126-00-00 LERC CAL STATE U-CHICO 1239
125-00-00 GSFC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2764 126-00-00 MSFC WAYNE STATE UNIV 2485
125-00-00 GSFC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1752 126-13-10 ARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1422
125-00-00 GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2652 126-13-10 ARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1506
125-00-00 GSFC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2853 126-14-14 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2329
125-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1152 126-61-10 MSFC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3068
125-00-00 GSFC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1542 126-61-10 MSFC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 3160
125-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF HAWAII 1872 126-61-12 LARC STEVENS INST OF TECH 2679
125-00-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2155 126-61-14 LARC LOUGHBOROUGH U TECH 3618
125-00-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2165 126-61-14 LERC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1827
125-00-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2167 126-63-10 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2939
125-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND 3132 126-63-10 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2940
125-00-00 JSC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1025 126-63-10 LERC IOWA STATE UNIV 2021
125-00-00 LARC CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 2714 126-63-10 LERC NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1900
125-00-00 LARC CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 3136 126-63-10 LERC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 2003
125-00-00 LARC MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 3559 126-63-10 LERC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2986
125-00-00 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2900 126-63-10 LERC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1964
125-00-00 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2905 126-63-10 LERC UNIV OF TOLEDO 2997
125-00-00 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3448 126-9X-00 ARC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3064
125-00-00 LARC RENSSELAER-CONN 1691 126-9X-00 ARC WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2573
125-00-00 LARC SOUTHERN METHODIST U 3234 127-00-00 ARC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2226
125-00-00 LARC UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2703 127-00-00 ARC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3081
125-00-00 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3476 127-00-00 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1307
125-00-00 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2269 127-00-00 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1315
125-00-00 HQ AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 1732 127-00-00 ARC UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 1456
125-00-00 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2310 127-00-00 ARC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3580
125-00-00 HQ PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3075 127-00-00 ARC WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 3555
125-00-00 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1302 127-00-00 ARC WORCESTER POLY INST 2408
125-00-00 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1303 127-00-00 ERC BOSTON UNIVERSITY 2208
125-00-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1395 127-00-00 ERC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2224
125-00-00 HQ UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 1699 127-00-00 JSC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1989125-00-00 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2482 127-00-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 1458125-06-16 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2250 127-00-00 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2902
125-17-14 MSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2444 127-00-00 LARC TEXAS TECH UNIV 3274
125-17-17 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3335 127-00-00 LARC TEXAS TECH UNIV 3274125-17-17  STI  
125-19-01 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2316 127-00-00 LARC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1543125-19-21 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2316
125-19-21 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2308 127-00-00 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3475
125-19-32 ARC UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 1460 127-00-00 LARC UNIV OF WYOMING 3605
125-22-09 MSFC SWARTHMORE COLLEGE 3096 127-00-00 LARC VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 3489
125-23-10 GSFC BOSTON COLLEGE 2204 127-00-00 LARC VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 3490
125-23-10 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2170 127-00-00 LARC VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 3491
2
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MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
U OKLA-HEALTH CENTER 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNIV CALIF-S CRUZ 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV Ot. SOUTHERN CAL 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
( 41l101 IC O\I\'I.KSI 1 Y 
Sl 'AUI.OK0 IChl\'l.RSITY 
SYKACCSI UhI \ ' IKSITY 
[ . \ I \ '  01 MASS-AMIITRST 
\ ' ~ \ l ) I : K H l l . r  IINIVERSTY 
(11  OK(il4 IUST O F  TECll  
I,UI\' AlA-TIlSC1\LOOS.\ 
A M t  KlCAU L.UI\'ERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 




GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
KENT STATE UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 


















































































UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV 01; FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  GEORGIA 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV O F  TORONTO 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OLD DOMINION UNIV 
COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
UNlV O F  MAINE-ORONO 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
L \ IV  lllS<;-M41)1SOk 
1 XI\ 0 1 :  HOI~SI 'OU 
\ I  I.OlJlC UUIVI KSITY 
\OKTHUI S I I .K \  IJYIV 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
CAL STATE U-NRTHRDGE 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  SO CAROLINA 
UNlV O F  DAYTON 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
VIRGINIA W L Y  INST 
CASC \\"TSTF.RU RECF.R\'T 
S T 4 U r O R D  IJNIVFRSITI' 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
OHIO STATE UNIV 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST .- 
MASS INST O F  TECH 2347 135-17-02 LARC DREXEL UNIVERSITY 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2811 135-17-02 LARC OHlO STATE UNlV 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV I9O4 135-19-02 ARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2967 136-13-01 ARC SOUTHERN METHODIST U 3235 UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
Q T A N F O R n  I I N I V F R F I T Y  ,, 13613-01 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY " . . . . . . - . . - - . . . . - . . -. . .
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1313 136-13-01 LARC UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2851 136-13-01 LARC UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
STEVENS INST O F  TECH 2680 13613-01 LARC WICHITA STATE UNlV 














APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER
RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
136-13-04 LARC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2982 150-22-12 GSFC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3242
136-13-04 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3507 150-22-17 MSFC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1832
136-13-05 ARC IOWA STATE UNIV 2020 150-22-22 GSFC CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 1242
136-14-02 FRC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1319 150-22-22 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2265
150-22-36 GSFC SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 2876136-14-02 LARC ISRAEL INST OF TECH 3620 150-22-36 GSFC SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 2876
136-62-02 FRC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1496 150-22-38 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL 2189160-00-00 GSFC COLUMBIA UNION COL 2128136-63-02 ARC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1594 160-00-00 GSFC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2809
136-63-02 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3547 160-00-00 GSFC SOUTHERN METHODIST U 3236
136-9X-00 ARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1826 160-00-00 GSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3568
136-9X-00 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2254 160-00-00 JSC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1294
136-9X-00 ARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2805 160-00-00 JSC UNIV OF NEVADA-RENO 2598
136-9X-00 ARC OHIO STATE UNIV 2957 160-00-00 JSC UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH 3400
136-9X-00 ARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2627 160-00-00 LARC UNIV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 1518
136-9X-00 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3549 160-00-00 MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1011
136-9X-00 LARC MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 2419 160-00-00 HQ MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY 3560
137-09-01 ARC UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 1446 160-00-00 HQ NORTHEASTERN UNIV 2385
137-09-01 ARC UNIV CALIF-SAN FRAN 1569 160-00-00 HQ PROVIDENCE COLLEGE 3131
137-67-02 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1850 160-00-00 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1663
139-06-01 ARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1373 160-00-00 HQ UNIV OF MUNICH 3629
141-00-00 MSFC UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI 2545 160-00-00 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3352
141-00-00 HQ JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2143 160-00-00 HQ UNIV WISC-MADISON 3581
141-00-00 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2355 160-20-51 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2268
141-00-00 HQ UNIV OF DENVER 1689 160-20-51 GSFC UNIV MO-ROLLA 2571
141-00-00 HQ UNIV OF MIAMI 1816 160-20-51 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2286
141-00-00 HQ UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 3119 160-20-53 GSFC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2806
141-00-00 HQ UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 3120 160-20-54 LARC HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY 2796
141-00-00 HQ UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 1605 160-20-54 LARC WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 3557
141-00-00 HQ WAYNE STATE UNIV 2489 160-20-56 LARC OREGON STATE UNIV 3019
141-92-00 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2270 160-20-56 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2464
141-93-00 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1357 160-20-56 LARC UNIV NEW BRUNSWICK 3614
141-93-00 ARC UNIV MO-KANSAS CITY 2564 160-20-58 HQ UNIV MO-KANSAS CITY 2565
141-93-00 GSFC JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2130 160-20-58 HQ UNIV OF RHODE ISLAND 3133
141-93-00 LARC UNIV OF WYOMING 3610 160-20-59 GSFC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 2004
141-93-00 HQ GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1750 160-20-59 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2188
141-93-00 HQ INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1976 160-44-51 GSFC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1640
141-93-00 HQ SOUTHEASTN STATE COL 3003 160-44-51 GSFC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1641
141-93-00 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1297 160-44-51 GSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1928
141-93-00 HQ UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2697 160-44-51 GSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3570
141-93-00 HQ UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 3104 160-44-51 GSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3573
141-93-01 HQ INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1977 160-44-52 GSFC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1509
141-93-01 HQ SOUTHEASTN STATE COL 3004 160-44-52 GSFC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3513
141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 1697 160-44-53 GSFC UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1094
141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 1698 160-44-53 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1121
141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF GEORGIA 1860 160-44-54 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2343
141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2698 160-44-54 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1149
141-93-01 HQ UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 1606 160-44-54 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2483
141-93-02 JSC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1952 160-44-55 GSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1937
141-93-02 JSC UNIV MO-KANSAS CITY 2566 160-44-55 GSFC UNIV OF OSLO 3625
141-93-02 LARC WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 3558 160-44-55 GSFC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3541141-93-02 WS COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 3437 160-44-58 MSFC UNIV OF SO ALABAMA 1092
141-93-02 HQ GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1751 160-44-60 ARC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3268141-93-0 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1929 160-44-63 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2913141-94-00 HQ UNIV OF DENVER 1678
141-94-00 HQ UNIV OF DENVER 1679 160-44-64 LARC UNIV OF DENVER 1687141-94-00 HQ UNIV OF DENVER 1679
150-00-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2163 160-44-64 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2471
150-22-03 MSFC . AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1010 160-44-67 GSFC FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY 1690
150-22-03 MSFC UNIV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 1078 160-44-69 MSFC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3246
150-22-04 MSFC UNIV OF SO CAROLINA 3141 160-44-79 ARC CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 1256
150-22-11 GSFC UNIV MO-ROLLA 2567 160-44-9X LARC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1624
4
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160-75- 10 MSFC 
160-75-13 J S C  
160-75-22 A R C  

















160-75-79 A R C  
160-75-80 HQ 
160-75-81 A R C  
160-75-81 A R C  
160-75-85 JSC 
160-75-85 JSC 
160-75-90 A R C  





160-79-90 A R C  
160-88-50 H Q  
161-79-51 G S F C  
161-79-51 GSFC 
164-00-00 G S F C  














180-06-50 G S F C  
180-06-50 G S F C  
INSTITUTION 
DREXEL UNIVERSITY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
UNlV O F  MONTANA 
GEORGIA lNST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
AUSTIN STATE UNlV 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 
STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 
P U R D U E  UNIVERSITY 
UNlV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV O F  WEST FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
COLORADO SCH O t  MlUl  
C O I O R A D O  S l A l  t I \ I \  
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-BEKKELEY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  NOTRE D A M E  
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
VIRGINIA POLY lNST 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
O H l O  STATE UNlV 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
N O  CAROLINA STATE U 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
hlASS l h S T  0 1  T t C H  
MASS INST O t  I t C H  
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
ACC R T O P  I N S T A L  
NO. NO. LATKJN INSTITUTION 








H O  
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
ARIZONA STATE UNlV 
AUBLKU { ' U I V - \ C  HIIKY 
A L B L K U  L U I V - h C  KI.'KU 
HOSrOU C O L L F G t  
C A l l F  l l S T  O t  'TLC II 
C A R U E ( ; ~ E - M ~ I . I . O U  l lNIV 
C A S t  W t S l  t KK KI.SERVL 
COLOKAI)O \TA 1'1: I .hl \ '  
CULL MBIA IJI\IVERSITY 
D A R T M O U T H  COLLEGE 
D U K E  UNIVERSITY 
b M O K Y  UNIVERSITY 
FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
F O R D H A M  UNIVERSITY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
ILL lNST O F  TECH 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
\ k t +  YORK II \IVI K S I I l  
\ O L \ K O I l \ A  $ 1 4 1 1  L 
NO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
NORTHEASTERN UNIV 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
O H l O  STATE UNlV 
O R E G O N  STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
P U R D U E  UNIVERSITY 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
S T  LOUIS UNIVERSITY 











UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 



























NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX D C R O S S  INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER 
R T O P  LNSTAL- 
NO. LATION INSTITUTION 
UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  D E N V t R  
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  M l A M l  
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV O F  NEVADA-RENO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HLLL 
UNlV O F  NOTRE DAME 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV TENNESStE-KNOXV 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV O F  VERMONT 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
WAYNE STATE UNlV 
ALABAMA A&M UNlV 
C O R N E L L  UNIVERSITY 
DREXEL UNIVERSITY 
G E O R G t  WASHINGTON U 
G E O R G I A  INST O F  TECH 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 













































































































J S C  
J S C  
J S C  
G S F C  
A R C  
HQ 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  M l A M l  
UNlV O F  M l A M l  
UNlV O F  M l A M l  
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV TENNtSSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 




UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV 01- HAWAII 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 






UNIV O F  WASHINGTON 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
MIS'\ISSII'PI STATF I' 2539 185-47-bll H Q  C S I V  01. AHI/O\. \  
UOKI H H L S T C R h  O h l \  I833 18s-47.~11 HQ IJ MIUK-\fPII'I.S-SI I'nL L 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M C O L  
P U R D U E  UNIVERSITY 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 
S O  DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
SUUTIIKR\  M t  IHOOIST I: 
SLATE I .  XY-SIUKY RRK 
S Y R h C I l S t  IJNI\FRSITY 




UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
COKPIt 1.1 L h l V t K S l T Y  
C O K K F I I .  LNI\'L'RSITY 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




VIRGINIA POLV INST 
KANSAS STATE UNlV 
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186-68-68 H Q  
186-68-68 H Q  
186-68-68 H Q  
186-68-68 H Q  
186-68-68 H Q  
186-68-68 H Q  
188-00-00 GSFC 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNIV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  PITTSBURGH 
UNlV O F  SO CAROLINA 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
























































188-00-00 H Q  
188-00-00 H Q  
188-00-00 H Q  
188-00-00 H Q  
188-00-00 H Q  












UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-S BARBARA 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
HAVERFORD COLLEGE 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
I'KI\C'tTON I XIVFRSITY 
I'KI\C'tTO\ I XIVFRSITY 
Sl ' , \ r \koKI> L:Ul\rRSITY 
Sl':\I\kOKIJ I.UIVI RSlTY 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-S CRUZ 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




hl.\SS IUST 01. 'II.CIl 
HAK\ AKIJ [!XI\ I R S l l Y  
MASS I\ST O l  I I C I I  
hl4SS IUSI O t  II .CII  
I hIV C'4l.Il -L 4\<,1 11's 
I hIV MI( 'II-4UX AKHOK 
I hIV HIS('-M41)ISOU 
.\OHI.HU I.Nl\ ' -4UHI KN 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
POLY lNST BROOKLYN 
RICE UNlVERSlTY 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
Uh lV  C.\LIF-L A M i E L t S  
UNlV C4LIF-L hN(iELES 
,\lJHIJKU llUI\ ' -4UBI KU lOlY IRR-lh-55 l l Q  UNlV ('\LIT-SAN DlKCiO 
4lJt lI  KU UUIV-411HIRU 10?0 IhX.36-55 l lQ UhIV CALIF-SAN DIF.GO 
4UBllKU LIUIV-4UHI RU 
L.Nl\' ' l l .N \ lS$ l  F-KXOXV 
CAI I I .  I \SI  01 lFCl l  
1 NI\' U'ISC-MADISOY 
C A l l l  IXST O F  TECll 
IJRFXTI. IJNIVERSITY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
L hlV COI OR \DO-BOLVR 
Uh lV  COLOKAVO-BOLDR 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 












UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
ACC 
NO. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 



































































NEW YORK INST TECH 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNIV O F  DENVER 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
CALlF INST OF  TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 




UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
LA STATE U-SHREVEPT 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 





UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF.SAN DlECO 
UNlV CAI-IF-S CRUZ 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV OF  HAWAII 
L \ I V  M A K )  LAI\r)-c'c)I PK 
L\ IV  M 4 K Y L A h D < ' O l  I'K 
U MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 









































188-46-5 1 HQ 
188-46-5 1 IIQ 
188-46-51 HQ 












MONTANA STATE UNlV 
UNlV MARYLAND-BALT 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
ST U NY COL-GENESCO 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV CALIF-S CRUZ 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
BOWlE STATE COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 





MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
UNlV 01: WASHINGTON 
CALlF INST O F  TECH 
UNlV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
WASHINGTON LINIVERSTY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV Of ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  WYOMING ~~. .~ ~- - -  % ~~ ~ -~ ~ . ~ - ~  -
UNIV OF  VIRGINIA 3472 188-46-54 GSFC CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 3479 188-46-54 GSFC UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
MONTANA STATE UNlV '978 188-46-54 HQ CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 2585 188-46-54 HQ 1291 U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1323 188-46-54 HQ UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
llNlV Al A-UIINT<VII I F tnhl 188-48-51 MSFC UNlV OF  MONTkVALLO -~ . .  
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1064 188-48-52 GSFC UNlV CALIF-RIVERSIDE 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 1084 188-48-52 GSFC UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 1227 188-78-51 GSFC UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
ACC 
NO. 
NASA'S UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 






188-78-56 H Q  
188-78-57 MSFC 
188-78-57 H Q  
188-78-57 H Q  
188-78-57 H Q  
188-78-57 . H Q  
188-78-57 HQ 
188-78-58 G S F C  
189-W00 A R C  
189-00-00 A R C  
189-00-00 A R C  
189-00-00 A R C  
189-00-00 AKC 
189-00-00 A R C  
189-00-MI HQ 
189-00-MI H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-WOO H Q  
189-W00 HQ 
189-WOO H Q  
189-WOO H Q  
189-OC-00 H Q  
189-W00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-W00 H Q  
189-W00 H Q  
189-W00 H Q  
189-W00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-0000 H Q  
189-WOO H Q  
189-00-00 HQ 
189-W00 H Q  
189-WOO H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-WOO H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-00-00 H Q  
189-WOO H Q  
189-OC-00 H Q  
189-WOO H Q  
189-52-61 A R C  
189-52-61 H Q  
189-52-62 A R C  
189-54-06 JSC 
189-54-06 JSC 
189-54-62 H Q  
189-54-63 H Q  
189-55-65 A R C  
INSTITUTION 




UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  AKIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-SAN D l E G O  
PRINCCTO\ U \ I V t K S I T \  
CAL S T A T t  U - \ \ \  t KAN 
MASS INST 01; TECH 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 







JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
UNlV CALIF-SAN D l E G O  
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  DETROIT 
UNlV ILLINOIS-CHICGO 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 





UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV TEX-DENTAL BRCH 
WAKE FOREST UNlV 


































































I N S T A L  
LATION 
A R C  
WS 
HQ 



















A R C  
A R C  
HQ 

























G S F C  




STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
UNlV MARYLAND-BALT 
TEXAS WOMANS UNlV 
CAL STATE U-FULLERTN 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
POLY INST BROOKLYN 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
STATE UNlV NY-BUFFAL 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNIV ALA-BIRMINGHAM 
L \ I V  LA1 I I  - t l t  KKI'IEY 
C UI\' CAI  I I  - S 4 \  DITGO 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
UNlV O F  MIAMI 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UUI\'  O r  S O  CAROLINA 
IJUI\' 01- WASlll.\(iTO\ 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 




MASS INST O F  TECH 
S T  JOSEPH COL-CONN 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
LVI\ '  CALIF-BERKLLLY 
LVlV C,\LIF-L .A\(;LLES 
LVlV CAL1F.L .AI\(;LLES 
L S I V  CALIF-S BARBAR.\ 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV NEVADA-L VEGAS 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
S O  ILL UNIV-CARBONDL 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UTAH STATE UNlV 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
HARDIN-SIMMONS UNlV 
NO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
G E O R G E  WASHINGTON U 






APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER
RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO.
195-00-00 HQ COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 3612 196-41-82 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2362
195-00-00 HQ WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 1704 196-41-82 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1358
195-42-50 ARC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1591 196-41-82 HQ UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1963
195-42-60 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2740 196-41-82 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3334
196-41-82 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3337195-42-60 JSC UNIV OF HOUSTON 3317 196-41-84 HQ FLORIDA STATE UNIV 1782195-42-64 HQ COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2734 196-41-84 HQ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2663
195-42-64 HQ UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 1574 310-20-32 GSFC UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST 2396
195-42-64 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3336 310-40-25 GSFC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3243
195-42-65 HQ UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 1461 310-40-39 GSFC CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 3041
195-42-65 HQ UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1485 311-00-00 GSFC SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 2874
195-42-65 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1538 311-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF DENVER 1674
195-42-65 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1540 311-00-00 HQ UNIV OF ROME 3623
195-42-65 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2176 311-02-31 GSFC BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 2122
195-42-65 HQ UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 3027 311-02-31 GSFC BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 2123
195-42-66 HQ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1335 311-02-65 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2266
195-42-66 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1565 311-04-03 WS UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1096
195-42-67 HQ ARIZONA STATE UNIV 1110 311-20-10 GSFC NAT POLYTECHNIC INST 3617
195-42-67 HQ ILL INST OF TECH 1887 311-20-10 GSFC UNIV OF CHILE 3616
195-42-67 HQ LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 3056 311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2684
195-42-67 HQ PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1995 311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2685
195-42-67 HQ TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3270 311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2686
195-42-67 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1558 311-20-20 GSFC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2687
195-42-67 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1946 311-80-41 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3350
195-42-67 HQ UNIV OF HOUSTON 3319 311-90-53 GSFC CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 3139
195-42-67 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2470 320-00-00 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2666
195-42-67 HQ UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 3116 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1002
195-42-67 HQ UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3481 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1003
195-43-50 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1869 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1004
195-43-50 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2172 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1005
195-43-50 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3340 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1006
196-00-00 HQ BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV 3411 340-00-00 HQ ALABAMA A&M UNIV 1007
196-00-00 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1156 340-00-00 HQ AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1027
196-00-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1556 340-00-00 HQ BOSTON COLLEGE 2206
196-00-00 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1875 340-00-00 HQ BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 2125
196-00-00 HQ UNIV OF IOWA 2044 340-00-00 HQ BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 2126
196-00-00 HQ UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST 2397 340-00-00 HQ BOWIE STATE COLLEGE 2127
196-41-51 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2153 340-00-00 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1209
196-41-67 ARC CAL STATE U-CHICO 1240 340-00-00 HQ CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2948
196-41-80 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1195 340-00-00 HQ CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 1743
196-41-80 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1204 340-00-00 HQ CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 2949
196-41-80 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1220 340-00-00 HQ CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 2950
196-41-80 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2344 340-00-00 HQ CENTRAL ST UNIV-OHIO 2951
196-41-80 HQ NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2690 340-00-00 HQ COLLEGE OF WM & MARY 3432
196-41-80 HQ STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2861 340-00-00 HQ COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2738
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1138 340-00-00 HQ CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2762
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1143 340-00-00 HQ DELAWARE STATE COL 1721
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1155 340-00-00 HQ DELAWARE STATE COL 1722
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1160 340-00-00 HQ DELAWARE STATE COL 1723
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1161 340-00-00 HQ DILLARD UNIVERSITY 2079
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF ARIZONA 1170 340-00-00 HQ FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 1745
196-41-80 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1423 340-00-00 HQ GRAMBLING COLLEGE 2081
196-41-80 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1426 340-00-00 HQ GRAMBLING COLLEGE 2083
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1873
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1876 340-00-00 HQ GRAMBLING COLLEGE 2084196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1876
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF IOWA 2045 340-00-00 HQ GRAMBLING COLLEGE 2085
196-41-80 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3339 340-00-00 HQ GRAMBLING COLLEGE 2086
196-41-80 HQ UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3342 340-00-00 HQ HAMPTON INSTITUTE 3441
196-41-80 HQ UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3548 340-00-00 HQ HOWARD UNIVERSITY 1769
196-41-82 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1211 340-00-00 HQ HOWARD UNIVERSITY 1771
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JACKSON STATE COL 
JACKSON STATE C O L  
LA STATE U-BAT R O U G E  
LA STATE U-BAT R O U G E  
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSI\ \IPPI S I A ~ I  11 
MOKtHOIISI  COI I CGE 
M O K t  HOI  SI COI LCGE 
\OKkOI  K $ 1  4 T F  COL 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
NO CAR A&T STATE U 
PRAIRIE VlEW A&M COL 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M COL 
PRAIRIE VlEW A&M COL 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SO CAROLINA S T  COL 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
SO UNIV-BATON R O U G E  
S O  UNIV-BATON ROUGE 
SO UNIV-NEW O R L E A N S  
ST,\'.tOKI) I I U I V I K S I I Y  
5 1 . 4 h F O R I )  I.\IVI.KSlTY 
I \ I  l . i \1)1.(~4 COI I F G E  
I t X A S  A&M UPII\TRSITY 
I l. '~KI:(',L l IKSTITI 'TE 







H O  
ARC 
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
HQ 
HQ 
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
HQ 
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
INSTITUTION 
VlRGlNlA STATE C O L  







STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
BOSTON COLLEGE 
UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV O F  CHICAGO 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV OKt( jO\ - I :CCi lUF.  
UKIV O K t t i O \ - l : I ' ( i l ' V F .  
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV O F  AKIZONA 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV CALIF-SAN D l E G O  
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
LKIV 4 L 4 - I I I ' S T S V I L L t  Icn7 3n3-00-00 H Q  C O R U t L I .  U K I V t K S I I Y  
I. NIV 41 A-TIJSChLOOS.\ I(N0 383-00-00 110 P K I \ C t l O h  LhIVl.KSl ' IY 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
1 UIV C A L I F - B C R K t L t Y  
UUIV C A L I F - B t K K t L t !  
UNlV O F  C H I C A G O  
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV MD-EASTRN SHORE 
CVI\ '  ML).k4SI'KI\ SIIORI 
L NIV M0. I  A S I K V  SI IORF 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 
UNIV O F  NEW MEXICO 




VIRGINIA STATE COL 
SO DAKOTA SCHL MINES 
UNlV O F  M A S S A M H E R S T  




CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV O F  IDAHO 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
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CALIF INST OF TECH 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST OF TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




MASS INST OF TECH 
NWN ST U-LOUISIANA 
T L L A \ t  UKlVI ItSII1 
Tlll . , \ \ t  UWIVI:KSIIY 
L!NIV (,\LIT-HTKhkLtY 
I.'NIV CALIF-I AhGtLES 
IINIV CALIF-S BAKBARA 
IlKlV (.OLOKAUO.BOLDK 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 
UNlV OF GEORGIA 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV OF MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV OF MASS-AMHERST 
UNlV OF NEW MEXICO 
UNlV OF PENNSYLVANIA 
UNlV OF PITTSBURGH 
UNlV OF SANTA CLARA 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNlV OF UTAH 
UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
UNIV OF WASHINGTON 
VIRGINIA STATE COL 













































































































VARTMOC TH COLI.EGE 
GRAMBIING COI IFGE 





UNI\ ALASKA-I AIKBUKS 
UNlV OF AUCKLAND 
UN!V CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF DENVER 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
GEORGE WASHINGTON U 





UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
MASS lNST OF TECH 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 





UNlV OF TOLEDO 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 





UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OF CHICAGO 
UNlV OF WYOMING 
FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 
POLY lNST BROOKLYN 
YALE UNIVERSITY 1718 405-02-02 GSFC CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
YALE UNIVERSITY 405-02-02 GSFC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
MASS INST OF TECH 405-02-02 GSFC UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
MASS lNST OF TECH 2340 405-06-01 HQ 234 1 UNlV OF DENVER 
Q T A N F n R n  1 IN~VLZ~FITV ,* 408-02-01 GSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
" . .. . . . - . . - - . . . . - . . -. . . .2*" 
UNlV COLORADO-BOI.DR 1661 408-02-01 GSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
~ - - - - - -  -.
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNlV 3410 408-02-02 GSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST OF TECH I228 408-02-02 GSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 































APPENDIX D CROSS INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER
RTOP INSTAL- ACC RTOP INSTAL- ACC
NO. LATION INSTITUTION NO. NO. - LATION INSTITUTION NO.
408-02-02 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2369 501-15-81 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1364
408-02-02 GSFC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2815 501-15-82 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1757
408-02-02 GSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3598 501-15-82 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3456
501-15-82 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3483
490-02-01 HQ UNIV OF ROME 3622 501-15-82 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3508
501-15-83 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2377
490-02-02 LARC SOUTHERN METHODIST U 3232 501-15-83 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3092
492-02-03 KSC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2689 501-15-83 LERC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2670
501-01-06 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2931 501-15-83 LERC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1969
501-01-06 LERC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 3053 501-15-83 LERC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 3177
501-01-06 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2309 501-15-83 LERC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 3178
501-01-06 LERC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2864 501-21-20 LARC VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 3493
501-01-06 LERC UNIV OF KENTUCKY 2074 501-21-21 ARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2909
501-02-01 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2373 501-21-21 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1361
501-03-02 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 2331 501-21-22 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3449
501-03-02 LARC OHIO UNIVERSITY 2981 501-21-22 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2659
501-03-02 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2645 501-21-22 LARC UNIV SO MISSISSIPPI 2547
501-03-11 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2317 501-21-23 LARC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2989
501-03-11 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2371 501-22-01 LARC BOSTON UNIVERSITY 2213
501-03-11 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1298 501-22-01 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1758
501-03-11 ARC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1588 501-22-01 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1844
501-04-01 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1756 501-22-01 LARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1511
501-04-01 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1760 501-22-02 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1853
501-04-01 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2816 501-22-02 LARC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 3055
501-04-01 LARC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3077 501-22-02 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2912
501-04-01 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2662 501-22-02 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3458
501-04-01 LARC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 2008 501-22-02 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2468
501-04-01 LARC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 3168 501-22-02 LARC YOUNGSTOWN STATE U 2999
501-04-01 LERC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3065 501-22-03 LARC OHIO STATE UNIV 2978
501-04-01 LERC UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 1600 501-22-03 LARC UNIV OF CINCINNATI 2991
501-04-01 LERC WICHITA STATE UNIV 2070 501-22-03 LARC UNIV OF KANSAS 2067
501-04-03 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1849 501-22-03 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3514
501-04-03 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1854 501-22-03 LERC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2665
501-04-03 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2813 501-22-03 LERC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3269
501-04-03 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3494 501-22-04 LARC CLEMSON UNIV-CLEMSON 3137
501-04-03 LERC CALIF INST OF TECH 1203 501-22-04 LARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1310
501-04-03 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2326 501-22-04 LARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1516
501-06-01 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1318 501-22-04 LARC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 3171
501-06-01 LARC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1851 501-22-05 ARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2654
501-06-01 LARC UNIV OF KANSAS 2066 501-22-05 ARC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3346
501-06-02 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1354 501-22-05 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3443
501-06-02 ARC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1971 501-24-01 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3519
501-06-04 ARC MASS INST OF TECH 2353 501-24-06 LERC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1954
501-06-08 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3535 501-24-07 LERC BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY 3033
501-06-08 LARC MICHIGAN STATE UNIV 2420 501-24-08 LERC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2936
501-06-09 ARC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3540 501-24-10 LERC MISSISSIPPI STATE U 2542
501-06-09 LARC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3477 501-24-10 LERC NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1899
501-06-10 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3454 501-24-10 LERC ROSE-HULMAN INST TEC 2013
501-06-11 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 2810 501-24-10 LERC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3471
501-06-11 LARC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2641 501-24-20 ARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2425
501-08-10 LARC NEW YORK UNIVERSITY ' 2804 501-24-20 GSFC CAL STATE U-S DIEGO 1250
501-08-10 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3457 501-24-20 LERC MASS INST OF TECH 2342
501-08-10 LARC UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA 3102 501-26-01 FRC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1494
501-08-10 MSFC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1633
501-08-10 MSFC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3247
501-08-10 MSFC UNIV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 3006 501-26-05 LARC MASS INST OF TECH 
2374
501-08-10 MSFC UNIV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 3163 501-29-01 ARC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1430
501-09-02 LARC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2904 501-29-02 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1330
501-09-02 LARC UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1953 501-29-03 ARC CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 1253
501-15-81 ARC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 2009 501-29-03 ARC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1564
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502-03-1 1 GSFC 
502-03-12 HQ 

































OLD DOMINION UNlV 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
CHRISTPHR NEWPRT COL 
HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
COLORADO STATE UNIV 
COLORAOO STATE UNIV 














































OLD DOMINION UNlV 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNlV 






MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
VANDERBlLT UNIVERSTY 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
PRINCF'ION I NIVtRSlTY 20?Y 502-24-03 l FKC COLOH4DO ST,\TI. IJKlV 
ST,\YI.OKD I Nl\ tKSlTY l2ba 502-2141 I ARC P1.NhSI LVAhllA S14TF  L 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1346 502-25-53 LERC UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV OREGON-EUGENE 3031 502-25-53 LERC UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 1895 502-25-70 LERC LOWELL TECH INST 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 3098 502-25-72 GSFC DUKE UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1309 502-27-01 ARC UNlV O F  TULSA 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 2114 502-28-04 LERC UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
HKOU U L UI\'ERSITY 3127 ill?-28-Ul LCRC UNlV M I O I - 4 U Y  ARBOR 




MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 











UNlV OF VIRGINIA 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
IOWA STATE UNlV 
UNlV ARKANSAS-FAYETV 
NI:U YOKK UNlVI KSITY 
NO <AKOLIN,\ S l A r l (  L 
1.SlV 01- CINClhU,\TI 
STA\ tORD LIUI\'LKSI I Y  
COLORADO ST.4 I t  UNIV IM6 502-37-112 4RC II\I\' MhRYIAND-COL PK 
I'KlhCETOh Ilhl\ ' tKSITY 263b 503-lM4I L t R C  (:OK\tLL I.'VI\LHSIIY 
CATIIOLIC UNl\  tRSITI  
COLORADO STA lt UUlV 
GtORGIA IiiST O F  TCCH 
titOKGI,\ IiiST Of TCCH 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
TULANE UNIVERSITY 
UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 
CORbFI  L C UIVCRSI I \  
CORN! I I UhIVCRSIIY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNlV MARYLANO-COL PK 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
WAYNE STATE UNIV 
















UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
CORNFl I I h l V t  KSITY 
U \ l \  0 1  UASHINtiTOU 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
VANDERBlLT UNIVERSTY 
UNlV O F  FLORID$ 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
UNlV O F  ClNClNNATi 
MASS INST OF TECH 
LlNFlELD COLLEGE 
BROWN UNIVERSLTY 3124 598-85-00 LERC COLORADO STATE UNIV 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 598-85-00 LERC HIRAM COLLEGE 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNIV O F  WASHINGTON IMO 599-85-00 LARC COLLEGE O F  WM & MARY 
UNIV O F  PITTSBURGH 3542 599-85-00 LARC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 3117 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 1846 599-85-00 LARC HAMPTON INSTITUTE 
COLORADO STATE IlNlV 599-85-00 LARC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR - . -. 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 3495 599-85-00 LARC VIRGINIA POLY INST 
APPALACHIAN STATE U 2884 599-85-00 LARC VIRGINIA STATE COL 
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636-18-7 1 LARC 
636-18-71 LARC 





















UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TENNESSEE TECH U 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV OF UTAH 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV O F  MASS-AMHERST 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
UNlV COLORADO-BOLDR 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
h t M  YOKK IINI\'L KSITV 
T ~ X A S  A&M IJKIVI KSlTY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNIV OF KANSAS 
I ' I I V  MI('1I.AUU ARBOR 
I.UIV ILLI\OIS-IJRHANA 
UNlV O F  PERU 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNlV 
OHlO STATE UNIV 
SOUTHERN METHODIST U 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 
\'IK(ilUIA POL) INST 
C0RNFI.L LXlVtRSITY 
CORNELL LSIVtRSITY 
hflCIIICif\Y STATt U\IV 
MISSISSIPPI S l  A T t  L 
PURDUt  UNI\k.KSI I Y  
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SO DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 














































































UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV NEBRASKA-LINCLN 









UNlV OF IOWA 
UNlV OF MONTANA 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNIV O F  WYOMING 
UNlV O F  WYOMING 
TEXAS TECH UNlV 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
UNlV O F  VERMONT 
LONG ISLAND UNlV 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
OREGON STATE UNlV 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF DELAWARE 
UNlV O F  IDAHO 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
UNlV TENNESSEE-KNOXV 
UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
STAXFORD I NIVFKSITV 
STA\IORD I hIVFKSITV 
UNI\ COLOK%OO-HOIDK 
U h I \  O t  PII'ISBL KGH 
LNIV O t  YO1 I'I\GH,\.M 
ST.\hl.OKD LUIVtKSII Y 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
PCNYSYLVAkl.\ STATt U 
CASt WtSTLRY REStRVt  
CLEMSOX UhIV-CLLMSON 






LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  MILAN 
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802-31-00 G S t C  
802-31-00 GSFC 
81 1-22-00 ARC 
8 11-22-00 ARC 
811-22-00 ARC 
811-22-00 ARC 
81 1-22-00 ARC 
81 1-22-00 ARC 
81 1-22-00 ARC 







MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
UNlV O F  CINCINNATI 
NORTHEASTERN UNlV 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
NO CAROL!NA STATE U 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
UNlV ILLINOISURBANA 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
UNlV WISC-MILWAUKEE 
MASS LNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MARYLAND-COL PK 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 




U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNlV 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
CAL STATE U-SAN JOSE 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
M A S S  l hS7  OF T I  ( H 
MASS IUST 01: T I C H  
S T \ U r O R I >  UNl\l:KSITY 
l'KINCF.lOh UhIV1 KSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 





81 1-22-00 ARC 





81 1-22-00 GSFC 
815-20-00 LARC 







































823-12 80 GSFC 
831-M-00 H Q  
831-00-00 HO 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNIV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 
BROWN UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
FLORIDA STATE UNIV 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 
MASS lNST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 






STATE U NY-STONY BRK 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV O F  NEW MEXICO 
UNlV O F  ROCHESTER 
UNlV TEXAS-DALLAS 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
RUTGERS U-N BRUNSWK 
UNlV COLORADO-BOZDR 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DlEGO 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV NEW HAMPSHIRE 





UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
UNlV O F  WYOMING 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
il MINN-MNPLSST PAUL 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY . -- - - 
CALIF INST O F  TECH ln8  831-12-00 H O  UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
CALIF INST O F  TECH 831-22-00 GSFC UNlV WISC-MADISON 
DUDLEY OBSERVATORY 
DUDLEY OBSERVATORY 2782 831-41-00 GSFC MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 2783 831-42-00 GSFC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
I I W I V  nc- a a r ~ n w a  !l!j 832-12-00 GSFC LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE - .... -. ,.... -" ,.,. . , ... 
UNlV O F  ARI7.ONA 832-12-00 GSFC LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
- -  ~~~~~ 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 1.468 832-12-00 GSFC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO I523 832-12-02 GSFC UNIV O F  ARIZONA 
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832-12-00 MSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1183 861-42-00 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 2036
832-12-00 MSFC, CALIF INST OF TECH 1184 861-42-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2147
832-12-00 MSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1185 861-51-00 GSFC CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 3039
861-52-00 GSFC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1289832-12-00 MSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1188
861-52-00 GSFC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1378832-12-00 MSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2721 861-52-00 GSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1912
861-52-00 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 2030
832-12-00 MSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2723 861-52-00 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 2032
832-12-00 MSFC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2724 861-52-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2431
832-12-00 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2273 861-52-00 GSFC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2495
832-12-00 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2277 861-52-00 GSFC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2500
832-12-00 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2278 863-00-00 LARC UNIV OF IOWA 2024
832-12-00 MSFC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1382 863-11-00 LARC UNIV OF IOWA 2025
832-12-00 MSFC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1384 863-11-00 LARC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2491
832-12-00 MSFC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1531 863-11-00 LARC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2492
832-12-00 MSFC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1532 870-42-00 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 2034
832-12-00 MSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1914 872-00-00 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3362
832-12-00 MSFC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2501 872-12-00 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3360
832-12-00 MSFC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2502 872-12-00 .GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3363
832-12-00 MSFC WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2576 872-12-00 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3364
841-00-00 GSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1181 874-32-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2432
841-00-00 GSFC DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 2601 877-11-00 GSFC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3512
841-00-00 GSFC RICE UNIVERSITY 3212 877-12-00 GSFC NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1898
841-00-00 GSFC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1280 877-12-00 GSFC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1282
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1470 878-12-00 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2264
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1471 878-21-00 GSFC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1761
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1910 879-00-00 ARC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2681
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1911 879-00-00 JSC UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1097
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1652 879-00-00 HQ UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1958
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1653 879-10-00 WS RICE UNIVERSITY 3213
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2427 879-11-00 GSFC UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1095
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2428 879-11-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2435
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2695 879-11-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2439
841-00-00 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3361 879-11-00 JSC UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1098
841-12-00 GSFC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1118 879-11-00 JSC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2503
841-12-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2430 879-11-00 WS UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 1965
849-00-00 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2334 879-11-00 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1221
849-00-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1550 879-11-00 HQ CALIF INST OF TECH 1230
852-22-00 GSFC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2220 879-11-00 HQ HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2238
852-22-00 GSFC JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2129 879-11-00 HQ JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2132
852-22-00 GSFC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1655 879-11-00 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2379
852-22-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2433 879-11-00 HQ PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3076
852-22-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2434 879-11-00 HQ PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3090
852-22-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2438 879-11-00 HQ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2675
852-22-00 GSFC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2498 879-11-00 HQ UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1103
852-22-00 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3365 879-11-00 HQ UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1104
852-22-00 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3366 879-11-00 HQ UNIV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 1106
852-22-00 GSFC YALE UNIVERSITY 1705 879-11-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1409
855-12-00 GSFC OHIO STATE UNIV 2972 879-11-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1412
855-12-00 HQ OHIO STATE UNIV 2965 879-11-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1419
857-12-00 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 2033 879-11-00 HQ UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1421
857-12-00 GSFC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2496 879-11-00 HQ UNIV OF CHICAGO 1932
861-00-00 GSFC CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIV 3036 879-11-00 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1658
861-00-00 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 2029 879-11-00 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1660
861-00-00 GSFC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3359
861-41-00 GSFC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3566 879-11-00 HQ UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1664
861-42-00 GSFC CALIF INST OF TECH 1182 879-11-00 HQ UNIV OF HAWAII 1874
861-42-00 GSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2262 879-11-00 HQ UNIV OF HOUSTON 3315
861-42-00 GSFC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1913 879-11-00 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2179
861-42-00 GSFC UNIV OF IOWA 2031 879-11-00 HQ UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2459
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879-11-00 HQ U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2514 914-40-00 GSFC FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 1746
879-11-00 HQ U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2516 914-40-00 GSFC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2191
879-11-00 HQ U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2521 914-40-00 GSFC VIRGINIA POLY INST 3510
879-11-00 HQ UNIV NEW HAMPSHIRE 2616 914-40-00 JSC ARIZONA STATE UNIV 1111
914-40-00 JSC BROWN UNIVERSITY 3130
879-11-00 HQ UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 3110 914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1190914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1191879-11-00 HQ UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3381 914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1192
879-11-00 HQ UNIV WISC-MADISON 3579 914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1205
879-40-00 ARC NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 2682 914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1206
883-00-00 ARC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1271 914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1207
883-00-00 ARC U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL 3394 914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1217
883-9X-00 ARC BOWLING GRN STATE U 2927 914-40-00 JSC CALIF INST OF TECH 1233
894-12-00 GSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2429 914-40-00 JSC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2934
904-00-00 HQ OHIO STATE UNIV 2980 914-40-00 JSC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2937
905-00-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2287 914-40-00 JSC CASE WESTERN RESERVE 2938
908-10-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2288 914-40-00 JSC COLLEGE VIRGIN ISLND 3611
908-20-00 JSC UNIV OF HOUSTON 3287 914-40-00 JSC COLORADO STATE UNIV 1643
908-41-00 JSC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1838 914-40-00 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2725
908-41-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2290 914-40-00 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2726
908-42-01 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 3227 914-40-00 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2727
908-42-39 JSC UNIV TEXAS-AUSTIN 3325 914-40-00 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2739
908-42-39 JSC YALE UNIVERSITY 1706 914-40-00 JSC COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 2741
908-44-13 JSC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3257 914-40-00 JSC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2750
908-44-38 JSC UNIV OF UTAH 3423 914-40-00 JSC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2770
908-51-00 MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1016 914-40-00 JSC CORNELL UNIVERSITY 2774
908-51-00 MSFC MISSISSIPPI STATE U 2533 914-40-00 JSC FAIRLEIGH-DICKNSON U 2621
908-51-08 MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1021 914-40-00 JSC GEORGE WASHINGTON U 1759
908-51-21 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2271 914-40-00 JSC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2230
908-52-08 MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1015 914-40-00 JSC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2236
908-52-08 MSFC UNIV OF FLORIDA 1790 914-40-00 JSC HARVARD UNIVERSITY 2237
908-52-18 MSFC MASS INST OF TECH 2275 914-40-00 JSC INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1975
908-52-18 MSFC UNIV MO-ROLLA 2568 914-40-00 JSC INDIANA U-BLOOMINGTN 1982
908-52-38 MSFC UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1045 914-40-00 JSC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 3051
908-52-46 MSFC UNIV OF DAYTON 2995 914-40-00 JSC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 3052
908-54-08 MSFC MISSISSIPPI STATE U 2535 914-40-00 JSC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 3057
908-54-08 MSFC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1476 914-40-00 JSC LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 3059
908-54-08 MSFC UNIV OF SANTA CLARA 1587 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2292
908-54-33 MSFC UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1060 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2293
908-62-32 KSC UNIV OF FLORIDA 1794 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2295
908-67-05 KSC UNIV OF FLORIDA 1804 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2296
908-91-24 HQ MASS INST OF TECH 2372 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2299
908-94-24 HQ BETHUNE-COOKMAN COL 1777 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2348
908-94-24 HQ UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2174 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2349
909-41-07 JSC CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 2715 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2350
909-41-07 JSC UNIV MO-COLUMBIA 2556 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2352
909-52-47 MSFC UNIV MICH-ANN ARBOR 2445 914-40-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2360
909-55-05 MSFC AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 1023 914-40-00 JSC NO CAROLINA STATE U 2897
909-55-47 MSFC UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 1056 914-40-00 JSC NORTHEASTERN UNIV 2383909-62-47 KSC FLORIDA TECH UNIV 1786 914-40-00 JSC NORTHWESTERN UNIV 1896
909-64-09 KSC UNIV OF FLORIDA 1792 914-40-00 JSC OREGON STATE UNIV 3015
909-64-13 KSC UNIV OF SO CAROLINA 3142 914-40-00 JSC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3085
909-64-42 KSC GEORGIA INST OF TECH 1839
909-64-47 KSC FLORIDA INST OF TECH 1778 914-40-00 JSC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3086909-64-47 KSC FLORIDA INST OF TECH 1778909-64-47 KSC FLORIDA TECH UNIV 1785 914-40-00 JSC PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 3087
909-72-47 LARC OLD DOMINION UNIV 3460 914-40-00 JSC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2646
914-14-00 JSC UNIV OF FLORIDA 1791 914-40-00 JSC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2657
914-14-00 JSC UNIV OF SOUTHERN CAL 1604 914-40-00 JSC PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 2658
914-40-00 ARC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1467 914-40-00 JSC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 1996
914-40-00 ARC UNIV MO-COLUMBIA 2563 914-40-00 JSC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 2005
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914-40-00 JSC PURDUE UNIVERSITY 2007 914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF NEW MEXICO 2701
914-40-00 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 3214 914-40-00 JSC UNIV N CAR-CHPL HILL 2922
914-40-00 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 3215 914-40-00 JSC UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 3025
914-40-00 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 3223 914-40-00 JSC UNIV OREGON-EUGENE 3026
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 3111
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF PITTSBURGH 3113914-40-00 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 3226 914-40-00 JSC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3368
914-40-00 JSC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1293 914-40-00 JSC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3370
914-40-00 JSC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1356 914-40-00 JSC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3377
914-40-00 JSC STATE UNIV NY-BUFFAL 2848 914-40-00 JSC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3378
914-40-00 JSC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2855 914-40-00 JSC UNIV TEXAS-GALVESTON 3392
914-40-00 JSC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2856 914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF TULSA 3009
914-40-00 JSC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2858 914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF UTAH 3422
914-40-00 JSC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2863 914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF WASHINGTON 3550
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF ARIZONA 1157 914-40-00 JSC UNIV WISC-MADISON 3583
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1386 914-40-00 JSC WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2577
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1387 914-40-00 JSC WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 2580
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1390 914-40-00 JSC WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 1701
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1391 914-40-00 JSC WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 1703
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1392 914-40-00 JSC YALE UNIVERSITY 1717
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1404 914-49-00 GSFC DUKE UNIVERSITY 2888
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1405 914-49-00 JSC DUDLEY OBSERVATORY 2787
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1415 914-49-00 JSC JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2131
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1418 914-49-00 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 3216
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1433 914-49-00 JSC STANFORD UNIVERSITY 1295
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1437 914-49-00 JSC STATE U NY-STONY BRK 2850
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-DAVIS 1462 914-49-00 JSC ST U NY COL-GENESCO 2869
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1490 914-49-00 JSC U ARKANSAS-MONTICELO 1175
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1491 914-49-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 1388
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1493 914-49-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1479
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1501 914-49-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1480
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1502 914-49-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1534
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1503 914-49-00 JSC UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3369
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-L ANGELES 1512 914-49-00 JSC UNIV OF UTAH 3414
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1545 914-49-00 JSC UNIV OF UTAH 3415
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1546 914-49-00 JSC UNIV OF VIRGINIA 3469
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1547 914-49-00 JSC WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST 2406
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 1557 914-49-00 JSC WOODSHOLE OCEAN INST 2407
914-40-00 JSC UNIV CALIF-S BARBARA 1579 914-49-00 MSFC PORTLAND STATE UNIV 3021
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1915 914-50-00 JSC ALBANY MED COLLEGE 2707
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1924 914-50-00 JSC BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 3189
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1925 914-50-00 JSC BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 3193
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1926 914-50-00 JSC BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 3199
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1933 914-50-00 JSC DUKE UNIVERSITY 2886
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF CHICAGO 1934 914-50-00 JSC EASTRN MICHIGAN UNIV 2411
914-40-00 JSC UNIV COLORADO-BOLDR 1667 914-50-00 JSC FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 2792
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF DELAWARE 1729 914-50-00 JSC HOUSTON BAPTIST COL 3204
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF HOUSTON 3308 914-50-00 JSC LAMAR UNIVERSITY 3205
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF HOUSTON 3312 914-50-00 JSC LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 2092
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF HOUSTON 3313 914-50-00 JSC LA STATE U-NEW ORLNS 2102
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF KENTUCKY 2076 914-50-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2289
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF KENTUCKY 2077 914-50-00 JSC MASS INST OF TECH 2297
914-40-00 JSC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2149
914-40-00 JSC UNIV MARYLAND-COL PK 2183
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF MASS-AMHERST 2400
914-40-00 JSC UNIV OF MIAMI 1812 914-50-00 JSC OHIO STATE UNIV 2959
914-40-00 JSC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2510 914-50-00 JSC OHIO STATE UNIV 2960
914-40-00 JSC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2518 914-50-00 JSC OHIO STATE UNIV 2961
914-40-00 JSC U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 2520 914-50-00 JSC RICE UNIVERSITY 3219
914-40-00 JSC UNIV MO-ROLLA 2570 914-50-00 JSC TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 3249
19
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TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS TECH UNlV 
TEXAS TECH UNlV 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 
UNlV ALASKA-FAIRBNKS 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNlV OF CONNECTICUT 
UNlV OF HOUSTON 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV O F  IDAHO 
UNIV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 




UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
U TEX CANCER CENTER 
U TEX CANCER CENTER 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNIV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
DUDLEY OBSERVATORY 
UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
BAYLOR UNLV-MED COL 
FLORIDA STATE UNlV 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNlV 
U MINN-MNPLS-ST PAUL 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
U TEX CANCER CENTER 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIE! 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
VIRGINIA COMNWLTH U 
BROOME COMMUNITY COL 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
NEW MEX ST U-LAS CR 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  IOWA 

























































































































































































UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV ALA-TUSCALOOSA 
UNlV N CAR-CHPL HILL 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
AUBURN UNIV-AUBURN 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
AUBURN UNIV-AUEURN 
COLORAOO STATE UNlV 
COLORAOO STATE UNlV 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 
GRAMBLING COLLEGE 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
LOYOLA UNIV-LA 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
MISSISSIPPI SThTF U 
MISSISSIPPI STATI. U 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 









UNlV OF DENVER 
UNlV OF FLORIDA 
tJNI\ MI( H.%\U ARBOR 





UNlV O F  ARIZONA 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL 
TEXAS WOMANS UNlV 
UNIV CALIF-BERKELEY 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
U TEX CANCER CENTER 
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
UNIV WISC-MADISON 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSTY 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
A CC 
NO. 
NASA's UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 































































BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
F O R D H A M  UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
MICHIGAN STATE UNlV 
MISSISSIPPI STATE U 
S O  DAKOTA STATE UNlV 
UNlV O F  KANSAS 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
COLORADO SCH O F  MINE 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNlV O F  NEVADA-RENO 
UNlV TEXAS-AUSTIN 
UNlV O F  UTAH 
UNlV O F  WYOMING 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
UNlV OKLAHOMA-NORMAN 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
P U R D U E  UNIVERSITY 
P U R D U E  UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  DELAWARE 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNIV O F  KANSAS 




































I N S T A L  
LATION 




















A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
ARC 
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
INSTITUTION 
UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
'UNIV O F  G E O R G I A  
LA STATE U-BAT R O U G E  
BAYLOR U N I V - M t D  COL 
PORTLAND S T A T t  UNlV 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  NEW M t X l C O  
UNlV TEX-PUB HEALTH 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
LA STATE U-NEW O R L N S  








UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
UPPSALA UNIVERSITY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
H O W A R D  UNIVERSITY 
OHIO STATE UNlV 
S T h \ l  O K 0  UhI\ 'LRSI IY 
U h l V  Il iXi\S-GALVESIO\ 
UNIV O l  X ASHIK(;TON 
L1SIV 1-Al. l t -S%U DITfiO 
CASC \\'l.STFK\ RESTHVI 
HARVAKO I hIVERSI1Y 
L)UDI.E\ OHSt KV.\TORY 2764 ',711-2114 ARC S T  LOI.1'5 Ll\ l \ ' tRSITY 
ST,\XFOKI> I . \ l \ 'kRSITY I?b; r711-11.14 \RC STANIOKI)  L hIVCRSI1 Y 
DUDLEY OBSERVATORY 2786 970-21-14 A R C  UNlV CALIb-BERKELEY 
NORTHWESTERN UNlV 1889 970-21-14 A R C  UNlV CAI-IF-DAVIS 
UNlV TEXASAUSTIN 3331 970-21-16 A R C  STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNIV TEXAS-DALLAS 3371 970-21-16 A R C  STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
DUDLEY OBSERVATORY 2785 970-21-25 A R C  GEORGETOWN UNlV 
U N I V  OF KANSAS 2052 9io-21-25 ARC UNIV CALIF- IRVINE 
I. UIV Or K4NSi \S  211% 9-0-21-25 . \KC UNIV C41.1b.SAY TRAN 
I"II \ '  WISC-M41)150h 3171 970-21-25 A R C  C N1\ \VlF(.-M.\DISO% 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
G E O R G I A  INST O F  TECH 
MASS INST O F  TECH 





UNlV CALIF-L ANGELES 
UNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  SOUTHERN CAL 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A KC 
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  
A R C  




WEST VIRGINIA UNlV 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN F R A N  
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
MASS INST O F  TECH 




UNlV O F  FLORIDA 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV MICH-ANN ARBOR 
EMORY UNIVERSITY 
A C C  
NO. 
NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 




















970-21-61 A R C  
970-21-61 A R C  
970-21-61 A R C  
970-21-61 A R C  
970-21-61 A R C  






































MASS INST O F  TECH 




UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV O F  CHICAGO 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
EMORY UNIVERSITY 






UNlV O F  HAWAII 
UNlV ILLINOIS-URBANA 
UNlV O F  IOWA 
UNIV MICH-ANN ARROR 
UNIV O F  SANTA CLARA 
U TEX HEALTH CTK-DAL 
UNlV O F  VIRGINIA 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
UNlV O F  PENNSYLVANIA 
DUKE UNIVERSITY 
NO CAROLINA STATE U 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV SAN FRANCISCO 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE 
UNlV MO-ROLLA 
MASS INST O F  TECH 
UNlV CALIF-BERKELEY 
UNlV O F  DENVER 
CAL STATF U-SAN JOSE 
WORCESTER POLY INST 




M T  SINAI SCH O F  MED 




UNlV O F  SANTA CLARA 
U h l V  WISC-MADISOh 
LlhlV \VISC-MAI)ISOh 
UNlV WISC-MADISON 
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE 
COLORADO STATE UNlV 
UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
ACC RTOP INSTAL 




























































BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
TUFTS UNIVERSITY 
UNlV CALIF-SAN FRAN 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-DAL 
H,\KVI\ti COLl t t i l  
MRSS l h \ T  C)1 l'tC'!I 
TLX.\S 4 & M  UYIVLKSIT1 
U MI\ \ -3 IKPLSST PALL 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV O F  WASHINGTON 
UNLV WISC-GREEN BAY 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
LA STATE U-BAT ROUGE 
VO I 1  XAS S l A l t :  OYIV 
11'\'1\' 11 .1  IVOIS-CIIICCO 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
BAYLOR UNIV-MED COL 
ST U NV-UPST MED CTR 
UNlV CALIF-DAVIS 
UNlV O t  MIAMI 
UNlV TEXAS-GALVESTON 
U TEX HEALTH CTR-SA 
ClNlV O F  CONNECTICUT 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
UNlV TEX-DENTAL BRCH 
UNlV TEX-DENTAL BRCI-I 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
COLI.EGE O F  WM & MARY 
COI.ORAD0 STATE UNlV 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNlVtRSlTY 
OLD DOMINION UNlV 
RlCE UNIVERSITY 
UNlV MO-COLUMBIA 
UNlV O F  HOUSTON 
TEXAS TECH UNIV 
UNlV O F  KENTUCKY 
UNlV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
MASS INST O F  TECH 








GEORGIA INST O F  TECH 



















































































































































NASA's  UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
APPENDIX D C R O S S  INDEX BY RTOP NUMBER 
INSTITUTION 
UNlV OF KANSAS 
L h l V  CALIF-I Ah<iU.l.k.S 
HAK\'ARD I . V I \ I  KSlTY 
I NIV C4LIF-I.  A\<,tl.kS 
I \I\' Cr\LIF-HF.Rhl.I.I.Y 
UNIV OF HOUSTON 
UNIV ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV OF ARIZONA 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
1 \ \ S \ I \ . Z A  S T  I
STAbtOKU UhIVTRSIIY 
I h I V  MICH-.\>U ZRHOK 
IIhI\ AIAShA-I.ZIRBKKS 
(-41 II I h S l  OF TECH 
>$ASS IUST O t  I t C l 1  
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
UNIV OF ARIZONA 
GEORGETOWN UNIV 
LEHIGH UNIVtKSITY 
MASS INST Ok TECH 
MASS INST OF TECH 
RENSSELAER POLY-NY 





UNlV OF ARIZONA 
UNlV OF SOUTHERN CAL  
WAYNE STATE UN lV  
CITY COLLEGE OF N Y 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
I 1\1\ AI:\.TIISC,\IOOSA 
Y K A (  L S t  UU I \ IKS IT \  
PF.N\S\I V:\SIn. STAIl: I .  
TCXAS A&M U\I\'F.RSI I'Y 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
VIRGINIA POLY INST 
ALABAMA A&M UNIV 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
LI\IV ALA-lIL.I\'ISVILLL 
L h l V  ALA. l l I l h lSVILLL  
L h1\' .\LA-IIL h ISI'ILLE 
L h I V  4Lh- I IVKISVILLC 
C NIV AL t -H I IKT iV ILLC  
1 h l V  ,\Let-TIIS('A1 OOSA 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSTY 
MASS INST OF TECH 
RICE UNIVERSITY 
CALIF INST OF TECH 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNlV 
UN lV  ALA-HUNTSVILLE 
UNlV CALIF-SAN DIEGO 
UNlV OF HAWAII  
TEXAS A&I UNIVERSITY 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY 
ACC 
NO. 
